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PREFACE

It is a truism that the formulation of international law arises from

the confrontation of alien cultures and their struggle to forge com-

mon principles with which to govern interactions between their peo-

ples. In cases where one culture subjugates another and institutes its

legal system in place of its predecessor’s, some degree of assimila-

tion of the legal practices and customs of the subjugated culture

inevitably occurs and establishes its contribution to the ongoing devel-

opment of the jurisprudence of the region over which it ruled.

Nowhere is this process more apparent than in the Mediterranean

world, which has seen, throughout its history, domination by one

civilization after another. Certain eras of that history have received

little or no attention by legal historians, however, due to the paucity

of documentation recording their legal practices.

The purpose of this study is to begin to fill in such a gap, specifically,
the evolution of admiralty and maritime law in the Mediterranean

region from the seventh through the first half of the eleventh cen-

tury. Its scope, therefore, is more concentrated, both in the time and

geographical region covered, than its companion volume, Islamic

Maritime Law: An Introduction (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1998), though there

is unavoidably some overlap in their subject matters. This study intro-

duces readers to the manner in which Muslim jurists viewed and

resolved maritime disputes, in comparison to their Roman and

Byzantine predecessors. Consequently, it addresses primarily com-

mercial dealings.

On the eve of the Islamic military expansions of the seventh and

eighth centuries, it was in the main the church, the state, wealthy

merchants and private entrepreneurs who controlled shipping in the

Mediterranean. Rules governing shipping were thus laid down by

experienced local mariners, ecclesiastical institutions, and/or imper-

ial lawyers; the last group compiled the Corpus Juris Civilis pro-

mulgated by Justinian I (527–565), and the Nomos Rhodion Nautikos

(Rhodian Sea Law), codified between 600 and 800. The latter was

recognized in Byzantine provinces on the eastern coasts of the

Mediterranean, Aegean, Marmora, and Black seas from the eighth

through the tenth centuries, during which time Islamic prominence
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was discernible in the Mediterranean and Aegean. In the reign of

Leo the Wise (886–912), the Rhodian Sea Law appeared as an

appendix in the first editions of the Basilika. This legal evidence

from the Byzantine world enables scholars today to trace the evo-

lution of maritime practices in the Byzantine Mediterranean from

the sixth until the early eleventh centuries.

By contrast, with only scant and sporadic data derived from doc-

umentary evidence and late eighth century C.E. Islamic jurispru-

dence, to do likewise regarding the development of Islamic maritime

laws in the Mediterranean has been difficult. As a result, it has gen-

erally been assumed that, with the exception of religious and per-

sonal status laws, Muslim legal authorities maintained the judicial

system and practices of the former Byzantine territories as long as

they did not contradict Islamic sacred law and Prophetic traditions.

However, the discovery of the Islamic legal treatise Kitàb Akriyat

al-Sufun wal-Nizà' bayna Ahlihà (Treatise concerning the Leasing of Ships

and the Claims between (Contracting) Parties), a copy of which was first

discovered more than two decades ago, has shed considerable light

on the subject. Attributed to the Màlikì jurist, Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar

(d. 310/923), it is at present considered the oldest and most com-

prehensive collection of Islamic maritime commercial law in effect

between the eighth and tenth centuries. It contains nine chapters

and six jurisprudential queries of Màlikì jurists and was compiled

sometime between the late ninth century and the second decade of

the tenth. Its promulgation coincided with the Islamic imperium over

the Mediterranean Sea and the capture of Sicily and Crete—two

strategic islands and ports of call between East and West, the Muslim

and Christian worlds. Its discovery clarifies unsolved issues pertain-

ing to the evolution of maritime legal history in the Mediterranean

Sea between 800 to 1050—a period in maritime legal history whose

gaps contemporary scholars have not attempted to bridge. It further

illuminates the extent to which Muslim jurists maintained and incor-

porated articles (codes) from the Rhodian Sea Law and the Digest

into their own digests. Moreover, it sheds light on the precedents

the fuqahà" introduced into shipping laws, and their contribution to

internationalizing sea law in the Mediterranean. Thus, the discovery

of the Kitàb Akriyat al-Sufun enables a comparison, the subject of

this study, between it and the Nomos Rhodion Nautikos that clarifies

the extent to which Muslim jurists maintained Byzantine maritime

customs in former Byzantine territories and incorporated specific arti-
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cles of the Nomos Rhodion Nautikos and the Digest into their rul-

ings. It thus makes it possible to begin to understand and evaluate

the contribution of Islamic law to the evolution of Mediterranean

jurisprudence.

This study consists of seven chapters and two appendices. Chapter

one deals with the physical and legal significance of the ship, with

an emphasis on the methods employed to compute the ship capac-

ity and the importance of naming commercial vessels. Chapter two

examines issues of ownership and possession of a vessel, the employ-

ment of crew—their duties, rights and payment conditions—and the

legal status of passengers on board ship. Carriage of cargo by sea

and forms of contracts, liability of the lessor, shipping fees and the

factors affecting them, and the circumstances in which the contract

may be breached are covered in chapter three. Jettison, general aver-

age, and contribution are treated in chapter four. Chapter five

describes Byzantine and Islamic laws of collision followed by the

rules governing the salvage of jetsam, which are surveyed in chap-

ter six. The final chapter explains the legal differences between

Byzantine and Islamic mercantile law and outlines the principles of

the sea loan, chreokoinònia, and qirà∂.
This book owes its inception to Dumbarton Oaks Research Library,

Washington D.C. (Harvard University), which granted me generous

financial support and afforded me an opportunity to work under

truly favorable conditions while a Fellow in Byzantine studies dur-

ing 2000–2001. I am personally indebted to Prof. Alice-Mary Talbot,

Director of Byzantine Studies, to whom I owe many heartfelt thanks,

as well as to the Senior Fellows Prof. George Dennis, Prof. John

Duffy, Prof. Ioli Kalavrezou, Prof. Angeliki E. Laiou, Prof. Jean-

Michel Spieser, and Prof. Robert Taft. I want to acknowledge my

deep gratitude to Prof. Abraham L. Udovitch for persuading me to

investigate and develop this topic, to Prof. Mark R. Cohen and Prof.

William Jordan, teachers and sincere friends, and to Mr. Krikor

Chobinian, who devoted a great deal of his precious time to the

search for bibliographical references. It is my pleasure to convey my

warmest thanks to Prof. John H. Paryor, Prof. John F. Haldon, Prof.

Vassilios Christides, and Prof. George L. Delgado whose invaluable

observations and reservations on my manuscript have shaped and

consolidated it. Further, I want to thank Prof. David Abulafia,

Cambridge University, Prof. Majid al-Haj and Prof. Yossi Ben-Artzi,

University of Haifa, for their support, as well as Prof. Robert Force
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and Prof. Martin Davies, Tulane University, for introducing me to

the realm of modern admiralty and maritime laws. I wish to extend

my gratitude to Mr. Ross Tharaud for editing the entire manuscript

and making helpful comments, as well as the Editorial Staff at E.J.

Brill: Mrs. Trudy Kamperveen, Mrs. Marcella Mulder and Mr. Julian

Deahl for their patience and efforts to get my manuscript to see the

light of day.

Special appreciation goes to Dr. Leigh-Ann Bedal, Dr. Aicha

Malek, Prof. Irfan Shahid, Mrs. Pris Haguebusch, and Dr. Latitia

and Charlie Ufford, whose friendship and company will never be

forgotten. My greatest debt is, as ever, to my mentor Prof. Michal

Artzy whose constant spiritual encouragement and guidance have

shaped my academic career. Last but certainly not least, my deep-

est appreciation is to my beloved wife Ranin and our children,

Samuel and Mariam, for their patience and caring support during

the writing of this book.



GLOSSARY OF NON-ENGLISH TERMS

Abbreviations

A.H. After the Hijra, migration of the Prophet from Makkah to

Medìna; the year it occurred, 622 C.E., is the base-year of the

Muslim era.

A. S. Kitàb Akriyat al-Sufun wal-Nizà' bayna Ahlihà.
C.E. Common or Christian Era.

CJ. Codex Justinianus

CTh. Codex Theodosianus.

Ibid. Ibidem, “in the same place,” refers to a single work cited in

the note immediately preceding.

i.e. id est, that is.

N. N. Nomos Rhodion Nautikos.

Op. cit. Opere citato, “in the work cited.”

r. recto, the front side of a leaf, letter, or manuscript.

v. verso, the back side of a leaf, letter, or manuscript.

q.v. quod vide, see.

Terms

Actio utilis or actio in factum is an action given originally by the prae-

tor (q.v.) on the alleged facts of the case alone, where no standard

civil law action was directly applicable.

Agoranomos (“eparch” or “prefect”). Literally means “market inspec-

tor.” During the age of the Roman Empire, the agoranomos came

to mean “aedile.” The aedile was to decide law cases that did not

come under anyone else’s jurisdiction, to inspect public buildings

and temples and to see to it that there were sufficient provisions

available in the city markets. The aedile was in charge of roads,

aqueducts, drains, walls, city streets, sanitation, and the public

peace. By the end of the third century, the agoranomos in the sense

of aedile had been replaced by the “eparch” or “prefect,” which

came to signify “market inspector” who was in charge of land
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registration, registration of manumission of slaves, drawing up con-

tracts and bills of sale, and the preservation of legal documents;

for all these services a tax was levied called the “agoranomeion.”

A˙kàm (sing. ˙ukm) Legal consequences of the facts of cases.

Ahl al-ma'rifa. People of knowledge, i.e., experts in the maritime affairs

and industry.

Ahl al-'Udùl. Honorable/trustworthy witnesses.

Ajìr khàßß. A private carrier, or a servant exclusively at the service

of one person; one who is hired by a contract of employment for

a specific period of time or work for a fixed pay, provided that

he does not commit any action which is defined as being trans-

gression or negligence.

Ajìr mushtarak. A common carrier; a person with whom a contract is

made for a specific task such as transporting a thing to a specified

destination.

Akatos. A kind of merchant oared galley, using thirty to fifty rowers,

for use on rivers as well as open water.

Amàn. A temporary safe conduct given to an enemy alien merchant

(musta"min), his life and property, allowing him to carry out com-

mercial transactions in Islamic territories.

Amàna. Trust, fiduciary relationship.

'Àmil al-qirà∂. A merchant agent, a labor-investor, or a tractator.

Amìn. A trustee.

Amìr. Literally, prince, but the actual significance is a ruler or a

governor.

Amìr al-ba˙r. Admiral, commander of the fleet.

Amlàk. Proprietary.

Artab, (see irdabb).

'Awàr or 'awàriya. A defect or an imperfection in an article of mer-

chandise.

Àyàt (sing. Àya). Miracles or Qur"ànic verses.

'Ayn. Gold or capital.

Bar†ìl (hiba, ma˙abba, and shò˙ad [Heb.]). A gratuity given to the

crewmembers to take care of the cargo at various stages of the

maritime venture.

Bayyina. Indisputable or conclusive evidence/proof.

Celeusta (Greek keleustes). The officer of a war galley.

Chreokoinònia. Literally, partnership. It is a partnership in which one

party is a capital-investor, while the other is a labor-investor. The
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risks and profits of the investment are divided between the capital-

investor and the manager.

Codex. A collection, official or unofficial, of imperial enactments rather

than a complete statement of the law.

Commenda. Arrangement in which one party invests capital and another

party trades with it on the understanding that they share the profits

in an agreed upon ratio, and that any loss resulting from normal

trading activity is borne by the investing party.

Culpa. Negligence, faulty judgment, or navigational misguidance (see

dolus).

Daftar. A private mercantile bookkeeping, record or booklet con-

taining reports about commercial transactions and shipping costs.

Îamàn. Liability, accountability, guaranteeship, responsibility.

Îamàn al-'aqd. Liability arising from an act contrary to a contract.

Îamàn al-fi'l. Liability arising from an unlawful act.

Dàr al-Islàm. Abode of Islam.

Dayyan. A Jewish judge, equivalent to the Muslim qà∂ì.
Dhimmì. A Christian or a Jew living in the Islamic state and acknowl-

edging the domination of Islam.

Dìwàn al-A˙kàm. Office of the qà∂ì ’s clerk.
Dolus. Evil intent, embracing both malice and fraud; or, behavior

that relies on deception to achieve its purpose; trickery, treachery,

cunning.

Edict (edictum). A proclamation by a magistrate or the emperor.

Exercitor navis. A person who profits from the use of a ship, whether

the owner or carrier.

Faqìh (pl. fuqahà"). A juris consult, scholar, or law doctor.

Fatwà (pl. fatàwà). An authoritative opinion on a matter of Islamic

law.

Fiqh. The science of the Islamic jurisprudence.

Fulk. A type of oversized commercial vessel (Ark, Qur"ànic).

Geniza. Literally, “burial” or “hiding”; the word was derived from

the Persian ganj (“treasury” or “storehouse”), which means to “con-

ceal,” “hide,” or “preserve.” Geniza thus came to mean a place

for storing unusable books, writings, and ritual objects in order to

prevent the desecration of the name of God, which might be found

in them, while they await burial in a cemetery.

Gharar. Uncertainty. Technically it signifies the contract or transaction

in which the object of contract or the commodity is not determined
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for both or either contracting party and thus the contract involves

an element of risk and uncertainty.

Ghifàra. Tribute.

Gubernator (Greek kubernetes). The ship’s pilot.

Óabr (pl. a˙bàr). A religious leader of the dhimmì community, i.e., a

priest or a rabbi.

Óadìth. A report of a saying or action of the Prophet, or such reports

collectively.

Óajj. The official Muslim pilgrimage to Makkah in its full form.

Óanafì. A Sunnì legal madhhab (q.v.) ascribed to Abù Óanìfa (80–149/

699–767).

Óanbalì. A Sunnì legal madhhab (q.v.) ascribed to A˙mad Ibn Óanbal

(167–241/780–855).

Óarbì. Alien merchant; it also signifies in the Geniza merchant letters

a warship.

Óisba. The office of market superintendent or public morals super-

vision.

Óiyal shar'iyya. Legal devices; evasions for the purpose of circum-

venting, not violating, provisions of Islamic law.

Óukm (pl. a˙kàm). The legal consequence of the facts of a case.

Hyperpyra. Super-refined gold coin of standard weight (4.55 gr.) but

only 20.5 carats fine, introduced by Alexios I in 1092 C.E.

Ibà˙a. Permissible.

'Ìd al-Íalìb, Feast of Cross, which is celebrated on the 26th or 27th

of September.

Ìjàb. Offer. The offer, as defined by Muslim jurists: the statement

made in the first place by one of the two contracting parties rais-

ing the subject between the parties.

Ijàra. A hire, lease, or charter is a contract by which one person

temporarily transfers to someone else the enjoyment, by personal

right, of a thing or of an activity, in return for payment; it cor-

responds to the model of the Roman locatio conductio operarum.

Ijtihàd. The exertion of a strong effort of personal reasoning to arrive

at a solution to a legal case.

Irdabb. Dry measure of weight or capacity.

Istiqàma. Responsible professional behavior.

Jahbadh. Moneylender and banker.

Jubbah. A long outer garment, open in front, with wide sleeves.

Karrànì. Scribe or the accountant of the ship.

Kayl. A measure of corn and the like.
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Keles. A single-banked small boat having few rowers and carrying

modest amounts of cargo.

Kerkourus (Assyrian qurqurru, Arabic qarqùr). She is a modest-sized cargo

carrier designated for the transport of grain on the Nile; the small-

est size carried 225 tons, while the largest 450 tons—the average

capacity was between 250 and 275 tons; the rig consisted of a

single sail, the hull had sharp bows and a full stern.

Keratia. A unit of weight; the Greco-Roman keration was 0.189 gr.

and the pound (litra) was reckoned at 1.728 keratia; the solidus, 1/72

of the pound, weighed 24 keratia.

Khàrijites (or khàrijìs). Members of a group of puritanical Muslim sects

that developed during the late Umayyàd and early 'Abbàsìds peri-

ods. The school flourished and developed in the central Maghrib

(Algeria) Tunisia, Persia, Arabia, and Omàn.

Kharràq. Literally, cutter; a type of Islamic ship in Egypt.

Khunn. A place in the ship’s hull where sailors store their personal

effects.

Kirà". Leasing or hiring out. It aims at the beneficial use or enjoy-

ment of a thing for a fixed period to time in return for a hiring

fee; this term corresponds to locatio rei in Roman law.

Kommerkion. Literally, a tax on merchandise collected by customs

officials on goods imported into the empire or reaching Constan-

tinople by sea; this term appears in Byzantine sources around 800

C.E.

Kybaia. A large-sized sailing cargo galley, which was used on both

open water and river to carry grain, wine, or other cargo.

Laq†a. Salvage. It applies to the service performed by a salvager and

the liability to remunerate him respect to his successful services.

Law˙. A board or plank of wood; it is another term to signify a ship.

Lembus. A small boat used as fishing, harbor, and river craft; like the

akatos and keles, she was used for carrying cargo across open water

and on rivers.

Lex Aquilia. The law of damage to property.

Locatio conductio operarum. Payment of fixed wages.

Madhhab (pl. Madhàhib). A school of Islamic law (religious creed, faith,

domination), or generally the system followed by any given reli-

gious group.

Ma∂mùn fì dhimmatihi. Personal guaranteed service (common carrier).

It is a contract by which the master and owners of a ship des-

tined for a particular place or port on a voyage engage separately
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or collectively with a number of persons, connected or uncon-

nected with each other, to transport their respective goods.

Magister navis. Master, captain or the person in charge of the care

of the entire ship.

Majlis al-qa∂à". Courthouse.

Màlikì. A Sunnì legal madhhab (q.v.) ascribed to Màlik Ibn Anas

(97–179/715–795). The Màlikì school spread westwards from its

first centers, Medìna and Egypt, over practically the whole of

North Africa and over Islamic Central and West Africa. It was

also predominant in Muslim Spain.

Mamàlìk (sing. Mamlùk). White slaves.

Mare nostrum. A Latin term, which means “our sea.”

Markab. A conveyance or riding vessel; it refers to types of ships pro-

pelled either by oars or sails, which navigated the high seas, coast-

lines, and inland waters.

Mi˙ràs. A watchtower that functions to alert local inhabitants against

enemy attacks from the sea.

Milk raqaba. Right of ownership.

Milk al-taßarruf. Right of disposition.

Milk al-yad. Right of possession.

Milla. Community.

Mina. A Byzantine coin.

Modius (pl. modii ). A unit of weight. Byzantium had known various

kinds of modii. The sea (thalassios) or imperial (basilikos) modius equaled

40 logarrikai litrai, or 17.084 liters; the monastic (monasteriakos) modius,

32 logarikai litrai, or 13.667 liters; the revenue (annonikos) modius,

26.667 logarikai litrai, or 11.389 liters. The Arabic mudd (q.v.) is

derived from the Greek modius.

Mudd. A half bushel or a certain dry measure with which corn or

grain is measured, equal to a ra†l and one third. The mudd capacity

in 'Iràq is about 1.05 liters, in Syria 3.673 liters, and in Egypt

2.5 liters.

Mufarri†. Negligent.

Mu˙tasib. Market superintendent, public morals officer.

Muqàri∂. Capital-investor or commendator.

Musta"min. An enemy alien merchant who was granted an amàn pledge

(q.v.) to trade and carry out business transactions in Islamic territories.

Nauphylakes. Those who keep watch on board, i.e., guards or stevedores.
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Nauticum fœnus (Greek nautikois ergazethai ). Maritime loan.

Navicularius (Greek naukleros). Ship owner or charterer/carrier.

Nawàzil (sing. nàzila). Collections of legal responses, queries, judg-

ments relating to actual incidents presented to a judge or juriscon-

sult for final settlement.

Nàzir. A port superintendant.

Neuron. Freight charges.

Nomisma. A coin; more specifically, the standard gold coin of 24 kera-

tia (q.v.) which formed the basis of the late Roman and Byzantine

monetary system. The Byzantine nomisma was identical to the

Roman solidus (q.v.).

Paope or Phaophi. The name of second month of the Coptic calen-

dar (from October 11th until November 9th).

Parmoute (Farmou or Baramouda). The name of the eighth month of

the Coptic calendar (from April 9th until May 8th).

Peculium. The sum of money, property, or ship granted by the head

of the household to a slave or son-in-power for his own use; in

nautical legal terms, it signifies a manager of a ship.

Phaselus. A vessel designed for the transport of passengers rather than

cargo.

Ploion (Latin navis). A ship or a boat.

Praetorian Praefectus. The chief military and civil advisors of the emperor

and governors of the four great prefectures into which the later

empire was divided.

Proreta (Greek proreus). The bow officer.

Qabùl. Acceptance. It is defined as the statement made in the sec-

ond part by a party which completes the contract.

Qà∂ì. A Muslim religious judge or magistrate.

Qirà∂ and muqàra∂a are derived from q.r.∂. Literally, a loan or a par-

cel of property, which a man cuts off from his other articles of

property, and, which he receives back.

Qirillà (kingfisher). A type of Islamic commercial ship.

Qiyàs. Analogy, syllogis.

Ra"y. Arbitrary or sound opinion of a judge.

Ribà. Usury.

Risàlat ˙aml. (See ruqà' al-˙aml ).

Ribà†. A fortress.

Rubà' ì. One-quarter dìnàr.
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Ruqà' al-˙aml. A bill of lading.

Safìna. A ship; she could be larger than a markab and propelled exclu-

sively by sail.

Salàma. Safety and well-being of the cargo, i.e., applicable to the

goods delivered to their destination.

Satmì or shatmì. (See ruqà' al-˙aml ).

Sekreton. A governmental official in charge of the merchant fleet and

registration of mercantile ships.

Shàfi' ì. A Sunnì legal madhhab (q.v.) ascribed to Mu˙ammad Ibn Idrìs
al-Shàfi'ì (150–204/767–820).

Shàmil, sharanbal, or ruq'a. Cargo book or log book.

Shànì, or shìnì. A common name used for galley (long ship), whose

“hull resembles the form of a whale, and the stern that of a

swallow.”

Sharì'a. The sacred law of Islam.

Sharika. Partnership.

Shì'ite. (Arabic, Shì'a [party of 'Alì]). General name for those Muslims

that held to the rights of 'Alì and his descendants to leadership

in the community whether recognized by the majority or not; or

any particular sect holding this position.

Solidus (nomisma). A standard gold coin theoretically weighing 4.55 gr.

when it was introduced by Constantine the Great in 309 C.E.; it

is used in the Digest to designate any actual sum of money men-

tioned in the texts.

Sul†àn. Authority, dominion, ruling power.

Sunna. Literally, the Prophet’s sayings and doings; a precedent, nor-

mative legal custom.

Ta'abiyat al-matà'. (See ruqà' al-˙aml ).

ǎbaqa (Pl. ǎbaqàt). Generation(s) of jurist(s).

Taboullariois, pl. taboullarioi (Latin, notarius). Notary whose duty from

the sixth century onwards was to register transactions and certify

documents.

Tafrì†. Faulty judgment, negligence, or navigational misguidance. (See

mufarri†).
'Ulamà". Learned jurists or scholars.

'Uqùd. Contractual or commercial.

'Urafà" al-ßinà'a. Inspectors whose main task was to insure the ship-

wrights’ observance of technical standards and prevent them from

using inferior and inadequate raw materials.
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Urinatores (urinator means diver). Divers’ guild specializing in salvaging

jettisoned goods.

Usura or fœnus. Ordinary interest for money lent to mariners upon

security and without any risk on the part of the lender.

Wadì'a. A deposit, on commission.

Waiba (wayba). A measure of wheat, fifteen liters, four gallons.

Wàlì. Governor.

Zàhirì. An Islamic law school founded by Dàwùd Ibn Khalaf (d. 270/

884). The school basically spread in Andalusia. We know its legal

legal reasoning and jurisprudence it promoted mainly from the

writings of Ibn Óazm (d. 456/1065).





INTRODUCTION

Mediterranean Admiralty and Maritime Laws in Historical Perspective

The earliest maritime regulations in the Mediterranean world are

thought to date back to 3000 B.C., the period during which the Old

Kingdom of Egypt was established. Expanded commerce during the

Early Bronze Age prompted the Pharaohs, whose authority extended

beyond the coastal territories, to construct ports and shipyards to

meet the demands of overseas trade. By the end of the first half of

the third millennium, Egyptian ships frequented Levantine ports in

the Mediterranean and the Aegean islands. Cedar and artifacts were

shipped from Phoenicia and Syria, while Crete and Cyprus exported

minerals. A few centuries later, merchants were transporting raw mate-

rials and finished objects such as precious stones, ivory, and rare

woods from the Far and Near East to the Mediterranean area. In

response to this burgeoning trade, shipwrights began building more

sophisticated vessels that enabled seamen to expand their range and

sail longer distances to more remote locations.1 Although documented

evidence of early Egyptian maritime codes has not been discovered,

it is reasonable to postulate that overseas trade could not have had

developed without regulations governing river and sea navigation.2

While trade was flourishing in the Mediterranean, the Sumerians

were instituting the oldest maritime codification in the Tigro-Euphrates

basin during the third and early second millennia B.C. These laws

1 Lionel Casson, The Ancient Mariners: Seafarers and Sea Fighters of the Mediterranean
in Ancient Times (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), 7–15.

2 Jonathan Ziskind, “The International Legal Status of the Sea in Antiquity,”
Acta Orientalia 35 (1973), 35–40; Oded Tamuz, “Aspects of the Affinity to the Sea
of Dwellers along the Eastern Mediterranean Coasts from the Amarna until the
Assyrian Periods based on Written Evidence,” (Unpublished. M.A. Thesis, Tel Aviv
University, 1986) (Hebrew); John H. Wigmore, A Panorama of the World’s Legal System
(Saint Paul: West Publishing Company, 1928), 3:875–876; Edgar Gold, Maritime
Transport: The Evolution of International Policy and Shipping Law (Lexington MA: D.C.
Heath and Co., 1981), 1–3; Robert B. Revere, “‘No Man’s Coast’: Ports of Trade
in the Eastern Mediterranean,” in Trade and Market in Early Empires: Economies in
History and Theory ed. Karl Polanyi et al., (Glencoe: The Free Press, 1957), 38–63.
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were subsequently adopted by Hammurabi,3 who incorporated them

into his famous Code. His legal collection, considered by far the old-

est documented code in legal history, consists of 282 sections, ten of

which deal extensively with the rights and duties of shipwrights, ship

owners and seamen, hiring and payment, the captain’s liability, and

maritime collisions.4

While Egyptian prominence in maritime commerce in the Medi-

terranean world was evident until the end of the second millennium

B.C. the Phoenicians became the world’s principal seafarers in the

course of the first millennium.5 They were to become the lords of

the Mediterranean, colonizing most of its islands and strategic coastal

positions: they colonized Cyprus and Rhodes, which were followed

by Spain and North Africa, where they established Carthage. About

600 B.C., the Phoenicians established trading colonies along the

Moroccan coasts on the Atlantic.6 Historical records report that

Pharaoh Necho (610–594 B.C.) was known to have trusted his best-

qualified Phoenician mariners to circumnavigate Africa.7

For over a millennium the Phoenicians were the world’s leading

mariners and the undisputed rulers of the seas, contributing to naval

design, the art of navigation, and the expansion of overseas trade.8

3 The period during which Hammurabi ruled Sumer is controversial. Four views
are held by biblical archeologists and historians: I. 1848–1806, II. 1792–1750, III.
1711–1669, and IV. 1720–1678. It is most likely that Hammurabi reigned between
1711–1669.

4 Godfrey R. Driver and John C. Miles, The Babylonian Laws (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1952–1955), 1:427–435, 463–464, 473–475; W.W. Davies, “The Code of
Hammurabi,” in Sources of Ancient and Primitive Law, ed. by Albert Kocourek and
John Wigmore (Littleton, Colorado: Fred B. Rothman and Co., 1979), 434–435,
441; William McFee, The Law of the Sea (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company,
1950), 39.

5 Domenico A. Azuni, The Maritime Law of Europe (New York, 1806), 1:25.
6 George Rawlinson, History of Phœnicia (London: Longmans Green and Co., 1889),

89–129; Ziskind, “International Legal Status of the Sea,” 40–41.
7 Donald Harden, The Phoenicians (New York, 1962), 170–179; Azuni, Maritime

Law of Europe, 1:26–27; Casson, Ancient Mariners, 116–118.
8 Harden, Phoenicians, 168–170; Rawlinson, History of Phœnicia, 271–282, 283–308;

Dimitri Baramki, Phoenicia and the Phoenicians (Beirut, 1961), 36–47, 58–62; Raymond
Weill, Phœnicia and Western Asia to the Macedonian Conquest (London: George G. Harrap
and Co., 1940), 179–180; Harden, Phoenicians, 157–161. For further historical ref-
erence on the Phoenician nautical activities consult: Lucien Basch, “Phoenician
Oared Ships,” Mariner’s Mirror 50 (1964), 134–162, 227–245; idem, “Trièrs grecques
phéniciennes et égyptiennes,” The Journal of Hellenic Studies 97 (1977), 2–10; idem,
“De la survivance de la traditions navale phéniciennes dans la méditerranée de nos
jours,” The Mariner’s Mirror 61 (1975), 229–253; Keith DeVries and M.L. Katzev,
“Greek Etruscan and Phoenician Ships and Seafaring,” in A History of Seafaring ed.
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Through their extensive commerce and navigational skill, they acquired

dominion over the sea, which they long retained.9 Their influence

and role in the Mediterranean declined drastically, however, after

Alexander the Great captured their stronghold Tyre in 332 B.C. and

massacred most of the town’s residents.10 Although few legal records

exist, historians tend to believe that the Phoenicians were among the

earliest seafarers to constitute and codify a universal sea law in the

Mediterranean, which most likely formed the basis of subsequent

maritime laws.11

Early indications of deteriorating Phoenician naval power can be

traced as early as 538 B.C. when Cyrus, the Persian king (559–530

B.C.), destroyed the Babylonian Empire and subjugated the Phoenicians,

using the port cities of Tyre and Sidon to support his troops with

a fleet. Persian political dominance in the eastern basin of the

Mediterranean lasted six decades during which the Phoenician pres-

ence was still discernible. This changed, however, on September 23,

480 B.C., when the Hellenic League under Athenian leadership

defeated the Persian navy in the Strait of Salamis, permanently

changing the political map and naval strategy in the Aegean Sea

and subsequently the Mediterranean. As the newly dominant naval

power in the Aegean, Athens’ provided a degree of freedom for the

Greeks as a whole, eliminated piracy from the Aegean, and made

itself the maritime policeman for all of Greece, largely with the acqui-

escence of the other Greek states. By the time Alexander the Great

by George Bass (London, 1972), 38–52; H. Gaster, “A Phoenician Naval Gazette,”
Palestine Exploration Fund 6 (1938), 105–155; E.C.B. Maclaurin, “The Phoenician Ship
from Tyre Described in Ezekiel 27,” International Journal of Nautical Archaeology 7 (1978),
80–82; S.W. Mathews, “The Phoenicians, Sea Lords of Antiquity,” National Geographic
91 (1947), 148–184.

9 Although Nebuchadnezzar captured Tyre in 580 after 13 years of siege, the
Phoenicians remained the most powerful and dreaded seafarers in the Mediterranean
world until the second half of the fourth century, when Alexander the Great swept
through the Near East.

10 Azuni, Maritime Law of Europe, 1:28–29.
11 J. Dauvillier, “Le droit maritime phénicien,” Revue internationale des droits del’an-

tiquité, 3rd ser. 6 (1959), 33–63; Jean M. Pardessus, Collection de lois maritimes (Paris,
1828), 1:18–20; Alexander Justice, A General Treatise of the Dominion of the Sea (London,
1724), 18; Pitman Potter, The Freedom of the Seas in History, Law, and Politics (New
York: Green and Co., 1924), 11; W. Paul Gormley, “The Development and
Subsequent Influence of the Roman Legal Norm of ‘Freedom of the Seas’,” University
of Detroit Law Journal 40 (1963), 565; Sidney Smith, “The Ship Tyre,” Palestine
Exploration Fund 85 (1953), 97–110; Azuni, Maritime Law of Europe, 1:276; Wigmore,
Panorama of the World’s Legal System, 3:880; McFee, Law of the Sea, 36–37; Gold,
Maritime Transport, 5.
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died in 323 B.C., the Aegean coast, Syria, Egypt, Persia, some west-

ern parts of India, and even territories in central Asia had fallen to

the Greeks.12

Due to declining Phoenician naval capability by the early third

century B.C., weakening of the Ptolemaic power in the Aegean by

the 250s, and the subsequent decay of the Macedonian fleet, Cretan,

Aeolian, and Illyrian pirates infested maritime trunk routes. The

responsibility for trying to deal with these pirates gradually passed

from the Ptolemies to the Rhodians, who had fought piracy since

the early third century B.C. Rhodes succeeded Athens as the chief

trading center in the Aegean owing to its naval power and location.

In the third century, Rhodian commerce extended from Egypt to

Crimea and from Mesopotamia to Italy, Sicily, and Carthage. Rhodian

merchants settled in all the leading commercial centers and dealt

with everything marketable, especially corn, slaves, luxury goods and

select wines. This wide-ranging trade brought great prosperity to

Rhodes, which was further enhanced by revenues from tolls, port

dues, and dock charges. Although many skippers bound elsewhere

had to pay a harbor tax of two percent [2%] of their cargo if they

wished to stop in Rhodes, they were willing to do so because the

Rhodian ports were ideal port of calls en route between Greece 

and Alexandria, one of the main centers of international trade and

12 Justice, General Treatise, 20–22; Albert Devine, “Alexander the Great,” in Warfare
in the Ancient World, ed. by John Hackett (New York: Facts on File, Inc., 1989),
104–128; Fik Meijer, A History of Seafaring in the Classical World (London: Croom
Helm, 1986), 47–85; Nicholas G. Hammond, Alexander the Great: King, Commander,
and Statesman (Park Ridge: Noyes Press, 1980), 91–121; Henry A. Ormerod, Piracy
in the Ancient World (Liverpool; Liverpool University Press, 1924), 108–116; Potter,
Freedom of the Seas, 16–25; McFee, Law of the Sea, 37; Casson, Ancient Mariners, 97–115.
Athens’ presence at sea exceeded beyond its military power. Documentary evidence
establishes that Athenian lawmakers instituted and imposed their own sea laws within
the maritime domain of Athens, especially when the Hellenic world relied heavily
on the sea for transportation and communication. For further details, see Ziskind,
“International Legal Status of the Sea,” 43–46; Pardessus, Lois maritimes, 1:35–39;
Coleman Phillipson, The International Law and Custom of Ancient Greece and Rome (London:
MacMillan and Co., 1911), 2:367–378; Potter, Freedom of the Seas, 25–33; G. Chowd-
baray-Best, “Ancient Maritime Law,” The Mariner’s Mirror 62 (1976), 81–82, 85;
Edward E. Cohen, Ancient Athenian Maritime Courts (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1973); Julie Vélissaropoulos, Les Naucléres Grecs: Recherches sur les institutions mar-
itimes en Gréce et dans l’Orient hellénisé (Paris: Librairie Minard, 1980), especially 235–341;
Pardessus, Lois maritimes, 1:35–52; Richard T. Robol, “Maritime Law in Classical
Greek and Roman Literature,” Journal of Maritime Law and Commerce 31 (2000),
520–524.
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commerce.13 Rhodian maritime supremacy peaked between the estab-

lishment of the settlement of Apamea in 188 and the Battle of Pydna

in 168 B.C.14 After the Third Macedonian War, Rhodes forfeited

most of her mainland holdings following a ruinous economic setback

after Delos was converted into a free port. This change seriously

damaged Rhodes’ material prosperity, but proved advantageous to

Italian merchants. Forming an alliance with Rome in 164, Rhodes

became a Roman territory, although the island republic existed as

a theoretically independent state for another two centuries.15

As Rome itself became the mistress of the Mediterranean, the

Romans came to view the Mediterranean as a lake and began to call

it mare nostrum, “our sea.”16 Roman fleets were permanently stationed

13 The Geography of Strabo trans. by Horace L. Jones (London: G.P. Putman’s,
1917–1933), 6:271–277 [14. 2. 5–10]; Arthur Desjardins, Introduction historique à l’étude
du droit commercial maritime (Paris, 1890), 10; Ellen C. Semple, The Geography of the
Mediterranean Region: Its Relation to Ancient History (London: Constable and Co, 1932),
600–601; Peter M. Fraser and George E. Bean, The Rhodian Peraea and Islands (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1954); Richard M. Berthold, Rhodes in the Hellenistic Age
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1984), 90–101; John K. Davies, “Cultural, Social,
and Economic Features of the Hellenistic World,” in The Cambridge Ancient History
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 2:I, 285–290; Peter Green, Alexander
to Actium: The Historical Evolution of the Hellenistic Age (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1990), 275–281; Cecil Torr, Rhodes in the Ancient Times (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1885), 39–47; Brian Dicks, Rhodes (Newton Abbot: David and
Charles Inc., 1974), 49–57; Casson, Ancient Mariners, 138–142, 163–167; Meijer,
History of Seafaring, 141–145; Ormerod, Piracy in the Ancient World, 135–150. Many
scholars believe that the earliest codification of the Rhodian Sea Law can be
justifiably dated to the third or second century B.C., when Rhodes imposed its
authority over the Mediterranean, the laws gaining their great authority because of
the maritime strength of Rhodes. When the Romans became allied with the Rhodians,
they perceived the judicial and practical utility of the Rhodian laws and borrowed
largely from them.

14 The Battle of Pydna ended a four-year war between the Antigonid dynasty of
Macedonia and Rome. Due to Rome’s victory, Macedonia was broken up into four
wholly distinct confederacies.

15 Justice, General Treatise, 17; Peter S. Derow, “Rome, the Fall of Macedon, and
the Sack of Corinth,” in The Cambridge Ancient History (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1984), 8:318–319; Christian Habicht, “The Seleucids and Their
Rivals,” in The Cambridge Ancient History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1984), 8:334–338; Erich S. Gruen, “Rome and Rhodes in the second century B.C.:
A Historiographical Inquiry,” The Classical Quarterly 25 (1975), 58–81; Johannes H.
Thiel, Studies on the History of Roman Sea-Power in Republican Times (Amsterdam: North
Holland Publishing Company, 1946), 413–414; Berthold, Rhodes in the Hellenic Age,
195–112; Meijer, History of Seafaring, 183–184; Green, Alexander to Actium, 429;
Phillipson, International Law, 2:378–380; Semple, Geography of the Mediterranean, 646–649.

16 Potter, Freedom of the Seas, 25–35; Grehard Schmidt, “Mediterranean Elements
in the British Navigation Act,” Speculum 22 (1947), 342–350; Peter Brown, The World
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at the most important commercial centers and maintained strategic

positions in order to preserve peace and order along the coastal fron-

tiers and secure the maritime trunk routes, particularly to assure the

steady supply of grain to Rome.17 To maintain dominion over the

sea, the Romans forbade local inhabitants to build their own fleets,

and gradually wiped out piracy Mediterranean waters.18 With piracy

vanishing from the Mediterranean except for the far western region,

the trade routes became safe for two centuries—from the rule of

Octavius Augustus (31–14 B.C.) until that of Septimus Severus

(193–211 C.E.). Pirates could not sail from or land on Roman soil,

garrisoned by imperial squadrons and naval warriors who together

fought against pirate ships.19 Clearly, absolute Roman dominion at

sea resulted from territorial management and a military administrative

system, with imperial troops and flotillas posted at measured distances

along the shoreline serving as a preemptive weapon against piracy.

Although the Romans physically dominated the sea more than

any other state in antiquity, the sea certainly was not their favorite

element. The organization of the Roman navy showed a strong

Hellenistic influence, as seen by the mass recruitment of shipwrights

and seamen from the Hellenized East (Greece, Asia Minor, Syria

and Egypt), which contributed fifty-two percent [52%] of the Misene

of Late Antiquity A.D. 150–750 (New York: Norton Press, 1989), 150–159; Archibald
Lewis, Naval Power and Trade in the Mediterranean A.D. 500–1100 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1951), 21–32; Dimitrios G. Letsios, Nomos Rhodion Nautikos-Das
Seegesetz der Rhodier: Untersuchungen zu Seerecht und Handelsschiffahrt in Byzanz (Rhodos:
Institouto Aigaiou tou Dikaiou tes Thalassas kai tou Nautikou Diakiou, 1996), 59–60;
Casson, Ancient Mariners, 198–212; Gormley, “Freedom of the Seas,” 570–575.

17 Meijer, History of Seafaring, 211–216. The Romans maintained many fleets in
the islands of the Mediterranean and Aegean Seas; the Cyclades, Sporades, Cyprus,
Crete, Rhodes, and Lesbos. Likewise, large fleets were permanently stationed at
Alexandria, Carthage (Tunisia), and Seleuceia (Syria). With reference to Italy and
the western Mediterranean, the major naval bases were Carales (Sardinia), Aleria
(Corsica), Misenum, Ostia, Centumcellae, Ravenna, Forum Julii (Italy), and Dertosa
(Spain), and Caesarea (north-west Algiers). For further details on the legal rules
regarding the overseas transportation of grain and other staple food to Rome and
subsequently Constantinople, see Boudewijn Sirks, Food For Rome: The Legal Structure
of the Transportation and Processing of Supplies for the Imperial Distribution in Rome and
Constantinople (Amsterdam: J.C. Publishers, 1991).

18 The Romans prevented local inhabitants from building their own fleets due
to a fear of the locals using them against the Roman imperial installations and
vessels.

19 Chester G. Starr, “Coastal Defense in the Roman World,” American Journal of
Philology 64 (1943), 56–70; idem, The Roman Imperial Navy 31 B.C.–A.D. 324 (Chicago:
Ares Publishers, 1993), 1–8; Ormerod, Piracy in the Ancient World, 248–259; Justice,
General Treatise, 24–25; Ziskind, “International Legal Status of the Sea,” 48–49.
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fleet and twenty-eight percent [28%] of the Ravennate fleet.20 While

Roman citizens rarely served in the fleet since they were reserved

for the legions, men in the eastern Mediterranean considered such

service an honor and were admired by family and friends.21 Statistical

data in recent publications substantiate a hypothesis of Schomberg,

who in 1786 concluded that “the Romans were never conspicuous

as a maritime power, either in a military or a commercial sense,” and

were ignorant of the true advantages to be derived from naval

power.22 Greek influence on Roman naval history is also discernible

in the legal sphere, where certain articles of commercial law, espe-

cially those dealing with jettison of cargo and contribution, were

incorporated into the Roman legal codices as long as they did not

contradict Roman law.

When the Emperor Theodosius I died in 395, the Roman Empire

was split between his two heirs into two distinctive political units.

Arcadius reigned in the east from Constantinople, whereas Honorius

governed the west from Milan. The territorial integrity and admin-

istrative system of the western provinces survived for a few decades,

until in 476, the last Roman emperor in the west, Romulus Augustulus

(31 Oct. 475 to 4 Sept. 476), was deposed by Odoacer, a Germanic

military leader. The barbarian tribes then divided the western provinces

among themselves. The Vandals controlled a “sea empire” consist-

ing of North Africa; their hold on the Balearics, Sardinia, and perhaps

Corsica is disputed. The Visigoths ruled Spain and southern France.

The Ostrogoths controlled Italy and the Merovingian Franks ruled

in France. It was only later, during the reign of Justinian I (527–565),23

20 The imperial Roman navy in Italy consisted of two major units. The Adriatic
fleet was based in Ravenna, on the southern bank of the Po, while the Mediterranean
fleet was stationed in Misenum on the central western coast of Italy.

21 Starr, Roman Imperial Navy, 74–78; Meijer, History of Seafaring, 216–218. In addi-
tion to naval technology, the Greek mariners and shipbuilders introduced their naval
jargon to the Roman maritime establishment. For example, the Latin term guber-
nator is derived from the Greek kubernetes which denotes the ship’s pilot; celeusta orig-
inates from keleustes, the “officer” of a war galley, who set the beat for the oarsmen
with a flute; proreta is derived from the Greek proreus, meaning the bow officer.

22 Alexander C. Schomberg, A Treatise on the Maritime Laws of Rhodes (Oxford,
1786), 332, 335.

23 The emperor Justinian was of Gothic origin. His native name was Uprauda,
a word said to mean upright, and thus to have found an equivalent in the Latin
Justinianus. He was born around 482 at Taurisium in Bulgaria. Adopted by his
uncle, the Emperor Justin, he succeeded him as sole emperor in 527. See Thomas
C. Sandars, The Institutes of Justinian (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1970),
xxx.
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that these kingdoms were subdued. He reestablished Romano-Byzantine

authority in the Mediterranean territories, and imposed his power over

the sea, which lasted until the Persian invasion of eastern Byzantium.24

Legislative Sources of Byzantine Sea-Laws

Shortly after Justinian I became sole emperor on August 1st, 527,

he conceived his plan of a new collection of imperial constitutions.

A comment attributed to him states that an emperor “must be not

only glorified with arms, but also armed with laws, so that the time

of war and the time of peace alike may be rightly guided; he must

be the strong protector of law as well as the victor over vanquished

enemies.”25 He made this statement when he realized that Roman

law was in chaos and that a strong empire could not be built with-

out organizing the legal system. To codify the Roman law, the

Emperor commissioned Tribonian26 in 529 to collect and publish

24 Percy T. Fenn, “Justinian and the Freedom of the Sea,” The American Journal
of International Law 19 (1925), 716–727; George Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine
State (New Brunswick Rutgers University Press, 1991), 69–75; Averil Cameron, The
Mediterranean World in Late Antiquity (London: Routledge, 1994), 1–4, 33–42; Brown,
World of Late Antiquity, 118–135; Lewis, Naval Power and Trade, 21–33; Letsios, Das
Seegesetz der Rhodier, 59–60. The term given to the period from the fourth through
mid-seventh centuries is debated by contemporary scholars. While a group calls it
“early Byzantine,” another refers to it as “late Roman,” thus affiliating Justinian I
among the last Roman emperors. Latin, Greek, and Arabic sources—historical and
geographical literature, travel accounts, and documentary evidence from Egyptian
papyri and Geniza—refer to the Byzantine world as Roman, i.e., the term Byzantium
does not exist in the historical records. For instance, written sources from the Muslim
world call the Mediterranean Sea Ba˙r al-Rùm (Sea of Romans) and Christians were
known as Rùm (Romans). In order to avoid confusion, this study will refer to the
legal edicts such as the Digest and others that were written before 600 as Romano-
Byzantine. The Rhodian Sea Law, which was promulgated from between the sev-
enth and eighth centuries, will be considered a pure Byzantine codification.

25 Aleksandr A. Vasiliev, History of the Byzantine Empire 324–1453 (Madison: The
University of Wisconsin Press, 1958), 1:142.

26 A well-versed jurist of Roman law and a high-ranking official at the court of
Justinian I, who in February 528 was member of the emperor’s commission to draft
a law code (Codex Justinianus). He was born in Pamphylia (the coastal plain of
southern Asia Minor) before 500 and died around 542. In addition to the com-
pletion of Codex Justinianus, Tribonian was appointed by Justinian I to compile
the Novels of Justinian, which did not come into existence due to Tribonian’s death.
Another contribution attributed to him is the gradual replacement of Latin by Greek
in legislation. See Michael Maas, “Roman History and Christian Ideology in
Justinianic Reform Legislation,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 40 (1986), 27; Vasiliev, History
of the Byzantine Empire, 1:144–145.
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Codex Theodosianus,27 Codex Gregorianus,28 and Codex Hermoge-

nianus.29 In November 534 Justinian issued a revised edition of the

Codex, thus completing the codification consisting of three law books:

the Digest (the Pandectus),30 the Codex,31 and the Institutes:32 notably,

there is no reference at all to the Nomos Rhodion Nautikos (hence-

forth “N. N.”), either in the Codex or in the Institutes. During the

remainder of his reign, Justinian made amendments and additions

to the Corpus Juris Civilis. That new excerpt called the Noveles (lit-

erally “new laws”) was, unlike all previous legal works, written and

promulgated in Greek. Justinian’s imperial edicts were first enforced

throughout the eastern provinces of his empire, but never imposed

on the Western Roman Empire prior to April 13th, 534, when he

recaptured North Africa, Sardinia, Corsica, and the Balearics from

the Vandals and restored Byzantine administration in these provinces.

27 A Latin law book named after the emperor Theodosius II (408–450), which
was published on February 15th, 438, but practically implemented on January 1st,
439. It contains more than 2,500 constitutions that were issued between the years
311–437. As for maritime issues discussed in the Theodosian Code, see Clyde Pharr
et al., Theodosian Code and Novels and the Simondoan Constitutions (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1952), 17, 81, 98–99, 119, 174–175, 191, 321, 361–363, 391–400,
420–422, 437, 495, 540; Azuni, Maritime Law of Europe, 1:307–312.

28 A collection of imperial rescripts issued between 291 and 294 by a certain
Gregory (?).

29 A collection of imperial edicts which were published immediately after Codex
Gregorianus.

30 The Digest is a collection of edicts of classical Roman jurists. It was compiled
and published to bring the innumerable and often contradictory rulings of Roman
jurists into an ordered system. Its excerpts were made from the legal literature of
Domitius Ulpianus of Tyre (d. 228), Julius Paulus (first half of the third century),
as well as legal materials of other distinguished Roman legists. The edicts were
arranged according to subject matter into fifty books subdivided into a varying num-
ber of titles. The most important MS of the Digest is the Florentina, which is dated
from the sixth century. The Digest was incorporated into the Basilika, though the
sequence of laws was changed Alexander P. Kazhdan et al., The Oxford Dictionary of
Byzantium (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 1:623.

31 A book of fifty imperial decisions that had been promulgated at first on the
7th of April 529. Since it was a very imperfect work, it was determined to revise
that Code and incorporate the Fifty Decisions in the revised edition. On November
16th, 534, the so-called Codex Repetitae Praelectionis was promulgated and made
authoritative. The Code which is divided into twelve books, is arranged nearly in
the same manner as the Digest. See Sandars, Institutes of Justinian, xxxiii–xxxiv.

32 A collection of imperial laws which was compiled by two law professors,
Theophilus and Dorotheus of Constantinople and Berytus, under the direction of
Tribonian and promulgated on the 30th of December, 533. As a textbook, the
materials and subjects are modeled and arranged in a pedagogical manner as nearly
similar as the writings of the classical Roman jurists. See Sandars, Institutes of Justinian,
xxxii–xxxiv.
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Similarly, Justinian’s Code was not enforced in Italy until December

536, when he appointed Fidelis as his own praetorian praefectus (“vice

emperor”) for Italy. Justinian’s Code was never introduced into south-

ern Gaul, ruled by the Burgundians and Visigoths, which was a

region Byzantium never conquered. Right after the Byzantine vic-

tory over Totila, the Ostrogothic king, at the battle of Busta Gallorum

in 552,33 Byzantium became the mistress of the Mediterranean,

Adriatic, Ionian, Aegean, and Black seas, as well as parts of the Red

Sea. As a result, the Justinianic imperial laws were indisputably

enforced in the overseas Byzantine territories until the first decade

of the seventh century, when the Persians launched their attacks

against the eastern provinces of Byzantium and captured Asia Minor,

Levant, and Egypt between 610 and 628.34 Negative effects of the

Persian occupation were more discernible, however, in the political,

rather than the socioeconomic, administrative, and judicial spheres.

With the exception of the lex Rhodia de jactu (Rhodian Law of

Jettison), most maritime matters were almost certainly administered

and adjudicated in accordance with the regulations instituted by clas-

sical Roman lawyers and provincial customary practices until the

end of the sixth century and even later.35 In March 741, the Ecloga

33 On the wars between Byzantium and the Ostrogoths over Italy, Corsica, and
Sardinia, and the Greek naval superiority over the Italians at the maritime battle
of Sena Gallica (autumn of 551), consult John B. Bury, History of the Later Roman
Empire (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923), 259–269.

34 Maas, “Roman History and Christian Ideology,” 19–28; Sirks, Food for Rome,
112–116, 165–168, 209–210, 217–220; Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State, 26,
75–77; Vasiliev, History of the Byzantine Empire, 1:143–147; Azuni, Maritime Law of
Europe, 1:272–278, 313–320; Joan M. Hussey et al., The Cambridge Medieval History
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967), 4:II, 55–60.

35 On the reception of the N. N. in Roman judicial institutions and legal codices,
consult: Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 215–223; Schomberg, Laws of Rhodes, 331–359;
Azuni, Maritime Law of Europe, 1:265–295; Pardessus, Lois maritimes, 1:209–230;
Phillipson, International Law, 367–384; Kathleen M. Atkinson, “Rome and the Rhodian
Sea-Law,” Ivra 25 (1974), 46–92, esp. 73–88; W. Paul Gormley, “The Development
of the Rhodian-Roman Maritime Law to 1681, with Special Emphasis on the
Problem of Collision,” Inter-American Law Review 3 (1961), 317–326; idem, “Freedom
of the Seas,” 566–570, 576–577; McFee, Law of the Sea, 36–43; Gold, Maritime
Transport, 10–15; Robert D. Benedict, “The Historical Position of the Rhodian Law,”
Yale Law Journal 18 (1909), 223–242; Charles S. Lobingier, “The Maritime Law of
Rome,” Juridical Review 47 (1935), 2–14; Paul Huvelin, Étude d’histoire du droit com-
mercial romain (Paris, 1929), 184–195; Jean Rougé, Recherches sur l’organisation du com-
merce maritime en méditerranée sous l’ Empire romain (Paris, 1966), 407–413; Reinhard
Zimmermann, The Law of Obligations: Roman Foundations of the Civilian Tradition (Cape
Town, 1990), 406–412. As to customary laws, legal and historical evidence proves
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(‘selection’ or ‘extract’) was published by Leo III (717–741) and

Constantine V (741–775).36 By the ninth century Byzantine emper-

ors published the Basilika,37 Synopsis Basilicorum,38 and Tipoukeides.39

As for the promulgation of the N. N., its precise year is still unknown.

Ashburner, an authoritative scholar in this field, as well as most legal

historians, place it some time between 600 and 800.40 Another group

of Byzantinists attribute it to the Isaurian dynasty (717–802), claim-

ing that this compilation was adopted and instituted as an Impe-

rial Law instead of the maritime formulation found in Justinian’s

that on the eve of Islamic expansions, shipping in the Mediterranean regions was
primarily controlled by the church, state, rich merchants, and middle class entre-
preneurs. For instance, commercial ships of the church of Alexandria sailed east to
India and Ceylon and west to Marseilles at the time when the Byzantines reigned
supreme in the Mediterranean, and Mediterranean commerce was largely in Syrian
and Egyptian hands. The patriarch of the church hired seamen, maintained a com-
mercial fleet and a dockyard, and regulated riverfaring and seafaring laws. See
George R. Monks, “The Church of Alexandria and the City’s Economic Life in
the Sixth Century,” Speculum 28 (1953), 355–362; Rogers S. Bagnall, Egypt in Late
Antiquity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 289–293; Charles P. Sherman,
“The Roman Administrative Marine,” in Studi in onore di Salvatore Riccobono nel XL
anno del suo insegnamento ed. by G. Baviera et al., (Palermo: Arti grafiche G. Castiglia,
1936), 2:65–76; Raphael Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt in the Light of
the Papyri 332 B.C.–640 A.D. (Warsaw: Polish Philological Society, 1948), 2:91–93;
Mostafa el Abbadi, “A Code of Navigation on the Nile in Greco-Roman Egypt,”
Graeco-Arabica 4 (1991), 157–162; D.G. Letsios, “Sea Trade as Illustrated in the
‘Rhodian Sea Law’ with Special Reference to the Reception of Its Norms in the
Arabic Ecloga,” Graeco-Arabica 6 (1995), 209–225; idem, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 71.

36 The title runs as follows: “An abridged selection of laws, arranged by Leo and
Constantine, the wise and pious kings, from the Institutes, Digest, Code, Novels of the
Great Justinian, and corrected with a view to greater humanity.” See Vasiliev, History
of the Byzantine Empire, 1:241.

37 A collection of laws that were instituted under the emperor Basil I [867–886]
and completed in 888 during the first years of the reign of Leo VI [886–912].

38 An abridged version of the Basilika, which was probably produced in the tenth
century.

39 Panayotis J. Zepos, “Les Réglements juridiques sur le navire en droit byzan-
tin,” in La navigazione mediterranea nell’alto medioevo (Spoleto: Settimane di Studio del
Centro Italiano di Studi sull’alto Medioevo XXV, 1978), 741–745; John F. Haldon,
Byzantium in the Seventh Century: The Transformation of a Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1997), 254–264; F.H. Lawson, “The Basilica,” Law Quarterly Review
46 (1930), 486–501 and 47 (1931), 536–556; Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine
State, 233–260; Vasiliev, History of the Byzantine Empire, 1:244–247; Hussey et al.,
Cambridge Medieval History, 4:II, 62–71.

40 Vasiliev, History of the Byzantine Empire, 1:240–247; Walter Ashburner, The Rhodian
Sea Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909), lxxv; Edwin H. Freshfield, A Manual of
Later Roman Law: The Ecloga (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1927), 56;
Zepos, “Réglements juridiques sur le navire en droit byzantin,” 744; Wigmore,
Panorama of the World’s Legal System, 878–879; McFee, Law of the Sea, 38–49; Cohen,
Ancient Athenian Maritime Courts, 3–6.
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enactments.41 A third viewpoint determines that compiling and pro-

mulgating the treatise is an initiative of Photios,42 going back to his

first patriarchate from 858 to 867. A fourth associates it with Leo

VI (886–912), who himself ordered its incorporation in the Basilika,

or appointed a person of his entourage to do so. It appears in Book

LIII, which deals exclusively with maritime affairs as established by

the N. N. Consequently some scholars tend to accept it as an orig-

inal part of the Basilika.43 The fifth opinion holds that the N. N.

originated about the time of Stylianos Zaoutzes.44 Still others assume

that the rubric and prologue were drawn up in southern Italy.45 Be

that as it may, the promulgation and initiative of this compilation

is still undecided though it is most likely to have been codified dur-

ing the Iconoclasm period.

The N. N. consists of three parts. Part One is the Prologue, describ-

ing its ratification by the Roman emperors.46 Part Two provides a

sort of table that lists the articles for Part Three and contains clauses

of a general nature, elementary axioms and postulates. It consists of

41 Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 56–68; Huvelin, Histoire du droit commer-
cial romain, 185; Gormley, “Development of the Rhodian-Roman Maritime Law,”
329; Archibald Lewis, “Periods in the History of the Roman Empire,” in The Sea
and Medieval Civilizations (London: Variorum Prints, 1978), XIII:12. The manuscripts
of the N. N. appear in many Byzantine documents, always either juxtaposed or
within other manuscripts, forming a relatively small part the total document. The
N. N. is often in company with the Farmer’s Law or the Soldier’s Law.

42 Photios was the Patriarch of Constantinople (858–867 and 877–886), an inti-
mate of the powerful, a courtier, an intellectual, an encyclopedist and a teacher.
He was related to the imperial family and held the post of first government secre-
tary in the senate.

43 Gormley, “The Development of the Rhodian-Roman Maritime Law,” 329;
Lobingier, “Maritime Law of Rome,” 16–17; Zepos, “Réglements juridiques sur le
navire en droit byzantin,” 745; Atkinson, “Rome and the ‘Rhodian Sea-Law’,”
93–96; McFee, Law of the Sea, 35; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 74–75; Andreas
Schminck, “Probleme des sog. ‘Nomos Rhodion Nautikos,” in Griechenland und das
Meer, ed. by E. Chrysos et al. (Mannheim und Möhnesee 1999), 171–172.

44 Stylianos Zaoutzes (824?–899) was born in Macedonia of Armenian origin, and
died in Constantinople. He was a high-ranking official under Basil I and Leo VI.
He was protospatharios (a dignitary of the imperial hierarchy) at the end of Basil’s
reign. He directed Leo VI’s policy and acquired even more influence when his
daughter Zoe became Leo’s mistress and in 898, his spouse. See Kazhdan et al.,
Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 3:2220.

45 Schminck, “Probleme des sog ‘Nomos Rhodion Nautikos,” 172–178; Letsios,
Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 70–71.

46 This Prologue, transmitted in but a few manuscripts from the twelfth century
onwards, is today considered a late addition inspired by the information—itself dubi-
ous—contained in the often inconsistently transmitted headings. See Kazhdan et al.,
Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 3:1792.
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nineteen articles, seven of which [Articles 1–7] fix the shares (pay-

ments) of the ship’s master, steersman, carpenter, crew, and cook.

Articles eight through fifteen deal in substance with the accommo-

dation of merchants and ordinary passengers on board. Articles six-

teen through nineteen deal with the method of reckoning a ship’s

cargo capacity, maritime loan, chreokoinònia and contribution. Part

Three is the longest, consisting of forty-seven statutes dealing with

the manifold maritime regulations that provide legal solutions to

problems that may emerge in various stages of a maritime venture.47

With a few exceptions, the statutes of Part Three are arranged in a

logical order. Disciplinary laws, especially theft and murder, are

treated in Articles one through eight; articles twelve through fifteen

refer to deposit of commodities and personal effects with the captain;

articles sixteen through eighteen deal with maritime loans; contracts

between lessor and lessees are covered in articles eleven and nine-

teen through twenty-five; salvage is treated in articles forty-five through

forty-seven; while Articles nine, ten, and twenty-six through forty-

four, the largest portion of Part Three of the N. N., relate to jetti-

son and contribution. Overall, it is a comprehensive collection consisting

of the basic admiralty law, which regulated carriage by sea, com-

mercial maritime transactions, and personal behavior of seamen and

passengers in the Christian Mediterranean for a few centuries.

The Mediterranean between the Domination of Byzantium and of Islam

For many centuries, the countries of the Mediterranean basin were

an integral part of the Roman Empire. The political map had under-

gone several changes by the first quarter of the seventh century,

however, when the Persians captured the eastern territories of Byzan-

tium. By the time Heraclius reversed Khusru II’s conquests and

restored the status quo between Constantinople and Ctesiphon, a

new religion and political entity had emerged in Mecca and flourished

in Medìna led by Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Abd Allàh, a prophet and a

statesman. By the time of his death in 632, prophet Mu˙ammad

asserted his authority over a vast region of the Arabian Peninsula,

47 Articles forty-eight through fifty are translations from passages of the Code and
the Digest. The four titles in Appendix D (I, II, III and IV) were added to the
original text in the eleventh and thirteenth centuries. See Ashburner, op. cit., lxxv.
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laying the foundations for a future Islamic Empire and leaving the

Qur"àn and his tradition to guide his Muslim followers, although he

never established an elaborate administration or army. His succes-

sors fought against recalcitrant tribes, forced them into subjection,

expanded the sphere of Muslim power beyond what it had been in

Mu˙ammad’s time, and even fought concurrently on two fronts, the

Persian and Byzantine.48 The Islamic victories against the Sassanids

at al-Qàdisiyya (15 A.H./636 C.E.) and Heraclius at Yarmùk (Rajab

5th, 15 A.H./August 12th, 636 C.E.) changed the course of Near

East history. By the 650s, the Sassanid Empire ceased to exist and

Byzantium lost Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and the eastern territories of

North Africa to the Muslims.49

In spite of the subsequent Islamic military supremacy on land,

Byzantium remained the dominant sea power in the Mediterranean.

Except for an insignificant minority of Omànì and Yemenì mariners,

who joined 'Amr Ibn al-'Àß’s expedition against Egypt, the over-

whelming majority of Muslim conquerors were unfamiliar with mar-

itime warfare. With time, however, Mu'àwiya Ibn Abì Sufyàn and

Ibn al-'Àß, the wàlìs (governors) of Syria and Egypt, came to real-

ize that their territories needed to look seaward rather than land-

ward, noting how weakly they controlled their coastal frontiers,

especially when Byzantium preserved its naval superiority offshore.

Like their Roman predecessors,50 Muslim commanders moved quickly

to establish a defense system known in Arabic as ribà†s (fortresses)

and mi˙ràses (watchtowers) located within eye contact with each other,

to protect the coast against possible Byzantine maritime expeditions.51

Later, taking advantage of experienced Greek and Coptic seamen,

48 By 634, Muslim troops under the command of 'Amr Ibn al-'Àß defeated a
Byzantine army at the Battle of Ajnàdayn (southeast of Ramle, Palestine).

49 Islamic military expansion in the Mediterranean has been exhaustively stud-
ied by contemporary historians namely: Fred M. Donner, The Early Islamic Conquests
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981), 91–220; Garth Fowden, Empire to
Commonwealth: Consequences of Monotheism in Late Antiquity (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1981), 138–152; Walter E. Kaegi, Byzantium and the Early Islamic Conquests
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993); Moshe Gil, Palestine during the First
Muslim Period 634–1099 (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University Press, 1983), 1:9–61 (Hebrew);
Ira M. Lapidus, A History of Islamic Societies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1991), 37–53; Haldon, Byzantium in the Seventh Century, 216–219; Brown, World of Late
Antiquity, 189–203.

50 Starr, “Coastal Defense in the Roman World,” 56–70.
51 H.S. Khalilieh, “The Ribà† System and Its Role in Coastal Navigation,” Journal

of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 42 (1999), 212–225.
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shipwrights, and former Byzantine maritime installations in Syria,

Palestine, and Egypt, Mu'àwiya commanded the first Islamic mar-

itime expedition against Cyprus in 28/648–9. In the subsequent year

he launched a second attack on Arwàd (Arados), an island off the

Syrian coast, and burned the island’s city.52 Islamic fleets, the Syrian

one in particular, intensified their activities against Byzantine targets

in the eastern Mediterranean and Aegean and assaulted Crete, Cos,

Cyprus, and Rhodes in 33/653–4, ultimately scoring their first naval

victory against the Byzantines at Phoenix (Dhàt al-Íawàrì) in 34/655.

The Islamic naval triumph at Phoenix weakened the Byzantine mar-

itime presence in the eastern Mediterranean. As a result, the Umayyàds

took advantage of the weakness of the Byzantine navy in the east-

ern basin of the Mediterranean by launching a series of naval raids

and attacks against Constantinople and other strategic Aegean and

Mediterranean islands until the fall of their caliphate in Damascus

in 132/750. Despite the Islamic maritime emergence, the Mediter-

ranean remained shared by Christians and Muslims, and neither

party could view it as “mare nostrum.”53

52 Lawrence I. Conrad, “The Conquest of Arwàd: A Source Critical Study in
the Historiography of Early Medieval Near East,” in The Byzantine and Early Islamic
Near East; Problems in the Literary Source Material, ed. Averil Cameron and Lawrence
Conrad (Princeton: The Darwin Press, 1992), 317–401.

53 The Byzantine-Islamic military struggles over the Mediterranean during the
seventh and eighth centuries is beyond the scope of the current study. However,
for deeper insight on this topic, consult: Lewis, Naval Power and Trade, 54–97; A˙mad
'Abbàdy and Sayyed Sàlem, Tàrìkh Ba˙riyya al-Islàmiyya fì Mißr wal-Shàm (Beirut:
Dàr al-Nah∂a al-'Arabiyya, 1981), 28–36; Wilhelm Hoenerbach, La Marina Arabe
del Mar Meditrráneo en Tiempos de Mu'àwiya (Ti†wàn: Instituto Muley el-Hasan, 1954);
A˙mad R. A˙mad, Tàrìkh Fann al-Qitàl al-Ba˙rì fì al-Ba˙r al-Mutawssi† 35–978/655–1571
(Cairo: Wizàrat al-Thaqàfa, 1986), 9–21; Aly M. Fahmy, Muslim Sea-Power in the
Eastern Mediterranean from the Seventh to the Tenth Century A.D. (Cairo: National Publication
and Printing House, 1966), 80–148; Romilly J. Jenkins, “Cyprus between Byzantium
and Islam, A.D. 688–965,” in Studies Presented to David Moore Robinson, eds. G.E.
Mylonas and D. Raymond (Saint Louis: Washington University, 1953), 2:1006–1014;
Costas Kyrris, “The Nature of the Arab-Byzantine Relations in Cyprus from the
Middle of the 7th to the Middle of the 10th Century A.D.,” Graeco-Arabica 3 (1984),
149–175; Torr, Rhodes under the Byzantines; Clifford E. Bosworth, “Arab Attacks on
Rhodes in the Pre-Ottoman Period,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 6 (1996),
157–164; Lawrence I. Conrad, “The Arabs and the Colossus,” Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society 6 (1996), 165–187; Herbert Maryon, “The Colossus of Rhodes,” The
Journal of Hellenic Studies 76 (1956), 68–86; Dicks, Rhodes, 59; Andreas Stratos, “The
Naval Engagement at Phoenix,” in Essays in Honor of Peter Charanis, ed. Ageliki E.
Laiou-Thomadakis (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1980), 229–247;
Vassilios Christides, “The Naval Engagement of Dhàt Aß-Íawàrì A.H. 34/A.D.
655–656: A Classical Example of Naval Warfare Incompetence,” Byzantina 13 (1985),
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In separate, spontaneous, and uncoordinated expeditions, Muslim

sea powers attacked Sicily and Crete in 212/827. While the Aghlabìd
fleet, commanded by Asad Ibn al-Furàt, an old jurist of Khurasànì
origin, raided Sicily, an Andalusian flotilla led by Abù Óafß 'Umar

Ibn 'Ìsà Ibn Shu'ayb al-Ballù†ì landed in and conquered Crete.54

The assaults on Sicily and the conquest of Crete marked the begin-

ning of a new era in Mediterranean maritime history. Within a few

decades Islamic fleets captured the islands of Majorca, Minorca,

Ibiza, Pantelleria, Malta, Sardinia, and Cyprus.55 Their military expe-

ditions extended to Christian coasts and their hinterlands. A series

1331–1345; Ma˙mùd A. 'Awwàd, Al-Jaysh wal-Us†ùl al-Islàmì fì al-'Aßr al-Amawì
(Hebron: Al-Adabiyya lil-ˇibà'a wal-Nashr, 1994), 251–274; Christophe Picard, La
mer et les musulmans d’Occident au Moyaen Age (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,
1997); Hassan S. Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law: An Introduction (Leiden: E.J. Brill,
1998), 6–7, f. 15; Antonio Carile and Salvatore Cosentino, Storia della Marineria
Byzantina (Bologna: Lo Scarabeo, 2004), 11–13, 23–32; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 59–60, 71, 83–85, 243.

54 Ibn 'Abd al-Mun'im al-Óimyarì, Kitàb al-Raw∂ al-Mi'†àr fì Khabar al-Aq†àr (Beirut:
Librarie du Liban, 1975), 51; Al-Qà∂ì Abù al-Fa∂l 'Iyà∂ Ibn Mùsà Ya˙ßubì, Tartìb
al-Madàrik wa-Taqrìb al-Masàlik li-Ma'rifat A'làm Madhhab Màlik (Ribà†: Wizàrat al-
Awqàf wal-Shu"ùn al-Maghribiyya, 1965), 4:365; Muß†afà A. ˇàher (ed.), Kitàb Akriyat
al-Sufun wal-Nizà' bayna Ahlihà, Cahiers de Tunisie 31 (1983), 9–10; Vassilios Christides,
“Raid and Trade in the Eastern Mediterranean: A Treatise by Mu˙ammad bn.
'Umar, the Faqìh from Occupied Moslem Crete, and the Rhodian Sea Law, Two
Parallel Texts,” Graeco-Arabica 5 (1993), 65–67; idem, The Conquest of Crete by the Arabs
(CA. 824): A Turning Point in the Struggle between Byzantium and Islam (Athens, 1984),
133–136; Jorge L. Delgado, El poder naval de Al-Andalus en la época del Califato Omeya
(Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1993), 352–354; Abraham L. Udovitch, “An
Eleventh Century Islamic Treatise on the Law of the Sea,” Annales Islamologiques 27
(1993), 38–39, f. 4. Many jurists and scholars immigrated to the island fortresses
(thughùr al-jazariyya) from North Africa and Spain, while others were born, grew up,
and practiced law there. Crete’s fertile lands, natural riches, and location, linking
the Aegean and Byzantine worlds with the Islamic Mediterranean, attracted many
Muslim immigrants from Andalusia and Egypt, including the first generation of
fuqahà" who joined Abù Óafß’s battalion. Among the most prominent Islamic Cretan
jurists of Andalusian origin were 'Umar Ibn 'Ìsà Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn Yùsuf Ibn
Abì Óafß, al-Fat˙ Ibn al-'Alà" (the qà∂ì of the Crete), Is˙àq Ibn Sàlim, Mùsà
Ibn 'Abd al-Malik, Ismà'ìl Ibn Badr, his son Mu˙ammad, and his grandson Ismà'ìl
Ibn Mu˙ammad, and the author of the Kitàb Akriyat al-Sufun Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙am-
mad Ibn 'Umar, a younger brother of the famous Màlikì scholar Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar
(213–289/828–902), known as Ibn Abì al-Dawànìq, who was born and probably
died on the island, but attended the law academies in Qayrawàn and Egypt, col-
laborated with outstanding Màlikì scholars, and issued responsa dealing, inter alia,
with commercial and shipping affairs.

55 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn Khaldùn, Kitàb al-'Ibar wa-Dìwàn al-Mubtada" wal-Khabar
fì Ayyàm al-'Arab wal-'Ajam wal-Barbar (Beirut: Dàr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1992),
1:266–270. It is worth-mentioning that the Islamic control over Sardinia and Cyprus
was ephemeral.
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of more advanced and permanent military bases were established

along the northern shores of the Mediterranean at Fraxinetum in

Provence, Monte Garigliano near Naples, and around Bari in Apulia.

Navigation in the Adriatic Sea was threatened by independent Islamic

flotillas, while the Syrian and Cretan Arabs, who sacked and cap-

tured Thessalonica in 904 and invaded several other strategic islands,

threatened Byzantine navigation in the Aegean.56

Islamic ascendancy over vast expanses of Mediterranean shores,

islands, and trunk routes could not have been accomplished, as Ibn

Khaldùn (732–808/1332–1406) states, without employing the maritime

experience of the subject populations:

The royal and governmental authority of the Arabs became firmly
established and powerful at that time. The non-Arab nations became

56 Aziz Ahmad, A History of Islamic Sicily (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press,
1975); Archibald Lewis and Timothy Runyan, European Naval and Maritime History,
300–1500 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), 41–47; Barbara M. Kreutz,
Before the Normans: Southern Italy in the Ninth and Tenth Centuries (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1991), 1–35; Elsayyed Sàlem and A˙mad 'Abbàdy, Tàrìkh
al-Ba˙riyya al-Islàmiyya fì al-Maghrib wal-Andalus (Beirut: Dàr al-Nah∂a al-'Arabiyya,
1969), 65–119; Shakìb Arsalàn, Tàrìkh Ghazawàt al-'Arab fì Faransà wa-Swìsrà wa-
Ì†àlyà wa-Jazà"ir al-Ba˙r al-Mutawassi† (Beirut: Dàr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1933); John
B. Bury, “The Naval Policy of the Roman Empire in Relation to the Western
Provinces from the 7th to the 9th Century,” Centenario della Nascita di Michele Amari
(Palermo, 1910), 2:21–34; Hélène Ahrweiler, Byzance et la mer: la marine de guerre, la
politique et les institutions maritimes de byzance aux VII e–XV e siècles (Paris, 1966), 92–135;
Kenneth M. Setton, “On the Raids of the Moslems in the Aegean in the Ninth
and Tenth Centuries,” American Journal of Archaeology 58 (1954), 311–319; Alexander
Kazhdan, “Some Questions Addressed to the Scholars Who Believe in the Authenticity
of Kaminiates’ ‘Capture of Thessalonica’,” Byzantinische Zeitschrift 71 (1978), 301–314;
John H. Pryor, “Byzantium and the Sea: Byzantine Fleets and the History of the
Empire in the Age of the Empire in the Age of the Macedonian Emperors, C.
900–1025 C.E.,” in War at Sea in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, ed. by John B.
Hattendorf and Richard W. Unger (New York: The Boydell Press, 2003), 83–104;
Christides, Conquest of Crete, 67–96; idem, “The Raids of the Moslems of Crete in
the Aegean Sea: Piracy and Conquest,” Byzantion 51 (1981), 76–111; Joshua Holo,
“A Genizah Letter from Rhodes Evidently concerning the Byzantine Reconquest
of Crete,” Journal of Near Eastern Studies 59 (2000), 1–12; George C. Miles, “Byzantium
and the Arabs: Relations in Crete and the Aegean Area,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 18
(1964), 1–32; Ernest W. Brooks, “The Arab Occupation of Crete,” English Historical
Review 28 (1913), 431–443; S.M. Imamuddin, “Cordovan Muslim Rule in Iqritish
(Crete),” Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society 8 (1960), 297–312; Amìn T. ˇìbì,
“Amàra 'Arabiyya Andalusiyya fì Jazìrat Iqrì†ish (Crete),” Al-Mu"arrikh al-'Arabì 28
(1986), 45–55; Ibràhìm A. al-'Adawì, “Iqrì†ish bayna al-Muslimìn wal-Bìzan†iyyìn
fì al-Qarn al-Tàsi' al-Mìlàdì,” Al-Majalla al-Tàrıkhiyya al-Mißriyya 3 (1950), 53–68;
Delgado, El poder naval de Al-Andalus, 99–110; John H. Pryor, Geography, Technology,
and War: Studies in the Maritime History of the Mediterranean 649–1571 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1992), 102–111; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 62–68.
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servants of the Arabs and were under their control. Every craftsman
offered them his best services. They employed seagoing nations for
their maritime needs. Their own experience of the sea and of navi-
gation grew, and they turned out to be very expert. . . .57

Arabic and Aphrodito papyri from the seventh and eighth centuries

authenticate Ibn Khaldùn’s observation and furnish us with much

historical data about the establishment and organization of early

Islamic fleets in the Mediterranean and Red seas.58 A careful scrutiny

of these official papyri reveals that the founders of early Islamic mil-

itary fleets in the Mediterranean not only inherited and used former

Byzantine maritime installations, but also adopted its naval admin-

istrative system, regulations and strategy.59

Islamic Admiralty and Maritime Laws and Practices

Islamic maritime achievements in the Mediterranean did not change

the material culture of the occupied countries abruptly: instead there

was cultural continuity in various aspects of life for centuries, despite

gradual Arabization and Islamization processes. Non-Muslim subject

populations retained their traditional legal institutions, including eccle-

siastical and rabbinical tribunals,60 whereas the jurisdiction of the

57 Ibn Khaldùn, Muqaddima, 1:266. An identical excerpt had been provided by
Taqiyy al-Dìn A˙mad Ibn 'Alì al-Maqrìzì, Al-Mawà'iz wal-I'tibàr fì Dhikr al-Khi†a†
wal-Àthàr (Cairo: Maktabat Madbùlì, 1998), 3:8–9.

58 Aly M. Fahmy, Muslim Naval Organisation in the Eastern Mediterranean from the
Seventh to the Tenth Century A.D. (Cairo: National Publication and Printing House,
1966), 1–9; Walter E. Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts in the Collection of the
John Rylands Library, Manchester (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1909),
158–159, 164; Frederic G. Kenyon et al., Greek Papyri in the British Museum: The
Aphrodito Papyri (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1910), 4:6–7, 19–28, 59–67,
435–449; Arthur Hunt and C.C. Edgar, Select Papyri (London, 1932–1934), 2:593–601.
The Aphrodito papyri shed light on (a) the construction, repair, and maintenance
of ships; (b) disposition of the arsenals, fleets, and admiralty headquarters; and (c)
recruitment of fighting men and seamen, their wages and allowances.

59 Mu˙ammad Ibn Mankalì, Al-Adilla al-Rasmiyya fì al-Ta'àbì al-Óarbiyya, ed.
Ma˙mùd Sh. Kha††àb (Baghdàd: Al-Majma' al-'Ilmì al-'Iràqì, 1988), 241–254.

60 On pre-Islamic Jewish maritime law and practice consult: Stephen M. Passama-
neck, “Two Aspects of Rabbinical Maritime Law,” The Journal of Jewish Studies 22
(1971), 53–67; idem, “Traces of Rabbinical Maritime Law and Custom,” Revue
d’Histoire du Droit 34 (1966), 525–551; Raphael Patai, “Ancient Jewish Seafaring and
Riverfaring Laws,” in By Study and also by Faith: Essays in Honor of Hugh W. Nibley,
ed. John M. Lundquist and Stephen D. Ricks (Salt Lake City: Desert Book Company,
1990), 389–416; Daniel Sperber, Nautica Talmudica (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1986), 95–118.
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qà∂ì extended to Muslims and civil cases involving Muslims and non-

Muslims.61 Until the turn of the eighth century, Umayyàd qà∂ìs gave
judgments according to their own discretion (ra"y/arbitrary or sound

opinion of a judge), basing them on Qur"ànic regulations, prophetic

traditions, and customary practices that did not contradict Islamic

principles.62 In many respects, Byzantine commercial and shipping

laws and practices presumably remained valid even after the for-

mation of Islamic law schools (madhàhib) during the second half of

the eighth and first half of the ninth centuries. Remarkably, like the

Romano-Byzantine legal system, Islamic judicial authorities never

developed special admiralty courts. Rather the office of the qà∂ì—
occasionally advised and assisted by experts in maritime affairs and

industry—adjudicated cases relating to maritime commerce and car-

riage by sea.

Additionally, like the sixth century Byzantine compilers of the

Digest,63 the founders of Islamic law schools and their fellow 'ulamà"
( jurists or doctors of law) subdivided their jurisprudential books into

titles arranged and structured according to subject. For instance, the

Muwa††a" of Màlik Ibn Anas (97–179/715–795), Mudawwana al-Kubrà
(lit. The Great or Comprehensive Digest) compiled by Sa˙nùn Ibn Sa'ìd
al-Tanùkhì (160–240/776–854),64 and Kitàb al-Umm of Mu˙ammad

61 The qà∂ì ’s jurisdiction extended beyond his regional domain and occasionally
applied to alien and non-Muslim merchants regardless of their nationalities or
denominations. Cases involving Muslim and non-Muslim parties were customarily
adjudicated before Muslim qà∂ìs; this principle has been maintained throughout the
history of Islamic polities and legal institutions.

62 Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993),
22–30; Robert S. Lopez, “Byzantine Law in the Seventh Century and Its Reception
by the Germans and the Arabs,” Byzantion 16 (1942–1943), 451.

63 The Corpus Juris Civilis treats maritime cases and presents legal opinions of
Roman lawyers in various parts of this collection and under different topics. The
vast majority of maritime issues are dealt with in Digest IV, Digest V, Digest IX,
Digest XIII, Digest XIV, Digest XIX, Digest XXI, Digest XXII, Digest XLI, Digest
XLIV, Digest XLV, Digest XLVII and Digest L.

64 It was Asad Ibn al-Furàt, the famous Aghlabìd fleet commander who landed
on Sicily in 212/827, who drew up this digest, which consisted of questions pro-
posed by him to Ibn al-Qàsim with their solutions by the latter. He then took them
with him to Qayrawàn, and Sa˙nùn wrote them out under his dictation. It was
originally called the Asadiyya (i.e., after Asad Ibn al-Furàt), but as the questions were
put down without any order in this first sketch, Sa˙nùn drew them up under sep-
arate heads and augmented their number; besides, he resolved some by means of
the traditions with which his memory was furnished when he learned by heart Ibn
Wahb’s edition of the Muwa††a". At any rate, the Mudawwana was originally compiled
during the first quarter of the ninth century. See Abù al-'Abbàs Shams al-Dìn
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Ibn Idrìs al-Shàfi'ì (150–204/767–820) all thought to be among the

oldest Islamic jurisprudential references in the Mediterranean terri-

tories, are topically arranged according to the Romano-Byzantine

legal classification.65 With the exception of notarial formulae and a

few jurisprudential works,66 none of the classical treatises on Islamic

sacred law contain comprehensive chapters or subsections treating

problems peculiar to maritime commerce, shipping, or naval indus-

try: maritime problems are generally dispersed in chapters pertain-

ing to hire, partnership, deposit, fixed punishments, almsgiving,

pilgrimage, fasting, and prayer. An interesting exception, however,

is the Kitàb Akriyat al-Sufun wal-Nizà' bayna Ahlihà (Treatise concern-

ing the Leasing of Ships and the Claims between (Contracting) Parties), (hence-

forth “A. S.”) which deals specifically with legal aspects of shipping

and maritime commerce.67

A˙mad Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Bakr Ibn Khallikàn, Wafayyàt al-A'yàn wa-Anbà"
Abnà" al-Zamàn (Cairo: Maktabat al-Nah∂a, 1948), 2:352–353.

65 Joseph Schacht, “Islamic Religious Law,” in The Legacy of Islam, ed. Joseph
Schacht and C.E. Bosworth (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), 396–398.

66 Al-Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂ Ibn Mùsà al-Ya˙ßubì, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm fì Nawàzil al-A˙kàm
(Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb al-Islàmì, 1990), 235–240, Chapter on Partnership, which
deals exclusively with partnership in a vessel, jettison, contribution, salvage, and sta-
tus of slaves, ship’s servants and crew, and ordinary passengers on board. A great
deal of Islamic notarial formulae consists of chapters and subtopics pertaining to the
leasing of ships and hiring employees. See A˙mad Ibn Mu˙ammad al-ˇa˙àwì, Kitàb
al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr (Baghdàd, 1992), 1:265–267, 447; idem, Kitàb al-Shurù† al-Kabìr, ed.
Jeanette A. Wakin (Albany, 1972), 106; 'Alì Ibn Ya˙yà al-Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-
Ma˙mùd fì Talkhìß al-'Uqùd (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cient(z.)ficas,
1998), 224–233; 'Abd al-Wà˙id Ibn 'Alì al-Tamìmì al-Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-
Muràbi†ìn wal-Muwa˙˙idìn (Cairo: Maktabat al-Thaqàfa al-Dìniyya, 1997), 469–472;
A˙mad Ibn Mughìth al-ˇulay†alì, Al-Muqni' fì 'Ilm al-Shurù† (Madrid: Consejo Superior
de Investigaciones Científica, Instituto de Cooperación con el Mundo Árabe, 1994),
242–244; Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad al-Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd wa-Mu' ìn al-Qu∂àt
wal-Muwaqqi' ìn wal-Shuhùd (Cairo, 1374/1955), 1:94–96, 293–294. The naval indus-
try, construction of ships, and regulations against overloading are fairly well cov-
ered in manuals for market inspectors (˙isba) and Islamic navigational literature. See
Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad Ibn 'Abdùn al-Tujìbì, Seville musulmane au debut du XII e

siècle, traduit avec une introduction et des notes par: E. Lévi-Provençal (Paris, 1947),
63–64; Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Mu˙ammad al-Saqa†ì, Un manuel his-
panique de ˙isba (Àdàb al-Óisba), ed. G.S. Colin and E. Lévi-Provençal (Paris: 
E. Leroux, 1931), 71–72; Thami Azammouri, “Les Nawàzil d’Ibn Sahl, section rel-
ative à l’I˙tisàb,” Hespéris Tamuda 14 (1973), 40; Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad Ibn Bassàm
al-Mu˙tasib, Nihàyat al-Rutba fì ǎlab al-Óisba (Baghdàd: Ma†ba'at al-Ma'àrif, 1968),
148, 157; Mu˙ammad Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'àlim al-Qurbà fì A˙kàm
al-Óisba (Cairo: Al-Hay"a al-Mißriyya al-'Àmma lil-Kitàb, 1976), 324; Shihàb al-Dìn
A˙mad Ibn Màjid, Kitàb al-Fawà'id fì Ußùl 'Ilm al-Ba˙r wal-Qawà'id (Damascus, 1971),
29, 242.

67 Manuscript no 1.155 (2) of la Biblioteca del Real Monasterio de San Lorenzo
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Written in the form of responsa, the core text of the treatise, as

composed by the original author Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar al-Kinànì
al-Andalusì al-Iskandarànì (d. 310/923),68 consists of only nine chap-

ters. An appendix of six jurisprudential inquiries was apparently

added later by the compiler Khalaf Ibn Abì Firàs,69 or a later Màlikì
jurist. The first chapter deals with hiring seamen. Chapter Two treats

de El Escorial, folios 41v. to 55r. The introductory passages of each chapter of the
treatise were randomly published by 'Abd al-Óafìz Manßùr, “Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì fì
al-Fiqh al-Màlikì,” in Ta†awwur 'Ulùm al-Bi˙àr wa-Dawrihà fì al-Numuww al-Óa∂àrì
(Sfax, 1976), 98–111. On page 101, Manßùr writes: “I conclude my remarks by
presenting samples from the original manuscript so that they may induce you and
draw your attention to study such manuscripts that fill the archives (manuscript
libraries) in Tùnis and abroad.” The author apparently relies on another manu-
script in one of the Tunisian manuscript libraries, although he does not provide its
call number or precise location. The entire manuscript was published by Muß†afà
A. ˇàher, “Kitàb Akriyat al-Sufun wal-Nizà' bayna Ahlihà,” Cahiers de Tunisie 31 (1983),
6–53. Although the editor’s introduction cautiously examines the actual author of
the treatise and provides us with short biographical notes of Màlikì jurists cited
there, he fails to analyze the dicta and legal opinions, discover legal precedents,
compare them with ones from earlier or later periods, or shed light on the influence
of Byzantine maritime practice and law on their Islamic counterparts. A short review
of ˇàher’s edition was published by Claude Cahen, “Un traite de droit commer-
cial maritime du IVe/Xe siecle Ifriqiyen,” Journal of the Economic and Social History of
the Orient 31 (1988), 304–305. Further analytical studies were published by José
Aguilera Pleguezuelo, “El derecho mercantil mar(z.)timo en Al-Andalus,” Temas
Arabes 1 (1986), 93–106; idem, Estudios de las normas e instituciones del derecho Islámico en
Al-Andalus (Seville: Guadalquivir Ediciones, 2000), 85–101; Udovitch, “Eleventh
Century Islamic Treatise,” 37–54; Christides, “Raid and Trade,” 63–102; Delgado,
El poder naval de Al-Andalus, 349–381; Maria A. Campoy, “Fuentes jurΩdicas,” in Al-
Andalus y el mediterráneo (Barcelona, 1995), 289–297. Moreover, the treatise was cited
by Olivia R. Constable, “The Problem of Jettison in Medieval Mediterranean
Maritime Law,” Journal of Medieval History 20 (1994), 207–220; Deborah R. Noble,
“The Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” (Ph.D. diss., University of London, 1988),
26–29; Letsios, “Sea Trade,” 209–225.

68 Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar Ibn Yùsuf Ibn 'Àmir al-Kinànì al-
Andalusì al-Iskandarànì died in Egypt on Thursday Shawwàl 3rd, 310 A.H., i.e.,
23rd of January 923 C.E. is a brother and disciple of the famous Màlikì jurist
Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar, whose family came originally from al-Óà"in ( Jaén). He was a
jurist of the third †abaqa, joined Ibn'Abdùs and other famous jurists while in
Qayrawàn. Biographers hold controversial views as to Ibn 'Umar’s death place,
either Qayrawàn, or Crete, or Egypt. See ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 10–11.

69 Christides, “Raid and Trade,” 65; Delgado, El poder naval de Al-Andalus, 349–352;
ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 6–7. He draws our attention to the fact that the treatise under
discussion is attributed to Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar, whereas Khalaf Ibn Abì Firàs,
a Màlikì jurist from Qayrawàn with a bad reputation, who flourished between the
years 330–359/941–969 and died there in 359/969, compiled it and added his own
preface besides a few legal inquiries ascribed to Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd,
Abì Sa'ìd Ibn Akhì Hishàm, and 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Is˙àq Ibn al-Tabbàn. An
anonymous scribe or notary copied the current form of the Kitàb Akriyat al-Sufun on
the 23rd of Rajab, 724 A.H (16th June, 1324 C.E.).
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the leasing of ships, forms of hire, and freight charges. Problems that

may emerge between the contracting parties after concluding the

charter agreement and that may prevent them from completing their

transaction are discussed in the third chapter. The fourth chapter

establishes the payment arrangements between the contracting par-

ties if a technical malfunction in a ship should occur in the port of

origin, en route, or after docking at the final destination. The fifth

and longest chapter covers jettison, salvage, and contribution. Liability

or otherwise of ship owners for what they carry is addressed in the

sixth chapter. The author of the treatise devotes the seventh chap-

ter to the procedures of loading and unloading goods. Partnership

in a vessel is inadequately treated in the eighth chapter, and the

ninth chapter refers to various sea-commenda and payment arrange-

ments. Finally the appendix, whose legal inquiries date between the

second half of the tenth and the first half of the eleventh century,

concerns itself with the calculation of freight charges, overloading,

ship owner’s liability for the transport of specific goods to their des-

tination, collision, jettison and general average. The A. S. is thus

not precisely a collection of maritime laws that treats ownership and

possession of ships, methods of acquisition, rights of co-owners, mas-

ter-crew relations, etc., but rather a maritime treatise that treats mer-

cantile and shipping matters exclusively.

“On the basis of a great deal of circumstantial evidence,” Udovitch

writes, “the text, as published by M. ˇàher, can be confidently dated

to the mid 11th century.”70 Our treatise in its present form, which

certainly reflects the legal opinions of early Màlikì jurists, could

indeed have been promulgated earlier than the first half of the

eleventh century. With the exception of three [3] jurists, whose legal

opinions are quoted in the treatise’s appendix,71 all twenty-seven [27]

Màlikì fuqahà" ( jurists) referred to in the A. S. lived between the

eighth and the first three decades of the tenth centuries.72 Regardless

of the exact date, the promulgation of this commercial treatise coin-

70 Udovitch, “Eleventh Century Islamic Treatise,” 38, f. 4.
71 Abù 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Ìsà al-Mißrì known as Ibn Abì Zamanìn (324–399/

936–1008), Abù 'Umar A˙mad Ibn 'Abd al-Malik known as Ibn al-Mukwì (324–401/
936–1010), and Abù 'Imràn Mùsà Ibn 'Ìsà Ibn Abì al-Óàjj al-Fàsì al-Qayrawànì
(368–430/979–1039). Note that their enactments are cited in the appendix rather
than the core text.

72 Cahen, “Droit commercial maritime,” 304; Delgado, El poder naval de Al-Andalus,
354; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 27.
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cided with the Islamic imperium over the Mediterranean and the cap-

ture of Sicily and Crete—two strategic islands and key ports of call

between the East and the West, the Muslim and the Christian worlds.

From that time, for three centuries, Muslim and dhimmì merchants

expanded their overseas trade in the eastern and western Mediterranean

consistent with Islamic naval supremacy and tolerant Muslim regimes.

Despite the substantial legal data available in this unique treatise, it

does not enable economic historians to formulate a global view of

Christian-Islamic maritime commerce in the Mediterranean region.

Nor does it cover the entire Islamic Mediterranean geographically:

confined as it is to the major ports of Egypt, Ifrìqiya, Sicily, and

Andalusia, while the Moroccan, Syro-Palestinian, and Cretan ports

are not mentioned at all.

Purposes and Methodology of the Study

Despite the lack of conclusive evidence dating the precise period

when the N. N. was promulgated, this collection was unquestionably

recognized in Byzantine provinces on the eastern coasts of the

Mediterranean, Aegean, Marmora, and Black seas from the eighth

through the tenth centuries, during which time Islamic prominence

was discernible in the Mediterranean and Aegean. In the reign of

Leo VI, the N. N. appeared as an appendix in the first editions of

the Basilika.73 The N. N. may have been incorporated into Book

LIII of the Basilika for either or both of the following reasons: First,

the treatise in question may have been the most comprehensive, irre-

placeable treatise for several centuries because it covered both civil

and criminal procedures. Second, as some scholars argue, Byzantine

maritime trade did not recover after the Islamic military expansions

in the Mediterranean arena. Byzantine maritime law could not have

evolved then, lacking the expansion of the overseas trade.74

73 Basilicorum, ed. by H.J. Scheltema and N. van Der Wal (Groningen: Martinus
Nijhoff, 1974), Book LIII, 7:2464–2479; Pardessus, Lois maritimes, 1:222, 226–227;
Azuni, Maritime Law of Europe, 1:321–324; Ashburner, op. cit., cxi; John. E. Dotson,
“Freight Rates and Shipping Practices in the Medieval Mediterranean,” (Ph.D. diss.
The Johns Hopkins University, 1969), 11–12; Atikson, “Rome and the ‘Rhodian
Sea-Law’,” 93–94. For further details on the reception of the Rhodian maritime
law into the Basilika, consult Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 223–235.

74 Schomberg, Laws of Rhodes, 375; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 62–63, 217–218;
Vasiliev, History of the Byzantine Empire, 1:249; Henri Pirenne, Medieval Cities: Their
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So far, only two Mediterranean maritime treatises have come down

to us from the period between the seventh and tenth centuries: the

N. N. and A. S. Although innumerable Byzantinists have studied the

evolution of the N. N., only one scholar has tentatively attempted

to discuss the relationship with its Islamic counterpart at the time

when more than half the maritime possessions in the Mediterranean

were under Caliphate rule.75 The discovery of the A. S. may also

disclose unresolved issues in maritime legal history. It may clarify

whether or not Muslim jurists maintained Byzantine maritime cus-

toms in the former Byzantine territories. If they did, what articles

of the N. N. and the Digest were then incorporated or dismissed by

Muslim jurists, and why? What did Muslim jurists introduce? Were

there two distinct admiralty jurisdictions, Byzantine and Islamic, in

the Mediterranean world?

The purpose of the present study is not to give a systematic account

of all that has been written on the maritime law of Rhodes, nor

give an exegesis of all the texts that have been brought to bear on

it. Instead, its purpose is to compare the statutes recorded in the

Digest and N. N., on the one hand, and then compare them with

the responsa established in the A. S. and early Islamic jurisprudence

from the Mediterranean, on the other.76 It deals in particular with

Origins and Revival of Trade (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974), 26–55. It
is worth-mentioning that the emergence of the Arabs in the Mediterranean arena
did not have catastrophic consequences for the maritime trade of Byzantium. On
the contrary, despite the Islamic expansion at sea and the subsequent conquest of
Sicily and Crete in 212/827, diplomatic and commercial relationships were main-
tained between the Christian and Muslim worlds. Our hypothesis is supported by
documentary and archeological evidence. See Lewis, Naval Power and Trade, 132–161;
Robert S. Lopez, “The Role of Trade in the Economic Readjustment of Byzantium
in the Seventh Century,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 13 (1959), 69–85; Eduardo M. Moreno,
“Byzantium and al-Andalus in the Ninth Century,” in Byzantium in the Ninth Century:
Dead or Alive, ed. Leslie Brubaker (Aldershot, 1998), 215–227; Francesco Gabrieli,
“Greeks and Arabs in the Central Mediterranean Area,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 18
(1964), 59–65; idem, “Islam in the Mediterranean World,” in The Legacy of Islam,
ed. Joseph Schacht and C.E. Bosworth (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), 63–104;
F. H. van Doorninck, “The Medieval Shipwreck at Serçe Limani: An Early 11th-
Century Fatimid-Byzantine Commercial Voyage,” Graeco-Arabica 4 (1991), 45–52.

75 Christides, “Raid and Trade,” 61–102.
76 No attempt will be made to portray the legal differences among Islamic law

schools for the subject has been treated by Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime
Law”; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law; Muß†afà M. Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì
ka-Maßdar li-Qawà'id al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Mu'àßir (Alexandria: Al-Maktab al-'Arabì al-
Óadìth, 1990); 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn A˙mad Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r fì al-Fiqh al-
Islàmì ( Jedda: Dàr al-Andalus al-Kha∂rà", 2000).
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the evolution of maritime law in the Mediterranean Sea between

800 and the 1050s, a period in maritime legal history whose gaps

contemporary scholars have not attempted to bridge. It is my hope

that the outcomes of the present study will allow scholars a further

appreciation of the contribution Islamic jurisprudence made to the

development and internationalization of the law of the sea prior to

the emergence of the Italian commercial empires.

The study consists of seven chapters. Chapter one deals with the

physical and legal significance of the ship, with emphasis on the

methods employed to compute ship capacity and the importance of

naming commercial vessels. Chapter two examines issues pertaining

to the ownership and possession of a vessel, the employment of

crew—their duties, rights, and payment—and the legal status of pas-

sengers. Carriage of cargo by sea, forms of contracts, liability of the

lessor, shipping fees and the factors affecting them and the circum-

stances justifying breach of contract are covered in chapter three.

Jettison, average and contribution are treated in chapter four. Chapter

five describes Byzantine and Islamic laws of collision followed by the

rules governing the salvage of jetsam, which are surveyed in chap-

ter six. The final chapter concludes the study by explaining the legal

differences between Byzantine maritime loan and chreokoinònia vis-à-vis

Islamic commenda. An English translation of the A. S. based on ˇàher’s

transcription and Ashburner’s English edition and translation of the

Rhodian Sea Law are appended to our study. The aim here is to:

(a) cover issues not raised in the study’s seven chapters; (b) enable

lawyers and legal historians to examine further the relationship

between early Byzantine and Islamic maritime laws with their medieval

European sea laws. Since ˇàher’s Arabic edition of the A. S. is too

tentative and lacks legal analysis, the present English edition con-

tains extensive biographical notes and comparable responsa from ear-

lier and later Màlikì and non-Màlikì jurisprudential sources.

As for the methodological and discussion format, where the mate-

rial overlaps in both bodies of law, they are all put together so that

a reader may have to refer to footnotes to find out the sources.

However, when differences in legal opinions emerge, or Muslim jurists

issued unprecedented responsa and laws that are not found in Roman

and Byzantine legal codices, the discussion entails separation. By

adopting such a methodological format, it enables the readers to

trace the similarities and differences between both distinct legal sys-

tems around the Middle Sea. In order to show how theoretical aspects
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of Islamic and Byzantine maritime laws were practiced, first-hand

papyri and Geniza evidence, ˙isba manuals, historical accounts, and

modern publications will be utilized as well.

An axiom ascribed to 'Umar Ibn al-Kha††àb (13–23/634–644),

the second caliph in Islam, states: “May God have mercy on a per-

son who acknowledges his/her own limitation and pauses at it [ra˙ima

Allàhu imri"in 'arafa ˙adduhu fa-waqafa 'indahu].” My linguistic limita-

tions do not permit me to use primary Latin and Greek legal codices.

As a result, my analysis of the Roman and Byzantine laws of the

sea will depend primarily on modern monographs and translations

of Ashburner,77 Dareste,78 Freshfield,79 Justice,80 and Letsios,81 with

the hope that the linguistic deficiencies will not affect the actual the-

sis of this study.82 Although Ashburner’s edition was published a cen-

tury ago, Byzantinists and legal historians still consider it the most

comprehensive analytical study ever written on the N. N., covering

its relations to the Roman and Medieval European maritime laws

and practices.83 Nevertheless, except for appendices A, D and E,

which were published by Ashburner and Justice, Letsios relies on

the forty-seven Rhodian codes integrated in the Basilika. Dareste and

Freshfield, however, use a different manuscript that lacks of Articles

III:32 and III:37 as well as appendices A, D and E.

77 Walter Ashburner, The Rhodian Sea Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909).
78 Rodolphe Dareste, “La Lex Rhodia,” Revue de Philologie 29 (1905), 1–29.
79 Edwin H. Freshfield, A Manual of Later Roman Law: The Ecloga (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1927), 56–68, 195–207.
80 Justice Alexander, A General Treatise of the Dominion of the Sea (London, 1724),

76–116.
81 Dimitrios G. Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier: Untersuchungen zu Seerecht und

Handelsschiffahrt in Byzanz (Rhodos: Institouto Aigaiou tou Dikaiou tes Thalassas kai
tou Nautikou Diakiou, 1996).

82 Once again, the goal is not to give a systematic account of all that has been
written on the maritime law of Rhodes, nor give an exegesis of all the texts that
have been brought to bear on it.

83 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 245.



CHAPTER ONE

PHYSICAL AND LEGAL SIGNIFICANCE OF VESSEL

Definition of a “Ship”

A definition of a ship appears in the Qur"àn (54:13): “But We (God)

bore him (Noah) on an (Ark) made of broad planks and caulked

with palm-fiber.”1 The Roman legist Ulpianus defines the term ship

as “vessels and even rafts, employed for navigating the sea, rivers,

or lakes.”2 Based on both definitions, a ship is any conveyance ply-

ing navigable inland waters, along the coasts, or the high seas—

including skiffs, or small boats (i.e., service, fishing or lifeboats), galleys,

military or merchant ships, whether propelled by oars, sails or both,

regardless of type, purpose, and capacity. A ship is thus not neces-

sarily a nautical vessel engaged in commerce: rather the term includes

all types of warships. Defining a ship is essential for the assertion of

liability for her unseaworthiness, and for assessing general average

contributions and salvage awards.

When a group of shippers leased a vessel for a trading voyage,

the contracting parties had to ensure that she was technically fit,

carried adequate nautical instruments and tackle, and could safely

ply navigable inland waters and the high seas. A typical seagoing

merchant vessel had to carry many anchors, appropriate hawsers and

ropes, canvas and/or cotton sails, masts, oars, rudders and gangways

for embarking and debarking,3 in addition to nautical instruments.

1 The Qur"àn counts the ship among the àyàt (miracles) of God and 28 verses
enumerate her benefits to mankind: 23 verses contain the word fulk, safìna occurs
4 times in 3 verses, juwàr is used in two verses, jàriya in one verse, and “dhàt alwà˙
wa-dusur” meaning “made of planks and nails” as well in one verse. Sayyed S.
Nadavi, “Arab Navigation,” Islamic Culture 15/4 (1941), 436, 442–444; Ilse Lichten-
stadter, “Origin and Interpretation of some Qur"ànic Symbols,” in Studi Orientaliststici
in Onore di Giorgio Levi Della Vida (Roma: Instituto per l’Orient, 1956), 2:70–77.

2 Samuel P. Scott, The Civil Law (Cincinnati: The Central Trust Company, 1932),
4:201, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 6.

3 Ibid., 5:195, Digest XXI, 2, 2, 44: “Everything which is attached to a ship, as,
for instance, the rudder, the mast, the yards and the sails, are, as it were, the mem-
bers of the ship”; Ashburner, Rhodian Sea-Law, 80 Article III:2; 90–91, Article III:11;
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Oversized vessels required service boats on board to transport goods

to the quayside.4 Identical rules applied to ship sale and purchase

contracts. Both parties had to specify the vessel’s tackle and navi-

gational instruments in the bill of sale.5 Similarly, Islamic notarial

formulae for sale and leasing contracts from the ninth century onwards

obliged the parties to indicate the ship’s type, capacity, technical

structure: her length and breadth, rigging, and essential nautical

instruments.6 Neither Byzantine nor Islamic laws bound ship owners

Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 258, 260; McCormick, Origins of the European Economy,
410. A third century long-term leasing contract on a papyrus vividly recounts the
required gear and instruments of a seagoing vessel. The vessel was chartered with
“mast, yard, linen sail, ropes, jars, rings, blocks, two steering oars with tiller bars
and brackets, four oars, five boat poles tipped with iron, companionway ladder,
landing plank, winch, two iron anchors with iron stocks, one one-armed anchor,
ropes of palm fiber, tow rope, mooring lines, three grain chutes, one measure, one
balance yard, Cilician cloth, cup-shaped two-oared skiff fitted with all appropriate
gear and an iron spike.” See Hunt and Edgar, Select Papyri, 1:113–117, P. Lond.
1164; Lionel Casson, Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1995), 257–258.

4 Evidently not all ports had docks or quays in the seventh to the tenth century.
In the Christian world of northern Europe quays began to be built at the end of
the tenth century for the first time since the end of Roman rule. However, port
facilities in Mediterranean port-cities were much more developed and adapted to
harbor larger vessels. All Islamic port-cities mentioned in the A. S., including inland
ones such as Fus†à† and Seville, proved to have artificial docks or quays. Likewise,
major coastal Byzantine cities like Constantinople and Thessalonike were equipped
with quays. Nevertheless, most stopovers and ports were merely unimproved nat-
ural roadsteads and loading and unloading was by ships’ boats. On the history of
European quaysides in medieval period see Richard W. Unger, The Ship in the
Medieval Economy 600–1600 (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1980), 64,
94–95, 109–110, 146–148.

5 Bezalel Porten et al., The Elephantine Papyri in English: Three Millenia of Cross-Cultural
Continuity and Change (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1996), 486–490, P. Lond. V 1726; Arthur
Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri (London: Egypt Exploration Fund, 1927), 17:250–253,
Oxy. 2136; Hunt and Edgar, Select Papyri, 1:113–117, P. Lond. 1164; H.I. Bell,
Greek Papyri in the British Museum (London, 1917), 5:178–179, Pap. 1726.

6 ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Minhàjì,
Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96, 293–294; Shihàb al-Dìn Abù al-'Abbàs Ibn Idrìs al-
Qaràfì, Al-Dhakìra (Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb al-Islàmı, 1994), 1:355; Abù Mu˙ammad
'Abd Allàh Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam lil-Óukkàm fì-mà Yajrì bayna Aydìhim min
al-'Uqùd wal-A˙kàm (Beirut, ?), 2:4–5; Abù al-Qàsim Ibn A˙mad al-Burzulì, Fatàwà
al-Burzulì: Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm li-mà Nazala min al-Qa∂àyà bil-Muftìn wal-Óukkàm
(Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb al-Islàmì, 2002), 3:87–89, 659; ˇàher (ed.), Akriyat al-Sufun,
52; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 432; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 66. The ref-
erence to portulans and itineraries of mariners reported to come from the Jerusalemite
geographer al-Muqaddasì (336–380/947–990), where he uses the term ßùrah to
denote chart. See Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad al-Muqaddasì, A˙san
al-Taqàsìm fì Ma'rifat al-Aqàlìm (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1906), 95; William C. Brice, “Early
Muslim Sea-Charts,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Irland (1977),
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to outfit sea-going carriers with lifeboats, although written documents

show that oversized and large ships carried or towed behind them

small boats that could function as service conveyances or as lifeboats.7

On the basis of this information, one may infer that a merchant

ship could not be hired out without her basic rigging and nautical

instruments.8

The N. N. uses the word ploion,9 corresponding to the Latin navis,10

to denote a ship/boat used for the conveyance of goods and/or pas-

sengers. Unlike the galley, a long ship used for military purposes

and propelled mainly by oars, the ploion was a rounded vessel propelled

53–61; idem, “Compasses, Compassi and Kanàbìß,” Journal of Semitic Studies 29/1
(1984), 169–178; Maurice Lombard, “Une carte de bois dans la Méditerranée musul-
mane (VIIe–XIe siècle),” Annales Economies Sociétés Civilisations 14 (1959), 234–254;
Gerald R. Tibbetts, “The Role of Charts in Islamic Navigation in the Indian
Ocean,” in History of Cartography, II: Cartography in the Traditional Islamic and South Asian
Societies, ed. by J.B. Harley and David Woodward (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1992), 256–262; Ahamd Y. al-Hassan and Donald R. Hill, Islamic
Technology and Illustrated History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 128;
Shelomo D. Goitein, “Portrait of a Medieval India Trader: Three Letters from the
Cairo Geniza” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 50 (1987), 460, TS
AS 156.238, ll. 5–13: “. . . but the captain had a stroke and died. We threw his
body overboard into the sea. So the boat remained without a commander and
a . . ., and we had no charts.”

7 Scott, op. cit., 5:195, Digest XXI, 2, 2, 44: “It is held that a boat is no part
of a ship and has no connection with it, for a boat is itself a little vessel . . .”;
Ashburner, op. cit., 80 Article III:2; 90–91 Article III:11; 118 Article III:46; Letsios,
Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 95–96, 97–99, 260, 266; Cecil Torr, Ancient Ships (Chicago:
Argonaut Publication, Inc.: 1964), 103–104; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 52; Khalilieh, Islamic
Maritime Law, 33–35; McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 408–409; John H.
Pryor and Sergio Bellabarba, “The Medieval Muslim Ships of the Pisan Bacini,”
The Mariner’s Mirror 76 (1990), 106–108.

8 It was apparently a common pan-Mediterranean practice to equip commer-
cial vessels with appropriate rigging before they were launched and commissioned
for sailing. Jewish halacha sources from the Talmudic and Gaonate periods corrob-
orate this hypothesis. See Moses Maimonides, The Code of Maimonides (Mishneh Torah)
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1951), 5:11–12, 96; Passamaneck, “Two Aspects
of Rabbinical Maritime Law,” 55; idem, “Traces of Rabbinical Maritime Law and
Custom,” 529–535; idem, The Traditional Jewish Law of Sale: Shulhan Arukh Hoshen
Mishpat (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College, 1983), 99–100; Patai, “Ancient Jewish
Seafaring and River-faring Laws,” 390.

9 The general meaning of ploion is a ship or a boat. Nonetheless, Casson men-
tions several types of ploion used for various purposes in accordance with their actual
capacity. The ploion zeugmatikon “yoked boat” apparently a catamaran (a boat with
twin hulls) is a small boat with a capacity of 9 to 12.5 tons. Another type called
ploion Hellenikon, i.e. “Greek boat” may designate a vessel built in the standard Greek
style as opposed the native Egyptian. See Lionel Casson, Ships and Seamanship in the
Ancient World (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995), 334, 340.

10 Dotson, “Freight Rates and Shipping Practices,” 96–97.
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mainly by sails and used to transport cargo.11 Length to beam ratios

were usually 3:1 or 4:1, with a shallow keel and rounded hull suit-

able for sailing on the high seas and along the coastline.12 The wide

beam length ratio provided maximum cargo storage space. Byzantine

commercial fleets consisted of different types of ploia transporting pas-

sengers and cargo such as the akatos, keles, lembus, kerkourus, kybaia,

and phaselus.13 Certain types of these vessels, as the seventh and eighth

centuries Egyptian papyri prove, were in service of early Islamic

Mediterranean navies.14

The generic Arabic words for ship that appear constantly in the

A. S. are markab (lit. a conveyance or riding vessel), safìna,15 and law˙
(lit. a board or plank of wood). Semantically, the markab refers to

ships propelled either by oars or sails, which navigated the high seas,

coasts and inland waters. A safìna could be larger than a markab and

was propelled exclusively by sail.16 As the A. S. treatise refers to

them on equal footing, possibly some variations are more linguistic

than physical. Professional seamen and experienced sea travelers of

this period could appreciate the actual sailing characteristics of each

type of vessel.17 The markab and safìna, mentioned interchangeably

11 Ashburner, op. cit., clii, 63; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 83.
12 Frederick van Doornick, “Byzantium, Mistress of the Sea: 330–641,” in A

History of Seafaring Based on Underwater Archaeology, ed. George F. Bass (London: Thames
and Hudson, 1972), 139–144; George Makris, “Ships,” in The Economic History of
Byzantium from the Seventh through the Fifteenth Century, ed. Angeliki E. Laiou et al.
(Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2002), 1:97;
Torr, Ancient Ships, 24–25.

13 Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 157–168; Torr, Ancient Ships, 105–124; Scott, op.
cit., 4:202, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 12, refers to ships designed to carry passengers only
or certain type(s) of merchandise and sail particular waters. On the structural design,
types, and duration and average speed in knots of Byzantine merchantmen, see
John H. Pryor, “Types of Ships and their Performance Capabilities,” in Travel in
the Byzantine World, ed. by Ruth Macrides (London: Variorum Prints, 2002), 33–58;
Michael McCormick, Origins of the European Economy: Communications and Commerce A.D.
300–900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 404–410.

14 Fahmy, Muslim Naval Organisation, 37, 125–137.
15 On the semantic origin of the term s.f.n. or s.p.n. and its incorporation into

Arabic, consult H. Kindermann, “Safìna,” The Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden: E.J.
Brill, 1995), 8:808–809.

16 Terms for ships varied with place and time. For example, the term for a large
sailing vessel in one port may signify a small nautical vessel in another. An Islamic
shìnì or dromon of the seventh century does not necessarily signify the same size,
structure and design as it does in later periods.

17 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 23–24.
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in the A. S., might be parallel Arabic terms for the Greek ploion of

the N. N.18

Capacity and Overloading Regulations

When signing a contract to lease a specific cargo ship, shippers were

most concerned with her seaworthiness, as well as other considerations

18 The naval architecture, construction, and types of Byzantine and Islamic ships
during the seventh and tenth centuries is beyond the scope of the current study.
However, among the useful bibliographical references are: Ahrweiler, Byzance et la
mer, 408–439; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 88; Pryor, Geography, Technology, and
War, 25–39; R.H. Dolley, “The Rig of Early Medieval Warships,” The Mariner’s
Mirror 35/1 (1949), 51–55; idem, “The Warships of the Later Roman Empire,” The
Journal of Roman Studies 38 (1948), 47–53; George Bass et al., Yassi Ada: Volume I: A
Seventh Century Byzantine Shipwreck (Texas: College Station, 1982); George Bass, Frederic
H. van Doornick, “An 11th Century Serçe Liman, Turkey,” The International Journal
of Nautical Archaeology and Underwater Exploration 7/2 (1978), 119–132; J. Richard Steffy,
“The Reconstruction of the 11th Century Serçe Liman Vessel: A Preliminary
Report,” The International Journal of Nautical Archaeology 11/1 (1982), 13–34; H.S.
Khalilieh, “The Enigma of Tantura B: Historical Documentation and the Lack of
Circumstantial Documentary Evidence,” International Journal of Nautical Archaeology
34/2 (2005), 314–322; Yaakov Kahanov, “The Tantura B Shipwreck: Preliminary
Hull Construction Report,” In Down the River to the Sea, ed. Jerzy Litwin (Gdansk:
Polish Maritime Museum, 2000), 151–154; M.J.P. Joncheray, “Le navire de Bataiguire,”
Archeologia 85 (1975), 42–48; Lionel Casson, Ships and Seafaring in Ancient Times (London:
British Museum Press, 1994), 96–126; Vassilios Christides, “Two Parallel Naval
Guides of the Tenth-Century—Qudama’s Document and Leo VI’s Naumachica: A
Study on Byzantine and Moslem Naval Preparedness,” Graeco-Arabica 1 (1982),
51–103; idem, Conquest of Crete, 42–50; idem, “Byzantine Dromon and Arab Shìnì:
The Development of the Average Byzantine and Arab Warships and the Problem
of the Number and Function of the Oarsmen,” Tropis 3 (1995), 111–122; Barbara
M. Kreutz, “Ships, Shipping and the Implications of Change in the Early Medieval
Mediterranean,” Viator 7 (1976), 79–109; Shelomo D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society:
The Jewish Communities of the Arab World as Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967), 1:309–313; Íabì˙ 'Aodeh, “Types
of Vessels and their Ownership as Seen in the Cairo Geniza Documents,” in Mas"at
Moshe: Studies in Jewish and Islamic Culture Presented to Moshe Gil ed. Ezra Fleischer 
et al. ( Jerusalem: Bialik Institute, 1998) (Hebrew), 282–297; Fahmy, Muslim Naval
Organisation, 115–137; Delgado, El poder naval de Al-Andalus, 302–313; Jalàl 'Abd al-
Ghanì, “The Sea Environment and Arab Navigation in the Classical Andalusian
Poetry during the Periods of Petty Emirates (Mulùk al- ǎwà"if ) and Almohads
(403–667/1012–1268)” (Unpublished M.A. thesis, Department of Arabic Language
and Literature, University of Haifa, 2002), 82–106; Hans Kindermann, Schiff im
Arabischen, Untersuchung über Vorkommen und Bedeutung der Termini (Bonn, 1934) for the
Arabic translation see Muß†ala˙ al-Safìna 'ind al-'Arab, trans. by N.A. Muß†afà (Abù
Dhabì, 2002); Darwìsh al-Nukhaylì, Al-Sufun al-Islàmiyya 'alà Óurùf al-Mu'jam (Alexandria:
Alexandria University Press, 1974). In time, however, Muslims became highly skilled
and made significant advances, particularly in nautical science. They introduced the
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such as the freight tariff. Seaworthiness was associated with the equip-

ment, and the size and proficiency of the crew. The former cate-

gory meant that the design, structure, condition, and equipment of

the ship had to be suitable for carrying goods of a particular kind

safely to their destination, i.e., technically suited to encounter the

ordinary perils of the voyage. As for the crew, the lessor was required

to recruit a competent master and professional complement. A ship

manned by unskilled mariners would certainly be regarded as unsea-

worthy. Thus, it is not surprising to observe that Roman, Byzantine,

and Islamic laws required the contracting parties to name the sea-

men designated to operate the vessel.19 Knowing precisely who the

crews were could help lessees assess their professional ability and

conduct.

Calculating a ship’s capacity is a maritime practice originating in

the biblical period.20 Early mariners, port authorities, and other pub-

lic bodies used various units to indicate a ship’s capacity.21 Classical

Greeks computed a ship’s capacity in talents, the Egyptians calculated

her in artabs, while the Romans used the amphora in the third cen-

tury C.E., later replaced by the modius in Byzantium.22 Similarly mer-

lateen rig and astronomical instruments, such as the compass, astrolabe, and kamàl,
to the Mediterranean world. See Marina Tolmacheva, “On the Arab System of
Nautical Orientation,” Arabica 27 (1980), 181–192; H.P.J. Renaud, “Sur une tablette
d’astrolabe appartenant à M.H. Terrasse,” Hespéris 26 (1939), 157–169; David Nicole,
“Shipping in Islamic Art: Seventh through Sixteenth Century A.D.,” The American
Neptune 49 (1989), 168–197; Christos G. Makrypoulias, “Muslim Ships through
Byzantine Eyes,” in Aspects of Arab Seafaring: An Attempt to fill in the Gaps on Maritime
History, ed. Yacoub Y. al-Hijji and Vassilios Christides (Athens, 2002), 179–190.

19 Scott, op. cit., 3:134, Digest IV, 9, 1, 2; 10:286, Digest XLVII, 5, 1, 1; Ashburner,
op. cit., 121, Appendix D:III; ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-
'Uqùd, 1:293–294; Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam, 2:4–5; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r,
432.

20 Driver and Miles, Babylonian Laws, 1:427–428; 2: 83–85.
21 Herman T. Wallinga, “The Unit of Capacity for Ancient Ships,” Mnemosyne

Bibliotheca Classica Batava 17 (1964), 2–6.
22 Vélissaropoulos, Les Naucléres Grecs, 61–64; Scott, op. cit., 4:212, Digest XIV, 2,

10, 2; Ashburner, op. cit., cliii; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 86–88; Wallinga,
“Unit of Capacity,” 8–10; Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 183–190. Wallinga and
Casson have covered all aspects of this subject thoroughly, so it would be superfluous
to reiterate their findings. Concerning the modius, there were various kinds of modii
in Byzantium. The sea (thalassios) or imperial (basilikos) modius equaled 40 logarrikai
litrai, or 17.084 liters; the monastic (monasteriakos) modius, 32 logarikai litrai, or 13.667
liters; the revenue (annonikos) modius, 26.667 logarikai litrai, or 11.389 liters. See
Kazhdan et al., Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 2:1388. As the talent and the amphora,
each represented a cubic foot of water, and a Greek or Roman foot measured
about 97 of the English foot, the talent and the amphora each weighed very nearly
57 lbs (25.82 kg.). See Torr, Ancient Ships, 25.
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chantmen of classical Islam were rated in irdabb,23 quantity of par-

ticular commodities, or total number of passengers and animals.24

The Mediterranean world never had a uniform system of calculat-

ing a ship’s capacity,25 as each country and territory maintained its

own system of weights and measures. Hence the owner and captain

of a ship sailing to a foreign destination had to convert the weight

units of that particular location into the corresponding official mea-

sure of their homeport to avoid overloading and to collect appro-

priate freight charges.

An entrepreneur who sought to invest in the shipping business or

to acquire ships had, first of all, to decide whether the vessels were

to sail on inland waters or along the coasts and high seas. In addi-

tion, he had to verify that they were economically and technically

seaworthy with regard to sailing to foreign ports.26 Scævola, a sec-

ond century Roman legist, stated the ideal size of a normal sea-

worthy vessel.27 Ships of 10,000 sea modii (450 cubic meters/68 tons

23 Irdabb (artab) Originally a Persian dry measure of capacity used in Egypt under
the Ptolemies and the Byzantines, equal to 72.3 kg. of wheat. In the Mamlùk period,
the irdabb of Cairo corresponded to 68.8 kg. of wheat, whereas the irdabb of Alexandria
contained 82.3 kg. of wheat.

24 Jaser Abu Safieh, Bardiyyàt Qurra Ibn Sharìk al-'Absì (Riad: Markiz al-Malik Faißal
lil-Bu˙ùth wal-Diràsàt al-Islàmiyya, 2004), 257, Papyrus 1351; Bell, Greek Papyri,
225–26; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 31. Eleventh century Geniza records sug-
gest that the average capacity of trans-Mediterranean commercial ships was 400–500
passengers. Nonetheless, Bernard the Wise reports in 870 of an oversized Islamic
military ship carrying 3,000 Christian prisoners to be sold as slaves in Alexandria,
in addition to a crew of 60. See Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:215; Pryor, “Medieval
Muslim Ships of Pisa,” 104.

25 Although Archimedes established a mathematical rule when supervising the
construction of Syracusia owned by Hieron II (306–215 B.C.), shipwrights around
the Mediterranean did not follow any fixed scientific and/or official method of ship
measurement. See Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 172, 191–199; Torr, Ancient Ships,
27; Wallinga, “Unit of Capacity,” 23–27. Wallinga’s conclusion is also applicable
to the Muslim world. When chartering or building a ship the contractors had to
define her capacity according to the place from which the cargo was fetched. See
ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Qaràfì,
Al-Dhakìra, 1:355; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96, 293–294.

26 Most Byzantine and Islamic sailing vessels were of small or medium displace-
ment for various reasons. First, they could shelter in artificial harbors or natural
estuaries and bays when facing manmade or climatic dangers. Second, their own-
ers paid lower port dues. Third, these vessels were more maneuverable so they
could anchor in intermediate ports when sailing in sight of land. Fourthly, they
could probably escape attack more easily. See Makris, “Ships,” 1:95–96; Letsios,
Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 86–87; Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:305–308; Unger, Ship
in the Medieval Economy, 46–49, 64–67.

27 Scott, op. cit., 11:230, Digest L, 5, 3: “Exemption from public employments is
granted to those who have constructed ships destined for the transport of provisions
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of grain) were considered to have the minimum capacity necessary

for seaworthy vessels, while ships of 50,000 modii (650 cubic-meters/340

tons) to 70,000 modii (910 cubic-meters/476 tons) were the most sea-

worthy.28 Such sizes, carrying grain, were probably presumed able

to withstand the effect of waves and winds en route from the provinces

to Rome and Constantinople.29

In contrast to naval strength, which was funded and organized by

central regimes and provincial administrations,30 merchant shipping

was managed by wealthy statesmen, merchants, entrepreneurs31 and

ecclesiastical institutions. The Church of Alexandria, for instance,

maintained shipyards, employed shipwrights and seamen, and financed

and oversaw the construction of her commercial fleets. From the

sixth century her merchantmen plied the Mediterranean, Adriatic,

Aegean, Black, and Red seas.32 Nevertheless, the historical data already

for the Roman people, which have a capacity of not less than fifty thousand mea-
sures of grain, or several, each of which has a capacity of not less than ten thou-
sand measures, as long as the said ships are suitable for navigation, or where they
provide others in their stead.” A similar edict was promulgated in the sixth cen-
tury and remained effective through the succeeding centuries. Ibid., 12:17–18, Code
of Justinian 1.2.10 (henceforth = CJ).

28 Sirks, Food for Rome, 26–27, 62, 124, CTh 13.5.4, orders ship owners not to
overload their vessels; van Doornick, “Byzantium, Mistress of the Sea,” 139–140;
Pryor, Geography, Technology, and War, 27–28; Makris, “Ships,” 1:97; Letsios, Das
Seegesetz der Rhodier, 89–90; Lopez, “Role of Trade,” 80. Sizes and dimensions of
Byzantine merchantmen are extensively addressed by McCormick, Origins of the
European Economy, 415–418. Oversized merchant vessels could carry as much as 3,650
tons. For further historical data on the tonnage of Greco-Roman merchant vessels,
consult Torr, Ancient Ships, 25–31.

29 One may suggest that the construction of ships can be linked to political and
economic factors, besides, of course, to the availability or raw materials. Regarding
the first two factors, political upheavals and unsafe maritime lanes signify commer-
cial decline, reduction in the dimensions of ships, and retreat in the overseas trade.

30 Since the dawn of civilization, central authorities have funded and closely
supervised the construction of defensive and offensive navies. For the role of Roman
and Byzantine imperial authorities and Islamic Caliphate in building their naval
power, see: Starr, Roman Imperial Navy, 30–45, 106–124; Ahrweiler, Byzance et la mer,
45–92. Letsios assumes that many Byzantine shipyards concurrently served for the
construction of warships and trading vessels, and so were the arsenals of Islamic
Mediterranean. See Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 83–85; Fahmy, Muslim Naval
Organisation, 87–114.

31 Sirks, Food for Rome, 132–133.
32 Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity, 291–292; Monks, Church of Alexandria, 349–362.

The Coptic Church extended her maritime services to develop the Umayyàd and
'Abbàsìd military fleets in her arsenals. Fahmy points out that Yazìd Ibn Mu'àwiya
(60–64 A.H./680–683 A.D.) compelled the monks of Egypt to build ships for the
Egyptian military fleet, a practice followed during the 'Abbàsìd era. This is sufficient
evidence that the Coptic Church continued to play a vital role in shipbuilding in
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presented should not be interpreted to mean that the imperial admin-

istration was negligent in supervising civil shipping. On the contrary,

during the fourth century the governor of the province was respon-

sible for the inspection, construction, and registration of ships.33 In

subsequent centuries, the sekreton of the sea,34 but not the agoranomos,35

was responsible for determining the capacity and registration of

ships.36 The twelfth century sekreton ceased to exist after 1204 C.E.

and the civilian service responsibilities passed to the kommerkiarioi.37

Besides enforcing the overloading regulations, the sekreton collected

charges for registration, docking, arrival, departure, and passage.38

Although Byzantine sources do not clearly refer to the sekreton of the

sea prior to the twelfth century, it is plausible to surmise that such

a civic department or its equivalent must have existed in major

Byzantine ports between the seventh and tenth centuries.

Unlike the Byzantine agoranomos (eparch or prefect), but similar to

the sekreton of the sea, the office of Islamic mu˙tasib (market super-

intendent) supervised, inter alia, shipbuilding and carriage by sea.39

The mu˙tasib was helped by assistants called 'urafà" al-ßinà'a (inspec-

tors of shipbuilding), whose main task was to ensure that shipwrights

observed technical standards and did not use inferior or inadequate

the early Islamic Mediterranean. See Fahmy, Muslim Naval Organisation, 106–107;
Makris, “Ships,” 1:94.

33 Pharr et al., Theodosian Code, 395, Article CTh 13.5.27; Sirks, Food for Rome,
132–133, 135.

34 The sekreton was a governmental official in charge of the merchant fleet and
registration of mercantile ships.

35 On the prerogative civic and judicial authorities of the agoranomos in Romano-
Byzantine daily life, consult Daniel Sperber, The City in Roman Palestine (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1998), 32–47; M.G. Raschke, “An Official Letter to an
Agoranomus,” The Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists 18 (1976), 17–29; Arnold
H. Jones, The Greek City from Alexander to Justinian (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1966), 215–217, 255.

36 Concerning the exercise of government authority role in the inspection of mer-
chantmen in the fourth century, see Pharr et al., Theodosian Code, 399, Article CTh
13.5.27; Sirks, Food for Rome, 135.

37 Makris, “Ships,” 1:94. The literal meaning of kommerkion is a tax on mer-
chandise collected by customs officials on goods imported into the empire or reach-
ing Constantinople by sea. This term appears in Byzantine sources around 800.
See Kazhdan et al., Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 2:1141–1142; McCormick, Origins
of the European Economy, 535.

38 Makris, “Ships,” 1:95.
39 On the office of the agoranomos and mu˙tasib in the Byzantine and Islamic soci-

eties, consult Benjamin R. Foster, “Agoranomos and Mu˙tasib,” Journal of the Economic
and Social History of the Orient 13 (1970), 128–144.
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raw materials.40 Exacting and thorough inspections were carried out

to avoid human and financial losses; therefore, whoever violated these

regulations was punished. While the ship was still in the yard, a

comprehensive technical inspection had to be carried out by the

mu˙tasib, the captain, and the ship’s scribe.41 Islamic law entitled sea-

men and lessees not to honor a leasing contract if a technical defect

was discovered.42 The working hours of carpenters, including ship-

wrights, began in the morning and ended before evening.43 Accordingly,

commercial ships must have been inspected between sunrise and sun-

set, but not in the evening, prior to the loading of cargo.

The office of the mu˙tasib determined the amount of cargo the

ship could carry. When the cargo was stowed and the ship was ready

to depart, an official examination to prevent overloading was requested

by the mu˙tasib, or his representative (an inspector) and the captain.44

40 Some ˙isba manuals precisely define the quantity and quality of raw materials
needed to construct a ship. Occasionally, mu˙tasibs like al-Saqa†ì specified rope
length, thickness, twine, and type of fiber, besides the number, kind, and weight of
nails required. Furthermore, he fixed the daily wage of a professional shipwright.
See Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn Abù Mu˙ammad al-Saqa†ì, Un manuel his-
panique de ˙isba (Àdàb al-Óisba), eds. G.S. Colin and E. Lévi-Provençal (Paris: Librairie
E. Leroux, 1931), 71–72; 'Assem M. Rezq, “The Craftsmen of Muslim Egypt and
Their Social and Military Rank during the Medieval Period,” Islamic Arhaeological
Studies 3 (1988), 7; Moshe Gil, In the Kingdom of Ishmael: Texts from the Cairo Geniza
(Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University Press, 1997)(Hebrew), 2:880, TS NS J 198, margin
4: “. . . 'Abd al-Salàm, who is in charge of building the state vessels (mutawallì 'amàrat
maràkib al-dìwàn).” Notice: The numeral in square brackets is the serial call num-
ber of the document as listed and edited by Gil and Ben-Sasson in their corpuses
of Geniza documents.

41 Ibn Bassàm al-Mu˙tasib, Nihàyat al-Rutba, 148, 157; Azemmouri, “Nawàzil d’Ibn
Sahl,” 40; 'Abd al-La†ìf al- Baghdàdì, Al-Ifàda wa’l I'tibàr, translated into English
and edited by Kamal H. Zand et al., (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1965),
176–177; Ibn Màjid, Fawà"id, 239: “Inspect the whole hull of the ship while she is
on land/dockyard and write down all her imperfections.” The captain and his tech-
nical crew were required to inspect the hull, tackle, and nautical instruments while
at sea. On p. 241 he writes: “You must inspect the equipment of the ship from
time to time.”

42 Abù Bakr A˙mad Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn Mùsà al-Kindì, Al-Mußannaf (Masqa†:
Wizàrat al-Turàth al-Qawmì wal-Thaqàfa, 1983), 21:153–154.

43 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:97.
44 Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 29: “You [the captain] should not load the ship more

than her actual capacity.” On p. 242 he adds: “Never overload the ship.” Note
that it was normal for port authorities to seize ships’ rudders in order to ensure
compliance with governmental requirements. A Geniza letter written around 1060
describes how the ships’ rudders were ashore because the port authorities had not
yet released them. See S.D. Goitein, Letters of Medieval Jewish Traders (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1973), 322–323, TS 8 J 24, f. 21; Menahem Ben-Sasson,
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The ˙isba manuals plainly state that a ship can be freighted with

cargo as long as the plimsoll mark (load line) on the outer hull is

visible. Islamic law required a load line on each ship to indicate how

deeply the ship could legally be submerged. The plimsoll mark along

the outer hull could not lie more than a specific depth below the

water surface. Measures against overloading aimed to prevent not

only sinking, but also overexertion of the rowers.45 If these instruc-

tions and regulations were familiar to Muslim shippers and ship own-

ers, how, then, did Muslim judicial authorities handle overloading

cases in court? What did they advise the contracting parties to do

about observed overloading while the ship was still anchored or

underway? Were the qà∂ìs’ verdicts based on legal precedents of

Romano-Byzantine lawyers?

An inquiry addressed personally to Abù al-Qàsim Ibn Ziyàd Ibn

Yùnus (d. 361 A.H./972 C.E.) states:

I was personally asked about a group loading their cargo on a vessel.
After they departed, they were caught in a violent gale and feared
sinking. They discovered that they had overloaded the ship and decided
to unload a part of the cargo on the coast. The owners of goods
argued about whose cargo should be unloaded. I hold: If the shipper,
who loaded his cargo first is known, he calls for the subsequent one
to unload his own—so does the second with regard to the third, and
so on, until the vessel reaches her actual capacity and the extra loads
are discharged. If the loading order is unknown, then each shipper

The Jews of Sicily 825–1068: Documents and Sources ( Jerusalem: Ben-Zvi Institute, 1991)
(Hebrew), 588–592; Gil, In the Kingdom of Ishmael, 4:194–197; Olivia R. Constable,
Trade and Traders in Muslim Spain: The Commercial Realignment of the Iberian Peninsula
900–1500 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 114–121.

45 The ˙isba manuals required ship owners not to overload their vessels or set
out during a gale for fear of sinking. Ibn Bassàm, Nihàyat al-Rutba, 148, 157; Ibn
al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'àlim al-Qurbà, 324; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235–236; Abù
al-Óasan 'Alì Ibn Mu˙ammad al-Màwardì, Al-A˙kàm al-Sul†àniyya wal-Wilàyàt al-
Dìniyya (Beirut: Dàr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1978), 257; idem, Al-Rutba fì ǎlab al-Óisba
(Cairo: Dàr al-Risàla, 2002), 356; Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad Ibn 'Abdùn al-Tujìbì,
Le traité d’Ibn 'Abdùn: A Seville musulmane au debut du XII siècle, traduit avec une intro-
duction et des notes par: E. Lévi-Provençal (Paris, 1947), 63–64. All rowed vessels
were carefully constructed so that the oarage system achieved maximum efficiency.
There was very little tolerance and lowering a ship in the water excessively by over-
loading would completely disrupt the mechanics of the oarage system and even
make it impossible for men to row. For further details on the oarage system of the
seagoing vessels, refer to John H. Pryor, “From Dromòn to Galea: Mediterranean
Bireme Galleys A.D. 500–1300,” in The Age of the Galley: Mediterranean Oared Vessels
since pre-Classical Times, ed. by Robert Gardiner and John Morrison (London: Naval
Institute Press, 1995), 101–116.
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unloads a fixed proportion of his cargo. If they unload a tenth of the
vessel’s contents, every shipper unloads a tenth of his cargo, and if it
is a fifth, then every one unloads a fifth. Some of our fellow jurists
have ratified this ruling.46

If the loading arrangement were known, the parties would follow

the principle first in, last out: the last merchant to load was the first

required to unload his cargo. If the order were unknown, unload-

ing would be proportionately divided among all shippers. Furthermore,

Muslim fuqahà", like Ibn al-Mukwì (324–401/936–1010), considered

cases where, due to negligence on the part of the shippers and/or

ship owners, the vessel was overloaded and part or all of her con-

tents was damaged or lost at sea. The inquiry reads as follows:

Abù 'Umar Ibn al-Mukwì was asked about a group shipping cargo
on a vessel. Thereafter, a man brought his own load to be conveyed
with theirs. The ship owner and merchants told him that the vessel
was already full, and any additional freight would overload and jeop-
ardize her. This happened in the winter. The cargo owner said:
“Transport me [and my cargo] aboard the vessel. If it arrives safely,
I retain my property. However, if it is jettisoned, then I will not claim
restitution from you.” He loaded the shipment under these conditions
and set sail. While en route, a violent gale compelled them to jettison
his cargo. Thereafter he wanted to claim restitution from them for his
jettisoned property. Is he eligible to do so or not? Response: Yes, he
is entitled to bring a claim against them.47

Ibn al-Mukwì’s positive response may have arisen because the ship

owner and merchants had already realized that the ship was fully

loaded, but they nonetheless overlooked the safety regulations. On

the grounds of violating rules against overloading and intentional

negligence by the carriers, that unluck shipper could sue them and

seek compensation for his losses. In principle, the violator is liable

for the loss and any damage to the cargo, and he alone would have

to indemnify the owners. This ruling corresponds with Article III:22

of the N. N., which decrees:

. . . If the captain is minded to put in other cargo after this, if the ship
has room, let him put it in; if the ship has no room, let the merchant
before three witnesses resist the captain and sailors; and, if there is
jettison, it will rest with the captain, but if the merchant does not pre-
vent it, let him come to contribution.48

46 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 50–51.
47 Ibid., 50.
48 Ashburner, op. cit., 102–103; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 97–99, 158, 262.
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This Article can be interpreted in two ways. First, the captain and

his seamen are solely responsible for losses incurred due to inten-

tional overloading. Second, shippers are obliged to pay contribution

only if they collaborate with those in charge of the vessel in over-

loading her. Loss must be distributed proportionally among the mer-

chants with due application of the rules of general average. Muslim

jurists not only favored the Rhodian ruling, but also required the

violator to indemnify the merchants for damages in half the amount

of the actual cargo value.49 The ship owner was presumably not

liable for total loss or for damage if the guidelines against over-

loading were transgressed without his knowledge.

The rules against salvaging flotsam that may cause overloading

are well documented in Byzantine and Islamic digests. Article III:22

of the N. N. refers to overloading at the loading berth, but does not

refer to overloading caused by spontaneous salvage operations at sea.

However, it instructs the contracting parties in general to abide by

the rules against overloading. By contrast, Muslim jurists explicitly

forbid the contracting parties to salvage cargo found on the water

surface if such an act would overload and endanger their vessel.50

Those involved in overloading would be solely liable for the losses.51

Amazingly, some jurists approved of abandoning ill-fated people on

the high seas if the rescuers’ fate was jeopardized.52 However, one

49 Abù Zakariyyà Ya˙yà Ibn Sharaf al-Nawawì, Raw∂at al-ˇàlibìn (Beirut: Dàr
al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1992), 7:190.

50 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235–236.
51 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 33; Gil, In the Kingdom of Ishmael, 2:526 [180];

S.D. Goitein, “Jewish Trade in the Mediterranean at the Beginning of the Eleventh
Century,” Tarbiz 36 (1967) (Hebrew), 378–379, TS 10 J 19, f. 19, ll. 11–14: “By
God, my master, when I recovered the sixteen bales [thrown overboard from Sicilian
ships], I suffered harder than if I were to have loaded a hundred bales . . . and
whoever I asked to transport them turned me down.” Thus Ephraim Ibn Ismà'ìl
al-Jawharì described in a letter dated from 1030s to Joseph Ibn 'Awkal how the
shipmaster refrained from shipping bales recovered after being thrown overboard,
for fear they would overload and endanger his vessel. For safety regulations in
medieval Italian city states, see John E. Dotson, “Safety Regulations for Galleys in
Mid-Fourteenth Century Genoa: Some Thoughts on Medieval Risk Management,”
Journal of Medieval History 20 (1994), 327–336; idem, “A Problem of Cotton and Lead
in Medieval Italian Shipping,” Speculum 57 (1982), 52–62; idem, “Freight Rates and
Shipping Practices,” 117–138; Frederic C. Lane, “Tonnages, Medieval and Modern,”
The Economic History Review 17 (1964), 213–233; Venice and History: The Collected Papers
of Frederic C. Lane (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1966), 253–268; Eugene
H. Byrne, Genoese Shipping in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries (Cambridge MA: The
Medieval Academy of America, 1930), 9–12.

52 Abù al-Walìd Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl wal-
Shar˙ wal-Tawjìh wal-Ta'lìl fì Masà"il al-Mustakhraja (Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb al-Islàmì,
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may speculate, though I have found no reference to such an instance,

that since aiding persons in distress at sea was categorized as a moral

duty, some shippers may probably have opted to jettison part of the

vessel’s contents for the sake of human lives.

Names

Naming ships is a custom dating back to the biblical period. Ahmose,

the first pharaoh of the New Kingdom, who ascended the throne in

1567 B.C., named Egyptian warships after god-kings, army com-

manders, animals, and major deities.53 Similarly, the Athenians of

the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. named their warships. Names of

ships could be persons, places, things, their qualities, epithets or cult

titles, or even those of sea nymphs. Additionally, they could refer to

an aspect of the ship’s appearance, her speed, her warlike qualities,

or honor the healing deities.54

Like those of their Egyptian predecessors, ships of the Athenian

fleet were named for both real and mythological animals.55 Some

ships bore the names of geographical areas, while other names had

political significance or reflected their function.56 The Romans also

often named their ships after mythological figures or used common

nouns and adjectives. Likewise, they named them after real and

mythological animals, in addition to geographical locations, deities,

rulers and army commanders.57

Whereas the naming of military ships originated as a biblical mar-

itime custom, one of the earliest records of a named commercial

vessel traced to 240 B.C. and called Syracusia, in honor of the Sicilian

port of Syracuse.58 Although neither Roman nor Byzantine maritime

laws insisted on owners naming their ships, legal papyri from pre-

Islamic Egypt show that merchantmen were commonly called after

1984), 10:164–165; 15:447–448; 16:76–77; Abù Mu˙ammad 'Alì Ibn A˙mad Ibn
Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà bil-Àthàr (Beirut: Dàr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1988), 7:27; Qaràfì,
Dhakhìra, 9:92–93; idem, Furùq (Tùnis, 1885), 4:11; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:62; Khalilieh,
Islamic Maritime Law, 155–156.

53 Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 348–349.
54 Ibid., 350–352.
55 Ibid., 352–353.
56 Ibid., 353–354.
57 Ibid., 355–358.
58 Ibid., 359–360.
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their proprietors or captains; some bore the names of places, com-

mon adjectives, or sacred figures.59 From the second half of the third

century B.C., naming merchantmen became common practice, though

it was not statutory.60 Neither the Justinianic Digest nor the N. N.

dictated that owners had to name their commercial vessels.

As times changed, so did imperial regimes and provincial govern-

ments, but some maritime practices in the former territories of

Byzantium remained in effect for centuries. Although primary Arabic

sources rarely refer to names of ships, numerous business letters from

the Cairo Geniza place great emphasis on this topic and establish

that ships normally bore their proprietors’ given or family names,61

or, less frequently, those of their captains. Merchantmen could also

bear names referring to characteristic decorations. Occasionally names

of individual ships reflected travelers’ experience on them. Lastly,

supercargo carriers were infrequently named after geographical loca-

tions, such as their destination or port of origin.62

59 J. Enoch Powell, The Rendel Harris Papyri of Woodbrooke College, Birmingham
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1936), 79, Pap. 201b; Peter Parsons, The
Oxyrhynchus Papyri (London: Egypt Exploration Fund, 1974), 170, Oxy. 3079; Crum,
Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts, 75–76, Pap. 144 and pp. 158–159, Pap. 338;
Bernard Grenfell and Arthur Hunt, The Hibeh Papyri (London: Egypt Exploration
Society, 1906), 1:271, Pap. Mummy 117; Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 359–360.

60 Ashburner, op. cit., clv; Makris, “Ships,” 1:94: “The names of ships owned
exclusively by Greeks of Constantinople are found for the first time in the docu-
ments drawn up in 1360/61 at Kellia, on the Danube estuary, by the Genoese
notary Antonio di Ponzò; the vessel of one Konstantinos Mamalis was called Sanctus
Nicolaus, while that of the monastery of St. Athanasios was the Sanctus Tanassius.
Naming ships, which for the Romans but not for the Byzantines was a component
of their legal existence, must have become general in later times.”

61 Naming the ships after their proprietors was an indication of ownership.
62 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 27–29, covers this topic, which thus need not

be reiterated. However, to acquire a more comprehensive idea regarding ships’
names and proprietors in the late tenth through the early twelfth centuries, con-
sult: 'Aodeh, “Types of Vessels and their Ownership,” 282–297; Gil, In the Kingdom
of Ishmael, 4:924–928 (index); Taqiyy al-Dìn A˙mad Ibn 'Alì al-Maqrìzì, Al-Mawà'iz
wal-I'tibàr fì Dhikr al-Khi†a† wal-Àthàr (Cairo: Maktabat Madboulì, 1998), 2:321; Hady
R. Idris, La berbérie orientale sous les Zirides Xe–XII e siécle, trans. by Óamàdì Sà˙lì
(Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb al-Islàmì, 1992)(Arabic), 2:284; TS Misc 25.103, ll. 15–21:
“(15) I noticed your remark, (16) my master, that I wrote you so little last (17)
year, and wish to inform you that I sent letters (18) with Shaykh Abù 'Abdallàh
Ibn Abù al-Katà"ib, (19) and a consignment as well, to you from me, in the (20)
Jurbattan ship, the ship of the Sul†àn.” The Jurbattan ship was named after her
port of destination. Jurbattan appears again in line 28 of the same letter from
Khalaf Ibn Isaac, of 'Aden, to Abù Is˙àq Abraham Ibn Pera˙ya, known as Ibn
Yijù, Jurbattan, India in the month of Elul (30 July–27 August) 1147.
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Although naming warships aimed to distinguish either a type of

unit or the components of a fleet, commercial ships required names

for legal and official procedures. Names of vessels had to be men-

tioned in the leasing contracts that chartered particular vessels to

ensure that the lessors would not carry the cargo aboard the incor-

rect ships. If either or both parties to the contract failed to name

the ship in their agreement, the contract would be considered void,

especially if it were signed upon the hiring of a specific ship.63 Docu-

mentary evidence concerning sale transactions from Romano-Byzantine

Egypt and from Islamic jurisprudential references emphasizes that a

ship’s sale and purchase was not legal unless seller and purchaser

explicitly record the ship’s name together with a full technical descrip-

tion of her.64 After completing the transaction, the new proprietor

could rename the vessel if he wished. In bottomry loans, for which

ships served as security and the lenders still had potential legal claims

against the debtors, or in a sea loan contract, when the borrower

was a ship owner, the latter had to specify her name when pledg-

ing his ship as security.65

Officially, each merchantman anchored in Byzantine and Islamic

harbors alike had to be identified and registered by the port super-

intendent. Government officials at the port registered the name of

each incoming or departing vessel, her port of origin, arrival date,

captain’s name, quantity and quality of commodities assessed for

tariff, number of passengers on board, and their names and nation-

alities. Registrations were conducted to ensure that merchants did

not evade custom duties, while seamen and ships could smoothly be

recruited and conscripted for the state service.66 In addition, by iden-

63 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 17; ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn
wal-Ta˙ßìl ), 8:80–81; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-
'Uqùd, 1:293–294; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:659.

64 Porten et al., Elephantine Papyri, 486–490, P. Lond. V 1726; Hunt, Oxyrhynchus
Papyri, 253, Oxy. 2136; Cecil, Ancient Ships, 65–66; ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Kabìr, 106;
idem, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:266–267; Qaràfì, Dhakìra, 10:355; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-
'Uqùd, 1:95.

65 George M. Calhoun, “Risk in Sea Loans in Ancient Athens,” Journal of Economic
and Business History 2 (1930), 572, 573–574. The ship to transport the cargo was
named to ensure that that particular ship was seaworthy and her master and crew
were professional and trustworthy.

66 Hélène Ahrweiler, “Fonctionnaires et bureaux maritimes à byzance,” Revue des
Études Byzantines 18 (1960), 246–247; idem, “Les ports byzantins (VII e–X e siècle),” in
La navigazione mediterranea nell’alto medioevo (Spoleto: Centro Italiano di Studi sull’alto
Medioevo, 1978), 281–283; idem, Byzance et la mer, 164–165; Sherman, “Roman
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tifying a ship by name, police could often utilize the port superin-

tendent’s records to identify suspicious travelers.67 Hence we may

infer that it was not optional but obligatory for proprietors to name

their ships. Three explanations may be possible for the lack of

Byzantine documentary and legal evidence. First, there could be his-

torical documents as yet undiscovered and/or unpublished. Second,

Byzantine legists may have marginalized this matter. Third, naming

ships possibly became so common and recognized as a practice that

it required no mention in law books. Otherwise, how can we explain

why Greek and Coptic papyri on ship sale and leasing contracts

from pre-Islamic and early Islamic times always refer to ships by

their names?

Summary

Except for the Muslim introduction of the lateen sail68 and advanced

nautical instruments such as the compass and astrolabe, the typol-

ogy and design of ships set out by Greek and Coptic shipwrights

remained virtually unchanged until the advent of the First Crusade

in the Levant in 1099. Technically, Byzantine and Islamic seagoing

merchant ships were medium sized with a rounded hull and length

to beam ratios of 3:1 or 4:1. Lacking a uniform standard for cal-

culating ships’ capacities in the Mediterranean world, shipwrights

reckoned cubic contents in accordance with standards established by

Administrative Marine,” 2:68–76; Pharr et al., Theodosian Code, 361, Article CTh
12.1.134; 389, Article CTh 13.6.7; 420–421, Article CTh 14.21; Scott, op. cit.,
11:230, Digest L, 5, 3; Makris, “Ships,” 1:94–95; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
107–108; Sperber, Nautica Talmudica, 114–118; TS 16.215v, ll. 3–4 (India Book, let-
ter 187); Óimyarì, Al-Raw∂ al-Mi'†àr, 80; Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad Ibn Jubayr, Ri˙lat
Ibn Jubayr (Beirut: Dàr Íàder, 1959), 13; Abù al-Óasan 'Alì Ibn 'Uthmàn al-
Makhzùmì, Al-Minhàj fì 'Ilm Kharàj Mißr, ed. by Claude Cahen and Yùsuf Ràghib
(Caire: Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale, 1986), 49; Claude Cahen, “Douanes
et commerce dans les ports méditerranéens de l’Egypte médiévale d’après le min-
hàdj d’al-Makhzùmì,” Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 7 (1964),
303; Constable, Trade and Traders, 126–132; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 82–86,
116–119.

67 TS 16.215v, ll. 2–5.
68 The introduction of the lateen sail to Mediterranean mariners is still disputed.

Some scholars assume that the Muslims were not responsible for that and it evolved
in late Roman antiquity. Another group believes otherwise claiming that it owes its
introduction to the early decades of the seventh century.
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the local custom of each territory. Although nongovernmental bod-

ies managed the shipping industry, state officials closely inspected

merchantmen in the processes of construction and loading, and pro-

mulgated strict rules against overloading.

For procedural, security, and legal reasons, Byzantine and Muslim

ship owners had to name their vessels. The hypothesis of Ashburner

and Makris that Byzantine ships did not have names until the thir-

teenth century seems inaccurate. Greek and Coptic papyri from

Byzantine and subsequently Islamic Egypt, as well as pre-eleventh

century historical evidence from the Christian world, seem to make

it clear that commercial ships were named. Similarly, even though

the A. S. never refers explicitly to the naming of ships, contempo-

rary Islamic legal formulae and responsa mention, though briefly, the

legal significance of the procedure. Compared to domestic and inter-

national shipping problems in their entirety, names of ships in Byzan-

tine and Islamic codices were less important. Jurists, shippers, and

ship owners gave their attention to legal matters arising from the

transport of cargo and freight in relation to the technical specifica-

tions of the ship. The ship’s name and technical descriptions were

specified when a lessee hired a particular vessel, different from the

hire of a non-specified ship, an issue discussed in Chapter Three.



CHAPTER TWO

THE VESSEL’S HUMAN COMPLEMENT

Ownership

From the most ancient of civilizations through to the present, there

have been three methods of acquiring a ship: building her, trans-

ferring her from an owner, or usurpation and confiscating her. The

provisions placed in a shipbuilding contract dated as early as 535

C.E., included of the ship’s technical description, price, inspection

of work in process, time and place of delivery, and the transfer of

title.1 Once construction was completed, the buyer obtained posses-

sion of the ship ordered from the seller. Transfer of a ship from an

owner could be through inheritance, by bill of sale, or following

bankruptcy. For example, in a deed of inheritance dated March 8th,

584 or 585, a father devised a share of a boat to one of his family

members.2 More informative is the ship sale and purchase contract.

In a typical outright sale or lease, legal ownership and/or physical

possession of the ship passes instantly to the buyer in exchange for

payment of the purchase price.3 Bankruptcy may lead to an invol-

untary transfer. A Geniza business letter from September 30th, 1030,

documents a case where the judge at the port of Alexandria ordered

the sale of a Tunisian commercial vessel to compensate the lessees.4

1 Bernard Grenfell et al., The Oxyrhynchus Papyri (London: Egypt Exploration Fund,
1924),16:105–106, Oxy. 1893; Sirks, Food for Rome, 132–133.

2 Bell, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 5:182–183, Pap. 1728. The rules gov-
erning inheritance are addressed in various sections of the Digest mainly XXXVII,
1; XXXVII, 2; XLI, 1, 61; McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 544 refers
to three brothers, who inherited a ship from their father; Noble, “Principles of
Islamic Maritime Law,” 39–40.

3 Hunt and Edgar, Select Papyri, 1:113–117, P. Lond. 1164 (h); Hunt, Oxyrhynchus
Papyri, 17:250–253, Oxy. 2136; Bell, Greek Papyri, 5:178–179, Pap. 1726; Porten 
et al., Elephantine Papyri, 486–490, P. Lond. V 1726; ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr,
1:266–267; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakìra, 10:355; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96; Burzulì,
Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:659; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 39.

4 Goitein, “Jewish Trade,” 387, TS 13 J 17, f. 11, ll. 11–14; Ben-Sasson, Jews
of Sicily, 226–229 [55]. The vessel in question was sold for three hundred dìnàrs.
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As for usurpation, a ship could be, restrained, detained, or seized,

and subsequently confiscated, as a consequence of hostilities.5

The Justinianic Corpus Juris Civilis makes a clear distinction be-

tween ownership and possession:

There is this difference between ownership and possession: that a man
remains owner even when he does not wish to be, but possession
departs once one decides not to possess. Hence, if someone should
transfer possession with the intention that it should later be restored
to him, he ceases to possess.6

Ownership, as defined by the Digest, accords full legal rights of pro-

prietorship, which cannot be transferred to or exercised by another

party without the consent of the actual owner.7 In transferring title,

the transferor cannot pass on to the transferee any rights that his

title conferred on him.8 Mere delivery of the ship does never trans-

fer ownership, except when there is a prior sale or other grounds

from which the delivery follows.9 Unlike ownership, possession signifies

direct occupancy, use, or control of real property by another with

the permission or on behalf of the actual owner. It is often associ-

ated with long-term rights to use a property, established by a lease

or tenure contract, as a result of which the actual owner no longer

occupies or has physical control of the vessel.10 The legal rules con-

cerning ownership and possession, established by Roman lawyers and

re-promulgated by Justinian I, were in effect in Byzantium through-

out the early medieval period or even later.11

Islamic law defines ownership as “the expression of the connec-

tion between a man and a thing, which is under his absolute power

and control to the exclusion of control and disposition by others.”12

5 Digest XLI, 1, 51; Digest XLI, 1, 53; Phillipson, International Law, 2:381–382;
Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 118–119, 141–148; Noble, “Principles of Islamic
Maritime Law,” 47–48.

6 Alan Watson, The Digest of Justinian (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1998), Digest XLI, 2, 17, 1.

7 Digest XLI, 2, 5.
8 Digest XLI, 1, 20; Digest XLI, 1, 26: If some owner delivers cypress planks

at his consent to another party, who later uses them to build a ship, the latter
retains full title of the vessel on the ground that “the cypress wood no longer exists.”

9 Digest XLI, 1, 31.
10 Digest XLI, 2 deals exclusively with the legal significance of acquisition and

loss of possession in Roman law.
11 Kazhdan et al., Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 3:1545–1546, 1707–1708.
12 Abdur Rahim, The Principles of Muhammadan Jurisprudence according to the Hanafi,

Maliki, Shafi'i and Hanbali Schools (Lahore: All Pakistan Legal Decisions, 1963), 262.
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Although the legal concept of ownership in Islamic jurisprudence

and the Justinianic Digest is similar,13 the former defines ownership

by possession and does not distinguish between the two terms.14

There are three types of ownership of a physical property, such as

a vessel: milk raqaba (right of ownership), milk al-yad (right of posses-

sion), and milk al-taßarruf (right of disposition). In addition to absolute

ownership, Muslim jurists recognized joint or co-ownership and

encouraged it for commercial purposes. They generally classified part-

nership (sharika) as one of three categories: amlàk (proprietary), 'uqùd

(contractual or commercial), and ibà˙a (permissible).15 In Islamic law

ownership may cease as a result of transfer, usurpation, or apostasy

of Islam by the owner.16

Shipping business was always costly and, therefore, only a small

sector of society engaged in it. On the eve of the Islamic conquest

of Egypt, the Church of Alexandria controlled most commercial ship-

ping on the Nile, on the Mediterranean and Red seas, as well as

on the Indian Ocean. The Patriarch of the Church hired seamen,

maintained a commercial fleet and a dockyard, and regulated mar-

itime laws.17 Records from Christian Europe show that ships owned

by institutions, including cathedrals and monasteries, plied the north-

ern waters of the Mediterranean and beyond.18 Fortunatus of Grado,19

or perhaps the denomination church, of which he was member, had

four ships that received toll-free status in all Charlemagne’s dominions.

13 Roman lawyers and subsequently Muslim jurists excluded commons—such as
air, light, fire, grass, water of the sea, rivers, streams, public roads, etc.—from turn-
ing into property since they are indispensable to individual and social life. However,
the only circumstance when such things could turn into private possession is when
it does cause damage to the community. See W.W. Buckland, A Text-Book of Roman
Law from Augustus to Justinian (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1963), 182–183;
Fenn, “Justinian and the Freedom of the Sea,” 723–724; Potter, Freedom of the Seas,
25; Rahim, Principles of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, 264–268.

14 Schacht, Introduction to Islamic Law, 136.
15 Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 33–37.
16 Schacht, Introduction to Islamic Law, 138.
17 Monks, “Church of Alexandria,” 355–362; Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity,

289–293.
18 Robert Lopez, “The Trade of Medieval Europe: The South,” in The Cambridge

Economic History of Europe, ed. M. Postan and E.E. Rich (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1952), 265.

19 Grado (Gradus is the Latin for “port”) is a seaport town, which was founded
by the Romans in 181 B.C.E., located in northeast Italy today and in the northern
portion of the Adriatic Sea, between Triest and Venice; it is 32.3 miles far from
Trieste, 18 miles far from Udine and 74.5 miles far from Venice.
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A ninth century hagiographic illustration depicts a ship belonging to

the bishop of Palermo in a Libyan port on business.20 Similarly,

monks of the monastery of St. George on Skyros21 owned commercial

ships.22 Other scanty, surviving sources might suggest that ship owner-

ship in the Christian world was controlled by ecclesiastical institutions.

Nonetheless, wealthy families also engaged in shipping, though their

services were confined to domestic ports.23

Due to the short supply of raw materials, especially wood, high

maintenance costs, the need to provide commercial vessels with fight-

ing men to protect them against attacks, and the need to pay wages

to seamen, ship owners in the Muslim world seemed to have been

wealthy merchants, private entrepreneurs, and a small group of gov-

ernmental officials.24 Famous amìrs and governors engaged in ship-

ping during the eleventh century, Geniza business letters constantly

mention the Zìrìd governors of Ifrìqiya, namely al-Mu'izz Ibn Bàdìs
(406–454/1016–1062),25 his aunt, referred to as al-Sayyida,26 and his

20 McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 406.
21 Located 24 nautical miles from Kymi in Euboea and 118 nautical miles from

Piraeus, the island of Skyros is the largest of the Sporades islands (133.5 sq. mile).
The town of Skyros was turned by the Byzantines into one of the most important
strongholds and fortresses in the Aegean Sea.

22 Makris, “Ships,” 1:94.
23 McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 516, 544. Digest XIV, 1, 1, 16

refers to women ship owners, an evidence of their involvement in the Roman ship-
ping business and maritime trade. See Scott, op. cit., 4:202.

24 Nàßìr-ì Khosraw, Book of Travels (Safarnàma) (New York: State University of
New York Press, 1986), 39, describing the shipping business in the Egyptian sea-
port city of Tennis, writes: “The population of this city is fifty thousand, and there
are at any given time at least a thousand ships at anchor belonging both to pri-
vate merchants and to the sul†àn.” Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:309–310; Abraham
L. Udovitch, “Time, the Sea and Society: Duration of Commercial Voyages on the
Southern Shores of the Mediterranean during the High Middle Ages,” in La navi-
gazione mediterranea nell’alto medioevo (Spoleto: Centro Italiano di Studi sull’alto Medioevo,
1978), 519–520; idem, “Merchants and Amìrs,” Asian and African Studies 22 (1988),
58, 61–62; Olivia R. Constable, Trade and Traders, 121–124.

25 Gil, In the Kingdom of Ishmael, 2:800 [268], TS 8 J 29, f. 11 (right margin, l. 1);
3:50 [318], ENA 2727.6B, ll. 5, 7, 9; 3: 239 [372], TS AS 145.81a, l. 12; 3:246
[373], TS 16.163 (I), l. 13v., l. 20; 3:258 [374], TS 12.226v., l. 17; 3:299 [382],
ENA 2805.19v., 1; 3:443 [431], Bodl. MS Heb. d 66, f. 79, l. 16; 3:485, 486 [447],
TS 8 J 27, f. 2, ll. 13, 17; 3:745, 747 [523], Bodl. MS Heb. d 76, f. 57r, ll. 5–6,
v., l. 11; 3:848 [558], Mosseri VII 153, L. 8; 4:225 [669], TS Misc 8.103, l. 31;
4:447 [749], ENA NS 2 (I), f. 13, l. 14; 4:451 [750], Mosseri IV 36a, l. 14; 4:553
[782], TS 16.279, l. 31; 4:576 [790], ENA 2805.2A, l. 14; 4:608 [803], ENA NS
31.6v., l. 3.

26 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 276, 277 [65], Bodl. MS Heb. c 28, f. 61v., ll. 7, 22, 23;
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son and successor, Tamìm Ibn al-Mu'izz (454–501/1062–1108),27

and Jabbàra, governor of Barqa.28 Other rulers’ names frequently

reported by the Geniza traders are: Mujàhid al-'Àmirì, governor of

Denia (402–435/1012–1044)29 (Andalusia)30 and his son 'Alì Ibn

Mujàhid, whose ships plied between Denia and Egypt from the 1040s

to the 1060s,31 Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn
al-Íà"igh, known as Ibn al-Ba'bà' al-Andalusì, the last Muslim gov-

ernor in Palermo,32 whose ships sailed the triangle of Alexandria,

370–371 [82], Bodl. MS Heb. c 3, f. 13, ll. 39–40; Gil, op. cit., 2:600 [204], TS
12.325, l. 18; 3:155–157 [350], TS 12.339r, ll. 4, 19v., l. 2; 3:311 [387], BM Or
5544, f. 6, l. 5; 3:836 [553], Bodl. MS Heb. d 66, f. 81, l. 8; 3:919, 920 [576],
Bodl. MS Heb. c 28, f. 61v., ll. 7, 22; 3:940 [581], Bodl. MS Heb. a 3, f. 13, ll.
39–40; 4:435 [745], INA D 55, f. 14v., l. 2; 4:632 [814], TS 12.28, l. 10; 'Aodeh,
“Types of Vessels and their Ownership,” 291. On the involvement of Roman women
in water transport and ship owning, consult Scott, Civil Law, 4:202, Digest XIV, 1,
1, 16.

27 Gil, op. cit., 2:887 [294], ENA 1822 A, f. 9, ll. 20r, 5v.; 3:483 [446], ULC Or
1080 J 37v. (margin) ll. 1–2; 3:490 [448], ULC Or 1080 J 167, l. 14; 4:169 [654],
TS 16.13, l. 23; 4:574 [789], AIU V A 70, l. 7v.; 4:670 [825], TS 8 J 19, f. 12,
ll. 9–10; 4:676 [828], TS 13 J17, f. 24, l. 8.

28 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 623 [125], ENA 1822 A, f. 9v., l. 4.
29 Denia is said to be named after the Roman temple of Diana (Dianium). The

origins of the town of Denia as such date back to the founding of a Greek colony
called Hemeroskopeion, although in pre-Roman times Iberian settlements existed
in the Montgo area. The urban adventure of the town started in the third-century
B.C., when Dianium was founded by the Romans. In about 713 C.E., the Muslims
took control of the stronghold. In 1013, ˇà"ifa declared itself independent from the
power of Cordoba, minting its own currency, a status it held until 1076, it attained
a high cultural level within Al-Andalus. Denia was conquered in 1244 C.E. in the
reign of James I by Pere Eiximen Carros.

30 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 536 [108], TS 8 J 20, f. 2, l. 6; 554 [112], TS 12.372v.,
l. 17; Gil, op. cit., 2:813 [273], Bodl. MS Heb. e 98, fs. 64–65v., l. 14. On the his-
tory of Mujàhid and his role in re-establishing the Islamic dominance over parts
of the western basin of the Mediterranean, consult Clelia Sarnelli-Cerqua, Mujàhid
al-'Àmirì: Qà"id al-Us†ùl al-'Arabì fì Gharbiyy al-Ba˙r al-Mutawassi† fì al-Qarn al-Khàmis
al-Hijrì (Cairo, 1961).

31 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 388 [85], TS 13 J 19, f. 20, l. 8; Gil, op. cit., 3:476 [444],
ENA 2805, f. 26, (right margin) ll. 5–6; Constable, Trade and Traders, 122.

32 Palermo was founded by the Phoenicians who arrived from Carthage in the
eighth century B.C., and was given the name Ziz (flower). It entered Byzantine
possession in 552 and was then thought of as an unimportant provincial capital.
Palermo was conquered by the Arabs in 831 became capital of the independent
emirate of Sicily. The equivalent of Cairo in Egypt and Cordoba in Spain, it then
entered a period of prosperity. In this time, Palermo became the Eastern port to
the West, and many mosques were built. In 1072, the Normans led by Robert de
Hauteville brought Palermo under Norman rule.
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Mahdiyya,33 and Sicily (Palermo and Màzar);34 Nàßir al-Dawla Ibn

Óamdàn35 of Egypt (who was the actual ruler of the country dur-

ing 454–465/1062–1073) and his brother Fakhr al-'Arab;36 Óißn al-

Dawla Ibn Óaydara Ibn Manzu the governor of Damascus (460–467/

1068–1075),37 Ya˙yà Ibn Tamìm,38 and Sul†àn al-Dawla,39 also

engaged in shipping ventures on the Mediterranean.

Of Muslim judges who owned commercial vessels the Geniza let-

ters mention Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Alì Ibn Abì 'Aqìl,
the qà∂ì of Tyre, who also ruled the city from 455/1063 to 481/1089,40

33 Al-Mahdiyya is a major port-city and the Fà†imìd capital in Ifrìqiya was founded
by and named after 'Ubayd Allàh al-Mahdì (297–322/909–934), the founder of the
Fà†imìd State, in the 5th of Dhul Qi'da 303 A.H., May 10th, 916 and was inau-
gurated on February 20, 921. Among the most important constructions ordered by
Imàm al-Mahdì was the fortification of the peninsula. A defensive wall over 8 meters
thick and defended by four tower bastions surrounded al-Mahdiyya. Built on a spur
projecting over 1,400 meters into the sea, al-Mahdiyya was a palace city, seat of
the central administration, a naval base and a place of refuge. See 'Abd Allàh
Mu˙ammad Ibn Mu˙ammad al-Idrìsì, Nuzhat al-Mushtàq fì Ikhtiràq al-Àfàq (Beirut:
'Àlam al-Kitàb, 1989), 1:281–283; Yàqùt Ibn 'Abd Allàh al-Óamawì, Kitàb Mu'jam
al-Buldàn (Beirut: Dàr Íàder, 1967), 5:229–232.

34 Gil, op. cit., 1:553–556; 2:534 [182], TS 13 J 19, f. 29, l. 11; 2:804 [270], TS
Arabic 30, f. 123, l. 5c; 3:118 [342], Mosseri IV, 28.1, l. 11; 3:418 [421], ENA
4100.5v., l. 7; 3:651 [494], TS 8 J 20, f. 2, l. 7; 3:715 [514], TS 8.26, l. 7; 4:323
[701], TS NS J 563, l. 7; 4:561 [785], Bodl. MS Heb. c 50, f. 19, l. 12.

35 Ibid., 3:260 [374], TS 12.226v., l. 28; 3:836 [553], Bodl. MS Heb. d 66, 
f. 81, l. 8; 3:842, 843 [556], TS 13 J 26, f. 8, ll. 14, 17, 20; 4:443 [748], Bodl.
MS Heb. a 2, f. 20, l. 9; Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:310; 'Aodeh, “Types of
Vessels and their Ownership,” 286–287; Stanley Lane-Pool, A History of Egypt in the
Middle Ages (London, 1968), 145–150.

36 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 593, 596 [120], TS 13 J 26, f. 8, ll. 13, 22; Gil, op. cit.,
3:842–843 [556]; 4:278 [688], TS 13 J 23, f. 15, l. 16.

37 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 54 [10], TS 10 J 4, f. 2, l. 4; 396, 404, n. 10 [86], TS
16.163v., l. 4; Gil, op. cit., 4:440 [747].

38 Gil, op. cit., 3:454 [436], TS 8 J 25, f. 13, ll. 5, 7.
39 Ibid., 3:975–976 [595], ULC Or 1080 J 166, ll. 12–13.
40 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 48 [9], Mosseri II, 128 (L 130), l. 21; 340 [76], TS 20.122r,

l. 12, v., l. 26; 348 [77], TS 8 J 18, f. 10, l. 7; 396 [397], TS 16.163, l. 3; 463
[96], TS 20.71v., l. 17; 470 [97], TS NS J 12, ll. 13–14; 503 [103], TS 20.69, l.
29; 531 [107], BM Or 5542, f. 9v., l. 8; 4:539 [109], TS 13 J 16, f. 19, l. 8; 544
[110], ENA 2727, f. 38, l. 5; 548 [111], TS 8 J 22, f. 10, (upper margin) l. 7; 554
[555], TS 12.372v., l. 17; 584 [118], TS 13 J 15, f. 9, l. 7; Gil, op. cit., 3:627 [487],
TS 12.335v., ll. 13–14; 3:716 [514], TS 8.26v., l. 1; 3:809–810 [543], TS 13 J 17,
f. 15, ll. 14–16; 3:824 [547], ENA NS 22, f. 1v., ll. 10–11; 4:149 [647], Gottheil
and Worrell, 36, l. 21; 4:548 [780], TS AS 152.9, l. 4; idem, Palestine during the First
Muslim Period, 1:344–346; 'Aodeh, “Types of Vessels and their Ownership,” 287–288;
Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:296.
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Amìn al-Dawla Abù ˇàlib al-Óasan Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Ammàr
(459–464/1067–1072), a Shì 'ite qà∂ì of Tripoli (Lebanon),41 the

founder of 'Ammàr emirate,42 the qà∂ì Íadaqa Ibn al-Íafràwì,43 as

well as the son of the market superintendent (Ibn ßà˙ib al-sùq).44

The total number of Muslim state officials and royal personalities who

owned commercial ships and fleets, however, never exceeded a small

percentage of the proprietors; the largest single-group of ship own-

ers were the merchants.45 In fact, the eleventh century shipping indus-

try was controlled by Muslim entrepreneurs namely Ibn al-Basmalì,46

41 Habitation of the site of Tripoli goes back at least to the fourteenth century
B.C. but not until about the ninth century did the Phoenicians establish a small
trading station there. Later, under the Persians, it was home to a confederation of
the Phoenician city-states of Sidon, Tyre and Arados Island. Built on the trade and
invasion route near the Abu Ali River, Tripoli’s strategic position was enhanced by
offshore islands, natural ports and access to the interior. Under Alexander the
Great’s Hellenistic successors, Tripoli became a naval shipyard. Evidence also indi-
cates that it enjoyed autonomy at the end of Seleucid era. Under Roman rule,
from Pompey’s conquest of the area in 64–63, the city flourished and the Romans
built several monuments here. The Byzantine city of Tripolis, which by then extended
south, was destroyed, along with other Mediterranean coastal cities, by an earth-
quake and tidal wave in 551. After 635 Tripoli became a commercial and ship-
building center under the Umayyàds. It achieved partial independence under the
Fà†imìd Dynasty when it developed into a center of learning. In the early twelfth
century, the Crusaders besieged and finally entered the city in 1109. The resulting
great destruction included the burning of Tripoli’s famous library, the Dàr al-'Ilm,
with its thousands of volumes.

42 Gil, op. cit., 2:381 [134], ULC Or 1080 J 291, (c) l. 7; 2:396 [139], TS Misc
25.133v., l. 8; 3:627 [487], TS 12.335v., l. 14; 3:706 [512], TS 12.388, l. 11; 3:822,
824 [547], ENA NS 22, f. 1, l, v., ll. 7, 13; 4:183 [659], TS NS J 303 (b), l. 6;
Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 531 [107], BM Or 5542, f. 9v., l. 8; 544 [110], ENA 2727, 
f. 38, l. 5; 'Aodeh, “Types of Vessels and their Ownership,” 289–290. On the polit-
ical and economic roles of the Ibn 'Ammàr dynasty in Tripoli and Egypt during
the eleventh century, see 'Umar 'Abd al-Salàm Tadmurì, Tàrìkh ǎràblus al-Siyàsì
wal-Óa∂àrì 'abr al-'Ußùr (Beirut: Mu"assasat al-Resàlah, 1984), 337–383.

43 Gil, op. cit., 3:261 [375], TS 8 J 25, f. 11, l. 6; 3:265 [376], ENA NS 22, 
f. 25r, l. 17; 3:305 [385], TS 10 J 9, f. 5, l. 3; 3:544 [463], TS AS 152.7, l. 7;
3:706 [512], TS 12.388, l. 13; Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 526 [106], Bodl. MS Heb. b 3,
f. 22v., l. 3.

44 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:322, TS 10 J 9, f. 18, l. 5; Gil, op. cit., 3:471
[443]; 3:763 [528], ENA 2805, f. 21, l. 7.

45 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:311.
46 Gil, op. cit., 2:386 [135], TS Box J 1, f. 54, (d ) 31; 2:545 [185], BM Or 5563

C, f. 19, l. 22; 2:547 [186], TS 8 J 18, f. 14, l. 7; 2:574 [194], TS 13 J 17, f. 11,
l. 12.
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Ibn Daysùr,47 Ibn al-Óaffàz,48 Ibn al-'Ùdì,49 Ibn al-Qayyim,50 Abù
'Alì Mu˙ammad Ibn Shablùn al-Shàmì,51 Yasr al-'Attàl,52 Abù al-

Dhahab 'Alì,53 'Uthmàn al-Lakkì,54 Abù al-'Ulà Mufa∂∂al al-Óayfì
(Haifa, Palestine) al-Tarjumàn (or al-Taràjima),55 Mu˙ammad Ibn

47 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 227 [55], TS 13 J 17, f. 11, l. 23; 230 [56], TS 10 J 19,
f. 19, ll. 8, 21, 26; 234 [57], Bodl. MS Heb. d 66, f. 15, l. 18; 242 [59], TS 13
J 16, f. 23, l. 17; Gil, op. cit., 2:709 [241], TS 13 J 14, f. 2, l. 12; 2:804 [270], TS
Arabic 30.123 (c) l. 9; 3:51–52 [318], ENA 2727, f. 6 Bv., ll. 1–2; 3:135 [346],
Mosseri IV 79, l. 7; 3:162 [353], TS K 25.250v, ll. 2, 5; 3:187 [361], TS 12.378,
l. 1; 3:199 [364], TS 8 J 24, f. 10, ll. 6–7; 3:230 [369], TS 13 J 25, f. 9, l. 4;
3:269 [377], Bodl. MS Heb. b 3, fs. 19–20, l. 27; 3:485 [447], TS 8 J 27, f. 2, 
l. 12; 3:489 [448], ULC Or 1080 J 167, l. 6; 4:451, 452 [750], Mosseri IV 36a
l. 15, v., l. 4; 4:676, 678 [828], TS 13 J 17, f. 24, l. 10, v., l. 3.

48 Gil, op. cit., 3:183 [359], TS K 25.265, ll. 17–18; 3:187 [360], TS AS 151.154v.,
l. 1; 4:545 [779], ULC Or 1080 J 168, l. 5; 4:594 [797], ENA 2805, f. 7 B, l. 10.

49 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 488 [101], TS 16.339, l. 3; 530 [107], BM Or 5542, 
f. 9, l. 9; 584 [118], TS 13 J 15, f. 9, l. 11; Gil, op. cit., 3:168 [354], TS K 2.32,
( f ) l. 7; 3:173 [355], TS Arabic 30.179, (c) l. 18; 3:230 [369], TS 13 J 25, f. 9,
ll. 3, 7; 3:487 [447], TS 8 J 27, f. 2v., l. 2; 3:490 [448], ULC Or 1080 J 167, 
l. 7; 3:634 [489], ENA 2727, f. 38, 4; 3:706 [512], TS 12.388, l. 13.

50 Gil, op. cit., 3:184 [359], TS K 25.265, l. 23; 3:203 [364], TS 16.263v., l. 13;
3:514 [452], TS Misc. 28.228v., l. 25.

51 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 292, 293 [68], TS 13 J 23, f. 18, ll. 6, 26; 395 [86], TS
16.163(I), l. 36; 590 [119], TS 8 J 24, f. 21v., (right margin), l. 1; Gil, op. cit., 2:745
[252], Westminster College Misc. f. 100, l. 9; 3:238 [372], TS AS 145.81, l. 3;
3:346 [396], TS 10 J 32, f. 10, l. 6; 3:640 [491], TS 10 J 20, f. 12, l. 14; 3:665
[495], ENA NS 1, f. 7 (L 43), l. 2; 3:668 [500], TS NS 338.95, (upper margin) 
l. 4; 3:706 [512], TS 12.388, l. 14; 3:834 [552], ENA NS 19, f. 25r (right margin)
l. 5; 3:924, 925 [578], TS 10 J 5, f. 24, ll. 3, 8; 4:410 [738], TS 12.229, l. 16;
4:451 [750], Mosseri IV 36a, l. 5.

52 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 585 [118], TS 13 J 15, f. 9v., l. 5; Gil, op. cit., 2:774 [258],
Bodl. MS Heb. c 28, f. 33v., l. 15; 3:11 [307], ENA 2805, f. 16 B, l. 6; 3:106
[337], ENA 2738, f. 6, l. 16; 3:137 [346], Mosseri IV 79v., ll. 3–4; 3:605 [483],
AIU VII E 18, l. 20; 3:617 [485], TS 12.545v., l. 14; 3:660 [497], Mosseri VII
141v., l. 1.

53 Gil, op. cit., 2:342 [122], TS 16.266, l. 14; 2:443 [151], Mosseri VII 155, 
l. 3; 2:445 [152], TS 8 J 28, f. 9, l. 3; 2:631–633 [216], ENA 3786, f. 1, ll. 7, 13,
14, 29–30, 33; 3:828 [549], TS 8 J 18, f. 10, ll. 8–9.

54 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 544 [110], ENA 2727, f. 38, l. 5; Gil, op. cit., 2:458 [156],
ULC Or 1080 J 35, l. 35; 2:463 [158], Bodl. MS Heb. d 66, f. 15, l. 12; 3:98
[334], TS Misc. 28.240, l. 11; 3:119 [342], Mosseri IV 28(1)v., l. 5; 3:139 [347],
ULC Or 1080 J 36, l. 10; 3:192 [363], TS 16.264, l. 3; 3:199 [364], TS 8 J 24,
f. 10, l. 12; 3:201 [364], TS 16.263, l. 24; 3:310 [386], TS Arabic 30.226v., l. 4;
3:617 [485], TS 12.545v., l. 20; 3:660 [497], Mosseri VII 141v., l. 1; 3:706 [512],
TS 12.388, l. 14; 3:780 [533], ENA 4100, f. 24 (right margin) ll. 10–11; 3:799
[539], BM Or 5566 B, f. 31, l. 25; 3:832 [551], ENA 2805, f. 17 B, l. 5; 4:594
[797], ENA 2805, f. 7 B, l. 8.

55 Gil, op. cit., 3:183, 184 [359], TS K 25.265, ll. 14, 18, 2; 3:485 [447], TS 8
J 27, f. 2, l. 9; 3:490 [448], ULC Or 1080 J 167, l. 14; 3:544 [463], TS AS 152.7,
l. 5; 3:706 [512], TS 12.388, l. 11; 3:814 [544], PER H 130, l. 10; 3:834 [552],
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'Abd al-Ra˙màn al-Andalusì,56 and al-Ishbìlì.57 The most recent doc-

umentary publication of eleventh century Geniza accounts establishes

that the overwhelming majority of ships’ proprietors living in the

realm of Islam around the Middle Sea were Muslims: Gil’s collec-

tion of 846 business records 270 names of ship owners,58 only six of

which were dhimmìs, including three Jews: al-Yahùdì,59 Ibn al-Sàmirì
(Samaritan),60 and Ma"mùn Ibn al-Óasan,61 and four Christians: Ibn

Marcus,62 Zakkàr al-Naßrànì,63 Maimùn al-Naßrànì,64 and most promi-

nently Ibn al-Iskandar.65 None of the above is intended to suggest,

of course, that Christians played a negligible role in shipping and

economic life, a time when they made up at least half the popula-

tion in Islamic territories around the Mediterranean. Interestingly,

ENA NS 19, f. 25, l. 21; 4:354 [713], TS 8 J 28, f. 8, l. 12; 4:571 [789], AIU V
A 70, l. 15.

56 Gil, op. cit., 2:481–482 [163], TS 10 J 9, f. 26, ll. 18–20; 2:530 [181], TS 13
J 17, f. 3, l. 15; 2:534 [182], TS 13 J 19, f. 29, l. 11; 2:804 [270], TS Arabic
30.123, (c) l. 5; 3:118 [342], Mosseri IV 28(1), l. 11; 3:418 [421], ENA 4100. f.
5v., l. 7; 3:651 [494], TS 8 J 20, f. 2, l. 7; 3:715 [514], TS 8.26, l. 7; 4:323 [701],
TS NS J 563, l. 7; 4:561 [785], Bodl. MS Heb. c 50, f. 19, l. 12.

57 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 278 [65], Bodl. MS Heb. c 28, f. 61, l. 12; Gil, op. cit.,
2:888 [294], ENA 1822 A, f. 9, (c) ll. 1, 3; 3:51 [318], ENA 2727, f. 6 Bv., l. 1;
3:486, 487 [447], TS 8 J 27, f. 2r., ll. 14–15 v., ll. 2, 4; 3:489 [448], ULC Or
1080 J 167, l. 6; 4:277 [688], TS 13 J 23, f. 15, l. 6; 4:677 [828], TS 13 J 17, f.
24, l. 25.

58 Gil, op. cit., 4:924–928.
59 Ibid., 2:633 [216], ENA 3786, f. 1, l. 33.
60 Ibid., 4:228 [669], TS Misc. 8.103v., ll. 35, 40.
61 Bodl MS Heb a 3, f. 19.
62 Gil, op. cit., 3:490 [448], ULC Or 1080 J 167, l. 8.
63 Ibid., 3:184 [359], TS NS 338.92, l. 19; 4:519 [770], TS 8 J 18, f. 21, l. 4.
64 Ibid., 4:568, 569 [788], Bodl. MS Heb. a 2, f. 19, ll. 12, 30.
65 Ibid., 2:332 [118], ENA 3616, f. 29, l. 16; 2:339 [121], TS 10 J 11, f. 9, ll.

2–3; 2:385 [135], TS Box J 1, f. 54, (c) l. 24; 2:499 [172], Bodl. MS Heb. d 65,
f. 5, l. 7; 2:724 [246], TS NS J 274v, l. 12; 2:894 [295], TS 24.40, l. 59; 3:135
[346], Mosseri IV 79, l. 11; 3:139, 140 [347], ULC Or 1080 J 36, ll. 10, 15; 3:168
[354], TS K 2.32, (f ) l. 16; 3:183 [359], TS K 25.265, ll. 12–13; 3:196 [363], TS
16.264v., l. 21; 3:213 [365], TS 12.794v., l. 34; 3:345 [395], TS 18 J 3, f. 13, 
l. 42; 3:348 [396], TS 10 J 32, f. 10v., l. 1; 3:380 [408], Bodl. MS Heb. a 2, 
f. 18, l. 17; 3:411 [419], TS 10 J 20, f. 17, l. 7; 3:485, 487 [447], TS 8 J 27, 
f. 2r, l. 12, v., l. 2; 3:544 [463], TS AS 152.7, l. 3; 3:671 [501], TS 13 J 19, f. 9,
l. 3; 3:676 [502], TS 8 J 19, f. 4, l. 14; 3:706 [512], TS 12.388, l. 10; 3:716 [514],
TS 8.26v., l. 4; 3:824 [547], ENA NS 22, f. 1v., l. 16; 3:842, 844 [556], TS 13 
J 26, f. 8, ll. 11, 20; 3:857 [561], DK 230 d + a, l. 26; 4:155 [650], ENA NS 2,
f. 30, l. 6; 4:178 [656], ENA 2805, f. 18Bv., l. 5; 4:628, 629 [813], TS 12.15, ll.
5, 9, 20; Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 234 [57], Bodl. MS Heb. d 66, f. 15, l. 22; 470 [97],
TS NS J 12, l. 10; 490 [101], TS 16.33v., l. 5; 501 [103], TS 20.69, l. 6; 540
[109], TS 13 J 16, f. 19, l. 12; 559 [113], TS 8 J 21, f. 2, (upper margin) ll. 6–7;
'Aodeh, “Types of Vessels and their Ownership,” 295–296.
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too, the Geniza reveals the contribution of Muslim women to the

shipping industry: the trading vessels of al-Sayyida, mentioned above,

sailed between the Tunisian, Sicilian, and Egyptian seaports.

Joint Ownership

A ship was normally owned by a religious institution or a single pro-

prietor, and only exceptionally by two or more parties.66 In the latter

case, she was divided into shares, each partner owning one or more;

a co-owner could own a quarter, half, or any percentage of ship.67

This form of partnership was based on a concept of trusteeship entail-

ing a reciprocal relationship among the shareholders. In general,

where there were several partners, a co-owner could not legally bind

the others by hiring out the ship to a particular person or employ-

ing her for a particular purpose since he was not regarded as their

agent. To make a contract bind on them, he had to obtain actual

authority to contract on their behalf. When one part owner with the

authority of his co-owners entered into a contract for the use of the

ship, they each became personally bound by it; each was jointly and

severally liable for any contractual breach and had a right to con-

tribution from the others for any damages that resulted.68

Whereas the N. N. does not mention any cases of joint or co-

ownerships the Digest seems to limit the legal paradigm to the co-

owners’ contractual obligations and responsibility to the shippers.

Early Islamic jurisprudence, on the other hand, was much more reg-

ulatory. It dealt firstly with altercations among the co-owners that

66 Partnership in a commercial vessel was not limited to people of the same faith.
For instance, we encounter in the Geniza business letters evidence of ships owned
by a Jew called Ma∂mùn Ibn al-Óasan, who was a nàzir (superintendent) of a port,
and a Muslim merchant from 'Aden called Bilàl Ibn Jarìr, who later became the
general ruler of Aden. Their ship was in service for 20 years, from 1130 C.E. to
1149/50 C.E. See Goitein, Letters, 181–182 [37], Bodl MS Heb a 3, f. 19; Ranabir
Chakravarti, “Ship-owning Merchants in the West Coast of India (c. A.D. 100–1500),”
Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 43 (2000), 45.

67 ˇàher (ed.), Akriyat al-Sufun, 45; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235; Ibn
Rushd, Fatàwà Ibn Rushd (Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb al-Islàmì, 1987), 2:836; Rafı', Mu' ìn
al-Óukkàm, 2:528; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:305–306, 308, 312.

68 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 39–40; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime
Law,” 34–35; Ashburner, op. cit., clxiii–clxvi; Scott, op. cit., 3:139, Digest IV, 9, 7,
5; 4:202, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 13; Digest XIV, 1, 1, 14; Digest XIV, 1, 1, 25, Digest
XIV, 1, 2, Digest XIV, 1, 3, Digest XIV, 1, 4, 1, Digest XIV, 1, 4, 2.
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might result in dissolution of the partnership over payment for dam-

age repairs. In such cases, the law required the expenses to be dis-

tributed in accordance with the share of each, i.e., a co-owner had

the option of maintaining his share by paying for his portion of the

repairs. Otherwise, the jurists laid down two subsidiary precepts: (a)

damage was to be assessed before any repair work was done, giv-

ing a co-owner the opportunity to sell his share(s) in the vessel before

it was repaired; and (b) a co-owner who failed to pay for his por-

tion of the repairs was required to sell the portion of his share(s)

that would cover the payment due from him. In that case, his co-

owner(s) had a first right of purchase,69 and the value of a share was

to be determined by maritime industry experts known in legal par-

lance of the time as “ahl al-ma'rifa.”70

Of particular interest were cases in which one co-owner was trans-

porting his own cargo while the other co-owner had nothing to load.

The law decreed that the latter could neither prevent his partner

from transporting, nor obliged him to pay the transportation fee. If

a dispute arose that they could not settle, they ought to dissolve the

partnership and sell the ship.71 Moreover the shareholder had to

reimburse his co-owners if he used their allocated space on board,

according to the current rates of leasing at the port of origin.72 In

69 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 45; Hady R. Idris, “Commerce maritime et kirà∂ en berberie
orientale d’après un recueil inédit fatwàs médievales,” Journal of the Economic and Social
History of the Orient 4 (1961), 239; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,”
37–39. A legal document from the Cairo Geniza [TS 18 J 4, f. 6, ll. 6–36], dated
around 1110, which was presented before the Nagìd Mevorakh b. Sa'àdya (born ca.
1040 and died December 2, 1111) deals with a complaint involving a partnership
in a river-boat. The Nagìd was expected to issue his decision in this case, which we
have not discovered yet. Unlike this case, letters of commerce from the Geniza usu-
ally contain names of shareholders, their professional behavior toward the lessees,
and the description and volume of the shipment on board. See Ben-Sasson, op. cit.,
203–210 [51], TS 13 J 29, f. 9, l. 6; 453–459 [95], TS 20.4, l. 4; Gil, op. cit.,
2:339 [121], TS 10 J 11, f. 23, ll. 2–4: “Her proprietors are ˇàher and his part-
ner [bi-ßà˙ibihi ˇàher wa-sharìkihi ]”; 3:285 [380], TS 20.69, l. 29: “. . . on board the
ship, which is jointly owned by Ibn Abì al-Wakìl and his co-partner the master
Abì al-Faraj [ fì qàrib Ibn Abì al-Wakìl al-ladhì nißfahu lil-shaykh Abì al-Faraj ].” This
document was also published by Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 503 [103]

70 Ibn Bassàm, Nihàyat al-Rutba, 148, 157; Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 239; Kindì, Al-
Mußannaf, 21:153–154; Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 236.

71 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 45; 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn Abì Zayd
Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt 'alà mà fì al-Mudawwana min ghayrihà min al-Ummahàt
(Beirut: Dàr al-Gharab al-Islamì, 1999), 7:346; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime
Law,” 35–36.

72 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 9:117; Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 236.
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general it appeared that the rights of the owners were guaranteed,

subject to everyone acting in good faith. Furthermore, besides being

a part owner, a partner was entitled to act as a merchant agent

['àmil al-qirà∂ ] paid both for transporting cargo and from his share

in commercial transactions.73 However, the law stated that if a part-

ner did not participate in a transaction, he received only the trans-

portation fee. The absence of any partner from a negotiation barred

him from collecting a portion of the profit, even if local custom

allowed it.74

The partnership contract could be legally nullified in cases of lack

of confidence among the partners. In acting unilaterally, a co-owner

violated the basic principles of the partnership: for instance, he could

not carry out leasing transactions without his partners’ authorization.

To avoid nullification due to lack of confidence, the law required

co-owners to cooperate with one another.75

On the basis of scant but invaluable legal data, we may outline

the principles of co-ownership in Islamic law as follows. A partner

has the right to load his part of the ship, but not to employ that

part without the consent of his co-partners. If he loads his cargo in

the partners’ part, or carries an outsider’s goods in his own part, he

must pay the freight to the co-partners, proportionate to their shares.

Hence a shareholder is bound to render an account to the co-own-

ers and to give them their shares of every voyage he undertakes.

Under certain circumstances, where he repairs damage to the ship

without previously consulting his co-partners, the latter must pay the

expenses commensurate with their shares. A partner can manage the

ship alone and conclude contracts with the shippers on behalf of his

partners, if they all acknowledge liability to the shippers.

Seamen: Their Employment, Welfare, and Status

1. Definition of a “Seaman”

The Digest defines a seaman as an employee hired to serve on board

a ship for the purpose of navigating her from port to port.76 The

73 Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 235–236.
74 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235; Gil, op. cit., 2:574 [194], TS 13 J 17,

f. 11, l. 5.
75 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-Óukàm, 3:655; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:305–306.
76 Scott, op. cit., 3:134, Digest IV, 9, 1, 2; 10:286, Digest XLVII, 5, 1, 1.
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N. N. views a hired seaman as a “slave,” in the language of the

document, who has bound himself over to perform his duty faith-

fully and professionally on a ship.77 Islamic law labels him as an ajìr
khàßß—meaning one hired by a contract of employment for a specific

period of work—for a fixed sum, provided he commits no action

defined as a transgression or an act of negligence.78 Included in the

above definition are the ship owner or his representative, the cap-

tain or ship’s master, scribe/clerk, chief navigator, helmsman, watch-

men, carpenter(s), seamen on deck, cook, servants, and armed

personnel.79 If the Roman, Byzantine, and Islamic legal definitions

of a seaman are relatively similar, one may assume that seamen on

the Middle Sea had similar rights and duties.

2. Service Contract

The actual conditions under which a seaman was employed on board

are portrayed in an authentic Coptic contract of hire from the sev-

enth century. With the exception of additional clauses that could be

inserted in any crew agreement with the consent of both parties,

contracts of employment were presumably of the same nature, style

and content. Thus, in our crew agreement (Papyrus 144):

I, John, the sailor, son of the late George of Shmoun, write to George
the sailor,80 son of Melas, likewise of Shmoun. Seeing that I have
agreed to embark with thee as sailor upon the little ship Apa Severus,
and (to receive) hire 81 of thee from today, the fifteenth of Parmoute82

77 Ashburner, op. cit., 121, Appendix D:III.
78 Ibn Nujaym al-Mißrì, Rasà"il Ibn Nujaym (Beirut: Dàr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya,

1980), 153–154; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 74–77.
79 Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 320–321; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 42–47;

McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 415–418; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
118–119, 128–129, 254. Articles 1–7 of Part II of the N. N. list the master, steers-
man, master’s mate, carpenter, boatswain, cook, and ordinary seamen, who served
on board the ploion. McCormick estimates the total number of crewmembers aboard
medium vessels to be half a dozen, while larger ones carried a dozen. A similar
team of officers and seamen probably managed and operated the Arabic markab.

80 The term here signifies the person in charge of the ship, i.e., shipmaster or
ship owner.

81 The term hire should signify rate of pay or a share of the profits rather than
a fixed salary.

82 Parmoute (Farmou or Baramouda) is the eighth month of the Coptic calen-
dar, named after Renno, the god of severe wind or death. During this month the
season of vegetation ends and the earth becomes dry. The Gregorian Calendar
equivalent is April 9th to May 8th.
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of the year in which we now are, the tenth Indiction,83 henceforth,
until the fulfillment of its year, namely the month Paope,84 in God’s
will, of the eleventh Indiction; now I therefore undertake to remain
as sailor on this ship, in all freedom, without sloth or neglect. [It is
agreed] that we will conceal nothing, one from the other, of what God
shall bring to us; and we will give [each other] the proportion fixed
from [the takings of ] the Apa Severus, from today henceforth, until
the fulfillment of its year. And if its year be fulfilled and we agree
together, we will set sail again together. But if I wish to part from
thee, while I am a sailor with thee upon the little ship, thereupon I
will pay two gold solidi as fine, [all] that I have [being at thy disposal].
For thus it hath seemed good between us together, from henceforth,
that we should make common cause and that I should embark with
thee upon the little ship. For thy assurance, therefore, I have drawn
up this agreement for thee and consent thereto by my signs. And I
have begged other freemen and they have witnessed it, while I swear
by God Almighty and by the health of them that rule over us, that I
will observe [it], according to its terms. After the date and John’s sig-
nature, those of two witnesses.85

Most contractual terms brought up by the parties are fundamental

and are still part of crew agreements today. A contract of employ-

ment concluded between a ship owner and a captain is termed by

contemporary legal authorities a one-crew agreement. Once the agree-

ment assigned the captain to operate and serve on a particular ves-

sel, as in John’s case, he had to carry out the agreement on the

Apa Severus, and neither contracting party could demand to serve

on another craft. For instance, assuming that George owned more

than one vessel, he could not demand that John serve aboard another

ship without the latter’s consent. The fact that John and George

entered into a contract specifying the ship’s name proves that sea-

men could also have been employed in a general or unnamed ship,

as defined previously. The agreement took effect, not from the moment

it was signed, but when the seaman commenced working on the

Apa Severus. In this case, John was hired for one navigation sea-

son (15th Parmoute/24th April until Paope/early November) with a

83 A 15-year fiscal cycle adopted in the later Roman Empire, fixing the valua-
tion of property to be used as a basis for taxation.

84 Paope is the second month of the Coptic calendar. Named after Yee-pee or
Ha-pee, the god of the Nile or of Thebes, who is also the god of vegetation, because
in this month the earth becomes green with vegetation. Gregorian Calendar equiv-
alent: October 11th to November 9th.

85 Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts, 75–76, Pap. 144.
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possible extension; the crew agreement could be renewed by mutual

consent. The agreement also contains clauses pertaining to the

employee’s rights and duties. John promised to perform his duties

professionally, manage the ship, and not leave her before the ter-

mination of his employment; otherwise, he “will pay two gold solidi

as a fine.” He further promised to be faithful and hand the profits

and returns over to the ship owner at the end of the sailing season;

in accordance with the contract terms, John would receive a share

of the profits. Finally, John agreed, before two free witnesses, to

honor and comply with the contract terms. Needless to say, con-

tracts were written with two copies at least, one for the employer

and the other given to the employee. Interestingly, the agreement

stated the addresses of the contracting parties, as well as the ship’s

homeport. A crew agreement in Greek, dated from February 19th,

266, contains similar terms with minor changes.86 It can be argued,

then, that employers and employees followed established laws and

local customs in formulating their contract terms.

3. Forms of Employment

Two forms of hire contracts prevailed in the Byzantine and Islamic

empires: for fixed periods and for specific voyages. Following the

first form, seamen were employed for a fixed period ranging from

a few days to a navigation season or longer and, the crew agree-

ment was extendable by mutual consent. It could begin either at the

moment it was signed or when the seaman commenced his service,

as seen in the seventh century seasonal agreement above. Therefore,

both parties to the contract were required to fix commencement and

expiry dates. If the employer and employee did not fix those dates,

the contract would be considered void.87 In the second form, sea-

men were employed for a voyage or voyages, with predetermined

ports of origin and destination. Exact, or at least approximate, dates

of departure had to be specified. And the employer could not compel

86 M.W. Haslam et al., The Oxyrhynchus Papyri (London: Egypt Exploration Society,
1990), 57:132–137, Oxy. 3912.

87 Ashburner, op. cit., 121, Appendix D:I; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 13, 14; Sa˙nùn
Ibn Sa'ìd al-Tanùkhì, Al-Mudawwana al-Kubrà (Cairo: Ma†ba'at al-Sa'àda, 1323/1905),
4:409.
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his employee(s) to sail in tempestuous weather, or when the sea was

closed, or when the navigation season was about to end.88

4. Wages

Byzantine and Islamic judicial sources refer at length to the pay-

ment of wages and a debate centers around how payment is fixed.

When is the seaman entitled to his wages? When he commences or

completes his duties, or in installments? Does the seaman have to

complete the voyage successfully and deliver the cargo safely at the

destination to earn his wages? When does he lose his right to them?

Neither Byzantine nor Islamic law allowed seamen to be hired

without fixed pay. The wages due them were fixed in the N. N. in

Articles II:1–7, in which the rate of pay was determined by the sea-

men’s place in the ship’s hierarchy. The shipmaster or commander,

who was not necessarily the vessel’s owner, was entitled to two shares

for his own wages, i.e., twice as much as an ordinary seaman was

paid. Where the shipmaster was the owner, he then collected the

two shares besides what remain after expenses from the freight

charges. The pilot, who not only directed the ship’s course but also

steers her, received one share and a half, as did the master’s mate,

boatswain, and carpenter. Ordinary seamen were eligible for one

share each, and the pantry boy, i.e., the cook, was entitled to only

half a share.89 Jackson has termed this method of wage payment,

which prevailed in Byzantium from the seventh century onwards, a

profit-sailing arrangement. Its essential feature was the proportional

division of the venture’s profits between owner and crew. Crews were

hired for shares in the profit, their earnings varying according to the

venture’s success.90 Nevertheless, Letsios and Ashburner argue that

Articles III:5 and III:46 may conceivably refer to fixed wages.91

88 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14–15; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:301; Sulaymàn Ibn Mu˙am-
mad al-Mahrì, Al-Minhàj al-Fàkhir fì 'Ilm al-Ba˙r al-Zàkhir (Damascus: Ma†ba'at al-
Sa'àda, 1970), 105–106; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 52.

89 Ashburner, op. cit., 57–59, Articles II:1–7; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
130–131, 254; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 205; Justice, General Treatise,
78–80; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 28.

90 Richard P. Jackson, “From Profit-Sailing to Wage-Sailing: Mediterranean Owner-
Captains and their Crews during the Medieval Commercial Revolution,” Journal of
European Economic History 18 (1989), 606.

91 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 130–131, 258, 266; Ashburner, op. cit., clxvii–clxviii.
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From the seventh century onwards, ship owners and seamen in

the Mediterranean evidently seemed to have adopted a profit-sailing

system where a seaman was not paid a salary but rather a share of

the profits. The fact that early Islamic jurisprudential inquiries fre-

quently refer to the profit-sailing method proves that ship owners

and seamen living in the realm of Islamic Mediterranean apparently

concluded employment contracts for part of the profits despite the

tacit legal prohibition.92 However, of the few circumstances where

Muslim law doctors legalized this method of payment, it was in

wartimes. Following the Arabic maxim “necessity makes forbidden

acts lawful,” Muslim jurists approved of the delivery of ships to those

who operated them in lieu of part of the profit only when conveyed

food supplies from North Africa to Islamic maritime frontiers sepa-

rated by sea from the mainland, such as Andalusia and other Islamic

Mediterranean islands.93

Like the Roman locatio conductio operarum (payment of fixed wages),94

the Islamic system of wage sailing was principally based on the

Prophetic tradition that states: “Whoever hires an employee, let him

hire at a fixed wage . . . [man ista"ajara ajìran fal-yua"àjirhu bi-ajrin

ma'lùm . . .].”95 This method of payment was the dominant form of

Article III:46 states: “If those on board are lost or die, let the captain pay their
annual wages for the full year to their heirs.”

92 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 46–47; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:409–410; Ibn Abì Zayd
Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:34; Màwardì, Al-Mu∂àraba (Cairo: Dàr al-
Anßàr, 1984), 121; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 232; Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad
Ibn Mu˙ammad al-Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl li-Shar˙ Mukhtaßar Khalìl (Beirut: Dàr al-
Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1995), 7:518; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:224. Letsios calls our atten-
tion to the existence of a fixed wage in the Byzantine legal system. In accordance
with this guideline, the payment dues were paid for a certain period, normally for
the duration of a ship journey. However, the profit-sharing payment seems to have
been the most prevalent method in the Byzantine world. See Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 131–132, 133: “die Bezahlung durch Gewinnbeteiligung scheint ja das
maßgebende System für den N. N. gewesen zu sein.”

93 Mu˙ammad Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn Sarràj al-Andalusì, Fatàwà Qà∂ì al-Jamà'a
Abù al-Qàsim Ibn Sarràj al-Andalusì (Abù Dhabì: al-Majma' al-Thaqàfì, 2000), 198–200.

94 Scott, op. cit., 4:201, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 7; Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 314–321;
Jackson, “From Profit-Sailing to Wage-Sailing,” 606; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
150–151.

95 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 13, 14; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:409; Abù al-Óussein
A˙mad Ibn Mu˙ammad al-Qudùrì, Mukhtaßar al-Qudùrì (Karachi, 1379/1960), 116;
'Àmir Ibn 'Alì al-Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙ (Beirut, 1970), 3:531, 550; Mu˙ammad Ibn
Óàrith al-Khushanì, Ußùl al-Futyà fì al-Fiqh 'alà Madhhab al-Imàm Màlik (Tripoli: Al-
Dàr al-'Arabiyya lil-Kitàb, 1985), 145–146; Abù Bakr Mu˙ammad Ibn Mu˙ammad
Ibn 'Àßim, Tu˙fat Ibn 'Àßim (Alger, 1882), 582–583; Wansharìsì, Al-Manhaj al-Fà"iq
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hire in water transport, since it involved minimal risk to employees.

Muslim seamen engaged in international and/or domestic ventures

did not assume risks, since they were paid in advance, while the ship

owner assumed the full risks of the venture. Therefore contrary to

the N. N., which in most charters fixes the seamen’s shares in rela-

tion to the venture’s profits, the A. S. does not standardize tariffs

and allowances, but enables seamen to fix wages individually with

their employers. Undoubtedly the seaman’s wage was associated with

his rank and function on the ship.96

The N. N. ordained that seamen must be paid in full upon dis-

charge from the ship, on condition that they had fulfilled their tasks

loyally and efficiently and the venture was successful. Nonetheless,

the treatise includes three special cases in which employers had to

pay the seamen’s wages in full, irrespective of task completion. The

first relates to seamen who perished in the course of their duties.

Article III:46 ruled that, if the dinghy goes adrift and is lost with

her crew, who die at sea, the employer must pay their annual wages

for the full year to the estate.97 The second situation relates to a

calamity that befell a seaman performing his duties at the captain’s

instructions. The last circumstance refers to a seaman “sent by the

captain for wood or elsewhere goes with comrades and is left behind.”98

By all accounts, ship owners had to deliver the full wage payment

to the seaman’s estate upon the ship’s return to her homeport. Even

if the legal and documentary evidence prove that wages were paid

in full upon the discharge of seamen, the terms of the crew agree-

ment could dictate otherwise. Unlike Byzantine financial arrange-

ments, Islamic law ordained that the amount due to a seaman had

to be paid prior to the departure date. Muslim employers had to

wal-Manhal al-Rà"iq wal-Ma'nà al-Rà"iq bi-Àdàb al-Muwaththiq wa-A˙kàm al-Wathà"iq
(Ribà†: Wizàrat al-Awqàf wal-Shu"ùn al-Maghribiyya, 1997), 282–284; Khalilieh,
Islamic Maritime Law, 50.

96 Abu Safieh, Bardiyyàt Qurra Ibn Sharìk, 269, Papyrus 1393. Early eighth cen-
tury C.E. Arabic papyri from Islamic Egypt reveal that the annual income of an
ordinary seaman was almost 5¾ dìnàrs, in addition to a half dìnàr for living and
personal expenses, whereas a shipwright and carpenter earned an annual salary of
11½ dìnàrs. The wages of Egyptian seamen and shipbuilders/carpenters were almost
equivalent to those earned by their Byzantine counterparts. See Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 131–132.

97 Justice, General Treatise, 112; Ashburner, op. cit., 118; Freshfield, Manual of Later
Roman Law, 205; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 27; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 266.

98 Ashburner, op. cit., 121, Appendix D:II.
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abide by the Prophet’s commandment and pay employees before

they commenced work.99 Thus, paying the seamen’s wages in advance

was obligatory even if the local custom allowed them to be with-

held until the end of the voyage. Furthermore, if the contracting

parties agreed to a condition authorizing a ship owner to withhold

the amount payable to his employee until the latter was discharged

from the ship, then the contract between them was null and void.100

Byzantine and Islamic laws alike allowed payments of wages to sea-

men in cash or in kind.

Wages were subject to increase or deduction. Aside from shipping

charges, maritime customs in the Mediterranean required shippers

to pay a gratuity to the seamen at the commencement or end of

the voyage.101 The N. N. required shippers to grant crews a gratu-

ity if they performed their duties faithfully and professionally and

acted with “zeal and goodwill.”102 The gratuity, invariably labeled

by the Islamic fatàwà and Geniza as bar†ìl,103 hiba,104 ma˙abba,105 or

99 Muslim jurists outlawed in principle the profit-sharing system. Nevertheless,
in adverse circumstances, especially in wartimes, they tended to sanction it if the
commonwealth necessitated so. Abù al-Qàsim Ibn Sarràj al-Andalusì (d. 848/1444)
approved of the profit-sharing arrangement during the Inquisition. As the Arabic
proverb says “necessity know no laws” during these adverse circumstances when
seamen assume risks upon themselves from Christian naval forces, Muslim jurists
permitted the profit-sailing method if the ships carry provisions and weapons for
Muslims living across the sea. See Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:224.

100 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 17, 18; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:642. A ship
owner must pay wages in full even if an enemy captures the crew while the ves-
sel is still anchored in the port of origin, except if the contract stipulates otherwise.

101 Kenyon et al., Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 3:220, Pap. 948. The freight
contract stipulates that the lessee from Arsinoe gives a jar of wine for libation as
a gratuity to the captain upon his arrival at the intended destination.

102 Ashburner, op. cit., 121, Appendix D:III.
103 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:648–649; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:300–301;

Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:293–294; Gil, op. cit., 2:803–805 [270], TS Arabic
30.123, b, l. 11, c, ll. 6, 13, d, ll. 3, 7; 2:806 [271], TS Arabic 30.127, b, ll. 2, 6;
2:808 [272], TS J 2, f. 66, b, l. 6; 2:817–818 [274], TS Box K 15.53, a, l. 16, b,
ll. 2, 4; 2:913 [300], Heidelberg Pap. Heb. 17, a, l. 22; 3:69 [325], TS Arabic
54.88, l. 4; 3:102, 104 [336], TS Arabic 30.92, b, l. 5, d, ll. 9, 11; 3:192 [363],
TS 16.264, l. 3; 3:200 [364], TS 16.263, l. 13; 3:261–262 [375], TS 8 J 25, f. 11,
ll. 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 17; 3:263, 265 [376], ENA NS 8, f. 4r l. 8 and ENA NS 22,
f. 25r, l. 13; 3:311 [387], BM Or 5544, f. 6, l. 12; 3:334 [392], TS 10 J 9, f. 3,
l. 16; 3:349 [397], ULC Or 1080 J 119, a, l. 8; 3:455 [436], TS 8 J 25, f. 13, 
l. 8; 3:604 [483], AIU VII E 18, l. 12; 3:612 [484], TS NS 321.57v., l. 25; 3:615–617
[485], TS 12.545v., ll. 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 20; 3:623 [486], ULC Or 1080 
J 79v., l. 9; 3:800 [539], BM Or 5566 B, f. 31v., l. 19; 4:148–149 [647], Gottheil
and Worrell, 36, ll. 8, 24; 4:568 [788], Bodl MS Heb a 2, f. 19, l. 13; 4:612 [805],
Gottheil and Worrell, 14, l. 13; Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 221 [54], Bodl. MS Heb. 
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shò˙ad (Heb.),106 was given so the crew would take care of the cargo

at all stages of the maritime venture. Its rate varied in accordance

with the cost of living, time, volume and quality of the shipment,

and the duration of the voyage.107

Another occasion where a crewmember could legally seek addi-

tional pay was for activity involved in salvaging jetsam and flotsam.

The pecuniary compensation to seamen for salvage operations, as

set up by the Rhodian lawyers, was calculated on the basis of success

achieved and risks involved. For instance, if a ship was wrecked on

the high seas, a salvager should receive one-fifth of the value of what

he managed to recover and bring safely to shore.108 However, remu-

neration rose if cargoes were salvaged from the sea floor.109 The

reimbursement never exceeded the value of the salvaged property,

and a shipper retained title to cargo if he did not intentionally relin-

quish it. Islamic jurisprudence, however, views salvage as a religious

and moral duty; like the Digest, the right of salvage was generally

confined to persons who are strangers to the doomed vessel. How-

ever, a small number of fuqahà" required ill-fated shippers and sea-

men to negotiate the terms of pecuniary reward prior to the salvage

operation.110

d 65, f. 17v., l. 1. Although the gratuity was often paid in cash, we occasionally
read in the Geniza about travelers presenting “a basket of sweetmeats” to the ship-
master. See Gil, op. cit., 2:458 [156], ULC Or 1080 J 35, ll. 34–36; Goitein,
Mediterranean Society, 1:488, note 11. On the gratuity paid to porters Beirut during
the Mamlùk period, see Wansbrough, “Venice and Florence in the Mamluk
Commercial Privileges,” 505–506, 520: “And when the galleys arrive at the harbor
of Beirut there is a gratuity of 30 florins on each galley for the superintendent.”

104 Gil, op. cit., 3:64 [323], TS NS 154.160, l. 4; 3:104–105 [336], TS Arabic
30.92, d, ll. 12, 14; 3:180 [358], TS NS 338.92, l. 8.

105 Ibid., 2:817, 819 [274], TS Box K 15.53, a, l. 13, c, l. 12.
106 Ibid., 4:706 [240], TS NS 320.3, l. 18.
107 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:650; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:300–301: “The

merchants customarily must pay gratuity to the seamen after loading their cargo
onto the ship or after unloading it. If they fulfilled the task, they would be rewarded,
regardless of whether the leasing contract was nullified or not. . . . Whatever falls
within the category of gratuity differs from time to time, sometimes it is lower and
sometimes it is higher.”

108 Articles III:45 and III:46; Ashburner, op. cit., 117–118; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,”
27; Pardessus, Lois maritimes, 1:256–257; Justice, General Treatise, 112; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 205; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 138, 266.

109 Ashburner, op. cit., 112, 117–119; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 23, 27; Justice, General
Treatise, 109, 112; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 265–266.

110 See further chapter six, 208–215.
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The earnings of seamen were subject to adjustment and increase

whenever a change in the trading itinerary unexpectedly prolonged

the journey, or if they were engaged in successful commercial trans-

actions. If employment extended beyond the time limit of the crew

agreement, seamen had to be compensated for every additional day

on the basis of the original contract terms or current tariff at their

homeport.111 Concerning commercial dealings, seamen who engaged

in maritime loans, chreokoinònia, and qirà∂, normally collected the earn-

ings fixed by the hire contract, as well as a certain percentage of

profits accrued from the trading transactions. That particular por-

tion of the proceeds was payable after the return of the capital and

profits to the investor.112

Conversely, wages could also be subject to deduction. Under the

principle of “general average,” a portion of the seamen’s salary could

be deducted due to the jettisoning of all or part of the ship’s con-

tents due to an imminent and inevitable danger to humans, vessel,

and cargo. In fact, Article III:9 of the N. N. allows the inclusion of

the seamen’s personal effects, as well as the payment of wages, in the

calculation of the general average. It places a financial limit on the

value of luggage belonging to the captain, master, officer, and com-

mon seamen; crewmembers appear to contribute in accordance with

their place in the vocational hierarchy and revenues.113 The reason

for including wages can be explained by the fact that seamen were

hired for a fixed percentage or shares of the profits. If they share

the profits, as established by Articles II:1–7, then they must share

in the losses incurred by the ship and her contents. By contrast,

Islamic law excludes the seamen’s private belongings and wages from

being averaged.114 The prohibition against including their salaries

existed because the seamen’s earnings are termed private capital

assets, which are excluded from averaging calculations. However, the

111 Article III:25 of the N. N. requires the cargo owner to pay the rations of the
crew for ten days if the time limit fixed by the contract expires. Note the seamen’s
entitlement to extra wages is not linked to the earning established in the employer’s
contract. Rather, the shipper must pay each seaman that extra ration promptly or
before departing from the port of embarkation at the latest. See Ashburner, op. cit.,
103; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 19; Justice, General Treatise, 101; Freshfield, Manual of
Later Roman Law, 201; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 52.

112 This topic is extensively covered in chapter seven, 231–246.
113 Ashburner, op. cit., 87; Justice, General Treatise, 91; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 11;

Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 259.
114 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 32, 33.
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only circumstance in which a seaman is held liable to compensate

a shipper is when the former jettisons cargo when the ship is not

in imminent peril, and without first consulting those concerned.115

In addition, a crewmember who serves as the commendator’s agent is

not liable for merchandise cast into sea under perilous conditions.

The responsibility for loss is solely that of the investor, if the agent

acted professionally and in good faith.116

5. Accommodation and Welfare

The N. N. made two references to the diet of seamen though it did

not prescribe the quality and quantity of food. Article III:22 required

the shipmaster to supply seamen with food and water: “Let the cap-

tain take nothing but water and provisions. . . .”117 Article III:25

required merchants to provide seamen with drink and victuals if they

were delayed in loading.118 By contrast, however, the A. S. and a

great majority of fatàwà inquiries never referred to this issue. Although,

early eighth century papyri showed that the admiral (amìr al-ba˙r) in
charge of the military fleet and coastal frontiers had to see to sup-

plies and provisions for shipwrights, artisans, seamen and warriors

for their diet consisting of bread, butter, wine, oil, and salt.119 Providing

victuals and drink for the crew was most likely a pan-Mediterranean

customary practice. Therefore, the lack of written evidence should

not be interpreted to mean that ship owners did not supply their

crews with food and drink in the realm of Islam. The presence of

cooks on board seagoing Byzantine and Islamic commercial ships is

115 Mu˙ammad Ibn Idrìs al-Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm (Beirut: Dàr al-Ma'rifa lil-ˇibà'a wal-
Nashr, 1973), 6:86; Abù al-Óasan 'Alì Ibn al-Óussein al-Sughdì, Al-Nutaf fì al-Fatàwà
(Beirut: Mu"assasat al-Resàlah, 1984), 2:791–792; Muwaffaq al-Dìn Abù Mu˙ammad
'Abd Allàh Ibn A˙mad Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì (Cairo: Dàr Hajar lil-ˇibà'a wal-
Nashr, 1986), 12:550; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:11; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:59; Nawawì,
Raw∂at al-ˇàlibìn, 7:191; Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙, 3:610.

116 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 47.
117 Ashburner, op. cit., 102; Pryor, “Byzantium and the Sea,” 87–95 [his discus-

sion focuses primarily on the supply of the Byzantine naval fleets with water]. The
Consulate of the Sea states that the shipmaster must provide his seamen with a menu
of meat, bread, wine, cheese, onions, raisins, figs, sardines and other fish during
their service. See Stanley S. Jados, Consulate of the Sea and Related Documents (Alabama:
The University of Alabama Press, 1975), 79.

118 Ashburner, op. cit., 103; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 262.
119 Bell, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 4:64–67, Pap. 1392, Pap. 1393; Abu

Safieh, Bardiyyàt Qurra Ibn Sharìk, 259, Pap. 1354; 266–269, Pap. 1392, Pap. 1393;
Fahmy, Muslim Naval Organization, 107–109.
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a sufficient basis to hypothesize that they were hired primarily to

prepare meals for the crew. In addition to providing food supplies,

maritime tradition also required ship owners to designate storage

space for seamen’s personal effects and a small quantity of goods,

free of charge.120 Finally, tenth century literary evidence from Egypt

shows maritime customs in the Islamic world seemed to have required

ship owners to outfit their crew and staff with uniform dress called

jibàb (sing. jubba, a long outer garment, open in front, with wide

sleeves),121 or tubbàn, (a small under-drawer or a brief ),122 to distin-

guish them from shippers and passengers.

6. Misbehavior

The law sanctioned a deduction from seamen’s wages for violating

disciplinary regulations. Unprofessional conduct on the part of sea-

men entitled ship owners not only to deduct from their earnings,

but also to seize their private property, if loss and harm incurred to

the ship, cargo, and/or humans were higher than the wages fixed

in the crew agreement. That law certainly did not tolerate discipli-

nary offences, including theft and fighting. The N. N. referred to

the judicial outcomes of robbery in various charters. For instance,

Article III:1 of the N. N. related to a thief, not necessarily a sea-

man, who stole anchors from a ship moored in port or on a beach.

If the thief was convicted, the law condemned him to corporal pun-

ishment, besides twofold restitution. Article III:2 applied to seamen

who stole anchors of another vessel anchored in the port at the com-

mand of their captain. It ruled that if it was conclusively confirmed

that the captain ordered the robbery, he would be held liable for

the forfeiture and would have to make good the loss to the ship and

those on board. However, according to Article III:2, if anyone, includ-

ing seamen, stole the ship’s tackle or any of her equipment such as

tackle, boat, sails, canvas, or the like, the thief had to pay twofold

120 Ashburner, op. cit., clxxiv; McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 427;
Baghdàdì, Al-Ifàda wa’l I'tibàr, 189; Nukhaylì, Al-Sufun al-Islàmiyya, 42. This space
is known in Arabic as khunn, a place in the ship’s hull where seamen store their
personal effects.

121 Abù 'Alì Mu˙assin Ibn Abì al-Qàsim al-Tanùkhì, Al-Faraj ba'da al-Shiddah
(Cairo: Dàr al-ˇibà'a al-Mu˙ammadiyya, 1955), 1:388.

122 Yedida K. Stillman, Arab Dress from the Dawn of Islam to Modern Times: A Short
History (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2000), 50.
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restitution if convicted. Whereas the previous Article refers to rob-

bery of the ship’s rigging and equipment, Article III:3 presented the

legal consequences of a theft committed by a crewmember from a

shipper or a passenger by orders of the captain. In such a case, the

captain had to make twofold restitution to those who were robbed,

while the seaman who committed the robbery would receive a hun-

dred lashes. However, if the seaman committed the theft on his own

initiative and was caught or convicted by witnesses, he would be

grievously tortured and beaten, especially if the stolen object was

gold, and he had to make restitution to those who were robbed.123

Regardless of whether or not the crewmember committed the theft

from the shipper, the latter, as established in the Digest, has the

right to sue the ship owner. This right stems from the lading con-

tract negotiated between the shipper and ship owner, which stipu-

lates safekeeping and transportation of the cargo.124

Robbery could occur because an untrustworthy captain and sea-

men were employed. Article III:8 stated that, if the employees set

sail and made off with the ship and her contents, the possessions,

movable, immovable and self-moving, of the offenders should be

seized and sold to refund the value of the ship with damages and

charges. If the value of such properties and possessions did not suffice

to make good the loss, the offenders had to be hired out to work

as servants and pay compensation out of their earnings until they

gave full satisfaction for the damage they caused, upon returning

into their dominion, i.e., their port of origin. To avoid legal alter-

cations, then, Rhodian lawyers advised depositors, shippers, and even

ship owners under Article III:12 to make deposits of merchandise,

gold, ships, or anything else of value with trustworthy seamen, in

writing and before three witnesses.125 In addition to risking fines and

123 Ashburner, op. cit., 77–81; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 7; Justice, General Treatise,
87–88; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 195–196; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 128, 141, 211, 258.

124 The issue regarding the ship owner’s liability for damages caused by seamen,
servants, and slaves on board his vessel is well addressed in the Fourth Book of the
Justinianic Digest, especially Digest IV, 9, 1, 3, Digest IV, 9, 3, 1, Digest IV, 9,
3, 3, Digest IV, 9, 4, 1, Digest IV, 9, 5, Digest IV, 9, 5, 1, Digest IV, 9, 6, Digest
IV, 9, 6, 1, Digest IV, 9, 6, 2, Digest IV, 9, 7, Digest IV, 9, 7, 2, Digest IV, 9,
7, 3, Digest IV, 9, 7, 4, Digest IV, 9, 7, 5, Digest IV, 9, 7, 6. See Scott, op. cit.,
3:135–139.

125 Ashburner, op. cit., 83–85; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 9; Justice, General Treatise, 89;
Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 196–197; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
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lost wages, a seaman who steals may risk his freedom and become

a slave. If a master does not order the slave-seaman to steal, but a

theft is committed and then the slave-seaman runs away, “the theft

and the flight and the death are to be made up by the master out

of his wages.”126

Article III:5 of the N. N. forbade fighting and ruled that if a quar-

rel arises among seamen, it must be waged with words rather than

with physical violence. If one seaman strikes another on the head

and wounds or hurts him, the assailant will have to pay the victim’s

bill for medical treatment, besides his wages during his incapacity

for work. Article III:7 further ordained that if a master or shipper

or any of the crew beats a person with his fist and blinds him, or

kicks him and a rupture ensues, the aggressor must pay the physi-

cian’s bill, twelve gold pieces to the sufferer for the loss of an eye

and ten gold pieces for causing a rupture. If the injured person dies,

the aggressor shall be held responsible for the death. In another

statute, the compilers of the N. N. made a clear distinction between

aggression and retaliation. Article III:6 stated: If the crew quarrel

and one wounds another with a stone or a stick, and the person

retaliates against the aggressor, the retaliator shall be considered to

have acted under compulsion. If the aggressor dies and is proved

by witnesses to have struck the first blow, either with a stone or log

or axe, the retaliator shall be exonerated; for the aggressor suffered

what he wished to inflict.127 One must note that the Christian sea-

men of Islamic Syria, Palestine, and Egypt recognized the discipli-

nary laws of Rhodes for centuries. A literal Arabic translation of the

Rhodian regulations on discipline came into existence in the twelfth

century, when Gabriel Ibn Turaik, the Patriarch of the Church of

Alexandria 1135–1145, compiled his canons.128 The promulgation of

the Christian Arabic Ecloga in later centuries proves that dhimmìs
managed their communal and religious affairs in Islamic environ-

ments unhampered by local or central authorities.

127–128, 198–199, 259, 260; Stefen Leder, Die arabische Ecloga (Frankfurt: Forschungen
zur byzantinischen Rechtsgeschichte, 1985), 116–119, Articles 28:10–13.

126 Ashburner, op. cit., 122–124, Appendix D:III, IV.
127 Ashburner, op. cit., 85–86, 93–94; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 9–13; Justice, General

Treatise, 90, 94–95; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 197, 198; Letsios, Das
Seegesetz der Rhodier, 142, 213, 258–259.

128 Letsios, “Sea Trade,” 218–225; Leder, Die arabische Ecloga, 114–119, Articles
28:1–7.
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The A. S. does not lay down explicit disciplinary rules that sea-

men must observe. Implicitly, however, it orders them to carry out

their duties professionally, observe discipline and cooperate with the

captain on board the ship. Violation of the disciplinary rules signifies,

first of all, annulment of the crew agreement.129 Two factors may

explain the lack of comprehensive coverage of specific disciplinary

regulations in the A. S. First, the treatise exclusively deals with mar-

itime commerce and trade, and its chapter on “Hiring Seamen for

Ships” focuses on the employment of crew, payment of wages and

the circumstances in which seamen can breach their agreement.

Second, the Qur"àn and jurisprudential sources of all periods deal at

length with disciplinary infractions, though no legal distinction is

made between offenses on land and at sea. In other words, theft,

fighting, unlawful relationships and crimes that occur at sea are

judged as if they had taken place on land.130 Furthermore, regard-

less of the consequences of violations of discipline that a freeborn

seaman may commit, a shipmaster has no legal authority to enslave

him or to treat him as a slave.131

One might get the impression that Byzantine shipmasters were

vested with more jurisdictional authority than their Muslim coun-

terparts and were entitled to sentence violators on the spot. That

was not the case. Violators were most likely turned over to Byzantine

civil judicial authorities at the nearest port, or at the destination, or

upon return to the homeport, where sentences were most likely issued

in compliance with the N. N. In short, most, if not all crimes and

wrongdoings, were settled in Byzantine courts rather than aboard

ships. In this sense, Byzantine judges followed their Roman prede-

cessors in distinguishing between the rules governing discipline at sea

and those applicable on land.132 Muslim shipmasters also enjoyed

overriding authority on board their vessels in matters of discipline.

Nevertheless, where an unlawful act was committed by a crewmem-

129 “The validity of the contract for leasing ships and hiring seamen . . . depends
on the professional behavior of the crew [istiqàma].” The istiqàma means responsi-
ble professional behavior of seamen, i.e., to obey the captain’s instructions, not to
provoke arguments with his co-seamen and passengers, and to take care of the
cargo and the vessel’s contents. See ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14.

130 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 149–161; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime
Law,” 89–90. Both studies widely cover the subject from various aspects, therefore
re-addressing it would certainly be redundant.

131 Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:549–550.
132 Scott, op. cit., 4:211, Digest XIV, 2, 9.
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ber or passenger, the authority of a shipmaster was restricted to tem-

porary imprisonment of the offender until the ship anchored at the

nearest port, where an Islamic courthouse was then found, or until

the ship returned to her homeport.133

As previously stated, any injury a crewmember caused made him

liable to indemnify the injured person. Similarly, where cargo was

lost or damaged through the act or oversight of a crewmember in

the navigation or management of the ship, or in the loading, car-

riage or discharge of her cargo, the negligent party was liable for

compensation to the shipper. Islamic and Byzantine laws agree that

the seaman incurs liability if he commits a wrongful or negligence

act, unless it is not established that he has done so.134

133 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:304–305; Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 238; idem,
Berbérie orientale, 286; Goitein, “Jewish Trade,” 237, TS 13 J 17, f. 11, ll. 11–14;
Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 149–150; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime
Law,” 90–92; Mu˙ammad Óamìdullàh, Muslim Conduct of State (Lahore: Ashraf Press,
1961), 122–123. The only Islamic legal reference to shipmasters empowered to
supervise the punishment of offenders is found in a 695/1296 Malaysian Code on
the law of the sea. Like the Roman and Byzantine legal systems, Islamic maritime
customs in the Indian archipelago distinguished between theft, adultery, and other
crimes that occur on the sea, and similar occurrences on land. This can be attrib-
uted to differences in applications of Islamic customs in the Mediterranean Sea and
the Indian Ocean. See Raffles, “Maritime Code of the Malays,” 80–83; Richard
Winstedt and Patrick E. de Josselin de Jong, “The Maritime Laws of Malacca,”
Journal of the Malayan Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society-Singapore 29/3 (1956), 52–53, 58.

134 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 43; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:494–495; Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm,
6:86; Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad al-Sarakhsì, Al-Mabsù† (Cairo: Ma†ba'at al-Sa'àda,
1906), 16:10; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 15:447–448; 16:76–77; Wansharìsì,
Al-Mi'yàr, 8:332–335; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 7:432; Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙, 3:602–609;
Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:62; ˇùsì, Tahdhìb, 7:216–217; idem, Al-Nihàya fì Mujarrad al-
Fiqh wal-Fatàwà (Beirut: Dàr al-Kitàb al-'Arabì, 1970), 447–449; Noble, “Principles
of Islamic Maritime Law,” 170–185; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 48–49, 68–70,
87; Christides, “Raid and Trade,” 83, 85. Warnings against seamen’s fatigue and
negligence appear again and again in Arabic navigational literature, travel accounts,
Islamic jurisprudence, and Cairo Geniza documents. This was also the custom in
the Indian Ocean, Red and Arab Seas, and the Persian Gulf. The famous Arab
pilot Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 364, writes: “At the night take care lest you leave the
ship without a sanbùq out or lest you find yourself with no equipment dependent
on [màda], anchor or plumb-line. If you see anything of the reef or the shoals under
the water, then stay where you are and make for the land in the beginning of the
[next] day. If you fear that your anchor (grapnel) will remain in the depths, con-
nect the anchor to the ‘iron’ (bower) and use the sanbùq.” As for the Byzantine and
Christian maritime laws, see Articles III:10, III:26, III:27, III:31, and III:38; Ashburner,
op. cit., 91, 105–106, 108, 112; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 197, 201,
202, 203; Justice, General Treatise, 93, 102, 104, 109; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 19, 21,
23; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 206, 259–260, 262–263, 264; Leder, Die ara-
bische Ecloga, 116–117, Article 28:8. The N. N. appears more comprehensive than
the Digest, although they had some common principles, especially with reference
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7. Duty in Times of Peril

Part of the seamen’s duty is to operate the ship professionally and

faithfully, endangering neither ship nor contents, and to defend them

against hostile attacks. Despite political enmities, people and merchan-

dise moved freely around the Mediterranean.135 With a few exceptions,

political boundaries never formed an obstacle to their free move-

ment, either.136 Only during wartime and acute political disturbances

were the visits of foreigners limited in duration or confined to cer-

tain localities. The Mediterranean, divided as it was between a Chris-

tian North and a Muslim South, eventually recovered much of its

economic unity through the activity of merchants and traders. The

real threats to merchant vessels were bad weather and piracy. Thus,

to prevent attacks by enemy and pirate ships, and by bandits lurk-

ing along the coasts, merchantmen sailed in convoys. Documentary

evidence from the Islamic world shows that provincial governments

provided armed guards and a naval escort, and allowed commercial

vessels to anchor in some coastal fortresses in case of attack. In the

absence of an escort and armed guards, seamen were required to

defend their ship against enemy and pirate assaults.137 As a result,

captains and crews had to avoid sailing into places infested by thieves

or pirates.138 Lastly, when a ship foundered and was about to sink,

to negligent captain and crews, in which case shippers did not have to contribute
for damage to the vessel.

135 Muslim geographers divided the Mediterranean Sea into three great regions:
(a) “the East,” namely Egypt and the Muslim countries of the Levant, (b) “the
Muslim West,” al-Maghrib, comprising all North Africa west of Egypt, including
Muslim Sicily, and Andalusia, and (c) “the Land of the Romans,” al-Rùm, origi-
nally designating Byzantium, but used more vaguely for Christian Europe.

136 S.D. Goitein, Studies in Islamic History and Institutions (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1968),
299–301, remarks that the unity of the Mediterranean world was disrupted only
when the Islamic countries were taken over by outside intruders, mostly from Central
Asia and the Caucasus, who had no share in its tradition. Furthermore, he assumes
that three positive factors made for the unity of the Mediterranean world and the
freedom of movement within it. First, the law was seen as personal and not terri-
torial, i.e. an individual was judged according to the law of his community or even
his sect, rather than that of the territory in which he happened to be. Second, the
bourgeois revolution of the eighth and ninth centuries, made merchants conspicu-
ous participants in the thriving mercantile civilization, as trade made for freedom
of movement. Third, all the Mediterranean countries held a strong cultural tradi-
tion in common, dating back to ancient civilizations.

137 Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:55–56; H.S. Khalilieh, “Security Protection and Naval
Escort during the Tenth and Twelfth Centuries Islamic Mediterranean,” Graeco-
Arabica VII–VIII (1999–2000), 221–232; McCormick, Origins of the European Economy,
409–415, 428–430.

138 N. N., Articles III:4 and III:15; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 19–20, 22; Abù 'Abd
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or about to be boarded by pirates, captain and crew were the last

to abandon her.139

8. Termination of Service

A seaman could not desert his post before his employment period

expired. The legal outcomes of desertion might require a seaman to

repay his employer the amount he received in full or in part. Or

he might have to repay the whole amount, plus the fine established

by the contract of hire, as we read above in the seventh century

crew agreement.140 Lastly, he might be penalized and forced by law

to complete his term of duty as specified in the contract.141 The 

A. S., however, is not explicit regarding employees who leave the

ship before their term of service expires although, it forbids seamen

from acting unilaterally if such conduct would inflict harm on their

employers. In fact, a seaman can decide for himself only when it is

justifiable, i.e. if he falls ill, or a ship is not seaworthy, or human

and natural perils render travel by sea impractical. Even then, the

contracting parties should submit their case to judicial authority.142

Compelling reasons authorize seamen in most cases to breach the

contract and leave. But, if the ship is still on the high seas, seamen

must sail to the closest safe port; this rule also applies to cases where

the contract expires while the ship is still at sea. Generally speak-

ing, a crewmember’s breach of contract justifies a deduction from

his wages.

While the N. N. does not shed much light on the termination of

the seamen’s service, early Islamic jurisprudence sources define the

circumstances under which the crew agreement can be breached. In

principle, Islamic law prohibits seamen from doing so unilaterally or

Allàh Mu˙ammad al-Raßßà', Shar˙ Óudùd Ibn 'Arafa (Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb al-Islàmì,
1993), 2:525.

139 Buzurg Ibn Shahriyàr, The Book of the Wonders of India, ed. and trans. by G.S.
Freeman-Greville, (London, 1981), 16: “All of us captains are bound by oaths. We
are sworn not to expose a ship to loss when it is still sound and its hour not yet
come. All us captains, when we board a ship, stake our lives and destiny on it. If
the ship is saved, we remain alive. If it is lost, we die with it.”

140 Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts, 75–76, Pap. 144.
141 Ashburner, op. cit., 121, Appendix D:I: “If he [a seaman] wishes to leave

before the time is expired, let him receive seventy lashes and so he is to sail.”
Identical regulations are found in the Islamic maritime codes of the Malays. See
Raffles, “Maritime Code of the Malays,” 68–69.

142 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14–15.
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before the contract expires except in case of: (a) an unseaworthy ves-

sel,143 (b) unfavorable weather conditions, (c) ambiguity of contract

terms,144 (d) illness,145 (e) shipwreck,146 or (f ) sale of a vessel.147 It is

important to note that the last two cases apply only to seamen hired

for a particular rather than a general ship.

Passengers: Entitlements and Obligations

1. Definition of a “Passenger”

A person accommodated on a ship—regardless of whether he did

or did not accompany his own or another’s merchandise or paid his

passage and/or the freight for his possessions, or not148—was called

a passenger. Except for emergencies and contractual obligations,149

a sea traveler did not have to perform navigational or technical

duties with respect to the ship herself.150 The ship’s master and

scribe/clerk were responsible for the safety of passengers and their

effects. Also, the ship’s scribe had to record the passengers’ personal

identity, the quantity and nature of their effects and merchandise

and their ports of origin and destination in the cargo book, as well

as their shipboard accommodation.151

143 Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153–154.
144 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:409; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14.
145 Raffles, “Maritime Code of the Malays,” 75–76; Winstedt and Josselin, “Maritime

Laws of Malacca,” 57.
146 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 16.
147 ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 52; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad

al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakìra, 1:355; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96,
293–294.

148 The traveler had to pay the freight charges though he could be exempted
from the fare if the ship owner(s) so chose. See Scott, op. cit., 3:137, Digest IV, 9,
6; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 89, 101–102; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 33.

149 Scott, op. cit., 3:138, Digest IV, 9, 7, 2.
150 Following this principle, ship’s operators, crews, and servants who earned their

living at sea, were not categorized as sea travelers.
151 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 37; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-

Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 104–105; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 46, 56, 79, 80; Gil, op. cit.,
4:149, Gottheil and Worrell, l. 24; Jados, Consulate of the Sea, 64–65, Articles 114,
115. On the presence of scribes aboard Islamic ships during the early eighth cen-
tury C.E., consult Abu Safieh, Bardiyyàt Qurra Ibn Sharìk, 273, Papyrus 1341, l. 8
(Maria, the clerk in charge of the ship cargo). The absence of a single reference
to scribes in the N. N. should not be understood to mean that Byzantine mer-
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2. Diet and Accommodation

Besides the ship’s seaworthiness and fares, a sea traveler had to con-

sider his on board accommodation and make the necessary provi-

sions for himself prior to departure.152 As in the ancient world,

Byzantine and Islamic cargo vessels provided neither food nor ser-

vices for the traveling merchants and other passengers. In addition

to clothing, a voyager had to provide his own food and equipment

for bathing and sleeping—from pots and pans to mattresses, basins

and bedding.153

chantmen did not have such professional clerks on board. If the grammateus (clerk
or secretary of a ship) was already known to the seamen of Classical Greece, then
it is unreasonable to dismiss the presence of scribes aboard Romano-Byzantine large
and oversized merchantmen. See Casson, Ships and Seamanships, 307.

152 Some Muslim jurists warned their fellow passengers to learn about the iden-
tity of crewmembers as well as about their accommodation aboard. Kindì states
that “whoever intends to travel on a ship must learn with certainty about the ship
owner, but not from people who are in frequent contact with him (man aràda rukùb
al-safìna wa-là ya'rif ßà˙ibahà illà bi-khabar man là ya'rifahu . . .).” See Kindì, Al-Mußannaf,
18:53; 21:153–154. It behooved the passenger to assess the ship owner’s character
and abilities before the charter contract was endorsed in order to “feel assured
(i†mi"nànat al-qulùb).” “Feeling assured” seems to mean believing there would be no
unpleasant behavior on the part of the captain or crew during the voyage. An
objective impression of the ship owner’s personal background had to derive from
“outside sources,” i.e., from people not in frequent contact with him. Obviously,
information about the ship owner from his own circle was considered unreliable.
An identical practice was known to the Mediterranean polities, who instituted it as
a principle in their legal codices: i.e., Digest XIV, 1, 1, urges those who intend to
travel on a ship to be reliably informed about the character of the owner. Islamic
law recommends that a traveler inquire about the technical state of the ship in
detail and about her crew “not from people in frequent contact with him [them],”
for they will never say the truth. See Scott, op. cit., 4:200. Whereas Article III:11
of the N. N. states: “When merchants are hiring ships, let them make precise inquiry
from the other merchants who sailed before them before putting in their cargoes,
if the ship is completely prepared, with a strong sailyard, sails, skins, anchors, ropes
of hemp of the first quality, boats in perfect order, suitable tillers, seamen fit for
their work, good seamen, brisk and smart, the ship’s sides staunch. In a word, let
the merchants make inquiry into everything and then proceed to load.” See Ashburner,
op. cit., 91–92; Justice, General Treatise, 94; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law,
197–198; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 11.

153 Scott, op. cit., 3:135, Digest IV, 9, 1, 6; 3:137, Digest IV, 9, 4, 2; 4:208, Digest
XIV, 2, 2, 2; Rougé, Recherche, 263; Lionel Casson, Travel in the Ancient World
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994), 153–156; McCormick, Origins
of the European Economy, 410; Ashburner, op. cit., cl; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 31–33; Jazìrì,
Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam, 2:3; Minhàjì, Jawàhir
al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96; Ibn al-Mughìth, Al-Muqni' fì 'Ilm al-Shurù†, 242–244; Marràkishì,
Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn wal-Muwa˙˙idìn, 471; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:53–54; Tanùkhì,
Al-Faraj ba'd al-Shiddah, 1:388–389; Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad Ibn Jubayr, The Travels
of Ibn Jubayr, trans. R.J.C. Broadhurst (London, 1952), 325, for the Arabic version,
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Assigning accommodation was the prerogative of the shipmaster

or his representative.154 A passenger could not choose his accom-

modation except if the leasing terms so specified.155 The ship’s man-

ager had to allocate a space for each traveler to sleep, pray, and

store personal effects and food. The N. N. allocates a space three

cubits long by one cubit wide (corresponding approximately to 

1.80 × 0.60 m./6 × 2 feet) for a shipper and an ordinary passen-

ger, who was allowed to bring with him two men-servants, provided

he paid their passage.156 As for women travelers, the N. N. degrades

them by assigning them only one-cubit space, and a child not fully

grown is entitled to a half a woman’s space.157 Interestingly, Islamic

jurisprudential sources do not define the exact space assigned for a

traveler on Islamic commercial ships. Nevertheless, Muslim jurists

required ship owners to set aside enough space for conducting

prayers.158 And, contrary to the Byzantine law, designated passenger

space on Islamic ships was associated with body size, not age or sex.

The space reserved for passengers, their effects, and their victuals

seems unrealistic. Accommodation was probably linked to socio-

see idem, Ri˙lat Ibn Jubayr (Beirut: Dàr Íàder, 1959), 13; Goitein, Mediterranean Society,
1:316; idem, “The Tribulations of an Overseer of the Sultan’s Ships,” (Arabic) and
Islamic Studies in Honor of Hamilton A.R. Gibb, ed. George Makdisi (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1965), 275, 280, TS 24.78, ll. 49–53; idem, Letters, 334, Mosseri,
L 101; DK XI, ll. 22–23.

154 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:312. The ship owner’s representative served as
agent as well as purser. He concluded agreements with the shippers and decided
in which part of the hold the shipment would be placed. He was in charge of load-
ing and unloading of the goods.

155 Except for transoceanic vessels, supercargoes, cruisers, and ferries for pleasure
and entertainment, which were outfitted with cabin, compartments, promenades,
baths, and lounges, most vessels had only a deck or two. Hence passengers were
accommodated either in the open or under temporary shelters. ˇa˙àwı, Al-Shurù†
al-Íaghìr, 1:266–267; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 1:355; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:95;
Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 26; Casson, Ships and Seananship, 180–181.

156 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 129–130.
157 Articles II:8, II:9, and II:13; Ashburner, op. cit., 59–61; Justice, General Treatise,

80–81; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 206; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 28–29;
Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 127, 254, 255; Rougé, Recherche, 263. The Digest
notes the legal status of a newborn child, absolving the parents from paying fare,
though the child occupies a certain space. See Scott, op. cit., 5:86, Digest XIX, 2,
19, 7.

158 'Abd Allàh Ibn Yàsìn al-Shamarànì, Is'àf Ahl al-'Aßr bi-A˙kàm al-Ba˙r (Rià∂:
Dàr al-Wa†an lil-Nashr, 1999), 207–214, 222–228; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl,
1:444–445; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'àlim al-Qurbà, 324; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law,
163. The average space a worshipper could occupy is six feet long and two feet
wide. This space allowance is comparable to that fixed in Article II:9 of the N. N.
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economic status and personal relationship with the owner, so that

the latter could allot convenient, spacious places for permanent clients

and affluent shippers. Furthermore, the ship’s structural design and

capacity, number of passengers, quantity of cargo, and distance

between embarkation and debarkation points might have been cen-

tral in assigning shipboard space. Fewer passengers and less cargo,

a longer voyage, and a well-designed, roomy vessel could increase

the space allotted to travelers and their personal baggage.

Whether women were separated from men on Byzantine ships

remains vague. Although the Digest refers to women ship owners159

and the N. N. clearly fixes the space designed for them,160 neither

source depicts how to place women on board. By contrast, Islamic

religious ethics discourage socializing between men and women.

Women traveling by sea was a practice negatively viewed, because

it necessitated some degree of interaction, unless the ship contained

a separate section for women.161 The unwillingness of Muslim doctors

of law to permit women to travel by sea may have resulted from

concern over propriety. The Sharì'a expressed disapproval, except if

the sexes were segregated, and the law recommended that women

sail on multi-level vessels. Al-Màwardì (364–450/974–1058) urged

mu˙tasibs to ensure that large and roomy ships have separate toilets

installed for women “so that they are not exposed to view when they

need to use them.”162 However, one surmises that a well-connected

159 Scott, op. cit., 4:202, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 16.
160 Ashburner, op. cit., 61, Article II:13; Justice, General Treatise, 81; Freshfield,

Manual of Later Roman Law, 206; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 29; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 255.

161 Màwardì, Al-A˙kàm al-Sul†àniyya, 257: “If they (i.e., ship owners) carry both
men and women, a partition should be installed between them”; Ibn Rushd, Al-
Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 2:434–435: “I dislike women sailing on the Óajj (pilgrimage to
Makkah) . . . for fear that they may reveal themselves improperly ['awratihunna]”; Ibn
al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'àlim al-Qurbà, 324, writes: “If they (i.e., ship owners) carry women,
they must set a partition between them and the men.” Supercargoes and decked
ships seemed to have special sections for women. For instance, the middle floor of
the Cocca, a type of Islamic commercial ship, was designed to carry women, maid-
servants, and slaves. Again, ship owners had to segregate between male and female
slaves though they were transported on the same level. Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd,
1:95. Further details on the capacity of Islamic ships in the Mediterranean see
Pryor, “Medieval Muslim Ships of Pisa,” 104–105; Mu˙ammad Ibn al-Qàsim al-
Nuwayrì, Kitàb al-Ilmàm bil-I 'làm fì-mà Jarat bi-hi al-A˙kàm wal-Umùr al-Muq∂iya fì
Waq'at al-Iskandariyya (Hyderabad: Osmania Oriental Publications Bureau, Osmania
University, 1969), 7 (index): 146–148.

162 Màwardì, Al-A˙kàm al-Sul†àniyya, 257.
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woman of the upper classes, accompanied by a ma˙ram163 or her hus-

band, could hire a first class cabin, where she could also store an

elegant wardrobe.

Muslim jurists grappled with the issue of whether Muslim pas-

sengers and pilgrims could sail aboard Christian vessels. While one

opinion discouraged it, the second permitted it, if the voyage was

for religious and educational purposes. The third allowed them to

do so, if the passengers were sure that they would be neither harassed

nor humiliated en route and if the Muslim governor at the port of

departure was powerful enough so that the Christian powers obeyed

him.164 The dicta promulgated by these jurists did not apply to ves-

sels of dhimmìs operated in the realm of Islam. In fact, a Geniza

business letter shows that the vessels of al-Yahùdì, Ibn al-Sàmirì, Ibn

Marcus, Zakkàr al-Naßrànì, Maimùn al-Naßrànì, and Ibn al-Iskandar

transported Muslim pilgrims and passengers of all sexes and ages.

3. Boarding

Loading and boarding could not take place without the prior approval

of the captain,165 and passengers were permitted to board only after

technical inspection of the ship.166 The captain’s duty to provide safe

embarkation for passengers began from the time of boarding. For

example, if a passenger was hurt when boarding a ship, the captain

had to pay his medical expenses.167 As a result, passengers were

obliged to follow the captain’s instructions when they awaited board-

ing on the pre-boarding area.168 Once aboard, the passenger had to

163 Ma˙ram literarily means everything entitled to reverence, respect, honor, or
defense, in a person. In Islamic law the term signifies unmarriageable, as a degree
of consanguinity precluding marriage.

164 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 1:432–436; H.S. Khalilieh, “The Legal Opinion of
Màlikì Jurists regarding Andalusian Muslim Pilgrims Travelling by Sea during the
Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries C.E.,” Mediterranean Historical Review 4 (1999), 59–69;
Mu˙ammad A. Bazzàz, “Óawl Naql al-Ba˙riyya al-Masì˙iyya li-Óujjàj al-Gharb
al-Islàmì,” in L’occident musulman et l’occident chrétien au moyen age, ed. Mohammed
Hammam (Ribà†, 1995), 81–92.

165 Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 28, 239.
166 Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:53: “Once the ship was set to sail the passenger is not

allowed to board unless he seeks the permission of the ship owner.”
167 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 54–55.
168 Captains had to supervise and assess the passengers’ behavior throughout the

journey in order to avoid complications. Ibn Màjid writes: “Look thoroughly at all
the passengers and the crew and assess them carefully, then you will recognize any
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“remain” in his/her assigned location so as not to annoy fellow pas-

sengers or damage delicate cargo. Passenger movement on board

was further restricted to seeking the captain’s advice or access to the

water tank: access to the caboose was limited to the cook, and the

hold to the shipmaster and scribe. However, passengers could walk

around, inasmuch as they did not annoy their fellow travelers, sea-

men, or, if they did not cause damage to the shipments or other

passengers’ private belongings.169

4. The Carrier’s Liability for Passengers’ Belongings

As previously noted, the ship owner had to allocate space for pas-

sengers’ personal effects and food, provided that the quantity of pro-

visions did not exceed the needs of the voyage. If, however, the

passenger carried a commercial supply, the ship owner had the right

to charge additional freight.170 All personal effects, such as bedding,

clothing and utensils, had to be recorded in the cargo book so that,

in case of jettison, they would be treated like other cargo and included

in the calculation of the general average.171 According to the N. N.,

evil in them and be prepared for it.” See Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 245. The Andalusian
jurist Ibn 'Abdùn advised ship owners and captains not to transport suspicious pas-
sengers of the following groups: “mercenaries of barbarian origins, black slaves, and
people of ill repute.” Ibn 'Abdùn, Seville musulmane, 64.

169 Article II:10; Justice, General Treatise, 81; Ashburner, op. cit., 61; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 206; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 29; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 126–127, 254; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:53–54; Simcha Assaf, Texts and Studies
in Jewish History ( Jerusalem, 1946) (Hebrew), 136; Goitein, “Portrait of a Medieval
India Trader,” 460.

170 Article II:12; Ashburner, op. cit., 61; Justice, General Treatise, 81; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 206; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 29; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 126–127, 254; Casson, Travel in the Ancient World, 153; Goitein, Mediterranean
Society, 1:315–317; Gil, op. cit., 3:1 [304], Bodl. MS Heb. b 3, f. 17, l. 9, dated
approximately to 1060s, describes how a passenger accompanying a shipment, not
only paid for his own effects, but also for the small basket he took with him that
contained items intended for commercial purposes. Some local maritime customs
in the Muslim world enabled passengers to launder their garments, but they could
not spread them out on the bow without the captain’s permission. See Kindì, Al-
Mußannaf, 18:55.

171 Scott, op. cit., 3:137, Digest IV, 9, 4, 2; 4:208, Digest XIV, 2, 2, 2; Article
III:9; Ashburner, op. cit., 87; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 259; Constable, “Problem
of Jettison,” 213; Chowdbaray-Best, “Ancient Maritime Law,” 86–88; ˇàher (ed.),
op. cit., 32; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487; Wansharìsì,
Al-Mi'yàr, 8:298. On the inclusion and/or exclusion of private possession in the gen-
eral average, see below chapter four, 157–159. Passengers were advised to deposit
precious goods with the ship’s captain.
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passengers were also advised to deposit valuable baggage, whether

intended for commercial purposes or private use, with the ship’s

master.172

5. Discipline

The ship’s master, who had to observe good order in all stages of

the journey, treated disciplinary offenses committed by passengers 

on the spot. Islamic law required him to hand over a thief with his

stolen property to the port superintendent, who served as a qà∂ì.
Judicial authorities on land, rather than the captain or ship owner,

judged the case and imposed punishment at the port of destina-

tion.173 The Digest also entitled shippers to sue owners of vessels if

goods received for safekeeping were subsequently stolen by a sea-

man, passenger, or other person: carriers too had to protect pas-

sengers’ property from theft as well as from damage.174 Less informative,

though similar to the Digest, is the N. N., which entitled passengers

and shippers to bring an action against the captain if they had lost

goods and properties after the captain received them for safekeep-

ing.175 The ship’s master/captain was authorized to preserve order

and discipline until the ship anchored in port, in order to ensure

the safety of the vessel and the persons and property on board. After

that, offenders, whether crew or passengers, were summoned before

the judicial authorities.

6. Religious Rituals

Passengers and pilgrims had the right to perform their religious rit-

uals on board. Byzantine documentary evidence shows that ship own-

172 Articles II:14, II:12, and II:13.
173 Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Alì Ibn Yùsuf Ibn Muyassar, Akhbàr Mißr. ed. Henri Massé

(Le Caire: Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale, 1919), 77, 91; Ibn 'Abdùn,
Seville musulmane, 64; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:304–305; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime
Law, 157–159.

174 Scott, op. cit., 3:134–139, Digest IV, 9, 1; Digest IV, 9, 1, 2; Digest IV, 9,
1, 3; Digest IV, 9, 1, 4; Digest IV, 9, 1, 6; Digest IV, 9, 1, 7; Digest IV, 9, 1, 8;
Digest IV, 9, 3; Digest IV, 9, 3, 3; Digest IV, 9, 4; Digest IV, 9, 4, 1; Digest IV,
9, 5; Digest IV, 9, 5, 1; Digest IV, 9, 6; Digest IV, 9, 6, 1; Digest IV, 9, 6, 2;
Digest IV, 9, 6, 4; Digest IV, 9, 7; Digest IV, 9, 7, 3; Digest IV, 9, 7, 4.

175 Article III:3; Ashburner, op. cit., 83, Justice, General Treatise, 88; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 196; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 7; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 258.
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ers allocated spaces in supercargoes and cruisers for liturgical ser-

vices.176 Similarly, Islamic law dictated that Muslim ship owners set

aside enough space for conducting prayers. The fuqahà" emphasize

that Muslim worshippers must perform their religious duties prop-

erly, if they can. Women must stand behind the men, or be segre-

gated from them if space permits.177 Based on the foregoing, voyagers

aboard Christian and Islamic vessels enjoyed similar rights to per-

form religious rituals at sea.

7. Funeral Practices at Sea

The procedure for dealing with a deceased passenger or seaman

aboard Roman and Byzantine merchant ships is unclear. All we

know is that, if anyone died during a voyage the corpse was jetti-

soned at once.178 Although this issue is not addressed in the A. S.,

founders of the early Islamic law schools set out three methods for

disposing of the corpse. In the case of disposal in the sea, it had to

be weighted with a heavy object of metal or stone to ensure that it

would sink and not float. This applied to ships sailing across the sea

and some days’ journey from the closest Muslim country. The second

was to place the corpse in a coffin in the hope that the waves could

carry it to the shores of a Muslim country where the inhabitants

could bury it after the appropriate rituals. Islamic law prohibited this

practice, if only non-Islamic territories were nearby. The third method

was to keep the corpse in a tightly closed compartment until the

ship reached her destination. Preserving a body on board depended

on its condition “as long as there is no fear of decomposition”.179

With reference to the property of the deceased, the captain became

its depositary until the ship moored at her destination, where he

delivered it to the judicial authorities who were to transfer it to the

estate. The depositary was held responsible for loss or damage to

the deposited cargo, if there has been fault or negligence on his

part.180 The same applied to the ship’s crewmen. Funeral rites were

the same for deceased seamen and deceased passengers.

176 McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 404, 410.
177 The subject is extensively covered by Shamrànì, Is'àf Ahl al-'Aßr, 139–249.
178 Casson, Travel in the Ancient World, 156.
179 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 168–171.
180 Ibid., 175; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 60–65; Bodl. MS

Heb. a3, f. 9, ll. 14–16.
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8. Contribution to Salvage

Although the passenger had no contractual duty to assist when the

ship and cargo were in danger, he could claim compensation if he

did so. Any passenger traveling on the ill-fated vessel or another ves-

sel rendering assistance was treated like any other salvager. The pas-

senger had to prove that the salvage commenced when real danger

existed and was carried out with the approval of the parties con-

cerned. Remuneration was regulated by law and local custom and

occasionally fixed by the shippers and salvagers.181

Summary

Mediterranean polities recognized three methods to acquire owner-

ship of a vessel: building her, transferring her from an owner, or

usurpation and confiscation. Shipping business was costly and there-

fore it was the arena of a small social sector—governors, courtiers,

wealthy merchants, religious institutions and the like. In general, a

ship had a single proprietor. When, however, more than one per-

son owned a ship, their partnership had to be based on trusteeship

and reciprocity among them. Expenses for repairs or profits from

commercial transactions had to be distributed in accordance with

each partner’s shares. If a co-owner intended to sell his share, the

other partners would have the first right to purchase her.

Byzantine and Islamic admiralty laws differ significantly in respect

to the form of employment of and wage payments to seamen. Two

methods of payment prevailed at the same time in the Mediterranean:

profit sailing and wage sailing. Crewmen in the Byzantine Empire

were employed on the former basis, where wages were commonly

paid at the voyage’s end. Such hire was somewhat risky, entailed

both advantages and disadvantages to the crewmen. The benefits

made the seamen, to some extent, fellow venturers with the owner

of the vessel. Since their right to wages depended on the earnings

from freight, seamen usually did their utmost to make the venture

successful. They were not entitled to wages for periods when they

failed to work or if natural or manmade mishaps made the venture

181 See below, chapter six, 211–212.
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unsuccessful. Where a vessel was wrecked or cargo jettisoned, sea-

men could lose part or all of their wages, proportionate to their

income and shares.

Save for emergency circumstances, Islamic tradition adopted the

Roman locatio conductio operarum and required the payment of wages

before work started, even if local custom permitted withholding it to

the venture’s end.182 However, even if advance payment was agreed

upon, there were cases where seamen had to refund their entire pay

or part of it to the ship owners. The reimbursement rules were

applied in cases when the voyage was never undertaken due to bad

weather conditions or enemy and pirate attacks.183 Moreover, sea-

men were not necessarily entitled to their entire fee if their ship

suffered unexpected attacks. Entitlement depended on the time of

the attack, whether at the port of embarkation, en route, at the port

of disembarkation, or during the return voyage to the homeport. In

the first case, the ship owner was freed of liability to pay, and had

the seamen already been paid, they had to refund their entire wages

to him.184 Otherwise, the hiring contract terms were considered. If

the voyage was interrupted, the seamen were remunerated accord-

ing to the distance covered, and if the contract was for seasonal hire,

the seamen were compensated in proportion to the work time elapsed.

These rules also applied in cases of shipwreck as well as in weather

conditions that could prevent the completion of the voyage.185

In contrast to seamen’s employment and wages, the legal status

of passengers was similar in both bodies of law. Passengers were

required to obey the captain’s instructions, and their places on board

were fixed by the contract of hire. They had to bring their supplies

prior to departure and were not allowed to annoy fellow passengers

or interfere with the seamen. However, they could perform their

religious rituals and receive immediate assistance in dangerous situ-

ations. Despite these similarities, a major difference between Byzantine

and Islamic maritime custom relates to including passengers’ per-

sonal effects in calculating general average contributions. Islamic law,

182 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 18.
183 Sughdì, Al-Nutaf, 2:558–559; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:300–301.
184 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:298.
185 Sughdì, Al-Nutaf, 2:558–559; Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:26.
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unlike its Byzantine counterpart,186 generally excludes from averaging

clothing, gold, silver, and private belongings not intended for com-

mercial purposes, and food for private consumption. Only an insigni-

ficant number of jurists favored the Byzantine custom and included

private belongings in the calculation of the general average.

186 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 141.



CHAPTER THREE

CARRIAGE OF GOODS

General

By definition, a shipping contract is an agreement between a shipper

and a carrier, in which the latter offers a specific vessel or his own

services to transport a quantity of cargo from one point to another,

in the state it was received and recorded in the bill of lading at the

embarkation point. Some fundamental questions come to mind. Were

contracts necessarily in writing, or were oral contracts corroborated

by witnesses sufficient? How many types of contracts for sea car-

riage were known to Byzantine and Muslim carriers and shippers

and what were their fundamental legal differences? Where did the

liability of the carriers and shippers begin and end? Did they ship

under bills of lading? How were freight charges paid and what fac-

tors affected them? And under what circumstances could the

affreightment contract be breached?

The Contract: Written or Oral?

The importance of a written contract emerged during the reign of

Justinian I whose Institutes nonetheless validated oral agreements

attested to by witnesses in the transactions of daily life.1 Article III:20

of the N. N. provides that a ship leasing contract is void if its par-

ties do not draw up a written contract.2 The inclusion of such an

1 Robin Evans-Jones and Geoffrey MacCormack, “Obligations,” in A Companion
to Justinian’s Institutes, ed. by Ernest Metzger (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998),
134–136, 148–150. It has been argued that witnesses must corroborate a binding
written contract and thus this document is merely evidence of an agreement, but
it does not create an obligation if it is not witnessed.

2 Justice, General Treatise, 99; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 158–160, 261–262;
Ashburner, op. cit., 98: “Where a man hires a ship, the contract to be binding must
be in writing and subscribed by the parties, otherwise it is void.” Oikonomides,
“Level of Literacy,” 169, assuming that if either party or the witnesses are illiter-
ate these persons either draw a signon (i.e., a cross) in the quarters of which the
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Article in the treatise may be attributed to risks involved in carriage

by sea and a maritime practice dating back to the second half of

the third century B.C.3 Nonetheless, the oral contract had an impor-

tant legal position in Byzantine law, apparently due to the low level

of literacy in that society; hence, written documents could be chal-

lenged on the grounds that the requirements for valid oral agree-

ments observed.4

Even though the Qur"àn strongly supports oral contracts testified

to by witnesses, at the same time it enjoins written evidence. Written

documents had to be formulated by a notary5 (or a scribe who could

also be a witness) and attested to by two Muslim male witnesses, or

one male and two females.6 A document signed by the shipper and

ship owner/carrier had no legal value without the attestation of two

notary or scribe writes their names. Obviously, the lawyers’ preference for com-
posing written contracts aimed at avoiding legal disputes between the shipper and
the carrier.

3 Charles M. Reed, Maritime Traders in the Ancient Greek World (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003), 89–90; J. Walter Jones, The Law and Legal Theory of the Greeks:
An Introduction (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956), 219. He argues that owing to Athens’s
growing importance as a port and the need to provide its citizens with a reliable
grain supply, judicial authorities dealt speedily with disputes based on a written
agreement.

4 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 159–160; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law,
19–20, 90; Evans-Jones and MacCormack, op. cit., 135–136; Robert Browning,
“Literacy in the Byzantine World,” Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 4 (1978), 40–41,
46, 49; Nicolas Oikonomides, “Mount Athos: Level of Literacy,” Dumbarton Oaks
Papers 42 (1988), 169, 175. Literacy was common among certain classes: clergy,
teachers, military men, public servants, and the wealthy.

5 On the characteristics of the Muslim notary, consult Wansharìsì, Al-Manhaj al-
Fà"iq, 228–252.

6 Qur"àn 2:282: “Ye who believe! when ye deal with each other, in transactions
involving future obligations in a fixed period of time, reduce them to writing, let
a scribe write down faithfully as between the parties: let not the scribe refuse to
write: as God has taught him, so let him write, let him who incurs the liability dic-
tate, but let him fear his Lord God, and not diminish aught of what he owes. If
the party liable is mentally deficient, or weak, or unable himself to dictate, let his
guardian dictate faithfully. And get two witnesses, out of your own men, and if
there are not two men, then a man and two women, such as ye choose for wit-
nesses, so that if one errs, the other can remind her. The witnesses should not
refuse when they are called on [for evidence]. Disdain not to reduce to writing
[your contract] for a future period, whether long or short: it is juster in the sight
of God, more suitable as evidence, and more convenient to prevent doubts among
yourselves. But if it be a transaction that ye carry out on the spot among your-
selves, there is no blame on you if ye reduce it not to writing. But take witnesses
whenever ye make a commercial contract; and let neither scribe nor witness suffer
harm, it would be wickedness in you. So fear God; for it is God that teaches you,
and God is well acquainted with all things.”
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or more witnesses, and was considered inadequate proof if either

party went to court. Despite the Qur"ànic injunction, Islamic courts

admitted oral testimony because judges believed that no Muslim

would lie under oath. However, written evidence could be a useful

support for oral testimony in order to remind the shipper and ship

owner/carrier of the terms of their agreement.7

Byzantine and Muslim jurists alike legalized oral contracts in their

digests if they were attested to by witnesses. However, unwitnessed

written and oral contracts were void and inadmissible in both sys-

tems, even if signed and endorsed by both parties. The level of lit-

eracy probably played a key role in the ratification of verbal contracts

in courts. Since illiterates made up the great majority of the popu-

lation, they created difficulties for the legal and administrative sys-

tems. As a matter of fact, the overwhelming majority of shipping

contracts in the Mediterranean during this period were probably oral

and dependent upon the consent of the parties. This would explain

why very little written evidence has survived. Written contracts were

of course drawn up and used as forms of proof in case of legal alter-

cations among the contracting parties. In short, whether the con-

tract was to be oral or in writing was decided by the parties themselves.

Types and Formation of Contracts of Affreightment

1. Contract of Carriage in a Particular Ship

Although the Digest, the N. N., and A. S. fix no precise formula

for composing contracts of affreightment, they clearly spell out the

rules of shipping, liabilities of the shippers and carriers, payment

arrangements, and the circumstances in which the contract may be

annulled. An actual Greek contract signed on a papyrus in Egypt

in 236 C.E. for the water carriage of goods, states:

Aurelios Herakles, son of Dioscoros from Antaeopolis, captain of his
own ship of a capacity of 250 artabas, let it for hire to Aurelios Areios
Herakleides, senator of Arsinoe, to transport 250 artabas of vegetable

7 Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 67; Wakin, Function of Documents, 1–10; Rayner,
Theory of Contracts, 86–91, 115–117, 162–163; Abdur Ra˙màn I. Doi, Sharì'ah: The
Islamic Law (London: Ta Ha Publishers, 1984), 355–357; Rahim, Principles of Muham-
madan Jurisprudence, 282–289; Heffening, “Shàhid,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1:261–262.
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seed upon shipment from the roadstead of the grove of the metropo-
lis (Arsinoe) to the roadstead of Oxyrhynchos for an agreed upon
freightage sum of one hundred silver drachmas, of which he received
henceforth forty drachmas, while he will receive the remaining sixty
drachmas upon delivery. He will deliver this cargo safe and sound
from sea peril. He will have two days to load the cargo from the 25th
of the month, and likewise he shall wait in Oxyrhynchus four days.
And, if the captain is detained longer [than four days], he will collect
sixteen drachmas per day,8 while he will have to provide sufficient
sailors and the complete equipment of the ship. Also, he will receive
a jar of wine for libation on his arrival at Oxyrhynchus.9

The chartering authority: (second hand) I, Aurelios Herakles have
chartered (the ship) and received upon the oral agreement the forty
drachmas, as mentioned above.

(first hand): in the year 3 of the Emperor Caesar Gaius Julius
Verus Maximinus Pius Fortunus Augustus and Gaius Julius Verus
Maximus the most holy Caesar Augustus son of Augustus 22nd of
Phaophi.10,11

The procession from Romano-Byzantine legal texts to the Islamic

ones of eighth and ninth century demonstrates that the principles of

formulating a contract to lease [kirà" or ijàra]12 a particular ship had

not changed. However, when the parties entered into an agreement

8 Gil, In the Kingdom of Ishmael, 4:149 [647], Gottheil and Worrell, 36, l. 17, a
merchant account dated to 1080 enumerates, inter alia, how the hirer paid the ship
owner, watchmen, gatekeeper, inspectors etc. 3.75 dìnàrs for berthing the ship for
two nights.

9 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:488, note. 11, ULC Or 1080 J 35, l. 35.
Comparing the third century papyrus with an eleventh century Geniza letter proves
that some maritime customs and seamen’s mentalities barely changed over 800
years. In an eleventh century Geniza letter, the shipper offered the ship’s captain
two baskets of sweetmeats as a gratuity on safe arrival at their destination.

10 Phaophi or Paope is the second month of the Coptic calendar, from October
11th until November 9th.

11 Kenyon and Bell, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 3:219–220, Pap. 948; Letsios,
Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 160–162; Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 257–258, he draws
our attention to a third century C.E. leasing contract, where the lessor was required
to fully outfit the chartered vessel with tackle and instruments.

12 Where these terms are synonymous and have a similar meaning in English,
Islamic law differentiates between them. The word kirà" means leasing or hiring
out. It aims at the beneficial use or enjoyment of a thing for a fixed period to time
in return for a hiring fee; corresponding to locatio rei in Roman law. The ijàra (cor-
responding to locatio operarum), however, is a contract by which one person makes
over to someone else the enjoyment, by personal right, of a thing or of an activ-
ity, in return for payment. The period of the ijàra must be stated, but no limit is
necessarily fixed. A.M. Delcambre, “Kirà",” The Encyclopaedia of Islam (1986), 5:126;
E. Tyan, “Ìdjàr,” The Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1971), 3:1017; Schacht,
Introduction, 21; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 98–102.
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to transport goods by water, they had to define the type of contract

of affreightment, spelling out whether their agreement was to lease

a specific ship or the services of a common carrier, who might be

an owner of more than a vessel or a non-vessel-operating common

carrier. This was imperative, for shipping laws differed significantly

from one type to the other. When the contract of carriage was signed

on chartering a specific ship, it had to be constructed as follows:

So-and-so has chartered from so-and-so his entire ship—so-called the
Cutter (Kharràq), or the Kingfisher (Qirillà), the Galley (Shànì ), includ-
ing her rigging, sails, masts, external parts, grapnels, ropes, oars, and
other equipment, in addition to her full complement of officers and
crew named [all names listed], after the lessee has become acquainted
with the specified ship, examined her as well as her equipment—for
such-and-such amount of dìnàrs paid fully in advance to so-and-so, or
received from him such and such amount providing for the remained
such-and-such amount be paid on such appointed time. He is required
to transport so-and-so, his commodities—which are such and such,
describing their weight and measure (in accordance with the norma-
tive standard at the market place of the port of embarkation)—aboard
the specified ship and will have to carry for him his provisions, water,
apparel for clothing and bedding, utensils, and other food additional
to bread needed for his voyage. After loading the specified ship described
above, he will have to depart from such and such town on such and
such date, provided that he sails the known trunk routes until he brings
him, God willing, to such and such destination. This is a lawful leas-
ing contract. You, then, formulate it in accordance with the above-
mentioned guidelines.13

A more detailed formulation, probably aimed to avert disputes and

resorts to the legal process, was offered by al-Minhàjì (d. 880/1475).

He instructed the parties to incorporate additional technical and

physical descriptions of the chartered ship prior to the departure

date:

The ship-leasing contract has to be formulated as follows: ‘So and-so
has chartered from so-and-so the entire vessel of either type of cargo
vessel’ [Muwarraqì, or Bà††ùsì ], or other types of sea-craft, mentioned

13 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225. An identical formula is drawn by the
Egyptian Óanafite scholar al-ˇa˙àwì (239–321/852–933), Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447
and Màlikì jurist Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam, 2:4–5; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-
A˙kàm, 3:659; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 432; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 66.
On the composition of Islamic contracts, refer to Wansharìsì, Al-Manhaj al-Fà"iq,
295–459.
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earlier in the Chapter on the Sales Contracts.14 The contract should
contain articles concerning the vessel’s length, freight, and other inte-
gral equipment on board which are utilized to convey crops, passen-
gers, and whatever is carried aboard such as wood, sheep, cows,15 etc.
that are transported upstream or downstream on the blessed Nile. In
addition, [the contractants] should fix the period of leasing and the
sum, which has either to be paid immediately before departure, after
reaching the destination, or in installments.16 Subsequently, the lessee
is entitled to get what he chartered, make use of it, and load the cargo
safely on board after scrutinizing, learning, and approving the contract
which consists of offer [ìjàb]17 and acceptance [qabùl ],18 and is con-
cluded with a mutual consent. And if the ship-leasing contract stipu-
lated the dispatch of a specific consignment to a definite destination
and the freight be paid all at once, the contractants commence the
agreement stating: So-and-so has concluded a contract with so-and-so
to transport such-and-such crops aboard so-and-so’s vessel,19 from such-
and-such port for such-and-such an amount of money. This is a legal
contract.20 Then the contractants add: The aforementioned lessor per-
sonally and his crew members should operate the vessel to transport
the crops on board from the port of origin to the port of discharge.

14 Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96.
15 Contrary to the carriage in a general ship, some papyri from Roman-Byzantine

Egypt associate Nile vessels with the type of cargo they transported. We often
encounter vessels designated for a specific kind of shipment, so we read of “wood
carrier,” “stone carrier,” “grain carrier,” “wine carrier,” etc., see Casson, Ships and
Seamanship, 340. For the transport of domestic animals between Islamic Mediterranean
port-cities see al-Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:64.

16 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:306, where the shipper and ship owner/carrier con-
cluded a leasing contract without mentioning the financial arrangements, it is regarded
invalid: “wa-in sakatà fal-kirà" fàsid ”; 9:117, he points out that the transportation
costs must be settled and affirmed in the contract before departure.

17 The offer, as defined by Muslim jurists, is the statement made in the first place
by one of the two contracting parties raising the subject between them. Susan 
E. Rayner, The Theory of Contracts in Islamic Law (London: Graham and Trotman,
1991), 103–109.

18 Qabùl (acceptance) is defined as the statement made in the second place by
the other party, which completes the contract, and must be in accordance with the
offer. Like the offer, it can be offered orally, in writing, through appropriate acts,
or through symbols; in certain cases, acceptance may also be implied from the
party’s silence. See Rayner, Theory of Contracts, 106.

19 ˇàher (ed.), Akriyat al-Sufun, 17; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 8:81–82. Even
if the lessor brings his vessel for chartering, but the lessee does not assert verbally,
in writing, or both that he is hiring that particular vessel, the lease would be con-
sidered guaranteed.

20 The Arabic term as it appears in the text is “mu'àqada shar'iyya” that can be
translated as a legal or valid contract. The actual significance of this phrase is that
both parties to the contract must conform to the legal nature of the contract by
accepting the religious rules and the customary practice.
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May God protect them. Customarily, the gratuity is to be paid to the
shipmaster and sailors. And God knows best.21

The two formulations of contracts of affreightment establish two car-

dinal principles governing the reciprocal responsibilities of the car-

rier and shipper. The first consists of the obligations undertaken by

the ship owners. Carrier and shipper had to describe in detail the

vessel’s type, name, rigging, and equipment; the manpower on board,

especially the identity of senior officers like the ship manager, cap-

tain, pilot, and scribe; the voyage course, with ports of origin and

destination; the freight charges payable by the shippers; and, pre-

cautionary measures and inspections of the vessel carried out by the

parties before loading. Second, the shipper assumed certain respon-

sibilities. Shippers had to provide their names, the weight, quantity,

quality, and disposition of their cargoes in the ship, transportation

fees, departure schedule and the approximate arrival time, and pro-

visions, including water, clothing and bedding to be carried aboard

with them. Since the shipping and maritime trade depended upon

the seaworthiness of the ship and the professional skills of the sea-

men,22 ship owners had certain duties to fulfill before a ship’s depar-

ture. Specifically, their duty was to inspect the whole ship thoroughly,

including her rigging and navigation equipment while she was still

in the yard. In addition, technicians had to complete repairs and

caulking to meet safety standards, ensuring that the ship was com-

pletely watertight before she sailed.23 In short, the parties to the con-

tract had to take care to lease a fully equipped and seaworthy vessel.24

21 Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:293–294. Muslim notaries were required by law
to write out two copies or more of each contract of lease or employment. See
Wansharìsì, Al-Manhaj al-Fà"iq, 434–435.

22 The principles established by Romano-Byzantine and Islamic lawyers remained
effective in the Mediterranean for centuries. Outlining the freight contracts of
medieval Italian city-states, Dotson states that a typical leasing contract for a par-
ticular ship consisted of: the ship owner’s statement, which included type and
identification of the chartered vessel; ports of departure and arrival; affirmation that
the vessel was fully rigged and operated by a full, competent crew; the place and
time the vessel would be available for loading, including the length of time that
the vessel will wait to load; amount of shipment; a statement of freight rate and
payment procedures; a joint statement where both the owner and shipper, agreed
to respect the contract terms or be subject to a penalty; finally, place, date and
time where the where the contract was made, specifying witnesses. See Dotson,
“Freight Rate and Shipping Practice,” 68–70.

23 Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 239; Gil, op. cit., 2:549–550 [187], Mosseri V 369 (=
L 52), ll. 9–11.

24 Kenyon and Bell, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 3:220, Pap. 948; Hunt,
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For safety reasons Byzantine lawyers advised shippers and travel-

ers to sail in new ships, especially if they carried heavy loads and

precious cargoes.25 Experienced Geniza traders and travelers also fol-

lowed this recommendation and warned their proxies and acquain-

tances not to sail in previously damaged craft, but to embark in new

vessels.26 Furthermore, shippers and passengers who intended to sail

Oxyrhynchus Papayri, 18:253, Oxy. 2136; Scott, Civil Law, 4:211, Digest XIV, 2, 6;
4:212, 5:195, Digest XXI, 2, 2, 44; Ashburner, Rhodian Sea Law, 92, Article III:11;
Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 156, 158–159, 260; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 52; ˇa˙àwì,
Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Minhàjì, Jawàhir
al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96; Gil, op. cit., 4:196 [662], TS 8 J 24, f. 21v., (right margin) ll.
1–2, (upper margin), l. 1. The key elements upon which ship seaworthiness depended
were the masts, sails, skins, anchors, ropes, tillers, boat, and oars. Article III:11 of
the N. N. advises shippers to undertake a thorough investigation of the ship’s tackle
and equipment, but does not dictate an inclusion of the mechanical details in the
leasing contract. By contrast, Muslim lawyers tell the contracting parties to state in
minute detail the ship’s rigging and navigational instruments, apparently to avoid
legal complications in the course of transport. However, is every merchant aware
of the technicalities of sailing ships? Certainly, except for frequent travelers, most
merchants were not. Thus, it is plausible that contracts of affreightment were either
formulated by lawyers and notaries acquainted with the shipping business residing
in Muslim ports around the Mediterranean, or were concluded among persons who
knew the maritime industry. Regarding a thirteenth century Italian leasing contract,
see Robert Lopez and Irving Raymond, Medieval Trade in the Mediterranean World
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1955), 239–245; Frederic C. Lane, Venice
and History: The Collected Papers of Frederic C. Lane, ed. by a Committee of colleagues
and former students (Baltimore: J. Hopkins Press, 1966), 244–245.

25 Scott, op. cit., 4:212, Digest XIV, 2, 10, 1; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 156,
260; Ashburner, op. cit., 91–92, Article III:11: “The merchants and the passengers
are not to load heavy and valuable cargoes on an old ship. If they do so and while
the ship is on voyage it is damaged or destroyed, he who loaded an old ship has
himself to thank for what has happened.” The Arabic version of this charter was
promulgated by Pope Gabriel II, the Seventieth Pope of Alexandria, known as Ibn
Turaik, in his canon collection entitled Qawànìn al-Mulùk. See Leder, Die arabische
Ecloga, 116–117, Article 28:9.

26 Goitein, Letters, 105–106 [18]; TS 12.250, l. 19: “load the cargo in the newest
vessel [wassiqhà fì arwaj markab]”; TS 10 J 19, f. 19: “ten out of your thirty bales
were shipped to al-Mahdiyya aboard the new ship of Óussein al-Lakkì”; TS 16.179,
l. 41, warning of bad ship: “. . . and I told him not to travel aboard this vessel
[. . . anì qultu lahu là tarkab fì hàdhà al-markab]”; idem, “The Last Phase of Rabbi
Yehudah Hallevi’s Life in the Light of the Geniza Papers,” Tarbiz 24 (1955) (Hebrew),
43, TS 13, J 15, f. 20, ll. 30–31: “When a group of our friends arrived on board
the vessel of the army commander at Alexandria, they informed us that our Rabbi
Judah ha-Levi is arriving aboard the new vessel of the Sul†àn [ fì markab al-jadìd al-
ladhì lil-Sul†àn]”; idem, “Jewish Trade,” 183, TS 12.391, l. 5; Gil, op. cit., 2:396 [139],
TS Misc 25.133, l. 8; 2:550 [187], Mosseri V 369 (= L 52), l. 10; 2:802 [270], TS
Arabic 30.123, l. 2; 2:886 [294], ENA 1822 A, f. 9, a, l. 13, b, refers to the old
ship [al-markab al-qadìm] of Ibn al-Ba'bà', on 3:409 [418], TS 12.229, l. 10 refers
to the “new ship of Ibn al-Ba'bà'”; 3:517 [453], TS 12.380 (1: right margin), l. 4;
3:534 [460], Mosseri II 128, ll. 11, 13; Ben-Sasson, Jews of Sicily, 623 [125], ENA
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were advised to gather information about the ship and her crew from

previous passengers.27 Such an inquiry was recommended to ensure

that the ship would sail with sufficiently skillful and reliable seamen.28

The charter of a ship in the Mediterranean could take one of

three forms: (a) voyage charter, where a ship was hired for a specific

voyage or consecutive voyages; (b) time charter, where the shipper

hired a vessel manned by her owner and crew for a specific period;

and (c) demise charter, where the charterer operated a ship as though

she were his own, in which case, the actual owner bears no respon-

sibility for the shipped goods and crew’s professional performance.29

A shipper could then charter the whole vessel, reserve space for him-

self and someone else’s shipments aboard a specific vessel, or rent

her to a third party if the contract terms so permitted.30

2. Contract of Carriage with a Common Carrier

Known in Islamic law as a guaranteed personal service (ma∂mùn 

fì dhimmatihi ),31 the second type of agreement revolved around the

1822 A, f. 9v., l. 4, refers to the old ship [al-markab al-qadìm] of Jabbàra, the gov-
ernor of Barqa.

27 Article III:11; Ashburner, op. cit., 91–92; Justice, General Treatise, 94; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 197–198; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 11; Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 260; Scott, op. cit., 4:200, Digest XIV, 1, 1; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:53;
21:153–154.

28 Scott, op. cit., 4:200, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 1; 4:207–208, Digest XIV, 2, 2; 5:81,
Digest XIX, 2, 13, 2; 9:21, Digest XXXIX, 4, 11, 2, refers to disloyal officers, who
smuggle merchandise on board. Regarding the Islamic world, see Ibn Màjid, Al-
Fawà"id, 241; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14: “The validity of the contract for leasing ships
and hiring seamen, and so forth, is posited on the safe delivery [of cargo], on the
professional behavior [of the crew], and on the unambiguous designation of the
destination.”

29 Hunt, Oxyrhynchus Papyri, 17:250–253, Oxy. 2136; Ashburner, op. cit., 103,
Article III:25; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 262; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law,
62–64; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 102–103; Dotson “Freight
Rate and Shipping Practices,” 63–64. For an explicit reference to demise charter
in early Islamic maritime law, consult ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 42; Ibn Abì Zayd
Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:108.

30 Scott, op. cit., 4:202, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 12; 4:208, Digest XIV, 2, 2; 4:212,
Digest XIV, 2, 10, 1; Justice, General Treatise, 100; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman
Law, 200; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 17; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 158; Ashburner,
op. cit., 102, Article III:22: “. . . where the merchant loads the whole ship accord-
ing to their contract”; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 17, 18; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:442;
Goitein, “Portrait of a Medieval India Trader,” 461–462, TS AS 156.238v., ll. 1–9:
“Having sought God’s guidance, I decided to travel to Fàknùr in the same boat in
which we had arrived, for it had been blessed for me. I rented from them storage
space from 150 bahàrs (spice), 100 for pepper and 50 for various other goods.”

31 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 16; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 431–433.
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transportation and safe delivery of passengers and commodities on

board a ship that probably plied a regular route at scheduled times.32

Specified payment arrangements, type and volume of cargo, ports

of loading and the ports of discharge, routes and stopovers, and the

exact sailing date were the basic components of a valid contract.

While shippers either transferred their goods to the carriers or accom-

panied them, the carriers were bound to provide a seaworthy craft

and safely transport the cargoes in the state they were received at

the port of origin. Ibn al-Mughìth (d. 459/1067) instructed the par-

ties to a leasing contract to formulate it as follows:

So-and-so, the son of so-and-so has acknowledged before the witnesses
of this sound and legal contract that he collected such-and-such amount
on the condition of transporting him as well as his such-and-such
rubà' ì,33 or so many mudd 34 of grain, or so many kayl,35 as established
in this or that place,36 aboard one of the reliable but non-designated
ships known as so-and-so,37 from such-and-such place to such-and-such
destination, provided that he sails the known trunk routes and departs
at the beginning of such-and-such month of the such-and-such year.38

Conclude the contract by the testimony of witnesses and await the
execution of the transaction on the agreed date.39

32 Digest XIX, 5, 1, 1, expressly refers to hiring the services of persons involved
in the shipping business: “Labeo states that a civil action in factum should be granted
to the owner of merchandise against the master of a ship, where it is uncertain
whether he leased the ship, or hired the services of the master for the transporta-
tion of his goods.” See Scott, op. cit., 5:107.

33 One quarter of a dìnàr.
34 Mudd derives from the Greek modius. It is a half bushel, or a dry measure of

corn or other grain; equal to a ra†l and one third. The mudd capacity in 'Iràq is
about 1.05 liters, in Syria 3.673 liters, and in Egypt 2.5 liters.

35 A grain measure.
36 Muslim caliphs and provincial governors did not impose a uniform system of

weights in their empire. Instead, they maintained local systems, which created
different metrological systems even within the same district. Hence a unit of mea-
sure in Egypt differs from the same unit in 'Iràq or Palestine; and a unit in urban
centers differs from the same unit in the countryside of the same province. Establishing
weights and measures in the contract was therefore important in order to prevent
arguments from either party. For further details, see Eliyahu Ashtor, “Levantine
Weights and Standard Parcels: A Contribution to the Metrology of the Later Middle
Ages,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 45 (1982), 471–488.

37 Ibn al-Mughìth is most likely referring to the type of the hired vessel rather
than her designated name.

38 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 21; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra,
5:485; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:499–501.

39 Ibn Mughìth, Al-Muqni' fì 'Ilm al-Shurù†, 243–244. Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd,
225, suggests a slightly modified formula: “So-and-so binds himself to transport so-
and-so—his commodities which are such and such, provisions, and apparel for cover
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The carrier’s liability began as soon as the shipper delivered the con-

signment on the quay40 or aboard the ship. In exchange, the car-

rier gave a receipt of declaration to the shipper, which contains

details of the bulk, weight, type, and condition of the goods, names

of the carrier and shipper, ports of origin and destination, and the

lading and departure schedule. In principle, the ship’s operators could

not be held liable for damage to the cargo, which was the respon-

sibility of the party with whom the shipper signed the contract of

lease. The carrier assumed for losses and contractual defaults caused

by the unseaworthiness of the vessel, or negligent acts or defaults of

his crew of himself. However, he is not held responsible for losses

occasioned by unpredictable human hostilities and acts of God.

Bills of Lading

Given the tedium and risk of sea travel in ancient times, wealthy

and middle class merchants tried to avoid it. They preferred to have

their agents accompany the shipments, or entrust them to carriers

or acquaintances or friends traveling aboard the same vessel or in

the same convoy. Where the shipper relied on a carrier, the ship-

master acknowledged the delivery of cargo by giving it a bill of lad-

ing. By definition, a bill of lading was a receipt of declaration, certified

and bedding needed for him—aboard unspecified ship operated by full complement
of crew, from such and such place to such and such destination, provided that he
sails in the known trunk routes. This is a lawful leasing contract. You, then, for-
mulate it in accordance with the abovementioned guidelines.”

40 Historical and archeological evidence prove that all Islamic city-ports men-
tioned in A. S. had artificial quays such as Fus†à†, Alexandria, Tripoli, Sirt, al-
Mahdiyya, Sùsa, and Tùnis. However, I would assume that the majority of small
ports and stopovers located between international maritime hubs had natural road-
steads and goods were carried from large vessels by small boats to the shore. On
p. 28 the author of the treatise refers to the quayside (roadstead) or terminal as
[al-nuzùl ]. Letsios calls our attention to the legal differences between portus and sta-
tio in Medieval Christian Europe. The former was an installation financed, and
closely supervised and controlled by the state officials where its development was
dependent on the political conditions as well as the socio-ecnomic life of the city.
Due to the political upheavals that prevailed in the Western Roman Empire in the
late fourth century C.E. and the threats paused by the Goths and the Vandals,
Roman legists tended to classify the ports around the Mediterranean into portus liciti
and/or portus illiciti. The statio, however, served as stopover for the supply of goods,
repair, and all kinds of emergency cases. In ceratin cases, this theoretical separa-
tion is hardly applicable. For further details on this topic see Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 104–109.
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by the ship’s scribe or cargo manager, affirming the quantity and

quality of consignments taken on board. Besides the volume and

description of cargo, it contained the ship owner/captain and ship-

per’s names, ports of origin, ports of call, and the lading and depar-

ture schedule. It was one of the most important documents a plaintiff
could present to the legal authorities to substantiate the affidavit sup-

porting his claims and refute a defendant’s contentions.

The origin and development of bills of lading are uncertain, but

Bensa has concluded that it developed “when merchants ceased to

go out with their goods, and business was conducted chiefly by cor-

respondence with agents and friends in foreign places. . . .”41 His

hypothesis is that the evolution of the bill of lading is associated with

the physical absence of shippers. As early as 251 B.C., written evi-

dence from Hellenic Egypt proves that ship owners or captains issued

triplicate statements acknowledging the receipt of goods. While two

copies of the receipt were dispatched to the shipper, the third was

retained by the carrier/ship owner.42 The receipt consisted of the

quantity and quality of the shipment, names of the dispatcher, the

recipient, and the vessel’s and her owner’s/owners’ name/s, and

ports of origin and destination.43

Byzantine merchants not only continued this practice but embod-

ied it in their legal codices. Article III:12 of the N. N. may refer

indirectly to the existence of the bill of lading in Byzantine maritime

practices. It decrees that if a shipper “makes a deposit in a ship, he

must entrust it to a man known to him and worthy of confidence

before three witnesses. If the amount is large, let him accompany

41 Enrico Bensa, The Early History of Bills of Lading (Genoa: Stabilimento d’Arti
Grafiche Caimo, 1925), 6; William P. Bennett, The History and Present Position of the
Bill of Lading as a Document of Title to Goods (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1914), 1–8; Lopez and Raymond, Medieval Trade, 245–246. The latter substantiate
the notion that the bill of lading came into existence in medieval Europe prior to
the thirteenth century.

42 Grenfell and Hunt, Hibeh Papyri, 1:270–271, Mummy 117.
43 Arthur Hunt and Gilbart Smyly, The Tebtunis Papyri (London: Egypt Exploration

Society, 1933), 3:330–333 [doc. 825]; Hunt and Edgar, Select Papyri, 2:459, P. Hib.
98; Hunt, Oxyrhynchus Papyri, 9:218–219, Oxy. 1197; Bernard Grenfell and Arthur
Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri (London: Egypt Exploration Fund, 1914), 10:180–183,
Oxy. 1259 and 1260; idem, Hibeh Papyri, 1:270–271, Mummy 117; Peter Parsons 
et al., The Oxyrhynchus Papyri (London: Egypt Exploration Fund, 1968), 33:99–101,
Oxy. 2670; Edmund Harris, Papyri in the Princeton University Collection (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1936), 2:14–18, AM 8930; David S. Crawford, Papyri
Michaelidae (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1955), p. 145, doc. 127.
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the deposit with a writing.”44 The cargo owner hands his possessions

over to the ship owner for safekeeping provided that both parties

record the deposit in writing before three witnesses. The major

difference between a bill of lading and the deed of deposit cited in

the N. N. is that the bill of lading is not a contract of carriage of

goods but a receipt signed by the master or on his behalf indicat-

ing the apparent order and condition the goods have been received

on board. Such a document is signed solely by the carrier, who gives

a copy to the shipper before departure. The absence of an explicit

reference to the bill of lading in the N. N. should not be interpreted

to mean it did not exist in the Mediterranean shipping industry from

the seventh century onwards. On the contrary, the practice of giv-

ing a bill of lading to a shipper when the cargo was loaded began

several centuries before the Christian era.45

Historical accounts and Geniza letters establish that by the late

ninth century, wealthy merchants no longer accompanied their car-

goes overseas and instead entrusted them to their proxies or carri-

ers, provided the ship’s scribe registered all shipments taken aboard

in the cargo book46 and delivered a receipt to the actual shipper.47

44 Ashburner, op. cit., 83–85.
45 Sirks, Food for Rome, 123–124, 156, 205.
46 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 37; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229; Muqaddasì, A˙san

al-Taqàsìm, 10 uses the term dafàtir (log books); Jamàl al-Dìn Abù al-Fat˙ Yùsuf
Ibn Ya'qùb Ibn al-Mujàwir, Íifat Bilàd al-Yaman wa-Makkah wa-Ba'(z.) al-Óijàz al-
Musammà Tà"rìkh al-Mustabßir (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1951), 1:139; Assaf, Texts and Studies,
133, TS 16.54, l. 31; Gil, op. cit., 2:634 [217], TS Arabic 18 (1).101, l. 12 (al-sha-
ranbal ); 4:21 [614], ENA NS 18, f. 35v., l. 22; p. 436 [745], INA D 55, f. 14v., 
l. 20. With reference to the ship’s scribe, ibid., 149 [647], Gottheil and Worrell,
36, l. 24 (kàtib mawrida, literal translation is “registrar of cargo”).

47 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:88 (iqràr or taßdìq); Goitein, Letters, 274,
333–334 [77], TS NS J 300; Gil, op. cit., 2:369 [132], TS 12.282, l. 11; 2:599
[204], TS 12.325, l. 14 (ruqà' al-˙aml ); 2:606 [207], TS 12.291, l. 16; 2:616 [211],
TS 10 J 11, f. 17, ll. 8, 10; 2:763 [256], Mosseri II 188, l. 13; 2:911 [299], TS
Arabic 51.87, c, l. 17; 3:27 [311], ENA 4100, f. 29, l. 19; 3:162 [353], TS K
25.250v., l. 5; 3:187 [360], TS AS 151.154v., l. 1; 3:200 [364], TS 16.263, l. 14;
3:233 [370], TS 8 J 16, f. 31, l. 13 (risàlat ˙aml ); 3:384 [409], TS 12.362, l. 10
(ta'abiyat al-matà' ); 3:520 [454], ENA 1822A, f. 28, l. 15; 3:528 [458], Bodl. MS
Heb. c 28, f. 34, l. 29; 3:850 [559], TS 10 J 31, f. 8, l. 10; 4:149 [647], Gottheil
and Worrell, 36, l. 18; 4:618 [808], TS 13 J 17, f. 7, l. 24; 4:619 [809], John
Rylands Library (unidentified), a bill of lading dated to 1050 deals with a delivery
of 113 dìnàrs to Nahray Ibn Nissìm and Jacob Ibn Ismà'ìl al-Andalusì. Mariners
around the Indian Ocean and Arab Sea call the bill of lading as satmì or sha†mì
(an Indian word). See TS 18 J 2, f. 14, l. 18–20: “(18) I verified this from the
shatmì (satmì ) of the ship, which was kept by (19) Shaykh Makì Ibn Abù al-Hawl,
for memos in the (20) ship”; TS NS J 5, l. 50; R.B. Serjeant, “Maritime Customary
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Meanwhile, the shipper could send a receipt enclosed in a private

message to the addressee (recipient of cargo) elaborating the ship-

ment’s contents and volume by means of express mail in order that

it reach the destination before the vessel. This advanced technique

of commerce and correspondence, documented by many Geniza mer-

chants’ letters, enabled merchants and their proxies to verify the vol-

ume and type of commercial items shipped by sea. It was an efficient

practice used in Islamic territories in particular, and was subsequently

adopted by Latin European polities during the thirteenth century.48

By way of illustration, a 1020 Geniza letter addressed by Abraham

Ibn Joseph al-Íabbàgh to Jacob Ibn 'Awkal substantiates the legal

evidence and reports how the sender “agreed with the ship owner

to transport and release the cargo at the destination.”49 However,

the shipment cauld not be unloaded and released unless the recipi-

ent presented a copy of a bill of lading to the ship’s scribe and port

authorities.50 These bills of lading were used to (a) ensure that there

was no discrepancy between the amount entered in the bill and the

quantity measured on arrival; (b) identify the real recipient of cargo;

and (c) pay the official tolls, taxes, and customs before releasing the

shipments.51 The bill of lading was viewed not as a contract of car-

riage, but evidence of the contract between a ship owner or his rep-

resentative and shipper or his agent. However, in the absence of a

Law off the Arabian Coasts,” in Sociétés et compagnies de commerce en orient et dans l’océan
indien (Paris, 1970), 204–205.

48 Bensa, Early History of Bills of Lading, 7–10; Lopez and Raymond, Medieval Trade,
245–246; Dotson, “Freight Rate and Shipping Practices,” 62–63.

49 Goitein, Letters, 86 [14]; Gil, op. cit., 2:606 [207], TS 12.291, l. 19. The Arabic
text reads: “ittafaqnà ma' ßà˙ib al-markab an yukhallißahum.” Goitein’s translation is: “I
agreed with the ship owner that he would transport the goods to their destination.”
The sender, according to the Arabic text, definitely refers to transport and release
of cargo at the destination. Such an agreement signifies that the ship owner is liable
for discharging the cargo, warehousing it, and releasing it from the customs, ibid.,
3:258 [374], TS 12.226v., ll. 10–11, with reference to part of the consignment “lost
on the gangplank while unloading the cargo,” the shipper refrained from seeking
refund from the ship owner.

50 Gil, op. cit., 3:27 [311], ENA 4100, f. 29, ll. 19–20: “I enclose the bills of lad-
ing with my letter and hope you may have already received them. Take out a bill
[of lading] and release one load only”; 3:233–234 [370], TS 8 J 16, f. 31, ll. 12–17;
3:850 [559], TS 10 J 31, f. 8, ll. 9–10; 4:618 [808], TS 13 J 17, f. 7, ll. 24–25
warns against the seizing of cargo by the port authorities should the recipient not
provide the bills of lading.

51 Further legal information on the importance of the bill of lading in Islamic
law is illustrated by Nobel, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 131–139; Ibn
Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 435–436.
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written contract, the bill of lading may have been treated as the

contract.52

Carrier’s Liability for Partial Damage and Total Loss

This subject poses some cardinal questions: Who among the follow-

ing parties—the ship owner, captain, crew, shipper, or passenger—

is responsible for loss or damage to cargo on board? In what situations

is the liability of ship owners and crew excluded? Explicit answers

to these and other issues are vaguely treated in the N. N. By con-

trast, the Digest and the A. S. deal at length with liability for loss

or damage and draw a clear distinction as to when it is incurred by

the shipmaster or his crew.

Let us begin with the Justinianic Digest. As a matter of principle,

a ship owner takes full responsibility for the safekeeping and deliv-

ery of cargo in the state it was received at the port of origin up

until it arrives at its destination.53 The potential liability of the exerci-

tor navis54 for safekeeping of property begins when it is placed on

board.55 If the carrier fails to fulfill his duty and the entire ship was

leased, the shipper will be able to bring action against him on the

hire, even for goods that are missing. Furthermore, if the goods were

accepted free of charge, an action on deposit can be brought.56 In

the first case, a hirer can sue the shipmaster on the grounds of dolus,57

culpa (negligence), fraud or a deliberately performed unlawful act. In

the second instance, a carrier is held liable only for dolus.58 However,

where the loss or damage occurs through unavoidable factors that

52 See further chapter four, footnote no. 158.
53 Scott, op. cit., 3:134, Digest IV, 9, 1.
54 Exercitor navis is the person who profits from the use of a ship, whether the

owner or charterer. Digest XIV, 1, 1, 15 defines the terms as follows: “When we
use the word “exercitor,” we understand by it the party into whose hands all receipts
and payments come, whether he is the owner of the ship, or whether he has leased
it from the owner for a fixed amount for a certain time, or permanently.”

55 Scott, op. cit., 3:136, Digest IV, 9, 1, 8.
56 Ibid., 3:136, Digest IV, 9, 3, 1.
57 Dolus: Guilty intention, or malice; or, behavior that relies on deception to

achieve its purpose, trickery, treachery cunning. See Henry Liddell and Robert
Scott, A Greak-English Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968), 443; P.G.W. Glare,
Oxford Latin Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982), 570.

58 Ashburner, op. cit., clix; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 200.
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cannot be anticipated, like shipwreck or piracy, the ship owner is

relieved of liability.59

Carriers are responsible for the safety of their craft and cargo, as

well as for the behavior of the crew. An unprofessional performance,

a wrongful or negligent act on the carrier’s part, and/or those of

his officers and crew, ashore or on board, make him accountable

for any loss or damage resulting therefrom.60 For instance, suits can

be brought against the carrier on the grounds that he appoints nau-

phylakes61 to look after the merchandise.62 Therefore, misconduct or

felonies on their part make the exercitor navis responsible for loss or

damage to the cargo.63 Therefore, the exercitor navis, who appoints

the magister navis64 is required to hire trustworthy seamen to operate

and manage the ship.65 The Digest further rules that the exercitor navis

may be held liable not only for the acts of the crew, but also for

the passengers.66 This liability applies to merchandise, to the pas-

sengers’ personal effects and provisions,67 as well as to merchandise

59 Scott, op. cit., 3:136, Digest IV, 9, 3, 1.
60 Whether the culpa or dolus is confined to acts of seamen on board the ship or

includes also misconduct on land is unresolved in the Digest. For instance, Digest
IV, 9, 3 states: “. . . where the property has not yet been placed on board a ship,
but has been lost on land, it is at the risk of the owner of the vessel who at first
took charge of it.” By contrast, Digest IV, 9, 7 rules: “The owner of a vessel shall
be responsible for the acts of all of his sailors, whether they are freemen, or slaves,
and not without reason, for he himself employed them at his own risk. But he is
not responsible, except where the damage has been committed on board the ves-
sel; for where it happens off the vessel, even though it was committed by the sailors,
he will not be liable.” Furthermore, where Digest XLVII, 5, 1, 6 relieves ship own-
ers of liability for damages committed by travelers, Digest IV, 9, 7, 2 rules out any
liability of a ship owner for acts done by one seaman against another: “Where any
of the sailors cause damage to the property of one another, this does not affect the
owner of the ship.”

61 Those who keep watch on board, i.e., guards or stevedores.
62 Scott, op. cit., 3:135, Digest IV, 9, 1, 3; 3:138, Digest IV, 9, 7: “The owner

of a vessel shall be responsible for the acts of all of his sailors, whether they are
freemen, or slaves, and not without reason, for he himself employed them at his
own risk.”

63 Ibid., 3:134, Digest IV, 9, 1, 2.
64 Master, captain or the person in charge of the care of the entire ship.
65 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 126.
66 Ibid., 3:136, Digest IV, 9, 1, 8. This principle applies to passengers, who serve

as seamen: “But where anyone is both sailor and merchant, he will be responsible,
and where the party injured is one of those commonly called naulepibatai that is to
say one who works his passage, the owner will be liable to him also; and he will
be responsible for the acts of a person of this kind since he also is a sailor.” See
Scott, op. cit., 3:138, Digest IV, 9, 7, 2.

67 Ibid., 3:135, Digest IV, 9, 1, 6.
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accepted as a pledge on account of money loaned for the voyage.68

The Digest seems to cover all aspects of felonious theft. It draws

a clearcut distinction as to when the exercitor navis, rather than the

wrongdoer, becomes liable, and vice versa. On principle, the exerci-

tor navis has to cover the acts of the crew and of other persons on

board.69 Nevertheless, the Digest further states that if a crewmem-

ber commits theft or assault, the aggrieved person has two means

of redress: he may either sue the exercitor navis or the wrongdoer;

occasionally he has the legal right to sue both for the same felony

or transgression.70 He can opt to bring an action for damages against

the exercitor navis only, in which case, if the person in charge of the

vessel is acquitted, the injured party can then bring suit against the

actual culprit. The Digest entitles the exercitor to crossclaim against

a seaman who steals goods that the former has undertaken to trans-

port,71 or, if damages against him are recovered, he can bring an ex

conducto suit against the seaman who committed the felony.72 If, how-

ever, the culprit happens to be the exercitor’s slave-seaman, the exerci-

tor can avoid liability by surrendering him to the claimant.73 Whether

a shipper is granted the right to sue the ship’s master or not depends

on the terms of the master’s contract of employment as well as the

authority granted him by the owner. Where a ship owner appoints

a master but limits his authority, the latter must comply with the

restrictions imposed by the former. For instance, if the owner appoints

a master only for the purpose of collecting the freight, but not leasing

the ship, the owner will not be liable for damage that occurs on a

charter contracted by his shipmaster. Likewise, if the shipmaster was

appointed to contract with passengers but not to offer the use of the

ship for merchandise, or vice versa, and exceeds his instructions, he

68 Ibid., 3:135–136, Digest IV, 9, 1, 7.
69 Ibid., 3:134, Digest IV, 9, 7; 10:79, Digest XLIV, 7, 5, 6: “The master of a

ship . . . is held to be responsible for a quasi criminal offense for any damage or
theft which may be committed on board the ship”; 10:286, Digest XLVII, 5, 1:
“An action is granted against those who have control of ships . . . where anything
is alleged to have been stolen by any one of them, or by persons in their employ;
whether the theft was committed with the aid and advice of the proprietor him-
self, or the owner of the ship, or of those who were on board for the purpose of
navigation.”

70 Ibid., 3:137, Digest IV, 9, 4; 10:286, Digest XLVII, 5, 1, 4.
71 Watson, Digest of Justinian, Digest IV, 9, 3, 5; Digest XLVII.
72 Scott, op. cit., 3:138, Digest IV, 9, 6, 4.
73 Ibid., 3:139, Digest IV, 9, 7, 4; 10:286, Digest XLVII, 5, 1, 5.
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does not bind the owner.74 Put another way, liability for loss and

injury to cargo and humans is upon the owner rather than the mas-

ter of the ship if the latter is proved to have followed the owner’s

instructions and fulfilled his duty professionally. Thus, he is not autho-

rized to cancel the charter, to alter its terms or the vessel’s course,

or the freight charges without the consent of the vessel’s owner(s).

However, where a master enjoys all-inclusive authority, he can carry

out transactions on behalf of the owner, including borrowing money

for the repair of the ship.75 Here too, shippers and passengers have

the right to sue him or his employer in case of loss or damage to

their goods and personal effects.76 Furthermore, there is redress for

harm to the belongings and cargo of passengers: “If something is

thrown out from a ship an actio utilis will be granted against the per-

son in charge of the ship.”77 This applies even if the claimant paid

no fare.78 Ultimately, the Digest absolves the exercitor navis or magis-

ter navis from liability if he warns a shipper or a passenger accom-

panying his shipment to look after his goods.79

The carriers’ liability for loss or damage in Islamic law has been

dealt with in the sixth chapter of the A. S. and meticulously summed

up by Noble. She argues that Islamic jurisprudence distinguishes

between three types of liability: absolute liability, vicarious liability,

and liability based on fault. The Sharì'a divides absolute liability into

two categories: that of a common carrier (ajìr mushtarak) and that of

a private carrier (ajìr khàßß). Ajìr mushtarak is defined as “a person

with whom a contract is made for a specific task such as tailoring

a garment or building a wall or transporting a thing to a specified

destination.”80 Properties delivered to a common carrier are classified

as a deposit (wadì'a) or as a trust (amàna), and the common carrier

is termed an amìn (trustee). From the Sharì'a point of view, the trustee

is not accountable for the loss of or damage to the shipped prop-

erty unless it results from misconduct or negligence on his part.

74 Ibid., 4:202, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 12; Digest XIV, 1, 1, 13.
75 Ibid., 4:201, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 9; 4:205, Digest XIV, 1, 7.
76 Ibid., 4:204, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 24.
77 Watson, Digest of Justinian, Digest IX, 3, 6, 3.
78 Ashburner, op. cit., clx.
79 Scott, op. cit., 3:138, Digest IV, 9, 7: “If he (shipmaster) gives warning that

every passenger must be responsible for his own property, and that he will not be
liable for damage, and the passengers agree to the terms of the warning, he can-
not be sued.”

80 Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 150–151; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-
Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 109–110.
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Therefore, the common carrier must take all practical steps to assure

that the cargo entrusted to him is delivered safely to its destination.

In principle, where there has been no negligence or transgression

on the part of the ship owner or master, there can be no liability

for loss or damage. However, liability can be incurred by either if

the damage or loss arises from carelessness or neglect.81 As a result,

placing absolute liability in the leasing contract on either party is

legally forbidden. Màlik rules: “If the ship owners/carriers stipulate

not to be held liable for the foodstuffs, but for that which is not

guaranteeable, then their stipulation is invalid and the contract is

void. Had they concluded [such a deal], they assume liability for

foodstuffs only and the ship owner/carrier collects a comparable

freight disregarding the contract stipulations.”82 The ship owner’s/car-

rier’s liability is limited to wrongful acts and transgressions. Unfore-

seeable damages from such irresistible forces such as hostile attacks

or rough seas, preclude liability on the part of the ship owners.

A ship owner, as an ajìr mushtarak, is normally held responsible

not only for his own negligence, but also for that of the ajìr khàßß 83—

master, crew, or servants—if the wrongdoer committed his act in

the course of his employment. This is vicarious liability because it

follows from the ship owner’s capacity as employer. The principle

of vicarious liability is derived from the Prophetic tradition stating

that “profit follows responsibility.”84 Specifically, the ship owner is

fully liable for acts of his crew if they followed their employer’s

instructions and orders and, in so doing, caused damage to the goods

shipped. Accordingly, a plaintiff need not prove negligence on the

part of the ship owner, but only that a contract of employment existed

between the wrongdoer and the ship owner.85 In sum, responsibility

81 Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 152–157; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-
Ba˙r, 356–359; ˇàher (ed.) op. cit., 39, the ship owner is held liable for intentional
damage to cargo based on market prices at his most distant destination, providing
the lessee pays the whole freight.

82 ˇàher (ed.) op. cit., 41; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:491; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra,
5:529. Màlik’s judgment apparently relies on Qur"ànic prohibition, which enjoins
people not to exert themselves. Qur"àn 2:286 states: “On no soul doth Allàh place
a burden greater than it can bear. It gets every good that it earns.” (Pray:) “Our
Lord! Condemn us not if we forget or fall into error. . . .”

83 Ajìr khàßß is characterized as a servant exclusively at the service of one employer.
84 Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 163: “Al-kharàj bil-∂amàn aw al-

ghurm bil-ghurm.”
85 Ibid., 162. On p. 164, she argues that the Óanafite jurists lay the liability for

the damage to or loss from the cargo upon the hireling who committed the wrong-
doing rather than the employer.
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follows ownership. For that reason, the A. S. enjoins shippers not

to entrust their cargoes to untrustworthy carriers, but to deliver them

to faithful and professional ship owners, who must ensure that: (a)

their ships are well equipped and seaworthy and (b) they hire expe-

rienced and trustworthy crew to navigate them.86 In a case where

two or more persons own a ship, they are held answerable for the

wrong acts of their seamen in proportion to their shares.87 The only

circumstance where a shipmaster is solely accountable for loss or

damage is when he improperly takes over a ship and subsequently

collides with another. This rash act on his part exempts the ship

owner from liability.88

With regard to liability based on fault, the law distinguishes between

liability arising from an act contrary to a contract (∂amàn al-'aqd ),

and liability arising from an unlawful act (∂amàn al-fi'l ).89 The ship

owner is not liable, however, for the losses caused by forces of

nature.90 Furthermore, intentional wrongdoing on his part or that of

the crew obliges him to remunerate the merchant. If the ship owner

can prove that the damage was unavoidable, he is absolved of respon-

sibility.91 Similar to the edict established by Digest IV, 9, 7, a ship

owner can also free himself from responsibility if the merchant or

his agent accompanies the shipment or sails on another ship in the

convoy.92 Nevertheless, the ship owner is bound to carry the ship-

ment safely and deliver it at the journey’s end in the state in which

he received it and must not sell or steal any part of the shipment.

86 ˇàher (ed.) op. cit., 38.
87 Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 166.
88 Ibid., 170; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 381–384.
89 Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 170–171.
90 Ibid., 176–179; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 112–114; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm

al-Ba˙r, 360–367.
91 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 38–39; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:494–495; Ibn Rushd, Al-

Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:58; Mu˙ammad Ibn Ibràhìm Ibn al-Mundhir al-Nìsàbùrì, Al-
Ishràf 'alà Madhàhib Ahl al-'Ilm (Qa†ar: Dàr al-Thaqàfa, 1986), 1:326–237; Sarakhsì,
Al-Mabsù†, 16:10; Abù Ja'far Mu˙ammad Ibn al-Óasan Ibn 'Alì al-ˇùsì, Tahdhìb
al-A˙kàm (Al-Najaf: Dàr al-Kutub al-Islàmiyya, 1959), 7:216–217; Abù Ja'far
Mu˙ammad Ibn Manßùr Ibn A˙mad Ibn Idrìs al-Óillì, Kitàb al-Sarà"ir (Qumm:
Mu”assasat al-Nashr al-Islàmì, 1989), 2:470; Ibn Nujaym al-Mißrì, Al-Ba˙r al-Rà"iq
Shar˙ Kanz al-Daqà"iq (Cairo, 1894), 8:31–33; Mu˙aqqiq al-Thànì, Jàmi' al-Maqàßid
fì Shar˙ al-Qawà'id (Beirut: Mu”assasat Àl al-Bayt, 1991), 7: 298.

92 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 42; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:494; Sarakhsì, Al-Mabsù†,
16:10; Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:322; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm
al-Ba˙r, 372–374.
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If he does, the merchant is either entitled to receive goods of the

same kind, quality and quantity, or an equivalent sum of money

based on market price at the destination [bil-balad al-aqßà al-ladhì
'alayhi an yablughahu ilayhi ].93

Besides the circumstances that make ship owners liable for loss of

or damage to cargo, chapter six of the A. S. describes the types of

foodstuffs for which ship owners are held responsible. In principle,

this applies to staples, which Muslim jurists classify into five cate-

gories: grains, legumes, shortening, dried foods, and salt. The ship

owners are responsible for the safe delivery of certain grains, namely

barley, wheat, rye, spelt, corn, and millet. The legumes include fava

beans, lentils, chickpeas, black-eyed peas, and chickling vetch. Short-

ening consists of cooking fat, honey, oil, and vinegar. Dried foods

include dates, raisins, and olives as well as spices. Fish, meat, and

fresh fruit and vegetables are not included. In cases of loss or dam-

age, the ship owner has to provide decisive evidence to support his

testimony regarding the quantity and original conditions of the

foodstuffs.94

On the whole, the principles of ship owner liability established in

the Digest found their way into early Islamic jurisprudence. Both of

these separate legal systems, for the most part, hold the ship owner

responsible for the acts of his crew, except if the master comman-

deers the vessel or intentionally disobeys the owner’s orders. Owner

liability extends to passengers, who must abide by the captain’s safety

regulations and instructions. Furthermore, the Digest and the A. S.

both clearly state that as long as a shipper accompanies his cargo,

the ship owner and/or master are both exempt from liability on the

grounds that the former is taking care of his shipment. Obviously,

when a ship has co-owners, all the shareholders are held account-

able to passengers and shippers for property damage or loss.

93 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 38–39; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:135–137. On
theft on board Islamic ships, consult Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 157–159; Noble,
“Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 89–90; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 573–579.
In a letter dated 1010, 'Alùsh Ibn Joshu'a al-Andalusì describes to Ismà'ìl Ibn
Abraham how some bales were stolen from a merchant ship, whose owner paid
the value of the stolen bales to their owners. Subsequently, when the bales were
recovered, the merchant refunded the ship owner and paid the shipping charges in
full. See Gil, op. cit., 2:618–619 [212], JNUL 4o577.3, f. 12.

94 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 38–43.
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Payment of Freight Charges

When the captain Aurelios Herakles of Antaeopolis signed a ship-

leasing contract with Aurelios Areios Herakleides, senator of Arsinoe,

to transport two hundred artabas of vegetable seeds from Arsinoe to

Oxyrhnchos, they agreed upon a freightage sum of one hundred sil-

ver drachmas; forty silver drachmas to be paid in advance and the

rest upon completion of the freight carriage.95 Customarily in the

Mediterranean Sea, ship owners collected a down payment upon

signing a contract or prior to the departure date. This custom was

codified in the Romano-Byzantine Digest and the N. N., allowing

the shipmaster to collect half of the neuron (freight charges) in money

or in kind before the ship set sail, on the condition that the remain-

ing amount be paid at the journey’s end.96

Within the first century and a half after Islam’s appearance in the

Mediterranean world (12 A.H./634 C.E.), Muslim jurists, particu-

larly the Màlikìs, instituted various forms of freight charges. One

group authorized the ship owner/carrier to collect payments due

him at his convenience, i.e. upon signing the contract, before the

departure, after reaching the destination, or in installments.97 Similar

to the provisions of the N. N., the great majority of Geniza busi-

ness letters show that ship owners/carriers collected half the freight

prior to departure, while the shipper disbursed the other half of the

freight charges upon delivery of his goods.98 A second group of hold-

95 Kenyon and Bell, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 3:220, Oxy. 948.
96 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 89, 101–102, 162, 261–262; Ashburner, op. cit.,

98, Article III:20: “If the hirer provides the goods . . . let him give the half of freight
to the captain”; p. 103, Article III:24: “The captain takes the half-freight and sails.”
On p. cxc, Ashburner proposes that the transportation costs were determined by
the space the goods occupied, their weight was a secondary consideration. By 538
or 539, the fee for transporting grain from the granaries of Alexandria to Constantinople
was one solidus per 100 modii. See Sirks, Food for Rome, 125, 194, 203, 211–212. On
p. 232, note 105, the author suggests that unlike public service where ship owners
collected a rate fixed by the government, lessors could obtain more favorable and
higher freightage from private transporters.

97 ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Abù al-Qàsim Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad Ibn
Juzayy, Al-Qawànìn al-Fiqhiyya (Tunis: Al-Dàr al-'Arabiyya lil-Kitàb, 1982), 281; Rafì',
Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:525; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd
al-Munzzam, 2:3–4; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:293–294; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r,
437–444.

98 Norman R. Stillman, “East-West Relations in the Islamic Mediterranean in
the Early Eleventh-Century—A Study in the Geniza Correspondence of the House
of Ibn 'Awkal” (Ph.D. diss., The University of Pennsylvania, 1970), 412–415. Goitein,
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ings permitted the ship owner/carrier to collect the sum due him

only after delivering the shipment safely at the destined port.99 Other

opinions allowed for hiring of a vessel only if the freight charges

were paid immediately and nullified the contract if the shipper insisted

on delaying the shipping fees until the journey’s end.100 These holdings

“Jewish Trade,” 186–188, TS Arabic 53, f. 51; Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 68, 71–72 [12],
Dropsie 389, ll. 41–42, (right margin) ll. 22–23, v., l. 11; 522 [105], TS 12.366v.,
ll. 3–5; Gil, op. cit., 2:531 [181], TS 13 J 17, f. 3, l. 31; 2:538–539 [183], Mosseri
V 340, ll. 4–6; 2:541 [184], Bodl. MS Heb. d 47, f. 62, l. 5; 2:558 [190], Bodl.
MS Heb. c 27, f. 82, l. 20; 2:621 [212], JNUL 4o577.3, f. 12, l. 34; 2:821 [275],
TS NS 83.3, c, l. 6; 2:911 [299], TS Arabic 51.87, c, ll. 16, 19; 3:200 [364], TS
16.263 and TS 8 J 24, f. 10, l. 12; 3:261 [375], TS 8 J 25, f. 11, ll. 5–11; 3:263
[376], ENA NS 8, f. 4r., l. 6; 3:265 [376], ENA NS 8, f. 4v., l. 13; 3:481 [446],
ULC Or 1080 J 37, l. 12; 3:615–616 [485], TS 12.545v., l. 1, 3, 5–7, 10, 12, 13,
14, 15, 19; 3:622–623 [486], ULC Or 1080 J 79v., l. 8; 4:443 [748], Bodl. MS
Heb. a 2, f. 20, l. 13; 4:568 [788], Bodl. MS Heb. a 2, f. 19, l. 14; 4:572 [789],
AIU A 70, ll. 29–30; 4:632 [814], TS 12.28, l. 3; 4:692 [835], TS AS 153.14, l. 9.

99 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 26; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:150; Rafì', Mu' ìn
al-Óukkàm, 2:525; Ibn 'Àßim, Tu˙fat Ibn 'Àßim, 580–581; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd,
1:293–294; Goitein, “Jewish Trade,” 378–379, TS Arabic 53, f. 51, ll. 10–16; Ben-
Sasson, op. cit., 68–75 [12], Dropsie 389, ll. 41–42, 47, 78, (right margin) ll. 5, 12,
21v., ll. 24, 26; 203–204 [51], TS 13 J 29, f. 9, ll. 4–5; 235 [57], Bodl. MS Heb.
d 66, f. 15, l. 5; 244 [59], TS K 3.36, ll. 1–2; 506 [103], TS 20.69v., l. 27; Gil,
op. cit., 3:215 [367], TS 20.71, l. 5; 3:264 [376], ENA NS 22, f. 25r and ENA NS
8, f. 4r, l. 12; 3:536 [460], Mosseri II 128v., l. 2.

100 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 26; Abù 'Umar Yùsuf Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Abd al-Barr,
Al-Kàfì fì Fiqh Ahl al-Madìna al-Màlikì (Rià∂, 1980), 2:752; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd,
1:293–294; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:64; Christides, “Raid and Trade,” 82; Stillman,
“East-West Relations in the Islamic Mediterranean,” 412–415. Goitein, “Jewish
Trade,” 186–187, TS Arabic 53, f. 51, ll. 4–9; Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 73 [12], Dropsie
389v., l. 42; 161 [38], TS 20.152, l. 13; 195 [49], TS 13 J 17, f. 3, l. 25; 221
[54], Bodl. MS Heb. d 65, f. 17, (right margin) l. 2v., l. 1; 230 [56], TS 10 J 19,
f. 19, l. 23; 262 [63], TS 20.76v., ll. 2–3; 270 [64], TS 16.7v., l. 10; 277 [65],
Bodl. MS Heb. c 28, f. 61, ll. 33–34; 522 [105], TS 12.366v., l. 4; 630 [126], ENA
3014.3, l. 20; Gil, op. cit., 2:327 [116], TS12.556v., l. 3; 2:381 [134], ULC Or 1080
J 291, c, ll. 8, 13, 17, 23; 2:384 [135], TS Box J 1, f. 54, c, l. 17; 2:397 [138],
TS Misc 25.133v., (upper margin) ll. 1–2; 2:401 [141], TS 10 J 25, f. 1, l. 11;
2:527 [180], TS 10 J19, f. 19v., l. 23; 2:578 [195], Bodl. MS Heb. d 65, f. 18, 
l. 19–21; 2:594 [201], TS 10 J 6, f. 1, c, l. 9; 2:817–819 [274], TS Box K 15.53,
a, ll. 15–16, b, ll. 3–4, 9–10, c, ll. 9–12, 15–16, d, ll. 1, 10–11; 3:11 [307], ENA
2805, f. 16 B, ll. 7–8; 3:98 [334], TS Misc 28.240, l. 11; 3:103–105 [336], TS
Arabic 30.92, b, l. 15, c, l. 16, d, ll. 14–15; 3:140 [347], ULC Or 1080 J 36v., 
l. 16; 3:192 [363], TS 16.264, l. 3; 3:199 [364], TS 16.263 and TS 8 J 24, f. 10,
ll. 7–8, 3:202–203 [364], v., l. 6; 3:256 [374], TS 12.226, l. 23; 3:262 [375], TS
8 J 25, f. 11, l. 18; 3:298 [382], ENA 2805, f. 19, ll. 20–21; 3:312–313 [387], BM
Or 5544, f. 6, ll. 21–22; 3:334 [392], TS 10 J 9, f. 3, ll. 16–17; 3:358 [400], TS
13 J 17, f. 2, l. 7; 3:455 [436], TS 8 J 25, f. 13, l. 18; 3:616 [485], TS 12.545v.,
l. 12; 3:907–908 [575], TS 10 J 20, f. 10, ll. 16, 23; 3:979 [596], ENA 2805, f. 6
B, (upper margin) ll. 15–18; 4:86 [629], TS 8 J 26, f. 4r., l. 18; 4:150 [647], Gottheil
and Worrell, 36, ll. 25, 37; 4:334 [706], TS 12.369, l. 12; 4:355 [713], TS 8 J 28,
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disregarded local custom, if it permitted such a delay, reasoning that

travel on the high seas was risky and neither ship owner nor ship-

per could guarantee the safe delivery of the consignment at the pre-

scribed point; accordingly, they required that the charges be paid

before the ship sailed, either in cash or in kind.101 The option of

credit payment is rarely mentioned in jurisprudential literature, which

emphasized that transportation expenses had to be paid prior to sail-

ing with the understanding that the shipper could not order the ship-

master to sail in “unfavorable weather conditions and rough sea

which could create an unsafe passage.”102

Whereas the N. N. and A. S. shed scarcely any light on the cal-

culation of transportation fees, Cairo Geniza commercial accounts

from the tenth and eleventh centuries go into shipping costs and

procedures in minute detail.103 In addition to considering transpor-

tation fees, a ship’s technical condition, the crew, the distance (from

port of origin to destination), and cargo volume and weight, the ship-

per had to make allowance for loading and unloading expenses and

the seamen’s gratuities, at the same time planning the ship’s course

and departure date.

The ship owner’s/carrier’s responsibility for the safekeeping of

cargo began from the moment he received it,104 and, as noted, the

shipper had to pay for loading. Sixth century Romano-Byzantine

edicts affirm this legal position, ruling that a ship owner receives the

fees for transporting passengers with their personal effects and mer-

chandise.105 Correspondingly, letters of the classical Geniza traders

concur that shippers paid the expenses for lading the goods.106 Neither

f. 8, (right margin) l. 3; 4:410 [738], TS 12.229, l. 15; 4:568 [788], Bodl. MS Heb.
a 2, f. 19, l. 13; 4:571 [789], 574, AIU A 70, l. 16v., ll. 11–12; 4:613 [806], Gottheil
and Worrell, 22, l. 6.

101 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 17–18; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:410; Ibn Rushd, Al-
Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:132–133; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Al-Kàfì, 2:752; Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm,
2:525; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:64; 9:117; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 451–454.

102 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 20.
103 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:342. He enumerates 45 government duties and

unofficial payments and gratuities the merchant pays in a circular business trans-
action.

104 Scott, op. cit., 3:136, Digest IV, 9, 1, 8.
105 Ibid., 3:137, Digest IV, 9, 4, 2; Digest IV, 9, 5.
106 Gil, op. cit., 3:11 [307], ENA 2805, f. 16 B, l. 8 (rufù' ); 3:67 [324], TS Arabic

30.2, l. 8 (shukhùß); 3:261 [375], TS 8 J 25, f. 11, ll. 5, 7, 8, 9, 11 mention the
sum payable for loading (Arabic raf ' ) cargo in different ships; 3:334 [392], TS 10
J 9, f. 3, l. 16; 4:149 [647], Gottheil and Worrell, 36, ll. 13, 16.
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Byzantine nor Islamic maritime laws require a shipmaster to move

cargo to warehouses unless the local custom and contract terms so

stipulate.107 This suggests that the ship owner’s accountability for the

cargo ended when the vessel moored at the unloading terminal of

the port of final debarkation, and that the shipper then assumed task

of discharging and warehousing the cargo.108

Geniza merchants usually preferred to transport shipments directly

from their points of origin inland to Mediterranean ports for three

reasons. They thereby avoided any intermediate stopovers and thus

additional expenses for hiring porters, seamen, ship owners, and port

fees, especially if the ship made numerous stops in inland harbors,109

as well as damage to or theft of part of the cargo during trans-

shipping. They also could avoid missing the navigation season, par-

ticularly when cargo was transferred at the end of the sailing season.110

Moreover, in wartime and in pirate-infested regions, transportation

fees increased since ship owners and traders had to pay tribute (ghifàra)
to protect their vessels and cargoes against attacks.111 This happened,

107 Ashburner, op. cit., cxcvii; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:301.
108 Gil, op. cit., 2:803 [270], TS Arabic 30.123, l. 10; 2:806 [271], TS Arabic

30.127v., l. 3 “unloading duties (˙aqq nuzùl )”; 2:866 [288], ULC Or 1080 Box 15,
f. 68, l. 6: “three and a quarter dirhams were paid for unloading (tafrìgh)”; 3:102
[336], TS Arabic 30.92, b, l. 7 [“nuzùl”]; 3:137 [346], Mosseri IV 79v., ll. 4–5
(ramyy); 3:240 [372], TS 13 J 23, f. 18, ll. 17–18 (tafrìgh); 3:258 [374], TS 12.226v.,
ll. 10–11; 3:262 [375], TS 8 J 25, f. 11, l. 8. Maritime practices in the Islamic
Mediterranean during the classical period differed from region to region. Whereas
the Andalusian custom required the owner of a large vessel to provide a lighter
one to bring cargo and passengers ashore, al-Makhzùmì reports that the Egyptian
port authorities were responsible for conveying the cargo and passengers to the
quay as part of the port services. See Ibn 'Abdùn, Seville musulmane, 63; Makhzùmì,
Kharàj Mißr, 25; Íafà" 'Abd al-Fattà˙, Al-Mawàni" wal-Thughùr al-Mißriyya min al-Fat˙
al-Islàmì ˙attà Nihàyat al-'Aßr al-Fà†imì (Cairo: Dar al-Fikr al-'Arabì, 1986), 160.

109 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:319; Makhzùmì, Kharàj Mißr, 11–13 esp. 24–28;
Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙, 3:580–581; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:300.

110 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 44; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:78; Kindì, Al-
Mußannaf, 21:153.

111 Gil, op. cit., 3:169 [354], TS K 2.32, i, l. 4. In a lengthy account from 1055,
Barhùn Ibn Mùsà Tàhertì makes a clear distinction between the freightage and
protection: “He had to pay for the freightage and protection in order to sail (from
Sfax) for al-Mahdiyya (wa-'alayhi mà yalzamuhu kirà" wa-ghifàra ilà al-Mahdiyya)”; 4:86
[629], TS 8 J 26, f. 4r., l. 18: “deducting the freightage, protection, and broker-
age”; 4171–172, TS 16.13, ll. 22–24. The writer Haim Ibn 'Ammàr Madìnì (i.e.,
of Palermo) reports to Joseph Ibn Mùsà Tàhertì about selling two of his own bales
of flax to pay tribute to the Jabbàra and save the remaining shipment. Apparently
lessees and lessors shared the expenses of protection when sailing between Barqa
and Tunis, a coastal strip governed by the Jabbàra privateers. Such guardianship
might be termed as ‘regional protection’. Besides this sort of protection, Muslim
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for instance, in the coastal region between Barqa and Ifrìqiya, where

commercial ships bound for the Maghrib paid a tribute to Jabbàra
privateers.112

Transportation fees decreased as the sailing season neared its end.

With the return of commercial vessels to the port of origin, ship

owners lowered the freight rates to attract more clients. The costs

of transport were higher, however, at the height of the season when

the trunk routes were safe.113 Moreover, in wartime or when com-

mercial ships were unavailable and merchants and other people

urgently sought to flee or to move cargoes, transportation charges

increased dramatically. That happened during the Norman invasion

of Sicily in 1065, after which transportation charges for passage from

Sicily to Ifrìqiya doubled and even tripled.114

Freightage and advance payments were usually fixed in accor-

dance with the standard rate at the port of origin on the day the

contract was signed. So long as the ship owner/carrier safely con-

veyed the cargo to its ultimate destination, the shipper had to dis-

burse the agreed sum according to the contract terms, regardless of

whether he used the entire space hired on board or only part of

it,115 providing that both parties acknowledged the payment in writ-

central and provincial authorities could protect commercial fleets from pirates either
with naval escorts, or by means of the coastal fortification system known as ribà†s
and mi˙ràses. For further details, see Khalilieh, “Ribà† System,” 212–225; idem,
“Security Protection and Naval Escort,” 221–232. In fact, the Digest warns provin-
cial governors against hindering coastal navigation. It warns them to secure the
coastal trunk routes and prevent fishermen from showing lights at night, which
might mislead seamen and endanger the ship with her cargo. See Scott, op. cit.,
10:305, Digest XLVII, 9, 10; Starr, “Coastal Defense in the Roman World,” 56–70;
Philip de Souza, Piracy in the Graeco-Roman World (Cambridge: Cambridge Univesrity
Press, 1999), 206.

112 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:327–328; Gil, op. cit., 3:535 [460]; 3:767–768
[530], AIU VII E 5, ll. 19–22; Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 48–54 [9], Mosseri II, 128 (L
130), ll. 15–18; 350–358 [78], TS 16.13v., l. 22; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law,
72–73.

113 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 568–574 [115], CUL OR. 1080 J 13, ll. 9–11.
114 Ibid., 48 [9], Mosseri II, 128 (L 130), ll. 17–18; 221 [54], Bodl. MS Heb. d

66, f. 17, (right margin); 221 [54], Bodl. MS Heb. d 65, f. 17v., l. 1, the merchant
paid an extra 9% of the customary charges to transport his cargo since commer-
cial ships were unavailable.

115 Scott, op. cit., 4:212, Digest XIV, 2, 10, 2; Justice, General Treatise, 100; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 200; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 17; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 262; Ashburner, op. cit., 103, Article III:23: “. . . if the merchant does not
provide the cargo in full, let him provide freight for what is deficient, as they agreed
in writing.” Evidently classical Muslim jurists held a similar opinion and required
merchants who breached the contract in the last moment for no compelling reason
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ing before witnesses.116 Romano-Byzantine and Islamic maritime laws

did not oblige the ship owner to inquire into the financial resources

of the shipper. As a result, if the shipper were insolvent and unable

to pay the duty charges, the owner of the vessel had the right to

seize the shipment until he collected the fees owed him. In addition,

pledging the commodities to the ship owner was apparently a legal

act that took place prior to sailing. Usually the quantity of goods

bestowed on the ship owner/carrier did not exceed what he would

earn for his service.117 Geniza letters report several incidents where

ship owners refrained from unloading and releasing consignments

until the shipping fees had been paid in full. There are recorded

cases in Alexandria in 1057, and in Sfax on September 7th, 1064,

when ship owners/carriers refused to release shipments and insisted

on collecting the remaining half-freight before discharging them.118

Factors Affecting Freightage

Although the previous discussion outlines Byzantine and Islamic pay-

ment procedures in theory, it does not provide practical responses

to possible complications between the contracting parties at the load-

ing berth, during the maritime venture or after arriving at the des-

tination. Put differently, in what circumstances would the shipper

have to pay part or full freight? Did the carrier have to deliver the

cargo safe and sound from the perils of the sea in order to still

receive full freight? And was the carrier entitled to collect full freight

or did not deliver the cargo at the agreed port of embarkation, to pay the ship
owner all freight charges. See Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 77–78.

116 Adolf Grohmann, From the World of Arabic Papyri (Cairo: Al-Ma'àrif Press, 1952),
153–154, [PER Inv Ar. Pap. 560]. A papyrus dated to the third century of Hijra/ninth
century C.E., reads: “(1) In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful! (2)
There has come to Hor, the sailor, twenty-one (3) waibas of beans according to the
merchant’s waiba (4) on Friday morning. (5) Salam Ibn Ayyùb is witness thereto (6)
in his [own] handwriting.” It is reasonable to surmise that this practice prevailed
in Romano-Byzantine Egypt, although so far I have not come across a supporting
document. Waiba (wayba) is a measure of wheat, 15 liters, 4 gallons.

117 Scott, op. cit., 4:209, Digest XIV, 2, 2, 6: “If any of the passengers should be
insolvent, the loss resulting from this will not be suffered by the master of the vessel;
for a sailor is not obliged to inquire into the financial resources of everybody.” As
for Islamic law, consult Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 10:75;
Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 10:547–548; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 447–449.

118 Gil, op. cit., 3:491 [448], ULC Or 1080 J 167 (upper margin); 4:459 [751],
Dropsie 389, ll. 41–43.
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even if the ship encountered manmade dangers or bad weather and

therefore could not make her way to the final destination? These

and other issues will be in the course of a consideration of the fac-

tors affecting the charter agreement during the three stages of the

voyage mentioned above.

I. Loading Berth

1. Loading and Disposition of Cargo in the Ship

The nature of a ship-leasing contract required the shipper to pro-

vide adequate and appropriate packing and containers to protect the

items in transit against any damage by seawater. After customs

appraisal,119 their owner delivered the goods to the ship owner or

his representative at the appointed place on the date fixed in the

contract.120 The ship’s scribe registered their quantity, quality, and

weight in the cargo/log book, and submitted a copy of the bill of

lading to the shipper or his proxy. Thereafter, the carrier became

liable for the safety of the goods, regardless of whether they still

awaited loading or were already on board. He was exempted, however,

from liability for any deterioration in unregistered commodities.121

As the cargo was packed, the name of the carrier, the recipient, or

119 Steven Runciman, Byzantine Civilization (London, 1933), 170; Ahrweiler, “Fonction-
naires et bureaux maritimes à Byzance,” 239–252; Kazhdan et al., Oxford Dictionary
of Byzantium, 1:566; Makhzùmì, Kharàj Mißr, 20–22.

120 Scott, op. cit., 3:135–136, Digest IV, 9, 1, 6; Digest IV, 9, 1, 7; Ashburner,
op. cit., 102, Article III:22; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 262; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad
al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd al-
Munzzam, 2:3–4; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96; Ibn al-Mughìth, Al-Muqni' fì
'Ilm al-Shurù†, 243–244; Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn al-Muwa˙˙idìn, 470–472;
Gil, op. cit., 2:316 [113], Bodl. MS Heb. d 65, f. 17, l. 35, the sender Ephraim
Ibn Ismà'ìl al-Jawharì instructs his addressee Jacob Ibn Joseph Ibn 'Awkal not to
‘linger on loading [the goods] at the early stage’. Such warnings were ordinarily
issued at the beginning or end of the sailing season to avoid delays and increase
profits, or to avoid the expenses entailed by detaining the vessel. 4:296 [693], TS
8 J 19, f. 25, ll. 13–14: “I was required to bring and lay [the cargo] nearby the
vessel”; 4:676 [825], TS 13 J 17, f. 24, l. 9 refers to a lessor who was about to
complete loading his cargo.

121 Scott, op. cit., 3:136, Digest IV, 9, 1, 8; Digest IV, 9, 3; 9:21, Digest XXXIX,
4, 11, 2, this section of the Romano-Byzantine law classifies them as smuggled mer-
chandise unlawfully loaded on board. Besides sentencing the smuggler to death—
be he the master, helmsman, pilot, or any seaman—the contraband is confiscated;
Ashburner, op. cit., clxxxviii; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 34, 37, Islamic law excludes them
from the calculation of the general average in the event of jettison.
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both (occasionally, too, the name of the merchant accompanying the

shipment), religious formulae and identification marks of the mer-

chant were inscribed on the packing case.122 When registration was

completed, both parties ascertained that the vessel was seaworthy,

equipped with the proper nautical instruments and tackle, and water-

tight, i.e. coated with wax or tar, fish glue, and oil.123

Four fundamental factors were taken into account when placing

the cargo in the ship: its bulk, its weight, its destinations, and the

contract terms governed its handling. The heaviest items, like metals,

ballast, and bagged goods (salt, grain, minerals, etc.), had to be

stowed in the bottom of the hold to lower the ship’s center of gravity

and increase stability.124 In addition, when a vessel hugged the coast

and anchored at intermediate ports, the cargo had to be stowed so

that it was accessible and easy to discharge. The shipment to be un-

loaded first had to be within reach on the upper deck, while cargo

for the final terminal was stowed in the hold. This disposition prevented

delays at ports of call, and cargo damage, especially to foodstuffs

and perishable items.125 As for contract terms, a more concerned

122 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 15:375; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:305; Khalilieh,
Islamic Maritime Law, 78–79; Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:336–337; Gil, op. cit.,
2:720–721 [245], TS Misc 25.19 (upper margin) and (verso), l. 3. In a business letter
dated to 1046, Nahray Ibn Nissìm instructs his addressee Salàma Ibn Nissìm al-
Barqì to draw on the shipments’ covers two Shields of David and two additional
plant figures. The sender draws the marks accurately for the addressee to avoid
any misunderstanding on the latter’s part.

123 Negligence on part of the ship owner to coat would make him responsible
for cargo damage due to water leaks. See Articles III:10 and III:11; Letsios, Das
Seegesetz der Rhodier, 206, 260; Ashburner, op. cit., 91–92, Justice, General Treatise,
93–94; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 197–198; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 11;
Cecil, Ancient Ships, 34–35; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14, 38–39; Sarakhsì, Al-Mabsù†, 16:10;
Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:494–495; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:58; Nuwayrì,
Al-Ilmàm, 2:234; Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 239; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 38. An
identical rule pertaining to watertight vessels and legal consequences can be traced
back to Babylonian laws. Charter 235 of Hammurabi’s Code requires shipwrights
and ship owners to caulk their vessels tightly and replace all rotted planks. The
shipwright is required to give a guarantee for one year, in which a legal action can
be brought against him in case of damage and shipwreck. See Driver and Miles,
Babylonian Laws, 1:428–429.

124 Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 175–182; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:234; Minhàjì,
Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:95; Ibn Bassàm, Nihàyat al-Rutba, 157; Gil, op. cit., 4:288 [691],
TS 13 J 25, f. 8, ll. 8–9. The letter contains details of goods loaded in Cairo and
shipped directly to Tripoli (Libya), and the recipient, Jacob Ibn Na˙um Ibn Óakmùn,
reports to Nahray Ibn Nissìm how he could not discharge and sell the cargoes since
‘they were placed behind the loads of other shippers’. Evidently heavy loads were
stored at the bottom of the hold if they were to be discharged at the final terminal.

125 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 44; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153; Rustàqì, Manhaj al-ˇàlibìn,
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shipper merchant could stipulate that his cargo be stowed in the

safest place on board, regardless of its weight.126 As noted in Chapter

Two, apart from his cargo, the shipper was required by maritime

custom to bring with him, free of charge, his own food, water, cloth-

ing, bedding and the utensils needed for his voyage. The leasing

contract obliged the ship manager to allocate space for the shipper

merchant to sleep and store his belongings and daily victuals, but

not in excess of his personal needs.127

The foregoing discussion portrays the system of loading hypo-

thetically but lacks authentic legal solutions to complications at the

port of embarkation, when the carrier or the shipper voluntarily

declined to the load the cargo, when the ship was detained by the

local authorities, or when she was exposed to hostile attacks and bad

12:295. If failure to place the consignment appropriately resulted from the care-
lessness of both parties to the contract, they must compromise. The shipmaster
could refuse the shipper’s demand to unload his cargo at an early port of call if
that would damage other shipments. The shipper has to appoint an agent to take
care of the shipment, while the shipmaster, in return, has to sail back and unload
it at the agreed destination.

126 Ashburner, op. cit., 102, Article III:22; Justice, General Treatise, 100; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 200; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 17; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 262; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam,
2:3; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96; Ibn al-Mughìth, Al-Muqni' fì 'Ilm al-Shurù†,
242–244; Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn wal-Muwa˙˙idìn, 471; Ben-Sasson, op. cit.,
194–199 [49], TS 13 J 17, f. 3, ll. 6–7; 229–233 [56], TS 10 J 19, f. 19, l. 10;
Goitein, “Jewish Trade,” 373, 378; idem, Mediterranean Society, 1:337–339; idem, Letters,
81, TS 12.224, ll. 15–19: “I wrote to the agent of the ship 'Alì Abù Dhahab and
also to her captain that all you wished with regard to the transport of your goods,
heavy baggage and other, should be carried out in accordance with your instruc-
tions; they should receive the goods from your brother and from the [. . .] and the
friends and keep them and put them on the best place aboard.” Gil, op. cit., 2:453
[155]; 3:264 [376], ENA NS 8, f. 4r, l. 11: “Regarding my two loads which were
on the quayside, I loaded them in the first class aboard the vessel of Ibn al-Bawwà.”
One may assume that if the goods were stowed contrary to contract terms and
were damaged or spoiled, the ship owner would have to compensate the shipper(s).

127 Scott, op. cit., 3:135, Digest IV, 9, 1, 6; 3:137, Digest IV, 9, 4, 2; 4:208,
Digest XIV, 2, 2, 2; Ashburner, op. cit., 58–61, Articles II:8–13; 102, Article III:22;
Casson, Travel in the Ancient World, 154–155; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 31, 32, 33; Jazìrì,
Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam, 2:3–4; Minhàjì,
Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96; Ibn al-Mughìth, Al-Muqni' fì 'Ilm al-Shurù†, 242–244;
Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn wal-Muwa˙˙idìn, 471; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:53–54;
Ibn Jubayr, Ri˙lat Ibn Jubayr, 13; Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 28, 239; Assaf, Texts and
Studies, 136; Goitein, “Portrait of a Medieval India Trader,” 460; idem, Letters, 306,
312, 334; idem, Mediterranean Society, 1:316; idem, “An Overseer of the Sultan’s Ships,”
275, 280, TS 24.78, ll. 49–53; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 56–57. If it has been
proven that a shipper carries a commercial quantity of provisions to be sold on
board or at his ultimate destination, he must pay the ship owner freight for them.
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weather, or was technically inoperable. Such obstacles could affect

the fulfillment of a leasing transaction, rendering it impracticable or

causing financial loss to either party. However, to avoid misunder-

standing and misinterpretation of the law by either or both of them,

Byzantine and Muslim law doctors employed different legal meth-

ods to define their rights and duties under such circumstances.

2. Delay

Historical documents from Romano-Byzantine and Islamic Egypt

report that shippers habitually delivered their consignments at quay-

side and paid the ship owner/carrier for boarding and stowing them.

A leasing contract from 236 C.E. stipulated that the ship owner load

the cargo within two days “from the 25th of the month.” Accordingly,

the shipper had to deliver the consignment by the 24th, allowing the

ship owner to stow the cargo in the ship between the 25th and 26th,

and sail the next day for the destination. On the return voyage, the

shipper would have had to pay additional fees “if the captain is

detained longer [than four days]” by the shipper in port of final

debarkation.128 Comparable stipulations were made in Byzantine legal

codices. The N. N. requires the contracting parties to fix loading

and departure dates in their leasing transaction. Article III:25 fixes

the period within which the shipper must bring the agreed upon

cargo to the loading berth. If the shipper does not meet his oblig-

ation and exceeds the time limit by less than ten days, he must pay

for the crew’s rations. If there is a second delay, he can off-load

after paying the full freight, and if he wishes to supplement the char-

ter by proportionate though not necessarily equal payments, the voy-

age can proceed as agreed.129 Where the shipper or his partner or

proxy hinders sailing after the ten days of grace expire, the shipper

must remunerate the ship owner in full if the vessel is lost by piracy,

fire, or shipwreck.130

128 Kenyon and Bell, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 220, Pap. 948. For the
detention of a merchant vessel by the lessee in late eleventh century, see Gil, op. cit.,
4:149 [647], Gottheil and Worrell, 36, l. 17.

129 Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 19; Justice, General Treatise, 101; Ashburner, op. cit., 103;
Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 201; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 157,
262.

130 Article III:28; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 19; Justice, General Treatise, 103; Ashburner,
op. cit., 106–107; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 201; Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 157–158, 263.
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Similar loading regulations are reported in Islamic legal inquiries

and in business accounts from the Cairo Geniza. They call for fixing

the loading and departure dates on condition that the ship owner/car-

rier does not sail after sunset,131 the trunk routes are safe, and nat-

ural factors beyond human control are not involved.132 The shipper

merchant customarily submitted his shipment at the embarkation ter-

minal within a designated time period prior to the sailing date and

disbursed the loading charges; Geniza traders called this shukhùß,
ta'biya, or raf '.133 If the shipper caused a delay, he had to pay addi-

tional charges at the rate indicated in the agreement.134 A shipper

had to meet his obligations in accordance with contract provisions

if his cargo was not ready at the place and time stated in the leas-

ing agreement,135 even if his shipment was stolen prior to or after it

was stowed in the ship.136 Another contemporary legal opinion dic-

tates that the shipper had to indemnify the ship owner/carrier for

part of the transportation fees since the vessel sailed empty for the

port of embarkation. The partial compensation paid by the shipper

only applied to the trip out from the port of origin.137

131 Gil, op. cit., 4:194 [662], TS 8 J 24, f. 21, ll. 4–5: “. . . for the regulation pro-
hibits departing after sunset, therefore we cannot disobey this restrictive law [li-anna
al-safar fì al-layàlì al-qa∂à" wa-lam yakun safar: mà naqdir narfa' al-qa∂à"].” The Greek
geographer Strabo (63 B.C.–21 C.E.) notes a similar practice in the port of Caunus,
in Lycia opposite Rhodes, c. 80 B.C. He writes: “The city (Caunus) has dockyards,
and a harbour that can be closed.” See Strabo, Geography, 6:265 [14.2.3].

132 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 19; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Ibn Salmùn,
Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam, 2:3–4; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:646, 648–650; Minhàjì,
Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:94–96; Ibn al-Mughìth, Al-Muqni' fì 'Ilm al-Shurù†, 242–244;
Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn wal-Muwa˙˙idìn, 471.

133 Gil, op. cit., 3:11 [307], ENA 2805, f. 16 B, l. 8; 3:67 [324], TS Arabic 30.2,
l. 8; 3:261 [375], TS 8 J 25, f. 11, ll. 5, 7, 8, 9, 11; 3:384 [409], TS 12.362, l.
10 (ta'biyat al-matà' ); 4:149 [647], Gottheil and Worrell, 36, ll. 13, 16; 4:334 [706],
TS 10 J 9, f. 3, l. 16.

134 Gil, op. cit., 4:149 [647], Gottheil and Worrell, 36, l. 17 refers to the addi-
tional expenses paid by the shipper for detaining the ship and mariners for two
nights.

135 Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:154–155. If the delay in sailing results from the ship
owner, after the convoy of vessels has headed back and the sea has been closed,
the merchant should be exempted from paying the transportation fee and be allowed
to unload his shipment.

136 A distinction must be made between cargo stolen by crew and other parties.
In the former situation the responsibility is laid upon the employer, i.e., ship man-
ager or owner, for he is solely accountable for her safety if the merchant does not
accompany his shipment. See Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:82–83; Ibn 'Àßim,
Tu˙fat Ibn 'Àßim, 580–581.

137 Óasan Ibn Manßùr al-Awzajandì, Fatàwà Kàzì-Khàn (Cairo, 1865), 2:287; Ibn
Nujaym, Rasà"il, 152–153.
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As noted earlier, departure could not be delayed for personal or

financial considerations. Byzantine and Islamic laws required a ship-

per to compensate a ship owner if he did not supply his cargo at

the agreed embarkation point at the designated time, although their

assessment of damages differed. The most significant difference between

the two systems relates to attacks by pirates and enemies on ships

anchoring at the port of origin or at any time during the carriage

of goods. Byzantine jurists concluded that where the ship was lost

due to piracy, fire or shipwreck, the shipper had to pay full com-

pensation for damage to the ship. If a calamity befell the ship after

the time designated for the voyage expired, all parties involved in

the maritime venture paid contribution.138 By contrast, under Islamic

law, the parties to the contract were bound to be cautious and not

to load or sail under threatening circumstances. Impending natural

hazards and manmade dangers required cancellation of the contract

and the return of the freightage to the shipper even if the cargo was

already on board. Thus, a ship owner was liable for losses occa-

sioned by pirates and enemies if he jeopardized the vessel and her

contents by departing under unsafe conditions.139

Even though a ship owner/carrier was required by law to fulfill

the leasing terms, the Cairo Geniza reports that he would occa-

sionally refrain from sailing if he could not collect sufficient passen-

gers and consignments to cover expenses. In such a case, an impatient

shipper would either entrust his consignment to the captain or to

another merchant or sail aboard a different vessel in order not to

miss the trading season.140 The contract nonetheless remained legally

valid, although the ship owner had unilaterally changed its terms;

but, so long as he had not performed his duty in transporting the

property, the Digest rules, he was not entitled to collect freight

charges from the shipper.141 Muslim jurists ruled similarly and upheld

leasing contracts without timetables, provided that service was guar-

anteed and the freight was not assigned to a particular vessel. Leasing

a particular ship and paying freight charges in advance was lawful

138 Article III:29; Ashburner, op. cit., 107; Justice, General Treatise, 102; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 201; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 19; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 157, 263.

139 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 19–20; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228.
140 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:314, 481, note 9, doc. TS 10 J 10, f. 17, ll.

6–13.
141 Scott, op. cit., 5:84, Digest XIX, 2, 15, 6.
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if the voyage was postponed for not more than two weeks.142 Although

the A. S. remains silent as to penalties imposed on the ship owner

for not fulfilling contract terms, it seems safe to assume that indi-

vidual contracts penalized violators.

3. Dereliction

A ship owner/carrier sometimes left behind goods accepted as freight

and instead conveyed the goods of another merchant. Muslim jurists

issued varied opinions on this situation, according to which the owner

of the transported goods could choose either to receive an equiva-

lent value for his consignment, based on its current price at the town

of origin, or to take it back from the place to which it was trans-

ported, or to have it brought back to the port of origin; in all cases,

the shipper owed the carrier no fee at all. However, some jurists

ruled that the shipper could receive his shipment and pay the trans-

portation fees; others ordered the carrier to return the shipment to

the embarkation point without charging its owner. Under all of these

circumstances, the leasing agreement remained valid.143

Apart from unilateral abrogation of the contract by the shipper,

in which case the law obliged him to remunerate the ship owner/car-

rier, Muslim fuqahà" unanimously required the ship owner/carrier to

refund the shipper if his shipment was still in the port of embarka-

tion. Byzantine jurists, on the other hand, allowed the ship owner

to retain half of the freight if the shipper did not fulfill his con-

tractual commitment, regardless of whether the ship hired was avail-

able at the embarkation point or on her way there. The only cases

where the ship owner/carrier had to remunerate his shipper(s) were

when a ship in question was wrecked or damaged due to the neg-

ligence of the captain and crew, or the carrier wished to breach the

contract, or the contract stipulated such a penalty.144

142 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 20–21; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Qaràfì, Al-
Dhakhìra, 5:485; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 9:117; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:499–501.

143 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 51; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
7:108; Ibn Rushd, Masà"il Abì al-Walìd Ibn Rushd (Beirut: Dàr al-Jìl, 1993), 2:1121;
idem, Fatàwà, 3:1541–1542; idem, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:135–137; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra,
5:491; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:648–649. An identical rule is cited in the
Customs of the Sea. See Sir Travers Twiss, Monumenta juridica: The Black Book of the
Admiralty (Wiesbaden: Kraus Reprint, 1965), 3:121–137.

144 N. N., Article III:27.
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4. Detention

As long as the ship was still at anchor in the port, her captain did

not enjoy exclusive jurisdiction over the craft, crewmen, and con-

tents. Rather he shared cojurisdiction with the local authorities who

in an emergency can seize the ship, recruit her crew or confiscate

her contents. Legal inquiries from the Digest confirm this position

and require the ship owner to comply with imperial orders, unload

the shipments, re-equip his vessel and place her at the disposal of

the government irrespective of his commitment to the shippers; non-

compliance with the imperial decree meant confiscation of the craft.145

Such an order, given abruptly, could generate legal disputes between

the contracting parties, raising three major issues. First, did the con-

tract remain valid until the provincial or imperial authorities released

the vessel in question? Second, did the carrier have to provide a

substitute vessel and transport the shipment to its destination? Third,

and most importantly, was the shipper obliged to pay for the freight

even if his goods had not been transported to the destined port?

Answers to these questions can be found in an inquiry addressed in

the Digest XIX, 2, 61, 1:

A man leased for a certain sum a vessel to sail from the province of
Cyrene146 to Aquileia,147 it being loaded with three thousand measures
of oil and eight thousand bushels of grain. It happened, however, that
the vessel, while loaded, was detained in said province for nine months,
and the cargo was confiscated. The question arose whether the owner

145 Scott, op. cit., 12:17, CJ 1.2.10; 15:165, CJ 11.1.8.
146 Cyrene, a Hellenic city in present-day Libya, was founded c. 630 B.C. as a

colony of the Greek island town Thera. In 322 B.C., Cyrenaica came under the
control of the Greek general Ptolemy I and his dynasty, who ruled from Alexandria
in Egypt. In 96 B.C., the Romans conquered Cyrenaica, and it became a Roman
province 18 years later. Thereafter, it enjoyed peace until a Jewish revolt in 115
C.E. caused widespread destruction. Following reconstruction of the city, principally
under the Emperor Hadrian, Cyrene again entered a period of prosperity. Though
competition from Carthage and Alexandria reduced its trade, Cyrene, with its port
of Apollonia (Marsà Sùsa), remained important until the earthquake of 365 C.E.
destroyed much of the city.

147 Aquileia is a Roman city founded in 181 B.C. in the southern part of the
Friulian plain, close to the Lagoon of Grado. Thanks to its location, the town
became an important center of commerce between the Danubian and the Mediter-
ranean regions, crossed by the navigable Natissa River, which at that time flowed
into the Adriatic; while a road network connected Aquileia to the Padanian plain
and to Central Europe. Ships docked at its river port carrying building material
(stones from Istria, marble from Greece and North Africa), while Istrian products
like wine, olives, garum (a sauce made from pickled fish) and wool, were sold there.
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of the vessel could collect the freight agreed upon from the party who
hired it, in accordance with the contract. The answer was that, from
the facts stated, he could.148

When the public authority detained a vessel and prevented her owner

from conveying his cargo, the owner was entitled to collect the trans-

portation fees owed to him and revoke the leasing contract even if

its terms stipulated otherwise.149 Hypothetically, it stands to reason

that a ship owner was not legally eligible to enter into an agree-

ment with a shipper if the former had previously been notified by

local authorities to outfit his vessel for public service. If he did so

nonetheless, the shipper could have sued him in court for fraud and

deception and make him bear the losses incurred.

Whereas the N. N. does not introduce laws regarding the deten-

tion of ships by local authorities, Islamic responsa and documentary

evidence from the Cairo Geniza refer to real events and their legal

repercussions. In a number of instances, commercial vessels—regard-

less of their ownership, origin, or type—were seized for state service

in accordance with royal orders.150 Due to the merchants’ awareness

of Islamic shipping laws, not many legal altercations arose between

contracting parties. The parties recognized their rights and duties,

so that if a shipper signed a contract to charter a particular vessel,

her confiscation signified an involuntary abrogation of the agreement

and the shipper’s payment was refunded if the ship had not yet

sailed. It is important to note that this rule was not applicable to a

guaranteed personal service, where the carrier was committed to per-

form the contract.151

148 Scott, op. cit., 5:100–101.
149 Ibid., 4:212, Digest XIV, 2, 10, 1.
150 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 143–148. The seizure of a merchant ship and

conscription of seamen has been dealt with at length in reference to the legal sta-
tus of ships in Islamic territorial waters. Significantly, vessels could not sail without
the official permission of the port superintendent. TS 16.215v., ll. 2–5: “yakhshà al-
nàzir al-ladhì fì Iskandariyya la'alla al-nàzir 'inda safarì yu' ìqanì li-anna kull man huwa mina
al-bilàd yu' ìqahu mà yukhallìhi yusàfir ßu˙bat al-Ifranj (. . .) ismì maktùb fì al-dìwàn fì al-
ta'rìf bil-safar.” Similar regulations seemed to have prevailed in the Romano-Byzantine
Mediterranean. Commercial ships could not depart from the port without obtain-
ing the “licentia navigandi” of the port authorities. See Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
107–108.

151 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 16–17, 19, 48–49; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:647;
Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299–300; Goitein, Letters, 236–237 [50]. TS 13 J 27, f. 9,
ll. 11–13 “. . . li-annì lammà kharajtu min 'indaka wa-anà ma'wùl ilà al-Andalus famà [. . .]
ilayya bi-tafrìgh al-markab.” On a similar occasion another document (Bodl. MS Heb.
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5. Weather Conditions

A legal edict from Codex Theodosianus forbade African shippers to

load and ship government cargoes from November to April, during

which period navigation was suspended.152 Likewise, the Justinianic

codices established comparable rules that preclude port authorities

from permitting ships to sail unless the weather is favorable for navi-

gation.153 Sailing at other times was probably limited to military expe-

ditions and urgent food shipments. Ships habitually set out from the

eastern basin of the Mediterranean in the early spring and returned

from the West for the Feast of Cross ('Ìd al-Íalìb), celebrated on the

26th or 27th of September, while the return journey of eastward

bound ships commenced between late July and early September.154

As a rule, maritime custom prohibited seamen and shippers from

sailing when the sea was rough and dangerous, bringing the shipping

c 50, f. 19) refers to an Andalusian ship emptied and seized by the order of the
sul†àn: “al-markab al-Andalusì qad ta'a††al bi-kitàb min 'inda al-sul†àn wa-furrigh jamì' mà
fìhà.” Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:59. Another letter reports that a Genoese com-
mercial fleet was imprisoned in Alexandria in about 1103. Goitein surmises that
this action, might have been linked to Genoese exploits during the Crusaders’ con-
quest of the Syro-Palestinian coastal cities. Bodl. MS Heb. b 3, f. 26, ll. 13–14,
“wa-qad qaba∂a al-sul†àn, a'azza Allàh naßrahu, 'alà al-Janawiyyìn wa-rubbamà qàmat nufùs
al-Rùm li-ajali dhàlik”; Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 22–24 [5], TS 10 J 10, f. 14, ll. 12–14;
325–330 [73], TS 13 J 20, f. 19, ll. 21–24, deals with the seizure of a Tunisian
commercial vessel with her contents; TS 10 J 13, f. 21, (margin). Al-Kindì decrees
that if Muslim authorities seized a ship for military expeditions and it was wrecked
at sea, they had to pay her owner a nominal sum from the public treasury, but
an amount based on daily leasing rates if the vessel was safely delivered to her
owner. See Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 11:104.

152 Pharr et al., Theodosian Code, 399, Article CTh 13.9.3 enacts: “It is our plea-
sure surely, that since the month of November has been exempt from navigation,
the month of April, since it is the nearest to summer, shall be employed for the
acceptance of cargo. The necessity of such acceptance from the Kalends of April
to the Kalends of October shall be preserved permanently; but navigation shall be
extended to the day of the Ides of the aforesaid months.” See also Scott, op. cit.,
15:165, CJ 11.1.8; Sirks, Food for Rome, 41–43, 156; Jean Rougé, “La navigation
hivernale sous l’Empire romain,” Revue des Études Anciennes 54 (1952), 323; idem,
Recherches sur l’organisation du commerce, 32–33; R.H. Dolley, “Meteorology in the
Byzantine Navy,” Mariner’s Mirror 37 (1951), 5–16; Semple, Geography of the Mediterranean,
579–591; Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 271, 297–299; Pryor, Geography, Technology,
and War, 19–20, 87–90; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 109–115; McCormick,
Origins of the European Economy, 450–468.

153 Scott, op. cit., 15:165, CJ 11.1.8.
154 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:316–317, 481–482 notes 31–36; Gil, op. cit.,

4:414 [739], Bodl. MS Heb. a 3, f. 23, ll. 48–50; 4:530 [773], TS 8 J 18, f. 27,
l. 15; Sirks, Food for Rome, 249; Jamie Morton, The Role of the Physical Environment in
Ancient Greek Seafaring (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2001), 255–265.
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season to a standstill,155 because loading, boarding, and sailing under

these conditions was risky “and the Prophet has ordained against

risk.”156 Even though the fixed loading and sailing timetable was part

and parcel of an Islamic leasing contract,157 the charterers had to

wait a week or two until the weather conditions improved. If the

weather remained unfavorable, the contractors could maintain and

extend their agreement to the next navigation season if they opted

not to breach it.158 This suggests that winter cessation was not absolute,

and that carriers did transport goods by water during the winter if

economic and other incentives were sufficient.

6. Human Perils

Pirates, privateers, and enemy navies were as much a hazard to sea-

farers as bad weather. Pirate ships targeted commercial vessels in

ports and along trunk routes. When lurking near ports of embarka-

tion, they could harass commercial vessels and keep them from

departing resulting in financial loss to either or both contractors. A

mid-eleventh century Geniza letter vividly describes a pirate attack

on a convoy of four commercial vessels anchored at Alexandria await-

ing departure for Sicily the next morning. The attackers tried to set

the vessels on fire, but the wind was against them and was not strong

enough to kindle the firebrands, which were extinguished by the

crew and passengers. The pirates succeeded only in plundering one

ship, which they ultimately had to abandon, leaving her stranded

on the rocks. The writer reports:

155 Ashburner, op. cit., cxlii–cxliii; Rougé, “La navigation hivernale,” 318; Casson,
Ships and Seamanship, 270–271; Pryor, Geography, Technology, and War, 12–24; Goitein,
Mediterranean Society, 1:316–318; Gil, op. cit., 4:328–330 [704], Bodl. MS Heb. d 66,
f. 4, despite the explicit prohibition against sailing under adverse conditions, we
occasionally read of an adventurous captain, who took this type of risk upon him-
self. Such an incident occurred around 1057 when a commercial vessel sailed from
Alexandria to Ifrìqiya, but shortly after departure the captain was forced to shel-
ter in Abù Qìr.

156 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 20; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 10:378; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr,
8:299. If the season of navigation has elapsed and traveling by sea is risky, the con-
tract can be abrogated if some party calls for.

157 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14, 19; ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad
al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam, 2:3–4; Ibn Mughìth, Al-Muqni'
fì 'Ilm al-Shurù†, 243–244; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:293–294.

158 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14–15, 20, 27, 48; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:647;
Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299–300; Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 237.
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. . . Then there happened something, which I am not able to describe
to you. It is not something which [often] occurs. The people felt safe
as if they were in their own city. I have never seen nor even imag-
ined what happened. I had rolled out my sleeping carpet and spread
my bedding, as if I had been at home. My moneybag was under my
head and I felt safe and calm—until hell broke loose. Ten galleys had
penetrated the roadstead, each carrying 100 warriors, some of whom
disembarked, while the others remained aboard. People said there were
200 galleys. This happened when the moon rose, but the sky was over-
cast. Land and sea became crammed. They threw firebrands into all
the ships to burn them, but the fire did not catch. Praise be to God
that the end was good! Thanks to God, the exalted! . . . They cut loose
the ship of the Damascene and towed it behind them. But the wind
was against them, so they turned it back, took out all they wished and
left it on the rough ground. The two rudders of the ship of the employee
of Ibn Shablùn were on her stern and without sailyards and sails. The
rudders of the ships of the 'A††àr and the Khammàr were on land.
All this was the cause that they could not take them. The firebrands
thrown into them were not effective, for the wind there was not strong.
Finally the people quenched the fire, working in shifts. But I am unable
to describe what happened. And Peace! I threw the firebrands into the
sea with my own hand.159

Had this incident occurred in Byzantine territory, lawyers and judges

would certainly have referred to Article III:9 of the N. N., although

Article III:15 also deals with the issue of piracy. If pirates or enemy

vessels attacked merchant ships and captured their contents, what

was taken away became subject to contribution with due reference

to the laws of the general average.160 Digest XIV, 2, 2, 3 corrobo-

rates this rule of law and requires the parties to incorporate prop-

erties seized by pirates and enemies within the category of the general

average.161 While Islamic law exempts the shippers from paying the

freight charges, since the carrier has not left the port of origin, and

permits the shipper to cancel the leasing contract; neither the ves-

sel nor her cargo is subject to contribution if either is saved.162

159 Goitein, Letters, 322–323 [73], TS 8 J 24, f. 21; Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 588–592;
Gil, op. cit., 4:194–197. Goitein and Ben Sasson assume that the letter in question
was written to Nahray Ibn Nissìm of Fus†à† by Ibràhìm Ibn Fara˙ al-Iskandarànì
around 1060, unlike Gil, who dates it to 1052 and attributes it to Jacob Ibn Salmàn
al-Óarìrì.

160 Ashburner, op. cit., 87; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 11; Justice, General Treatise, 91–93;
Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 197; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 259,
260.

161 Scott, op. cit., 4:209.
162 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 19; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228.
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Moreover, the government authorities had to compensate the ship

owners and shippers if the incident occurred within their territorial

jurisdiction, i.e. coastal waters, harbors, and rivers.163 Note that the

N. N. and A. S. do not include any articles demanding that ship

owners/carriers provide protection against corsairs and hostile raids,

although they warn against sailing in pirate-infested waters.

7. Seaworthiness of Vessel

To assure safe passage and avoid financial and human losses, Byzantine

and Islamic laws enjoined shippers and ship owners/carriers to abide

by safety regulations. As a rule, the ship could be loaded with cargo

if there was room and the safety line (plimsoll) alongside the outer

hull was visible.164 Where shippers realized that a vessel had been

overloaded, they had to comply with the principle “last in, first out,”

unless they were unfamiliar with that loading arrangement. Otherwise,

the unloading would be proportionately divided among all merchants.

Despite strict regulations against overloading, shippers and carriers

occasionally overlooked the rules for the sake of profits. If a shipper

violated the overloading regulations without the knowledge of the

ship manager and his co-shippers, he alone would be held liable for

the loss of and damage to the cargo, and he alone bore the respon-

sibility for indemnifying the owners. If the guidelines against over-

loading were transgressed with the captain’s knowledge, both parties

bore the loss.165

II. En Route

Legal altercations between contracting parties in the loading berth

appear to have been more readily solved than those that arose en

163 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 138–148.
164 Ibn Bassàm, Nihàyat al-Rutba, 157; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'àlim al-Qurbà, 324;

Ibn 'Abdùn, Seville Musulmane, 63–64; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235–236;
Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 29, 242, 239–248; Mahrì, Al-Minhàj al-Fàkhir, 105; Maqrìzì,
Al-Mawà'iz wal-I'tibbàr, 1:463; Constable, Trade and Traders, 117; Pharr et al., Theodosian
Code, 399, Article CTh 13.5.27; Ashburner, op. cit., clvi–clviii; Sirks, Food for Rome,
124, 135.

165 Ashburner, op. cit., 102–103, Article III:22; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 17; Justice,
General Treatise, 100; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 200; Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 262; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 50–51; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:307; Ibn Nujaym,
Al-Ba˙r al-Rà"iq, 8:33; Nawawì, Raw∂at al- à̌libìn, 7:190. He suggests a compromise,
ruling that the violator must indemnify co-shippers half the value of their damaged
cargo.
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route. Several issues were involved: Did the shipper have to pay the

shipping fees if his cargo did not reach its final destination due to

manmade danger, climatic obstacles or technical problems? Did

Byzantine legal codices and Islamic jurisprudential sources contain

separate regulations relating to the high seas and coastal navigation?

If the whole or a part of the consignment was spoiled by seawater

or jettisoned, did the shipper have to pay the fees stipulated in the

leasing agreement? Under what conditions did a ship owner/carrier

either maintain his right to collect his fees or, conversely, forfeit pay-

ment for transporting the goods assigned to him? And what legal

precedents having no parallels in the Digest or the N. N. were cre-

ated by Islamic law?

1. Calculation of Freight

In contrast with Byzantine maritime practice, which required the

shipper to pay half the freight charges prior to departure,166 most

jurists of the Islamic Mediterranean did not entitle the carriers to

collect the freight costs unless the shipment was brought to its point

of debarkation.167 Contrary to overland transport, in which fees were

commensurate with distance, the regulations governing carriage by

sea—regardless of whether along the coast or across the high seas—

required payment only when the cargo arrived at the port of desti-

nation.168 Some jurists argued that collecting the shipping charges in

accordance with the distance traversed was permissible in the case

of cabotage (coastal navigation), but did not apply this principle to

the high seas since “the distance covered is in the realm of the un-

known,” and thus immeasurable.169 These rules could be implemented

166 Articles III:20, III:24, III:27, and III:32.
167 Despite explicit religious disapproval, a large number of Geniza business

accounts conform to the N. N., showing that half freight was paid either upon sign-
ing the contract or prior to sailing.

168 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 26; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:493; Abù al-Qàsim 'Ubayd
Allàh Ibn al-Óussein Ibn al-Jallàb, Al-Tafrì' (Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb al-Islàmì, 1987),
2:188; Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:26; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Burzulì, Jàmi'
Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:642; Shihàb al-Dìn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Askar,
Ashal al-Madàrik: Shar˙ Irshàd al-Sàlik fì Fiqh Imàm al-A”imma Màlik (Cairo, 1970),
2:334; Khushanì, Ußùl al-Futyà, 148. A close reading of the N. N. shows that the
jurists who instituted these laws did not distinguish between sailing the high seas
and cabotage, but established uniform rules of navigation.

169 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 21, 26–27; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-
Ziyàdàt, 7:111; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:525–526;
Wansharìsì, 'Uddat al-Burùq fì mà Jumi'a mà fì al-Madhhab mina al-Jumù' wal-Furùq
(Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb al-Islàmì, 1990), 554–555.
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so long as factors beyond human control did not intervene. Unexpected

hostile attacks, stormy weather or shipwreck required jurists to recon-

sider the laws governing coastal and high seas navigation and issue

their judgments in conformity with actual developments.

Shipping fares could be affected by an “unexpected increase” of

the shipment during a long overseas journey. For example, Muslim

jurists clearly decreed that when a domestic animal is born on the

vessel, her owner must pay an extra fee beyond that stipulated in

the leasing agreement.170 No comparable legal reference has been

found in Romano-Byzantine judicial codices.

2. Weather Conditions

A leasing contract could be concluded at any time of the year, if

the voyage itself was undertaken during the navigation season and

under favorable weather conditions. Adverse weather and turbulent

seas could force commercial vessels to take refuge and anchor in a

safe port, change their course or head back to the embarkation port.

In dealing with such incidents, some Muslim jurists distinguished

between navigation on the high seas and cabotage. In the latter,

where the wind blew the ship back to the port of origin, shippers

had to pay the fee proportionate to the distance traversed. However,

if the ship sailed across the open sea—from any Mediterranean island,

say, to the Islamic coastal frontiers—but the wind drove the ship

back to her embarkation point, the carrier was not entitled to the

fees “for no benefit accrued to [the shippers].”171

170 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:64. It is probably an indication that certain types of
merchant ships were built for the transport of herds of animals, occupying all or
a specific space on the vessel. As for a woman giving birth on a ship conveying
female slaves or other women, the Digest absolves the infant’s parents or the female
slave’s owner from the transportation fees “for the transportation was not more
expensive, nor did the child consume anything, which was provided for the use of
those navigating the vessel.” See Scott, op. cit., 5:86, Digest XIX, 2, 19, 7; Joseph
A. Thomas, “Juridical Aspects of Carriage by Sea and and Warehousing in Roman
Law,” Recueils de la société Jean Bodin pour l’histoire comparative des institutions 32 (1972),
127. So far no identical Islamic ruling has been found, but this does not categor-
ically signify that Muslim jurists did not discuss the issue. Presumably they adopted
the Romano-Byzantine principle that exempts the shipper from paying when a baby
is born on board a ship.

171 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 22, 23; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
7:111, 112; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485; Óa††àb,
Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:597; Gil, op. cit., 3:240 [372], TS 13 J 23, f. 18, ll. 16–18 describes
a convoy of three ships headed back from Alexandria for the Maghrib in September
in which two of them landed in Barnìk (Berenike/Benghazi), while the third anchored
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Shippers stranded on the open sea who could not reach a popu-

lated location on the coast where they could sell their merchandise

were exempt from transport costs since they derived no benefit from

their journey. By contrast, shippers who disembarked at a coastal

settlement and subsequently resumed sail had to pay a fee propor-

tionate to the distance covered. Moreover, were they to arrive at a

town and decide not to disembark, though they could have done so

if they wished, the rule was that if they drew very close to shore to

a point where they felt secure from the winds, they owed a fee pro-

portional to the distance covered to that location. However, if they

sailed far offshore, felt unsafe and so decided to head back, they

were absolved from the fee.172

A great deal of early Muslim jurists argued that regulations per-

taining to coastal navigation must be different from high seas ship-

ping laws. Accordingly, in cabotage, shipping fees had to be calculated

on the basis of the distance from the port of origin, taking into con-

sideration the market prices of the shipments at the place where the

vessel landed or came to a halt. Ibn Abì Firàs cites in the A. S. a

legal inquiry addressed to Abù Sa'ìd Ibn Akhì Hishàm (299–371/

911–981) concerning lessee merchants who hired a ship to transport

their cargoes and themselves from Sicily to Sùsa (Sousse).173 The ship

anchored in Tùnis and thereafter a violent gale and rough seas over-

whelmed them and prevented them from continuing their voyage

in Surt (Syrta, Sirte), was unloaded and subsequently foundered; 4:633–635 [815],
TS 12.114, an Italian Jew sailed aboard ship carrying 400 passengers heading from
Sicily to Alexandria, but was forced by stormy conditions to return to the embarka-
tion point. For the English translation see Goitein, Letters, 39–42 [3].

172 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 22; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
7:109–110; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:147–150; Khushanì, Ußùl al-Futyà,
148; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:650–651; Awzajandì,
Fatàwà Kàzì Khàn, 2:286. The shipper is exempted from paying the freight if he
did not accompany his cargo.

173 Sùsa is on the Gulf of Hammamet, and is one of the most important junc-
tions for overland communications in Tunisia. The town was founded by the
Phoenicians, and was called Hadrumetum. During the second century B.C. the city
allied itself with the Romans against Carthage, later became part of the Roman
Empire, and was named Hadrumentum. In the fifth century, the Vandals destroyed
it, but settlement there continued, and it was named Hunerikopolis. The Byzantines
took control in the sixth century and renamed the city Justinianopolis. The Arabs
captured it in the seventh century and gave itr the name Sùsa. In the ninth cen-
tury it became the main seaport for the Aghlabìd dynasty. From there, the Aghlabìd
navy was launched against Sicily in 827 C.E. to conquer the island finally in 903.
During the twelfth century the Normans occupied it for a short time.
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for Sùsa. The issue to be resolved was what, if anything, did the

shippers owe the ship owner/carrier if the merchandise they were

transporting was in greater demand at the place of forced debarka-

tion than at the intended destination? And, conversely, what were

the lessee merchants’ obligations to the ship owner/carrier if the

market conditions at the place they were forced to anchor were less

favorable than at the destination? He decrees:

If they landed in a town located beyond Sùsa and its periphery, i.e.,
they passed Sùsa, and decided to take advantage [of the opportunity
to] stay in a place near there, and the market situation was approxi-
mately comparable to that of Sùsa, then the merchants must pay the
freight agreed upon for Sùsa to the ship owner. If, however, they
encountered a significantly more favorable commercial situation at this
town, then the merchants would owe an increased fee to the ship
owner, commensurate with the benefits they reaped at their new des-
tination. Some of our fellow jurists hold that, in such cases, the mer-
chants are at least to be charged a fee lower than for their share of
the additional profit they reaped, or additional freight for the distance
traveled beyond Sùsa; some of our fellow jurists absolve the merchants
from paying the freight for the increased distance. If the market situ-
ation at their point of debarkation is manifestly less favorable than
that of the market in Sùsa, they owe nothing at all to the ship owner,
and the agreement between the parties becomes void. If they had
headed for a location other than the point where they anchored—for
instance if a ship leased for Sùsa but landed in Barqa, Sirte, or some
other remote town—the merchants would then have to pay the ship
owner in proportion to their profits. If the market prices are higher
than or identical to those in Sùsa, the result will be the same as I
have ruled earlier.174

3. Human Perils

Piracy was the most terrifying human threat to commercial vessels,

and therefore was legally and morally condemned.175 Pirates lurking

in strategic positions along trunk routes could deter merchant ships

174 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 25–26; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
7:111–112; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:656; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:310;
Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime law,” 126–127.

175 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 117–118; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 121,
125–127. Classical Islamic legal literature and historical accounts show that during
wartime alien merchants traded in Muslim territories so long as they were equipped
with a pledge of security (safe conduct/amàn). Military ships of either side rarely
attacked commercial vessel inasmuch as the ships did not carry military supplies.
Hence Muslim traders engaged in commerce in war areas.
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from reaching their destinations.176 Seizing the cargo but freeing the

ship, capturing the vessel, but releasing the cargo, or plundering the

craft with her contents were the main actions by pirates who inter-

cepted a ship. The Digest and the N. N. portray piracy as an ille-

gal act, categorizing it with fire and shipwreck as one of the three

cardinal adversities that could befall a seagoing vessel.177 The Digest,

distinguishing clearly between unavoidable and avoidable assaults,

stipulates that when the attack was inevitable and the captain and

his crew exercised their utmost effort to escape capture, the ship

owner would be exempt from liability.178 If the captured ship was

ransomed from the pirates, all passengers had to pay contribution.

The owners of the cargo had to bear the loss of any property pil-

laged by the pirates, however, and any shipper who ransomed his

own goods could not claim contribution from other shippers on

board.179 Article III:9 of the N. N. upholds this same principle, but

requires the passengers to share the losses equally, including the ran-

som. It provides that “if goods are carried away by enemies or by

robbers or . . . together with the belongings of seamen, these too are

to come into the calculation and contribute on the same principle.”180

In addition, the law holds the captain liable for financial losses if he

sailed into pirate-infested waters despite the protests of apprehensive

passengers. By the same token, shippers had to compensate the ship

owner and bear the financial losses incurred to their shipments if

they insisted on bringing the vessel into pirate-infested waters and

pirates then seized craft and cargo.181

176 This might explain why merchantmen preferred to sail in convoy on the high
seas. Pirates habitually stationed themselves near ports and coastal maritime lanes.

177 Pharr et al., Theodosian Code, 98, CTh 4.20.1; Scott, op. cit., 3:136, Digest IV,
9, 3, 1; 4:185, Digest XIII, 6, 18; Article III:9 of the N. N., see further Ashburner,
op. cit., 87; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 11; Justice, General Treatise, 91–93; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 197; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 259; Emily Sohmer
Tai, “Honor among Thieves: Piracy, Restitution, and Reprisal in Genoa, Venice,
and the Crown of Catalonia-Aragon” (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1996), 73.
The Digest and the N. N. distinguish between maritime theft (piracy) and robbery
on land. They instituted regulations not addressed here, since they are beyond the
scope of the present study.

178 Thomas, “Carriage by Sea,” 139–140; Scott, op. cit., 3:136, Digest IV, 9, 3,
1: “. . . where anything is lost through shipwreck, or by the violence of pirates, it
is not improper to grant the [cargo] owner an exception.”

179 Scott, op. cit., 4:209, Digest XIV, 2, 2, 3.
180 Ashburner, op. cit., 87.
181 Article III:4 rules that if the captain steers his vessel into a place infested by

pirates after being informed of the danger thereof by the passengers and thereupon
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Neither the captain nor the passengers were allowed to divert the

ship to a port infested with pirates.182 If the vessel, while moore, was

exposed to a raid by pirates, however, the captain could justifiably

exercise his jurisdiction over the ship and her contents; the law autho-

rized him to order the crew to sail immediately out to sea and save

the property of the passengers and lessee merchants on board.

Whoever disembarked and was abandoned by the captain might sue

the latter, but his complaint would be of no avail if the captain acted

in an emergency such an attack that demanded quick response. The

only two situations in which the captain had to make restitution to

the shipper were when he received a slave from him by way of

deposit and the slave escaped or was abandoned,183 or when he acted

independently without the passengers’ consent, when the time prob-

ably permitted consultation with them, in which case he was liable

for losses.184 Except for intentional misconduct on the part of the

ship manager and his crew, the N. N. entitles the ship owner to

retain the half of the freight charges paid in advance, even if the

ship could not proceed to the destination due to pirates or hostile

ships, and required shippers and passengers to pay a contribution if

the ship was ransomed from pirates.

Although echoes of the Digest and the N. N. are evident in the

fatàwà inquiries, Muslim jurists introduced new legal methods for

adjudicating the consequences of piracy against merchantmen. If the

vessel, after covering a part of the distance of a voyage, encountered

extreme human peril, which caused the ship to divert her course

and moor in a region where the shipper could not profit from the

hire, he would be absolved from payment of shipping fees. If she

anchored in a safely guarded place near her port of embarkation,

the ship owner/carrier was entitled to collect the whole transportation

they happen to be spoiled (robbed), the captain shall make good the loss. However,
if the passengers bring the ship to dangerous place in spite of the captain’s protests
and any mischief happens, they shall sustain the damage. Ashburner, op. cit., 83;
Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 7, 9; Justice, General Treatise, 88; Freshfield, Manual of Later
Roman Law, 196; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 258.

182 McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 428–429 describes how crews and
passengers reached a consensus to divert the ship’s course for fear of Arab ships
lying in wait for Byzantine commercial vessels somewhere en route.

183 Article III:15, Ashburner, op. cit., 95–96; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 13; Justice,
General Treatise, 96; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 198–199; Letsios, Das
Seegesetz der Rhodier, 260–261.

184 McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 428.
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fee. If she sailed beyond the destination, the shipper would have to

pay a comparable fee, and the difference for the increased distance.185

Some jurists shed further light upon this issue by finding that if

the ship owner headed back to the port of origin at the request of

the passengers, they must pay the rental fee. The only two circum-

stances in which the passengers were exempt from paying the costs

of transport were: (a) when the ship owner voluntarily hastened back

to the embarkation point against the passengers’ will; and (b) when

danger was imminent and unavoidable and either or both parties

called for sailing back to the port of origin. These rules were effective

so long as the shippers did not benefit from the journey. If, how-

ever, the ship manager could neither head for the final destination

nor return to the homeport, but found shelter in a location where

the shippers could sell their commodities, they had to compensate

the ship owner/carrier commensurate with their profits. However,

those who opted not to disembark and rather return with their car-

goes to the port of origin had to pay rental fees commensurate with

the distance covered in the outward-bound journey, and a compa-

rable fee for the return trip. If the ship owner prevented the ship-

pers from discharging their commodities at the first stopover, then

they were exempt from the fees.186 In addition, if the pirates cap-

tured the cargo but released the vessel, then the cargo owners had

to pay the freight charges; they were exempt, however, if the pirates

seized both the vessel and the cargo.187 Furthermore, Muslim jurists

held that if robbers plundered a ship sailing on inland waters, her

manager had to bring his claims before the sul†àn, who was in charge

of providing security and protection to vessels sailing on rivers within

his jurisdiction. Otherwise, if the ship manager failed to bring the

case to the local authorities and acted on his own initiative, he had

to indemnify the cargo owner.188

185 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 20.
186 Ibid., 22–23; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:109–110; Ibn

Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:147–150; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:155; Shammàkhì, Al-
Ì∂à˙, 3:580–581; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime law,” 124–125.

187 Raßßà', Shar˙ Óudùd Ibn 'Arafa, 2:525; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:302.
188 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:63–64; Samuel M. Stern, “Three Petitions

of the Fà†imìd Period,” Oriens 15 (1962), 172–178, TS Arabic Box 42, f. 158;
Geoffrey Khan, Arabic Legal and Administrative Documents in the Cambridge Genizah Collections
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 330–331 [74], TS Arabic 42.158.
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4. Deviation

Whenever possible, lessee merchants preferred to sail directly to their

destinations, even if the debarkation port was on inland waters.189

The shippers preferred to convey their goods from inland to Mediter-

ranean ports and vice versa for reasons of economy and safety.

Avoiding frequent stops in intermediary ports could save them time

and prevent damage and/or looting of the cargo during transship-

ping.190 Hence they chose to hire vessels capable of sailing on the

high seas and on rivers, manned by skillful pilots with sufficient nau-

tical knowledge of both bodies of water.191

A master of a vessel was not authorized to divert her course unless

she was exposed to natural and human obstacles. The legal solu-

tions proposed by Màlikì jurists conformed with the timing, distance

covered, and security state of the region. Sa˙nùn ruled that if the

parties to the contract have been notified, after traversing a certain

distance, that they cannot proceed to their destination, the shipper

would still have to pay the transportation charges for that distance,

and a comparable shipping fee for the return trip to the embarka-

tion point if he opted not to continue his voyage. Otherwise, the

shipper had to compensate the ship owner commensurate with the

distance covered, and the leasing contract was nullified. These rules

were applicable to cases where the vessel came to a halt at places

under governmental jurisdiction. However, had the ship come to a

standstill at a deserted location that lacked an official domain of a

local authority, and the ship owner feared a loss of cargo and so

leased another ship, the shipper was obligated to pay all of the ship-

ping fees.192

189 Al-As'ad Abù al-Makàrim Ibn Mammàtì, Qawànìn al-Dawàwìn, ed. by 'Azìz
Suryal 'A†iya (Cairo, 1943), 339–340; 'Abbàdy and Sàlem, Tàrìkh al-Ba˙riyya al-
Islàmiyya fì Mißr wal-Shàm, 145–147; Goitein, Studies, 304; Pryor, Geography, Technology,
and War, 37–39, 54–55; Udovitch, “Time, the Sea and Society,” 521–522; Ben-
Sasson, op. cit., 536 [108], TS 8 J 20, f. 2, l. 11; 540 [109], TS 13 J 16, f. 19, ll.
16–17.

190 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 44; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:78; Wansharìsì, Al-
Mi'yàr, 8:300; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153; Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙, 3:580–581; Khamìs
Ibn Sa'ìd al- Shiqßì, Manhaj al-ˇàlibìn wa-Balàgh al-Ràghibìn (Masqa†, 1983), 12:295;
Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:319; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 24–25.

191 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:296; Udovitch, “Time, the Sea and Society,”
521–522; Scott, op. cit., 5:81, Digest XIX, 2, 13, 2. This charter warns shipmasters
not to enter into a river without being accompanied by a pilot acquainted with the
region. Having ignored this instruction, the lessor will be liable for the loss incurred
to the lessee if the cargo is injured owing to the navigational error of the captain.

192 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 21–22; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
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One set of rulings by Muslim jurists required that for coastal nav-

igation a shipper pay fees primarily commensurate with the distance

traversed, if he reached a point close to his intended port of dis-

charge.193 Other jurists linked shipping fees to the market price where

the ship moored or was disabled; the shipper therefore paid in pro-

portion to the profits he derived from sales of his goods.194 A third

legal opinion required the shipper to pay only the difference of the

distance. A fourth not only exempted shippers from paying the

difference of distance if their sale was much less than the purchase

price, but also permitted them to nullify the contract.195 A fifth judi-

cial position decreed that merchants pay only the fees established in

the contract. And a final one ruled that if the merchants’ proceeds

were higher than at the original destination, then the ship owner

could collect the fees as established in the contract plus an addi-

tional sum fixed by the shippers.196 These dicta were pertinent when

a merchant ship encountered either unfavorable weather or hostile

attack, was technically disabled or totally wrecked, or could not reach

her destination because of shallows in the estuaries or canals. The

freight charges, as established in Islamic law, were subject to increase

or decrease even if the chartered vessel did not anchor at the des-

ignated destination. Jurists took into account the distance covered

from the port of origin and market prices at the port where the ves-

sel moored. Significantly, none of the principles cited here is found

in the Roman and Byzantine legal literature.

5. Seaworthiness of Vessel

Apart from administrative duties, the ship manager had to order the

technical crew to inspect the hull, tackle, and nautical instruments

frequently during the journey and to repair any defects.197 If the cap-

tain and crew did not deal with any technical problem instantly and

7:100–102, 109; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:63–65, 132; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra,
5:485–486; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 142–143.

193 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 26–27; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 8:498; Wansharìsì,
'Uddat al-Burùq, 554–555.

194 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 24.
195 Ibid., 29; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Al-Kàfì, 2:753.
196 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:310.
197 A 1060s Geniza letter vividly describes how a merchant vessel carrying flax

for Alexandria was disabled in Rosetta (Rashìd). A few days later, it was repaired
and the shipper continued his journey aboard the same vessel for his intended des-
tination. See Gil, op. cit., 2:444 [151], Mosseri VII 155, ll. 10–18.
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the ship was either damaged or wrecked, the carrier had to indem-

nify the shipper if all or part of his consignment was damaged.

Conversely, the shipper had to indemnify the carrier if the vessel

and cargo were lost due to the shipper’s negligence. However, when

shipwreck and cargo loss were not caused by captain, crew or ship-

per, what was saved became the subject of contribution.198 With that,

Islamic law presented several differing legal opinions regarding the

circumstances triggering application of this rule. Some judicial author-

ities did not authorize the carrier to collect transportation costs—for

a voyage on the open sea or by cabotage—unless he arrived safely

at the destination and anchored at the docking terminal.199 Another

group of fuqahà", advocated by Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar, ruled that the sum

payable should be disbursed in accordance with the distance cov-

ered until the point of shipwreck. If the vessel was wrecked near the

embarkation port and part of the merchandise was jettisoned, no fee

was payable to the ship owner. However, if the ship was disabled

offshore and part of the merchandise was cast overboard, the fee

was collectable in proportion to the distance covered, after deduct-

ing the shipping charges for the jetsam. Similarly, if the shipment

was jettisoned at the designated port or in its vicinity and the leas-

ing contract was concluded upon crossing the high seas, the ship

owner could charge the fee proportionate to the distance covered,

but no fee for the irredeemable cargo. Moreover, transportation

charges for the recovered drenched goods had to be reduced in pro-

portion to the damage done; if the value of goods was diminished

by a certain amount, so were the freight charges.200 If the goods

remained intact, the shipper paid the fee in proportion to the dis-

tance covered since “he (shipper) benefited from the transport, saved

time, and was brought closer to his ultimate destination.”201 And, if

the winds drove the vessel back to the port of embarkation where-

198 N. N., Articles III:10 and III:41, see Ashburner, op. cit., 91, 115; Justice, General
Treatise, 93, 110; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 199, 204; Dareste, “Lex
Rhodia,” 25; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 259–260, 265.

199 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 26, 27.
200 Ibid., 28, 29, 38–39; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:494–495; Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:86;

Sarakhsì, Al-Mabsù†, 16:10; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 15:447–448; 16:76–77;
Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:332–335.

201 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 29. The law entitles the lessor to cancel the contract for
the rest of the voyage if his vessel is wrecked. The lessee cannot impose on the
lessor to bring a substitute and convey the cargo unwillingly to the final destina-
tion if the contract was concluded upon a specific vessel.
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upon it was wrecked, the shippers were not obliged to pay any fee

because “they did not reap benefit from the voyage.”202

6. Cargo Damage

Damage to cargo could occur due to irresistible force ( force majeure)

impossible to anticipate. For example, a second century C.E. pilot’s

receipt shows how a shipper added one and a half percent [1.5%]

to the total consignments registered in the bill of lading, taking into

consideration that either the volume of grain might shrink through

loss of moisture, or be worth less due to sand in it or other impu-

rities resulting from the shipment.203 By the fifth century this cus-

tomary practice was incorporated into the Codex Theodosianus,

relieving the captain of liability if four percent [4%] of the cargo

was lost or damaged during the journey by force majeure. It followed

that if the loss exceeded 4%, then the ship owner could not escape

liability.204

While the Digest and the N. N. do not refer to specific parallels,

the practice of loading extra freight to the quantity registered in the

bill of lading was prominent in the Mediterranean arena. An eighth

century C.E. edict by Màlik explicitly refers to an incident where

the carrier claimed, upon arrival at his destination, that a certain

quantity of the grain or oil shipment was spoiled or water damaged.

To authenticate or repudiate the carrier’s testimony, Màlik ordered

the contractants to consult with the experts in these matters. If they

ruled that the level of shortfall was equivalent to a normal amount

of leakage, then the carrier was relieved of liability after taking an

oath, and no shipping fees were due him for the spoiled shipment.

However, if there was only superficial damage from occasional spray

from the sea, which does not commonly cause substantial harm to

cargo, there should be no discount, and the carrier could collect the

whole amount stipulated in the leasing agreement.205 It is important

to note that the percentage deducted from the total quantity regis-

tered in the bill of lading was not to exceed a single-digit ratio.

202 Ibid., 28; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:310–311.
203 Edmund H. Kase, Papyri in the Princeton University Collection (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1936), 2:17, AM 8930.
204 Pharr et al., Theodosian Code, 392, CTh 13.5.7; 396, CTh 13.5.38; 399, CTh

13.9.2, CTh 13.9.3.2; 400, CTh 13.9.5; Sirks, Food for Rome, 157–158.
205 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 43; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:528; Wansharìsì,

Al-Mi'yàr, 8:308–309; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:556–557.
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Specifically, Màlik estimated the percentage of the superficial dam-

age at three percent [3%] so that up to this ratio the amount payable

should conform with the contract terms.206 Nevertheless, if the impair-

ment resulted from the seamen misconduct, then the ship owner was

obliged to compensate the shippers.207

As noted, goods might be spoiled by water seepage affecting the

shipments in the hold or by the frequent spraying of seawater onto

cargo on the upper decks. Such an event occurred around 1050 to

Jacob Ibn Salmàn al-Óarìrì, who sailed from Alexandria to al-

Làdhiqiyya (Laodicea).208 In his letter to Nahray Ibn Nissìm, he

vividly describes how water seeped into the hull and damaged part

of the goods stored at the lowest levels. Crew and passengers alike

pumped out seawater in shifts until they anchored securely in Tripoli

on the Levantine coast. He reported:

This is to inform that I arrived safely [in Tripoli] after a journey of
eight days. . . . Water seeped into the ship and I worked the pumps
from the very day we left Alexandria. Each man had to bail fifty buck-
ets of water in a shift, each bucket being the size of half a Byzantine
barrel. Our turn came two or three times during a day and a night.
Abù al-Faraj Ibn Joseph, the Spaniard, also took his turn. Thank God,
we arrived safely, but a great quantity of linen got wet, and the mer-
chants quarreled with the owner of the boat until he remitted a part
of the fare. My own linen became only slightly damaged by water,
about fifty pounds of a total of two bales, a really negligible quantity.209

Had this incident been brought before a Byzantine court, the judges

would most likely have referred to Articles III:38, III:40, and III:44

of the N. N., which commanded the parties to the maritime ven-

206 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 41; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
7:107; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:132–133.

207 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 41; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
7:107–108; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 230–231; Awzajandì, Fatàwà Kàzì-Khàn,
3:312; Qaràfı, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:486.

208 Làdhiqiyya on the coast of Syria, was built in the second millennium B.C.,
in the Ugarit Kingdom; it was named after Laodicea, mother of Seleucos I, the
kingdom’s founder. Falling into the hands of all subsequent occupiers of Syria, it
became part of the Roman and Byzantine empires, and after earthquakes in 494
and 555 was rebuilt by Justinian. Taken by the Arabs in 638, it reverted to the
Byzantines and then to the Seljuk Turks in 1084. Under the Crusaders it was first
incorporated into the principality of Antioch and called La Liche by the Latin
prince Tancred, who considered it part of the Latin Bishopric; in 1188 Saladin
captured it.

209 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:321, TS 12.241, ll. 1–11; Gil, op. cit., 4:184–185
[660].
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ture to make contribute for damage arising from wind and water.210

By contrast, Muslim authorities have determined as follows: If the

damage was incurred through natural forces rather than intentional

dereliction of either contractor, the parties were to allocate the losses

among themselves. The carrier was eligible to collect the freight fees

commensurate with the distance traversed after appraising the remain-

ing safe and injured goods; no shipping fee was payable for the

spoiled cargo. If the whole shipment was lost, the carrier had no

right to collect the fees.211 If the ship sank and part of the shipment

was salvaged, the carrier was entitled to collect transportation fees

for the salvaged portion commensurate with the current value of the

remaining goods and the distance covered,212 provided the shipper

paid the salvager’s labor.213 It is interesting to note that the N. N.

and the A. S. both instructed the captain to supply his crew with

buckets to pump out the bilge water. If they were delinquent and

bilge water ruined the cargo, the carrier was held accountable for

the loss.214 The only difference between the Byzantine and Islamic

practices lay in the reimbursement of the crew. Whereas the N. N.

ordered shippers to pay a single-digit percentage of goods salvaged

from a ship caught in a gale,215 Islamic law dictated that they reward

the crew only if they salvaged jettisoned goods.216

210 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 204–205.
211 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 29; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:496–497; Ibn Rushd, Al-

Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 8:498; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Al-Kàfì, 2:753; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-
Óukkàm, 2:526; A˙mad Ibn Óajar al-Haythamì, Al-Fatàwà al-Kubrà al-Fiqhiyya (Cairo,
1938), 3:146–147; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:300–301, 308.

212 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 29, 41, 43; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-
Ziyàdàt, 7:111; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 8:498; 9:147–150; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm,
2:249–250.

213 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 35: “The expenses incurred for salvaging the jetsam are
paid by the cargo owner [wa-ajr ikhràj hàdhà al-ladhì ukhrija 'alà rabbihi ].”

214 Articles III:38 and III:44; Ashburner, op. cit., 112, 117; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,”
23, 25; Justice, General Treatise, 109, 111–112; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law,
203, 204–205; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 264, 265; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 43;
Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:55.

215 Article III:38. Based on Ashburner’s translation, the seamen are entitled to
collect 6% of the salvaged jetsam: “If it is from the gale that the cargo is injured,
let the captain and the sailors together with the merchant bear the loss; and let
the captain together with the ship and the sailors receive the six-hundredths of each
thing saved.” See Ashburner, op. cit., 112. However, based on the translation of
Justice, Dareste, and Freshfield the remuneration fee for salvaging the jettisoned
cargo is fixed at one percent [1%] of the jetsam’s value. Justice, General Treatise,
109; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 23; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 203; Letsios,
Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 264.

216 See note no. 214.
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Although the Geniza occasionally refers to cases where the ship

owner declined to remit part of the transportation charges to the

shippers even if the whole shipment was cast overboard,217 Islamic

law ordered him to refund his shipper according to the rate of the

jetsam, regardless of whether jettison took place in the port of ori-

gin, en route, or after reaching the destination.218 If the goods were

salvaged intact and conveyed to the port of discharge, the owner

had to pay the entire fare as stipulated in the leasing agreement.

However, if the salvaged jetsam lost a percentage of its actual value

due to spoilage and the like, then the shipping fees were to be

deducted proportionately to the current value of the damaged goods

at the port of origin; the shipper had to pay fees in proportion to

the decrease in the value of his goods.219

7. Transshipping

The tendency of shippers to convey their commodities aboard a

definite vessel and avoid transshipping was indeed justifiable since

the process could be costly, time-consuming and risky. Transshipping

from one vessel to another was permissible, or even mandatory, when

the hiring contract was signed for a guaranteed service (common

carrier), according to which the ship owner/carrier was committed

to transport the shipment by any means of transport. If the shipper

chartered a specific vessel on condition that the carrier would sup-

ply a replacement in case of wreck, the contract was regarded as

unlawful. If that particular vessel could not reach her destination

owing to shallow water or technical problems, the carrier did not

need to provide a substitute since the contract was legally void the

moment the ship came to a standstill. If the carrier acted indepen-

dently and nonetheless employed a substitute, he became liable for

any subsequent damage to the consignment.220 This principle is com-

parable to Article III:42 of the N. N., which entitled the captain to

act as he saw fit if leakage prevented his vessel from reaching her

217 Goitein, “Jewish Trade,” 380, TS 10 J 19, f. 19, ll. 22–23.
218 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 35: “No fee is payable to the ship owner for jettisoned

and seriously damaged commodities [là kirà" fì-mà rumiya fì al-ba˙r wa-halak]”; Jazìrì,
Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229.

219 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 25, 35, 37.
220 Ibid., 16–17, 21, 42, 48–49; Abu Safieh, Bardiyyàt Qurra Ibn Sharìk, 258, Pap.

1353, l. 6.
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destination. The captain could either collect the shipping fees as

required by law, or transship the cargo aboard another vessel, or

repair the damage and continue to the agreed trading-place where

he could collect the whole freight.221 The Digest explicitly states that

a carrier cannot transship goods to another ship without the ship-

per’s consent, or transfer the cargo at a time when he should not

have done so, or load it in a vessel less seaworthy than his own. If

he did so, the shipper had the right bring an action against him.222

III. Destination

Neither Byzantine nor Islamic leasing contracts and formulae stated

a date of arrival at a destination since the duration of a voyage

depended on the variability and changeability of winds, the amount

of freight on board the vessel, her type and performance capability,

the navigational ethics and professional expertise of the crew, direc-

tions of the tide and currents, and the distance and the course—

whether the ship crossed the high seas or sailed in sight of the

coast.223 Documentary evidence nonetheless establishes that experi-

enced travelers and seamen were able to compute the time voyages

would take between various ports under favorable conditions, exclud-

ing unforeseen mechanical problems or human hazards.224 However,

altercations between the parties to the contract arose when a ship

arrived at the destination, but for safety and security reasons could

not enter the port; or, she was moored at the quayside but captain

221 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 207–208, 265; Justice, General Treatise, 111;
Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 25; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 204; Ashburner,
op. cit., 116.

222 Scott, op. cit., 5:81, Digest XIX, 2, 13, 2; Thomas, “Carriage by Sea,” 129–130.
223 Sulaymàn Ibn A˙mad al-Mahrì, Al-'Umda al-Mahriyya fì oab† al-'Ulùm al-Ba˙riyya

(Damscus: Ma†ba'at al-Sa'àda, 1970), 18; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 92–93.
224 Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 281–296; Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:325–326;

Pryor, Geography, Technology, and War, 5–6, 36; idem, “Types of Ships and their
Performance Capabilities,” 33–58; McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 451–500.
From the classical era of Rome to the late medieval period, the estimated speed
of commercial ships ranged between 2.8–6.2 knots/hour with favorable winds, and
1.5–3.3 knots/hour under unfavorable winds. Muslim jurists ruled that if the ship
owner failed to arrive at the destination on time and a portion got wet and depre-
ciated in value, the loads must be appraised sound and in their current state. If
they lost a third or a quarter of their value, the shipping charges are to be deducted
by a third or a quarter. This ordinance proves that carriers and experienced ship-
per could estimate the duration of the maritime journey. See ˇàher (ed.), op. cit.,
41; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:111, 112.
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and crew were negligent; or, when shippers were occupied other-

wise than with discharging their cargoes; or, a wind ruined part or

all of the shipment.

Merchant ships arriving in late afternoon often had to anchor out-

side until the next day. Occasionally, an overnight delay would cause

damage to cargo. If the port was open and a ship could still dock

safely, but the shipmaster insisted on staying outside overnight, he

was liable for any damage to the shipments. If the captain refrained

from entering the port due to safety measures, and the passengers

cooperated with him, then they had to pay all the freight fees.

However, if the ship arrived at the destination after the harbor closed,

the shippers were responsible for the damage.225

As a rule, the destined port had to be politically safe when the

parties to the contract sign their agreement. However, a problem

would arise when rival navies and pirates unpredictably blockaded

the port of discharge, preventing commercial ships from entering. If

a merchant vessel arrived at her destination but could not dock

because of hostile warships, the ship manager and the shipper(s)

could divert her course for a safer harbor near the original desti-

nation, anchoring there until the threat passed, provided the con-

tract remained valid. A shipper was at liberty to discharge his

consignment if he paid the rental fees to the carrier. However, the

contract remained valid for those shippers who intended to unload

in the original port once the blockade was lifted; they owed no addi-

tional charges to the carrier.226

Severe weather conditions, the most formidable threat to sailing

vessels, could prevent the completion of the maritime venture even

if the craft was securely tied to the dock at the port of debarkation.

If the ship was caught in a storm when moored in the port of

debarkation set forth in the leasing contract, the carrier was eligible

to collect the entire shipping fee for the goods safely warehoused.

However, he could not recover the freight from shippers for goods

that still awaited unloading. But if the vessel suffered any damage

together with the cargo still on board, both the shipper and carrier

225 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 163–164; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm,
3:656–657; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:306.

226 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 20; Raßßà', Shar˙ Óudùd Ibn 'Arafa, 2:526; 'Abd al-Rafì',
Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:526; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:302–305.
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had to come into contribution.227 Muslim jurists posited a similar

principle and ruled that if a vessel reached her destination and a

disaster befell her upon arrival so that it was impossible to discharge

the cargo, no payment was due the ship owner; this case was treated

as equivalent to a vessel not reaching her destination. Màlik and Ibn

al-Qàsim endorsed this ruling, but added that where anchorage was

accomplished and the shippers were occupied with other tasks, when

they could have been unloading their cargo, they would have to pay

the freight in full. Had the vessel moored in the anchorage and the

shippers immediately begun to discharge the cargo and load it into

warehouses before a calamity befell them, those whose shipments

were saved had to pay the freightage in full, while those who lost

part or all of the shipment were absolved from paying the fee for

the ruined goods; this case paralleled that of a merchantman that

could not reach the destination. No fee was due the ship owner,

unless he secured his vessel to the quayside and fulfilled his con-

tractual obligations and no obstacles beyond human control inter-

vened. Moreover, the sum payable for cargo spoiled by wreckage or

jettison was deducted proportionately to the depreciation of goods.228

As the ship arrived at her destination, the captain customarily

gave up his command to a harbor pilot, who navigated the craft to

the allocated terminal to avoid collision with other ships in the moor-

ing process.229 At the wharf, the seamen had to secure the ship to

the quay at a distance from neighboring vessels that would avoid

possible damage from the impact of waves causing collision.

Nonetheless, such a misfortune might still befall a ship while anchor-

ing and the captain would order the crew to jettison part of the

cargo for fear of foundering. In such a case, the vessel and the value

227 Article III:33; Ashburner, op. cit., 109; Justice, General Treatise, 105; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 202; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 21; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 176, 263.

228 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 27–28; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
7:102; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228–229; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485–486; Burzulì,
Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:656–657; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:306. The lessor cannot
claim the freight for whatever cargo perishes at anchorage owing to wreckage or
jettison before mooring at the docking berth. Moreover, these regulations also applied
in case of pirate and enemy attacks on the port of destination.

229 Gerald R. Tibbetts, Arab Navigation in the Indian Ocean before the Coming of the
Portuguese (London: The Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 1971),
60–61.
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of her remaining safe goods were averaged.230 The captain and crew

were held solely liable for the damage to the ship and her contents

if they were found to have ignored basic landing safety regulations,

and they had to compensate the injured party for their ineptitude.231

The carrier’s liability for the safety of cargo began the moment

the shipment was transferred to him at the port of origin and expired

when the ship was secured to the landing berth at her destination.

Neither the N. N. nor the A. S. required the ship owner/carrier to

discharge the cargo unless the contract terms or local custom so stip-

ulated.232 Otherwise, the shipper bore unloading expenses.233

Cancellation of Contract

When the contracting parties signed the agreement voluntarily, each

was of course expected to fulfill its contractual promises, although

either might fail to do so. For example, the carrier might intention-

ally or unintentionally fail to ready his vessel at the port of origin,

or the shipper to bring his cargo to the loading berth. Either party

might perform untimely, poorly or at the wrong place. In addition,

the carrier might not have been able to comply with the contract

provisions because of a technical malfunction or factors beyond human

control. All these cases could render the contract impracticable.

230 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 36; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487; idem, Al-Furùq, 4:10;
Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:306; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:244; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-
Óukkàm, 235: The vessel is subject to contribution if her owner is proved to have
taken risks and sailed under adverse sea conditions. Ibid., 236–237, reads: “The ship
owner is entitled to ask them [the merchants]: jettison your shipments to lighten
my vessel.”

231 Article III:26, Ashburner, op. cit., 105; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 206,
262; Justice, General Treatise, 102; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 19; Freshfield, Manual of
Later Roman Law, 201; Ibn Màjid, Al-Fawà"id, 364; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law,
68–69.

232 Ashburner, op. cit., cxcvii; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 81–82; Wansharìsì,
Al-Mi'yàr, 8:301. The Digest established a similar practice and required the lessor
to provide a protected and locked building in which to deposit the cargo if the
contracting parties so stipulated. Scott, op. cit., 3:137, Digest IV, 9, 5 reads: “The
owner of a ship receives pay . . . but not for the safe-keeping of property; the ship
owner receives it for the transportation of passengers . . . [he is] also liable to an
action of hiring for safe custody.” See Thomas, “Carriage by Sea,” 147–149. About
the legal signicance of custodia in classical Roman law, consult G.C.J.J. Van Den
Bergh, “Custodiam Praestare: Custodia-Liability or Liability for Failing Custodia?,” Revue
d’histoire du droit 43 (1975), 59–72.

233 Gil, op. cit., 3:137 [346], Mosseri IV 79v., l. 5.
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Rhodian lawyers required both shipper and carrier to include non-

fulfillment penalties within their contract of carriage. If they failed

to set them out in the written contract, both parties would have to

comply with the judicial penalties instituted in the codified maritime

laws.234 Neither shipper nor carrier was entitled to abrogate the con-

tract without compelling reasons. If the shipper voluntarily wished

to withdraw and abandon the voyage, he had to pay for the whole

freightage to the carrier.235 Comparable penalties were enforced against

the ship owner if he reneged on the contract terms. Rhodian legists

made three references to the size of the penalty. Article III:20 required

the carrier to pay “the half-freight to the merchant” if the former

breached the contract.236 Articles III:19 and III:24, on the other

hand, required the carrier to forfeit double the amount set forth in

the leasing agreement. Specially, if the carrier refused to transport

the cargo agreed upon in the leasing transaction and committed a

breach, he forfeited twice the amount stipulated in the agreement.237

Obviously, some regulations were mutually incompatible. Whereas

III:20 ordered the carrier to repay the advance fee only, III:19 and

III:24 ordered him to refund the shipper the half-freight paid in

advance as well as an equivalent amount stipulated in their con-

tract. Rhodian lawyers may have distinguished between early and

last minute abrogation, which could explain these legal inconsisten-

cies. So long as the contract was abrogated in the early stages, the

ship owner had to refund the hirer the half-freight. Reimbursement

234 Article III:20; Ashburner, op. cit., 99; Justice, General Treatise, 99; Letsios, Das
Seegesetz der Rhodier, 162, 261.

235 Ashburner, op. cit., 98, Article III:19: “If a man hires a ship and gives earnest-
money and afterwards says ‘I have no need of it,’ he loses his earnest money.”
Article III:20, rules: “If the merchant wishes to take out the cargo, he will give the
whole freight to the captain.” An identical provision is restated in Articles III:23
and III:25 of the same treatise. See Ashburner, op. cit., 103; Justice, General Treatise,
100, 101; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 17, 19; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 200,
201; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 162, 262.

236 Ashburner, op. cit., 98; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 162, 203–204.
237 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 201; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law,

200–201; Ashburner, op. cit., 98, Article III:19: “If the captain acts wrongfully, let
him give back to the merchant double the earnest-money.” On p. 103, Article
III:24: “Where there is a contract in writing and the captain commits a breach,
let him return the half freight and as much as again.” In determining the penalty
paid by the ship owner, Byzantine lawyers apparently took into consideration the
consequences the merchant might have incurred by losing the season of navigation
and commerce. Hence the amount of compensation necessarily consisted of a por-
tion of the profit the lessee might reap from his overseas transaction.
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consisted of the advance payment and an additional comparable

penalty fixed in the contract, if the ship owner breached it shortly

before departure or after he set sail. Interestingly, the law appears

to apply either penalty fee to cases when the navigation season was

about to end with the approach of winter, or when the ship owner/car-

rier concluded a better deal with other shippers.

The carrier was bound to honor and implement the contract terms

irrespective of force majeure, the intervention of sovereign authorities

or technical malfunction of the vessel. However, if the vessel was

disabled or wrecked due to rough seas during the loading process,

the shipper had to reimburse her owner half of the freight, while

the craft was subject to contribution,238 to the extent that the wreck

did not occur due to the malice or negligence of the seamen or cap-

tain.239 The Rhodian lawyers went on to discuss difficulties that could

occur during loading. Article III:42, dealing explicitly with this ques-

tion, relieved the ship owner of responsibility for not complying with

the contract’s terms due to technical impediments. It decrees:

If a ship springs a leak while it is carrying goods and the goods are
taken out, let it lie with the captain, whether he wishes to carry the
goods in the ship to the trading-place agreed upon, if the ship is
repaired. If the ship is not repaired, but the captain takes another ship
to the trading-place agreed upon, let him give the whole freight.240

The noted Article does not deal categorically with a clear-cut breach

of the ship owner’s obligation, but gives the carrier two alternatives

for completing his task. He could repair the ship and convey the

cargo to its prescribed market, if the repair did not last long, or he

could transship the cargo to another vessel if he paid the freight

charges of the substitute boat, regardless of the expenses incurred in

transshipping. In all events, as the Digest suggests, the carrier was

still liable for the consequences of transshipping if the substitute ves-

sel was lost with her cargo, or if the shipments were partially or

totally damaged as a result.241 This made the ship owner account-

238 N. N., Articles III:28, III:29, and III:32.
239 Article III:27, Ashburner, op. cit., 105; Justice, General Treatise, 102; Dareste,

“Lex Rhodia,” 19; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 201; Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 262–263.

240 Ashburner, op. cit., 116.
241 Scott, op. cit., 4:212, Digest XIV, 2, 10, 1; 5:81 Digest XIX, 2, 13, 1; Van

Den Bergh, “Custodiam Praestare,” 69.
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able for conveying the goods to the ultimate destination under all

circumstances, and in the same state he received them in the port

of origin, despite the technical malfunction of the original vessel.

In dealing with the alleged abrogation of a contract, Islamic judi-

cial authorities considered whether the lease was for the hire of a

guaranteed service (common carrier), or a specific ship. In the former

case, the carrier was committed to transport the cargo to its ulti-

mate destination by all means of transportation, including pack ani-

mals if the intended harbor lay overland, and the freightage was

always payable upon arrival at the destination, regardless of weather

conditions, technical problems or hostile attacks that might have

interfered with the course of the voyage.242 In this sense Islamic law

corresponded with the Byzantine practice.

The rules regarding contracts that specify a particular vessel are

different. In contrast with Article III:42 of the N. N., the A. S. inval-

idates the charter contract the moment the ship is wrecked. Neither

shipper nor carrier is allowed to incorporate a provision guarantee-

ing to provide a substitute if the designated vessel is sunk. Even if

they did so, such a contract would be null and void.243 Extensive

wreck or total damage that rendered the ship unnavigable termi-

nated the contract provided that damage could not be repaired, in

which case the sum payable was ordinarily determined according to

the distance or time involved, if it was endorsed within a fixed period.

To deal with this issue from a technical perspective, Muslim jurists

relied not only on the testimony of the captain and crew, but ordered

at least two arbitrators versed in nautical technology and shipbuilding

242 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 16–17, 19; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:409–410, 440; ˇa˙àwì,
Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:38,
43; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 8:81–82, 498; Ibn Juzayy, Al-Qawànìn al-Fiqhiyya,
281; Ibn Mughìth, Al-Muqni' fì 'Ilm al-Shurù†, 442–444; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd,
224–225; Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn wal-Muwa˙˙idìn, 470–472; Shammàkhì,
Al-Ì∂à˙, 3:575; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:155; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:474–475; Ibn
'Àßim, Tu˙fat Ibn 'Àßim, 197; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:300–301; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-
Jalìl, 7:550–551; 'Abd al-'Azìz Ibn al-Barràj, Al-Muhadhdhab (Qumm: Mu"assasat al-
Nashr al-Islàmì, 1989), 1:483; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law., 61–64.

243 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 16; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:440, 496–497; Ibn Abì Zayd
Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:38; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:81–82;
Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:526; Ibn al-Barràj, Al-Muhadhdhab, 1:483; Ibn Juzayy, Al-
Qawànìn al-Fiqhiyya, 281; Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙, 3:575; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Al-Kàfì,
2:753; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Maqßad, 225; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:474–475; Óa††àb,
Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:550–551; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:155.
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to evaluate the damage and determine whether the ship was navi-

gable or not.244

Manmade hazards and natural perils constituted grounds for revok-

ing the contract by either party at any stage: before the ship sailed

or during the voyage. As in the Codex Theodosianus, commercial

ships were prohibited from sailing when navigation was suspended

and the sea lanes closed, and when enemy or pirate ships lurked

near ports. The law ordered the parties to wait for the weather to

improve or for the threats to disappear. Faced with an indefinite

waiting period, however, the contractual parties could either post-

pone their departure for the next sailing season, or abrogate their

agreement.245 Within this category, one could argue as to whether

the detention of commercial vessels by local authorities justified

breaching the leasing agreement. The only difference between Islamic

law and the Digest in this regard related to the sum payable. While

Islamic legal authorities did not allow the ship owner/carrier to col-

lect the freight until the ship sailed,246 Romano-Byzantine jurists enti-

tled him to charge the shipper “in accordance with the contract”.247

Invalidation of the contract in Islamic law was congruent with the

Prophetic tradition that “there shall be no harming of one man by

another.”248 With the exception of the impediment factors mentioned

above, the law forbade either party to the contract to breach their

covenant unilaterally, especially if such a cancellation would severely

injure either of them. Like their Byzantine counterparts, Muslim

jurists disapproved of rescission of the leasing contract during the

crucial time when the ship was about to sail. If the merchant, with-

out a compelling reason, refused to load the shipment, he had to

pay the fees involved. If the ship owner delayed sailing until after

the convoy of vessels headed back and the sea lanes were closed,

244 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 24; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153–154; Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙,
3:580–581; Shiqßì, Manhaj al-ˇàlibìn, 12:295–296. Identical principles can be found
in fourth and fifth century Romano-Byzantine laws. See CTh 13.9.3, CTh 13.9.6,
CJ 11.5.1, and CJ 11.5.3.

245 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14, 19–21; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Wansharìsì,
Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299–300; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 10:378; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153–154.

246 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 19.
247 Scott, op. cit., 5:100–101, Digest XIX, 2, 61, 1.
248 “Là ∂arar wa-là ∂iràr—no licit good faith contract should lead to harm either

to oneself or damage to others.” See ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 14; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn
wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:136.
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the merchant was exempt from paying the transportation fee and

was allowed to unload his shipment.249 However, if the contract pro-

vided for the transporting of a specific shipment to a definite desti-

nation, and that shipment was stolen before or after being loaded,250

the merchant had to pay all the freight charges.251 While the Màlikì
practice held the merchant responsible for the entire fee, the Óanafite

stipulated a partial remuneration. The differing legal positions between

the two Islamic law schools are reflected in their fatàwà collections.

When Kàzì-Khàn was asked about a man who chartered a ship to

transport commodities, but when the ship owner reached the port

of embarkation he discovered that they were not there, he declared:

“The lessee must indemnify the ship owner an incomplete kirà" since

the ship sailed empty to the port of embarkation.”252 The partial

compensation incumbent on the shipper only applied to the voyage

out from the original port. Therefore, one may assume that the ship-

per had to pay the whole freight on the return voyage, as if the

ship transported the consignment.

Some jurists took the position that damage to the goods was a

sufficient reason to breach the contract. Those who did suggest nul-

lifying the contract regardless of the quantity of damaged cargo.

Others, adopting an opposing view, assumed that the contract remained

valid, whereas a third group advocated a compromise, stating that

“unless the damage resulted from an act of God, the leasing con-

tract cannot be repudiated and the shipper must pay the cost of the

freight in proportion to the distance covered.”253

Summary

For over a millennium, the principles of the contract of affreightment,

especially those that dealt with the charter of a specific vessel, remained

249 Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:154–155.
250 A distinction must be made between cargo stolen by the crew or another

party. In the former situation the responsibility is laid upon the employer, i.e., ship
manager or owner for he is solely accountable for its safety if the merchant does
not accompany his shipment.

251 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:82–83; Ibn 'Àßim, Tu˙fat Ibn 'Àßim, 580–581.
252 Awzajandì, Fatàwà Kàzì-Khàn, 2:287; Ibn Nujaym al-Mißrì, Rasà"il Ibn Nujaym

(Beirut: Dàr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1980), 152–153.
253 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:82–83.
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unchanged. The contracting parties had to specify the vessel’s type,

name, rigging, and equipment, identify the senior officers and crew,

and fix the course of the voyage, including ports of origin and des-

tination. Beside making sure that the chartered vessel was seawor-

thy, both contracting parties had to fix the freightage and indicate

the payment arrangements, whether in advance, by installments, or

upon delivery of the goods at the journey’s end.

Byzantine and Islamic laws shared other principles as well. First,

customary law in the Mediterranean required delivery of the consign-

ment to the quayside, at the time fixed in the contract. Second, a

shipper detaining a vessel had to pay additional expenses commen-

surate with the rate indicated in the agreement. Similarly, if a ship

owner/carrier neither furnished a seaworthy vessel, nor provided the

vessel specified in the contract at the prescribed port, he was fined.

However, when a ship could not depart due to hostile attacks,

inclement weather or detention by local authorities, the shipper had

to pay contribution. Finally, a unilateral abrogation by either party

required the violator to remunerate the other party. In short, save

for minor differences, the rules governing altercations that arose in

the port of embarkation were largely similar in Byzantine and Islamic

maritime practices.

Differences between the Digest and the N. N., on the one hand,

and the A. S. and other Islamic judicial sources, on the other, are

greater with reference to problems that emerged en route. For the

first time in the history of maritime law, Muslim legists promulgated

laws and customs linking freight charges with: (a) the distance cov-

ered and (b) the market prices the cargo would fetch if the ship

anchored at a port other than the destination. The new legal prece-

dents pertained for the most part to merchantmen sailing by cabo-

tage when subjected to extreme human perils, tempestuous weather,

or the result of technical malfunction. By all accounts, the payment

of wages to seamen was not affected, whether the ship owner profited

from the trading voyage or not. Moreover, Muslim law doctors insti-

tuted new regulations pertaining to the lease of a common carrier,

or what they call “a guaranteed personal service.” This development,

scarcely addressed in the Digest and not mentioned at all in the 

N. N., appears to be another major Islamic contribution to inter-

national sea law. This sort of contract could not have developed
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without the expansion of Islamic maritime trade in the Mediterranean

from the eighth century onwards. To appreciate such a contribution

fully would require a new analytical study comparing the laws on

the hire of a common carrier following Islamic and European mari-

time practices in the eleventh century Mediterranean.



CHAPTER FOUR

JETTISON, GENERAL AVERAGE, AND CONTRIBUTION

General

The etymological origin of the term “general average” provides an

interesting introduction to the principles of the law on jettison and

contribution. The English word “average” derives from the Latin

avaria,1 which in turn came from the Arabic 'awàr or 'awàriya, signi-

fying damaged merchandise or damaged vessel.2 The Latin word is

unlikely to have existed prior to the middle of the tenth century,

when the Commercial Revolution in the Mediterranean world began.

By the end of the immediately preceding centuries, when Muslims

began to dominate the trunk routes and strategic positions in the

Mediterranean, hundreds of Arabic nautical and legal terms were

Latinized/Romanized.3 The word “general” is self-explanatory, meaning

here simply “common.” Thus “general average” signifies the sacrifice

made, or expenditure incurred, for the common safety and common

good, in order to save ship, cargo, and humans imperiled in a joint

1 Salvatore Battaglia, Grande Dizionario della Lingua Italiana (Napoli, 1961), 1:871,
he writes: “Dall’ Ar. 'awàrìya, ‘merce avariata’, deriv. da 'awàr, 'danno deteriorameto”; Emili
Vallès, Pal-Las Diccionari Català (Barcelona, 1962), 60: “Avaria; Dany sofert per les mer-
caderies en el transport.” The Spanish equivalent is averî: Aldo Duro, Vocabolario della
Lingua Italiana (Roma: Instituto della Enciclopedia Italiana, 1986), 1:359–360, among
the other meanings the editor writes: (a) “Qualunque danno sofferto da una nave.” (b)
“Nella tecnica dei trasporti, danno o deterioramento sofferto da una merce in viaggio . . .”; W.H.
Maigne D’Arnis, Lexicon Manuale Ad Scriptores Mediae Et Infimae Latinitatis (Paris, 1866),
251: “Avaria: indemnité payée aux négociants dont les merchandises ont péri en mer par suite de
la nécessité où on s’est trouvé d’en alléger le navire, par ceux dont les ballots, n’ayant pas eu le
même sort sont arrivés à bon port.” “Avaria grossa: Lancement à la mer du grèement et du charge-
ment du navire pour l’alleger dans un cas de danger”; L. Marcel Devic, Dictionaire étymologique
des mots français d’origine orientale (Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1876), 50–51.

2 Mu˙ammad Murta∂à al-Óusaynì al-Zabìdì, Tàj al-'Arùs, ed. by Óussein Naßßàr
(Kuwait, 1974), 13:157–158; Edward W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon (Beirut: Libraire
du Liban, 1980), 5:2195, “ 'awàr or 'uwàr: a defect or an imperfection in an article
of merchandise and in a garment, or piece of cloth, and in a slave, and in a beast,
and so in the like, and in a house or tent”; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime
Law,” 220.

3 Devic, Dictionare étymologique; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 20.
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maritime venture.4 Where deemed applicable, the general average

required pro rata contributions5 by all concerned parties.

Once a vessel encountered tempest or accident and was in impend-

ing peril of foundering, jettisoning her cargo, her equipment and

even human beings was necessary to make her lighter and more

buoyant, and this necessity was reason jettisoning became lawful.6 In

regions of war and piracy, jettisoning all or part of the cargo might

make a vessel a less tempting target for enemy warships and pirates,

since in both situations a lighter, more maneuverable ship stood a

better chance of escape than a heavily laden one. Even though these

circumstances sound plausible as reasons for jettison, numerous ques-

tions remain to be answered. First and foremost, what sort or degree

of peril sufficed to produce a general average situation? To what

extent was the shipmaster’s judgment respected after the event, even

if he might have wrongly estimated the peril? When could a sacrifice

be called voluntary? How was the right to receive contribution affected

if the peril might have been the fault of a party to the maritime

venture? How precisely were the interests benefited by the sacrifice,

and hence subject to contribution, defined, and given a money value?

Rules of Jettison

Although the Digest does not deal directly with the act of jettison,

it suggests that someone on board, other than the actual owner,

should jettison the cargo for the sake of the common good.7 However,

a consultation among the captain, crew, and shippers prior to the

4 Thomas J. Schoenbaum, Admiralty and Maritime Law (St. Paul, MN: West Publish-
ing, 1994), 811.

5 The legal Arabic term of classical Islam to signify contribution of losses is
muqàßßa or mu˙àßßa. See Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:642; David Santillana,
Instituzioni di diritto musulmano malichita con riguardo anche al sistema sciafiita (Roma:
Instituto per l’Oriente, 1938), 2:192; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235; Noble,
“Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 239.

6 Casting cargo overboard was a Mediterranean practice from the dawn of civ-
ilization through the high Middle Ages. The Bible addresses the subject, notably in
Jonah 1:5 as does the Qur"àn 37:139–145.

7 Scott, Civil Law, 5:111, Digest XIX, 5, 14: “Where anyone throws merchandise
belonging to another into the sea for the purpose of saving his own, he will not
be liable to any action. If, however, he does this without any reason, he will be
liable to an action in factum; and he should do so with malicious intent, he will be
liable to an action on that ground”; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 168.
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act of jettison was necessary if the peril was not immediate and time

allowed. The first passage of Article III:9 of the N. N. reads: “If the

captain is deliberating about jettison, let him ask the passengers who

have goods on board; and let them take a vote what is to be done.”8

When time permitted the crew to consult cargo owners prior to jet-

tison, all parties involved could negotiate the terms of compensation

and determine precisely the quality and quantity of goods to be cast

overboard. All or at least most of the parties involved in the mar-

itime venture, especially those passengers carrying consignments in

the ship, had to agree upon throwing cargo into the sea. A prior

consultation was indispensable to ensure remuneration for the mer-

chants whose goods would be thrown overboard. During the con-

sultation, the shipmaster could defend himself against legal allegations

and crew members and passengers might contribute useful nautical

skill, knowledge, and sailing experience to the decision-making process.9

If a merchant did not accompany his cargo on board, the captain

might act as the merchant’s agent; in this case, he was required to

consult with his mates. The shipmaster, crewmen, and merchants or

their proxies were the three authorities to decide what cargo to jet-

tison and when, provided that time permitted such a consultation.

Unless they reached a consensus to cast all or part of the vessel’s

contents overboard, one party had no right to claim remuneration

from another.10 When an agreement was reached, the shipmaster

would order the cargo to be jettisoned in the amount necessary to

prevent or alleviate the danger to the vessel.11

Contrary to the Romano-Byzantine statutes that did not provide

legal details regarding the captain’s absolute jurisdiction over jetti-

soning cargo in perilous situations,12 Muslim jurists empowered him,

8 Ashburner, Rhodian Sea Law, 87; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 172–174,
178–179, 259.

9 Ashburner, op. cit., cclxiv–cclxv; Olivia R. Constable, “The Problem of Jettison
in Medieval Mediterranean Maritime Law,” Journal of Medieval History 20 (1994),
213; ˇàher (ed.), Akriyat al-Sufun, 30, 33.

10 Scott, op. cit., 4:208, Digest XIV, 2, 2, 1: “Where, however, the loss occurred
with the consent of the passengers, or on account of their fear, it must be made
good.” In other words, once the decision is made by all passengers, they collec-
tively have to contribute and reimburse those whose cargoes were jettisoned.

11 Article III:38; Ashburner, op. cit., 112; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 174,
264; Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 239.

12 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 166–167; Scott, op. cit., 4:207–208. The cap-
tain’s authority over the seizure of the shippers’ cargoes is reflected in Digest XIV,
2, 2. Servius advises the captain to detain commercial articles and private possessions
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regardless of the presence or absence of the shippers, to cast over-

board all or part of the shipments without obtaining the owners’

consent. This rule applied in a situation when the crew did not have

the luxury of time to settle contribution terms with the cargo own-

ers.13 If the merchants or their proxies were on board, the captain

could order them to dispose of their own goods.14 Correspondingly,

Byzantine lawmakers established an explicit edict—Article III:38 of

the N. N.—requiring the shipper to commence throwing his goods

overboard himself, and then the crews would follow his example.15

This ruling does not suggest that the merchant could in just any sit-

uation randomly cast overboard all or part of his goods without

coordinating the type and volume of the jetsam and concluding the

of any given sea traveler whose goods remained intact until the financial arrange-
ments are solved and compensation is delivered to the less fortunate passengers. If
the captain did bring an action on his contracts of carriage against the others whose
goods were saved, so as to distribute the loss proportionally, he would be held liable
to compensate the ill-fated shippers. Therefore, it is plausible to conclude that the
captain enjoyed similar authority around the Mediterranean basin during the period
under discussion, although the Roman-Byzantine legal codices did not refer to the
matter.

13 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 30, 33; Ibn Rushd, Fatàwà, 2:1191–1192; idem, Masà"il,
2:1051–1052; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:490; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:298–299, 311–312;
Ibn Juzayy, Al-Qawànìn al-Fiqhiyya, 337; 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Umar al-Bay∂àwì, Al-Ghàya
al-Qußwà fì Dirayat al-Fatwà (Al-Dummàm: Dàr al-Ißlà˙ lil-ˇabi' wal-Nashr, 1982),
1:901; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 405–409; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235,
238. On p. 235, he relates an account attributed to Abù al-Óasan al-Lakhmì stat-
ing: “If the sea turns rough and the fear of sinking becomes imminent, which neces-
sitates jettisoning cargoes, it is obligatory to carry it on the spot without delay. If
someone called for it, his advice should be considered.” He further rules that when
a sinking vessel has to jettison cargo, and if the freight is composed exclusively of
equivalent loads, one proceeds by drawing lots without any discrimination between
their owners: men, women, slaves, and dhimmìs. See Idris, “Commerce maritime,”
239; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:60: “In case the ship owner is afraid of shipwreck, he
is entitled to jettison the commercial commodities of the merchants even if they
are unwilling, and I favor throwing cargo overboard when it appears necessary. It
is also said that he is entitled to jettison the entire cargo, or any one owners cargo.”
A similar practice prevailed in the Indian Ocean. See Raffles, “Maritime Code of
the Malays,” 72; Winstedt and de Josselin, “Maritime Laws of Malacca,” 54: “Before
throwing cargo overboard in a storm, the crew has to be consulted, if they also
had a share in the cargo. In that case the part of each crewmember’s share in the
cargo that was to be thrown overboard was to be proportionate to the size of that
share. This was the captain’s responsibility.”

14 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 237, decrees: “The ship owner is authorized
to ask them (i.e., shippers): ‘jettison your cargo in order to lighten my vessel’ [min
˙aqq ßà˙ib al-markab an yaqùl lahum {al-tujjàr}: i†ra˙ù matà'akum li-yakhiffa markabì].”

15 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 174, 178, 264; Ashburner, op. cit., 112; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 203; Justice, General Treatise, 109; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 23.
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financial arrangements with his fellow passengers and the ship’s cap-

tain and scribe.

Muslim jurists posited additional scenarios as to the legal impli-

cations of the act of jettison. As a rule, a shipper was liable for the

losses if he threw his merchandise overboard without consulting the

captain, the crew, and his fellow shippers and passengers. If one per-

son threw another man’s goods into the sea, the former became

liable for the losses.16 But, if A called upon B to voluntarily sacrifice

B ’s cargo, B had no legal right to reimbursement since A did not

promise to pay him for the loss.17 A was required to indemnify B if

A called upon B to jettison cargo and agreed to pay him for the

loss.18 A was also obliged to guarantee B’s losses if the latter made

a sacrifice for the benefit of A.19 If A called upon B to jettison C ’s

cargo, and A guaranteed B to indemnify C if the latter should seek

remuneration, “the liability will be laid upon the thrower rather than

the one who gave the order”.20 If A called upon B to jettison his

merchandise, and the former guaranteed to remunerate one half the

forfeiture, the second half to be paid by the passengers, then B would

only be entitled to receive one half unless the passengers had already

guaranteed to pay him the second half.21 If A said to B: “Jettison

your merchandise and the passengers and I guarantee to remuner-

ate you,” and then the passengers denied that they authorized A to

speak on their behalf, A would be solely responsible for the entire

loss. In fact, some fuqahà" ruled that the authorization should be

regarded as invalid unless the majority of passengers on board selected

him to speak on their behalf.22

16 Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:86; Sughdì, Al-Nutaf, 2:791–792; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì,
12:550; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:11; Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙, 3:610; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf,
18:59; Nawawì, Raw∂at al-ˇàlibìn, 7:191.

17 Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:550; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:59; Nawawì, Raw∂at
al-ˇàlibìn, 7:192.

18 Abù Óàmid Mu˙ammad Ibn Mu˙ammad al-Ghazàlì, Kitàb al-Wajìz fì Fiqh al-
Imàm al-Shàf ' ì (Cairo: Ma†ba'at al-Àdàb, 1899), 2:152; Nawawì, Raw∂at al-ˇàlibìn,
7:191; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:550; Bay∂àwì, Al-Ghàya al-Qußwà, 1:901.

19 Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:550; Sughdì, Al-Nutaf, 2:792: “wa-in qàla: Ulqì matà' ì
wa-ta∂manahu lì? fa-qàla: na'am; fa-alqàhu, ∂aminahu lahu.”

20 Nawawì, Raw∂at al-ˇàlibìn, 7:194.
21 Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:551; Awzajandì, Fatàwà Kàzì-Khàn, 3:52; Nawawì,

Raw∂at al-ˇàlibìn, 7:194.
22 Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:86; Ghazàlì, Al-Wajìz, 2:152; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì,

12:550–551; Nawawì, Raw∂at al-ˇàlibın, 7:193.
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The N. N. is vague as to whether it is preferable to jettison the

heaviest goods or those nearest at hand. Although this subject remained

controversial among early Andalusian and North African Muslim

jurists, most recommended throwing over the heaviest goods if they

were reachable, regardless of their value.23 Therefore, if someone

cast accessible lighter goods overboard though the heaviest goods

were accessible to the same degree, he was solely responsible for the

loss.24 This requirement raised the question of how the goods were

stowed on the ship, in view of the type of voyage and whether the

ship was sailing along the coast or on the high seas. In coastal nav-

igation, goods had to be arranged in accordance with their desti-

nation: those to be unloaded first had to be most accessible. This

rule probably applied to ships that made frequent stopovers.25

Conversely, sailing across the open sea required the captain and his

crew to place the heaviest goods in the bottom as ballast.26 This rule

was particularly applicable to liners sailing between two fixed ports.

23 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 43; Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:27; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr,
8:298–299, 309, 312; Ibn Rushd, Fatàwà, 2:1191–1193; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-
Óukkàm, 238; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:658–659; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:243;
Goitein, “Jewish Trade,” 378–379; Ben-Sasson, Jews of Sicily, 229–233 [56], TS 10
J 19, f. 19, ll. 6–15. An early eleventh century document from the archive of Joseph
Ibn 'Awkal contains invaluable details that confirm this hypothesis. The sender,
Ephraim Ibn Ismà'ìl al-Jawharì, an agent of Ibn 'Awkal who managed his business
with the Maghrib, describes how two ships heading for Sicily were forced to jetti-
son one hundred bales of cargo near the Pharos: “I have already informed you
that I loaded all the bales destined for Palermo and al-Mahdiyya after an arduous
effort (. . .) and that the ships bound for Sicily jettisoned approximately one hun-
dred bales. Sixteen of them belonged to my master—may God prolong his esteem—
eight bales were in Daysùr’s ship, and another eight bales were in the ship of Prince
'Alì. Even the ships heading for al-Mahdiyya jettisoned cargo into the sea, but noth-
ing of yours was thrown overboard since all your bales were in the hull, none on
deck [ fì bu†ùn al-maràkib laysa 'alà zuhùrihà].” This document substantiates our assump-
tion that vessels crossing the open sea carried the heaviest cargo in the hull rather
than on deck, and that in time of crisis accessible cargo had to be thrown over-
board first, regardless of its bulk.

24 Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:27; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235: “Abù al-
Óasan al-Lakhmì declared: “If the sea turns rough and the fear of sinking becomes
imminent, which necessitates jettisoning cargoes, it is obligatory to do so on the
spot without delay. Has someone called for it, his advice should be considered. If
the passengers argue [about the kind of cargoes], the lowest value items shall first
be jettisoned. If their values are similar, then the heaviest is to be cast overboard.
And if their weight is similar, both are to be thrown over on the spot.”

25 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 44; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153; Shiqßì, Manhaj al- à̌libìn,
12:295.

26 Ashburner, op. cit., clvi–clvii; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:234.
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The practice of stowing all shippers’ grain in a common pile

became problematic when part of the grain was thrown overboard

or got wet and damaged at sea. Take, for instance, a ship convey-

ing cargo from Sicily to al-Mahdiyya. Upon weighing anchor, she

encountered a violent gale and rough seas, and had to jettison part

of her cargo of grain and return to Sicily, where the shippers dis-

covered that the remaining grain had been drenched, diminishing

its value. Did the damage done to the grain occur before the jetti-

son or afterwards? Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd answered:

Those who jettisoned their goods become shareholders with those whose
goods remained on board but suffered damage. The price for the own-
ers of the damaged goods is calculated [as if they were] unspoiled,
based on the market prices at the port from which they were shipped.
Thus, their joint ownership of those [goods] is proportional to the
price of the jettisoned goods. The price of the unspoiled goods should
be reckoned on the basis of the market prices at the port from which
they were shipped, as we have mentioned; the damage to the goods
shall be considered as if it affected all shippers on board. This [rule
is applied] as long as the goods were sound at the time of jettison and
the damage occurred after they were cast overboard. However, if the
damage befell goods prior to jettison, their value is based on their
imperfect state in Sicily.27

Both Byzantine and Islamic legal codifications include the goods

damaged after part of the consignments was thrown overboard in

the calculation of the general average; however, shippers whose goods

got wet and spoiled prior to the act of jettison could not claim remu-

neration unless the damage resulted from the seamen’s negligence

and misconduct.28

The foregoing discussion makes it evident that Byzantine and

Islamic laws shared basic principles as to the jettison of cargo. First,

the cargo could be thrown overboard only when the danger to prop-

erty and human life was imminent, and provided that jettison was

carried out for the sake of all. The master, crew, shippers, and pas-

sengers had to use their reasoning to determine when and what to

27 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 35; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 239–240; Wansharìsì,
Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299.

28 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 43; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:494–495; Article III:38;
Ashburner, op. cit., 112; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 203; Justice, General
Treatise, 109; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 23; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 174; Leder,
Die arabische Ecloga, 116–117, Article 28:8.
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jettison. Second, although prior consultation was required, a ship-

master and his crew were occasionally entitled to throw goods over-

board against their owners’ will in the event that: (a) the ship was

in immediate peril from the violence of the wind; (b) she was tak-

ing on a dangerous quantity of water; (c) she came to a standstill

in shallows; (d) pirates or enemies pursued her; or (e) an accident,

due to negligence or other cause, befell her. Third, any party who

mistakenly or deliberately threw his own or someone else’s cargo

overboard was solely liable for the loss. Finally, the act of jettison

was customarily carried out on the order of the shipmaster although

it had to be performed primarily by the cargo owner or his agent,

assisted by crewmen or others on board.

Commercial Commodities and Personal Effects

Except for victuals for private consumption, which could be shared

by all if foodstuffs ran short during the voyage, the Digest included

all personal belongings of travelers in the calculation of the general

average. Thus, it classified them in the same category as any other

cargo. Digest XIV, 2, 2, 2 specified:

An agreement also arose as to whether an estimate was to be made
of the clothing and rings of each person, and it was held that this
should be done, and that everything should be taken into account for
contribution, except what had been brought on board for the purpose
of consumption, in which would be included all kinds of provisions;
and there is all the more reason in this, for if, at any time during the
voyage, such articles should be lacking, each one would contribute
what he possessed to the common stock.29

Article III:9 of the N. N. also included capital assets, clothing, bed-

ding and other property intended for the traveler’s private use. The

sole difference between the Digest and the N. N. relates to financial

settlements. The N. N. placed a financial limit upon the value of

luggage belonging to the captain, a passenger, a ship’s officer, or a

common sailor; crewmen seem to have contributed according to their

vocational status and revenues.30 Articles III:30, III:31, III:40, and

29 Scott, op. cit., 4:208; Constable, “Problem of Jettison,” 213; Chowdbaray-Best,
“Ancient Maritime Law,” 86–88.

30 Ashburner, op. cit., 87; Justice, General Treatise, 91; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 11;
Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 188, 259.
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III:41 of the same treatise have the same legal significance except

that they fixed the proportion of contribution from silver and gold

for the damaged items. Article III:30 required the cargo owner to

contribute one-tenth of his remaining gold towards the general aver-

age if he escaped solely by his own efforts, without clinging to any

of the ship’s spars. If he, however, made use of any apparatus of

the ship, he had to pay a fifth of the money preserved. And if the

crew salvaged the shipper’s silver from a wreck, Article III: 31 ruled

that he had to pay them a fifth of the silver they retrieved.31

Article III:40 applied exclusively to passengers and fixed the pro-

portions they had to pay: one-tenth of the value for gold, one-fifth

of silver, and one-tenth for silk cloth or pearls.32 Ashburner assumes

that the percentage payable by the traveler and shipper in respect

to gold and silver was unrelated to contribution, but rather was con-

sidered a reward to the crew for their exertions in saving these valu-

ables.33 Correspondingly, Article III:41 reiterated the principle that

the passenger’s luggage comprised contribution to the general aver-

age if it alone was saved.34 The only case in which the captain was

required to pay the entire contribution was when he overloaded the

vessel despite the passengers’ protests.35

Islamic law exempted personal effects in general from being aver-

aged. Most fuqahà" excluded private possessions and capital assets—

were they gold, silver, luggage, or even a deposit that a passenger

might carry—unless intended for commercial purposes.36 In that case,

31 Ashburner, op. cit., 107–108; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 202; Justice,
General Treatise, 104; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 21; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
176–177.

32 Ashburner, op. cit., 114; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 204; Justice,
General Treatise, 110; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 25; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
176–177, 265.

33 Ashburner, op. cit., cclxii.
34 Ashburner, op. cit., 115; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 204; Justice,

General Treatise, 110; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 25; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 265.
35 Article III:22; Ashburner, op. cit., 102–103, Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman

Law, 203; Justice, General Treatise, 100; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 17; Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 158, 262; Constable, “Problem of Jettison,” 214.

36 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 31: “There is no difference of opinion between Màlik and
his fellow jurists concerning goods that a cargo owner acquired for his private pos-
session. No matter what the object, be it a black slave ('abd ), a captive, a jewel that
the shipper had crafted, a precious stone that he bought for his family, a slave, a
weapon bought for his own private property, or a Qur"àn that he had illuminated
for his own possession—this entire category of possession is not taken into account
in calculating the value of the jettisoned cargo.” Identical opinions of other jurists
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the passenger had to notify the ship’s scribe of the sum (gold or sil-

ver) prior to departure, and he would register it in the cargo book

(shàmil ).37 If the captain, crew, or any ordinary passenger threw his

own or another’s possessions overboard, the thrower was solely held

liable for the loss sustained. The loss, great or small, was that of the

owner or thrower of the article rather than of the merchant, since

private possessions were excluded from the rules of commerce.38 An

alternative rule excluded capital assets from contribution, regardless

of whether they were meant for a passenger’s commercial transac-

tions or for private expenses such as the performance of Óajj.39

However, a third line of reasoning included capital assets in calcu-

lating the general average; only a few Màlikì scholars of the ninth

and tenth centuries subscribed to such reasoning, which echoed that

of their Byzantine counterparts.40 The learned Alexandrian jurist

A˙mad Ibn Muyassar (d. 309/921), for example, ruled: “Goods and

private belongings—whether acquired for commercial purposes or

personal usage, irrespective of whether they were in a context of a

lease or without—all fall under an individual category. They are

partners in the saved cargoes and jetsam. . . .”41

Assessment of General Average

Sharing forfeitures among ill-fated traders whose goods were dam-

aged in the course of saving a vessel in distress and the fortunate

ones whose shipments remained intact was the most common principle

are repeatedly mentioned on pp. 31, 33, 36 of the same treatise; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂,
Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236, 240; Ibn Rushd, Fatàwà, 1:1191–1193; Burzulì, Jàmi'
Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:643; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:311–312; Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙,
3:610. Islamic law asserted that whatever the owner of the vessel purchased for
commercial purposes would be included in the accounting like the property of other
merchants aboard.

37 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 37; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-
A˙kàm, 3:644; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 9:115–116; Idris, Berbérie orientale, 2:281.

38 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 31.
39 Ibid., 32, 33; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 237; Ibn Rushd, Masà"il, 2:1051;

Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:643.
40 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 32–33; Udovitch, “Eleventh Century Islamic Treatise,”

50–51.
41 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 32; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236; Qaràfì, Al-

Dhakhìra, 5:487; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:642–643; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr,
8:298.
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of contribution. Under the title lex Rhodia de jactu, Paulus decrees: “It

is provided by the Rhodian Law that where merchandise is thrown

overboard for the purpose of lightening a ship, what has been lost

for the benefit of all must be made up by the contribution of all.”42

Like other maritime customs in the former Byzantine territories along

the Mediterranean, later incorporated into Islamic legal codices, inas-

much as they did not contradict the Qur"àn and Prophetic traditions,

Muslim jurists endorsed this principle from the eighth century and

codified it in their digests. All shippers were bound by law to con-

tribute proportionately to the value of the jetsam and of the undam-

aged goods.43 Fortunate merchants whose cargo remained safe could

not band together in an attempt to evade financial commitments to

others; thus, those whose cargo remained intact could not become

each other’s “partners” to the exclusion of those who suffered losses.44

A major issue remains to be addressed, however: How were pri-

vate possessions and merchandise valued? Was it according to the

prices at which they were purchased, prices at the port of origin, or

at the place where they were jettisoned, or at the port of debarka-

tion? Digest XIV 2, 2, 4 ruled that contribution had to be made

on such articles in accordance with the price that they would fetch

at the destination port: “The estimate should be based upon not

what they had been purchased for, but upon what they could be

42 Scott, op. cit., 4:207, Digest XIV, 2. This legal attitude is affirmed by Hermo-
genianus (Digest XIV, 2, 5), who rules: “. . . the equity of this contribution is only
admitted when the remedy of jetsam [is used] during the common danger, the
interests of the others is consulted, [and] the ship is saved”; Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 165–166, 168–169.

43 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 30–31, 32, 34–35: “Neither Màlik nor Ibn al-Qàsim nor
any Màlikì authority, those of Medìna and those of Mißr, argue that everything
thrown from the vessel should be deducted from the goods remaining on the ves-
sel. [The value of ] the jettisoned goods should be divided by [the value of ] the
remaining merchandise—be it a quarter or a third. Those whose goods remained
safe are to pay proportionately for those whose goods were jettisoned”; Goitein,
Letters, 180–181: “Now, my lord, exercise your usual circumspection—may I never
be deprived of you and never miss your favors—and examine with the light of
God, the exalted, the case of those fifty sacks of pepper. Divide what has been sal-
vaged in proper proportion between him and me. Originally thirty-five sacks were
mine and fifteen his. So divide the remainder accordingly and explain everything
clearly.” See Bodl. MS Heb. d 66, f. 66v, ll. 4–8. This lawsuit was brought before
a Jewish court in Fus†à† by Joseph Lebdì (i.e., from Lebda, ancient Leptis Magna)
against Abù Ya'qùb al-Óakìn. A copy of the court decision was sent to the repre-
sentative of merchants in the port city of 'Aden.

44 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 34.
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sold for.”45 Cargoes were thus valued at the current market prices

at the destination, not those where they were purchased, or loaded,

or jettisoned. This rule apparently came into effect as soon as the

ship sailed from her port of embarkation, regardless of the distance

she traversed. Since the N. N. did not say how this valuation should

be made, it stands to reason that the precedents set forth in lex

Rhodia de jactu prevailed in Byzantium during the seventh and eighth

centuries.46

Islamic maritime customs dictated various principles in assessing

the monetary value of the jetsam and the cargoes that remained

safe. The two cardinal factors were place and time. As for place,

the fuqahà" debated four methods of evaluating the jettisoned mer-

chandise. The first method decreed:

The price of the jettisoned goods that is due their owner is based on
the amount he actually paid where these goods were loaded onto the
vessel. However, this only applies if no price change occurred in the
market for the goods. If, however, the market has changed, going
either up or down, then the purchase price of the goods is ignored,
and consideration is given to the [current] value of the goods. Be they
foodstuffs, textiles, raw materials, slaves or any other commercial com-
modity, the price is calculated as of the moment they were taken on
board.47

The second method was based on the value of the goods where they

were purchased, and applied to cases in which the goods were bought

45 Scott, op. cit., 4:208–209.
46 Many Medieval European maritime laws complied with the Romano-Byzantine

practice of evaluating goods according to the price they would fetch at the desti-
nation. The Law of Oléron states that jetsam ought to be appraised ‘at the produce
of those which be come to safety’ (Twiss, Black Book of the Admiralty, 2:443). In con-
trast, the Aragonese Maritime Ordinances stipulate that goods have to be appraised
according to the actual price at the port of embarkation (Constable, “Problem of
Jettison,” 217). A third legal viewpoint presented by the Consulate of the Sea rules
that if the jettison has taken place before the vessel has covered half the distance
from the point of departure, the goods ought to be valued at what they cost at the
port of departure; and if she passed at least half the distance, the goods cast over-
board with those that remain safe shall be estimated at what they would be worth
at the port of arrival (Constable, “Problem of Jettison,” 214; Twiss, Black Book of
the Admiralty, 3:149, 151; Ashburner, op. cit., cclxxviii; Jados, Consulate of the Sea, 55,
Article 97).

47 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 31, 34, 35, 36; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238; Ibn
Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:87; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527; Burzulì,
Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:655; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:311–312; Udovitch, “Eleventh
Century Islamic Treatise,” 49–50.
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from one specific place. However, if they were purchased from

different places, the assessment had to be based on current prices

at the port of embarkation.48 The third method was based on the

place where the cargo was jettisoned; the jurist undoubtedly refer-

ring to the nearest coastal or inland markets where such commodi-

ties were traded.49 And the fourth method was similar to the code

set forth in the Digest in calculating contribution on the basis of the

current price of the merchandise at the destination.50 Few of the

fuqahà" opted for the Romano-Byzantine practice ruling that the mon-

etary value of the jettisoned and intact goods had to be calculated

according to their present price at the port of destination. Rather,

the great majority were inclined to reckon the value of goods on

the basis of current prices at the port of origin, despite controver-

sial opinions. In all cases, in calculating the monetary value of jet-

tisoned merchandise, taxes paid at the point of embarkation, as Abù
Bakr Ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn (d. 432/1040) stated, had to be excluded.

However, port dues, usually payable by a lessor, were not reckoned

in the calculation of general average.51

Less controversial was the principle of time, which revolved around

the value of the jetsam when it was purchased, or when it was loaded

on board. This raised a further question: How should the parties

evaluate jettisoned articles not purchased at the same time? Regardless

of the time of purchase, Muslim jurists ruled, jettisoned merchan-

dise had to be evaluated on the basis of current market prices:

“Differences in times (of purchase) are the same as [the differences]

in towns. For example, if someone were to make the purchase a

year ago and the other were to purchase a month ago, the goods

will be reckoned as if he made the purchase a month ago.”52 If the

48 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 32–34; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:85–86; Burzulì,
Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:655; Udovitch, “Eleventh Century Islamic Treatise,” 50;
Twiss, Black Book of the Admiralty, 4:39, Article 54 of the Amalfitan maritime law
requires the parties concerned to assess the jetsam and remainder on the basis of
their value at the port of loading.

49 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 34, 36; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238–240; Udovitch,
“Eleventh Century Islamic Treatise,” 50.

50 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 31; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238; Burzulì, Jàmi'
Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:655; Udovitch, “Eleventh Century Islamic Treatise,” 50.

51 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238: “The customs duty paid on goods is
not included, and none of our scholars discussed it since this is an official prerog-
ative and there is no reimbursement.”

52 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 34; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238; Ibn Rushd, Al-
Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:85–87.
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articles were loaded at different locations, however, their value had

to be based on the market prices “on the day of embarkation rather

than the day of purchase.”53 This leads us to the inference that the

criteria for evaluating the jettisoned goods were market prices at the

port of embarkation rather than anywhere else, even when the ship

sailed along the coast.

Freight Charges

The nature of the contract of carriage required the carrier to deliver

the consignment to the destination in the state it was received at

the port of origin; the freight to be paid upon the arrival of the ship

and the safe delivery of the cargo. However, an important problem

arose as to the inclusion of freight charges in the general average

calculation when some goods had been damaged or jettisoned dur-

ing the voyage. That is to say, should the cost of shipping be deducted

when goods were sacrificed for the common safety? Digest XIV 2,

2, 7 provides a relevant solution to deductions from freight for con-

tribution, stating:

Where property which has been thrown overboard is recovered, the
necessity for contribution is at an end; but if it has already been made,
then those who have paid can bring an action on the contract for
transportation against the master, and he can proceed under the one
for hiring, and return what he recovers.54

The foregoing can be interpreted as saying that the freight charges

were only payable on safe delivery of the goods. If they were sacrificed,

preventing delivery, then their freight charges were also sacrificed.

Consequently, jettison of goods led to a right of contribution from

the freight upon them, and the cost of shipping had to be reduced

proportionately to the extent of the reduction in the value of the

goods. If the goods were salvaged without losing their value, their

owner, if he had already been compensated, had to reimburse the

other shippers; in this case, the general average loss, as well as 

the contributions of the parties, was to be determined according to

53 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 30; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:9–10; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-
A˙kàm, 3:655; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:312.

54 Scott, op. cit., 4:209; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 169–170.
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the prices existing at the time and place where the maritime venture

was intended to end.

The principles underlined in Byzantine law during the seventh

and eighth centuries were slightly different. There was a fundamental

disparity between the Digest and the N. N. as to the amount to be

apportioned from the undamaged cargo. Article III:32 decreed that,

if a ship loaded by a merchant was either put to sea to take on

freight or went into a partnership, and a maritime disaster took

place, then the merchant was not to ask to have half of his freight

returned, and what goods were saved, together with the ship, were

subject to contribution.55 In addition, the law established that the

seamen’s wages too were deducted for contribution.56

Deductions to be made from freight charges occupied Muslim

jurists as well. A major question they addressed was how to calcu-

late the deduction from freight for contribution. Where jetsam was

recovered but lost half of its value, other shippers would have to

contribute proportionately to the value of the unlucky shipper’s goods,

provided he paid both the freight charges for his own remaining

goods and for the salvager’s labor. The freight charges would not

normally be subject of contribution, because they were generally con-

ditioned upon arrival of the goods; a shipper whose goods were jetti-

soned had the right to recover the freight charges for them.57 However,

freight or a proportion thereof was due for goods that arrived safely,

and thus could be considered a general average contribution. Where

the shipper had advanced the freight for shipping, the lessor would

have to include the whole or a fixed proportion for a general aver-

age contribution upon a total or a partial loss of the goods.58 The

Corpus Juris Civilis, N. N., and A. S. all asserted that the freight

could not be at risk unless paying it depended upon the safety of

the cargo or of the ship.

55 Ashburner, op. cit., 108; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 176, 263.
56 Ashburner, op. cit., 87–91; Justice, General Treatise, 91; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,”

11; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 188, 259.
57 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 35; Gil, In the Kingdom of Ishmael, 2:527 [180], TS 10 J 19,

f. 19, ll. 23–24.
58 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 35; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 234–235.
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Valuation of the Ship for Contribution

Another issue that Romano-Byzantine jurists debated was the legal

status of the ship, which changed as soon as goods were cast over-

board. One group of jurists did not grant contribution in respect to

damages to the ship, ruling that cargo owners were exempt from

contribution if damages to a ship or jettisoning her mast and rig-

ging became necessary due to rough seas. Incidental damage requir-

ing the ship owner to make repairs at his expense did not entail

compensation from the shippers.59 Another group included the ves-

sel in the calculation of the general average in the event of delib-

erate jettison. If she was damaged, or lost equipment and tackle to

save the cargo, the ship owner had the right to collect contribution

from the shippers, especially if the jettison and loss occurred with

the consent of passengers and shippers, or on account of their fear

of sinking.60 However, a third legal view exempted the merchants

who saved their own shipments from paying contribution to the ship

owner or to their less fortunate companions if the vessel and the

others’ cargo were lost.61

Sails, yards, masts, tillers, anchors, and rudders were parts of the

ship’s tackle and rigging to be averaged.62 The law distinguished,

however, between the legal status of a ship on her way to loading

[Articles III:27 and III:32], at the port of embarkation [Articles III:28

and III:29], during the voyage [Articles III:30 and III:31], and after

reaching her destination [Article III:33]. In the first situation, the

ship owner was not entitled to seek compensation from the shippers

if it was established that his vessel was wrecked through the care-

lessness of the seamen or captain, while the goods were still in the

warehouses. If, however, the ship was wrecked in a gale while the

cargo awaited loading, what was saved from the ship together with

the shipment in the port of origin had to be averaged.63 This principle

59 Scott, op. cit., 4:211, Digest XIV, 2, 6; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 178.
60 Scott, op. cit., 4:209, Digest XIV, 2, 3; Digest XIV, 2, 5, 1.
61 Ibid., 4:208, Digest XIV, 2, 2, 1; 4:209–210, Digest XIV, 2, 4, 1; 4: 211,

Digest XIV, 2, 5, 1; Digest XIV, 2, 7; Thomas, “Carriage by Sea,” 153.
62 Articles III:35; III:43; III :44 ; Ashburner, op. cit., 110, 117; Letsios, Das Seegesetz

der Rhodier, 264, 265.
63 Ashburner, op. cit., 105–106: “A ship is on her way to be freighted by a mer-

chant or a partnership. The ship is damaged or lost by the negligence of seamen
or of the captain. The cargo which lies in the warehouse is free from claims. If
evidence is given that the ship was lost in a storm, what is saved of the ship is to
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in fact contradicted Islamic law, whereby the leasing contract became

valid only after the ship passed safety inspections, was fully equipped

and awaited loading at the dock. Liability of the captain and his

crew for the safety of the cargo began as soon as the goods were

taken from the warehouse, brought to the terminal, and delivered

by the owner to the carrier. Captain and crew were held responsi-

ble for the goods so long as damage arose not from their careless-

ness, but from force majeure, enemy and/or pirate attack or the

like.64

Articles III:28 and III:29 applied to cases in which the ship was

anchored in a harbor, waiting to be loaded. If the ship owner brought

his vessel to the port of embarkation, but the merchant or his part-

ner was reluctant to load his consignments, so that the time appointed

for sailing passed, and the vessel was damaged by pirates, fire or

wreck, the shipper was obliged to compensate the ship owner.

However, if the lessor was found negligent, he had to bear all dam-

ages suffered by the ship; the responsibility was that of the negligent

party, whether shipper or carrier.65 The only difference between

come into contribution together with cargo and the captain is to retain the half-
freight. . . .” Article III:27 bears the same legal significance as Article III:32 stating:
“If a ship is on its way to be loaded, whether it is hired by a merchant or goes
in partnership, and a sea disaster takes place, the merchant is not to ask back the
half-freight, but let what remains of the ship and the cargo come to contribu-
tion. . . .” Letsios clearly draws the lines between damage that results from the care-
lessness of the captain and seamen and that which occurs by irresistible force. In
the former, the shipper is absolved from paying the freight and contributing for the
loss or damage to the ship, whereas in the latter the shipper(s) must pay the freight
charges and divide the loss with the ship owner(s) in case of shipwreck or damage
to the vessel. See Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 175–176.

64 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 79–82.
65 Ashburner, op. cit., 106–107; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 157–158, 263.

Muslim jurists hold the shipper liable to compensate the ship owner if the former
unilaterally breaches the contract when the ship moors in the quay to await load-
ing. In his Mußannaf (21:154–155), the Khàrijite jurist al-Kindì was asked about a
merchant who leases a vessel to convey his merchandise to a specific destination,
but she does not sail at the appointed time, must he pay the freight charges? And
what would happen if the ship owner refused to sail at that time claiming difficulties
in crossing the sea? He replied: “If the merchant, without a compelling reason,
refuses to load the shipment, he has to pay the duties. If the delay in sailing results
from the ship owner, after the convoy of vessels has headed back and the sea has
been closed, the merchant should be exempt from paying the transportation fee
and be allowed to unload his shipment.” A similar legal opinion was expressed by
al-Awzajandì (d. 592/1196), Fatàwà Kàzì-Khàn, 2:287. He was asked about a ship
owner who brought his vessel to transport a shipment from one location to another,
but discovered that the shipment was not in the port. The qà∂ì ruled: “The lessee
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Articles III:28 and III:29 was in regard to the loading schedule. Both

parties were required to make contribution if the cargo owner was

not ready with his shipment at the embarkation port within the time

fixed in the contract and the vessel was then lost to pirates, fire or

shipwreck, provided that the loading and sailing time had not expired

when these events occurred.66

Articles III:30 and III:31 detailed the amount of indemnity that

cargo owners and passengers had to contribute in case of shipwreck.

Capital assets, personal effects, and commercial items saved on board

would become sources of contribution for the loss. Nonetheless, a

statement in Article III: 30 ruled that if the shipper escaped solely

by his own efforts, without using any of the ship’s gear, he should

pay only half the rate. However, if for safety’s sake he clung to one

of the ship’s spars, he would have to pay one-fifth of the money res-

cued.67 This statement affirms that: (a) in case of shipwreck travel-

ers had to pay half the transportation charges, since they were brought

closer to their ultimate destination; and (b) even if the shipment was

lost, the ill-fated passenger and merchant had to compensate the

ship owner, the amount due depending on whether the traveler was

saved with or without using the ship’s gear.68 If the ship was saved,

her captain and crew had to assist in the salvage. The ship, her

tackle and equipment, and the remaining safe cargo were then sub-

ject to contribution.

must indemnify the ship owner an incomplete kirà" since the ship sailed empty when
she headed to the port of embarkation.” Notice, the lessee had to pay partial remu-
neration only for the trip departing from the original port. One may assume that
he had to pay the whole freight on the return voyage as if the ship were trans-
porting the consignment. The major difference between Byzantine and Islamic mar-
itime practices was that in the former the shipper was held responsible for the
damage incurred to the ship on her way to loading, while Islamic law required the
shipper to pay the freight charges only.

66 Ashburner, op. cit., 106–107; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 201–202;
Justice, General Treatise, 103; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 19; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
176.

67 Ashburner, op. cit., 107; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 202; Justice,
General Treatise, 104; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 21; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 176,
263.

68 I have not come across such a dictum in the Islamic Mediterranean territories.
Muslim jurists of the Near East, North Africa, and Spain enjoined seamen to assist
persons in distress at sea. It is obligatory so long as such a rescue does not com-
promise the safety of the other vessel by overloading. On the contrary, a thirteenth
century law from Islamic Malay permitted the captain to rescue passengers in distress
at sea, giving him the right to collect transportation charges and enslave them if they
or their families could not redeem them. See, Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 155.
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To cope with other aspects of the subject of contribution, Rhodian

lawyers introduced rules pertaining to shipwreck at the port of des-

tination. Article III:33 ordered a shipper to contribute to damages

to the ship if his cargo had not been discharged and stored, and

the ship was still anchored in the agreed terminal. However, if the

merchant unloaded his goods in the place fixed by the contract, and

anything happened to the ship thereafter, the unloaded goods were

not liable to contribution for damage to the rest of the cargo or to

the ship. But if any goods remained on board, they were liable to

contribution with the ship.69

It is important to note that all of the rulings in the previous dis-

cussion were also applicable to cases of partnership. Where a part-

nership was formed between the ship owner and the cargo owners,

the latter had to pay contribution in the event of damage to the

cargo, the vessel, or both: “If there is an agreement for sharing in

gain, after everything on board the ship and the ship itself have been

brought into contribution, let every man be liable for the loss which

has occurred in proportion to his share of the gain.”70 Contribution

was payable for the losses incurred not only to the ship, but to her

contents as well. Summing up, each party contributed in accordance

with his share in the transaction.

The legal status of the ship was in dispute among Muslim jurists

around the Mediterranean. Some jurisprudential decisions were com-

patible with the Romano-Byzantine viewpoint and excluded the ship

from the general average, while others agreed with the N. N. and

included her when assessing the value of the jetsam and intact car-

goes. Neither the ship nor her tackle was subject to contribution

when assessing the value of the jettisoned merchandise.71 The advo-

69 Ashburner, op. cit., 109; Justice, General Treatise, 105; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 21;
Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 176, 263.

70 Ashburner, op. cit., ccxlii–ccxliii, 87. During the sixth and seventh centuries
when the annual wage of the ordinary worker was six nomismata, a shipwright
received two nomismata monthly. Nomisma generally meant a coin, more specifically
the standard 24 keratia gold coin that was the basis of the late Roman and Byzantine
monetary system. The Byzantine nomisma was thus identical to the Roman solidus.
For further details on the seamen’s annual income during the seventh and eighth
centuries C.E., consult Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 131–132.

71 Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Abd al-Óakam (d. 268/881) decrees: “Our companions agreed
upon the exclusion of the vessel from the principles pertaining to jettisoning, except
for our 'Iràqì companions who contend that the vessel and the vessel’s slaves, tackle,
and contents—be they for commercial purposes or private possessions—are included
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cates of this view held that “it is inappropriate to include the ship

within the calculations and principles of the general average, since

this situation is similar to a camel who lacked strength in the mid-

dle of the way and could not carry the load thereafter. The camel

master, in this case, is allowed to throw the load off the camel with-

out being bound to remunerate the owner of the merchandise.”72 In

other words, when a lifeboat, masts, ropes, and another ship’s tackle

were thrown overboard, they would not be included in the general

average.73 Had someone jettisoned the vessel’s tackle, he alone would

be held liable for the losses incurred.74 A second group, however,

included the ship and her rigging in assessing losses regardless of the

motive and the circumstances that forced the captain, crew, and pas-

sengers to jettison cargo. This argument suggested that if the ship

was either damaged or wrecked, but goods were saved, they were

subject to contribution. Likewise, if the cargo was lost but the ship

saved, the latter would be included within the principle of general

average. These rules could be implemented when local custom allowed

the inclusion of a commercial ship under the category of the gen-

eral average.75 The last group of jurists declared the vessel subject

to contribution if it was established that her owner had jeopardized

his vessel either by sailing in tempest conditions or ignoring the reg-

ulations against overloading. In both situations, the ship owner had

to reimburse the merchants for the damage they incurred if they

protested against his actions.76

in the calculation of the general average. Sa˙nùn reiterated in the book of Óabìb
Ibn Naßr (201–287/816–900) . . . that the vessel’s servants are included in the
calculation in terms of the value of the jetsam.” ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 36; Qaràfì, Al-
Furùq, 4:10; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:244.

72 Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:10. A similar analogy is presented in the Digest XIV, 2,
2, 2, stating that if the ship suffers damage or loses any of her gear and the cargo
is unharmed, no contribution is due, because there is a distinction between prop-
erty relating to the ship and property on which the freight is paid; after all, “the
damage arising when a smith breaks his anvil or hammer would not be charged
to the customer who gave him the work.” But a loss at sea fails to be made good
if it arises from a decision of the cargo-owners or a reaction to some danger.

73 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:10.
74 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 52.
75 Ibid., 35, 36; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235, 237–240; Ibn Rushd, Al-

Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 8:498; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487; idem, Al-Furùq, 4:10; Nuwayrì,
Al-Ilmàm, 2:244; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:657; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299,
306.

76 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 50; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235.
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Piracy, a formidable threat to merchantmen, preoccupied jurists

throughout history and gave rise to various scenarios, with their

resulting legal implications. When a commercial ship was captured

by pirates, the Digest ruled, everyone on board had to pay a con-

tribution if she was ransomed from them; however, the cargo own-

ers had to bear the loss of any property the pirates seized, and

whoever ransomed his own goods could not claim contribution from

other shippers.77 The law distinguished between cases where the ship

was redeemed and where a person redeemed his own goods. In the

first situation travelers were obliged to contribute, while in the sec-

ond, the cargo owner personally bore the entire expense of redeem-

ing his commodities. Islamic law suggested that if pirates captured

the cargo but released the vessel, cargo owners had to pay the freight;

they were exempt, however, from paying the freight if pirates seized

the vessel.78 This principle was implemented on condition that the

danger from assaults by pirates could not have been anticipated and

the ship manager sailed in “the known trunk routes,” not deviating

from his course.79 In most cases, shippers whose cargo was captured

by pirates were exempt from freight charges.

Both Byzantine and Muslim jurists treated the assessment of the

value of a vessel for the purposes of a general average contribution,

and appear to have held comparable points of view. The vessel under

Byzantine law was assessed according to her carrying capacity. Further-

more, deductions were made either for her age or for her equip-

ment and tackle. A new ship with all her rigging was valued at fifty

[50] pieces of gold for every thousand [1,000] modii of capacity,

whereas an old ship was valued at thirty [30] pieces of gold for

every thousand [1,000] modii after a deduction of forty percent [40%],

and the balance of losses were made up by contribution. In other

words, the average assessment of a new vessel was fifty [50] solidi

per six and a half [6.5] tons of capacity, whereas an old one was

assessed at thirty [30] solidi.80 From the Islamic legal viewpoint, not

77 Scott, op. cit., 4:209, Digest XIV, 2, 2, 3.
78 Raßßà', Shar˙ Óudùd Ibn 'Arafa, 2:525.
79 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225.
80 Ashburner, op. cit., 63, Article II:16; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 206;

Justice, General Treatise, 83; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 29; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
132, 174–175, 255; McCormick, Origins of the European Economy, 406–407. Article 54
of the Amalfitan Table specified that a vessel should be valued in accordance with
her actual price at the port of embarkation. See Twiss, Black Book of the Admiralty,
4:39.
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all equipment and rigging of a vessel were subject to contribution;

only tackle, essential to maneuver the vessel, was included in the

category of the general average. The vessel was valued as if intended

for sale. A ninth century formula for composing a ship sales con-

tract, by al-ˇa˙àwì, required the parties to indicate all the items

essential to the ship’s ability to navigate on rivers or on the high

seas.81 Sales contracts generally included a full description of the

ship’s type, her external and internal structures, and her equipment

including tackle, cables, ropes, baskets, nautical instruments, anchors,

cabins, sails, masts, and levels.82

To assess damage sustained and the ship’s actual current value,

both Byzantine and Islamic sea laws required judges to appoint

experts in maritime technology and shipbuilding, to examine a ship

before she was sent for repair. That is to say, the contributory value

of the ship was based upon her condition on arrival at the port of

final debarkation before repairs.83 Once judicially mandated proce-

dures were completed, the ship owner could either pay the mer-

chants in cash, or, if he did not have the money available, the

shippers could involuntarily become co-shareholders in the vessel.

Otherwise, the owner could offer his vessel for sale so he could com-

pensate the shippers. The law also obliged a merchant to reimburse

the ship owner if the vessel was wrecked. If the former could not

meet his obligation, the ship owner would have a lien upon the

81 ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:266–267; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 52: Ibn Abì Zamanìn
(324–399/936–1008) states: “All equipment of the ship, such as the qàrib, ropes, or
cooking pots, are the responsibility of the owner of the vessel. This ruling is advo-
cated by some of our senior jurists who excluded these items in their judicial par-
adigm. However, the ship owner is not held responsible for the masts and the
external parts of the vessel which are needed to propel the vessel.” Concerning
Romano-Byzantine Egypt, see Hunt, Oxyrhynchus Papyri, 250–253, Oxy. 2136; Porten
et al., Elephantine Papyri, 486–490, P. Lond. V 1726; Casson, Ships and Seamanship,
257–258.

82 Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 1:355; Nuwayrì, Nihàyat al-Arab fì Funùn al-Adab (Cairo: Al-
Mu"assasa al-Mißriyya al-'Àmma lil-Ta"lìf wal-Tarjama, 1964), part 9:30–34; Minhàjì,
Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:95.

83 Scott, op. cit., 15:167, 168, CJ 11.5.1, CJ 11.5.3, CJ 11.5.5, CJ 11.5.6; Pharr
et al., Theodosian Code, 399–400, Articles CTh 13.9.1, CTh 13.9.6; Sirks, Food for
Rome, 214–215; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 45–46; Ibn Bassàm, Nihàyat al-Rutba, 148, 157;
Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:89; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153–154: “The judge
is required to assign two notaries of good repute who are acquainted with ships
building and deficiencies [ fa-li-ya"mur al-˙àkim 'adlayn min ahli al-ma'rifa bi-dhàlik al-
'amal wa-'uyùb al-qawàrib].” The decision reached by two magistrates with experi-
ence in maritime incidents is mandatory and must be accepted by the disputants.
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merchant’s preserved and salvaged goods for general average. The

ship owner was entitled to detain a certain quantity of the cargo,

not in excess of his entitlement.84 The Digest provided an identical

ruling, establishing that the captain did not have to bear any loss

due to the insolvency of a passenger resulting from jettison, since

“he is not obliged to inquire into the financial resources of every-

body” prior to undertaking the voyage.85

Despite the clarity of Byzantine and Islamic laws, neither system

pointed out precisely where the assessment for the contribution was

to take place. In other words, was the vessel to be valued in her

current condition based on her cost at the port of origin, or place

of jettison, or at her next port of call or final destination? The only

plausible resolution appears to be that the contributory value of the

ship was associated with the price or value of the goods at the port

of final debarkation. Lex Rhodia de jactu (Digest XIV, 2, 2, 4) plainly

ruled that contribution was to be made on the basis of the price the

goods would fetch at the destination. In the light of this rule, it is

probable that the vessel’s value was based on her actual condition

and her cost at the port of destination. What then did the Roman

legist mean by “port of destination,” especially if a vessel was leased

to several trading places on the same voyage? In such a case, “des-

tination” could mean anywhere between the nearest and furthest

trading-place for which the vessel was destined. By contrast, the great

majority of Muslim jurists tended to estimate her monetary value on

the basis of her current condition and cost at her port of origin, i.e.

the homeport. However, whether the parties involved were required

to accept the highest or lowest valuation of the vessel is unclear,

although if the ship were sold at auction jurists would probably con-

sider the highest cost.

Human Jettison and Contribution for Lives

The shipmaster and his crew, according to the Digest, were required

to deliver the human cargo (slaves) safely to the prescribed destina-

tion. Where the shipmaster failed to do so, he and his crew would,

84 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 10:547–548.
85 Scott, op. cit., 4:209, Digest XIV, 2, 6.
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on accepted principles, be liable for the losses.86 In the absence of

dereliction, however, the captain and his crewmen were absolved of

liability. Thus, if a slave was injured in transit, even if the injury

healed, the captain was accountable to the merchant. If the slave’s

injury was chronic or permanent, the captain was held liable for his

or her value. Even though the cost of slaves differed according to

the purpose for which they were purchased, Romano-Byzantine

lawyers fixed the exact amount of the contribution for their injury

or loss in the Digest. However, it draws a legal distinction between

slaves as commodities and slaves as private possessions, by exempting

the owner who buys slaves for private use from import duties.87

Although the problem of human jettison is scarcely dealt with in

the Justinianic Digest, this does not necessarily mean that human

beings were not jettisoned in times of peril. On the contrary, a care-

ful examination of the Digest proves that the issue of human jetti-

son was familiar to Romano-Byzantine legislators, although they did

not explicitly refer to it. In the Digest XIV 2, 2, 5, the lawyers make

a clear distinction between slaves who fall sick and die naturally and

those slaves who voluntarily cast themselves into the sea trying to

escape: “No estimate should be made of slaves who are lost at sea,

any more than where those who are ill die on the ship, or throw

themselves overboard.” Possibly, this quotation refers to slaves forced

to abandon the vessel as well. The slave merchant (slaver) or owner

could not claim contribution for a deceased or runaway slave but

might do so if his human cargo was jettisoned for the general safety

of the ship, her crewmen and freemen. In this case, the amount of

loss had to be distributed in proportion to the value of the prop-

erty, provided that no appraisal was made of the persons of freemen.88

In sum, while free persons were categorically excluded from general

average contribution, the Digest included slaves in the calculation of

the general average since they came under the heading of “things.”89

86 Ibid., 4:211, Digest XIV, 2, 10: “If you have made a contract for the trans-
port of slave, freight is not due to you for a slave who died on the ship. Paulus
says that, in fact, the question is what was agreed upon, whether freight was to be
paid for those who were loaded on the ship, or only for those who were carried
to their destination? And if this cannot be established, it will be enough for the
master of the ship to prove that the slave was placed on board.”

87 Ibid., 11:288–289, Digest L, 16, 203; 9:23, Digest XXXIX 4, 16, 3, 10.
88 Ibid., 4:208, Digest XIV, 2, 2, 2; Constable, “Problem of Jettison,” 209–211;

Chowdbaray-Best, “Ancient Maritime Law,” 87.
89 Chowdbaray-Best, “Ancient Maritime Law,” 87.
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The N. N. clarifies this issue better than the Digest, distinguish-

ing between slaves carried for private services and those transported

as commercial goods. It stipulates that the value of domestic slaves

is fifty percent [50%] higher than slaves who are merely merchan-

dise. Article III:9 decrees that a slave or a ship servant not trans-

ported for sale should be valued at three minas, while one who is

bought for commercial purposes has a value of two minas.90 The

amount of contribution for a slave bought for private use thus

exceeded that for a slave who was merely merchandise by one mina.91

Although market value obviously depended on the slave’s build, sex,

age, and ethnic origin, the N. N. dealt with the slave issue only in

a general sense.

Islamic law provided more detail on the issue of forcing human

beings, slaves or otherwise, to abandon ship during times of extreme

danger. Although the subject remained controversial, most Muslim

jurists opposed the practice, and condemnation of human jettison

was widespread. Al-Qaràfì opposed throwing any human being over-

board in any circumstance.92 The Màlikì jurist Sa˙nùn held a sim-

ilar view, as did the Andalusian jurist Ibn Óazm, who prohibited it

“even if the matter dealt with captives of the polytheists.”93 Ibn al-

Jahm forbade sacrificing slaves for the sake of others due to the tacit

prohibition in Islamic law.94

Another group of jurists approved of sacrificing some lives if it

would save a larger number, regardless of the ethnic, religious, or

social allegiance of the individuals on board.95 However, when there

was no choice but to force some passengers to abandon ship, they

had to be treated equally and chosen by lot. Al-Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂ dictated:

90 Ashburner, op. cit., 87; Justice, General Treatise, 91–93; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,”
11; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 173, 259.

91 Ashburner, op. cit., 90; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 173, three minas for a
passenger’s personal slave versus two minas for a slave as cargo.

92 Abù Óàmid Mu˙ammad Ibn Mu˙ammad al-Ghazàlì, Al-Mustaßfà min 'Ilm al-
Ußùl (Beirut: Mu"assasat al-Resàlah, 1997), 2:430–436, esp. 434; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq,
4:11: “If there are only passengers on board, it is disapproved to throw over the
side any person for the sake of others even if he is a dhimmì.”

93 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:27; Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:27; A˙mad Ibn 'Abd
al-Ra˙màn Óalùlù, Al-Masà"il al-Mukhtaßra min Kitàb al-Barzalì (Beirut: Dàr al-Madàr
al-Islàmì, 2002), 187–188.

94 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:10; 'Abd al-Rafì',
Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:526–527; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 229–230.

95 Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:27; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:11.
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Aside from commercial commodities, if there were only passengers left,
they were, after [the victims] had been chosen by lot,96 indiscrimi-
nately subjected to being thrown overboard, regardless of their social
status and allegiance, whether they were males or females, slaves or
freemen, Muslims or dhimmìs.97

Abù al-Óasan al-Lakhmì [d. 478/1080] decreed: Concerning the
jettison of possessions [including slaves], regardless of whether they
were purchased for commercial or private purposes, all of them are
subject to contribution. If they sailed in the vicinity of the coast, or
the vessel was shaken fiercely by the wind and the ship owner man-
ages to face it up, then it is prohibited [to jettison a slave]. Had they
sailed far from the shore and the slave’s owner cannot swim well or
his overweight cannot keep him afloat, the slaves should be consid-
ered for jettison.

Mu˙ammad [Ibn al-Mawwàz 180–269/796–882] decreed: On the
basis of this precept, one should take into account the distance of a
vessel from the shore, as well as the capability or incapability of slaves
to swim; the same rule is pertinent to freemen for those jurists who
apply this ruling to them.

Al-Lakhmì stated: The law school jurists agreed upon the exclusion
of freemen in the calculation of the general average. Moreover, the
responsibility for the losses does not rest on their shoulders, regardless
of whether they have cargo on board or not. However, some jurists
embraced by analogy the doctrine that they are held liable for the
losses since jettisoning someone’s cargo saved the lives of those who
did not have commodities on board. Ibn Yùnus [d. 361/972] also
ruled that this is the correct legal reasoning. Al-Lakhmì said too: It is
more appropriate to include these slaves who were acquired for pri-
vate possession and commercial purposes. If it were a female slave,
her master has no other choice, either by converting her [through
marriage], or keeping her as an infidel.

Ibn al-Jahm dictated: Slaves shall not be thrown overboard, even if
they were acquired for commercial purposes, due to the tacit prohi-
bition of Islamic law. Were the law to allow the sacrifice of slaves, it
would be necessary to consider freemen.98

The jettison of human cargo was most likely considered only after

material commodities and animals had been thrown overboard.99

96 Buzurg Ibn Shahriyàr, Kitàb 'Ajà"ib al-Hind, ed. and compiled by Yousef al-
Sharouni (London: Riad el-Rayyis, 1989), 58–59. Even if the victims were chosen
by lot, it was most likely that the captain and crew were the last to relinquish the
vessel since they were “bound by oaths not to abandon her.”

97 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235; Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:27; Burzulì,
Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:658.

98 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:643.
99 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:659.
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Islamic jurisprudence determined that if human jettison was neces-

sary, pagans would be thrown overboard before Muslims, men before

women, and war captives before slaves.100 Al-Lakhmì decreed, how-

ever, that two factors had to be considered before throwing a slave

overboard: (a) the ability of the slave to swim ashore; and (b) the

distance of the ship from the coast.101 Strong swimmers among the

slaves were to be thrown overboard if the coast was in sight.

As noted above, the legal status of slaves depended on whether

they were purchased for commercial or private use. In the latter

case, they were not subject to contribution. According to the qà∂ì
Ibn Abì Ma†ar (d. 337/948):

All humans, be they freemen or white slaves (mamàlìk), acquired for
personal purposes, are excluded [from the calculation] with the excep-
tion of merchants’ slaves, whose value is calculated in the same way
as the value of commodities. Neither the ship owner, nor the vessel’s
crew, be they freemen or white slaves, nor those who travel without
cargo, are subject to contribution.102

Commercial slaves, on the other hand, were treated like other com-

modities and articles on board. They were subject to general aver-

age contribution so that their owners had to share the losses with

other merchants who were owners of the jetsam, in proportion to

their value. Following the principle of the general average, a slaver

whose slaves remained safe was obliged to pay proportionately to

cover the losses of those whose goods and slaves were jettisoned.103

The assessment of the monetary value of a jettisoned slave depended

on his/her place of origin, gender, age, appearance, physical condi-

100 Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙, 3:610. He advocates throwing non-Muslim captives over-
board to save the lives of Muslim naval warriors and seamen.

101 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238; Burzulì, Jàmifi Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:643,
659.

102 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 33; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527–528; Qaràfì,
Al-Furùq, 4:10; idem, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487: “Neither the ship owner, nor the vessel’s
servicemen, be they freemen or white slaves—except for those purchased for com-
mercial purposes—are included in the calculation of the general average. Likewise,
those who do not have commodities are classified in the same category. However,
all means by which those traveling by sea aim to profit from commercial transac-
tions are subject to contribution.” Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:243: “. . . Likewise, the value
of property one is forbidden to jettison such as slaves and slave-girls intended for
commercial purposes is included in the apportionment [of losses].”

103 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 31–32, 36; Udovitch, “Eleventh Century Islamic Treatise,”
49; Ashburner, op. cit., cclxxv; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 211; Constable,
“Problem of Jettison,” 217.
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tion and abilities.104 The slave’s price was calculated the moment

he/she was taken on board.105 Again, when the monetary value of

the jettisoned slaves and commercial articles was calculated, taxes

paid at the point of embarkation had to be excluded as a nonre-

fundable official prerogative.106

The questions of when to throw human beings overboard, and,

if so, whom, remain unresolved in the N. N. Except for some insig-

nificant modifications regarding the assessment of the jettisoned slaves,

Byzantine jurists largely preserved Roman maritime customs. They

distinguished between slaves acquired for commercial purposes and

those for private services: the latter were more expensive than the

former. For example, a slave who served as a peculium (manager/oper-

ator) on board a ship held the status of captain. He and other oper-

ators of the vessel, were they freemen or slaves, could not be cast

into the sea because the vessel could not sail without them and their

nautical experience. The Digest authorizes the peculium, after con-

sultation with the parties involved, to cast cargo and passengers over-

board for the safety of the ship. Therefore, if an altercation arose

between the peculium and the shipper, legal allegations were brought

against the ship owner rather than his employed slave.107

Romano-Byzantine and Islamic laws of the sea were similar in

that both distinguished between slaves purchased as merchandise and

those bought for household use.108 Slaves serving on the ship were

an integral part of the crew, and were therefore excluded from the

category of the general average. As distinguished from Islamic law,

Romano-Byzantine legal codes covered the issue of human jettison

104 R. Brunschvig, “'Abd,” The Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1960),
1:32–33; Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:130–147; idem, “Slaves and Slave-girls in
the Cairo Geniza Records,” Arabica 9 (1962), 1–20. According to documents from
the Cairo Geniza, female slaves were far more numerous and costly than male
slaves. A descending order of value made whites more costly than blacks; young
slaves more expensive than older ones, and some slaves were more valuable because
they were less available. Moreover, almost all transactions in this documentary evi-
dence were made for cash, even though business was commonly conducted on
credit. Finally, contracts commonly required a sales tax (literally, the dues of the
market) to be paid.

105 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 31.
106 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238.
107 Scott, op. cit., 4:200–205, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 1; Digest XIV, 1, 1, 3; Digest XIV,

1, 1, 22; Digest XIV, 1, 4, 2; Digest XIV, 1, 4, 3; Digest XIV, 1, 4, 4; Digest
XIV, 1, 5, 1; Digest XIV, 1, 6; Chowdbaray-Best, “Ancient Maritime Law,” 89.

108 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 31, 36; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236, 240; Wan-
sharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:311; Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙, 3:610.
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inadequately. This lack of attention can be justified by the mere fact

that free human lives were not assessable or subject to general aver-

age contribution. Romano-Byzantine lawyers were probably more

concerned with financial issues arising from jettison than with the

jettison of freemen, given their greater concern with commercial

goods rather than with cases involving human beings.

Choice of Forum and Evidentiary Issues

Among the issues that preoccupied both Byzantine and Muslim judges

in adjudicating maritime claims were the proper jurisdiction in which

adjudication should take place; the appropriate procedures by which

the parties were to obtain evidence regarding whether jettison was

justified; and the proper methods for determining the quantity of

jettisoned cargo and evaluating the credibility of witnesses.

Several judicial methods were employed to settle claims and to

reach evenhanded rulings. Among the most important of these were

oral depositions of the crew and passengers, written evidence—such

as leasing contracts, cargo books, bills of lading, mercantile ledgers,

and merchants’ letters—and the physical examination of the battered

ship. Although the N. N. does not mention adjudication, some char-

ters of the Romano-Byzantine codices do. An early fifth century edict

from Codex Theodosianus stated that whenever a ship carrying grain

for the state foundered or was wrecked, her master was to bring the

case before the judicial authorities, who would order investigators to

examine the event and decide the case within two years. If the judges

failed to hear and decide the case within that time frame, and if the

statutory time limit should elapse, the navicularius (ship owner or car-

rier) was exonerated due to the judge’s negligence. In this circum-

stance, the judge was compelled to pay for half of the cargo and

his office staff for the remainder, provided a judicial investigation to

prove the loss was sought within the statutory time limit.109 While

the above enactment set the time limit for judging the case, it did

not specify the venue. Nevertheless, a sixth century edict by Justinian

ordered ill-fated shipmasters, whose vessels were allegedly wrecked

while carrying foodstuffs and grain for imperial distribution to appear

109 Pharr et al., Theodosian Code, 400, Article CTh 13.9.5, CTh 13.9.6; Sirks, Food
for Rome, 215.
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before “the judge of the province” accompanied by witnesses. Although

the Justinianic edict did not indicate precisely in which province the

ship owner should appear, it stands to reason that it tacitly pre-

sumed adjudication would take place in the province nearest the

place where the cargo was jettisoned, the ship sank with her con-

tents, or the port of debarkation was located.110 By contrast, the mar-

itime law of classical Athens decreed that the judicial hearing in

cases involving disputants of different nationalities was determined

not by national jurisdictions, but by the place where the commer-

cial contract was signed.111

Islamic law dealt with the issue of venue more clearly than its

Romano-Byzantine counterpart. It established that misunderstand-

ings between the lessees and lessors should be adjudicated at their

destination, “if the judge is reasonably just,” regardless of the school

of law with which he was affiliated. Otherwise, the case might be

tried in any Islamic territory provided the judge was fair and just

and the location accessible to all parties concerned.112 In most major

110 Scott, op. cit., 15:168, CJ 11.5.1: “Where a ship-master alleges that he had a
wreck, he must hasten to appear before the judge of the province, who has juris-
diction, and prove the fact, by witnesses in his presence.”

111 Atkinson, “Rome and the ‘Rhodian Sea-Law’,” 58–59.
112 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:654–655; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:304–305;

Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 238; idem, Berbérie orientale, 286; Goitein, “Jewish Trade,”
237, TS 13 J 17, f. 11, ll. 11–14; George F. Hourani, Arab Seafaring in the Indian
Ocean in Ancient and Early Medieval Times (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995),
72; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 149–150; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime
Law,” 90–92. The diplomatic and commercial relations between the Islamic Empire
and the eastern countries, China and India, led to the establishment of indepen-
dent Islamic law courts in major port cities. The precise date is unknown, but the
third century A.H./ninth century C.E., historical sources refer to the presence of
Muslim qà∂ìs in Khànfù. Óamìdullàh reports: “The merchant Sulaimàn reports that
at Khànfù, which is the rendezvous of merchants, a Muslim is charged by the ruler
of the country to adjudicate the disputes that arise between the members of the
Muslim community arriving in the country. Such was the desire of the king of
China. On days of festival, this chief of the Muslims conducts the service of the
Muslims, pronounces the sermon and prays for the Caliph (Sul†àn al-Muslimìn) therein.
The merchants of 'Iràq cannot rise against his decisions. And in fact he acts with
justice in conformity with the Qur"àn and the precepts of Muslim law.” See Óamì-
dullàh, Muslim Conduct of State, 122–123, paragraph no. 234. Similarly, Indian rulers
permitted Muslim judges to preside and administer the Sharì 'a. The shipmaster
Buzurg Ibn Shahriyàr states: “If the thief is a Muslim, he is judged before the
hunarman of the Muslims, who sentences him in accordance with Islamic law. This
hunarman is like a qà∂ì in a Muslim country. He can only be chosen from amongst
Muslims.” See Buzurg Ibn Shahriyàr, Book of the Wonders of India, 94. While Islamic
juridical authority existed in the Far East, neither Arabic nor Christian sources hint
at the presence of Muslim qà∂ìs in any major port within the Byzantine realm until
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Islamic port cities along the Mediterranean, local judges, who also

functioned as superintendents of the ports, settled disputes and adju-

dicated cases brought before them by carriers, shippers, travelers,

and crewmen.113 Judicial proceedings between the plaintiff and defen-

dant could be instituted in any port or place—the port of loading

or discharge, or the nearest port if the ship was underway, or the

residence place of the defendant or plaintiff, or where the contract

was formed—providing the qà∂ì was impartial.

1. Oral Deposition

The use of oral deposition significantly decreased in the Byzantine

period, as indicated by the fact that the N. N. refers only twice to

oral testimony.114 Nevertheless, it was crucial and valid in the absence

of written documentation.115 Where a plaintiff brought his case before

the judge without written evidence, witnesses were required to sub-

stantiate his claim. Byzantine law established that the credibility of

testimony did not depend only on the religious, social, political, eco-

nomic status and oath of a witness. However, it exempted senators,

privy councilors (bouletes), high-ranking government officials and bish-

ops from the obligation to testify under oath, because they were

the late fourteenth century, though they mention mosques founded in Constantinople
during the ninth century to serve Muslim prisoners of war and merchants. Documentary
sources report that Constantinople allowed a Muslim qà∂ì to settle litigations and
disputes in 1399. For further details, consult Stephen W. Reinert, “The Muslim
Presence in Constantinople, 9th–15th Centuries: Some Preliminary Observations,”
in Studies on the Internal Diaspora of the Byzantine Empire, ed. by Hélène Ahrweiler and
Angeliki E. Laiou (Washington D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and
Collection, 1998), 125–150. From Reinert’s article one infers any dispute between
Muslim merchants en route to Constantinople was most likely settled before a Sharì'a
court within the Islamic Empire. Dotson draws our attention to cases in Latin
Europe and remarks that both parties to the shipping contract, lessee and lessor,
had the right to bring the case before any judge, as they consensually saw fit, but
not necessarily at the destination or port of origin. See Dotson, “Freight Rates and
Shipping Practices,” 76.

113 Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 153.
114 Ashburner, op. cit., 83, Article III:4; 105–106, Article III:27 deals with part-

nership and does not relate to cases of jettison. Ashburner assumes that since this
theme is well covered in the Ecloga and other Byzantine legal references, it was
redundant to re-address it in the N. N.

115 Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, 394–395. Egyptian legal papyri from
the sixth century show that Byzantine judges repudiated the testimony of witnesses
if the defendant was able to prove his allegations by documents.
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assumed to be reliable witnesses.116 Witnesses in litigations could be

anyone, including women, other than slaves—except in rare cases—

and the deaf, the dumb, the insane and those similarly handicapped

as well as the profligate, minors under twenty [20] years of age,

adulterers, or people who did not own at least fifty [50] nomismata.117

Although the litigation of some legal transactions emphasized the

number of witnesses, the law approved of summonses for no more

than four hearings, each summons in effect for one day.118 Ordinary

witnesses appearing at the plaintiff ’s request were obliged to take an

oath before testifying.119 If witnesses contradicted one another or fab-

ricated evidence, the court accepted the testimony of those it deemed

worthier of credence and punished the perjurers. Either plaintiff or

defendant might support his claim and challenge the other by sub-

mitting a written document signed by both parties and attested to

by witnesses. The evidence of a single witness was invalid.120

Although slaves, servants, and freedmen were normally considered

incompetent as witnesses in civil lawsuits, their oral deposition was

exceptionally admitted against their masters where the latter were

charged with attempting to defraud the tax authorities or embezzle

public revenue.121 One may wonder, why the testimony of a slave

who served as a ship manager and exercised jurisdiction over the

vessel and cargo at sea, could not be heard by Byzantine judges in

cases of jettison. The Byzantine version of lex Rhodia de jactu did not

address this enigma, but hints of the rationale for it appear else-

where. Digest XIV, 1, 1, 4, reads:

It makes no difference what the civil condition of such a master is,
whether he is free or a slave, and whether, if he is a slave, he belongs
to the owner or to another person, nor will it make any difference
what his age is, as the party who appointed him has himself only to
blame.122

116 Freshfield, Manual of Roman Law, 40–41.
117 Idem, Manual of Later Roman Law, 127–129; Joëlle Beaucamp, “Les femmes et

l’espace public à Byzance: Le cas des tribunaux,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 52 (1998),
129–145; James A. Brundage, “Juridical Space: Female Witnesses in Canon Law,”
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 52 (1998), 147–156.

118 Freshfield, Manual of Roman Law, 98.
119 Kazhdan et al., Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 3:1509; Freshfield, Manual of

Roman Law, 99.
120 Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 128.
121 Idem, Manual of Roman Law, 40–41.
122 Scott, op. cit., 4:201.
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Consistent with the nature of ship-leasing contracts, passengers and

shippers were entitled to sue only the ship owner for cargo damage,

since responsibility for the safety of passengers and cargo lay with

the lessor, not with his employees.123 Hence, a slave-captain and crew

were not eligible to testify in civil courts. However, if the senior

officers were freemen, the court would select two or three of the

most experienced pilots to give evidence.124 Justinian’s legislation

tended to admit three witnesses for such judicial proceedings.125

In an attempt to prevent legal altercations between the parties to

the contract, Byzantine juris consultes advised passengers to deposit

valuables—pearls, gems, gold, and silver carried in small chests, etc.—

with the captain, so that in case of loss, he could be required to

indemnify the owners. If the owner opted to hold onto his effects

and not entrust them to the captain, and later claimed he lost them

at sea, then the captain, crew and all those on board would have

to take an oath to exonerate themselves from liability.126 A similar

ruling can be traced as far back as late eighth and early ninth cen-

tury Islamic legal inquiries.127

The requirements for witness eligibility in Islamic courts were

firmly established by the Qur"àn, Óadìth, and sources in jurisprudence.

A witness had to have accurate first-hand knowledge, be legally capa-

ble, a free person, a Muslim if testifying against a Muslim, in full

possession of his/her mental faculties, be just and fair, be above sus-

picion and lead a moral life. In cases concerning monetary trans-

actions and certain contracts, two males or one male and two females

were sworn in as witnesses. However, as distinct from the Byzantine

practice, Islamic law required that jurists, dignitaries, statesmen,

provincial governors, and even caliphs take an oath if necessary.128

In arguments over financial arrangements, Muslim jurists consid-

ered the lessee’s testimony more credible and gave it more weight,

123 Ibid., 4:200–205, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 1; Digest XIV, 1, 1, 3; Digest XIV, 1, 1,
22; Digest XIV, 1, 4, 2; Digest XIV, 1, 4, 3; Digest XIV, 1, 4, 4; Digest XIV, 1,
5, 1; Digest XIV, 1, 6.

124 Ibid., 15:168, CJ 11.5.3.
125 Ashburner, op. cit., xc; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 203.
126 Ashburner, op. cit., 94, Article III:13; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 201, 260;

Leder, Die arabische Ecloga, 118–119, Article 28:11.
127 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 34; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:87; 'Abd al-Rafì',

Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527.
128 W. Heffening, “Shàhid,” The Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1960),

1:261–262.
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except when the lessor could substantiate his claim with tangible evi-

dence.129 This rule applied when the cargo owners or their agents

did not accompany their shipments, in which case the captain and

crew could protect themselves legally by taking an oath that a bona

fide emergency required the jettisoning of cargo. When the jettisoned

goods consisted of insubstantial commodities, the crews did not have

to present supporting evidence: the oath alone was sufficient.130 In

the absence of written evidence, the ship owner had to bring at least

two witnesses to attest to the accuracy of his claim.131 On the other

hand, if lessees sued a ship owner and in court they presented a

leasing contract signed by him, he could protect himself by taking

an oath. Since the law did not allow a collective oath, the lessor

had to swear before every individual lessee.132 If the oral deposition

was insufficient, the litigant might substantiate his claim with hearsay.

Well-founded hearsay from a particularly credible source was admis-

sible evidence: for example, when a ship had sailed in a convoy,

seamen and passengers from other ships in that convoy could cor-

roborate the captain’s testimony.133

Maritime custom in the Mediterranean required shippers and pas-

sengers to declare to the ship’s scribe their private possessions and

commercial goods carried on board. The jurist Abù Zayd Ibn 'Umar

(d. 234/848) ruled out any legal claims made by the unlucky ship-

per who lost articles not registered in the cargo book or familiar to

the seamen or other passengers. If such a claim was brought before

the court but disputed by other shippers and seamen, their testi-

mony under oath was believed. However, if they were unaware of

129 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 19, 37; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:294; Burzulì, Jàmi'
Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:644; Abù al-Fa∂l al-'Àllàmì, 'À-inì Akbarì, 1:290; Ibn al-Mujàwir,
Íifat Bilàd al-Yaman, 1:138–139; Goitein, “Jewish Trade,” 387, TS 13 J 17, f. 11,
l. 10; idem, Mediterranean Society, 1:205–206; Udovitch, “Time, the Sea and Society,”
529–530; Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 226–229 [55], TS 13 J 17, f. 11, ll. 8–14. The Óanafite
jurists affirmed that the lessee’s testimony was more credible and trustworthy even
if both lessor and lessee took an oath and supported their testimony with proofs.
See Awzajandì, Fatàwà Kàzì Khàn, 2:350.

130 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299. Such practice prevailed in the Latin world. If
the cargo owners were not on board, the decision was generally left to the captain
and crew, with some texts requiring that their agreement be recorded by the ship’s
scribe or, in his absence, witnessed by the crew under oath. See Constable, “Problem
of Jettison,” 215–216.

131 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 44; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:194.
132 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 10:406.
133 Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 226–229 [55], TS 13 J 17, f. 11, l. 25: “They saw the

vessels that were wrecked at sea fifteen days ago.”
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the nature of the lost cargo, then the sworn testimony of its owner

more credible, since he was a prima facie claimant.134 The lessee

was not obliged to provide conclusive evidence or take an oath, if

the truth of what he said became apparent; only in cases where his

affidavit was in doubt did he have to take an oath.135 His testimony

was believed so long as it contained nothing palpably false.136

A general survey of North African and Andalusian Màlikì legal

inquiries proves that jurists held four different legal viewpoints regard-

ing passengers’ testimony against ship owners. The first group unequiv-

ocally approved of the passengers testifying, even if the court was

convened at a specific location, or if the testimony was given at

different court sessions. The second sanctioned passengers’ testimony

regardless of the place of adjudication.137 The third line of cases

ruled that passengers’ testimony should be rejected out of hand, as

a result of which, in order to confirm the lessee’s allegation, arbi-

trators had to put on neutral witnesses of good repute who were not

aboard or involved in business with either the ship owner or the

merchants.138 The advocates of the fourth group of opinions advised

qà∂ìs to rely on the articles of the ship-leasing contract. Accordingly,

shippers’ testimony could be considered as long as each shipper indi-

vidually had signed a contract with the owner of the vessel. However,

if the shippers signed a collective leasing contract, their testimony

would be rejected since “each person testifies for himself.”139

If the witnesses’ oral depositions were equivocal and/or the cargo

consisted of basic foodstuffs and valuables, the law required magis-

trates to undertake more complex legal proceedings demanding a

higher standard of proof. Captain and crew had to present indis-

putable proof—written documentation as well as depositions under

oath—that the act of jettison was unavoidable.140

134 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 34, 37; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:87; 'Abd al-
Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:644; Wansharìsì,
Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299.

135 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 37; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 239; Ibn Rushd, 
Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:87.

136 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 37; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487.
137 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 30; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 10:164.
138 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 10:164–165; Burhàn al-Dìn Ibràhìm Ibn 'Alì

Ibn Far˙ùn, Tabßirat al-Óukkàm fì Ußùl al-Aq∂iya wa-Manàhij al-A˙kàm (Cairo: Maktabat
al-Kulliyyàt al-Azhariyya, 1986), 1:421.

139 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 10:165; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:305.
140 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu'ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:528; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:309; R. Brunschvig,

“Bayyina,” The Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1960), 1:1150–1151: “The
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2. Written Evidence

Ultimately, a litigant could disprove the oral testimony of witnesses

if he was able to present a written leasing contract to the judge.

Such a document was regarded as one of the most authentic pieces

of evidence the court could consider in settling disputes between the

contracting parties. By the early third century, written evidence be-

came prevalent in Greco-Roman Egypt, so that senators could sign

chartering contracts with shipmasters to convey grain from the coun-

tryside to the granaries in Alexandria on behalf of the imperial court,

and then ship it to Rome and Constantinople during the sailing sea-

son.141 By the sixth century written contracts were far more widely

required. As a result, taboullarioi (notaries) appeared: they had a legal

education, good handwriting and excellent command of Greek, and

officially registered transactions and certified documents.142 The N. N.

required that contracting parties put their leasing transactions in writ-

ing, or they would be invalid.143 Although a written contract could

be regarded as conclusive evidence, oral agreements remained valid,

burden of proof (by testimony) lies upon the one who makes the allegation and the
oath belongs to him against whom the allegation is made [al-bayyina 'alà mudda' ì
wal-yamìn 'alà mudda'à 'alayhi ].” An identical ruling is found in Chapter XVI, Article
20 of the Ecloga stating: “A defendant shall not be required to testify against him-
self. The plaintiff must prove his case and if he fails to do so the defendant wins.”
See Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 128.

141 Kenyon and Bell, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 3:219–220, Pap. 948;
Casson, Ships and Seamanship, 257–258.

142 Helen Saradi-Mendelovitci, “Notes on a Prosopography of the Byzantine
Notary,” Medieval Prosopography 9 (1988), 21–49. The importance of written contracts
in the Romano-Byzantine codices was dealt with at length in Digest XXIV. See
Scott, op. cit., 2:110–134.

143 Ashburner, op. cit., 98, Article III:20: “Where a man hires a ship, for the con-
tract to be binding it must be in writing and subscribed by the parties, otherwise
it is void.” Justice’s translation reads: “In hiring of ships, the charter-parties shall
not be valid, except they be sealed” ( Justice, General Treatise, 99). Letsios translates
the first statement of this Article as follows: “If someone leases a ship and the agree-
ment is sealed by both parties, then the contract is valid, otherwise it is invalid”
(Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 261). The translations of Justice and Letsios seem
more reasonable, especially when there is no mention of recourse to the notaries
in the N. N. Therefore, at this period of time where most Byzantines were illiter-
ate it was sufficient to conclude a contract of hire orally with the consent of the
parties. Ashburner also points out that the passages pertaining to contracts in writ-
ing “are neither clear nor consistent.” As a result, he infers that a contract does
have to be evidenced by writing, but consent of both parties and the subscription
of the charter-party are imperative to make the contract binding. See Ashburner,
op. cit., xc–xcii.
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obligatory, and occasionally even more authentic, if the court doubted

the credibility of the written document.144

Although the importance of written contracts was repeatedly empha-

sized in various sections of the N. N., as a means of preventing dis-

putes between lessees and lessors, that collection did not provide

guidelines for formulating such contracts. Nevertheless, both parties

probably considered cases of jettison and thus incorporated condi-

tions regarding the safe delivery of goods at the destination, in view

of the introductory statement from Article III:20, which certainly

permitted lessees and lessors to formulate contracts as they saw fit.

Each party kept a copy, so that if problems arose, the judge would

order them to present the original to the court.

Like the hearings established by Theodosius,145 a proceeding in

Islamic courts began with a review of the provisions of the ship-leas-

ing contract, usually composed and formulated by notaries, and an

investigation into the circumstances of the dispute. Judges would ordi-

narily refer to a leasing contract to determine precisely the type and

volume of the jetsam. This contract generally also contained articles

stipulating the type of charter (of a type of a general or a specific

ship), ports of origin and destination, departure schedule, maritime

route, freight charges, quality and quantity of the shipment, as well

as the tackle and rigging aboard the ship.146

Written contracts were particularly valuable if the quantity and

quality of the shipment were recorded prior to departure. In such

circumstances, judges could easily calculate the amount of jettisoned

cargo. The issue could become problematic, however, when a lessee

hired space on board, or the entire ship, without specifying the type

and actual volume of his shipment. In such a case, the judicial

authorities could refer to the cargo book, which contained all rele-

vant details of the shipment.

144 Evans-Jones and MacCormack, “Obligations,” 135–136. One must recall that
the great majority of Byzantine citizens were illiterate and casual business transac-
tions in remote and rural areas were probably concluded orally on the basis of per-
sonal trust. The same principle held in the Muslim world.

145 Sirks, Food for Rome, 204–209, 212–217.
146 ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Ibn al-Mughìth, Al-Muqni' fì 'Ilm al-Shurù†,

242–244; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn
wal-Muw˙˙idìn, 470–472; Ibn Salmùn, Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam, 2:3; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-
'Uqùd, 1:294.
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The cargo book was the second most important written evidence

to be scrutinized by the courts. As a rule, every medium sized and

large commercial vessel had a scribe147 who kept records of her

cargo.148 Islamic jurisprudential sources confirm the existence of the

cargo book, known in the Mediterranean as al-shàmil or al-sharan-

bal,149 and as al-ruq'a and al-daftar in the Indian Ocean,150 from the

late ninth and early tenth centuries. It listed the volume, descrip-

tion, and current values of goods at the port of origin on the day

of loading. When a question was addressed to al-Fa∂l Ibn Salama

(d. 319/931) about the quality and quantity of jettisoned items whose

owners’ testimony was inconsistent with the ship owner’s oral depo-

sition, he decreed:

My ruling on this matter is as follows: Regarding the volume of the
shipment, one should scrutinize the cargo book (shàmil ). In our rules
of evidence, it has become an authoritative document (zahìr), to which
the people constantly refer. However, for any [claim raised by a ship-
per concerning] items not registered in the cargo book, there is a
rebuttable presumption that the owner’s statement is true if based on
sworn testimony, provided that he presents evidence supporting his
claim that he owned the cargo he alleges was his.151

147 Large and oversize vessels engaged in lengthy voyages took full complements
of officers and crew, including the ship’s scribe known in the Indian Ocean as a
karrànì. He functioned as the accountant of the ship. His duty was to record the
names of seamen and passengers, and the volume and quality of cargo in the ledger
(or cargo book), and was responsible for the safety of the shipment. Occasionally,
he assigned a specific person called a bhandarì to take charge of the stores. Thus
neither seamen nor passengers were allowed to remove any personal or commer-
cial article from the hold without the permission and presence of the scribe, who
also had other responsibilities. Together with the ship owner and the captain, the
scribe had to witness any agreement and commercial transaction concluded on
board. A Hebrew letter describes a Jew in this position as “the treasurer and the
great (commander of the ship) [ha-gizbar ve-ha-gadol ]”. See Assaf, Texts and Studies,
133, TS 16.54, l. 31; Ibn al-Mujàwir, Íifat Bilàd al-Yaman, 1:138–139; Abù al-Fa∂l
al-'Àllàmì, 'À-inì Akbarì, 1:289–290.

148 Muqaddasì, A˙san al-Taqàsìm, 10; Ibn al-Mujàwir, Íifat Bilàd al-Yaman, 1:138–139;
Abù al-Fa∂l al-'Àllàmı, 'À-inì Akbarì, 1:290.

149 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 37; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il
al-A˙kàm, 3:644; Idris, Berbérie orientale, 2:281; Gil, op. cit., 2:634 [217], TS Arabic
18 (1).101, l. 12 (al-sharanbal ); 4:21 [614], ENA NS 18, f. 35v., ll. 22–23; 4:436
[745], INA D 55, f. 14v., l. 20.

150 Muqaddasì, A˙san al-Taqàsìm, 10; Ibn al-Mujàwir, Íifat Bilàd al-Yaman, 1:139.
151 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 37; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487: “Sa˙nùn enunciated: His

testimony is acceptable and he is not obliged to swear so long as he has not been
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When a judge or an arbitrator dealt with disputes between the ship

owner and merchants, he considered the cargo book one of the most

reliable documents at his disposal. If a merchant proved that the

ship owner did not register some of the cargo lost at sea, the latter

would be obligated to indemnify the former. However, the ship owner

was exempt from responsibility if passengers refuted the merchant’s

claim.152 Moreover, in order to reach an unbiased decision, a judge

might summon the seller from the port of origin to testify as to cargo

volume and quality.153 These legal procedures were also applied when

a merchant claimed that part of the merchandise was sold or lost

en route.154 While the cargo book is frequently mentioned in Islamic

historical and jurisprudential sources and documents from the Cairo

Geniza as well, interestingly there is no mention of it by Byzantine

jurists. In light of the absence, to date, of any historical evidence or

legal mention of cargo books in the Byzantine Empire, their exis-

tence in that part of the Mediterranean remains an open question.

No less important than the written contract and cargo book to

resolving disputes were bills of lading. While it was not necessarily

the complete contract of carriage of goods, it was usually the best

evidence of the contract. Such a declaration of receipt, which the

cargo owner obtained from the carrier, contained a full description

of the quantity and quality of goods received on board in apparent

good order and condition, together with the names of ship owner/car-

rier, captain and shipper(s), port of origin and destination, and the

lading and departure schedule. Shippers presented it to repudiate or

ratify the claims that either party brought before a court.155

Speedily transmitted letters that usually reached the cargo recipi-

ent before the ship arrived at the debarkation port may have been

of great legal significance. A typical express letter could contain a

list of ships expected, of the merchants on board each, and a cata-

suspected. If he claims that a large quantity of his goods was cast overboard, while
the captain on the other hand denies that, he (the legal authority) should scruti-
nize the cargo book (al-sharmal ), which consists of a registry of the people’s cargoes
on board; his testimony, after taking an oath, is approved for the quantity of car-
goes written in the cargo book. . . .”

152 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 34–36.
153 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299.
154 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 39.
155 See above, chapter three, 85–87.
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logue of all cargoes and their recipients, as well as of other mer-

chandise that had not yet arrived.156 The Geniza is full of such let-

ters, but Egyptian papyri also show that merchants of the seventh

and eighth centuries used to send express letters to cargo recipients

at the destination, informing them about the shipments on the way.

The following message, written to a high official regarding two

shiploads of acacia wood, demonstrates the legal importance of such

letters.

Lo, I have loaded the 2 ships with acacia (wood) and have dispatched
them this day, the 2nd of Hathor (Hatour),157 in charge of their super-
cargoes that are aboard them. And here are the names of the ships
and the names of the supercargoes that are aboard them and the list
of villages where they were loaded; I have drawn it up for your
renowned [. . .], honored lordship, at the bottom of this epistle. And
see, the [. . .] that they have been brought north come on the back
of this letter [. . .] for I have loaded 2 jars for distribution. I have writ-
ten the [. . .] at the hand of their supercargoes that are aboard them,
that my lord may know. I have written and do worship and kiss the
footstool of your renowned, honored lordship. (Written?) on the 2nd
of Hathor.158

The cargo recipients would present such a document to the court

when seeking contributions for losses if part or all of the consign-

ment was jettisoned. The judge could verify the information in the

letter through oral testimony of the sender, seller, ship owner, or

those who packed and loaded the shipment, and by comparing details

in the letter with those in the cargo book. Although Byzantine mar-

itime practices shed little light on this issue, it is likely that such cor-

respondence existed in pre-Islamic Egypt. Byzantine merchants were

probably aware of it, though Greek historical sources do not allude

to it.

156 Udovitch, “Time, the Sea and Society,” 529–530; Gil, op. cit., 3:161–163
[354], TS K 25.250v; 3:245–253 [373], TS 16.163 (I); 3:310–313 [387], BM Or
5544, f. 7; 3:841–845 [556], TS 13 J 26, f. 8.

157 Named after Hator or Hatho, goddess of love and beauty, because during
this month the lands become lush and green. Gregorian Calendar equivalent:
November 10th to December 9th.

158 Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts, 158–159. A similar but shorter speed-
ily dispatched letter appears on p. 164 of the same volume.
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Finally, judges also considered mercantile bookkeeping in settling

disputes between carriers and shippers. By definition, this consisted

of a private record, used by merchants of the classical Geniza and

their representatives, in which shippers and recipients of cargo reg-

istered their transactions. It contained reports about partners or cus-

tomers, shipments received, sales and purchases made, goods or cash

shipped, and balances outstanding. The basic form of this booklet

could be called a seasonal report, covering the period from the arrival

of the convoys of ships in the spring to their departure in the fall.159

Mercantile records of this kind were admitted as proof both in civil

and religious courts, if they were kept in the customary fashion and

did not raise suspicions of fraud. When legal disputes arose between

partners, merchants, or their proxies, the parties were required to

present the original daftar160 to the judge, either dayyan ( Jewish judge)

or qà∂ì since its admissibility in court was considered circumstantial

evidence.161 Accordingly, it stands to reason that the daftar may have

been used to settle arguments concerning the quantity, quality, and

type of cargo jettisoned at sea, and its actual price at the port of

origin.

159 Bodl. MS Heb. a 3, f. 13, ll. 44–46; Goitein, “Jewish Trade,” 387, TS 13 J
17, f. 11, l. 10; idem, Mediterranean Society, 1:205–207. The popular format of such
a daftar was only 3 to 4 inches wide. There was a short type (5.5 to 6 inches) and
a longer one (7.5 to 11 inches). The narrow format arose from the custom of car-
rying one’s account book in one’s sleeve, to have it at hand if needed.

160 Terminology varies in times and places. Muqaddasì, for instance, referred to
the daftar as a cargo book, whereas the Geniza merchants referred to it as a mer-
cantile bookkeeping.

161 TS 10 J 29, f. 5, ll. 16–19. The document deals with a claim brought before
the bèth dìn [law court] against the representative of merchants in Ramle. Before
the judge, the plaintiff and the defendant agreed that the latter should go down to
that city to verify the facts from his daftar [wa-ittafaqnà 'alà annahu yanzil al-Ramla
yakshif daftarahu . . . wa-na˙∂ur fì majlis av bèth dìn]. See also Ben-Sasson, op. cit., 226–229
[55], TS 13 J 17, f. 11, ll. 8–14. This letter proves that Muslim qà∂ìs also consid-
ered the daftar as substantial evidence. In a complaint brought before the qà∂ì of
Qayrawàn, 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn Hàshim (in office
between 1006 and 1036), he required the commenda dealer [al-maqrù∂] to present
the daftar to the court. To substantiate all commercial transactions and details reg-
istered there, the qà∂ì sent inspectors to the port to assess the quality and quantity
of the cargo in the ship’s hold [zahara 'alayhi {markab} al-ra˙l wa-rufi'a lil-Qayrawàn
li-'Abd Ibn Hàshim al-Qà∂ì ]. This leaves no doubt that classical Geniza merchants
may have used the daftar when they calculated the value of jetsam.
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3. Physical Examination of the Ship

Final tangible evidence came from a physical examination of the

ship’s hull. Both Byzantine and Islamic custom and law required at

least two notaries of good repute and well versed with nautical tech-

nology and ships’ defects to examine the extent of structural dam-

age to a vessel.162 From such an examination the magistrate could

assess whether the physical evidence was compatible with the cap-

tain’s account of the emergency.163 If the vessel was damaged, the

judge was to appoint two experts in nautical crafts and shipbuilding

to examine her physical condition and calculate the actual price of

the damaged vessel before sending it for repairs.164 If the magistrate

determined that the captain’s decision to jettison was unjustified, he

could order the captain to reimburse the owners of the jettisoned

cargo in full.165

Summary

The lawyers of ancient Rhodes were among the earliest Mediterra-

nean jurists to incorporate laws of general average in their statutory

codices. Later, Roman jurists not only recognized and embodied

them as lex Rhodia de jactu (Digest XIV, 2, 9), but also promulgated

them among other peoples who came under Roman rule. When

Muslims emerged as a naval and commercial power in the Medi-

terranean, their jurists, as well as those involved in the shipping busi-

ness, recognized some of the fundamental principles in the Digest

and the N. N. A general survey of the Romano-Byzantine and Islamic

legal literature reveals that both systems shared at least two require-

ments in order for the general average to apply to losses at sea: (a)

a common peril must be imminent, i.e. the craft herself, cargo, freight,

162 Pharr et al., Theodosian Code, 400, CTh 13.9.6; Scott, op. cit., 15:168, CJ 11.5.3;
Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153–154; Ibn Bassàm, Nihàyat al-Rutba, 148, 157.

163 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:309–310; ˇùsì, Al-Nihàya, 447–449; Ibn Nujaym, Al-
Ba˙r al-Rà"iq, 8:31–33; Óillì, Al-Sarà"ir, 2:470; Mu˙aqqiq al-Thànì, Jàmi' al-Maqàßid,
7:298.

164 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 45–46; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153–154.
165 Ibn Bassàm, Nihàyat al-Rutba, 148, 157.
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and humans—crew, shippers, and passengers—must be at risk; and

(b) a sacrifice must be made voluntarily and in good faith for the

common interest, to avert an immediate danger from threatening

the entire voyage.

Byzantine and Islamic laws both required advance consultation

among the crew and shippers prior to the act of jettison, if time

permitted. Both bodies of law confirmed that the heaviest goods were

to be jettisoned first as long as they could be reached, regardless of

their value. The major differences between Byzantine and Islamic

maritime jettison practices related to the inclusion or exclusion in

the evaluation of losses of the personal effects, the ship, and the

wages of seamen. According to Byzantine law, ordinary passengers,

shippers, and all on board shared the risk of loss and possible for-

feiture, regardless of whether the items and capital they carried with

them were intended for commerce or personal use. By contrast, the

great majority of Muslim jurists excluded personal effects from being

averaged.

Byzantine law assessed jetsam in accordance with the price it would

have fetched at the port of debarkation. However, this issue remained

controversial among Muslim scholars, who generated four distinct

rules regarding the venue in which the loss of cargo was to be

assessed: at its place of origin, at the port of loading and embarka-

tion, at the port nearest to the jettison, or at the destination. The

great majority of jurists were inclined to assess the goods on the

basis of current value at the port of origin on the day of sailing.

Neither the Digest nor the N. N. referred to the inclusion or exclu-

sion of the port charges and customs duties in calculating general

average. Muslim jurists, however, ruled that port dues and customs

payable by the lessors and lessees could not be included in the cal-

culation, since as Islamic law sees them as non-refundable official

prerogatives, once they have been paid.

The legal status of the ship remained in debate among the Digest’s

lawyers, while their Rhodian counterparts unanimously included her

when assessing the value of the jetsam and intact goods. A general

survey of the Justinianic Corpus Juris Civilis reveals that one group

did not grant contribution to the ship’s owner in the event the rigging

and tackle were jettisoned. Another group exempted those fortunate

merchants who could save their own shipments from contribution

to the ship owner or to unlucky fellow passengers if the vessel and
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others’ cargo were lost. A third group, on the other hand, included

the ship and her gear in the general average contribution in cases

of jettison. Identical rulings prevailed in the Muslim world. The

major difference between the Digest and Islamic jurisprudence, how-

ever, lay in valuating the ship. The former based estimates on her

current condition and cost at the port of destination, while the lat-

ter based estimates on her cost at the homeport.

Muslim jurists undoubtedly addressed the issue of human jettison

more comprehensively than did Romano-Byzantine lawyers. The

common denominator between the two laws was the distinction

between slaves acquired for commercial purposes, and those pur-

chased for domestic service. In the first instance, slaves could be

thrown overboard in time of peril. However, those providing ser-

vice, when members of the crew, could not be jettisoned because,

as her operators, their role was to bring the ship and her remain-

ing contents safely into port. Furthermore, while the Digest forbade

the jettison of freeborn passengers, some Muslim jurists permitted it,

if they were chosen by lot. Ibn al-Jahm forbade sacrificing any human

being for the sake of others due to the tacit prohibition of Islamic

law; slaves, therefore, were not to be averaged. Advocates of this

rule argued that, since the law did not discriminate between humans,

implementing the rule upon slaves meant subjecting free people to

it as well. A third line of cases distinguished between those slaves

purchased for commerce and those purchased for private service. A

slave bought as a private possession was excluded from general aver-

age contribution. Generally, slaves who served on the ship were not

subject to contribution unless otherwise specified. When a ship owner

bought slaves to trade them, however, their value had to be taken

into consideration in the assessment of contribution for the jettisoned

merchandise. Furthermore, unlike Byzantine practices, which fixed

the amount of two minas for a slave purchased for commerce and

three minas if purchased for domestic services, Islamic law estimated

the slave’s value on the basis of ethnicity, age, gender, and physical

ability.

Byzantine and Islamic legal authorities employed similar judicial

procedures to settle litigation and claims between the lessees and

lessors. Where written documents such as leasing contracts, cargo

books, bills of lading, business correspondence and mercantile ledgers

were available, the litigant could introduce them as proof of his
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claims. In the absence of written documentations, the claimants

and/or defendants could testify before the court after producing wit-

nesses and taking an oath. Judges could also call on experts in the

maritime industry to examine the wrecked vessel and verify or reject

the lessor’s allegations.



CHAPTER FIVE

COLLISION

General

Collision was one of the most feared catastrophes a mariner, ship-

per, or passenger could experience on board a ship whether at the

port of origin, en route, or at the destination. When ships collided,

ran aground, or hit a shore structure, not only property damage but

personal injury or even death could ensue. Collision was not con-

sidered a problem per se, but rather one concerning the liabilities

that owners of the colliding ships were to assume. As a result, to

succeed in an action in tort for damages arising from collision, judi-

cial authorities, assisted by experts in maritime industry had to deter-

mine the precise chain of causation that produced the collision in

order to determine whether it occurred due to a navigational mis-

conduct of the crew of either or both vessels, i.e., was one vessel

solely to blame, and to what degree. This required them to deter-

mine also whether natural factors beyond human control, like bad

weather and rough seas, had come into play, in which case it could

be an unavoidable accident where neither vessel was at fault, or

whether the collision resulted from intentional malice by a particu-

lar culprit. Once the judges considered the circumstances of a par-

ticular case, they were able to fix the nature of the losses and the

expenses incurred.

Navigational Misconduct

The oldest written collision laws, from the dawn of ancient civiliza-

tions, are attributed to Hammurabi in the first half of the second

millennium B.C. His 240th Code discusses the liability of the own-

ers of two ships in the event of a collision between a ship in motion

and one at anchor, in which one boat was sunk:
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If a boat runs against another boat at anchor and sinks it, the owner
of the sunken boat shall declare before God [in open court] the extent
of his loss; the owner of the boat which ran down the one at anchor
shall make reparation for the boat and all that was lost.1

The code is of great importance, because its laws regarding collision

regulations instituted four millennia ago have remained in force to

this day. The ship owner employed the mariners on board and in

charge of the ship, and was liable for their professional misconduct

and negligence. A suit could be brought against the actual owner

rather than the employees if they served on board within their

employment terms, and provided the collision did not result from

their willful, malicious, and criminal acts, or if the ship has been

chartered by demise, in which case the liability was attached to the

charterer only. While a negligent owner was responsible for the loss

of sunken ship, a charterer who leased a vessel by demise ordinar-

ily bore responsibility for losses and repair to an unsalvageable ves-

sel, or paid a sum comparable to the value of the vessel and her

contents if these were lost at sea, providing that sunken ship’s owner

presented the exact amount of his loss to the court. However, where

the vessel was salvageable, the negligent party had to pay the cost

of salvage, including costs of retrieving and storing the cargo, as well

as carrying out the repairs to the vessel. This compensation was

determined in accordance with guidelines drawn up in section 238

of the Codes of Hammurabi: “If the sailor has let the man’s ship

founder, but then has raised it, he shall give half its price in silver

(to its owner).”2 The law fixed in advance the remuneration for sal-

vage services and bound the delinquent party to make good on the

damage in full, either by providing an identical substitute ship or

paying the value of the sunken craft. If the wrecked ship was sal-

vaged, the owner of the colliding vessel had to pay half of her value

and an equivalent amount for the ruined cargo.3

1 Davies, “Code of Hammurabi,” 435. Another translation reads: “If a ship (under
the command) of the master of a galley has rammed and so has sunk a (sailing)
ship under (the command of ) a master sailor, the owner of the ship whose ship is
sunk shall formally declare anything that has been lost in his ship and the master
of the galley which has sunk the (sailing) ship (under command) of the master sailor
shall replace his ship and whatever he has lost for him.” See Driver and Miles,
Babylonian Laws, 2:85.

2 Driver and Miles, Babylonian Laws, 2:85; Davies, “Code of Hammurabi,” 435.
3 Driver and Miles, Babylonian Laws, 1:431–432.
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Despite the antiquity of Hammurabi’s collision codes, they have

been continuously applied throughout history. Over a millennium

and a half later, Roman legists not only preserved Hammurabi’s col-

lision regulations, but also commented on and expanded them.

Ulpianus (c. 170–228 C.E.) states:

If your ship collides with my boat and I am damaged, the question
arises what action shall I be entitled to? Proculus says that if it was
in the power of the sailors to prevent the accident, and it occurred
through their negligence, an action can be brought against them under
the Lex Aquilia, because it makes but little difference whether you cause
damage by driving the ship at the boat, or by steering towards the
ship, or inflict the injury with your own hands.4

Obviously, the legist refers here to carelessness and negligence in

navigation on the part of the captain and his crew. Crews were

obligated to observe the collision regulations and exercise their utmost

efforts and skills to prevent the ship from doing damage. If a colli-

sion was attributed to a specific vessel, then liability to compensate

for damages and losses to the vessel that suffered was attached to

the responsible ship; no claims could be made against the owner of

the colliding vessel. The Digest held the culpa5 accountable and

ordered him to pay indemnity for loss or damage sustained by the

other ship once it was established that the accident could have been

avoided had his seamen not neglected their duty.6 This left the main

issue—whether the ship owner, captain or actual wrongdoer was

liable for the collision damage—unresolved. Digest IX, 2, 29, 4 pro-

vided a relevant though somewhat ambiguous answer: “If one ship

collides with another approaching in the opposite direction, an action

on the ground of wrongful damage will lie either against the steers-

man or the captain.” It is reasonable to infer that in the absence of

fault on the captain’s part, the steersman would normally be held

liable. However, if the steersman navigated the ship according to the

4 Scott, Civil Law, 3:336, Digest IX, 2, 29, 2.
5 Culpa literally means a faulty judgment, negligence, or error. In nautical terms,

it signifies a navigational misguidance, on the part of either or both pilots of the
vessels, which could occur in the port and/or while sailing, be it at night or in
broad daylight.

6 Scott, op. cit., 3:337, Digest IX, 2, 29, 2 and Digest IX, 2, 29, 4; Gormley,
“Development of the Rhodian-Roman Maritime law,” 327; Ashburner, Rhodian Sea
Law, cclxxxv.
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captain’s instructions, a claim would be brought against the latter.

A ship owner could probably be held responsible for collision dam-

ages if he failed to recruit skillful seamen7 and/or provided an unsea-

worthy vessel, or if he was personally engaged in managing and

navigating his own craft.

The N. N. treated cases of collision in Article III: 36 only, which

ruled that if a ship at sail collided with an anchored vessel or one

that had slackened sail in the daytime, all damage would be paid

by the captain and those on board; cargoes aboard the colliding ves-

sel were also subject to contribution.8 Why the shippers and pas-

sengers on board the injuring vessel were held accountable for loss

or damage arising from navigation errors of the colliding ship’s staff
is unclear. Justice assumes that the Rhodian legislators imposed con-

tribution upon shippers and passengers to move them “by the pow-

erful motive of their own interest, to do their utmost endeavor to

prevent all sorts of unhappy accidents.”9 However, Justice’s expla-

nation makes no sense unless the merchants owned the craft, or they

collaborated with the shipmaster and mariners by agreeing to sail

under adverse navigational conditions, or they alternatively chartered

her by demise, i.e. they personally hired and ran the ship, engaged

her crew, and assumed command of her. Damages caused by a will-

ful act of the master or the negligence of a pilot whom the shippers

employed, would make the merchants aboard the injuring vessel

solely to blame. The ruling of the Rhodian legists may have been

applicable in such a case. It also stands to reason that shippers would

be held accountable because of their engagement in the venture.

Thus, just as they were to be consulted before jettison, they presumably

would be involved in navigational decisions resulting in collision.

7 Scott, op. cit., 4:201, Digest XIV, 1, 1, 5.
8 Ashburner, op. cit., 110; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 203; Lobingier,

“Maritime Law of Rome,” 29; Gormley, “Development of the Rhodian-Roman
Maritime law,” 327–328; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 23; Pardessus, Lois maritimes, 1:253–254;
Justice, General Treatise, 107–108; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 179–180, 264. A
similar enactment is found in the thirteenth century Islamic treatise on the law of
the sea from the Indian Ocean, with reference to ships sailing in convoy. It obliges
the colliding ship to make good two-thirds of the impacted ship’s loss if the colli-
sion occurred at night or in storm conditions. But in a daytime collision, the cap-
tain had to refund the losses in full. See Winstedt and de Josselin, “Maritime Laws
of Malacca,” 54.

9 Justice, General Treatise, 108.
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Muslim jurists of all denominations retained the collision regula-

tions instituted in the Digest but also introduced new ones. Their

rulings distinguished clearly between collisions involving an anchored

ship and one at sail. “Rules of the road” were in force on Islamic

ports, rivers, and inland waterways in allocating collision liability.

One common reason for a collision in port was the failure (tafrì†)10

to maintain a proper lookout. When a ship under sail struck another

one at anchor, the damage would have to be appraised and paid

by the colliding vessel, if negligence on her part was confirmed. Ibn

Qudàma (541–620/1146–1223) referred to the latter as the qayyim,

not necessarily signifying the vessel owner only, but also her operator.11

In fact, liability for damage to the injured vessel with her contents

lay primarily upon the captain, who was sometimes also the ship

master in charge of recruiting skilled crew.

Another possible cause of collision could be failure to navigate

skillfully. A common type of collision involved ships sailing upstream

and downstream on a river. Liability for the forfeitures was, with

few exceptions, assumed by the shipmaster sailing downstream. He

paid the entire expense of the loss of cargo and physical injury to

a ship sailing upstream. The chief exception to this general rule

applied when the captain of an upstream vessel was delinquent, in

which case he had to remunerate the owner and shippers of the

injured craft sailing downstream. When two ships struck one another

while sailing in the same direction due their masters’ negligence,

however, each party was responsible for the damage incurred by the

other. A different legal opinion required, when both vessels were

equally to blame, that the damages be divided and shared equally

by the two ships. This approach resulted from the requirement that

each party had to pay the other half the damage he sustained. For

example, if A collided with B, A would have to bear the liability for

half of his own losses and also half of B’s losses, and vice versa; the

cost of damages was divided equally between the vessels involved

10 Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:548–550; Nawawì, Raw∂at al- à̌libın, 7:188–190;
Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 123.

11 Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:548; Ibn al-Mundhir al-Nìsàbùrì, Al-Ishràf, 2:184;
Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 390. The mufarri† (negligent party) in Islamic law applied
not only to a shipmaster who cannot control his vessel and avoid the accident, but
also to the individual who failed to recruit professional seamen and provide the
apparatus and rigging necessary for safe navigation.
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and each vessel had to bear one-half of the total damages of both

when there was any fault in each vessel’s part. In all situations, the

masters of the ships involved were required to corroborate their

claims.12

Byzantine and Islamic maritime laws alike exempted the colliding

vessel from compensating the owner of the injured one if the latter

was delinquent. As a precaution, the shipmaster had to secure his

anchored craft to the dock and light the appropriate sections of the

ship or assign a watchman to warn other ships approaching or

anchoring next to her after sunset. If the shipmaster, neglecting his

duty, overlooked these safety regulations, his vessel was wrecked while

anchored, and witnesses substantiated the facts, her owner was the

only person to blame. The owner of the moving ship was not liable

if he was not notified of an anchored ship nearby and he skillfully

navigated his craft or assigned watchmen to monitor the movement

of the ship in the port. In such a case, the collider was entitled to

seek compensation for the physical injury to his ship and her contents.13

Entering the port and docking in the proper place was extremely

hazardous for an unskilled pilot or an unseaworthy craft. Legal

inquiries often referred to ships running aground due to a careless

crew or bad weather. If the damages to the ship resulted from mis-

guidance and negligence on the seamen’s part, the ship owner would

have to compensate his shippers for their losses. Where part of the

goods and the ship were damaged due to an act of God, the vessel

and her remaining shipments would be averaged.14 Although reports

12 Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:86; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:492–493; Ibn al-Mundhir al-
Nìsàbùrì, Al-Ishràf, 2:183–184; Ghazàlì, Al-Wajìz, 2:150; Ibn Juzayy, Al-Qawànìn al-
Fiqhiyya, 337; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:549; Nawawì, Raw∂at al-ˇàlibìn, 7:188;
Bay∂àwì, Al-Ghàya al-Qußwà, 1:901; Wansharìsì, 'Uddat al-Burùq, 629–630; Ibn Fàyi',
A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 390–393; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 170–172,
175–176. Is it possible to assume that Muslim jurists set up precedents awarding
damages based on the percentage of fault of each vessel? A relevant answer requires
us to re-investigate the subject and compare the Islamic laws on collision with their
medieval European counterparts. The Digest, dealing with river navigation under
different headings, alluded indirectly to accidents on rivers but was still much less
informative than the rulings established in Islamic jurisprudence. See Scott, op. cit.,
3:337, Digest IX, 2, 29, 4.

13 Ashburner, op. cit., 110; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 203; Lobingier,
“Maritime Law of Rome,” 29; Gormley, “Development of the Rhodian-Roman
Maritime law,” 327–328; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:550; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì
al-Islàmì, 124.

14 ˇàher (ed.), Akriyat al-Sufun, 36; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235; Qaràfì,
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of ships hitting shore structures are rare, it is reasonable to surmise

that the ship’s master or owner would have had to pay for dam-

ages to port installations caused by the seamen’s navigational negli-

gence. Little wonder, then, that major Islamic ports had their pilots

navigate incoming vessels to their terminals to avoid collisions.15 Once

the vessel’s captain or owner gave over command to the harbor

pilot, he himself was immune from liability for collision damages or

injuries.

Inevitable Collision

The collider was granted legal immunity when the injured party was

delinquent, as noted above, or if a force majeure caused the accident,

so that neither was to blame. The master of the injured vessel could

not press a claim for remuneration if the captain and crew of the

colliding ship, under oath, could establish beyond a reasonable doubt

that the collision was unintentional and unavoidable. The burden of

proof lay on the shipmaster and crew of the colliding vessel, who

had to prove that they exercised the utmost effort to prevent the

collision. In the event of dubious attestation, the collider had to pay

compensation in full.16 Moreover, if adverse winds and high waves

loosened a ship properly fastened to the shore so that she collided

with and wrecked a neighboring craft, her owner was immune from

liability, as the injury did not result from his delinquency. But, if

neither vessel was to blame and the accident was proved unavoid-

able, each party would bear the loss incurred to her own vessel and

freight.17 Both the Justinianic Digest and Islamic law allowed a ship’s

master to cut the cable of another ship being driven against his own,

if he could not escape damage otherwise.18

Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487; idem, Al-Furùq, 4:10; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:306; Nuwayrì, 
Al-Ilmàm, 2:244; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:551.

15 Tibbetts, Arab Navigation, 60–61.
16 Scott, op. cit., 3:337, Digest IX, 2, 29, 4; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:549;

Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 128–129; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 386–389;
Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 176–179.

17 Scott, op. cit., 3:337, Digest IX, 2, 29, 4; Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:86; Ibn al-Mundhir
al-Nìsàbùrì, Al-Ishràf, 2:184; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:549.

18 Scott, op. cit., 3:336, Digest IX, 2, 29, 3: “Where a ship is impelled by the
force of the wind against cables attached to the anchors of another ship, and the
sailors cut the cables; and the ship cannot be extricated in any other way but by
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Intentional Collision

With reference to maritime collision, the Greek word dolus19 signifies

a deliberately performed unlawful act by a master of a ship or an

evildoer with the malicious intent of wrecking or sinking another

craft and/or capturing her contents. The culprit was obliged to com-

pensate the ill-fated ship owner and shippers, if the damaged vessel

carried cargo, and to pay the wergild (blood-money) for the drowned

seamen and passengers. Both shipmasters bore responsibility for the

damage to the ships and goods if it was proved that they inten-

tionally struck each other. When the collision was fatal, the culprits

jointly paid the wergild to the victims’ heirs. If either culprit lost his

life, the other had to pay half the wergild to the deceased’s family,

and if both died, their families had to pay each other half the

wergild.20

As well as addressing collision cases between ships, the Digest ruled

as to premeditated damages against anchored ships, where the cul-

prit purposely untied a secured vessel or damaged the bottom of a

ship. Digest IX, 2, 29, 5 ruled that “where anyone cuts a cable by

which a vessel is secured, and the vessel is lost in consequence, an

action in factum will lie.”21 Although the N. N. overlooked such a

scenario, Muslim jurists addressed it and expressed a judicial opin-

ion similar to Digest IX, 2, 29, 5. A twelfth century edict by Ibn

cutting the cables, no action should be granted.” An identical principle seems to
have been adopted by early Muslim jurists. See Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl,
15:447–448; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 156; Ibn al-Jallàb, Tafrì', 2:295–296;
ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 51: “If a vessel was tied to another and then a wind arose and
one of the vessels was released for fear of sinking, and the untied vessel foundered,
he who untied it is absolved of liability.”

19 Dolus: Guilty intention, or malice; or, behavior that relies on deception to
achieve its purpose, trickery, treachery cunning. See Henry Liddell and Robert
Scott, A Greak-English Lexicon (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1968), 443; P.G.W.
Glare, Oxford Latin Dictionary (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1982), 570; Ashburner,
op. cit., cclxxxv; Gormley, “Development of the Rhodian-Roman Maritime law,”
327.

20 Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:86; Ibn al-Mundhir al-Nìsàbùrì, Al-Ishràf, 2:184; Ibn Qudàma,
Al-Mughnì, 12:548–549; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 121–122; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm
al-Ba˙r, 381–384, 394; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 180–185. A
similar enactment is found in the Digest. Proculus decrees: “It makes but little
difference whether you cause damage by driving the ship at the boat, or by steering
towards the ship, or inflict the injury with your own hands; as in all these ways I
sustain damage through your agency.” See Scott, op. cit., 3:336, Digest IX, 2, 29, 2.

21 Scott, op. cit., 3:337.
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Qudàma ruled: “If some person deliberately or accidentally loosened

the ship’s hawser at the loading berth and the ship sank with her

contents, he is obliged to indemnify the parties concerned for all

losses.”22 In like manner, any person who damaged the hull with

fatal consequences and fiscal losses had to indemnify the injured par-

ties. If the damage was caused deliberately, the culprit was punished

and had to pay wergild. When a culprit intentionally damaged the

hull but did not wreck or sink the ship, the act was categorized as

a semi-intentional accident, similar to the case of a seaman who

intended to carry out a repair but pierced the hull with his tools

and caused the craft to sink. If the shipwright/caulker accidentally

or unknowingly did not repair the right place, or if a stone from

the ballast fell from his hand and holed the ship, the error fell within

the category of an accident.23 In all circumstances, an investigation

was required to determine whether the damage was accidental, semi-

intentional, or intentional, as fiscal compensation and punishment

differed in each case.

Summary

The Digest held the steersman or the captain solely accountable for

the damage.24 By contrast, the N. N., as stated earlier, placed lia-

bility upon all parties on board the colliding vessel, if it was estab-

lished with certainty that the accident took place between a ship at

sail and another at anchor during the day, by reason of professional

delinquency of the seamen of the injuring ship. However, why the

ordinary passengers and shippers had to contribute to the loss suffered

by the other craft remains unexplained and unanswerable. Nevertheless,

the N. N. justifiably disregarded the consequences to the negligent

party even, if fatal, and states: “If the sailor was negligent and the

watchman dozed off, the man who was sailing perished as if he ran

on shallows and let him keep harmless him whom he strikes.”25 That

is, if the delinquent individual on the colliding ship, whether the

22 Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 7:432.
23 Nawawì, Raw∂at al- à̌libìn, 7:190.
24 Scott, op. cit., 3:337, Digest IX, 2, 29, 4; 5:81, Digest XIX, 2, 13, 2.
25 Ashburner, op. cit., cclxxxv, 110; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 23; Pardessus, Lois mar-

itimes, 1:253–254; Justice, General Treatise, 107–108.
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captain or the watchman, was physically injured or died, indemnity

had to be paid by him personally—or by his heirs if he died—for

the losses incurred by the damaged ship.26 As for imposing contri-

bution on shippers, this could be applicable logically if they were

responsible for running the ship.

In general, Islamic law imposed ∂amàn (liability) on the respective

overseers of the two colliding ships if they were both negligent. In

other words, if they owned both ships and contents, they jointly and

proportionately shared the losses and the costs of the damage to

both vessels, and each party received his share. If the overseers were

employees, they were liable for damages and losses, but not jointly

in proportion to the damage to both vessels. If freemen perished on

both ships, and, if the collision was intentional and fatal, both ships’

overseers were responsible and they were penalized. If the victims

were slaves, then the overseers of both ships, if they were freemen,

were exempt from penalty. If the collision was neither intentional

nor life-threatening, the overseers had to pay wergild to the fami-

lies of the free victims, and the value of the slaves to their owners.

But, if both captains happened to be slaves, liability attached to

them. If the passengers and seamen of both ships drowned, their

reciprocal liability was annulled. If the collision was unintentional,

neither party was held responsible. If there were deposits and com-

mercial merchandise on both ships, these were not guaranteed so

long as the overseer was not negligent and did not transgress. If

both ships were leased, they had to be considered as a trust and

were not subject to contribution. If both captains were carrying

money to another country, they were not liable for the losses, if it

was established with certainty that the collision was unavoidable.27

The legal collections presented here differed mainly in reference

to liability. Responsibility for loss or damage was not upon the ship

owners only, but also upon shippers and the ships’ overseers—the

captains and senior officers. If both were found negligent or guilty

of intentional transgression, the overseers of the colliding ships had

to pay compensation for the damage to the ships and cargoes, wergild

to the families of free victims, and the value of the lost slaves to

their owners.

26 Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 203.
27 Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:549–550; Ibn al-Mundhir al-Nìsàbùrì, Al-Ishràf,

2:184; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 170, 175–177.



CHAPTER SIX

SALVAGE, SALVORS AND SHIPPERS

General

The term “salvage” applies to the service performed by a salvor and

the obligation to remunerate him for successful services. The formal

principles of a valid salvage claim are: (a) the object of the salvage

must be at risk of loss, destruction or deterioration on navigable

waters; (b) the service must be successful completely or in part; and

(c) the salvage service must be voluntary.1

The law of maritime salvage has a long history. Ever since ship-

pers first hazarded their ships upon rivers and seas, it was public

policy to encourage and reward those willing to save property that

was stranded, submerged or otherwise in peril of loss or damage.2

Byzantine and Islamic legal codices point out two elements within

the rules governing marine salvage: (a) the personal element, i.e. res-

cuing life and (b) the economic element, namely ships and their

apparatus, wrecks, cargoes and their accessories.

Life Salvage

Travel accounts, case histories and other documentary evidence from

the Christian and Muslim worlds establish that it was prevalent in

the Mediterranean Sea in ancient and medieval times to save pas-

sengers’ lives at sea. This explains why Byzantine and Islamic judi-

cial codices, dicta, and responsa include specific references to the subject

of human rescue. The principle of life salvage was based on actual,

immediate danger, or at least a substantial apprehension of danger

1 Schoenbaum, Admiralty and Maritime Law, 782–785.
2 On the right to salvage properties from wreck in biblical and Hellenic codified

laws and customs, see Tamuz, “Aspects of the Affinity to the Sea,” 109–110;
Pardessus, Lois maritimes, 1:48; Frank J. Frost, “Scyllias: Diving in Antiquity,” Greece
and Rome 15 (1968), 184; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 147–148.
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to the persons whose lives were saved. The question the Byzantine

legists addressed was not whether rendering assistance to save human

lives was compulsory or optional, but whether compensation was due

a rescuer. Article III:30 of the N. N. ordered either a shipper or a

passenger, if he was saved without clinging to any of the ship’s equip-

ment, to pay a reward of half of the value of his freight, as well as

a tenth of the value of his gold, and a fifth of his remaining gold

if he escaped drowning by clinging to any of the ship’s spars.3

Article III:30 applied both to a ship sailing in convoy and by cab-

otage. In either case, an unlucky shipper or a passenger could be

saved by other vessels or by swimming ashore after he was brought

closer to his ultimate destination. Hence, the survivor had to pay

his fare for being taken part of the distance to his port of destina-

tion, besides a tenth of his salvaged gold. The second part of the

same charter might have referred to the total loss of a ship and stip-

ulating that a survivor who could save himself by using any tool

belonging to the doomed ship had to pay a fifth of his remaining

money. Freemen and slaves in danger of perishing at sea were thus

assessable in monetary terms. Although the N. N. did not explicitly

mention the compensation due to foreign salvors sailing on other

vessels for rendering assistance to human lives in peril at sea, it

stands to reason that they were entitled to an equitable share of the

reward set forth in Article III:30.

Whereas the A. S. briefly alludes to the saving of human lives,

other Islamic legal inquiries discuss the issue at great length. The

jurists’ debate revolves around the legality and illegality of reward-

ing salvors for rescuing human lives. The great majority of the fuqahà"
tended to dismiss any obligation to compensate a salvor for services

subsumed within moral duties that should be rendered free of charge.

Assisting persons in distress at sea was mandatory as long as the res-

cuers did not compromise their own safety. If the salvaging vessel

had sufficient space to carry survivors, the captain and his crew were

penalized if they ignored a distress call. Abandoning survivors on

the high seas was permissible, however, if it would jeopardize the

3 Iohannis Spatharakis, “The Text of Chapter 30 of the Lex Rhodia Nautica,”
Hellenika 26 (1973), 207–215; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 21; Ashburner, Rhodian Sea Law,
107; Pardessus, Lois maritimes, 1:252; Justice, General Treatise, 104; Freshfield, Manual
of Later Roman Law, 202; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 263.
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rescuers.4 Prohibiting pecuniary rewards to rescuers stemmed from

the religious belief that rescuing travelers and mariners in peril on

the sea was a religious obligation and a moral duty.5 As for the legal

status of those saved from drowning and found on Islamic shores,

the law dictated that if their identities were known, the rescuer had

no legal right to enslave them or take them prisoner. However, if

the identity of the rescued persons remained unknown by the end

of a lunar year (355 days), the rescuer could do either.6

Assisting in the rescue of human lives was mandatory in Romano-

Byzantine and Islamic laws as long as it did not put the rescuers or

the rescuing vessel at risk. Rescued free passengers owed nothing for

their persons because a freeman, under the Digest charters and

Islamic law, was without price.7 Slaves, however, especially those

purchased for commercial purposes, were seen by jurists and hence

by salvors as live-property salvage. Therefore, it was a moral duty

to rescue imperiled slaves, but a reward was expected from their

owners. Slaves were treated as human cargo and evaluated on the

basis of their market value when owners and salvors computed the

awards due.

Property Subject to Salvage

Judicial debate focused greater attention on the legal status of sal-

vaged commercial goods, personal effects and ships. The rules pro-

pounded in the Digest, N. N. and Islamic jurisprudence differentiated

between property from a shipwreck found floating on the sea surface,

4 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 10:164–165; 15:447–448; 16:76–77; Ibn Óazm,
Al-Mu˙allà, 7:27; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:11; idem, Al-Dhakhìra, 9:92–93; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf,
18:62; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 5:310–311; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law,
155–156; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 552–554.

5 By contrast, Islamic legal and civil authorities in the Indian Archipelago autho-
rized the rescuer of human lives to determine the compensation due within the lim-
its of law. Maritime regulations in the Islamic countries of the Indian Archipelago
entitled the rescuer to collect the fare from a free passenger when he arrived in
port, and for a slave, half of his value. However, rescuers could not enslave human
beings without permission of the port superintendent. See Raffles, “Maritime Code
of the Malays,” 77.

6 Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:62; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 114. 
7 Scott, Civil Law, 4:208, Digest XIV, 2, 2, 2: “no appraisement can be made

of the persons of freemen”; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 33; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm,
2:527–528; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:10; idem, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:243.
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on the sea bottom and on shore, although they never considered

any of it derelict. The law gave the real owners the first right to

recover the property unless they consciously and voluntarily relin-

quished it.8 Finally, vessels of any kind, with their tackle and nauti-

cal instruments, that were designed to sail on navigable waters for

purposes of transport, fishing, pleasure or port services, were subject

to contribution.9

Salvors and the Salvage Awards

Shippers, carriers, salvors, landowners, civil authorities and religious

institutions had the right to salvage. So long as the shipper did not

give up his maritime property, he had the absolute right to control

execution of the salvage operation, unless he was incompetent. In

imminently perilous situations, the ill-fated shipper needed to make

8 Scott, op. cit., 4:209, Digest XIV 2, 2, 7; 4:211, Digest XIV 2, 8; 9:160, Digest
XLI 1, 9, 8; 9:171, Digest XLI 1, 44; 9:175, Digest XLI 1, 58; 9:189, Digest XLI
2, 21, 1; Digest XLI 2, 21, 2; 9:224, Digest XLI 7, 7; Digest XLI 13; 10:262,
Digest XLVII 2, 43, 11; 10:300, Digest XLVII 9, 1; 10:301–305, Digest XLVII 9,
1, 5; Digest XLVII 9, 4, Digest XLVII 9, 4, 1, Digest XLVII 9, 4, 2, Digest XLVII
9, 5, Digest XLVII 9, 6, Digest XLVII 9, 8, Digest XLVII 9, 12; Ashburner, op. cit.,
112, Article III:38; 117–119, Articles III:45, III:46 and III:47; Freshfield, Manual of
Later Roman Law, 203, 205; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 23, 27; Pardessus, Lois maritimes,
1:254, 256–257; Justice, General Treatise, 109, 112–113; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
180–182, 264, 266; Makris, “Ships,” 1:95; ˇàher (ed.), Akriyat al-Sufun, 29–30;
Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 114–115; Ibn Fàyi', A˙kàm al-Ba˙r, 550–551.

9 Scott, op. cit., 10:300, Digest XLVII, 9, 1; 10:301–303, Digest XLVII, 9, 3,
Digest XLVII, 9, 3, 6, Digest XLVII, 9, 3, 8, Digest XLVII, 9, 6; Ashburner, 
op. cit., 117–118, Articles III:45 and III:46; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law,
205. One of the earliest salvaging incidents reported in Arabic literature took place
off the Egyptian on the Mediterranean. Abù al-Sal†, son of the Umayyàd 'Abd al-
'Azìz and a renowned physician and mathematician of Muslim Spain, traveled to
Egypt in 510/1126 to re-float a ship loaded with copper, which had sunk near the
coast. The Egyptian government aided him in every way while he constructed instru-
ments that he eventually attached both to a large ship and the capsized vessel. It
is reported that silk ropes were fastened to the instruments, which were thrown into
the water, where divers attached them to the wreck. The ropes were wound around
the ship by the instruments to raise the vessel. However, as it came to surface, the
ropes broke under the burden and the vessel sank to the seabed again. The author-
ities threw Abù al-Sal† into prison for his unsuccessful attempt. See Nadavi, “Arab
Navigation,” 125–126. The A. S. and most Islamic legal inquiries do not refer to
the salvage of ship apparatus, but discuss at length the legal status of the ship when
its tackle and instruments are thrown overboard under peril. For further details see
chapter four, esp. pp. 165–172.
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speedy decisions and contract shippers and/or crewmen aboard the

same ship, or those sailing in the same convoy,10 so that they could

render immediate assistance in recovering cargo before it was dam-

aged or lost at sea. Although the Digest entitled salvors who responded

at once to remuneration,11 it did not specify their rewards. By con-

trast, the N. N. contained explicit statutes regarding pecuniary com-

pensation for the captain and crew when cargo was salvaged during

a voyage, to avoid any exploitation on the part of the salvor. The

amount due the salvor in the case of a ship in distress did not depend

upon the conditions and sum he stipulated, but rather on treatise

charters. Where a ship was destroyed on the high seas, a salvor was

to receive one-fifth of what he managed to recover from the cargo—

from the ship itself or as flotsam—and bring safely to shore.12 However,

remuneration was higher if the goods were salvaged from the sea

bottom.13 Rewards due the salvor were thus calculated on the basis

of the success achieved and the risks involved; without a successful

recovery of some maritime property, the salvor would be deprived

of any reward payment, regardless of the efforts and time he invested.

Nonetheless, compensation never exceeded the value of the salvaged

property. In addition, the shipper, as established in the Digest and

N. N., retained title to cargo intentionally jettisoned for the purpose

of lightening an imperiled ship or lost in a shipwreck.14 The fixed

10 Convoy sailing aims to protect merchantmen from hostile attacks and/or pro-
vide assistance when encountering the perils of the sea.

11 Rose Melikan, “Shippers, Salvors, and Sovereigns: Competing Interests in the
Medieval Law of Shipwreck,” The Journal of Legal History 11 (1990), 163–164. For
an inside look, see also legal references in footnote 8.

12 Ashburner, op. cit., 117–118, Articles III:45 and III:46; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,”
27; Pardessus, Lois maritimes, 1:256–257; Justice, General Treatise, 112; Freshfield,
Manual of Later Roman Law, 205; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 266. 

13 Ashburner, op. cit., 112, 117–119; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 23, 27; Pardessus, Lois
maritimes, 1:254, 256–257; Justice, General Treatise, 109, 112; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 264, 266. An identical article was included in the Maritime Law of the
Osterlings. Article XIV states: “If a ship be lost in the open sea, so that persons
find goods floating on the wide sea, and they salve them and bring them to land,
they shall have the twentieth part.” By contrast, the Wisby Town-Law on Shipping
allotted fifty percent [50%] of the value of a salvaged cargo or ship found out of
sight of land. Tranian legists propounded an identical rule. The Maritime Ordinances
of Trani entitled the salvor to retain half the total amount of the cargo if the real
owner was identified and appeared before the court. However, if he did not show
up within 30 days, the salvor would have exclusive right to the maritime property.
See Twiss, Black Book of the Admiralty, 4:367, 405, 537. On medieval European prac-
tices, see Melikan, “Shippers, Salvors, and Sovereigns,” 166–171.

14 Kazhdan et al., Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 3:1834.
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percentage that the N. N. allocated to crewmen for salvaging mar-

itime properties can be explained by the system for awarding profits

to crew in Byzantium. The profit-sailing method of wage payment

called for proportional division of the venture’s profits, including

awards from salvage operations, between ship owner and crew.

Specifically, the crew had to distribute the salvage award among

themselves proportional to their position in hierarchy on the ship.

The owner of the salvaging vessel was probably eligible for the largest

reward on account of the danger to which he exposed his property,

and the risk of loss he ran in allowing his vessel to engage in such

a perilous undertaking.

Rules regarding the performance of salvage on the high seas were

debated among the fuqahà", though the majority adopted the canons

in the Digest. Islamic law neither entitled a salvor to take posses-

sion of maritime property retrieved from the sea nor barred him

from seeking a pecuniary reward. Moral and religious liability bound

carriers and shippers on an imperiled ship or aboard other vessels

in a convoy to assist in recovering goods and private belongings jet-

tisoned to avert foundering or afloat at sea.15 The standard adopted

by some Màlikì and Zàhirì jurists in assessing the reward was not

linked to the benefit derived from the salvaged property, but to the

labor the salvor expended in rendering the service.16 They further

ruled that salvaging goods on the high seas was mandatory, if such

an operation did not involve risk to the salvor and/or his craft.17

15 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 5:310–311; Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 225;
Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 182–183.

16 Apportioning the award was regulated by local custom, which at best entitled
the salvor to indemnity for his exertions, besides, of course, for carriage and stor-
ing expenses. Nevertheless, if he undertook the salvage voluntarily, he might not
receive restitution. Óanbalì lawyers entitled a salvor to remuneration commensu-
rate with his exertion, in addition to his other expenses. By contrast, the Shàfi'ìs
deprive the salvor of the right to a pecuniary compensation for his labor, even if
the cargo was redeemed or salvaged from a thief, a usurper, or the sea. Ibn Óazm,
Al-Mu˙allà, 84; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 176–179. The Osterlings’ lawyers
propounded similar principles, ruling in Article XV thus: “Should it be that per-
sons find goods driven upon a beach, or that a ship breaks up within a harbour,
or runs upon an anchor which damages it, or that misfortune in any way happens
to a ship, to those who help to salve the goods and bring them to land, wages
shall be paid for their work, as trustworthy persons shall decide that they have
deserved, and the persons shall pay those wages, to whom the goods belonged,
before the ship was lost.” See Twiss, Black Book of the Admiralty, 4:367–369. 

17 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235–236.
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This ruling accorded with the principle instituted in Article III:22

of the N. N.: “If the captain is minded to put in other cargo after

this, if the ship has room, let him put it in; if the ship has no room,

let the merchant before three witnesses resist the captain and sailors.”18

Letters of Jewish traders from the eleventh century report how ship-

masters occasionally refrained from salvaging jetsam, lest it overload

and subsequently endanger their vessels.19

A review of the N. N. reveals that crew and passengers aboard a

vessel in distress had the right to salvage and to collect compensa-

tion, which provided them with an incentive to assist in saving life

and property. By contrast, the Digest and most Islamic case law

tended to confine such a right to strangers to that vessel, in a legal

attempt to prevent seamen from causing a disaster in order to benefit

from it. Hence, the crew and officers of a ship could not generally

claim remuneration for salvaging the ship or cargo after she was

sunk. Passengers were also required to take part in facing the com-

mon danger. They could not expect to be rewarded for helping to

save their own lives and property and the property of others on the

same ship. Only a handful of Muslim jurists entitled a salvor to a

reward for his salvage services during his own voyage. Both parties,

shipper and salvor, were to negotiate and approve the terms of the

pecuniary reward before the salvage operation, otherwise, it was up

to the judicial authorities to determine the award to the salvor.

The shipper’s retention of title to goods and private belongings

applied to property cast up on the shore. Property found on the

coast or in sight of land could be salvaged by individuals, the local

community or landowners, or civil authorities. Regulations pertain-

ing to shipwrecked property washed up on the coast and found by

a spontaneous salvor are addressed in Article III:47 of the N. N.

This states that if maritime properties were cast from the sea to land

and found there or carried to within one cubit of the land, the salvor

would receive one-tenth part of what was salvaged.20 The general

attitude of Muslim jurists was that property found on shore had to

18 Ashburner, op. cit., 102–103.
19 Gil, In the Kingdom of Ishmael, 2:526 [180], TS 10 J 19, f. 19, ll. 11–14; Goitein,

“Jewish Trade,” 378–379.
20 Ashburner, op. cit., 119; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 27; Pardessus, Lois maritimes,

1:257; Justice, General Treatise, 113; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 205; Letsios,
Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 266.
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be delivered to the rightful owner providing the latter rewarded the

salvor in return.21

Islamic law addressed the issue of coastal salvage further. During

the eighth century Muslim lawyers took positions as to the status of

items found in coastal areas settled by dhimmìs. When Màlik Ibn

Anas was asked about a salvage found in a coastal settlement pop-

ulated by dhimmìs only, he answered: “It should be delivered to their

religious leaders [a˙bàrihim i.e. priests and rabbis].” Ibn Rushd advised

Islamic civil and legal authorities to handle such a case carefully “for

it is in the realm of possibility that the merchandise may belong to

a Muslim, even if it was found by a dhimmì.” As a precaution, the

salvage was not to be delivered to their religious leaders, unless it

was determined, beyond the smallest doubt, that the merchandise

belonged to their community. If the merchandise was handed to

their religious leaders after identification and its owner showed up,

it had to be returned to him. On principle, the property was to be

delivered to the religious community [milla] from the start, if it could

be ascertained that it belonged to one of their coreligionists. If, how-

ever, it was not verified that the owners were dhimmìs, then, accord-

ingly, the merchandise should not be handed over to their religious

leaders, and must become an endowment in perpetuity [mawqùfa] to

the community.22

Maritime property could either be retrieved pursuant to a con-

tract with an experienced salvor or discovered by a casual finder.

Historical records confirm that, as early as the second century B.C.,

the Roman law recognized the rights of salvage divers to part of

what they recovered.23 By the late first century and early second cen-

tury, professional unions were established, including the divers’ guild

known as urinatores, which specialized in salvaging jettisoned goods.24

The Roman compendium, which appears in the Corpus Juris Civilis

under the Rhodian Law of Jettison [Digest XIV, 2, 4, 1], confirms

the employment of professional divers to salvage goods from the sea

floor:

21 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 5:310; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 111.
22 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 15:375.
23 Frost, “Scyllias: Diving in Antiquity,” 183–184.
24 Sirks, Food for Rome, 256; Casson, Ancient Mariners, 200; idem, Ships and Seamanship,

370; Sperber, Nautica Talmudica, 112–113.
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Sabinus also advised that if a ship, which had been lightened in a
storm by throwing overboard the goods of one merchant, is sunk at
a later stage of the voyage, and the goods of some other merchants
are recovered by paid divers, the merchant whose goods were jetti-
soned is entitled to a contribution from those whose goods were sub-
sequently recovered by the divers. But those whose goods are not so
recovered have no recourse against the person whose property was jet-
tisoned during the voyage, even if divers get some of it back for him,
since their goods cannot be seen as having been jettisoned to save a
sinking ship.25

Unlike Sabinus’s ruling, which did not determine the payment due

to salvage divers for recovering maritime properties, the N. N. states

an exact amount and associates it with two cardinal factors: (a) the

perils incurred in salvaging the property, and (b) the value of the

property salvaged. Article III:7 states:

If gold or silver or anything else is raised from the sea from a depth
of eight fathoms,26 let the salvor receive one-third. If it is raised from
a depth of fifteen fathoms, let the salvor receive one-half by reason of
the danger of the sea. . . .27

Thus, the pecuniary reward was compatible with the circumstances

of recovery, the state, condition, and type of property salvaged, as

well as the depth and risk of a salvage operation. Remuneration to

the salvor depended first and foremost on the degree of danger

involved in recovering the property and the success achieved, but

not on the services he rendered. Accordingly, if the salvor did not

retrieve the whole property, he was not eligible for the whole reward,

but could collect partial remuneration commensurate with the value

of goods he successfully salvaged. Be that as it may, divers could

not acquire a reward beyond the value of the salvaged properties,

nor title to shipwrecked goods unless the actual owner voluntarily

relinquished it. The rulings of the Rhodian lawyers thus reflect a

practical interest in salvaging wrecked property.

With the exception of some individual jurists like Ibn Óazm, a

famous Andalusian scholar of the Zàhirì law school, the great majority

25 Watson, Digest of Justinian, Book Fourteen; Scott, op. cit., 4:209–210.
26 A fathom is the distance across the breast from the tip of one middle finger

to the tip of the other when the arms are outstretched, five to six [5–6] feet (some-
what less than two [2] meters)—used chiefly in measuring cables, cordage, and the
depth of navigable water.

27 Ashburner, op. cit., 119; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 181. 
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of Muslim 'ulamà" (scholars) propounded rulings similar to those of

the Digest’s lawyers. By contrast, Ibn Óazm and a few advocates

allowed a salvor to gain title to maritime properties salvaged through

diving: “Whoever dives and retrieves goods and property from the

bottom of the sea has the right to possess them.”28 Shì'ite jurists,

like the great majority of Sunnì 'ulamà", authorized salvage divers to

take possession of derelict maritime properties only. They decreed

that whatever salvage divers retrieved from the sea floor became

their possession, as long as the owners relinquished their claims to

it or could not be identified. Furthermore, the owner of the mar-

itime property had to grant the salvor an equitable indemnity con-

sisting of a wage comparable to his exertions, and expenses.29

Business letters from the Cairo Geniza confirmed that salvage

divers, like the Roman urinatores mentioned in the Digest,30 offered

their services in major Islamic port cities. For example, letter dated

May 27, 1050 described the salvage of merchandise that fell into

the sea in the process of unloading.31 Another letter addressed by

Khalaf Ibn Isaac Ibn Bundàr (c. 1139) to Abraham Ibn Yijù, a

prominent Jewish trader from India, described how he contracted

professional divers from 'Aden to salvage shipwrecked property from

the Strait of Bàb al-Mandeb:

The pepper was lost completely; God did not save anything of it. As
to the iron, mariners were brought from 'Aden, who were engaged to
dive for it and salvage it. They salvaged about one-half of the iron,
and, while I am writing this letter, they are bringing it out of the
Fur∂a [the customhouse of 'Aden] to the storehouse of the illustrious
elder, my master Ma∂mùn b. al-Óasan. All the expenses incurred for
the diving and for transport will be deducted from whatever will be
realized for that iron and the rest will be divided proportionally, each
taking his proper share.32

28 Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 84: “man ghàßa 'alà shay" fa-huwa lahu.”
29 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 5:312; ˇùsì, Tahdhìb, 7:219; Óillì, Al-Sarà"ir,

2:195; A˙mad al-Khawansàrì, Jàmi' al-Madàrik fì Shar˙ al-Mukhtaßar al-Nàfi' (Teheran,
1985), 6:72–73; Mu˙ammad Bàqir Majlisì, Milàdh al-Akhyàr fì Fahm Tahdhìb al-Akhbàr
(Cairo, 1985), 11:418; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 110; Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì
al-Islàmì, 177–178.

30 See note 24.
31 Gil, op. cit., 3:614 [485], TS 12.545, l. 20: “. . . the divers salvaged nine bales

and brought them to the al-Askariyya (kharrajù lakum al-gha††àsìn 9 [a'dàl] ilà al-
Askariyya] ).”

32 Goitein, Letters, 189 [38], TS 24.64; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 110;
Chakravarti, “Ship-owning Merchants in the West Coast of India,” 46. 
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Contracting professional divers and experienced mariners to recover

maritime properties from the sea floor can be termed contractual sal-

vage. The contracting parties could conclude the terms of the salvage

agreement and negotiate the remuneration before actual salvage com-

menced. Salvors were ordinarily compensated on the basis of suc-

cessful services taking into account the peril involved in reaching the

property and its monetary value.

Formalities and Legal Procedures

Byzantine and Islamic legal systems alike asserted that regardless of

whether the jettisoned goods were found on the open sea, in bays,

or shallows or on shores, neither salvors nor civil or religious author-

ities could acquire rights over such goods, if the rightful owner was

identified.33 Yet three cardinal questions remain: First, did the salvor,

who discovered the property on the coast, have a right to seek remu-

neration? If so, how was it reckoned? And in what circumstances

was the salvor or finder allowed to keep his finds?

The regulations in the Digest favored commercial interests and

were concerned with protecting the shipper, whose goods could also

be found by chance salvors. Where local populations in coastal areas

found shipwrecked property, the salvors could retain the goods after

notifying the local authorities. However, if the salvor retained pos-

session of the shipwrecked goods without making such notification

and consumed or used them for private or commercial purposes, he

was considered a thief, and subject to criminal prosecution.34 The

Digest acknowledged the possibility that maritime property could be

properly retained by salvors on behalf of its owner/s.35 However,

33 Scott, op. cit., 9:189, Digest XLI, 2, 21. Even if the cargo was deliberately
thrown overboard under severe conditions, it cannot be considered as abandoned
for it—has been temporarily relinquished on the account of safety’. Ibid., 10:305,
Digest XLVII, 9, 12; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 110–111.

34 Scott, op. cit., 4:211, Digest XIV, 2, 8; 9:160, Digest XLI, 1, 9, 8; 9:171, Digest
XLI, 1, 44; 9:175, Digest XLI, 1, 58; 9:189, Digest XLI, 2, 21, 1; 9:224, 
Digest XLI, 7, 7; 10:262, Digest XLVII, 2, 43, 11; 10:300–305, Digest XLVII, 9,
1; Digest XLVII, 9, 1, 5; Digest XLVII, 9, 3; Digest XLVII, 9, 3, 1; Digest XLVII,
9, 3, 2; Digest XLVII, 9, 3, 6; Digest XLVII, 9, 3, 8; Digest XLVII, 9, 4; Digest
XLVII, 9, 4, 1; Digest XLVII, 9, 5; Digest XLVII, 9, 6; Digest XLVII, 9, 12.

35 Scott, op. cit., 10:262, Digest XLVII, 2, 43, 11 rules: “Ulpianus, on Sabinus, Book
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neither individuals and landowners, nor the state treasury, had the

right to take advantage of the victims of such an unfortunate inci-

dent.36 Criminal misconduct on the part of the salvor could result

in civil liability as well as criminal punishment. For instance, if he

seized possessions from a wreck without declaring them, he would

be liable to pay four times the value of the wreck to the real owner.37

Neither the Digest nor the N. N. refers explicitly to the period after

which salvaged maritime property retained by a salvor could become

his private possession.38

Islamic jurisprudence is more informative on this topic than the

Digest and the N. N. After discovering maritime property on the

coast or floating in sight of land, the salvor was bound to observe

proper juridical procedures to avoid criminal prosecution. According

to Ibn al-'A††àr (329–399/941–1009), a distinguished Cordovan jurist

and notary, the salvor could either preserve salvaged items or deliver

them to the qà∂ì or local governor if the name of their rightful pos-

sessor was obliterated or unmarked. If he decided to retain the prop-

erty, he had to write a deed, which served as formal notice of his

possession of it depicted the quality and quantity of salvaged items,

location and date (day, month, year) of discovery, and make known

the public places, such as city gates, mosques, market places and

baths, where the find was advertised.39 Salvaged valuables habitually

XLI: ‘When anyone carries away property which has been thrown overboard from
a ship, is he guilty of theft? In this case, the question is whether the property was
considered to be abandoned. If he who threw it overboard did so with the inten-
tion of abandoning it, which, in general, should be believed, as he knew that it
would be lost, he who finds it makes it his own, and is not guilty of theft. When,
however, he did not have this intention, but threw it overboard for the purpose of
keeping it, if it should be saved, he who finds it can be deprived of it. If the lat-
ter was aware of this, and holds the property with the intention of stealing it, he
is guilty of theft; but where he retained it with the intention of preserving it for
the owner, he will not be liable for theft. If, however, he thought that the prop-
erty had simply been thrown overboard, he will still not be liable for theft’.” 

36 Melikan, “Shippers, Salvors, and Sovereigns,” 164.
37 Ashburner, op. cit., 124, Article III:50.
38 Ibid., ccxc–ccxciii; Melikan, “Shippers, Salvors, and Sovereigns,” 170; Pardessus,

Lois maritimes, 1:346–351. This issue is manifest in medieval European legal codices:
e.g., Article 252 of the Consulate of the Sea rules that the property is kept for a year
and a day. If the owner does not appear within this fixed period, the property
would be divided as follows: a half to the salvor, a quarter to the civil authority,
and a quarter to a needy religious institution.

39 Rajab, Al-Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 160–162. Once the finder brought the sal-
vaged objects to safety he had to advertise his discovery in public places, markets
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remained in the salvor’s custody for one lunar year from the moment

they were brought to the public’s attention.40 Committing the deed

to writing ensured that if the salvor died unexpectedly during that

interval of his retention of the goods, his heirs would have to trans-

mit the salvaged items to the actual owner if he showed up during

the allotted time. If the period elapsed and the real owner did not

appear, the salvor could either take possession of the salvaged prop-

erty or donate it to pious foundations after writing the date of release

on the deed for it.41

A salvor might also petition the local court to obtain free and

clear title of the salvaged goods. The qà∂ì would call upon him to

testify before the court about the date of discovery and the cir-

cumstances of the salvage. If the qà∂ì could verify the testimony,

based upon the testimony of two credible witnesses, he would issue

a written declaration designating the salvor’s identity, the date and

location of the salvage, the type and quantity of salvaged items, pub-

lic places where notice of the salvage had been advertised, and the

duration of the waiting period. The judicial authorities never issued

such a certificate of discharge or enabled salvors to seize salvaged

property, unless the stated interval had elapsed and the actual owner

had not appeared to claim it. Finally, when the qà∂ì substantiated

the salvor’s testimony, he would conclude the judicial process by

issuing the deed.42 In instances when the salvor transferred the property

and mosques, to spread the news among the common and enable the merchant to
retrieve his cargo within a short, time before the interval period elapsed. If the sal-
vaged article was valuable, it had to be advertised every day for a week, then once
a week for a month, and finally once a month until the end of the lunar year. If
the salvor could not advertise his discovery in public places, he might hire a trust-
worthy person for a wage, the actual owner to meet that expense once he identified
his property. If the finder died during the interval, his heir(s) could not inherit the
salvaged items before the end of that period.

40 Salvors could keep an object worth twenty [20] dìnàrs or more after one lunar
year [hijrì], that is 355 days and lower-priced articles after a few days. See Ibn al-
'A††àr, Al-Wathà"iq wal-Sijillàt, 128; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 15:375; Ibn
Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:84; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:407–409.

41 Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad Ibn al-'A††àr, Al-Wathà"iq wal-Sijillàt (Madrid: Academia
Matritense del Notariado Instituto Hispano-Árabe de Cultura, 1983), 127–129;
Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn wal-Muwa˙˙idìn, 614–616. 

42 A Geniza letter dated from January 1143 deals with a foreign Jewish mer-
chant, who drowned off Alexandria. His salvaged cargo was first handed over to
the qà∂ì. When he verified that it belonged to a Jew, the qà∂ì called for two Jewish
witnesses to endorse the transfer of the salvaged shipment to Samuel ha-Nagìd,
head of the rabbinical court in Alexandria. See TS 13 J 3, f. 4; Goitein, Mediterranean
Society, 1:62; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 112–113.
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to the court during the period of retention, the qà∂ì would entrust

it to a reliable guardian for safekeeping, and he would advertise the

discovery in public places. If the interval elapsed, but the owner had

not appeared before the court, the qà∂ì would call upon the reliable

witnesses, the guardian, and the salvor to endorse three copies of

the certificate of discharge: one copy went to the court archive,

another to the guardian and the third to the salvor. Such a certificate

normally described the quality and quantity of the cargo, the pub-

lic centers where the salvage had been advertised, the duration of

the intervening period, and the dates of issuing the judgment and

releasing the salvaged cargo.43

Ibn al-'A††àr’s Notarial Formulae also instructed the judicial author-

ities and salvors how to compose a certificate of delivery when the

rightful owner appeared to claim his salvaged property. Two male

witnesses had to be present to attest and endorse the certificate,

which contained details as to the salvor’s personal identity, the sal-

vage date and location, and the details concerning advertisement in

public places. In addition, the proprietor’s name and delivery date

had to be specified once he recognized identifying marks on his prop-

erty.44 However, if the salvor violated legal procedures, either by sell-

ing or retaining the salvaged property, he would pay a penalty

corresponding to the value of the salvaged object.45 If the true pro-

prietor of the salvaged articles did not appear to claim his cargo or

decided to relinquish the damaged portion, the salvor would be at

liberty either to keep the goods or deliver them to religious foun-

dations and the indigent.46

International Treaties

One of the foremost and most interesting aspects of salvage regula-

tions was the legal status of jetsam found within territorial waters

43 ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 2:815–817; Ibn al-'A††àr, Al-Wathà"iq wal-Sijillàt,
130–131; Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn wal-Muwa˙˙idìn, 616–617; Minhàjì, Jawàhir
al-'Uqùd, 1:405–409. 

44 Ibn al-'A††àr, Al-Wathà"iq wal-Sijillàt, 132–134; Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-Muràbi†ìn
wal-Muwa˙˙idìn, 617–619.

45 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 15:375.
46 Ibid., 15:372–373; ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 30; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:407;

Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:61 and 22:149.
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and on the shores of a foreign territory. Overseas trade in the

Mediterranean could not have flourished and states’ tax revenues

could not have increased, unless the interests of both local and for-

eign merchants were protected. For this reason, central and provin-

cial authorities around the Mediterranean Sea concluded commercial

and diplomatic treaties among themselves defining the status of

maritime properties found off and upon their shores. The Russo-

Byzantine treaty of 911, for instance, declared that if a Greek ship

was cast ashore in the land of Rus, it was to remain safe and invio-

late. Should it be plundered, the violator would be liable for the

legal consequences.47

Legal and documentary evidence from the Muslim world shed fur-

ther light on the juridical status of salvaged property belonging to a

foreign merchant. The Sharì'a (religious/sacred law) established that

a ˙arbì (alien merchant) could enter and trade in Dàr al-Islàm (Abode

of Islam) if equipped with an amàn (safe conduct), regardless of

whether the country from which he arrived maintained diplomatic

relations with it or not.48 The musta"min (enemy alien merchant), who

enjoyed an amàn pledge was immune from physical attack, enslavement,

and confiscation of his possessions until he arrived safely back in his

homeland, which enabled him to do business in any Islamic terri-

tory.49 The Islamic-Christian international commercial and diplomatic

47 Kazhdan et al., Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 3:1834.
48 During his visit to Acre in Jumàdà al-Ùlà (March, 1184), Ibn Jubayr observed

Muslim merchants frequented Christian towns, as did Christians in Muslim terri-
tories, despite the pointless military campaigns between the Crusader and Muslim
armies. He reports: “The Christians impose a tax on the Muslims in their land
which gives them full security; and likewise the Christian merchants pay a tax upon
their goods in Muslim lands. Agreement exists between them, and there is equal
treatment in all cases. The soldiers engage in their war, while the people are at
peace and the world goes to him who conquers.” See Mu˙ammad Ibn A˙mad Ibn
Jubayr, The Travels of Ibn Jubayr, trans. by R.J.C. Broadhurst (London, 1952), 301;
for the Arabic text see Ri˙lat Ibn Jubayr, 260.

49 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 2:11; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 3:39–40, 60–61;
Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Al-Kàfì, 1:481; Abù Zakariyyà A˙mad Ibn Ibràhìm Ibn Mu˙ammad
Ibn al-Na˙˙às, Mashàri' al-Ashwàq ilà Maßàri' al-'Ushshàq wa-Muthìr al-Gharàm ilà Dàr
al-Islàm (Rià∂: Dàr al-Nashr al-Islàmiyya, 1990), 2:1056; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime
Law, 123–126; Óamìdullàh, Muslim Conduct of State, 186–188, 237–239. With that,
however, some jurists issued rulings that did not conform to the guidelines stated
here. An inquiry attributed to Ibn al-Mawwàz allowed Muslim salvors to seize and
keep salvaged jetsam and flotsam found off or on Islamic shores. If the salvage con-
sisted of silver and gold, a fifth of their value was to be delivered to the state trea-
sury. See Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 5:311. 
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treaties that survived from the eleventh century onwards reflect the

actual life and legal status of alien merchants, ship owners and sea-

men in Islamic territories. The authorities on both sides acknowl-

edged that whatever was rescued from danger, be it human lives, a

ship and its gear, cargo, or their wrecked remains, should be released

to the rightful owner(s). Maritime property found in Islamic territo-

rial waters or on coasts was not considered derelict unless the real

owner(s) voluntarily relinquished it, or did not show up during the

period designated by international treaties, local custom or sacred

law. Most importantly, many such treaties included conditions requir-

ing both parties to assist imperiled ships and goods in coastal and/or

inland waters. Muslim judicial and civil authorities frequently deliv-

ered items salvaged from jetsam or flotsam within Islamic territor-

ial waters to the rightful owner(s) in person. Alternatively, the authorities

would transfer the salvaged maritime property, if it was established

with certainty that it belonged to an alien merchant, to a consul

who returned it to its owner.50 Despite the lack of written evidence

from earlier times, it is not unreasonable to postulate that the exis-

tence of prior between the Christian and Muslim worlds.

Salvaged Property and Freight Charges

Whether the shipper had to pay the freight charges for salvaged

goods is unclear in Romano-Byzantine law. However, Islamic law

explicitly and implicitly ruled that when jettisoned cargo was sal-

vaged, the merchant was obliged to pay the ship owner freight, even

if he donated his salvaged goods to religious or private endowments.

50 M.L. De Mas Latrie, Traités de paix et de commerce et documents divers concernant les
relations de Chrétiens avec les Arabes de l’afriques eptentrionale au mayon age (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1960), 2:97–98; Michele Amari, I Diplomi Arabi del R. Archivio Florentino
(Firenze: Dalla Tipografia di Felice le Monnier, 1863), 7–13, 17–22, 29–35, 45–47,
70–71, 86–111, 123–164, 169–180, 184–209, 214–217, 221–236; John Wansbrough,
“The Treaties of the Early Mamluk Sultans with the Frankish States,” Bulletin of
the School of Oriental and African Studies 43 (1980), 67–76; idem, “The Safe-Conduct in
Muslim Chancery Practice,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 34
(1971), 20–35; idem, “Venice and Florence in the Mamluk Commercial Privileges,”
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 28 (1965), 483–523; idem, “A Moroccan
Amìr’s Commercial Treaty with Venice of the Year 913/1508,” Bulletin of the School
of Oriental and African Studies 25 (1962), 449–471; idem, “A Mamluk Letter of 877/1473,”
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 24 (1961), 200–213. 
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Freight payment norms depended on two factors: the distance cov-

ered by the ship and the condition and quality of the salvaged cargo.51

This is explained in the following inquiry:

From the book of Ibn Sa˙nùn: The qà∂ì of Tripoli wrote to Sa˙nùn
to inquire about a vessel wrecked off Barqa. Six consignments were
brought from her to Tripoli. A person who brought these consign-
ments claimed they were salvaged from that wrecked vessel. Some of
these bales were identified by their owners, while others were unidentified,
since the owners’ names had been obliterated. The goods whose own-
ers were unidentified were sold for a sum of dìnàrs. There was a lease
for the bales transported [to Tripoli]. Then I called for the identified
shippers whose bales remained intact to make an appearance, so that
I could look at the state of their merchandise, but they declined to
take them back and said: “We donate part of our shares of the sal-
vaged bales to [religious endowments]. Go ahead and sell [that part
of the goods] because the water penetrated into portions of it.” I took
over from him the six bales with their lease and retained the remain-
der. The ship owner showed up demanding the freight charges. He
(Sa˙nùn) wrote back to him: If the leasing contract was originally exe-
cuted upon sailing from Mißr [Fus†à†] to Tripoli, then the opinion of
Màlik applies and rules that the freight is payable upon reaching the
destination; however, Ibn Nàfi' approves of paying him (the lessor) in
accordance with the distance covered. But in your inquiry, there were
loads that safely arrived in Tripoli. This issue is similar to the ques-
tion addressed to Màlik concerning the wage of a borer. [If ] a borer
dug a well but did not bring his task to a successful completion, and
the owner of the well hired somebody else to complete the digging,
the former borer should be paid commensurate with the amount of
his work. So is the ship owner, who is entitled to collect the freight
in proportion to the profit accruing to the merchants for transporting
their goods from Mißr [Fus†à†] to Barqa; the shipping charges are reck-
oned commensurate with the profits they reaped from their sales.
Concerning the prices of the bales, it is imperative to register the qual-
ity of each bale and the price it fetched, and then keep it in storage.
If the waiting period is extensive, and the rightful owner does not
appear, and the sum [is small enough] that it is not worth holding
any longer, the qà∂ì is authorized to donate its selling price to reli-
gious endowments.52

51 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 28, 29–30, 35, 37; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir
wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:113; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 15:358–359, 373–374; Nawawì,
Raw∂at al-ˇàlibın, 7:194; Ibn Taymiyya, Fatàwà, 30:414–416; Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà,
7:84; ˇùsì, Tahdhìb, 7:219; Óillì, Al-Sarà"ir, 2:195; Khawansàrì, Jàmi' al-Madàrik,
6:72–73; Majlìsì, Milàdh, 11:418; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:61, 63; 22:149; Minhàjì,
Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:407–409.

52 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 29–30.
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Summary

With regard to salvage, the Corpus Juris Civilis, N. N., and Islamic

jurisprudence have three elements in common. First and foremost,

regardless of whether the goods were found afloat, on the sea bot-

tom or on shore, they were not considered derelict unless the right-

ful owner consciously abandoned them or did not claim them. In

addition, all three bodies of law required crew and shippers to assist

sea voyagers in distress. However, on principle, they dismissed any

demand to compensate a salvor who rescued human lives, especially

those of freeborn persons, because they performed a service that was

seen, both from a civil and religious standpoint, as a moral and

indispensable. Rescuing human beings stranded on the high seas was

mandatory unless the salvage operation endangered the salvaging

vessel.53 Lastly, salvors were obliged to inform the civil or judicial

authorities of their discovery, although they were not necessarily

required to deliver salvaged goods to them.

The N. N. determined the reward granted to a salvor according

to two fundamental principles: (a) the perils involved in salvaging

and (b) the market value of the salvaged jetsam and flotsam. It stip-

ulated a reward of twenty percent [20%] of the value of salvaged

goods found floating on the high seas. However, the shipper paid

the salvor fifty percent [50%] of the value of goods they salvaged

from a depth of fifteen [15] fathoms and thirty-three percent [33%]

if they were raised from eight [8] fathoms. Rhodian legists empha-

sized “value” as opposed to “price”. They determined that in award-

ing salvage, its value had to be estimated on the basis of market

prices at the place from which it was purchased or fetched,54 exclud-

ing freight charges. By contrast, regulations found in the Digest and

Islamic sea law favored commercial interests and reflected practical

protection for the shipper. In limited and exceptional cases, the com-

pilers of the Digest and Muslim jurists required the owners of sal-

vaged goods to compensate salvors for their exertion, as well as for

53 Human cargo, i.e., slaves, were treated the same as mercantile commodities.
54 Favoring the commercial interests of merchants Romano-Byzantine lawmakers

employed two different financial methods in computing the rewards. Whereas the
salvors’ rewards are calculated on the basis of the value of the maritime property
at the port of origin, the legists computed the contribution for jettisoned goods on
the basis of the price for which the jetsam would fetch at the destined port.
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expenses related to the transport and storage of salvaged cargo. In

other words, a salvor engaged to salvage flotsam or jetsam was treated

as a private employee and paid for his services, whether he was suc-

cessful or not. He could be paid on an hourly, daily, or weekly basis,

depending on the amounts to be salvaged.

Romano-Byzantine and Islamic laws did not deprive the shipper

of the title to his goods cast up on the shore, unless he voluntarily

and consciously abandoned them. At a fundamental level, the laws

ratified a salvor’s right to retain maritime property but did not

empower him to expropriate it unless the judicial authorities so adju-

dicated, or the rightful owner explicitly and voluntarily relinquished

possession. However, unlike the Digest and N. N., which did not

clearly instruct salvors how to handle maritime properties, Islamic

law laid down guidelines for the official and judicial procedures

involved. Salvors first had to contact the rightful owners if their

names were marked on cargoes. Otherwise, they had to notify the

concerned judicial and/or civil authorities. Objects of low value were

kept for no more than three weeks, while more valuable objects were

retained for one lunar year before salvors could assume possession

of them. If the proprietor did not show up by the end of the period,

Muslim scholars favored donating maritime properties to religious

foundations; or the salvors could retain them. If any salvor ignored

official and judicial procedures and acted independently, he was held

liable for the legal outcomes. Last but not least, whereas the Digest

and the N. N. did not refer to salvors’ liability for fault and negli-

gence, Islamic law ruled that if a salvor was found guilty of negli-

gence, looting, and spoilage of the salvaged property, he would forfeit

part of the award.



CHAPTER SEVEN

COMMERCIAL LAW

General

Investment in commercial enterprises took varied forms that allowed

a correspondingly great variety of opportunity and risk to the investor.

Among the widespread forms of investment in Byzantium were the

sea loan, in which an investor advanced money to a trader or ship’s

captain at the outset of a commercial voyage, and the chreokoinònia,
which made it possible for people of modest means to engage in

profitable investment. Without that and other advanced techniques

of commercial financing, Islamic trade, among neighboring provinces

and overseas, could not have flourished in the eighth century and

reached its zenith in the eleventh century. The dominant legal meth-

ods of financing commercial investments and transactions in the

Muslim world were the qirà∂ (commenda) and sharika (partnership) con-

tracts. The following discussion will elaborate on the use of these

methods and techniques in the Byzantine and Islamic cultures and

trade system to determine whether the origins of the qirà∂ are rooted

in the chreokoinònia.

The Sea Loan

Prior to the use of the chreokoinònia, traveling merchants and ship

owners favored the sea loan as a commercial instrument to finance

their domestic and international enterprises. By the fourth century

B.C., professional moneylenders and creditors personally experienced

in the practicalities of maritime trade could be found in the Athenian

port of Piraeus.1 They lent money to merchants and ship owners for

1 This statement should not be interpreted to mean that the Greek world estab-
lished the foundations for the maritime loan. Indeed, many financial systems and
institutions, including the sea loan, can be traced back to the second millennium
B.C.: much of the earliest historical record from the Fertile Crescent—Sumer,
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the duration of either a one-way or a return-trading voyage. Loan

and interest were repaid from the proceeds of the sale of the cargo,

but only on condition that the ship arrived safely at her destination.

In other words, if, as the result of shipwreck or piracy, the ship and

her cargo were lost, the borrower was freed from all obligations to

repay the moneylender, who himself bore the loss.2 Thus, maritime

loans differed crucially from all other types. Because of the risks

involved, the interest rates were high on sea loans—anywhere from

12.5 percent to 30 percent per voyage and sometimes even higher.3

As a partial protection against fraud on the part of the borrower,

the cargo was offered as security; if the borrower was also the ship

owner, the ship herself could be pledged. In addition, there was usu-

ally a written contract that detailed the terms and conditions of the

agreement.4

Of all the ancients, Demosthenes, classical Greece’s greatest ora-

tor, presented in his speech in 340 B.C. the most lucid insights into

maritime law and custom when he described at length the basic

Babylon, and Assyria—concerns itself with the lending of money. Hammurabi’s
famous Babylonian Code devoted several articles to commercial law. See Steven J.
Garfinkle, “Shepherds, Merchants, and Credit: Some Observations on Lending
Practices in Ur III Mesopotamia,” Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient
47 (2004), 1–30.

2 Olga Maridaki-Karatza, “Legal Aspects of the Financing of Trade,” in The
Economic History of Byzantium from the Seventh through the Fifteenth Century, ed. Angeliki
E. Laiou et al. (Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection,
2002), 3:1104, Synopsis Basilicorum (Major) X, 2, 73: “Maritime money is that which
goes beyond the sea, not that spent on the spot and the things bought with it, if
the sailing is at risk of the creditor.”

3 The interest rate is associated with four factors: (1) the cost of money to the
lender is usually 12 percent but not more than 18 percent a year; (2) average time
required for the voyage under favorable conditions; (3) the loan risk; and (4) the
marine risk linked to the human perils of enemies and pirates. The political atmos-
phere could affect interest rates so that in wartime they could rise to 30 percent,
while in peacetime the range was from 12.5 percent to 22.5 percent. This is one
of the first historical demonstrations of the relationship between risk and return:
22.5 percent was high even for that period, reflecting the uncertainties of naviga-
tion and maritime trade. Moreover, the rate increased in wartime to compensate
for the higher risk of cargo loss. See Calhoun, “Sea Loans in Ancient Athens,”
577–580.

4 Paul Millett, “Maritime Loans and the Structure of Credit in the Fourth-Century
Athens,” in Trade in the Ancient Economy, ed. Peter Garnsy et al. (London: Chatto and
Windus, 1983), 36–52; idem, Lending and Borrowing in Ancient Athens (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1991), 188–196; Reed, Maritime Traders in the Ancient
Greek World, 38–42, 89–92; Cohen, Ancient Athenian Maritime Courts, 8, 122–124,
127–129; Casson, Ancient Mariners, 102–107.
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principles of maritime loans.5 For over a millennium and a half, until

the high Middle Ages, these principles remained unchanged.6 In

accordance with the Code of Justinian IV and Digest XXII, 2, the

maritime loan (nauticum fœnus) was made to (a) merchants trading at

sea, so they could buy commodities to load in their ships or meet

cargo-related expenses; and (b) ship owners for purposes of con-

structing, purchasing or renovating a vessel, or for paying seamen.

The nauticum fœnus contained a pledge that could be used to secure

either the goods purchased with the money lent, or goods to be pur-

chased with the proceeds of the sale of those goods, or the bor-

rower’s goods on other ships, or the borrower’s land.7 Such security

did not increase the lender’s rights, however, for he could not retain

the property pledged as security for interest beyond that to which

he was otherwise entitled,8 nor did he have any rights to the secured

property in the case of maritime loss; the loan was repayable only

if ship and cargo escaped the perils of the sea.9 His advantage lay

merely in having additional security against which to enforce judg-

ment if the secured property was lost sea or determined to be of

insufficient value.10 Where classical Roman law fixed the annual inter-

est rate at 12.5 percent for ordinary loans, corresponding precisely

with 1 percent per month, the interest rate on maritime loans was

unrestricted due to the uncertain duration of the risk.11

5 “I have been involved in maritime trade for a long time now, and up to a
certain time risked the sea in my own person. Almost seven years ago, I gave up
voyaging, and having made a moderate sum of money, I try to put it to work in
maritime loan (nautikois ergazethai ).” See Millett, Lending and Borrowing, 192. On the
sea loan cases Demosthenes mentions, refer to Calhoun, “Sea Loans in Ancient
Athens,” 565–570; Atkinson, “Rome and the ‘Rhodian Sea-Law’,” 90. 

6 Chowdbaray-Best, “Ancient Maritime Law,” 88–89; Huvelin, Droit commercial
romain, 215–218; Rougé, Organisation du commerce maritime, 345–348; Calvin B. Hoover,
“The Sea Loan in Genoa in the Twelfth Century,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics
40 (1926), 495–496.

7 Scott, Civil Law, 5:222, Digest XXII, 2, 4.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid. 5:223, Digest XXII, 2, 6.

10 On the sea loan in the Roman Empire, consult Huvelin, Droit commercial romain,
196–215; Rougé, Organisation du commerce maritime, 348–360; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der
Rhodier, 189–190; Ashburner, Rhodian Sea Law, ccix–ccxxi.

11 Scott, op. cit., 5:222, Digest XXII, 2, 3: “In the case of money transported by
sea, it is at the risk of the creditor from the day on which it is agreed that the
ship will sail.” Maritime interest could only be contracted for during the maritime
risk, which began on the departure day fixed by the contract, and ended as a rule
when the ship came in.
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Several articles of the N. N. discussed loans for commercial voyages.12

As a rule, the lender and borrower were not to put the sea loan

agreement into writing in case the latter assured the return of the

funds out of property on land not subject to risk; if either or both

parties acted otherwise, the contract would be void. But if the loans

given on credit to persons traveling by land with a surety and with-

out any risk, they were to be put into writing in accordance with

the N. N.13

The Rhodian legists, like their Greco-Roman predecessors, dis-

tinguished between the interest payable on money lent for land as

opposed to sea ventures, and required the borrower to provide secu-

rity for the latter. The interest rate most probably varied in accor-

dance with the security given, the time during which the money was

to remain in the borrower’s hands, or some similar circumstance.

The interest given to ship owners, seamen and those involved in the

shipping business was of two types, fœnus or usura and nauticum fœnus.

The former was the ordinary rate of interest for money lent to sea-

men upon security and without any risk to the lender, while in the

latter, higher rate, reflected the absence of security and consequent

risk to the lender that the borrower might sustain loss due to the

hazards of a sea voyage. In this context, the law allowed for a pos-

sible future reduction of the amount of interest in the future. Under

adverse circumstances, the loan did not have to be paid off in accor-

dance with the statuary law, particularly if the loss occurred as a

result of attack or maliciousness or irresistible force. But, if the bor-

rower did not pay the legal interest, the written agreement would

take effect.14

Those seamen who could borrow money for a trading venture or

a sailing season are mentioned in Article II:19. Not all captains or

copartners in a ship could enter into loan agreements, an option

restricted to those in actual command who owned not less than

12 Demetrios Gofas, “The Byzantine Law of Interest,” in The Economic History of
Byzantium from the Seventh through the Fifteenth Century, ed. Angeliki E. Laiou et al.
(Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2002),
3:1087–1090; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 193–194. The sea loan is treated in
Articles 17, 18, and 19 of Part II, and in Articles 16, 17, and 18 of Part III.

13 Article II:17; Justice, General Treatise, 84; Ashburner, op. cit., 65–67; Letsios, Das
Seegesetz der Rhodier, 197, 255.

14 Article II:18; Justice, General Treatise, 85–86; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman
Law, 206; Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 194–197, 255. 
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three-fourths of the value of a ship. The maritime loan seems to

have been given either for a single voyage or for the whole navigation

season, from April to late October. In either situation, when the

loan came due date, the lender could send an agent to collect it.15

A moneylender was entitled to a higher interest rate for a mar-

itime loan than a land loan because of the risk of loss due to sea

hazards and of human hostilities.16 So long as the money was lent

at a maritime interest rate, the risk of loss lay solely with the money-

lender, who could not contract himself out of it. If the vessel or the

goods arrived at port of debarkation, the lender was entitled to col-

lect the amount of the loan and the interest. The lender’s risk ceased

if, on the due date, the loan was not paid off, or if the money lent

was lost after the debarkation of the borrower’s cargo, as a result

of fire, piracy or shipwreck; in such cases he was entitled to reclaim

his entire loan. However, if the loan was contracted with a specific

repayment date, it was no longer regarded as a sea loan, and the

lender was regarded as an ordinary creditor earning interest at the

standard rate. Articles III:16 and III:17 further ruled that the cred-

itor was entitled to attach the debtor’s assets on shore if on the due

date he failed to appear. If the lender could not obtain repayment

for his debt on the designated date, he became the equivalent of a

sea loan creditor entitled to the maritime rate for only so long as

the debtor was absent on the voyage.17

15 Ashburner, op. cit., 68–69. Where the lender chose not to receive the loan by
himself, but appointed and sent an agent, who could give a discharge for the loan.
See Scott, op. cit., 5:222, Digest XXII, 2, 4, 1; 10:128–129, Digest XLV, 1, 122, 1.

16 Gofas, “Byzantine Law of Interest,” 3:1091, 1094. The amount of interest var-
ied from one period to another and probably varied according to the emperors’
religious leanings. Certain dynasties prohibited usury on ordinary loans, but fixed
a low interest rate on maritime loans. The Ecloga of the Isaurian dynasty, for exam-
ple, does not refer to the interest rate either on ordinary or maritime loans.
Nonetheless, we learn that Nikephoros I (802–811) granted maritime loans at a low
rate of 16.66 percent, 4 keratia for each nomisma of gold. An identical regulation in
1363 or 1364 obliged the debtor to pay 14 hyperpyra against the 12 he had bor-
rowed per voyage.

17 Maridaki-Karatza, “Financing of Trade,” 3:1103–1104; Ashburner, op. cit.,
ccxxii–ccxxiii, 96–97; Freshfield, Manual of Later Roman Law, 62–63; Justice, General
Treatise, 97–98; Dareste, “Lex Rhodia,” 13–15. Letsios assumes that Article III:16 is
quite ambiguous and interprets it as saying that ship owners and shippers could
not borrow money for carrying out maritime transactions or paying the freight
charges due to the human and natural perils that may emerge in the course of the
journey. However, if the land loan were to be used abusively, the borrower would
have to repay as if the sum of money was lent as a maritime loan. See Letsios,
Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 196.
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In the pre-and post-Justinianic eras, the rules governing maritime

loans were identical. Moneylenders were almost always merchants

involved in maritime trade, who provided loans for all sorts of over-

seas commercial purposes, as well as emergency services for vessels

in foreign ports. As noted, Justinianic laws allowed the creditor to

charge a higher rate of interest for a sea loan than one without mar-

itime risk. Moreover, the maritime loan was payable only if the

ship/cargo reached her destination safely. In the case of maritime

disaster, the contractual relationship between the two parties became

void; the creditor’s loan was not repaid, nor could the debtor obtain

anything for the loss of the value of his pledge over and above the

amount of the loan.18 Upon uccessful completion of the journey or

enterprise, a sea loan became due with interest and usually repaid

in about twenty days.19

Although the Digest and the N. N. outline the legal principles of

a sea loan, the minute detail provided by documentary evidence on

the rights and duties of the lender and borrower is more informa-

tive. As noted earlier, from Demosthenes’s time through the second

century C.E. and until the high Middle Ages, the basic principles

of sea loan contracts did not change. A typical agreement recorded

the names of the lender and borrower, the amount of the loan and

the rate of interest with a contingency rate, the date of departure

and return, the time within which the loan was to be repaid and

the consequences of default. It also specified ports of origin and des-

tination, and occasionally the maritime lanes the ship was to follow;

the security for both the outbound and return voyages, name of the

vessel in which the security was to be carried, and, infrequently,

penalty clauses relating to nonperformance.20

18 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 191–193. Despite its Judaic roots, the critique
of usury was most ferverently taken up as a cause by the institutions of the Christian
Church. The Church had by the fourth century C.E. prohibited the taking of inter-
est by the clergy, a rule which they extended in the fifth and sixth centuries. Due
to the Christian influence there had been several attempts during the Justinianic
era—Novella 106 of the year 540 and Novella 110 of 23rd of April 541—to reduce
the rate of interest. Despite the religious prohibition, Byzantine legists seemed to
have fixed the 12 percent interest rate for the sea loan.

19 Ibid., 193.
20 Lionel Casson, “New Light on Maritime Loans: P. Vindob G 40822,” Zeitschrift

für Papyrologie und Epigraphik 84 (1990), 195–206; Calhoun, “Sea Loans in Ancient
Athens,” 570–584. 
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Documentary and legal materials on the use of the sea loan by

Muslims are few and far between, as a result of the religious pro-

hibition against such financing. That prohibition probably stemmed

from two sources. First, the sea loan involved a definite risk for the

moneylender, and the Prophet Mu˙ammad “has ordained against

risk.”21 Second, and more importantly, the borrower had to pay the

ribà,22 if the trading venture succeeded.23 In spite of this tacit Qur"ànic

prohibition, there was considerable disparity between judicial theory

and commercial reality. Muslim merchants under certain prescribed

circumstances borrowed from non-Muslim moneylenders to finance

their maritime enterprises. A twelfth century Italian moneylender

named Ser Guglielmo lent Sicilian Muslim entrepreneurs money for

short periods on condition that they repaid the loans at a fixed inter-

est rate on the date specified; otherwise, the borrowers would have

to bear all financial and legal consequences, as set forth in the con-

tract.24 Two questions arise. First, did a faithful Muslim under severe

financial pressure have the right to borrow money and repay the

capital with interest? And second, where did one draw the line

between true necessity and deceitful circumvention? Although Islamic

law explicitly prohibits all kinds of loans with interest, many Muslim

merchants did borrow money from non-Muslim financiers to fund

their commercial transactions. Whether or not Muslim lenders provided

21 ˇàher (ed.), Akriyat al-Sufun, 20; Schacht, Introduction to Islamic Law, 146–147.
Gharar means uncertainty. Technically it signifies the contract or transaction in which
the object of contract or the commodity is not determined for both or either con-
tracting party and thus the contract involves an element of risk and uncertainty. It
is also applicable in cases where the gain of one partner in a business is guaran-
teed but that of the other remains uncertain. 

22 The literal meaning of interest or ribà as it is used in the Arabic language
means an excess or an increase. In the Islamic terminology, interest means effortless
profit or that profit which comes free from compensation or that extra earning
obtained that is free of exchange. Ribà has been described as a loan with the con-
dition that the borrower will return to the lender more than and better than the
quantity borrowed. For divine prohibition against ribà, see Qur"àn 2:275–281; 3:130.
A tradition attributed to the Prophet stating: “Gold for gold, silver for silver, wheat
for wheat, barley for barley, dates for dates, and salt for salt; like for like, hand to
hand, in equal amounts; and any increase is ribà.” 

23 The issues of ribà and gharar in Islamic maritime law are covered in great
detail by Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 187–219. 

24 Salvatore Cusa, I Diplomi greci ed arabi di Sicilia (Palerme, 1868–1882), 1:502–504;
Henri Bresc, “Le marchand, le marché et le palais dans la Sicile des Xe–XIIe

siècles,” in Mercati e mercanti nell’alto medioevo: l’area euroasiatica e l’area mediterranea
(Spoleto: Centro Italiano di Studi sull’alto Medioevo, 1993), 307–308.
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maritime loans in the Byzantinian form has not been substantiated.

In fact, tenth and eleventh century business letters from the Cairo

Geniza make very little mention of maritime loans, perhaps due to

the prevalence of partnerships and commendae. Research does reveal,

however, that Jewish moneylenders and bankers ( jahbadhs) granted

loans for business overseas25 at a fixed annual rate of 16.66 percent,

whereas Muslim financiers and craftsmen lent money to coreligion-

ists and dhimmìs at a fixed interest rate, not for business purposes,

but “because of sheer want.”26

Byzantine Chreokoinònia and Islamic Qirà∂/Mu∂àraba (Commenda)

Article III:17 also dealt with another form of investment in mar-

itime trade, known in Greek as chreokoinònia.27 The chreokoinònia com-

bined the advantages of a loan with those of a partnership, in which

one party invested capital (the resident), while the other invested

labor (the traveling merchant). Like a loan, it entailed no liability

for the investor beyond the sum of investment or the quantity of

goods delivered to the agent or manager; and, like a partnership,

the risks and profits of the investment were divided between investor

and manager. The partnership would be dissolved in the event of

the death of a partner, cessation of the business, by mutual consent

of the partners, or action at law.28 Article III:17 states:

25 TS 6 J 3, f. 33, a twelfth century maritime loan in which an Italian Jew, Ser
Misha’el of Trapani, loans 10 ounces of Dùqì (Norman gold of Messina, minted
after 1140), to an Egyptian Jew traveling to Sicily. The loan had to be repaid within
a month after the arrival of the vessel in which the debtor and his cargo were
transported. See Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:256.

26 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:252–262. Like Islamic law, the Church forbade
Christian creditors to collect usury on loans but recognized the legitimacy of a pre-
mium on sea loans, which involved a clear risk for the lender. That premium was
never considered interest. See Lopez and Raymond, Medieval Trade, 167. The only
way for Muslim moneylenders and creditors to evade the religious ban on usury
and collect interest on commercial and business loans was to use legal devices (˙iyal
shar'iyya). See Schacht, Introduction to Islamic Law, 76–85.

27 The Greek term chreos signifies debt, while koinònia, which appears in Articles
III:21, III:27, III:28, and III:32 of the N. N. means partnership; chreokoinònia, as
established by III:17, came to signify loan in partnership. See Letsios, Das Seegesetz
der Rhodier, 188.

28 Edwin H. Freshfield, The Procheiros Nomos (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1928), 106–107. 
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A gives gold or silver for the (needs) of a partnership. The partner-
ship is for a voyage, and he writes down as it pleases him till [the
time], when the partnership is to last. B, who takes the gold or the
silver, does not return it to A when the time is fulfilled, and it comes
to grief through fire of robbers or shipwreck. A is to be kept harm-
less [blameless] and receive his own again. But if, before the time fixed
by the contract is completed, a loss arises from the dangers of the sea,
it seemed good that they should bear the loss according to their shares
and to the contract, as they would have shared in the gain.29

Under the provisions of this Article from the N. N., the chreokoinò-
nia was a quasi partnership in which, as noted, one party provided

“gold or silver for the needs of a partnership,” while the other’s con-

tribution consisted of labor. Should losses result from risks at sea,

both partners had to share the losses in accordance with the con-

tract terms; however, if the voyage was successful and profitable,

both partners divided the profit proportionate to their shares in the

venture, i.e., each partner’s share of loss had to correspond to his

share of profit.30 This was the fundamental difference between the

chreokoinònia and the maritime loan. In the first, the investor was a

partner who collected an agreed percentage of the proceeds if the

voyage turned out well. In the other form of financing, risk and

losses were borne solely by the financier.31 Furthermore, Byzantine

law required the capital investor to bear medical expenses, if the

labor-investor suffered injuries, shipwreck or other damage at sea.32

Undoubtedly, maritime trade during this period expanded greatly

as a result of use of the chreokoinònia. To meet its day-to-day needs,

Byzantine lawyers permitted parties to the chreokoinònia to negotiate

29 Ashburner, op. cit., 97. Pryor has modified the final clause of Ashburner’s trans-
lation and it reads as follows: “. . ., just as it seems right [to receive shares] of the
gain, [so] it seems right to assume the losses in proportion to the shares according
to the agreements.” See Pryor, “Origins of the Commenda Contract,” 24; Letsios,
Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 185–186.

30 Lopez, “Role of Trade in the Economic Readjustment of Byzantium,” 80–81;
Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 183–185; Maridaki-Karatza, “Financing of Trade,”
3:1109–1110; Abraham L. Udovitch, “At the Origins of the Western Commenda:
Islam, Israel, Byzantium?” Speculum 37 (1962), 201–202; John H. Pryor, “The Origins
of the Commenda Contract,” Speculum 52 (1977), 23–24. To the best of my knowl-
edge, only A.L. Udovitch and J.H. Pryor have each published two modest though
extremely important studies on the origins and relationship between the Byzantine
chreokoinònia and Islamic commenda.

31 Maridaki-Karatza, “Financing of Trade,” 3:1110–1111.
32 Freshfield, Procheiros Nomos, 104–105. 
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supplementary legal conditions in order to best advance the objec-

tives of the partnership.33 This flexibility allowed both partners to

determine, by common consent, conditions such as: (a) the financial

obligations and entitlements of each, i.e. their contributions and the

distribution of profits; (b) the amount and currency of the invest-

ment (gold or silver); (c) the type and duration of the business ven-

ture; (d) its geographical sphere; (e) the type of commodities traded;

and (f ) the name and type of ship to transport the chreokoinònia goods.

Hence, the partners, rather than the state legislative body, fixed the

chreokoinònia charters. This was the chief difference, as we shall see,

between the Byzantine and Islamic legal systems.

Merchants played a vital role in the economic life of urban soci-

eties from pre-Islamic Arabia through the late classical era of Islam.34

Nonetheless, the Qur"àn refers nine times to tijàra (merchandise;

trafficking) in seven sùràs (chapters), but no mention is made of the

term tàjir (merchant). In addition, Muslim jurists and theologians set

forth a series of works—like those of al-Ghazàlì,35 al-Dimashqì,36 and

33 Maridaki-Karatza, “Financing of Trade,” 3:1110.
34 The Prophet Mu˙ammad himself was a merchant in his early life as were

some of his Companions (ßa˙àba), Abù Bakr, 'Uthmàn Ibn 'Affàn, 'Abd al-Ra˙màn
Ibn 'Awf, and 'Amr Ibn al-'Àß. In fact the rise, development, and expansion of
Islam in the Indian Archipelago were effected not by sword, but by trade. In the
Islamic context, merchants were often missionaries. The merchants from the Arabian
Peninsula planted the seeds for extensive Islamization in years to come. For fur-
ther details see Patricia Risso, Merchants and Faith: Muslim Commerce and Culture in the
Indian Ocean (Colorado: Westview Press, 1995).

35 Abù Óàmid Mu˙ammad Ibn Mu˙ammad al-Ghazàlì, I˙yà" 'Ulùm al-Dìn (Beirut:
Dàr Íàder, 2000), 2:79–111. He laid down seven fundamental principles for a
Muslim merchant in his pursuit of profits. A merchant should begin his transac-
tions with good faith and intention; conceive of trade as a social duty; not be the
first to enter and the last to the leave the market; avoid forbidden, doubtful and
suspicious business; carefully watch his words and deeds in business; not be distracted
from fulfilling his religious duties and rituals; and not travel by sea. He also ordered
sellers to emphasize the quality and quantity of their commodities and to quote the
correct price of the day. Thus al-Ghazàlì considers tijàra as a form of jihàd.

36 Abù al-Fa∂l Ja'far Ibn 'Alì al-Dimashqì, Al-Ishàra ilà Ma˙àsin al-Tijàra wa-
Ghushùsh al-Mudallisìn fìhà (Beirut: Dàr Íàder, 1999). Al-Dimashqì’s essay (Beauties of
Commerce) is a pioneering and more practical manual for merchants, in two parts,
one dealing with the merchant and the other with his goods. In the first, he divided
merchants in three categories: the wholesaler (khazzàn, lit. hoarder), who stores goods
and sells them when they are scarce and the prices are high; the traveling mer-
chant (rakkà∂ lit. peregrinator), who transports goods from one country to another;
and the exporting merchant or shipper (mujahhiz) who is himself stationary, but sends
the shipments to a reliable agent abroad, provided that both parties share the profits.
The part on goods concerns the essence of wealth, the way to test the gold, various
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Ibn Khaldùn—on the ethics of trade, without discussing the meth-

ods Muslim merchants practiced in carrying out their commercial

transactions. The latter omission can be attributed to the abundant

judicial sources that deal with them. To treat the entire range of

such methods is beyond the limited scope of this study; hence, the

discussion will focus on maritime qirà∂.
The term qirà∂ is one of the three used in Islamic law texts to

designate commenda, in addition to muqàra∂a37 and mu∂àraba.38 By

definition, the commenda was an arrangement in which the muqàri∂
(capital-investor or commendator) or group of investors entrusted cap-

ital or merchandise to an 'àmil al-qirà∂ (agent, tractator, or labor-

investor). He used the capital to trade and then repaid to the muqàri∂(s)
the principal and a previously agreed upon share of the profits. For

his labor, the agent received the remaining share of the profits. Any

loss from the exigencies of travel or from an unsuccessful business

venture was borne exclusively by the muqàri∂(s); the agent was in no

way liable for such a loss: he lost only the time and effort he

expended.39 Only dishonest manipulations or a flagrant breach of

commodities and their prices, ways of distinguishing bad merchandise from good,
crafts and industries, advice to merchants, warnings against tricksters, management
of wealth, etc. Like al-Ghazàlì, al-Dimashqì pictures the ideal merchant as a God-
fearing person who deals equitably, buys and sells on easy terms, carries goods for
human needs, and is satisfied with a small profit.

37 The qirà∂ and muqàra∂a are derived from q.r.∂. Literally, it signifies a loan or
a piece of property, which a man cuts off from the rest of his property, and, which,
itself, he receives back. 

38 Qur"àn 2:273: “(Charity is) for those in need, who, in Allàh’s cause, are restricted
(from travel) and cannot move about in the land (∂arb fì al-ar∂), seeking (for trade
or work) . . .’; Qur"àn 73:20: “. . . Others traveling through the land seeking of Allàh’s
bounty (wa-àkharùna ya∂ribùna fì al-ar∂i yabtaghùna min fa∂li Allàh); Abù al-Óasan 'Alì
Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn Óabìb al-Màwardì, Al-Mu∂àraba (Cairo: Dàr al-Anßàr, 1984),
98–100; Zakariyyà M. al-Qu∂à, Al-Salam wal-Mu∂àraba min 'Awàmil al-Taysìr fì al-
Sharì'a al-Islàmiyya ('Ammàn: Dàr al-Fikr lil-Nashr wal-Tawzì', 1984), 157–160. Thus,
the term mu∂àraba is certainly derived from the Qur"àn to designate profit made by
an agent by virtue of his effort and work. There are a number of Qur"ànic injunc-
tions and Óadìths (Prophetic traditions) that encourage Muslims to engage in law-
ful, wide-ranging trade and commerce. See Doi, Sharì'ah: The Islamic Law, 348–372.
Diverse terminology may result from geographical factors, or from the juristic or
personal preference of Muslim fuqahà". See Udovitch, Partnership and Profit, 174;
Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 2:239.

39 Abraham L. Udovitch, Partnership and Profit in Medieval Islam (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1970), 170; idem, “At the Origins of Western Commenda,” 198; idem,
“Commercial Techniques in Early Medieval Islamic Trade,” in Islam and the Trade
of Asia, ed. by D.S. Richards (Oxford: Bruno Cassirer, 1970), 47; idem, “The ‘Law
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any legitimate stipulations of the qirà∂ agreement by the agent would

make him responsible for the full amount of the investment.40 This

basic arrangement was used in commenda carried out on land as well

as at sea, and the basic structural features of it as well as the rela-

tionships between its principal parties, were similar in all Islamic

schools of law due to their common origins.41 Controversial legal

opinions on the subject are, therefore, few and probably appear to

reflect the personal attitude of the individual jurists.

Writing a commenda contract, although preferable, was not manda-

tory in Islamic law, if the partnership between the muqàri∂ and his

agent was based on mutual trust and good faith. However, if the

parties intended to document their contract, jurists advised them to

have a notary compose it and witnesses testify to it, in order to avoid

any later legal altercations. Both parties, chiefly the muqàri∂, had to

define whether the contract was a limited mandate or an unlimited

mandate commenda,42 the amount of the investment, provisions for

dividing profits, and the agent’s authorization to trade.43 Al-ˇa˙àwì’s
(239–321/852–933) instructions to Muslim notaries, muqàri∂s and

agents illustrates the proper formulation and implementation of a

commenda contract:

Merchant’ of the Medieval Islamic World,” in Logic in Classical Islamic Culture, ed.
G.E. von Grunebaum (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1970), 115–116; Doi, Sharì'ah,
348, 366–367; Qu∂à, Al-Salam wal-Mu∂àraba, 159–160.

40 Udovitch, “At the Origins of Western Commenda,” 205.
41 Udovitch, Partnership and Profit, 176.
42 In an unlimited commenda contract, the agent is authorized to act completely

on his own discretion and judgment in all business affairs. He may purchase and
sell all kinds of goods as he sees fit; carry out transactions for credit or cash; employ
helpers; hire and purchase any means of transport and equipment; travel with the
capital; mingle the investor’s capital with his own resources; give a commenda and
invest it in a partnership with a third party; and lastly, pledge or deposit the goods
with another person. By contrast, in the limited commenda, the agent was restricted,
first and foremost, by the customary practice of the merchant not to speak about
the limitations imposed by the investor in the verbal or written contracts. The
investor might not permit the agent to sell commenda goods on credit; entrust the
goods or capital with outside parties; invest them in a commenda or partnership with
a third party; leave them as a deposit; or engage in other commercial activities
without the investor’s explicit authorization. Furthermore, the agent might be for-
bidden to travel beyond the agreed localities, by sea, or after sunset. Acting other-
wise made the agent responsible for the losses. See Udovitch, Partnership and Profit,
203–215; Màwardì, Al-Mu∂àraba, 130–132.

43 Udovitch, Partnership and Profit, 196–198.
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If a man gives to another money as a commenda on condition that the
agent works with it in any field of trade that he (the agent) sees fit,
and in any city that he wishes to, and on condition that whatever
profit God grants them in this matter be shared between them equally,
and both wish to draw up a document between them in this matter,
then he (the notary) writes: ‘This is a document stating that to which
the witnesses named in this document testify. They all testify that fulàn
and fulàn, whose identity they have ascertained and whom they know
in a manner that is legally sound. . . .’ Then the scribe should arrange
the contract by inserting the various formulae until he finishes writing
the first date. Then he should write:

Fulàn, the person named in this document, handed over to fulàn,
also named in this document, one hundred uniform dìnàrs of standard
weight, in gold, minted coin of good alloy on the basis of a valid and
sound commenda on condition that:

a. This fulàn (the agent) may use it to buy any and all categories of
trading goods as he sees fit, in any and all places he sees fit.

b. He may pay the price of anything he buys in this regard from the
money mentioned in this document.

c. He may sell these goods or any part of them that he sees fit, for
whatever he sees fit, either for cash or credit in any and all places
that he sees fit.

d. He may take possession of the price of what he sells in this regard,
and may deliver what he sells to the one to whom he sold it.

e. He may hire in this regard whomsoever he sees fit, to go wherever
he sees fit on land and on sea, and he may pay, as he sees fit, the
wage of whomsoever he hires in this regard from the money men-
tioned in this document and from that which he might profit by
virtue of the commenda mentioned in this document.

f. He may administer the capital in this fashion, and dispose of the
funds that may come into his possession and the funds accruing
from that which he sells just as he could freely dispose of them pre-
viously (i.e., prior to the purchase and resale of commenda goods), by
virtue of the commenda agreement mentioned in this document.

g. From whatever profit God grants from this money by virtue of
fulàn’s (the agent’s) activities with it within the commenda agreement,
the agent will hand over to fulàn the investor his investment, after
payment of any debts that he, the agent named in this document,
may have incurred on account of the commenda agreement, men-
tioned in this document.

Whatever profit which God may have granted on the money men-
tioned in this document is to be shared between the two of them in
so many and so many shares. To fulàn (the investor) from this sum,
by virtue of his capital mentioned in this document, X shares from
the total number of shares; and to fulàn (the agent) from this sum by
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virtue of his time and effort expended on it, Y shares from the total
number of shares mentioned in this document.

And fulàn (the investor) handed over to fulàn (the agent) the entire
amount of X dìnàrs mentioned in this document, and fulàn (the agent)
took possession of them from him. They were transferred into his pos-
session during the session in which the two of them concluded the
commenda agreement mentioned in this document and before the two
parties separated from one another physically. This was done on the
condition that fulàn (the agent) will conduct himself in a God-fearing
manner with respect to that which was entrusted to him in the com-
menda mentioned in this document, and that he will act in a trust-
worthy manner with it, and that he will be zealous with it, and that
he will generally conduct himself in accordance with what God’s pre-
cepts demand. For God, may He be exalted and magnified, will not
diminish the reward of one who does good works.

Then he (the scribe) writes:
This document was written in two copies.
And after that he mentions the testimony for the investor and for

the agent, in a manner similar to that which we described earlier in
a previous passage of this book, until he finishes writing the date with
which the document concludes.44

The regulations pertaining to the mu∂àraba on sea were thus identi-

cal to those on land. Five cardinal principles can be gleaned from

the foregoing excerpt with regard to a valid maritime commenda con-

tract. First, the muqàri∂ had to specify the sum of the investment to

his agent, who would use it to make a profit for the partnership.

Second, the share of each party from the anticipated profit had to

be specified as a percentage or ratio. In an unsuccessful commenda,

the financial loss would rest entirely on the muqàri∂ with the agent

losing nothing but his labor. Where there was neither loss nor profit,

the agent would receive no pecuniary reward for his efforts. Third,

the commenda agreement was binding not at the moment it was signed,

but when the muqàri∂ handed the capital ('ayn) over to his agent, at

which point the commenda took effect.45 If the agent chose not to

44 ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 2:726–731. The English translation of the text is
taken from Udovitch, Partnership and Profit, 198–201.

45 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:243–245; Ibn Rushd, 
Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 12:319–322; Khushanì, Ußùl al-Futyà, 152; 'Alı 'A. 'Abd al-
Ra˙màn, Al-Mu∂àraba fì al-Fiqh al-Islàmì (Cairo: Dàr al-Hudà, 1980), 5–6. In prin-
ciple, Islamic law schools tend to accept minted coins only, such as gold dìnàrs,
silver dirhams and circulated copper coins, for the investment in a commenda; com-
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accept all of the capital specified in the original agreement, he could

be held liable only for the amount delivered to him pursuant to the

commenda. Fourth, except in a limited-mandate commenda, the agent

was free to trade wherever he saw fit with the capital entrusted to

him in order to make a profit. Ultimately, the duration of the partner-

ship was neither predetermined nor limited. Either the muqàri∂ or

the agent was entitled to terminate it by providing reasonable notice

to the other,46 usually only after the commenda had been in effect for

one year, a limitation intended to minimize the negative effect of

such a termination on commerce.47

Due to natural and manmade risks,48 a small number of jurists

disfavored, although still allowed, overseas trading ventures for profit.49

modities ('urù∂ ) and unminted silver and gold, were inadmissible. See Màwardì, Al-
Mu∂àraba, 109–119; Udovitch, Partnership and Profit, 176–183. 

46 Abù Bakr Mu˙ammad Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Àßim, I˙kàm al-A˙kàm 'alà Tu˙fat
al-A˙kàm (Beirut: Dàr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1994), 212.

47 Màwardì, Al-Mu∂àraba, 126–137; Khushanì, Ußùl al-Futyà, 153; Noble, “Principles
of Islamic Maritime Law,” 83–84.

48 Sea travelers and crew were exposed to sudden hazards like storms, shoals,
reefs and rocks, pirates and hostile navies, which could render the trading voyage
impracticable. 

49 An early tradition indicates that maritime journeys were restricted to those
intending to perform the Óajj or those on military expeditions: “No one should sail
on the sea except the one who is going to perform pilgrimage [Óajj ] or minor pil-
grimage ['Umra] or the one fighting in Allàh’s path, for under the sea there is a
fire, and under the fire there is a sea.” Certain legal works even disliked under-
taking maritime voyages for commercial purposes. However, their view should not
be interpreted as a religious prohibition against sea travel for commercial purposes.
This view is affirmed in the fatàwà collection of Ibn Taymiyya (663–728/1263–1328),
who, when asked whether a merchant who died at sea is considered a martyr,
answered: “Yes, he is considered a martyr if he sailed at the appropriate time. The
Prophet, peace be upon him, said: ‘The drowned person, the burnt person, the
person who died of pestilence, the woman who died in the postpartum period, and
the person whose house collapsed are considered martyrs.’ Traveling by sea was
approved as long as safety measures were taken. However, sailing under unfavor-
able conditions was prohibited. “Whoever does so is looking to kill himself. Such
a person would not be called a martyr [shahìd], God knows best.” Ibn Taymiyya,
Fatàwà, 24:293. Ibn Taymiyya’s response might have been based on Qur"ànic verses
that encourage international commerce. Sùra 16, verse 14 states: “It is He Who has
made the sea subject, that ye may eat thereof flesh that is fresh and tender, and
that ye may extract therefrom ornaments to wear, and thou seest the ships that
plough the waves, that ye may seek [thus] of the bounty of Allàh and that ye may
be grateful.” On the importance of water, seas, and oceans in the Qur "àn see
Muhammad Abdel Haleem, Understanding the Qur"àn: Themes and Style (London: I.B.
Tauris Publishers, 1999), 29–41. For further details on Islam and the sea, see my
Islamic Maritime Law, 1–10; Xavier de Planhol, L’Islam et la mer: la mosquée et le matelot,
VII e–XXe siècle (Paris: Librairie academique Perrin, 2000); a review on Planhol’s
study was published by Lawrence I. Conrad, “Islam and the Sea: Paradigms of
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A group of North African jurists ruled that, even in the case of an

unlimited-mandate commenda, the agent could trade in all regions,

except for places that were accessible by nautical craft only. In order

to trade at such places, the agent needed the muqàri∂’s permission

to sail across the sea.50 Yet, another legal opinion strictly prohibited

the agent from traveling by sea with the capital entrusted to him by

the commenda. Advocates of the this viewpoint ruled that the agent

had no right to travel with the capital without the muqàri∂’s per-

mission. If he did so, he would become liable for any loss of the

capital. Even if he obtained the muqàri∂’s permission he was pro-

hibited from traveling by sea unless he guaranteed the capital.51 In

other words, the agent was permitted to trade anywhere that seemed

fit to him, but he would do well to trade only where he was pro-

fessionally familiar with the marketplace. A third group of jurists

allowed agents to travel with the capital on land and sea without

geographical restrictions.52 A last line of rulings authorized the agent

to travel wherever he saw fit, unless the muqàri∂ expressly limited his

movements to specific regions or towns.53

Unforeseen and unavoidable human hostilities and adverse nat-

ural conditions could spur a skillful agent to disregard the commenda

mandate and act on his own discretion. Judicial authorities provided

guidance to entrepreneurs about the proper actions to take in the

face of concealed or patent human dangers either before setting sail

or en route. In essence, the law forbade the agent to venture into

places considered politically unsafe or undesirable.54 It required the

Problematics,” Al-Qan†ara 23 (2002), 123–154. The apprehension of sailing on the
high seas was not confined to a specific culture, society or religion. On the con-
trary, experienced seamen and communities living on or near coasts feared the sea.
On the apprehension of Byzantine seamen and travelers regarding sea voyages,
refer to George Dennis, “Perils of the Deep Sea,” in Novum Millennium: Studies in
Byzantine History and Culture in Honor of Paul Speck, ed. C. Sode and S. Takàcs
(Aldershot, 2000), 65–74; M.E. Mullett, “In Peril on the Sea: Travel Genres and
the Unexpected,” in Travel in the Byzantine World, ed. Ruth Macrides (London:
Variorum Prints, 2002), 259–284.

50 Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙, 4:15.
51 Badr al-Dìn Mu˙ammad Ibn Abù Bakr Ibn Sulaymàn al-Bakrì, Al-I'tinà" fì al-

Farq wal-Istithnà" (Beirut: Dàr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1991), 2:663–664.
52 Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙, 4:15.
53 Màwardì, Al-Mu∂àraba, 146–148; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Al-Kàfì, 2:774.
54 Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 230. The author draws the reader’s attention to

an investor who signed a limited mandate commenda with an agent and specified a
particular city and its surroundings, provided that he avoids dangerous areas.
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contracting parties, the agent in particular, to inform themselves of

the dangers at a possibly hostile port prior to sailing or before reach-

ing the destination if the ship had already set sail. Muqàri∂s and

agents could avoid liability for loss due to personal negligence, as

long as specific precautionary measures were observed.55

When the cargo was loaded in a ship, the responsibility for its

safety was equally that of the carrier and shipper, if the latter accom-

panied it. Neither could act without previously consulting the other.

For instance, a shipmaster could not divert the vessel’s course, anchor

at ports not specified in the leasing contract, or insist upon sailing

to unsafe destination. If the shipmaster did anchor in an unsafe port,

without previously consulting all those involved in the venture, he

would have to remunerate the aggrieved shippers and passengers.

The amount of compensation consisted of the difference in taxes

between those in the port and the standard rate, if the governor at

the foreign port levied higher tariffs,56 or the value of the goods, if

the shippers objected to docking at unsafe port and their cargo was

confiscated. Otherwise, the shippers were accountable for the safety

of their shipments. The agent had to have prior knowledge of dan-

gers en route and at the destination. If a calamity unexpectedly befell

the destined port, he had to arrange with shipmaster to alter course

and avoid danger.57 It followed that the liability for loss of capital

would shift to the agent in the event of intentional damage or expo-

sure to foreseeable risks.58

55 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:204–205. If the investor had prior knowledge that the
designated place was unsafe but nonetheless instructed his agent to sail for it, the
former was liable for loss of capital. However the agent becomes a guarantor for
the loss if he knowingly sailed for an unsafe port. Other jurists, like al-Kindì, ruled
that if the shipmaster and those on board anchored unknowingly at an unsafe port
and the local sul†àn arrested them and gave the commenda agent the option of deliv-
ering the capital or death, the agent must not obey the sul†àn’s but protect the cap-
ital. This “merciless” legal opinion conveyed the message that even in extremis, agents
must not abandon a commenda or give it away. On the contrary, commenda capital
was a trust to be safeguarded with their lives. See Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:60.

56 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 27–28; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
7:102; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228–229; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485–486; Wan-
sharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:300, 306; Shammàkhì, Al-Ì∂à˙, 3:580–581. For further details,
see chapter three, pp. ?

57 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 20; Raßßà', Shar˙ Óudùd Ibn 'Arafa, 2:526; 'Abd al-Rafì',
Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:526; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:302–305.

58 Udovitch, “At the Origins of the Western Commenda,” 205.
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The law exempted agents (tractators) from liability for loss of the

muqàri∂s’ capital due to force majeure.59 Adverse climatic conditions

were always the most formidable peril to seamen and shippers as

these conditions could force them to jettison part or all of a ship’s

content when foundering became imminent. Irrespective of how the

decision was made, and what and whose cargo was jettisoned, the

commenda agent was not responsible for goods cast into sea in time

of peril. Kindì states: “If the sea became agitated and the seamen

jettisoned their possessions, the commenda agent should cast overboard

an equivalent proportion of the goods at his disposal provided that

the jettison aims to save lives on ship; he is not held liable to the

muqàri∂ for loss of the capital.”60 Once jettison took place, all on

board had to share the forfeitures, i.e., those whose goods were dam-

aged or lost in part or in their entirety, became co-owners with those

whose goods remained intact, proportionate to the value of the jet-

sam.61 Accordingly, the muqàri∂ was liable for all loss due to an act

of God that was not the fault of the agent.

Beside working with other experienced agents who did not own

property, some muqàri∂s chose to enter into qirà∂ contracts with ship-

masters and crews who knew the business of trading.62 The muqàri∂s’
preference for seamen as agents may have resulted from the seafar-

ers’ familiarity with commercial hubs, market prices, and the com-

modities in demand. The real interest of the muqàri∂s and their agents

was in the highest possible proceeds from the capital. These could

not be gained without (a) bringing the goods intact to the debarka-

tion port in time to take advantage of a favorable market; and (b)

properly equipping the vessel with rigging and nautical instruments.

The seamen’s nautical knowledge enabled them to schedule the depar-

ture, choose the itinerary and navigate in the safest and most eco-

nomical maritime routes. In addition, one may surmise that seamen

as agents might have discounted a percentage of the freight in the

final accounting.

The A. S. refers to three cases of maritime qirà∂s, in which muqàri∂s
and/or ship owners placed funds with a shipmaster and crew. The

59 Rajab, Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 279.
60 Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:60.
61 See above, chapter four, pp. ?
62 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:205, 207–208, 306–307.
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first concerns a muqàri∂ who offered trading capital to partners in a

vessel, on condition that whatever profit they derived was to be

divided equally between the muqàri∂ and the agents. Although the

muqàri∂’s offer sounded licit, the law did not sanction it, because his

proposition would have resulted in payment of the shipping charges

by his co-adventurers, who happened to own the vessel. If they were

not acting as the muqàri∂’s representatives or agents, but as trustees

of the ship, they would be entitled to wages for their labor, as well

as equitable freight for transporting the goods.63

Another case deals with a person who offers a quantity of dìnàrs
and a vessel to a master and crew, stipulating that whatever profit

they made would be shared, two-thirds for him and one third for

them. Ashhab Ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz al-Qaysì (145–204/762–819) ruled

on this issue stating: “The contract is void if they have not yet com-

menced work. However, if they have initiated labor, they would be

owed a comparable freight for leasing the ship, while the dìnàrs would

be equally distributed between them in the form of qirà∂.”64 Thus,

Islamic law prohibited lumping means of transport and capital together

in one deal in the form of qirà∂.
The third legal altercation adjudicated by Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn

Abì Zayd concerned an individual, who contracted a qirà∂ with the

master of a ship, on the condition that he purchase goods from a

town, convey them free on board his vessel, and share the profits

equally between them. The jurist’s response rendered this qirà∂ ille-

gal due to the additional proviso imposed on the agent. He ruled

that the agent should receive an equitable wage and the shipping

fee for transporting the goods; the muqàri∂ alone would receive the

profit or bear the loss.65 In other words, the ship could be an inte-

gral part of a commenda partnership, but the freight could not be part

of the transaction.

63 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 47.
64 Ibid.; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:205.
65 ˇàher (ed.), op. cit., 48; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:205, 306–307. As demonstrated

above, violation of the conditions of the qirà∂ abrogated the contract, provided that
its execution had not commenced, and the parties were regarded as though they
had not contracted. If, however, commercial transactions had already begun, the
defective qirà∂ was transformed into a hire service, where the agent becomes a wage
earner entitled to fair remuneration. By contrast, medieval European lawyers saw
the ship as an inseparable part of the commenda deal. See Lopez and Raymond,
Medieval Trade, 181–182. 
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The rules governing a commenda in which the muqàri∂s offered cap-

ital to the master and crew of a ship, can be summed up as fol-

lows: The master and crew, as agents, collected the investment capital

before they actually commenced transactions as trustees. They main-

tained it as a trust, and thus had to take care of it and return it

when demanded by the muqàri∂s. However, they would be absolved

of liability if they lost the capital unintentionally. The master and

crew were agents of the muqàri∂s, legally responsible for the acts and

contractual obligations they carried out within the bounds of their

authority. They were also entitled to a fixed share in the profit, as

profit-sharing was the purpose of this partnership, but they could be

held liable if they did not respect the contract terms. If the contract

became void, they would receive an equitable wage for their labor,

while the capital-investor alone enjoyed the profit or bore the loss.

If the entire profit was earmarked for the investors, the crew would

be entitled to a portion of goods in exchange for their labor, but

not to remuneration. Conversely, if the entire profit was to go to

the crew, then the transaction would be regarded as a loan and they

would have the right to the entire profit, but would also bear any

loss and would still have to repay the loan to the investor.66 The

law also required the muqàri∂ to pay equitable freight to his agents

if they transported the goods aboard their own vessel, provided that

the loss was borne solely by the investor; otherwise, the law cate-

gorized them as wage earners.67 Commendae proceeds, then, were not

divided in accordance with norms established by law. Rather, con-

tract provisions were deemed legal so long as they did not contra-

dict Islamic sacred law.

Commenda expenses consisted of freight costs, passage fees, custom

duties and taxes, the salaries of hired helpers, and the agent’s living

expenses. The agent had the right to deduct all legitimate business

expenses from the commenda fund, except when the transaction was

66 Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 84–85.
67 Màlik Ibn Anas, Al-Muwa††a" of Imàm Màlik Ibn Anas, trans. by Aisha Abdurrahman

Bewley (London: Kegan Paul International, 1989), 283; Màwardì, Al-Mu∂àraba,
149–163; Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 89. Three factors could
invalidate the commenda transaction and treat it as mere hiring: if either party stip-
ulated a fixed sum instead of a percentage of the proceeds., or if the agent bore
liability for loss (except for loss through negligence) or if it was stipulated that the
agent was to use or hire a ship belonging to the muqàri∂, so that fictitious hire of
the ship became part of the profit.
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carried out in his native town.68 Even if the agent completed a jour-

ney on behalf of the commenda without buying any goods or other-

wise investing the capital, his travel and personal expenses would

nonetheless be covered from the capital; the quality of his food,

clothing and accommodations was determined by the agent’s social

status.69 In addition to these expenses, the fathers of Islamic jurispru-

dence recognized unusual but necessary expenditures, such as the

bar†ìl (gratuity or bribe), as legitimate expenses. Shippers paid the

bar†ìl to tax collectors, government officials, port superintendents,

porters and seamen, in order to: (a) protect the investment from

harm and confiscation and (b) to accelerate loading, discharge, release

and storage processes at embarkation and debarkation points.70

Upon return to the home port with the commenda proceeds, legal

altercations and claims could arise between a muqàri∂ and his agent

when the truth of the agent’s accounting was in doubt. If the muqàri∂
sued on the grounds of financial fraud, the agent could defend him-

self by taking an oath and presenting documentary evidence in his

support. In principle, Islamic law credited the agent’s oral deposi-

tion under oath, if the muqàri∂ could not prove the contrary.71

Moreover, the agent could substantiate his testimony with commer-

68 The agent had the right to begin commercial transactions while still in his
native port city, provided he covered expenses for his food, clothing and others
needs for himself rather than through the commenda fund. See Ibn Abì Zayd
Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:260–263.

69 Màlik Ibn Anas, Al-Muwa††a", 284; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-
Ziyàdàt, 7:260–263; Khushanì, Ußùl al-Futyà, 153, 154; Ibn al-Jallàb, al-Tafrì ',
2:194–195; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 12:325–326, 334–335, 350–351, 400–401;
Ibn 'Àßim, I˙kàm al-A˙kàm, 212; Udovitch, Partnership and Profit, 230–234; Idris,
“Commerce maritime,” 231–234; Rajab, Qànùn al-Ba˙rì al-Islàmì, 267–268.

70 Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 237–238; idem, Berbérie orientale, 287–288; Abdelaziz
Kh. Temsamani, “Al-Tijràra al-Ba˙riyya fì Óaw∂ al-Ba˙r al-Mutawassi† min khilàl
Nawàzil Abì al-Qàsim al-Burzulì,” in L’occident musulman et l’occident chrétien au moyen
age, ed. Mohammed Hammam (Rabat, 1995), 170–173; Udovitch, Partnership and
Profit, 234–235; Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:542; idem, “Additional Material from
Ibn 'Awkal Archive on the Mediterranean Trade Around 1000,” Tarbiz 38 (1968)
(Hebrew), 32–36, 182–183, Bodl. MS Heb. d. 65, f. 17, l. 4. On the payment of
gratuity to seamen and porters in the realm of Islamic Mediterranean, see above
chapter two, notes 103–106. 

71 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:283–293; Ibn Rushd, Al-
Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 12:387–397; Ibn 'Àßim, I˙kàm al-A˙kàm, 212; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr,
8:206–207; Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 234. The Imàm al-Màzarì (d. 536/
1141) ruled: “The agent ('àmil al-qirà∂ ) is believed upon his oath. However, if he
supports his claims with solid evidence, he will be absolved from taking an oath.”
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cial accounts of his dealings with the commenda.72 Known in Arabic

and Geniza manuscripts as a daftar (lit. a ledger), this bookkeeping

device itemized the agent’s business and personal expenditures. A

merchant or his agent recorded the shipments received, sales and

purchases made, goods or cash or both shipped, and the balances

outstanding for every commercial season. This inventory, widespread

during the second century A.H./eighth century C.E. in the Muslim

world, was considered circumstantial evidence in Islamic civil and

religious courts.73 Besides the daftar, judges probably considered writ-

ten documents such as bills of lading, merchants’ letters, and receipts.

Once the commenda transaction and the final accounting were com-

pleted, the muqàri∂ and agent had to declare the agreement null and

void. The muqàri∂ pronounced the agent free and clear of all oblig-

ations and promised not to sue further for anything regarding the

commenda.74

Commercial activities not only impacted the economy and court

systems, but also social and familial spheres. Specifically, women did

not normally accompany their husbands abroad on commercial ven-

tures and were left behind for long periods of time to take care of

their immediate family, which in turn effected conjugal relations.

Many nawàzil cases and judicial inquiries describe at length the legal

status of wives of warriors and merchants, whose husbands remained

away for prolonged periods without contacting their families. A decree

issued by 'Abd Allàh al-Rà"is, known also as 'Abd Allàh Ibn Íadaqa

al-Anßàrì, dissolved marriage ties if a man stayed away from his wife

longer than four months without sending adequate means to sup-

port her or sailed aboard the governor’s vessel to al-Mahdiyya or

Zuwayla and did not return home.75 Another decree on the legal

status of a deserted wife76 was issued by the qà∂ì of Gafsa. The wife

72 Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 231–232; idem, Berbérie orientale, 287, note no. 58;
Temsamani, “Al-Tijràra al-Ba˙riyya,” 170–173.

73 TS 10 J 29, f. 5, ll. 16–19; TS 13 J 17, f. 11, ll. 8–14; TS 13 J 17, f. 11, 
l. 10; Bodl. MS Heb. a 3, f. 13, ll. 44–46; Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 1:205–207;
Udovitch, Partnership and Profit, 237–238; Vincent Lagardere, “Le commerce des
céréales entre al-Andalus et le Maghrib aux XIe et XIIe siècles,” in L’occident musul-
man et l’occident chrétien au moyen age, ed. Mohammed Hammam. (Rabat, 1995),
146–147. 

74 Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:246.
75 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 3:311–312, 338–339; Idris, Berbérie orientale, 285. 
76 Our reference here is to a wife, whose husband had disappeared without divorc-

ing her. In Jewish halacha she is called 'agonah. 
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of a Gafsian named A˙mad, who for six years had not returned

from Andalusia, appealed to the local judge for a divorce. The qà∂ì
gave an extension to the missing husband before finally pronounc-

ing them divorced. He issued two copies of the decree (∂arbàn), one

to the office of the qà∂ì ’s clerk (Dìwàn al-A˙kàm) and the other to

the petitioner. It was read out in the courthouse (Majlis al-Qa∂à"), in
the qà∂ì ’s presence before witnesses.77 Such socioeconomic and legal

effects on the families of absent husbands are documented in many

letters, marriage contracts and court records from the Cairo Geniza.78

Summary

Initially, the sea loan was the predominant form of financial trans-

action supporting trade in the Byzantine Empire. Typically, a trav-

eling merchant or a ship owner used such a loan to fund trading

transactions for the duration of a specific journey, usually for a round

trip. The advance was made in cash, and repayment was contingent

on the safe arrival of the goods or of the ship in question. The time

within which the loan was to be repaid was set forth in the agree-

ment and took into consideration natural, human and market fac-

tors. The loan was repaid within a month at the most after safe

arrival at the port of debarkation, which enabled the borrower to

sell his goods. The lender bore the casualty risk but not the busi-

ness risk; the borrower had to repay the loan, even if his trading

proved unprofitable. Historical evidence for the origin of the sea loan

proves without doubt that it derived from Athenian commercial law.

Its basic principles survived without significant changes from the

fourth century B.C. through the high Middle Ages.

The practice of financing trading voyages through sea loans seems

to have existed in Islamic territories around the Middle Sea. Documents

from the Cairo Geniza prove that Muslim traders borrowed money

from Jewish lenders to finance domestic and overseas commercial

dealings. A similar practice existed among Muslim traders living in

77 Idris, “Commerce maritime,” 229; idem, Berbérie orientale, 295. For further ideas
on this topic, refer to Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 3:37–41, 111–113, 202, 285–290, 293,
302–303, 313–315, 319–320, 327–331, 407; 4:19–20, 41–42.

78 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 3:189–223.
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Christian kingdoms, despite the double explicit religious prohibition.

Loans for maritime ventures were made according to Greco-Roman

norms, though on a very limited scale, in the Muslim world.

Pryor argues that the origins of the commenda go back to the Roman

societas but admits that no direct link has been traced.79 However,

he attempts to associate its origins with the Byzantine chreokoinònia
and states: “It seems reasonable that a Byzantine institution such as

the chreokoinònia might have been the connecting link between the

societas of labor and capital and the commenda.”80 The evidence for

chreokoinònia is extremely scanty. There are no surviving written con-

tracts and very little corroboration for it in the N. N. One brief

clause on the chreokoinònia in Article III:17 of this codification may

have constituted a precedent for it, but it is doubtful whether it laid

the legal foundations for the development of the Western maritime

commenda.81 By the turn of the second century A.H./eighth century

C.E., however, when the major Muslim schools of law were founded

and 50 percent of the Mediterranean lay within the Caliphate domain,

the edicts issued by the fathers of Islamic law were followed in the

Islamic territories. The great majority of the commenda rules, set forth

by imàm Màlik Ibn Anas in his Muwa††a" (Chapter 32), cannot be

found in any Byzantine legal source. Indeed, Byzantine judicial lit-

erature remained silent on the role of ship owners as tractators. Based

on the available written evidence from the Mediterranean world, one

may infer that the Islamic qirà∂ system was much more developed

than the Byzantine chreokoinònia. This conclusion affirms Udovitch’s

hypothesis arguing that the earliest form of the Western commenda

may have been based on the Islamic qirà∂. Lopez, too, posits that

the Western commenda contract “developed first in the seaports of

Byzantine Italy between the late eighth and the early tenth century

under the direct influence of the oriental commercial contracts

(Byzantine chreokoinònia and Muslim mu∂àraba).”82

79 A societas required both parties to the contract to invest capital in the venture;
the capital investor contributes two-thirds of the capital and the labor investor one-
third, provided the profit was evenly divided between them. The distribution of
profits in western commenda differed slightly for the capital-investor collected three-
quarters of the profits, the tractator the remainder. See Constable, Trade and Traders, 72. 

80 Pryor, “Origins of the Commenda,” 37.
81 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 183, considers the chreokoinònia as the forerun-

ner of the Medieval European commenda.
82 Lopez, “Trade of Medieval Europe,” 267; Constable, Trade and Traders, 71.
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The great majority of legal historians and lawyers make the ques-

tionable assumption that the N. N. exclusively governed carriage by

sea in the Mediterranean from the seventh until the early eleventh

century. To comprehend the extent to which Mediterranean seafar-

ers recognized the N. N., it is imperative to consider historical devel-

opments between the early seventh and the ninth century. As

Ashburner has concluded, the N. N. could have been promulgated

neither prior to 600 nor later than 800,1 a period during which

Byzantium lost control over most of its Mediterranean provinces.

From 610 until early 628, Byzantium struggled for its life as the

Persians took over the eastern provinces, endangering the capital of

the empire itself in 626. A few years later, when constant wars

between the two superpowers, Byzantium and Persia, weakened both

militarily and financially, Muslims took advantage of the political

vacuum so that during the Early Caliphate (Ràshidùn), the Persian

(Sassanid) Empire ceased to exist, while the eastern territories of

Byzantium shrank, leaving only Asia Minor: Syria, Egypt, and North

Africa were lost to the Muslims. Consequently, placing the promul-

gation of the N. N. in the seventh century, especially in its first half,

raises serious questions.2

Apart from the lex Rhodia de jactu, treated separately under Digest

XIV, 2, the laws governing carriage by sea in the Mediterranean

before the seventh century were dispersed among different books and

1 Again, the promulgation of the N. N. is questionable. Some contemporary
scholars led by Freshfield argue that the collection in its current form was enforced
by the Isaurian dynasty in the eighth century. The dynasty that revived the Byzantine
naval and commercial activities for a century could well have ordered the propa-
gation of the N. N. that governed shipping in Byzantium. Other theories presented
by Schminck show that this treatise originated during the latter half of the ninth
century and was an original part of the Basilika.

2 Following the defeat of Byzantium in the Battle of Masts (34 A.H./654–5 C.E.),
Islamic naval powers launched maritime attacks against Byzantine targets on the
Aegean and Mediterranean between 51/672 and 61/680, and sacked Constantinople.
Meanwhile, Islamic armies were proceeding by land towards the central and later
towards the western territories of Byzantium in North Africa.
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subjects in the Justinian Corpus Juris Civilis. Justinian’s legal com-

pilation and Code were promulgated on the North African main-

land immediately following its re-conquest from the Vandals in 534,

and were in force until the last Byzantine bastion Septem (Ceuta)

fell to the Arabs in 702. Justinian’s laws were enforced on most of

the islands in the western Mediterranean—Sardinia, Corsica, the

Balearics, and Sicily in particular—until the ninth century. Egypt,

however, is a unique case. In addition to the imperial laws, the

Church of Alexandria played an integral role in the shipping and

maritime industry and regulated river and sea navigation according

to laws of its own prior to and through the Islamic era.3 The Christian

Arabic Ecloga, an Arabic version of the Greek Ecloga from the first

half of the fourteenth century, is associated with the Church of

Alexandria and contains charters held under the N. N. that deal

mainly with discipline on board ship.4 Judging from legal and doc-

umentary data, we can confidently assert that dhimmìs living in the

realm of Islam enjoyed autonomy, managed their shipping businesses,

and issued their own laws free from any interference from the gov-

erning authorities.5 Nonetheless, this primary conclusion should not

3 Monks, “Church of Alexandria,” 355–362; Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity,
289–293; Sherman, “Roman Administrative Marine,” 2:65–76; Taubenschlag, Law
of Greco-Roman Egypt, 2:91–93; Abbadi, “Code of Navigation on the Nile,” 157–162.

4 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 244; idem, “Sea Trade,” 218–225; Leder, Die
arabische Ecloga, 114–119, Articles 28:1–7. On p. 19 Leder writes: “mit Ausnahme
des letzten des Abschnitts im Unterschied zu allen anderen Teilen des arabischen
Textes eine genauere und beinahe fehlerlose Übersetzung der Vorlage bietet.” On
the basis of his statement, a great deal of the Arabic Ecloga was almost compati-
ble with and faultless translation of Articles III: 1–7 and III:10–15 of the N. N.,
although its exact date of incorporation into this collection is so far undetermined.
However, it could not have taken place prior to the promulgation of the N. N. in
Byzantium.

5 The Christian and Jewish residents and communities maintained autonomous
legal systems and institutions in the Muslim world. Disputes between coreligionists
would ordinarily be brought before an ecclesiastical court if the disputants were
Christians. Similarly, Jews brought such cases before Jewish courts where a Muslim
trader or ship owner was not involved. If a Jewish litigant brought the case before
a Muslim qà∂ì against the will of his coreligionist, his community might excommunicate
him. Hence it is not surprising that Christian and Jewish legal authorities created
commercial laws and issued responsa substantially different from those of Muslim
jurists. In some cases, the rulings of the legal authorities of dhimmìs were compa-
rable to those of their Muslim counterparts. The law in the Islamic Mediterranean
was seen as personal and not territorial, i.e., an individual was judged according to
the law of his community or even his sect, rather than that of the territory where
he happened to be.
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be interpreted to mean that the N. N. was concurrently and officially

applied to all countries around the Mediterranean.6

Although the Qur"àn and Prophetic traditions frequently mention

the importance of the sea to mankind, neither contains explicit ordi-

nances governing the business of carrying goods and passengers by

water. The evolution of the Islamic maritime law in the Mediterranean

is, therefore, associated with military conquests, expansion of trade,

and the establishment of law schools (madhàhib).7 Since these conquests

were not destructive, the existing administrative system and cultural

norms in the territories that Muslims took over were sustained. Late

seventh and early eighth century Egyptian papyri assert that early

governors of Islamic provinces along the Mediterranean maintained

former Byzantine naval installations and employed non-Arab crafts-

men, seamen, and shipwrights. In addition to their contribution to

the development of Islamic naval activity, the dhimmìs—mainly native

Christians of Syria, Egypt, and North Africa—preserved the mar-

itime laws instituted in the Digest, as well as local customs, for over

a century. As the madhàhib were established, from the eighth century

onwards, many canonical regulations and practices were “Islamicized,”

as long as they did not contradict the sacred law.

Generally speaking, Byzantine and Muslim lawyers applied mostly

the same principles of maritime law, although there were two dis-

tinct legal systems. Contracts for hiring seamen from Romano-

Byzantine Egypt, compared to Islamic formulae from those of Egypt

from the ninth century onwards show that basic legal concepts

remained unchanged. The two systems differ, however, as to pay-

ment of seamen’s salaries and their contribution to losses. Contrary

to the Byzantine practice, Prophetic traditions require that seamen’s

wages be paid in full and in advance. Furthermore, they are exempt

from liability for damage or loss of cargo or vessel that they did not

purposely cause. The N. N., by contrast, requires seamen to con-

tribute to make up for such loss in proportion to their shares and

profit from the voyage. Byzantine seamen were employed to sail in

6 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 243–244. He assumes that there were direct
and indirect influences of Byzantine maritime customs and laws on their Islamic
counterpart. Direct influences are clearly traceable in the Arabic Ecloga, whereas
the indirect ones are presumably silent in the A. S.

7 Ibn Khaldùn, Al-Muqaddima, 1:476–483.
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anticipation of a profit and therefore shared profits, risks, and losses

proportionately to their individual shares in the venture. Under Islamic

law in the Muslim world, however, sailing for a wage predominated,

so that the law protected mariners’ incomes against exploitation by

employers or shippers. Thus, differing legal attitudes may have prob-

ably resulted from different hiring methods.

Contrary to Islamic law, which distinguishes between the regula-

tions governing river and coastal navigation on one hand, and sail-

ing the high seas on the other, both the Digest and the N. N. seem

to have treated all water transport on the same basis. Through its

distinctions, Islamic law clearly stipulates when shippers must pay

the freight in full or in part, when they are subject to extra charges,

or when they are exempt from shipping charges. Most importantly,

Muslim law doctors instituted new regulations pertaining to the hire

of non-vessel-operating common carrier, or what they called “a guar-

anteed personal service.” This matter, scarcely addressed in the Digest

and poorly hinted in the N. N., appears to be a major Islamic con-

tribution to the evolution of admiralty law. This sort of contract

could not have developed without the expansion of Islamic maritime

trade in the Mediterranean from the eighth century onwards.

Further differences between Islamic and Byzantine maritime laws

are discerned in the laws of general average. Byzantine and Muslim

legists hold different views on the legal status of jettisoned commer-

cial items and private property, assessment of jetsam and intact car-

goes, human jettison, and the freighter. The same applies to regulations

pertaining to saving lives and salvaging property. The guidelines gov-

erning collisions are identical, though Islamic judicial literature is

much more informative. A major Islamic contribution to the history

of maritime law and commerce is the introduction of unprecedented

rules regarding the financing of trade. From the eighth through the

tenth century, Muslim jurists introduced commercial laws pertaining

to maritime qirà∂ or mu∂àraba that may have laid the foundation for

the earliest form of the Western commenda prior to and during the

Commercial Revolution.

A careful examination of early jurisprudential inquiries proves that

Muslim religious authorities held controversial legal points of view

over various maritime issues. Their controversies can be classified as

between: (a) opinions that match charters of the N. N.;8 (b) others

8 The similarities between the N. N. and A. S. are explained by the geograph-
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that correspond with the Justinianic Digest; and (c) opinions and rea-

soning that correspond with neither. Differences in opinions within

the several schools can be attributed to differences in customary local

practices around the Middle Sea, as well as the individual legal rea-

soning of Muslim jurists.9 In addition, new precedents may have

resulted from the migration of scholars from the Mashriq (Islamic

East) to the Maghrib (Islamic West), which in turn led to the trans-

formation of legal elements of eastern origins.10 Finally, when Muslim

jurists encountered unprecedented matters, they simply applied 

land laws to the sea. On many occasions they issued rulings solely

on the basis of analogy (qiyàs); the ship is compared to the camel,

and carriage by sea to carriage on land. The existence of these

ical neighborhood and the continuation of commercial relations between the Byzantium
and the Muslim world; despite their political enmities, trade relations between them
were never completely interrupted. The role of the sea as a connecting link between
people and cultures contributed to the transforming of maritime practices and rules
between different regions around the Middle Sea. A great many of Ancient and
Medieval maritime regulations were trans-cultural and extended beyond the local
or regional habits. Military expansions and transformation of political powers did
not, however, create a dramatic change in the material culture and institutions,
except if they contradicted the religious and legal principles of the new reign. Put
another way, political boundaries never formed an obstacle to the freedom of move-
ment of either persons or goods. This movement was accompanied, as the Arabic
Ecloga establishes, by the transformation of certain admiralty and maritime laws
from the Christian to the Muslim world, and vice versa. The admission of foreign
laws and habits in the Muslim world in particular was made possible due to the
fact that the law was seen as personal and not territorial, i.e. an individual was
judged according to the law of his/her community, or even his sect, rather than
that of the territory in which he happened to be. See Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier,
243; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 134.

9 A closer scrutiny of the dicta established in the Digest discloses many contro-
versies in personal legal opinions and attitudes among Roman legists. 

10 Besides the Prophet’s companions, who joined Islamic troops in their expedi-
tions, Muslim army commanders and governors deliberately transferred ethnic groups
from the east to settle and fortify the Syrio-Palestinian coastal frontiers against
Byzantine naval raids; this was an initiative of Mu'àwiya as governor of Greater
Syria (19–41/640–661). In addition, early Muslim chroniclers and papyri evidence
from Egypt report that seafarers from Yemen and Omàn, though numerically
insignificant, were the earliest Arab elements to take part in establishing the first
Islamic navy in the Mediterranean. They may have introduced their maritime her-
itage there as early as the first half of the seventh century. A very early and famous
Muslim legist to immigrate from Medìna to North Africa during the eighth cen-
tury was Màlik Ibn Anas, founder the Màlikì madhhab. Another dominant figure
was Asad Ibn al-Furàt, conqueror of Sicily and compiler of the first Màlikì digest
called al-Asadiyya (later known as al-Mudawwana), who arrived in Ifrìqiya from
Khurasàn in the late eighth or early ninth century. 
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controversies is compatible with Ibn Khaldùn’s description of the

process of acculturation:

The condition of the world and of nations, their customs and sects,
do not persist in the same form or in a constant manner. There are
differences according to days and periods, and changes from one con-
dition to another. Such is the case with individuals, times, and cities,
and it likewise happens in connection with regions and districts, peri-
ods and dynasties. . . . The new power, in turn, is taken over by another
dynasty, and customs are further mixed with those of the new dynasty.
More discrepancies come in, so that the contrast between the new
dynasty and the first one is much greater than that between the sec-
ond and the first one. Gradual increase in the degree of discrepancy
continues. The eventual result is an altogether distinct (set of customs
and institutions). As long as there is this continued succession of different
races to royal authority and government, changes in customs and insti-
tutions will not cease to occur.11

Despite the legal differences between the A. S. and other Islamic

jurisprudential sources on the one hand, and the Digest and N. N.

on the other, the legal opinions and rulings of Muslim jurists tend,

in general, to favor the Digest’s dicta and responsa rather than the

charters instituted in the N. N. The most likely explanation, once

again, stems from the fact that the Justinianic Digest had come into

North Africa by the early sixth century, and remained ubiquitous,

by and large, in Byzantine coastal territories along the Mediterranean

at least until the early eighth century.12 The recently discovered legal

evidence proves that Justinian’s laws were in force in North Africa,

not only in the pre-Islamic era, but even after the Islamic expan-

sion and the formation of Màlikì madhhab, though they had been

given an Islamic appearance. When issuing their own judgments and

legal opinions, the Màlikì law school, which spread in the Maghrib,

and its fellow 'ulamà could not always overlook local customs ('urf )

and practices some of which followed principles dating back to the

second century.

11 Ibn Khaldùn, Al-Muqaddima, 1:29–30.
12 Sirks, Food for Rome, 168, writes: “After the Arab conquest of North Africa the

Justinian compilation ceased to be valid in that region, along with the regulations
on transportation of onus fiscale.” This assumption is partially incorrect, especially if
we accept the hypothesis that the Islamic expansion was not destructive and did
not change the material culture of the occupied regions. One may assume, how-
ever, that eighth century C.E. Islamic legists did not sanction Roman laws that
contradicted Islamic principles.
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The Islamic expansions in the east and west united the former

Persian and Byzantine territories; owing to this new political unity,

commercial activity between the Far East and the Mediterranean

flourished. Muslim polities around the Mediterranean in particular

could not address the demand and expansion of overseas trade and

arrange commercial transactions without creating proper laws, dicta,

and responsa. At the time when Muslims gained control over the east-

ern, central, and western Mediterranean, they issued unprecedented

fatàwà and a˙kàm (legal consequences of the facts of cases); in essence,

the origins of Islamic maritime laws in the Mediterranean coincided

roughly with the spread of the N. N. With that, legal solutions offered

by Muslim jurists occasionally differ from those of their Byzantine

counterparts. The A. S. contains rules and legal opinions of Màlikì
scholars traceable neither to the Digest nor to the N. N. However,

this should not be understood to mean that the founders of Islamic

law schools abruptly changed the systematic construction of mar-

itime laws in the Mediterranean. Rather, Islamic tradition adopted

local maritime regulations and practices, provided they did not oppose

the sacred law. The cardinal legal discrepancies between the Byzantine

and Islamic legal systems can be narrowed down in the main to

financial arrangements.

Muslim jurists developed a maritime legal system covering most,

if not all, aspects of shipping in a more informative manner than

did the N. N. This raises a question: Why is Islamic legal literature

more comprehensive than its Romano-Byzantine counterpart? First,

it is perhaps due to the establishment and spread of law schools and

academies, the profusion of thousands of jurisprudential sources, and

Islamic military and commercial expansions east and west. During

the eighth century Màlik Ibn Anas (97–179/715–795) laid down the

foundations of Islamic maritime laws in the Mediterranean, having

also founded his madhhab, whose legal opinions and judgments were

widely recognized by his followers in all Islamic countries around

the Mediterranean. The absence of both a general code and texts

dealing exclusively with Islamic maritime law, other than A. S.—

should not be surprising, given that analogical rather than analyti-

cal reasoning pervades the whole of Islamic law. Except for Islamic

Malay,13 neither the founders of Islamic law schools, nor their fellow

13 So far, the maritime codes of Ma˙mùd Shàh from 1296 C.E. are considered
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jurists and other legal authorities set up maritime codes; however,

they published jurisprudential works ( fatàwà/responsa), collections of

judgments (nawàzil ), and formal legal documents (shurù†), which were

used by judges, lawyers, and students in the madrasas (law acade-

mies). The second factor can be attributed to the lack of quantita-

tive documentation from the Byzantine world.14 Although the maritime

regulations are well documented in Byzantine legal codices, the

amount of documentary evidence seems to be less than that found

in the Muslim world, especially Egypt.

Even when Muslims held sway over a vast region between the

Indian and the Atlantic oceans, including its huge bodies of water,

Islamic judicial authorities, like their Roman predecessors, never

maintained maritime courts.15 Maritime cases were normally adju-

dicated in ordinary courts or before the port superintendent, who

functioned as a judge. Hence, the absence of Islamic maritime courts

should not be taken to signify that the Muslim world did not con-

tribute to the internationalizing the law of the sea in the Mediterranean

arena. Thus, in the absence of codified admiralty laws Muslim judges

and scholars gave judgments according to their own discretion bas-

ing them on interpretation of Qur"ànic regulations, prophetic tradi-

tions, customary practices that did not contradict the religious principles,

and supplementary jurisprudential sources giving them the tools to

interpret, modify, expand, or even disregard precedents established

by authoritative jurists. In doing so they issued judgments that were

a constituent part of the development of the overseas trade and ship-

ping industry.16 Last, but not least, a more tantalizing issue that

deserves special attention is the presence of the lafìf 17 witnesses ( jurors)

to be the oldest Islamic maritime codes to be discovered. See Raffles, “The Maritime
Code of the Malays,” 62–63.

14 Letsios, Das Seegesetz der Rhodier, 78–79.
15 The most ancient admiralty courts recorded in historical sources were estab-

lished by the Athenians and dated as far as the fifth and fourth century C.E. Athens
created commercial maritime courts with jurisdiction over written contracts involv-
ing the sea-trade between Athens and other ports, affording a rapid adjudication
of complaints between the parties regardless of their nationality. For further details,
refer to Cohen, Ancient Athenian Maritime Courts. 

16 By the beginning of the thirteenth century C.E. the ijtihàd is said, however, to
have diminished, and taqlìd (legal conformism) is said to have become a more impor-
tant characteristic of the legal system.

17 The lafìf witnesses appeared in the practice of Màlikì law school in North
Africa and its usage was needed particularly in cases where ahl 'udùl (honorable/trust-
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in ordinary courts, including admiralty. This final point raises a major

question: Can Islamic admiralty and maritime jurisdiction be cate-

gorized as a “common law” system?

This study has outlined the similarities and differences between

Roman/Byzantine and Islamic admiralty and maritime laws in the

interest of increasing the understanding of the relationship between

them during a period of three centuries. It would now be pertinent

to compare the A. S. and other pre-eleventh century Islamic legal

sources with Tabula Amalfitana (1010), the Ordinances of the Consuls

of the Sea of Trani (1063), the Constitutum Usus of Pisa (1233), the

Consulate of the Sea of Barcelona (1258),18 as well as with the ordi-

nances of the commercial empires of Venice, Florence, Genoa, which

maintained strong commercial ties with Muslim world from the

Commercial Revolution onwards.19 Such an investigation would enable

legal historians to understand and appreciate Islamic influence on

the development of an international law of the sea, particularly at

a time when more than sixty percent [60%] of the Mediterranean

maritime territories was under Islamic rule. Under these conditions

when Muslims and Christian powers shared the Mediterranean, it is

unconvincing to take for granted that medieval maritime laws owed

their origins to the Roman law.

worthy witnesses) were not available. The lafìf were not qualified as 'udùl, but they
were nevertheless above reproach for such signs of baseness as lying, imbecility,
injustice, drunkenness, or gambling. It was also required that they not have any
relationship with or enmity towards the parties in the case. See John A. Makdisi,
“The Islamic Origins of the Common Law,” North Carolina Law Review 77/5 (1999),
1687–1696; Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 93, 103–104.

18 Boisard believes that the development of the Consulate of the Sea was not coin-
cidental. He writes: “It was not purely by chance that the Consulate of the Sea [Consulato
del Mer] blossomed in a region of the world that was most sensitive to exterior
influence and Muslim domination. . . . It would be unfair to ascribe to pure coincidence
that such a convention—corresponding to ‘classical’ Islamic laws and practices—
appeared in this region of Europe, one which was most influenced by Muslim cul-
ture.” See Marcel A. Boisard, “On the Probable Influence of Islam on Western
Public and International Law,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 11 (1980),
433. 

19 Islamic local customs could have influenced Christian consuls of these and
other European cities stationed temporarily in Levantine, North African, and
Andalusian Islamic port cities or their cities’ other maritime possessions, where they
adjudicated cases between European Christian traders. Subsequently, these customs
may have transferred them in one way or another to their homelands.
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APPENDIX ONE

Nomos Rhodion Nautikos

The following are the scope and content of the Lex Rhodia as trans-

lated and edited by Walter Ashburner, The Rhodian Sea-Law (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1909), 57–69 and 77–125.

Part II

The Chapters of the Rhodian Law

(1) A master’s pay is two shares; (2) A steersman’s one share and

a half; (3) a master’s mate’s one share and a half; (4) a car-

penter’s one share and a half; (5) a boatswain’s one share and

a half; (6) a sailor’s one share; (7) a cook’s (shall be?) half a

share.

8. A merchant may have on board two boys; but he must pay

their fare.

9. A passenger’s allowance of space is three cubits in length and

one in breadth.

10. A passenger is not to fry fish on board; the captain must not

allow him.

11. A passenger is not to split wood on board; the captain must

not allow him.

12. A passenger on board is to take water by measure.

13. Women on board are to have a space allowance of one cubit;

and a boy . . . of a half cubit.

14. If a passenger comes on board and has gold, let him deposit it

with the captain. If he does not deposit it and says, ‘I have lost

gold or silver,’ no effect is to be given to what he says, since

he did not deposit it with the captain. (15) The captain and the

passengers and the crew, who are on board together, are to

take an oath upon the evangels.

16. A ship with all its tackle is to be valued at fifty pieces of gold

for every thousand modii of capacity, and so is to come into

contribution. Where a ship is old, it is to be valued at thirty
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pieces of gold for every thousand modii. And in the valuation a

deduction is to be made of one third, and the ship is to come

into contribution accordingly.

17. The law ordains: let them not write moneys lent at sea to be

repaid out of property on land without risk. If they do write

them, let them be invalid under the Rhodian law. But where

loans are made on fields or on hills to be repaid out of prop-

erty on land without risk, let them write them down in accor-

dance with the Rhodian law.

18. A man borrows money at interest and for eight years pays the

legal interest. After eight years it happens that there is a destruc-

tion or fire or inroad of barbarians. Let interest cease to be

payable in accordance with the Rhodian law. If the man does

not pay legal interest, the written contract prevails in accor-

dance with the former agreement, as the writing bears on its

face.

19. Captains in actual command, where they contribute not less

than three-fourths in value of the ship, wherever they are dis-

patched, may enter into agreements how they are to borrow

money and send it on board ship either for the season or for

a voyage, and what they have agreed upon is to prevail; and

he who lent money is to send a man to receive payment.

Part III

The Beginning of the Law

1. A ship is lying in harbour or on a beach and is robbed of its

anchors. The thief is caught and confesses. The law lays down

that he flogged and that he make good twice over the damage

he has done.

2. The sailors of ship A by direction of their captain steal the anchors

of ship B, which is lying in harbour or on the beach. Ship B is

thereby lost. If this is conclusively proved, let the captain who

directed the theft make good all the damage to ship B and its

contents. If any one steals the tackle of a ship or any article in

use on board, i.e., ropes, cables, sails, skins, boats, and the like,

let the thief make good twice over.

3. A sailor by the captain’s order robs a merchant or passenger.
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The sailor is detected and caught. Let the captain make good

the damage twofold to those who were robbed, and let the sailor

receive a hundred blows. If the sailors commits the theft of his

own accord and is caught or convicted by witnesses, let him be

well beaten, especially if the thing stolen is money, and let him

make good the loss to person robbed.

4. The captain brings the ship into a place, which is infested by

thieves or pirates, although the passengers testify to the captain

what is at fault with the place. There is a robbery. Let the cap-

tain make the loss good to the sufferers. On the other hand, if

the passengers bring the ship in spite of the captain’s protests

and something untoward happens, let the passengers bear the

loss.

5. If sailors set to fighting, let them fight with words and let no man

strike another. If A strikes B on the head and opens it or injures

him in some other way, let A pay B his doctor’s fees and expenses

and his wages for the whole time that he was away from work

taking care of himself.

6. Sailors are fighting and A strikes B with a stone or log; B returns

the blow; he did it from necessity. Even if A dies, if it is proved

that he gave the first blow whether with a stone or log or axe,

B, who struck and killed him, is to go harmless; for A suffered

what he wished to inflict.

7. One of the captains or merchants or sailors strikes a man with

his fist and blinds him, or gives him a kick and happens to cause

a hernia. The assailant is to pay the doctor’s bill, and for the

eye twelve gold pieces, for the hernia ten. If the man who gets

kicked dies, his assailant will be liable to trial for murder.

8. The captain to whom the ship is entrusted sets sail and runs away

into another country with gold by will of the sailors. All their

possessions, movable, immovable, and self-moving, as many as

belong to them, are to be seized. Unless the amounts which these

fetch in a sale make up the equivalent of the ship and the profits

of the time (during which they were absent), let the sailors with

the deputy captain be let out and make up the full amount of

the loss.

9. If the captain is deliberating about jettison, let him ask the pas-

sengers who have goods on board; and let them take a vote what

is to be done. Let there be brought into contribution the goods; 
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the bedclothes and wearing apparel and utensils are all to be

valued; and, if jettison take place, with the captain and passengers

the valuation is not to exceed a litra; with the steersman and

mate, it is not to exceed half a litra; with a sailor, it is not to

exceed three grammata. Slaves and any one else on board who

is not being carried for sale are to be valued at three minas; if

any one is being carried for sale, he is to be valued at two

minas. In the same way if goods are carried away from enemies

or by robbers or . . . together with the belongings of sailors, these

too are to come into the calculation and contribute on the same

principle. If there is an agreement for sharing in gain, after

everything on board ship and the ship itself have been brought

into contribution, let every man be liable for the loss which has

occurred in proportion to his share of the gain.

10. If the captain and crew are negligent and there is an injury or

wreck, let the captain and crew be responsible to the merchant

for making the damage good. If it is through the merchant’s

negligence that ship and cargo are lost, let the merchant be

responsible for the loss caused by the shipwreck. If there is no

default either of the captain or crew or merchant, and a loss

or shipwreck occurs, what is saved of the ship and cargo is to

come into contribution.

11. The merchants and passengers are not to load heavy and valu-

able cargoes on an old ship. If they load them, if while the ship

is on voyage it is damaged or destroyed, he who loaded an old

ship has himself to thank for what has happened. When mer-

chants are hiring ships, let them make precise inquiry from the

other merchants who sailed before them before putting in their

cargoes, if the ship is completely prepared, with a strong sail-

yard, sails, skins, anchors, ropes of hemp of the first quality,

boats in perfect order, suitable tillers, sailors fit for their work,

good seamen, brisk and smart, the ship’s sides staunch. In a

word let the merchants make inquiry into everything and then

proceed to load.

12. If a man makes a deposit in a ship or in a house, let him make

it with a man known to him and worthy of confidence before

three witnesses. If the amount is large, let him accompany the

deposit with a writing. If the man who agreed to take charge

of the deposit says that it is lost, he must show where the wall
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was broken through and how the theft took place and take an

oath that there was no fraud on his part. If he does not show

it, let him restore the goods safe as he received them.

13. If a passenger comes on board and has gold or something else,

let him deposit it with the captain. If he does not deposit it and

says ‘I have lost gold or silver’, no effect is to be given to what

he says. But the captain and the sailors, all those on board

together, are to take an oath.

14. A man receives a deposit and then denies it. Evidence is taken

in the matter. In due course the deposit is found on him after

he had taken an oath or denied his liability in writing. He is

to make good the deposit twice over and suffer the penalty of

his perjury.

15. A ship carries passengers or merchants or slaves whom the cap-

tain had taken in deposit. The captain comes to a city or har-

bour or shore, and some leave the ship. Robbers give chase or

pirates make an attack and the captain gives the signal and gets

away. The ship is saved with the property of the passengers and

merchants that is on board. Let each receive back his own

goods, and let those who went out receive back their respective

goods and chattels. If any one is minded to pick a quarrel with

the captain for leaving him on shore in a place infested by rob-

bers, no effect is to be given to what he says because it was

only when they were pursued that the captain and crew fled.

If a merchant or passenger had somebody else’s slave in deposit

and left him in any place, let him make the loss good to his

master.

16. Captains and merchants and whosoever borrow money on the

security of ship and freight and cargo are not to borrow it as

if it was a land loan . . . if the ship and the money are saved . . .

let them pay back the loan from the property on land with mar-

itime interest.

17. A gives gold or silver for the (needs) of a partnership. The part-

nership is for a voyage, and he writes down as it pleases him

till when the partnership is to last. B, who takes the gold or the

silver, does not return it to A when the time is fulfilled, and it

comes to grief through fire of robbers or shipwreck. A is to be

kept harmless and receive his own again. But if, before the time

fixed by the contract is completed, a loss arises from the dan-
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gers of the sea, it seemed good that they should bear the loss

according to their shares and to the contract, as they would

have shared in the gain.1

18. A man borrows money and goes abroad. When the time agreed

upon has expired, let them recover from his property on land

according to law. If they cannot recover the debt, the capital

of their loan shall be unconditionally repayable, but the inter-

est shall be maritime interest for so long as he is abroad.

19. If a man hires a ship and gives earnest-money and afterwards

says ‘I have no need of it’, he loses his earnest-money. But if

the captain acts wrongfully, let him give back to the merchant

double the earnest-money.

20. Where a man hires a ship, the contract to be binding must be

in writing and subscribed by the parties, otherwise it is void.2

Let them also write penalties if they wish. If they do not write

penalties, and there is a breach, either by the captain or by the

hirer—if the hirer provides the goods . . . let him give the half

of the freight to the captain. If the captain commits a breach,

let him give the half-freight to the merchant. If the merchant

wishes to take out the cargo, he will give the whole freight to

the captain. These penalties shall be exacted as in cases where

A brings a suit against B.

21. Two persons make a partnership without writing. Both the par-

ties confess ‘we made a partnership on another occasion with-

out writing and kept faith one to the other and paid the tax

on all occasions as if for a single capital’. Something happens

to one of the ships, either while it is in ballast or when it is

loaded. What is saved is to contribute one-fourth part to the

sufferer, since they do not bring forward a contract in writing

but formed a partnership by word of mouth only. But let con-

tracts in writing subscribed by the parties be firm and valid,

and let the part saved contribute to the part lost.

1 Pryor’s translation of the final clause reads: “. . ., just as it seems right [to
receive shares] of the gain, [so] it seems right to assume the losses in proportion
to the shares according to the agreements.” See Pryor, “The Origins of the Commenda
Contract,” 24.

2 Justice’s translation of the first paragraph reads: “In hiring of ships, the char-
ter-parties shall not be valid, except they be sealed” ( Justice, General Treatise, 99).
Letsios translates it as follows: “If someone leases a ship and the agreement is sealed
by both parties, then the contract is valid, otherwise it is invalid” (Letsios, Das
Seegesetz der Rhodier, 261).
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22. Let the captain take nothing but water and provisions and the

ropes which ships have need of, where the merchant loads the

whole ship according to their written contract. If the captain is

minded to put in other cargo after this, if the ship has room,

let him put it in; if the ship has no room, let the merchant

before three witnesses resist the captain and sailors; and, if there

is jettison, it will rest with the captain, but if the merchant does

not prevent it, let him come to contribution.

23. If there is a contract in writing between captain and merchant,

let it be binding; but if the merchant does not provide the cargo

in full, let him provide freight for what is deficient, as they

agreed in writing.

24. The captain takes the half-freight and sails and the merchant

wishes to return. They made and subscribed a contract in writ-

ing. The merchant loses his half-freight by reason of his hin-

drance. Where there is a contract in writing and the captain

commits a breach, let him return the half-freight and as much

again.

25. If the limit of time fixed by the contract passes, let the mer-

chant provide the sailors’ rations for ten days. If the second

limit also passes, above all things let the merchant make up the

full freight and go away. But if the merchant is willing to add

so much to the freight, let him give it and sail as he pleases.

26. If one of the crew or captains sleeps off the ship and the ship

is lost whether by day or night, all the damage regards the

members of the crew or captains who slept off the ship, while

those who remained on board go harmless. Those who were

negligent must make good to the owner of the ship the dam-

age, which was done by reason of their negligence.

27. A ship is on its way to be freighted by a merchant or a part-

nership. The ship is damaged or lost by the negligence of sailors

or of the captain. The cargo, which lies in the warehouse, is

free from claims. If evidence is given that the ship was lost in

a storm, what is saved of the ship is come into contribution

together with cargo and the captain is to retain the half-freight.

If one of the partners denies the partnership and is convicted

by three witnesses, let him pay his share of the contribution and

suffer the penalty of his denial.

28. If a ship is hindered in the loading by a merchant or partner,

and the time fixed for loading passes, and it happens that the
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ship is lost by reason of piracy or fire or wreck, let him who

caused the hindrance make good the damage.

29. If the merchant does not provide the cargo at the place fixed

by the contract, and the time fixed for loading passes, and a

loss happens by reason of piracy or fire or wreck, all the injury

to the ship regards the merchant. But if the days of the allowed

time have not passed when something of this sort happens, let

them come to contribution.

30. If the merchant loads the ship and there is gold with him and

the ship happens to suffer one of the maritime risks and the

cargo is lost and the ship goes to pieces, let what is saved from

the ship and the cargo come to contribution, but let the mer-

chant take his gold with him on paying a tenth. If he was saved

without clinging to any of the ship’s spars, let him pay the half-

fare in accordance with the contract; if he had to cling for safety

to one of the spars, let him pay one-fifth.3

31. If the merchant loads the ship and something happens to the

ship, all that is saved is to come into contribution on either

side; but the silver, if it is saved, is to pay a fifth; and the cap-

tain and the sailors are to give help in salving.

32. If a ship is on its way to be loaded, whether it is hired by a

merchant or goes in partnership, and a sea disaster takes place,

the merchant is not to ask back the half-freight, but let what

remains of the ship and the cargo come to contribution. If the

merchant or the partner has also given an advance, let their

agreement made in writing prevail.

33. If the captain puts the cargo in the place fixed by the contract

and the ship comes to grief, let the captain recover the freight

in full from the merchant, but the goods which have been

unloaded into warehouses are safe from those which are on

board the ship together with the ship come into contribution.

3 Spatharakis, “The Text of Chapter 30 of the Lex Rhodia Nautica,” 215. His
translation reads: “If the merchant who loads the ship has gold with him and the
ship happens to suffer one of the maritime risks and the cargo is lost and the ship
is broken into pieces, let what is saved from the ship and the cargo come to con-
tribution, but let the merchant take his gold with him. Let him pay a tenth if he
was saved without clinging to any of the ship’s equipment;—let him pay the half-
freight according to the contract—but if he was saved by clinging to any of the
ship’s equipment, let him pay a fifth.”
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34. If a ship is carrying linen or silk, let the captain supply good

skins, in order that in a storm no harm may be done to the

freight by the dashing of the waves. If the water rises in the

hold, let the captain say so at once to those who have the cargo

on board, in order that it may be brought up. If the passen-

gers make it manifest to the captain and for all that the cargo

is injured, the captain is responsible together with the sailors. If

the captain declares beforehand together with the sailors that

the water is rising in the ship and the goods must come up,

but those who loaded the goods neglect to bring them up, let

the captain and sailors go harmless.

35. If a ship makes jettison of its mast, whether it breaks of its own

accord or is cut, let all the sailors and the merchants and the

goods and the ship so far as saved come into contribution.

36. If a ship in sail runs against another ship which is lying at

anchor or has slackened sail, and its is day, all the collision and

the damage regards the captain and those who are on board.

Moreover let the cargo too come into contribution. If this hap-

pens at night, let the man who slackened sail light a fire. If he

has no fire, let him shout. If he neglects to do this and a dis-

aster takes place, he has himself to thank for it, if the evidence

goes to this. If the sailsman was negligent and the watchman

dozed off, the man who was sailing perished as if he ran on

shallows and let him keep harmless him whom he strikes.

37. If the ship comes to grief and the property of the merchants or

passengers is saved while the ship is lost, let the debentures,

which are saved provide one-fifteenth, but let not the merchant

and the passengers give the ship to the captain.

38. If a ship loaded with corn is caught in a gale, let the captain

provide skins and the sailors work the pumps. If they are neg-

ligent and the cargo is wetted by the bilge, let the sailors pay

the penalty. But if it is from the gale that the cargo is injured,

let the captain and the sailors together with the merchant bear

the loss; and let the captain together with the ship and the

sailors receive the six-hundredths of each thing saved.4 If goods

4 Based on the translation of Justice, Dareste, and Freshfield the remuneration
fee for salvaging the jettisoned cargo is fixed at 1% rather than 6% of the jetsam’s
value as Ashburner has translated. See Justice, General Treatise, 109; Dareste, “Lex
Rhodia,” 23; Freshfield, A Manual of Later Roman Law, 203.
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are to be thrown into the sea, let the merchant be the first to

throw and then let the sailors take a hand. Moreover none of

the sailors is to steal. If any one steals, let the robber make it

good twofold and lose his whole gain.

39. A ship with a cargo of corn or wine or oil is in full sail. By

wish of the captain and crew who slacken sail, the ship goes

into a place or on a beach against the wish of the merchant.

It happens that the ship is lost, but the cargo or goods are

saved. The merchant is to suffer no harm from the loss of the

ship, since he did not wish to go into that place. If while the

ship is in full sail, the merchant says to the captain ‘I want to

go into this place’, and the place is not comprised in the char-

ter-party, and it happens that the ship is lost while the goods

are saved, let the captain have his ship made good by the mer-

chant. If it is by wish of both parties that the ship is cast away,

let everything come to contribution.

40. A ship is wrecked, and part of the cargo and the ship is saved.

The passengers have on them gold or silver or whole silks or

pearls. Let the gold that is saved provide a tenth, and the sil-

ver contribute a fifth. Let the whole silks, if they are saved dry,

contribute a tenth, as being equal to gold. If they are wetted,

let an allowance be made for the abrasion and the wetting, and

let them come into contribution on that footing. Let the pearls

according to their valuation contribute to the loss like a cargo

of gold.

41. If there are passengers on board and the ship is injured or

destroyed, but the goods of the passengers are saved, let the

passengers make a payment towards the loss of the ship. If pas-

sengers two or three lose their gold or their goods, let them

receive from all according to their capacity towards the loss

together with the contribution of the ship.

42. If a ship springs a leak while it is carrying goods and the goods

are taken out, let it lie with the captain, whether he wishes to

carry the goods in the ship to the trading-place agreed upon,

if the ship is repaired. If the ship is not repaired but the cap-

tain takes another ship to the trading-place agreed upon, let

him give the whole freight.

43. If a ship is caught in a storm and makes jettison of its cargo,

and breaks its sailyards and mast and tillers and anchors and
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rudders, let all these come into contribution together with the

value of the ship and of the goods which are saved.

44. A ship has a cargo, and in a gale the mast is jettisoned or the

tillers broken or one of the rudders lost. If it happens that the

cargo gets wet from the gale, there is every necessity that these

should come to contribution. But if the cargo is hurt more from

the bilge and not from the gale, let the captain take the freight

and hand the goods over dry and in quantity as he took them.

45. If in the open sea a ship is overset or destroyed, let him who

brings anything from it safe on to land receive instead of reward

the fifth part that which he saves.

46. A boat breaks the ropes and gets off from its ship and is lost

with all hands. If those on board are lost or die, let the cap-

tain pay their annual wages for the full year to their heirs. He

who saves the boat with its rudders will give them all back as

he in truth finds them and receive the fifth part of what he

saves.

47. If gold or silver or anything else is raised from the sea from a

depth of eight fathoms, let the salvor receive one-third. If it is

raised from a depth of fifteen fathoms, let the salvor receive

one-half by reason of the danger of the sea. Where things are

cast from the sea to land and found there or carried to within

one cubit of the land, let the salvor receive one-tenth part of

what is salved.

Appendix A

Prologue

First Form

Sea-law of the Rhodians, which was promulgated by the divine

emperors, Adrianus Tiberius Lucius Septimius Severus Pertinax

semper augusti.

Tiberius Caesar Augustus pontifex maximus, in the thirty-second

[year] of his tribunician power, says as follows: The sailors, captains,
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and the merchants having approached me in order that events at

sea in a storm may come to contribution, Nero answered and said:

‘Greatest, wisest, and most steadfast Caesar, what is established by

your greatness I think is necessary to display, without passing over

a single statement, having carefully sought out in Rhodes and imparted

all matters relating to those who sail on ships, captains and mer-

chants and passengers, and to deposits of capital and partnerships,

and to purchases and sales of ships, and works of shipbuilding, and

to deposits of gold and silver and of various goods’. All these things

Tiberius Caesar determined by his vote, and sealed and handed over

to Antoninus the illustrious consul. They bring it before consuls in

the most fortunate city, head of all others, Rome, in the consulship

of the illustrious Laurus and Agrippina. These brought it before the

emperor Vespasian, and having sealed it in the presence of the sen-

ate Ulpius Trajanus determined that it was the Rhodian law together

with the illustrious senate. But let the law of the sea be determined

by the nautical law. The same was determined by the divine Augustus.

Second Form [The second form, after going on much as above, has 

this addition]

The emperor Adrian in the consulship of Clarus and Alexander hav-

ing sealed it laid down that the Rhodian law was just and had

authority. Tiberius Caesar said: I say there is no greater danger than

to come into contribution when the mast breaks off of its own accord.

If it is necessary, let the mate and the ship’s carpenter bring their

axes and cut the mast in order that the ship may not sink, and let

this come to contribution.

Appendix D

I. If a sailor sent on business be a shareholder, one who receives

a share under contract, he must execute every commission of the

ship and may go away when his time is expired. If he wishes to

go away before the time is expired, let him receive seventy blows

and so he is to sail. If he is found stealing, he is to receive one

hundred blows and let him lose his share.

II. If a sailor who is sent by the captain for wood or elsewhere goes

with comrades and is left behind, let the captain pay him. If he 
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does not go with comrades, if any accident happens to him

who is sent, let the captain pay him.

III. If a sailor hires himself out, let him know that he is a slave and

has sold himself, and that he is to execute every commission.

And if he is sent out let him perform his duty faithfully, com-

mitting no theft or wrongdoing, but acting with zeal and good-

will worthily, receiving in full his additional salary. If he steals

gold or silver, let him lose his freedom and salary and become

a slave, having handed himself over to punishment.

IV. If a slave is let out by his master to a workshop or a business,

let his master tell the truth about his trustworthiness. If the mas-

ter does not tell and the slave commits a theft and runs away,

the theft and the flight and the death are to be made up by

the master out of his wages.

Appendix E

48. Let him who robs from captains make it good fourfolds.

49. Let him who puts his private load on the public load and com-

pels the captain to this course not only be fined and have no

remedy in case of shipwreck but also be severely punished.

50. Let those who seize anything from the pitiable condition of the

shipwrecked or who gain anything from them by fraud make it

good fourfold to those whom they have wronged. He who with

force and violence carries things off from a shipwreck is to make

them good, and, in addition, if he is free, he is relegated for

three years; if they are persons of low rank, they are put into

a public work for the same period; if they are slaves, they are

sent off to harder labour under the fisc.
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Manuscript no 1.155 (2) of la Biblioteca del Real Monasterio de San

Lorenzo de El Escorial, folios 41v. to 55r., based on the transcrip-

tion and publication of Muß†afà A. ˇàher, “Kitàb Akriyat al-Sufun wal-

Nizà' bayna Ahlihà—Treatise concerning the Leasing of Ships and the Claims

between (Contracting) Parties,” Cahiers de Tunisie 31 (1983), 13–53. Note:

numbers in square brackets refer to the folios of the El Escorial man-

uscript, those in parentheses to ˇàher’s edition as published in Cahiers

de Tunisie. Although I have relied heavily on ˇàher’s edition, I have

come across a few errors, such as missing words and mistakes in the

transcription, when comparing it with the original manuscript.

[41v.] Treatise Concerning the Leasing of Ships

In the Name of God, the Compassionate the Merciful

May peace be upon our master Mu˙ammad and upon his next of 

kin and household

(13) The jurist Abù al-Qàsim Khalaf Ibn Abì Firàs, may God have

mercy upon him, has said: Praise be to God who has created the

creation with His prowess, vanquished the giants with His might,

allocated resources and means by His wisdom, and ordained mat-

ters in accordance with His wishes, without the benefit of a past

example or a plan to serve as a beacon, or assistance sought or

obtained. Praise be to God so profound as to elicit His acceptance

and His all-encompassing knowledge; and may God’s peace be 

upon His chosen servant and His elected messenger, lord of all Arabs

and non-Arabs and all of his next of kin, his household and his

followers.

Now then—may God safeguard us from everything that causes

His displeasure—you have said that when you saw the saying of the

Prophet, may God’s blessing and peace be upon him: “Whoever

hires an employee, let him do the hire at a fixed wage and for a
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defined duration,”1 you surmised and envisioned how is it possible,

then, to allow seamen to be hired on ships without explicitly men-

tioning this element [the duration]? You have asked me to clarify

this and explain it with reference to the possible existence of further

inquiries and judgments mentioned in various nawàzil2 concerning

the leasing of ships and the claims between (contracting) parties. So

I did so by supplementing legal inquiries and decrees that you do

not find in the version of this treatise I previously sent to you.3 You

have asked me to elucidate this topic and hence I have written to

you this [fuller] version, which encompasses all matters that may

occur to you and about which you might be asked at your place,

God willing. [I have written this treatise] after exhausting the lim-

its of my capability, and having devoted all my energies to the pur-

suit of answers to these issues. I have drawn upon the statements

and interpretations of learned jurists on this subject and enclosed

illustrations to facilitate your understanding of these problems. I

implore God Almighty to guard me against the evils of erroneous

and misguided utterances. He, in His Benevolence and Condescension,

is the Redeemer and Guide to success.

I. Hiring Seamen for Ships

Since learned scholars have approved of paying the freight4 for leas-

ing ships [to travel] from one country to another without fixing all

the specifics of this arrangement, it is, [by the same token] permis-

sible to hire seamen and to pay them on the ships. [This is so]

1 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:409; Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙, 3:531, 550; Khushanì, Ußùl
al-Futyà, 145–146; Ibn 'Àßim, I˙kàm al-A˙kàm, 198–199.

2 Nawàzil (sing. nàzila): collections of queries, judgments, and legal responses relat-
ing to actual incidents presented to a judge or jurisconsult for final settlement. With
reference to our text, the term nawàzil probably signifies legal precedents.

3 Evidently the author sent an earlier version that omitted some legal issues. The
current treatise consists of a wider range of maritime issues and covers the topic
from different perspectives, including the opinions of Màlikì legal authorities. The
far-flung correspondence among Muslim jurists of Crete, Egypt, North Africa and
Andalusia may indicate an attempt to unify maritime customs and laws by apply-
ing legal opinions of Muslim jurists from one Islamic Mediterranean territory to
other ones.

4 In shipping law, this term is limited to mean the price paid for the trans-
portation of goods.
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because leasing the ships is an original element in the contract [aßl],
whereas hiring the seamen is the derived element [ far'], for no ship

can sail without them; thus, whatever impediments may confront

seamen will also befall the ship.

(14) The validity of the contract for leasing ships and hiring sea-

men, and such, depends on the safe delivery [of the cargo],5 on the

professional behavior [of the crew],6 and on clearly designating a

destination; [these principles] stand in the place of an explicit stip-

ulation.7 Leasing pack camels to transport [goods from] one coun-

try to another is similar. Once the distance is known, one does not

stipulate the number of days involved.

Were we not allowed to hire seamen unless all relevant stipula-

tions of the contract were known, it would necessarily follow that

leasing a ship to sail from one country to another would not be

allowed unless these stipulations were precisely defined.8 No learned

scholar, however, has ever embraced such an interpretation. Indeed

most jurists have disapproved of it and claimed that such conditions

were not to be attached to the leasing of ships since they are beyond

human control and God, the Great and Almighty, “hath made them

subject,”9 the same as He subjugated the winds10 and the sea.11

Dealing with the leasing of ships, there is a statement attributed to

Màlik12 that I shall quote in due course, God willing.

Someone may argue that perhaps seamen and ship owners will

assume that their sojourn [at sea] is to be short, but it turns out

that it is prolonged; therefore, their hire is not permissible without

specifying the duration of it. But the issue is similar to the use of

pack camels that also could possibly speed up and traverse a dis-

5 Salàma: Safety and well being of the cargo, i.e., the goods are safely delivered
to their destination.

6 Istiqàma: Responsible professional behavior of seamen, i.e., the seamen should
not deliberately spoil the cargo and the contents of the vessel.

7 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:297–298.
8 Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:26; Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙, 3:531; Shiqßì, Manhaj al-ˇàlibìn,

12:295.
9 Qur"àn 14:32.

10 Qur"àn 38:36.
11 Qur"àn 45:12.
12 Màlik Ibn Anas (97–179/715–795) was the founder of the Màlikì madhhab, a

Sunnì legal school, which spread westwards from its first centers, Medìna and Egypt,
over almost all of Muslim North, Central and West Africa, and the Mediterranean
Islands. It was also predominant in Muslim Spain. 
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tance in a short time or could conceivably slow down and traverse

a distance over a long time. But the validity of the contract for leas-

ing pack camels, ships, and other conveyances, as we have stated,

depends on safe delivery [of cargo] and on the professional conduct

[of the employees]. Should a hindrance impede them or an acci-

dent befall [the ship], judgment would then be considered forthwith.

If such an accident does not inflict serious damage on either party

to the contract, they should be patient and wait until the disap-

pearance of the contingency. However, if it should inflict harm on

them, such as delaying the passengers’ departure to a time when

travel is hazardous due to rough seas, the onset of winter, or for

fear of an enemy, then the contract between them shall be null and

void.13 On the annulment of the contract, jurists hold controversial

opinions that I will present at the proper place, God willing.

The annulment [of the contract] corresponds with the [Prophetic]

tradition: “There shall be no harming of one man by another.”14

Also, it is just like the a˙wal (squint-eyed) and the ru"yàn (full vision)15

or the ar˙à,16 (15) which, when water dries up in their encampment,

or its indigenous dwellers (landlords) repossess the area around it,

causes the agreement between them to lapse. Equally, when a hired

slave falls sick or escapes slavery before the termination of his servi-

tude, the case is brought before a judicial authority to invalidate the

contract between the slave’s owner and the man he was hired to.

[In all cases], since the contract is conditioned on security and

uprightness, then the turn of events makes invalidation of the con-

tract imperative. However, it has been already held that if what tran-

spired did not cause tremendous harm to either party, he should be

patient until the contingency passes. Màlik is reported in Ibn al-

Mawwàz’s17 book as saying: If the crewmen are hired on a ship for

13 Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 10:378; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153–154; Shiqßì, Manhaj al-
ˇàlibìn, 12:295–296, remarks that a seaman may abrogate the contract if sailing
aboard the ship is risky owing to inadequate caulking and equipment; the contract
is nullified after the ship has been examined by experts in maritime industry.

14 Là ∂arar wa-là ∂iràr—no licit good faith contract should lead to harm either
to oneself or damage to others. See Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:136.

15 Qur"àn 6:50: “can the squint-eyed be held equal to the seeing?” See also Qur"àn
11:24; 13:16; 35:19; 40:58) often compares the blind with those who see clearly.

16 The ar˙à means independent-minded tribes relying on self-sufficiency and dis-
carding interdependence.

17 Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn Ibràhìm Ibn Ziyàd al-Mawwàz (180–269/
796–882) is a Màlikì jurist from Alexandria of the third generation Màlikì jurists
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a three-day journey, but the wind entraps them for twenty days,

whereupon they request termination of the contract and settlement

of the bill, they will not be entitled to do so, nor will the ship owner

if he asks for [termination and annulment]. Màlik approved, accord-

ing to this ruling, fixing a timetable on the lease of a ship and coun-

seled patience should delay cause no serious harm to any of the

contracting parties. Hiring a ship and her crew [for voyages] from

one town to another is permissible, in our view, because custom

('urf ) in this case replaces and even supersedes an explicit stipula-

tion. Do not you see how Ibn al-Qàsim18 endorses the hiring of an

artisan to construct a house and allows him to supply the gypsum

and clay without specifying the exact quantities to be used in the

building, nor the time necessary for its completion? Now, since the

quantity of materials to be used in the construction of a building is

standard and the period of time for completion of the job is known

by custom, these would stand in the place of an explicit contractual

stipulation. If it should be concluded that that agreement had been

made to award a contract for construction, but did not stipulate that

the artisan had to do it by his own hand, and he was paid for it,

then a subcontract is permissible. It is also inappropriate to fix a

time for completion of the construction, or [42v.] the quantity and

(†abaqa al-thàlitha). He is the author of various books of which the most important
is Kitàb al-Mawwàziyya, considered as important as Sa˙nùn’s Mudawwana. It is one
of the most comprehensive, and reliable jurisprudential works of the Màlikìs. Qà∂ì
'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik wa-Taqrìb al-Masàlik li-Ma'rifat A'làm Madhhab Màlik (Ribà†:
Wizàrat al-Awqàf wal-Shu"ùn al-Maghribiyya, 1965), 4:167–169; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-
Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab fì Ma'rifat A'yàn 'Ulamà" al-Madhhab (Cairo: Dàr al-Turàth lil-ˇab'
wal-Nashr, 1972), 2:166–167; Jalàl al-Dìn al-Suyù†ì, Óusn al-Mu˙à∂ara fì Akhbàr Mißr
wal-Qàhira (Cairo: al-Ma†ba'a al-Sharqiyya, ?), 1:199; Mu˙ammad Ibn Mu˙ammad
Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr al-Zakiyya fì ˇabaqàt al-Màlikiyya (Beirut: Dàr al-Kitàb al-
'Arabì, 1930), 68; Khayr al-Dìn al-Zirkilì, Al-A'làm (Beirut, 1979), 6:183.

18 Abù 'Abd Allàh 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn al-Qàsim Ibn Khàlid Ibn Junàda al-
'Utqì al-Mißrì, known as Ibn al-Qàsim (133–191/751–806) is an Egyptian born
jurist and one of Màlik’s disciples, who was well versed in sufism and the sciences.
His famous judicial compilation, Kitàb al-Mudawwana, consists of large number of
legal responsa narrated by the Imàm Màlik. Abù Is˙àq al-Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt al-Fuqahà"
(Beirut: Dàr al-Rà"id al-'Arabì, 1970), 150; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik, 3:244–261;
Shihàb al-Dìn Abì al-Fa∂l A˙mad Ibn 'Alì Ibn Óajr al-'Asqalànì, Tahdhìb al-Tahdhìb
(Hayderabad: Dà"irat al-Ma'àrif al-Nizàmiyya, 1907), 6:252–254; Abù al-'Abbàs
Shams al-Dìn A˙mad Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn Khallikàn, Wafayyàt al-A'yàn wa-Anbà"
Abnà" al-Zamàn (Cairo: Maktabat al-Nah∂a, 1948), 2:311–313; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj,
1:465–468; Michele Amari, Al-Maktaba al-Íiqilliya (Baghdàd: Maktabat al-Muthanà,
1969), 185–186; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 58; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 4:97.
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quality of gypsum and clay to be used in it since custom in such

cases replaces an explicit contractual stipulation. Such examples are

found in tailoring, weaving and elsewhere, where [the completion

time] is not specified in the hiring contract. Since the time element

for completion of work is known among people, this takes the place

of a condition specifying a time of completion. As Sa˙nùn19 report-

edly said: “If hiring arrangements are to be admitted solely on the

basis of analogy (qiyàs),20 most will be invalidated; [only recourse to

custom makes them licit].”21 Success granted by God.

II. Chapter on the Hire of Ships: Forms of Hire, Guaranteed Service or a

Particular Means of Transport; Rent on a Specific or General Facility;

Collecting Part of the Cargo in Lieu of Transport—What Is Licit and

Illicit; the Profit Involved

(16) Leasing ships is like hiring pack or riding animals. It takes one

of two forms: a guaranteed personal service, or hiring a specific ship,

19 Abù Sa'ìd 'Abd al-Salàm Ibn Sa'ìd Ibn Óabìb al-Tanùkhì, known as Sa˙nùn
(160–240/777–854), was a judge and a Màlikì jurist of the first generation (†abaqa
al-ùlà), but did not see or meet Imàm Màlik. He studied with Ibn al-Qàsim, Ibn
Wahb and Ashhab and became the outstanding scholar of the Maghrib. His fam-
ily immigrated from Óomß, Syria, to Qayrawàn, Tunisia, where he was a qà∂ì from
234/848 until his death in 240/854. Kitàb al-Mudawwana, attributed to Ibn al-Qàsim,
is regarded as one of the outstanding jurisprudential sources used by the people of
Qayrawàn. Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt al-Fuqahà", 156–157; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik,
4:45–88; 'Asqalànì, Tahdhìb al-Tahdhìb, 6:252–254; Ibn Khallikàn, Wafiyyàt al-A'yàn,
2:352–354; Abù Bakr 'Abd Allàh Ibn Abì 'Abd Allàh al-Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-Nufùs fì
'Ulamà" al-Qayrawàn wa-Ifrìqiya (Cairo: Maktabat al-Nah∂a al-Mißriyya, 1951), 1:249–290;
Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 2:30–37; Amari, Al-Maktaba al-Íiqilliya, 186–187;
Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 69; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 4:129.

20 Qiyàs: Analogy, syllogism—the extension of the ˙ukm of a specific case estab-
lished by the texts to a case under deliberation on the basis of a common under-
lying cause. The equivalent term of the Óanafites is isti˙sàn. This principle was used
by the Óanafì and Màlikì law schools where the rule indicated by strict analogy
or syllogism is ignored and a rule based on other factors like a general principle
of necessity, is preferred. The contract for hiring is an example. Strict syllogism
(qiyàs) maintains that a contract cannot be concluded for benefits that are not in
actual existence. In the hiring contract for wages, for example, the services of the
worker will emerge only when he begins work, but do not exist at the time of the
contract. The Óanafites would say that the contract is permissible on the basis of
necessity, because the benefits to be derived from the worker cannot possibly be
brought into existence before the contract. The same situation prevails in renting
property and in many other cases. This juristic preference is called isti˙sàn.

21 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:225; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:495, 502.
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pack camel, or riding animal.22 'Umar Ibn al-Kha††àb and 'Alì Ibn

Abì ˇàlib, may God be pleased with them, stated with reference to

[the rental] of a specific beast of burden that if it were to perish,

the contract is null and void. The lessor does not have to bring a

substitute, except if reaching the destination is stipulated; in such a

case, the service is guaranteed. The same principle applies to leas-

ing a ship. It is unlawful to stipulate that a ship must bring with it

a substitute in case she is wrecked, just as it is unlawful to require

that a pack animal must have with it a substitute in case the first

perishes. However, in the absence of such a condition, the contract

is permissible and will be terminated with the death of the beast of

burden or the wreck of the ship. The ship and the beast of burden

are in the same category as the employee and the shepherd. Just as

it is forbidden to hire an employee or a shepherd with the guaran-

tee that he must provide for a substitute for himself at the same

amount he is paid in the event he dies, so it is with hiring a specific

pack animal or a particular ship. It is unlawful to lease a particu-

lar beast of burden or ship on the condition that if the beast were

to perish or the ship be wrecked, her owner is required to procure

a substitute.23

Mu˙ammad Ibn al-Mawwàz holds: It is not permissible for a

specific individual to make a condition guaranteeing his soundness

of mind or usefulness, nor that of a specific shepherd, pack camel,

slave, employee, ship, or house to guarantee that if he/it perishes,

a replacement would be called for. But it is permissible to agree on

the specific object itself, so that if it were to perish, an obligation

would arise.24 Hiring an employee should only be to perform a par-

ticular task; the lessor or employee is commissioned to complete it

because completion is the subject matter of the contract.25 [A lessee

22 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:409. On composing a contract of carriage in a specific
ship, consult al-ˇa˙àwì, Al-Shurù† al-Íaghìr, 1:447; Ibn al-Mughìth, Al-Muqni' fì 'Ilm
al-Shurù†, 442–444; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 224–225; Marràkishì, Wathà"iq al-
Muràbi†ìn wal-Muwa˙˙idìn, 470–472; Ibn 'Àßim, I˙kàm al-A˙kàm, 197; Ibn Salmùn,
Al-'Iqd al-Munzzam, 2:4–5; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:659.

23 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:440; Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt,
7:38; Ibn al-Barràj, Al-Muhadhdhab, 1:483; Ibn Juzayy, Al-Qawànìn al-Fiqhiyya, 281;
Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 225; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:474–475; Óa††àb, Mawàhib
al-Jalìl, 7:550–551; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:155.

24 Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:475.
25 Qudùrì, Mukhtaßar al-Qudùrì, 118.
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cannot stipulate on a lessor to] replace damaged goods [by sound

ones], even if the former shows to the latter upon signing the con-

tract, what he does or has done; it is like a condition (ßifa) on what

he does or what should be done. If (an exceptional) stipulation were

made governing only the lessee, it would be unlawful. If the ship

lessee upon signing the contract brings commodities and stipulates

that the ship owner not carry other cargo, nor replace it with other

[cargo], then such a contract is vitiated. If he agrees to do so and

carries that cargo, the ship owner is entitled to collect a compara-

ble freight.26

(17) An account is cited in Mu˙ammad Ibn al-Mawwàz’s book

and [43r.] in the 'Utbiyya, narrated by Abì Zayd,27 but attributed to

Ibn al-Qàsim, where Ibn al-Mawwàz transmits an oral holding from

Ibn al-Qàsim that states: If you hire a ship owner to convey you to

such-and-such town, but he fails to do so; or, [if ] a man brings a

ship for lease, but the lessee does not know of any other available

vessel, and he (lessee) does not tell him (lessor) “you transport me

in this particular ship,” [if either of these conditions exists and] if

she wrecks after he boards her, then the lessor would have to pro-

cure a substitute to transport the lessee. This is a guaranteed ser-

vice as long as the lessee does not stipulate: “I am leasing from you

this particular ship herself,” in which case the leasing contract is

nullified due to the wreck.28 Ibn al-Mawwàz adds to Abù Zayd’s

holding: If a man hired half the ship or a quarter of her space, this

would be tantamount to specificity.29

Ibn al-Mawwàz says: Màlik holds that there is no harm in char-

tering a ship for a month. He was further asked: [What if ] the wind

varies, blows harder or slackens? Response: There is no harm in

26 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:120; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf,
21:155–156. The subject is ably addressed by Noble, Principles of Islamic Maritime
Law, 149–160.

27 Abù Zayd'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn 'Umar Ibn Abì al-Ghamr (d. 234/848). Qà∂ì
'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik, 2:565; Abù 'Umar Mu˙ammad Ibn Yùsuf al-Kindì, Kitàb
al-Wulà wal-Qu∂à (Beirut: Ma†ba'at al-Àbà" al-Yasù'iyìn, 1908), 503.

28 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 225; Ibn al-Barràj, Al-Muhadhdhab, 1:483; Ibn
Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:81–82. The lease, according to the Màlikì law school,
is a guaranteed service, so long as the lessee has not specified the beast of burden’s
or the ship’s name, or points it out by stating: “this beast of burden or ship of
yours.”

29 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:91.
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such a thing. The same principle applies to a beast of burden, which

might speed up or slow down. For this reason, Mu˙ammad (Ibn al-

Mawwàz) adds that the ports at which the vessel will call and the

berths where she will lie must be specified. Although Màlik holds a

different opinion, this (view) is nearer to my thinking.30 Mu˙ammad

holds: If he were asked to convey them to a destination, which he

describes as one month’s journey or some other time designation, it

would be devoid of validity. Màlik was asked: What should happen

if a lessee chartered a ship to undertake two consecutive journeys,

one in winter and one in summer? Response: There is no harm in

such a thing.31 He was then asked about the ship sailing at the mercy

of winds, which may speed up or slow down during the ten days of

launching and commissioning her for sailing? Response: The con-

tract is devoid of validity if the departure is delayed, otherwise it is

unaffected.

Likewise, if a lessee were to hire a ship, or an employee, or a

pack animal to transport goods for a fixed freight—be it a com-

modity, an animal, or foodstuff (†a'àm)—to be delivered instantly to

the hireling, then such hire is valid. However, if he were to stipu-

late on the lessor to delay the delivery (payment), (18) then it would

be disapproved.32 It is like purchasing a specific commodity for a

long-delayed payment, where mishaps could occur while payment is

pending. The purchaser cannot anticipate how that commodity will

fare, or whether it will remain intact over the designated long term.33

What happens, then, if a dispute arises concerning the method of

payment where the contract for hire was signed without a stipula-

tion as to the time of payment, whether immediate or delayed?

[Response]: If the local custom of that particular town is to hire for

an immediate payment, then it would be legitimate to demand such

payment forthwith. Otherwise, if the custom in that country approves

of a delayed payment, then, in my opinion, it is forbidden.34

30 Ibid., 7:40; Majlisì, Milàdh al-Akhyàr, 11:396; Sughdì, Al-Nutaf, 2:573, 892;
Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:655–656. Even if the contract expires during the
voyage, her owner is bound to bring the lessee to his final destination.

31 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:43.
32 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:410.
33 Mohammad H. Kamali, Islamic Commercial Law (Cambridge: Islamic Texts

Society, 2000), 110–116.
34 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Raßßà', Shar˙ Óudùd Ibn 'Arafa, 2:520–521;

Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:387; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:550–551.
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Ibn Óabìb35 argues that freight charges are collectable in pro-

portion to the distance covered.36 Conversely, Ibn al-Qàsim, as stated

in the Mudawwana, does not approve of such an arrangement. However,

in a contract where the sum is paid promptly, one must specify [the

payment arrangements] in the leasing contract. Ibn Óabìb also cited

Ibn al-Qàsim in the Wà∂i˙a as saying that such a specification in

the latter’s opinion is disallowed. Ibn Óabìb holds: We do not rat-

ify it, but contend that if the leasing contract were to be contingent

upon collecting a specific portion [of cargo], it must be delivered

forthwith to the lessor to set his seal explicitly and formally to the

leasing transaction. The lessee must disregard the customary prac-

tice of a particular town, whether it approves of postponing the

freight charges or paying it in advance.37 Also, one of Màlik’s col-

leagues, whom I trust, told me: Whoever hires [the services of a

lessor] for fixed dìnàrs, as Ibn al-Qàsim holds, it is inappropriate, in

my view, to delay the payment due for one or two days, unless the

lessee makes a provision to guarantee its delivery, or pledges deliv-

ery in the custody of a neutral third party [43v.]. In this case, if the

lessee were to sell the cargo to someone else and repayment falls

due, he would be obligated to procure the same.38

One of Màlik’s rulings states: Hiring the service of a ship owner

to transport foodstuff from one town to another by paying him part

of the consignment as consideration is lawful, so long as the ship

owner collects his share at the point of embarkation.39 The lessee

cannot stipulate that the lessor postpone delivery of that portion of

the cargo until the destination is reached. If he so stipulated, it would

be illicit, because he has hired him with the promise to pay that

specific portion of foodstuff at another town (port of call); such a

stipulation invalidates the lease agreement. If the shipper or the ship

35 Abù Marwàn 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Óabìb Ibn Sulaymàn Ibn Hàrùn Ibn 'Abbàs
Ibn Murdàs al-Salamì al-Qur†ubì (174–238/790–853), a most learned Andalusian
jurist, was born in Elvira and settled in Cordova. Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt al-Fuqahà", 162;
Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik, 4:122–142; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 2:8–15;
'Asqalànì, Tahdhìb al-Tahdhìb, 6:390–391; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 74–75; Zirkilì,
Al-A'làm, 4:302; Mu˙ammad Óajjì, Mawsù'at A'làm al-Maghrib (Beirut: Dàr al-Gharb
al-Islàmì, 1990), 1:199.

36 Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:26.
37 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:92; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-

Jalìl, 7:499–501.
38 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228.
39 Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:26.
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owner does not so stipulate, and both keep silence on this matter,

the hire is valid because the lessor is not prevented from collecting

his portion of the cargo. Such an arrangement falls in the same cat-

egory as a stipulation that the lessee could not claim it unless the

destination was reached. Ibn al-Qàsim holds: If the ship owner does

not stipulate when he may collect his portion, and if the food owner

does not make a provision (19) to pay him at the moment the agree-

ment is concluded, and neither objects after the agreement is made,

the contract of hire will be invalid unless the place of payment is

fixed.40 [Moreover, consider a case] where a ship foundered en route

and the foodstuffs were entirely lost. [Response]: If the foodstuff
owner claims that the contract took effect when a lessor collected

his portion of the cargo at the point of embarkation in order to

secure [the shipping charges], whereas the ship owner protests that

he neither leased the ship nor was to receive payment for the voy-

age until arrival at the destination, then, in such a case, the state-

ment of the owner of the foodstuff is presumed to be true because

he has presented a prima facie case [based upon the lessor’s accep-

tance of his portion]. Furthermore, the burden of proof rests on the

ship owner to corroborate his allegation concerning the conditions

imposed by the owner of the foodstuff. He must prove that the lessee

imposed an illegal precondition that he would not collect his share

except after arrival. Otherwise, he is liable for that portion of foodstuff
after its owner swears in the name of God that such provision was

not imposed upon the ship owner, as the latter claimed. [By law],

the lessor procures his share of the shipment at the port of embarka-

tion because this is his remuneration, and no other freight is to be

paid to him until the port of destination is reached. From Ibn al-

Mawwàz’s book and other [legal sources], Màlik is quoted to this

effect: There is no prohibition against making a profit on the lease

of a ship, such as when a man rents a ship and then subleases her

to a third party at the same rate or more.

40 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:306; Abù al-Qàsim Ibn Sarràj al-Andalusì, Fatàwà
Qà∂ì al-Jamà'a (Abù Dhabì: Al-Majma' al-Thaqàfì, 2000), 198–200; 'Abd al-Rafì',
Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:525: It is permissible to pay the ship owner in kind on the con-
dition that he collects his portion whenever he wishes.
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III. Chapter on Obstacles to Execution of the Concluded Contract of

Affreightment and to Reaching the Destination; Arrangements Regarding 

Freight Charges

If a person charters [a ship] from a ship owner at a time favorable

to travel by sea, but the wind then ceases to blow; or they are kept

from boarding for one reason or another such as an impediment by

local authorities or any other obstacles for the duration of the period

when seafaring is safe, and, subsequently, the navigation season draws

to its end, and winter arrives and with it the hazardous treachery

of the sea; or some fear arises on account of the turbulent sea, free-

booters, a foreign enemy, or the like; if any of these obstacles arises

and is authenticated, then the leasing contract between the ship

owner and shipper would be nullified. Whoever [44r.] seeks to depart

under these worrisome and risky circumstances will not be entitled

to do so. If either party to the contract, a lessee or a lessor, refuses

to sail and insists on nullifying the contract, he will be entitled to

do so—be he a lessee or a lessor—inasmuch as what we have stated

is confirmed.41

(20) Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar al-Iskandarànì42 was asked: What if

they arrived at their intended destination but encountered the enemy

[there]? Response: They should head back to some Islamic coastal

areas until God Almighty delivers that captive land for which they

intended to sail; the contract remains valid. Whoever wishes to unload

his cargo from the ship may do so after paying the freight charges

to the ship owner. The deterrence of the enemy equals the deter-

rence posed by a rough sea that could prevent [ships] from setting

out; this means that the leasing contract remains valid between them.43

Ibn Óabìb holds: What if they, after covering part of the distance,

encounter an extreme and incomparable peril, so that the danger is

obvious, and the lessee wants to proceed, while the lessor does not,

or vice versa? [Response]: If the passage is indisputably blocked and

becomes impassable, with no hope of relief for days on end, which

41 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:646.
42 Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar Ibn Yùsuf Ibn 'Àmir al-Kinànì al-

Andalusì al-Iskandarànì (d. 310/923). See Introduction, 21–22.
43 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:526; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:651–654;

Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:302–305.
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would inflict losses on all parties or on one of them, the leasing con-

tract would be nullified and they should settle the account by mutual

agreement. He adds: If they anchored at an uninhabited place, where

the lessee did not reap any benefit from the hire [of the ship], the

lessor should reimburse the claimant (shipper). [But, they have to

consider whether] the safely guarded place is either located near or

beyond the destination. If the nearest safely guarded place is located

within arm’s reach [a short distance from the destination], the ship

owner is entitled to collect a comparable [the contracted] freight. If

he sailed beyond the destination, he should collect a comparable

freight, as well as additional amount for the difference in increase

distance traveled. Aßbagh44 has also clarified to me the issues raised

by those who sign a contract to lease a ship at a time when trav-

eling by sea is unfavorable, in winter or the like, provided that they

depart at that particular time, and no provision is made for waiting

for a favorable sea on which people can travel safely. [Response]:

This is illicit and constitutes a basis for invalidating the contract of

lease, for their boarding at that moment in time is risky, and the

Prophet—may God bless him and grant him salvation—has ordained

against risk-taking (gharar).45 However, if, upon signing the lease, they

stipulated that they would wait until such time as the sea becomes

favorable for a round trip journey, this would be lawful unless they

have not signed the contract for a specific ship. But if they paid the

freight in advance and their departure is postponed to a time when

it is favorable to travel by sea, be it a week or a half-month roughly,

this would be acceptable and the payment [contract] is permissible.

However, if the waiting period extends to two months or more, then

it is prohibited (21) to pay the freight. There is nothing illegal about

44 Abù 'Abd Allàh Aßbagh Ibn al-Faraj Ibn Sa'ìd Ibn Nàfi' al-Mißrì (d. 225/840)
was a disciple of Ibn al-Qàsim, Ibn Wahb, and Ashhab, and the first Egyptian gen-
eration Màlikì jurists. His grandfather Nàfi' 'Atìq Ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz Ibn Marwàn
Ibn al-Óakam was the governor of Egypt during the Umayyàd caliphate. Kindì,
Al-Wulà wal-Qu∂à, 434–435; Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt al-Fuqahà", 153; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-
Madàrik, 2:17–22; 'Asqalànì, Tahdhìb al-Tahdhìb, 1:361–362; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-
Mudhahhab, 1:299–300; Ibn Khallikàn, Wafiyyàt al-A'yàn, 1:217; Suyù†ì, Óusn al-Mu˙à∂ara,
1:192; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 66; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 4:336; Óajjì, A'làm al-Maghrib,
1:191. 

45 Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 10:378; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:646; Wansharìsì,
Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299: If the season of navigation has elapsed and traveling by sea becomes
risky, the contract can be abrogated by either party. 
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entering into contract without attaching a timetable, provided it is

a guaranteed lease service not assigned to a specific ship. Under

these circumstances, it is lawful to enter into a contract and pay the

freight on condition that they undertake the voyage during the sea-

son of navigation and pay the charges in advance. However, if the

departure schedule is far off into the future, then paying the freight

is lawful, if the service is guaranteed.46

Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar al-Iskandarànì frequently cites a responsum

attributed to [44v.] Màlik and Ibn al-Qàsim, stating: Paying the

freight in advance, in compliance with ju'l (a contractual condition)47

is reprehensible because the freight is only payable after the desti-

nation has been reached. Until then it is reprehensible to pay the

freight.48 'Abd Allàh Ibn Nàfi',49 Aßbagh, and Ashhab50 disagreed

with them and held: Paying the freight in advance is permissible; [if

the terms of the agreement are carried out, the ship owner] is enti-

tled to collect the freight commensurate with the distance traversed.

They base this rule on the principle relating to land journeys, where

the freight charges are paid commensurate with the distance cov-

ered. Nevertheless, Aßbagh added: If the vessel sailed in stormy seas

and the wind hurled her back [to the port of origin], the ship owner

would not be entitled to collect the freight, since the distance cov-

46 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485; Burzulì, Jàmi'
Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:642, 648–650, 656; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 9:117; Óa††àb, Mawàhib
al-Jalìl, 7:499–501.

47 ju'l or ji'àla—A contract in which the entitlement to wages depends upon com-
pleting the task; that is, the contract is entered into by independent contractors. In
other words, it is ijàra (hire) in which the acquisition of benefits is probable. For
further details on this topic see Noble, “Principles of Islamic Maritime Law,” 97–102.

48 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:641.
49 'Abd Allàh Ibn Nàfi' al-Sà"igh al-Makhzùmì (d. 186/802), attended Màlik’s

sessions and succeeded Ibn Kinàna as muftì in Medìna. Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt al-Fuqahà",
153; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 1:409–410; 'Asqalànì, Tahdhìb al-Tahdhìb,
6:51–52; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 55.

50 Ashhab Ibn 'Abd al-'Azız Ibn Dàwùd Ibn Ibràhìm al-Qaysì (145–204/762–819)
was a companion of Màlik and a highly learned Egyptian scholar. Mu˙ammad Ibn
Idrìs al-Shàfi'ì, the founder of the Shàfi'ì law school, said about him: “Egypt did
not introduce a scholar who is more versed in jurisprudence than Ashhab.” Kindì,
Al-Wulà wal-Qu∂à, 346, 386; Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt al-Fuqahà", 150–151; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb
al-Madàrik, 3:262–271; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 1:307–308; 'Asqalànì,
Tahdhìb al-Tahdhìb, 1:359–360; Ibn Khallikàn, Wafiyyàt al-A'yàn, 1:215–217; Amari,
Al-Maktaba al-Íiqilliya, 186; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 59; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 1:335; Óajjì,
A'làm al-Maghrib, 1:179.
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ered on the great expanse of sea is in the realm of the unknown,

while the distance upon sailing in cabotage is known [measurable].51

From the 'Utbiyya: Abù Zayd narrated an account ascribed to Ibn

al-Qàsim about someone who hired a ship owner to convey cargo

to Alexandria. After covering part of the route, the vessel came to

a standstill in shallow water. Response: He should pay him propor-

tionate to the distance covered. He was then asked: What would

happen if the ship owner assumed that he is committed to convey

the cargo, and therefore he subleased [a vessel] and brought it to

Alexandria? Response: No payment is due to the ship owner, because

it is within his right not to do so; he must refund the lessee for the

remaining distance. He was further asked: What if the vessel came

to a halt at an uninhabited location where no authority exists, but

the ship owner feared loss of cargo and so he subleased [another

ship]? Response: Perhaps [he is entitled to collect the whole freight],

and this case is distinguishable from the former.52 'Ìsà also recounted

a similar ruling accredited to Ibn al-Qàsim concerning someone who

hired a ship for Alexandria. When he arrived at the canal he found

it empty of water. Response: The freight is payable in proportion

to the distance covered.

Sa˙nùn was asked: What if a lessee hired [a vessel] for shipping

cargo to some town, but, upon covering half the distance, he was

informed that he could not enter the intended port of debarkation?

Response: Yes, in such a situation (22) the lease is nullified and [the

shipper] must indemnify [the ship owner] in accordance with the

distance traversed.53 Others held: If after reaching midway he dis-

covered that he could not enter the destination, as Sa˙nùn has sug-

gested, and headed back to the port of departure, the lessee must

pay half the transportation charges for the outward bound trip and

a comparable freight for the return trip.

Also from the 'Utbiyya: Aßbagh was asked about those who char-

ter ships to ship cargo to a particular town, but, after a month or

51 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:111; Ibn Rushd, Bidàyat
al-Mujtahid, 282 (English page) [The Distinguished Jurist’s Primer, Trans. by Imran
Ahsan Nyazee (London: Garnet Publishing, 1996), 2:282; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485;
'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:525–526; Wansharìsì, 'Uddat al-Burùq, 554–555.

52 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:100–102, 109; Ibn Rushd,
Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:63–65; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485–486.

53 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:132; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228.
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so, the winds hurl them back to the port from which they embarked.

What if they were still stranded on the vastness of the sea, or arrived

at a port village and then were driven back to the high seas, or

sailed by it when they could have disembarked, if they desired?

Response: If they were stranded on the vastness of the sea that closed

upon them until the wind drove them back [to the embarkation

port], they are absolved from paying the freight because they did

not reap any benefit, nor did they reach a place where they could

profit from the sale of their goods and allow them to pay the freight

commensurate with the distance covered to that location.54 However,

those who anchored at a port village and subsequently resumed sail

would be obligated to pay the freight in proportion to the distance

covered to that village; it is just as if the vessel were wrecked, but

the cargo, or part of it, escaped damage. Then, they would have to

pay the freight in proportion to the profit they made. But were they

to arrive at a village and decide not to disembark, although they

were able to land, or the contrary, the rule is as follows: If 

they drew very close to the shore and reached a point [45r.] where

they felt safe and not threatened by the wind, because of their prox-

imity to the shore, and having dropped anchor and wished they

could have anchored there, but then the winds beat them away, the

freight due by those shippers is commensurate to the distance [cov-

ered] to that location, as we have already indicated. But, if they

sailed away from the coast, to where they could not feel secure but

felt threatened, and therefore headed back, they would be exempt

from paying the freight. However, where the wind did not overtake

them, but [the ship] turned back owing to the threat of pirates or

Byzantines [Rùm],55 or at the request of the passengers, then the

shippers must pay the freight. But, if the ship owner was the one

to turn them back against their wishes, no freight is due him. If the

passengers ask to return, because of fear of pirates, Byzantines, or

sea turbulence, the contract shall be nullified as if had made no

54 Khushanì, Ußùl al-Futyà, 148; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485; Awzajandì, Fatàwà
Kàzì Khàn, 2:286. The lessee is exempted from paying the freight if he did not
accompany his cargo.

55 Byzantines or Italians, in a broader context refer to Europeans. One should
remember that during this period of time, the Byzantine Empire was the most dom-
inant Christian naval power in the Mediterranean.
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profit from the sale of their cargo.56 If they retreated to a place other

than that from which they boarded. After proceeding part of the

way, but could not disembark safely and make any profit on the

journey, he (the ship owner) may cast anchor at this safe port, (23)

if he is unable to proceed. However, they have no right to head

back to the place from which they departed; the ship owner would

be entitled to collect the freight proportionate to their proceeds as

well as the distance covered. If some passengers on the ship feared

for their lives on the voyage toward the original destination and were

advised against their will not to discharge [and sell] their goods in

a place other than the destination, then they would have to pay the

rental due; it is more to my liking if they are charged for the out-

ward bound voyage up to the point where they landed, at a fee

commensurate with the rate of the original contract, in addition to

the agreed upon freight for the return trip.57

Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar58 holds: If their hire of this ship was concluded

upon sailing in cabotage in sight of the coast—for example sailing

from Mißr (Egypt/Fus†à†) to Ifrìqiya (Tunisia)—but the winds blew

them back to the embarkation port, they would have to pay the

freight proportionate to the distance traversed.59 However, if their

lease provided that they would sail across the high seas, as, for

instance, to sail from Sicily to Ifrìqiya or Andalusia, but the winds

turned them back to the port from which they departed, they would

be exempt from paying the shipping fees provided they made no

profit on the route the ship sailed.60

56 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:650–651; Raßßà', Shar˙ Óudùd Ibn 'Arafa,
2:525. It was suggested that if the pirates captured the cargo but released the ves-
sel, the cargo owners have to pay the freight; they are exempted from paying the
freight if the pirates seized the vessel, too. 

57 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:109–110; Ibn Rushd, Al-
Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:147–150; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:642; Kindì, Al-
Mußannaf, 21:155; Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙, 3:580–581.

58 Abù Zakariyyà Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar Ibn Yù suf al-Kinànì al-Andalusì
(213–289/828–902) was a Cordovan jurist and the author of many jurisprudential
works. He traveled in Muslim countries in the East, arrived in Qayrawàn, and spent
his last years in the coastal ribà† of Sùsa, where he joined Sa˙nùn. Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt
al-Fuqahà", 163; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik, 4:357–364; Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-Nufùs,
1:396–406; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 2:355–357; Amari, Al-Maktaba al-
Íiqilliya, 187–188, 192–194; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 73; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 9:201.

59 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:641–642.
60 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:111, 112; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad

al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:597.
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Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd61 was asked for his opinion about

a group of shippers who had transported their cargo on a ship for

a fixed freight from Sicily to al-Mahdiyya. The ship [first] sailed to

Iqlìbiya62 on the coast of Ifrìqiya.63 From there she continued on

her voyage toward al-Mahdiyya. While sailing, she encountered a

strong wind blowing contrary to the current with which they had

been sailing. The sea became tumultuous, and therefore they jetti-

soned part of the cargo. Then they sailed back to Sicily in conster-

nation seeking safety. Will the shippers have to pay the freight or

not? What if part of the cargo was damaged? How should they set-

tle the controversy among themselves, as to whether the damage [to

the cargo] resulted from the seawater (24) before, or after being jet-

tisoned? Is the ship included in the calculation of general average?

If a group of shippers disembarked at the port where they anchored

on the coast of Ifrìqiya, do they have to pay the freight charges?

What [would be the payment due] if they disembark, leave their

cargo behind, travel to al-Mahdiyya, and await their cargo to fol-

low? Should the contribution of the freemen be valued64 at the same

rate as the slaves? Likewise, are a Muslim’s slaves valued like those

owned by [45v.] an infidel? Response: Neither the freemen travel-

ing on board nor the seamen and service workers on the ship,

whether slaves or freemen, are subject to contribution. However,

articles acquired for commercial purposes, such as foodstuffs, goods,

and slaves owned by Muslims or infidels, are subject to contribu-

tion; the ship’s servants are excluded from distribution calculations.65

61 Abù Zayd 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn al-Qayrawànì (310–386/922–996)
is the author of Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt 'alà mà fì al-Mudawwana min ghayrihà min al-
Ummahàt (Beirut: Dàr al-Gharab al-Islàmì, 1999). 

62 Iqlìbiya (Qulaybiyah/Kélibia) is a fortified coastal castle that lies in the vicin-
ity of Carthage on the coast of Ifrìqiya. See Idrìsì, Nuzhat al-Mushtàq, 1:276, 301,
303; Yàqùt, Mu'jam al-Buldàn, 1:237.

63 Khalilieh, “Ribà† System and Its Role in Coastal Navigation,” 212–225. 
64 Qìma: The value of a thing as distinguished from its price.
65 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235, 238; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:11; 5:488: If

there were only human beings on board the ship, it is prohibited to sacrifice any
of them for the sake of the rest even if he were a dhimmì. Al-ˇar†ùshì (d. 520/1126)
comments on this issue, stating: They shall begin jettisoning cargo followed by the
animals for the sake of human souls. This jettison order is imperative when it is
necessary. This legal view is also shared by Ibn Óazm who forbids jettisoning ani-
mals so long as commercial articles remained on board. See Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà,
7:27.
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Regarding the freight, the rules are as follow: If the shippers return

to the port of embarkation, no charges should be imposed on any-

one on board, neither on his passage nor on his shipment. If the

ship is navigable, the charter contract will remain valid unless they

breach it or the ship has been pledged as security, in which case

the leasing contract would be vitiated if it required the use of a

specific ship. Those who went ashore, after traveling part of the dis-

tance, would have to pay the freight pro rata, according to the dis-

tance traversed. If part of the cargo on board was soaked and ruined

and its value therefore diminished, the owners of the jettisoned goods

become shareholders in bearing the burden of damage, because what-

ever damage occurred should be equally shared by all [shippers];

they all become shareholders in the remaining goods, safe or ruined,

provided that the damage to them occurred as a result of the jetti-

son and the cargo was intact and unimpaired when it was cast over-

board, i.e., whatever damage it sustained occurred only after jettison.

Had the cargo allocated for jettison not been cast overboard but

had suffered damage due to sea turbulence, then its value would not

be assessed based on its imperfect state in Sicily. In addition, if the

cargo emerged unscathed and the damage occurred only after cast-

ing it overboard, then its price should be assessed at its perfect [state,

based on the market prices] at its embarkation point when it was

loaded, as mentioned earlier. But, if a strong wind drove them back

somewhere down the coast of Sicily, (25) other than to the port of

embarkation, or the vessel suffered a wreck there, then no freight is

payable to the ship owner unless they reach the destination after-

wards. The issues are controversial, but this reasoning is closer to

my thinking.

In his book66 Abù Mu˙ammad relates an opinion attributed to

Ibn 'Abdùs67 about a group of people who chartered a vessel to sail

from Alexandria to Tripoli [Libya] or elsewhere, but the winds drove

them to Sùsa (Sousse). The cargo owner or his agent, a native of

66 Probably, the author refers to Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abù Zayd’s book Mukhtaßar
al-Mudawwana.

67 Mu˙ammad Ibn Ibràhìm Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Abdùs Ibn Bashìr (202–260/
817–874) is a jurist, a mystic (ßùfì), and an outstanding follower of the third gen-
eration of Màlikì jurists in Ifrìqiya. Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt al-Fuqahà", 158; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂,
Tartìb al-Madàrik, 4:222–228; Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-Nufùs, 1:360–363; Makhlùf, Shajarat
al-Nùr, 70; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 6:183; Óajjì, A'làm al-Maghrib, 1:210.
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Tripoli or elsewhere, accompanied it. Response: It is the same. If

he wishes, he can unload his shipment at Sùsa with no additional

charges on account of the increased distance. However, if he desires

to return to Tripoli, with the cargo or without it, he is at liberty to

do so since his contract terms so stipulate; he is not allowed to learn

about the market prices at Sùsa to determine whether the cargo

would fetch a greater or lesser price.68

Abù Sa'ìd Ibn Akhì Hishàm69 was asked about a group of peo-

ple who hired a ship to transport them from Sicily to Sùsa. She

anchored in Tùnis. Subsequently, violent gales, sea turbulence, and

whirlpools overwhelmed them and prevented them from sailing. The

cargo prices at the location at which they disembarked were approx-

imately comparable to those in Sùsa, the destination stipulated in

the leasing contract. Response: If they landed in a town located

beyond Sùsa and its periphery, i.e., they passed Sùsa, and decided

to take advantage [of the opportunity to] stay in a place near there,

and the market situation [46r.] was approximately comparable to

that of Sùsa, then the merchants must pay the freight agreed upon

for Sùsa to the ship owner. If, however, they encountered a significantly

more favorable commercial situation at this town, then the mer-

chants would owe an increased fee to the ship owner, commensu-

rate with the benefits they reaped at their new destination. Some of

our fellow jurists hold that, in such cases, the merchants are at least

to be charged a fee lower than for their share of the additional profit

they reaped, or additional freight (26) for the distance traveled beyond

Sùsa; some of our fellow jurists absolve the merchants from paying

the freight for the increased distance. If the market situation at their

point of debarkation is manifestly less favorable than that of the mar-

ket in Sùsa, they owe nothing at all to the ship owner, and the

agreement between the parties becomes void. If they had headed for

a location other than the point where they anchored—for instance

if a ship leased for Sùsa but landed in Barqa, Sirte, or some other

68 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:110; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-
Ma˙mùd, 232; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:491; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:526;
Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:646–647; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:308.

69 Abù Sa'ìd Khalaf Ibn 'Umar, also called 'Uthmàn Ibn 'Umar, and by others
'Uthmàn Ibn Khalaf known as Ibn Akhì Hishàm al-Khayyà† (299–371/911–981)
was a Qayrawànì scholar of the sixth generation of Malikì jurists in Ifrìqiya. Ibn
Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 1:347–349.
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remote town—the merchants would then have to pay the ship owner

in proportion to their profits. If the market prices are higher than

or identical to those in Sùsa, the result will be the same as I have

ruled earlier. Success granted by God.70

IV. On the Destruction of the Ship and/or Cargo during the Voyage or at

the Destination; the Ruling related to Unloaded Cargo, Identified or
Unidentified, Intact or Soaked—and the Claim in Respect of Freight

I have read a legal opinion ascribed to Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar al-

Iskandarànì stating: Our fellow jurists hold controversial opinions as

to a vessel disabled somewhere en route and her cargo is either intact

or ruined. Màlik and Ibn al-Qàsim hold: The same rule applies in

each case. The ship owner has no right [to collect the freight] for

whatever distance has been covered, be it short or long, because the

regulations governing the carriage by sea, according to Màlik and

Ibn al-Qàsim, require the payment only upon arrival [at the desti-

nation].71 Màlik and Ibn al-Qàsim distinguish between the rules gov-

erning carriage of goods by sea and those governing carriage by

land, and hold that the remuneration for land freight depends on

the distance covered. They also decree that he (the ship owner) has

no right to collect the freight unless he reaches the designated port.72

Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar holds: The opinion of Màlik and Ibn al-

Qàsim that the freight is only payable upon arrival [at the destina-

tion] is preferable to me.

Sa˙nùn related an edict attributed to Ashhab and Ibn Nàfi' rul-

ing that the ship owner is entitled to collect the freight commensu-

rate with the distance covered, be it by sea or on land.73 Sa˙nùn

advocated this principle and used to require merchants to pay the

freight charges, (27) even if their goods were lost, which is a calamity

70 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:111–112; Burzulì, Jàmi'
Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:656; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:310.

71 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:493; Ibn al-Jallàb, Al-Tafrì', 2:188; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad
al-Ma˙mùd, 228; Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:26; Khushanì, Ußùl al-Futyà, 148; Ibn
'Askar, Ashal al-Madàrik, 2:334.

72 Ibn al-Jallàb, Al-Tafrì', 2:188.
73 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:493, 497; Ibn al-Jallàb, Al-Tafrì', 2:188; Khushanì,

Ußùl al-Futyà, 148; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228.
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that afflicted merchants. Contrary to them, Aßbagh proclaims that

if the ship sailed most of the distance on the high sea, but the winds

turned her back, and subsequently the ship was disabled, no freight

is due the ship owner, because the distance on the high seas is

indefinite and nobody can estimate the distance covered. If, how-

ever, the ship sailed by cabotage and covered most of the distance,

in such an instance he agrees with Sa˙nùn, Ashhab, and Ibn Nàfi',
who entitle the ship owner to collect the freight commensurate with

the distance traversed. Ibn Óabìb affirms Màlik’s and Ibn al-Qàsim’s

judicial reasoning and holds that the freight is payable only at the

destination. As we have established, he distinguishes between the reg-

ulations governing the carriage of goods by sea and those govern-

ing carriage by land.74 Sa˙nùn relates in the 'Utbiyya an opinion

ascribed to Ibn al-Qàsim, stating: If a ship was chartered to trans-

port foodstuffs but filled with water after covering half of the dis-

tance and still reached the coast, the ship owner would not be entitled

to collect the freight.75 An enactment, cited in Ibn al-Mawwàz’s book,

rules: If the vessel, with her contents, was damaged and the agree-

ment had been signed to lease that specific vessel, then no freight

is payable to her owner under those circumstances; the same ruling

applies to the vessel which reached the intended destination without

the cargo being unloaded [46v.] from her.

In the Mudawwana, Màlik decrees: Whoever chartered a ship that

subsequently sank with her contents of foodstuffs and other cargo,

after covering two-thirds of the distance, owes nothing to her owner.

Màlik holds that the freight is payable only upon arrival at the des-

tination.76 Notwithstanding, Ibn Nàfi' entitles the ship owner to col-

lect the freight in accordance with the distance covered.77 Ibn

al-Mawwàz holds: There is no difference of opinion among our fel-

low jurists regarding a case where a vessel reached her designated

destination and a disaster befell her instantly upon arrival, so that

it was impossible to discharge [the shipments] owing to sea rough-

ness and the damage to the vessel: given these facts, no payment is

74 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:493, 496. 
75 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:111; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn

wal-Ta˙ßìl, 8:498; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:249–250.
76 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:493–494; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:596–597.
77 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:497; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485.
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due to the ship owner; the rule is the same as the rule applying to

a vessel that has not reached her destination. This is in accord with

the holdings of Màlik and Ibn al-Qàsim.78 However, if she anchored

at the destination, but the shippers engaged in matters other than

unloading the cargo from the vessel, though they could have done

so—that is, if they slackened until a disaster befell them and the ves-

sel was disabled, the lessor is entitled to collect the whole freight,

since the negligence was theirs. But, if she anchored in the berth

and the shippers instantly began to discharge the cargo without delay,

and part of the shipment was put ashore, after which a calamity

befell them that prevented the unloading of the rest of the cargo,

and the ship was disabled, those whose shipments were saved must

pay the shipping charges, whereas no freight is payable for the ruined

goods; this rule is the same as the rule that applies to a vessel that

has not reached her destination. Ibn Abì Zayd asserts: (28) [For]

whatever is ruined at anchorage, owing to wreckage or jettison before

mooring at the final landing terminal/quayside [al-nuzùl ], no freight

is payable to the ship owner unless the final destination is reached

and the cargo safely delivered. These are the controversial opinions

I have read on this issue.79

Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar was asked about those people who lease a ves-

sel, load her, and set sail from the point of anchorage as God

intended. Thereafter, the wind has turned them back to the point

from which they embarked or to some place other than the port of

origin. Response: If their lease was concluded upon crossing the open

sea, as from Sicily to Andalusia, but, after sailing on the high seas

the wind drove them back to the port at which they embarked,

whereupon the vessel was wrecked, or her owner expressed a desire

to stay [there], and so the shippers did not make a profit from the

voyage, then no freight is due to the ship owner.80 If, on the other

hand, their lease was concluded upon sailing in sight of the coast,

such as sailing from Egypt to Ifrìqiya, or somewhere like that, and

the vessel traversed a certain distance and was then disabled, the

ship owner is paid in accordance with the distance covered. Aßbagh

approves of this ruling, too.81

78 Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:485–486; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:306.
79 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:102; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il

al-A˙kàm, 3:656; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 228–229.
80 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:297–298.
81 Ibid., 8:310–311.
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Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar was asked: Consider a case where a vessel was

wrecked and the cargo or a part of it was jettisoned into the sea at

the port at which they embarked, or after traversing part of the way

to the intended destination, or in the vicinity of their intended des-

tination. Response: If the vessel was wrecked and the cargo was jet-

tisoned into the sea in the vicinity of the port of embarkation, no

freight is payable to the ship owner at all. If the vessel, however,

sustained damage en route, as she sailed in sight of the coast to their

designated port, and part or all of shipment was cast overboard, the

freight is payable to him in proportion to the distance covered, after

deducting the charges for the jetsam. If the jetsam was not salvaged

[47r.], no freight is payable to the ship owner. Likewise, if a part

of the goods was jettisoned into the sea, no freight is due to the

ship owner. Similarly, if the shipment was jettisoned at its intended

destination, or near it, and their lease was executed upon crossing

the open sea, such as when sailing to Sicily, the ship owner is enti-

tled to collect the freight proportionate to the distance covered; no

freight is due to him for the unsalvageable cargo. Regarding the

freight charges for the wet salvaged cargo, their value is deducted

from the fees owed by the cargo owner in accordance with their

degree of wetness. When calculating the shipping fees, consider the

cargo’s value in its perfect state and then after wetting. If it has lost

a quarter [of its value], then the freight charges should be decreased

by a quarter, and if the amount is less or more, the shipping fee

then should be collected from the shipper in the proportion I have

discussed.82

(29) Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar was further asked: Consider a case where

a part of the distance is covered, then the ship is wrecked at a place

other than the port from which they embarked. Is the ship owner

entitled to collect the freight? Response: You have to consider the

profit a shipper could make and the distance traversed. If he makes

a profit on the trip before they have to turn back, but the market

prices at the place where the vessel was disabled are less favorable

than at the destination, the ship owner is to collect the freight com-

mensurate with the distance covered, after evaluating the intact and

wet cargo, as I have discussed. However, if the cargo owner does

not derive any profit as a result of the trip, then he is exempt from

82 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229.
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paying any freight. The freight is thus payable only if the cargo is

sold. However, if it was totally lost, no freight is due to the ship

owner.

Ibn Óabìb holds: If the ship were to sink in the deep, then no

freight is payable to the ship’s lessor at all.83

Aßbagh relays an opinion attributed to Abì Zayd: If the ship was

disabled somewhere en route, but her contents remained undamaged,

the shipper must pay the freight proportionate to the distance cov-

ered, since he benefited from the transport, saved time, and was

brought closer to his ultimate destination; he is, thus, held account-

able for that. Furthermore, the lessor does not have to convey the

cargo unwillingly aboard another vessel, if the leasing contract des-

ignated shipment aboard a specific vessel.

Sa˙nùn transmits an account attributed to Ibn al-Qàsim in the

'Utbiyya concerning a person who had chartered a ship from Alexandria

to Fus†à†. She sank somewhere en route and half of the wheat cargo

was salvaged and transported aboard another ship. [Response]: The

owner of the first ship is entitled to collect the transportation charges

for the salvaged portion of the wheat commensurate with the dis-

tance covered to the point where the ship sank.84

From the book of Ibn Sa˙nùn:85 The qà∂ì of Tripoli wrote to

Sa˙nùn to inquire about a vessel wrecked off Barqa. Six consign-

ments were brought from her to Tripoli. A person who brought

these consignments claimed they were salvaged from that wrecked

vessel. Some of these bales were identified by their owners, while

others were unidentified, since the owners’ names had been obliter-

ated.86 The goods whose owners were unidentified were sold for a

sum of dìnàrs. There was a lease for the bales transported [to Tripoli].

83 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:107.
84 Ibid., 7:111; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 8:498; 9:147–150; Nuwayrì, Al-

Ilmàm, 2:249–250.
85 Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Abd al-Salàm (Sa˙nùn) Ibn Sa'ìd Ibn Óabìb

al-Tanùkhì (202–256/817–870), a Qayrawànì jurist of the third generation. In
235/849 he moved to the Mashriq [East], died on the coast and his corpse was
transferred and buried in Qayrawàn. His works include: Ajwibat Mu˙ammad Ibn
Sa˙nùn, Al-Risàla al-Sa˙nùniyya, Al-Jàmi' fì Funùn al-'Ilm wal-Fiqh, Al-Tàrìkh, and Àdàb
al-Mutanàzirìn. Shìràzì, ǎbaqàt al-Fuqahà", 157–158; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik,
3:204–221; Màlikì, Riyà∂ al-Nufùs, 1:344–360; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab,
2:169–173; Amari, Al-Maktaba al-Íiqilliya, 186–187; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 70;
Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 7:76; Óajjì, A'làm al-Maghrib, 1:208. 

86 For packing and names of shippers, see Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime Law, 78–79.
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Then I called for the identified shippers whose bales remained intact

to make an appearance, so that I could look at the state of their

merchandise, (30) but they declined to take them back and said:

“We donate part of our shares of the salvaged bales to [religious

endowments]. Go ahead and sell [that part of the goods] because

the water penetrated into portions of it.” I took over from him the

six bales with their lease and retained the remainder. The ship owner

showed up demanding the freight charges. He (Sa˙nùn) wrote back

to him: If the leasing contract was originally executed upon sailing

from Mißr [Fus†à†] [47v.] to Tripoli, then the opinion of Màlik applies

and rules that the freight is payable upon reaching the destination;

however, Ibn Nàfi' approves of paying him (the lessor) in accordance

with the distance covered. But in your inquiry, there were loads that

safely arrived in Tripoli. This issue is similar to the question addressed

to Màlik concerning the wage of a borer. [If ] a borer dug a well

but did not bring his task to a successful completion, and the owner

of the well hired somebody else to complete the digging, the former

borer should be paid commensurate with the amount of his work.87

So is the ship owner, who is entitled to collect the freight in pro-

portion to the profit accruing to the merchants for transporting their

goods from Mißr [Fus†à†] to Barqa; the shipping charges are reck-

oned commensurate with the profits they reaped from their sales.

Concerning the prices of the bales, it is imperative to register the

quality of each bale and the price it fetched, and then keep it in

storage. If the waiting period is extensive, and the rightful owner

does not appear, and the sum [is small enough] that it is not worth

holding any longer, the qà∂ì is authorized to donate its selling price

to religious endowments.88

Sa˙nùn holds: If the ship was disabled before arrival at the des-

tination and the lessees claim to have paid the freight, but the ship

owner refutes their allegation, then their testimony for each other is

admissible. A similar holding is advocated by al-'Utbì in the 'Utbiyya.89

87 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 8:498; 9:147–150; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:249–250;
Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:535.

88 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:113; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn
wal-Ta˙ßìl, 15:358–359, 373; 15:373–374; Nawawì, Raw∂at al-ˇàlibìn, 7:194; Ibn
Taymiyya, Fatàwà, 30:414–416; Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:84; ˇùsì, Tahdhìb, 7:219;
Óillì, Al-Sarà"ir, 2:195; Khawansàrì, Jàmi' al-Madàrik, 6:72–73; Majlìsì, Milàdh, 11:418;
Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:61, 63; 22:149; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:407–409.

89 Ibn Far˙ùn, Tabßirat al-Óukkàm, 1:421.
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[Both jurists] compare this case to that of people robbed en route,

who testify for each other. Other jurists do not approve of the ship-

pers’ testimony for each other and rule that there is no imperative

legal reason [to validate it], since the lessees, if they seek to prove

they have paid the freight charges, can testify for each other against

the lessor. Thus, how can it be legal for me to testify for him and

he for me, when there is no compelling reason for the testimony of

both of us?90 Ibn 'Abdùs affirms Sa˙nùn’s opinion.91

V. On Goods Jettisoned Overboard into the Sea for Fear of Its Roughness;

Rules Governing the Value of Jetsam and the Reconciliation of Claims

between Owners; Averaged and non-Averaged Articles

I (Ibn Abì Firàs) read a legal opinion attributed to Mu˙ammad Ibn

'Umar, concerning a vessel transporting cargo. When the sea turned

rough and the danger of drowning became imminent, those on

board—consensually or otherwise, in the presence or the absence of

the cargo owners—were forced to jettison part of their cargo. Response:

Neither Màlik nor Ibn al-Qàsim nor any Màlikì authority, those of

Medìna and those of Mißr, argue that everything thrown from the

vessel should be deducted from the goods remaining on the vessel.

[The value of ] the jettisoned goods should be divided by [the value

of ] the remaining merchandise—be it a quarter (31) or a third.92

Those whose goods remained safe are to pay proportionately for

those whose goods were jettisoned. The price of the jettisoned goods

that is due their owner is based on the amount he actually paid

where these goods were loaded onto the vessel.93 However, this only

applies if no price change occurred in the market for the goods. If,

however, the market has changed, going either up or down, then

90 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:194, 410; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 10:164–165;
Ibn Far˙ùn, Tabßirat al-Óukkàm, 1:421; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:64, 305; 10:406; Ibn
'Abd al-Barr, Al-Kàfì, 2:752; Minhàjì, Jawàhir al-'Uqùd, 1:294; Ibn al-Mujàwir, Íifat
Bilàd al-Yaman, 1:138–139; Al-Fatàwà al-Hindiyya, 3:362; 4:476–477; 5:128; Awzajandì,
Fatàwà Kàzì Khàn, 2:350.

91 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:525; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:503.
92 ˇa˙àwì, Mukhtaßar Ikhtilàf al-'Ulamà", 3:404; Ghazàlì, Al-Wajìz, 2:152; Ibn al-

Junayd, Al-Fatàwà, 198; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-
Óukkàm, 2:527; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 18:59–61.

93 Ibn al-Jallàb, al-Tafrì', 2:295; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527. 
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the purchase price of the goods is ignored, and consideration is given

to the [current] value of the goods. Be they foodstuffs, textiles, raw

materials, slaves or any other commercial commodity, the price is

calculated as of the moment they were taken on board.94 There is

no difference of opinion between Màlik and his fellow jurists con-

cerning goods that a cargo owner acquired for his private posses-

sion. No matter what the object, be it a black slave ('abd ), a captive,

a jewel that the shipper had crafted, a precious stone that he bought

for his family, a slave, a weapon bought for his own private prop-

erty, [48r.] or a Qur"àn that he had illuminated for his own posses-

sion—this entire category of possession is not taken into account in

calculating the value of the jettisoned cargo. Likewise, if the vessel’s

owner bought slaves to serve on the vessel but did not acquire them

for commercial purposes, their value, too, is not to be considered

when assessing accounts for the jettisoned merchandise. However,

whatever the ship owner bought for commercial purposes is in the

same category as that of the merchants: [the value of ] the jettisoned

goods should be deducted from [the value of ] the remaining mer-

chandise.95 He was further asked: What if a personal item was jet-

tisoned, instead of a commodity? Response: The affliction (loss) would

be that of the article’s owner rather than the merchant, be it cheap

or expensive, since a private possession is excluded from the rules

of commerce; the rule applying to private possessions differs from

the rule applying to commodities.96 Similarly, if a private possession

94 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238. Abù Bakr Ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn enun-
ciated: “The custom duty paid on goods is not included, and none of our scholars
has discussed it since this duty is an official prerogative and it is not refundable.”

95 Ibn Óazm, Al-Mu˙allà, 7:27; Ibn Rushd, Masà"il, 2:1051–1052; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad
al-Ma˙mùd, 230; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527–528; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:9–10;
Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:643; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:243: “Know thou that
if, for fear that the vessel may sink owing to her freight and for her safety all her
contents or part of them were thrown into the sea in the preference to saving lives
rather than materials, the distribution of the jetsam shall include all cargo intended
for commercial purposes, regardless of its weight, light or heavy; ordinarily, jetti-
soning sums of dinars and dirhams is of greater disadvantage. Nonetheless, shares
allotted on them are to be distributed similarly to [what is allotted for] the lead
and copper. Likewise, the value of things that are forbidden to jettison, such as
male and female slaves intended for commercial purposes, is averaged.”

96 Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:11: “Abù Óanìfa and al-Shàfi'ì, may God’s blessing be
upon them, ruled: No one aboard the vessel is held liable for the losses except he
who jettisons the property of others; however, had he jettisoned his own posses-
sion, the affliction (loss) would befall him only.”
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were thrown overboard, the liability for the loss incurred would be

laid upon its owner. Neither Màlik nor his followers, those of Medìna

and those of Mißr, contest this rule, except for Mu˙ammad Ibn al-

Óakam,97 who, when I asked him,98 replied: I disagree with Màlik
and his fellow jurists, concerning the value of the commodities, and

rule: The jetsam should be deducted from the remaining goods; the

jetsam and intact goods should be evaluated according to their cur-

rent value at the intended destination.99

Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar recounts: A question100 was addressed to

A˙mad Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn Muyassar101 of Alexandria about a ship

heading for his hometown. On board were commodities belonging

to merchants and others. The ship was caught (32) in a rough and

tempestuous sea that forced them to jettison part of her contents,

including commercial items and private possessions, which were either

charged [for] or shipped free. A˙mad responded: The answers, may

God grant us success, for all the questions you have addressed are

as follows: Goods and private belongings—whether acquired for com-

mercial purposes or personal usage, and irrespective of whether they

were subject to a lease or not—all fall in the same category. They

are shareholders in the saved cargoes and jetsam based on their

value in the place from which they were shipped.102 Neither the ship,

nor her servants, seamen or freemen are subject to contribution.

97 The fourth son of Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Amìd al-Óakam and a member of
'Abd al-Óakam dynasty, died in 268/881. ˇàher (ed.), Akriyat al-Sufun, 31.

98 The question here is addressed by Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar, indicating that he
was in Egypt prior to the death of Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Abd al-Óakam in 268/881.

99 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:486–488.
100 This inquiry was addressed by Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar.
101 Abù Bakr A˙mad Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn Muyassar al-Iskandarànì (d. 309/921)

was an Egyptian jurist of the fourth generation, who became the chief Màlikì author-
ity and scholar following the death of his teacher Ibn al-Mawwàz. Although he was
an accomplished jurist, the local population distanced themselves from him or even
disliked him when the governor of Qayrawàn, who invaded Alexandria in 307/919,
appointed him as a governor until the 'Abbàsìds recaptured the city. The 'Abbàsìd’s
appointed governor of Egypt removed him from office, detained him, and later
released him. Shìràzì, ǎbaqàt al-Fuqahà", 154; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik, 5:52–53;
Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 1:169; Suyù†ì, Óusn al-Mu˙à∂ara, 1:191; Makhlùf,
Shajarat al-Nùr, 80.

102 This response seems similar to Digest IV, 9, 6. Paulus, on the Edict, Book XXII:
“Although you may be transported in a ship without charge, or be entertained gra-
tuitously in an inn, still, an action in factum will not be refused you if your prop-
erty is unlawfully damaged.” See Scott, Civil Law, 3:137.
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Although the goods are subject to contribution, in our view, however,

there should be no contribution for gold (cash).103

Abù Marwàn104 states: I105 asked the qà∂ì Ibn Abì Ma†ar106 about

the judicial status of gold (cash). Response: No contribution is required

for gold.107 He also told me that Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Abd al-Óakam

affirms this ruling. However, 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Óabìb holds: The

owner of the gold must pay contribution, if it is intended for com-

mercial purposes, rather than for the performance of his pilgrimage

(Óajj ) and personal or family expenses.108

Ibn Óabìb recounts: I heard Aßbagh recounting a ruling attrib-

uted to Ibn al-Qàsim concerning a group of people, who, when the

wind blew vehemently, were forced to jettison part of the cargo to

lighten the ship and save themselves. The judicial decision in this

case, according to Màlik, was to distribute the value of the jettisoned

goods among the remaining safe goods. The owners of the jettisoned

cargo become proportional shareholders in the remaining unspoiled

goods; it is as if the goods that were lost and the goods that were

spared belonged to all of them. Their joint ownership comprises both

the merchandise that is gone and that which remains, and their

shares are based on the value of their own goods. If they purchased

their goods from the same place and town [48v.] at acute prices,

they become shareholders at these prices as long as every merchant

presents solid evidence substantiating the actual price of the jetti-

soned cargo, and the others do not challenge him or prove that he

is lying.109 However, if they did not purchase the goods from the

same town, or there were those who purchased their goods on the

day of sailing and those who purchased theirs much earlier, (33) and

103 ˇa˙àwì, Mukhtaßar Ikhtilàf al-'Ulamà", 3:404; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm,
237; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 230; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487; Burzulì, Jàmi'
Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:642–643; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:311.

104 Abù Marwàn 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Óabìb Ibn Sulaymàn Ibn Óàrùn al-Salamì
al-Elvìrì al-Qur†ubì (174–238/790–853) is of the third generation and the author
of al-Wà∂i˙a. Óajjì, A'làm al-Maghrib, 1:199. 

105 This inquiry was addressed by Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Umar to the judge Abù al-
Óasan 'Alì Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn Abì Ma†ar.

106 Abù al-Óasan 'Alì Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn Abì Ma†ar al-
Mu'àfirì (d. 337/948) is an Alexandrian jurist and judge of the fourth generation—
the Egyptian branch. Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik, 5:281–282; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj
al-Mudhahhab, 2:123.

107 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 237.
108 Ibn Rushd, Masà"il, 2:1051; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:643.
109 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 239.
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the market had changed, either up or down, then they become share-

holders at the current value of the goods on the day of boarding at

the embarkation port, after appraising the remainder and the jet-

sam. Their joint ownership is of the unspoiled merchandise—regard-

less of whether the person threw overboard his own or someone

else’s cargo, and whether they were or were not consulted—as long

as the aim of the jettison was to save lives and lighten the ship.110

Furthermore, whoever carried a large sum of private dìnàrs and

dirhams for commercial transactions must include them in the joint

ownership for they stand in the place of commodities. By contrast,

currency that is intended for travel expenses, performance of the pil-

grimage, or the like, is not subject to contribution.111 Moreover, all

humans, be they freemen or white slaves (mamàlìk), acquired for per-

sonal purposes, are excluded [from the calculation] with the excep-

tion of merchants’ slaves, whose value is calculated in the same way

as the value of commodities. Neither the ship owner, nor the ves-

sel’s crew, be they freemen or white slaves, nor those who travel

without cargo, are subject to contribution.112 Ibn al-Qàsim said: This

order reflects the subjective personal opinion of Màlik and his doc-

trine. 'Abd al-Malik [Ibn Óabìb] argues: This is what our Medìna

and Egyptian jurists call for. Ibn Abì Óàzim,113 Ibn Kinàna,114 Ibn

Wahb,115 and others do not, to my knowledge, hold a different opin-

ion. I heard only Ibn al-Màjishùn116 expressly saying: Whatever cargo

110 Ibn al-Jallàb, al-Tafrì', 2:295; Ibn Rushd, Fatàwà, 2:1191–1193; idem, Masà"il,
2:1051–1052; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235, 238; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd,
229; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:490; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:298–299, 311–312; Ibn
Juzayy, Al-Qawànìn al-Fiqhiyya, 337; Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:86, 171; Sughdì, Al-Nutaf,
2:791–792, 902; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:550–551; Awzajandì, Fatàwà Kàzì-Khàn,
3:53.

111 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527.
112 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:113; Qaràfì, Al-Furùq,

4:10; idem, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487.
113 'Abd al-'Azìz Ibn Abì Óàzim Ibn Salama Ibn Dìnàr, is of the first genera-

tion, died in Medìna after 182/798. ˇàher (ed.), Akriyat al-Sufun, 33.
114 'Uthmàn Ibn 'Ìsà.
115 Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abd Allàh Ibn Wahab Ibn Muslim al-Qurashì (125–197/

743–813). Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik, 3:228–243; Kindì, Al-Wulà wal-Qu∂à,
410–418; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 1:413–417; Ibn Khallikàn, Wafiyyàt al-
A'yàn, 1:240–242; 'Asaqalànì, Tahdhìb al-Tahdhìb, 6:71–74; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr,
58–59; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 4:289.

116 Abù Marwàn 'Abd al-Malik Ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn Abì Salama
al-Màjishùn (d. 212/827) is of Persian origin and a disciple of Màlik. Kindì, Al-
Wulà wal-Qu∂à, 448; Shìràzì, ǎbaqàt al-Fuqahà", 148; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik,
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has been jettisoned due to the fear of sinking is to be shared pro-

portionately by the shippers.117 But, if the foodstuffs and cargo were

ruined, the actual owner is solely liable, if his foodstuffs were sepa-

rated from others’ by partitions. Notwithstanding, if the foodstuffs in

the ship’s hull were intermingled, the damage ought to be distrib-

uted proportionately among their owners.118 I will deal extensively

with this issue at the appropriate place, God willing.

From the 'Utbiyya: Abù Zayd relates an account to Ibn al-Qàsim
about a vessel whose passengers and seamen fear that they will

founder, so they jettison some of her cargo. Response: They con-

tribute without discrimination to their loss, based on the value of

the goods at the place where they were loaded on board. If they

purchased them from a particular place, that would be, in my view,

the best price for their calculations. (34) Sa˙nùn transmitted a rul-

ing attributed to him (Ibn al-Qàsim): If they purchased them from

one particular location, for instance, [if ] all of them bought their

goods from Mißr, then the owner of the jetsam would share with

his co-shippers the jettisoned and remaining unspoiled goods, based

on the price of purchase. However, if they acquired their goods from

different places, for instance, [if ] some merchants bought from Mißr
and others from Aswàn or in a suburb of Fus†à†, then this matter

differs from the former. They must consider the price of the jetsam

and remaining safe cargo at the place where it was taken on board—

for instance Qulzum (Clysma) and Jedda—and calculate [49r.] the

price of the jetsam and remaining unspoiled cargo. In other words,

if it was bought at the place from which it was shipped, they all

become joint owners of the jetsam and remaining unspoiled goods.

The variation of times is similar to the variance of countries. For

instance, if someone were to make the purchase a year ago and the

other were to purchase a month ago, the goods will be reckoned as

if the former made the purchase a month ago.119

3:136–137; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 2:6–7; 'Asaqalànì, Tahdhìb al-Tahdhìb,
6:407–408; Ibn Khallikàn, Wafiyyàt al-A'yàn, 2:340–341; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 56;
Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 4:305; Óajjì, A'làm al-Maghrib, 1:183.

117 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236.
118 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 231.
119 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:112; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn

wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:85–87; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-
A˙kàm, 3:655.
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Màlik holds: If one of the shippers had procured foodstuff upon

credit, and it was jettisoned later, then its price is to be reckoned

as if he had paid in cash, without including any increase in market

value since then. Justice requires that his compensation be calculated

from the amount paid at the port of embarkation.120

Màlik holds conflicting opinions in the Mukhtaßar, concerning the

evaluation of the jetsam: [It could be based on the market prices]

at the port of embarkation; at the intended destination; or at the

place where it is jettisoned.121 Ashhab transmits an opinion from

Màlik, stating that its value should be based on [the market prices]

where it was cast into the sea.122

Ibn Abì Zayd holds the following: However much of the ship-

ment the crew and shippers throw into the sea, owners of the jet-

sam and the owners of the spared goods shall become shareholders

in the jetsam and the remaining cargo. If they, all of them, pur-

chased at one particular place at roughly the same time, then the

valuation would be based on the purchase prices; they would all

become joint owners in the jetsam and the remaining safe cargo

based on that purchase price there. Those whose cargoes were jet-

tisoned become joint owners with those whose goods remained at

their disposal. Likewise, everyone whose cargo was not jettisoned

becomes a co-owning shareholder with the owner of the jetsam in

his jettisoned portion only; but those whose cargo remained aboard

do not become partners with each other.123 Whoever carried cargo

that was jettisoned, but was not bought in the place from which it

was shipped, or was acquired a long time ago, becomes a share-

holder in its value, based on the market place at the point from

which it was shipped. Furthermore, if someone carried an article

known to its owner only, while the rest of the crew and shippers

neither knew what it is or what is worth, and its owner claimed

later that its description is thus and so, if the rest specifically refute

him and claim otherwise, then their testimonies under oath are

120 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:113; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib
al-Óukkàm, 238; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229.

121 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:113; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-
Ma˙mùd, 229; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:655; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:557.

122 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 238; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:486; Burzulì, Jàmi'
Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:655.

123 Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:486; idem, Al-Furùq, 4:10.
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presumed to be true. However, if they are unaware [of the quality

and quantity of his cargo], then the attestation of the owner, under

oath, must be deemed credible.124 He said further: If the value of

the jetsam (35) is equivalent to the value of the remaining goods,

the owner of the jetsam shall receive half of the remaining goods.

If the amount of half of the remaining goods is equivalent to one-

third of the total, then the remaining goods shall be divided into

three parts [of equal value], one for him and two for them. If half

of his cargo was jettisoned, while the other half remained safe, the

rest of the shippers too retain half of their goods without claiming

restitution; he becomes their co-owner as to the other half of [the

merchandise that remained safe] proportionate to the value of his

own remaining half and to the value of half of their goods, i.e., he

becomes a joint shareholder with them as to the remaining safe half

of their goods. Likewise, if his entire shipment was jettisoned and

later salvaged from the sea, but lost half its value, he shares with

them half of their goods, proportionate to the value of half of his

goods and half of theirs; no shipping fees are due for goods jetti-

soned and seriously damaged. Once the owner of the jettisoned cargo

becomes a joint owner as to the cargo that remained safe, he must

pay the shipping fee in proportion to the value of the reimburse-

ment he received. If half of his shipment was salvaged intact, while

the [other half is totally lost], he does not have to pay the freight

for the spoiled cargo, only for his remaining undamaged portion.

[49v.] Thus, this cargo owner must pay half of the freight, in addi-

tion to the salvor’s labor and expenses incurred for salvaging the jet-

sam. However, [an alternative is to] consider deducting the value of

the damaged cargo from the intact cargo, then reducing the ship-

ping fees proportionate to the depreciation in its value, with the

cargo valued on the basis of the market price at the port from which

it was shipped.

He (Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd) was asked about a group

who chartered a ship to convey cargo from Sicily to al-Mahdiyya.

They departed, but they encountered a violent gale and a tempes-

tuous sea, which forced them to jettison part of their goods and

return to Sicily disconsolate. They discovered there that the goods

124 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:113; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn
wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:87; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527.
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that remained in the vessel were drenched and their value partially

diminished. [What if ] the damage done to the goods occurred prior

to, as opposed to after the jettison occurred? Response: Those who

jettisoned their goods become shareholders with those whose goods

remained on board but suffered damage. The price for the owners

of the damaged goods is calculated [as if they were] unspoiled, based

on the market prices at the port from which they were shipped.

Thus, their joint ownership of those [goods] is proportional to the

price of the jettisoned goods. The price of the unspoiled goods should

be reckoned on the basis of the market prices at the port from which

they were shipped, as we have mentioned; the damage to the goods

shall be considered as if it affected all shippers on board. This [rule

is applied] as long as the goods were sound at the time of jettison

and the damage occurred after they were cast overboard. However,

if the damage befell goods prior to jettison, their value is based on

their imperfect state in Sicily.125 We have referred to this issue

earlier.126

(36) The following was addressed to Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar: Consider

a situation where a ship encounters a vigorous gale and part of the

goods is jettisoned. Shall all the contents of the vessel be subject to

general averaging? Response: Yes, everything on board the vessel,

which was purchased for commercial purposes, including gold, pre-

cious stones, silver, foodstuffs, slaves, and other mercantile items,

shall be averaged. However, slaves acquired for non-mercantile pur-

poses, the vessel’s crew—even if they are slaves—freeborn passen-

gers traveling on the vessel, and the vessel herself are not subject to

contribution, regardless of [the quantity of jetsam], small or large.127

He was further asked: How shall the jetsam be assessed, [based on

its value] at the place where it was jettisoned, or at the destination,

or at the port of embarkation? Response: It shall be valued based

on its market prices at the port of embarkation; the owner of jet-

sam becomes a joint owner of the jetsam and remaining safe goods.128

Mu˙ammad Ibn 'Abd al-Óakam states: Our fellow jurists unani-

mously agree about the exclusion of a vessel from the regulations of

125 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 239–240; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299.
126 He refers to his response on folio [44v.], 286–287.
127 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:112; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib

al-Óukkàm, 236; Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙, 3:609.
128 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:486.
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jettison. By contrast, our 'Iràqì fellow jurists contend that the ves-

sel, the vessel’s slaves, tackle, and all on board that are acquired for

commercial purposes or private possessions, all of these enter into

the value of jettison.129 [A holding attributed to] Sa˙nùn is cited in

the book of Óabìb Ibn Naßr,130 an associate of the court examining

cases of wrongful exaction [in Qayrawàn], stating that the vessel’s

servants are included in the calculation when computing the value

of the jetsam.131

Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd was asked about a vessel, which

was caught in a rough sea while lying at anchor in the territorial

waters of al-Mahdiyya.132 Her bottom hit the sea floor. Because of

fear of running aground or wreck [50r.], some of her cargo was jet-

tisoned in order to lighten the ship and thus save her. When the

storm abated and the vessel and her remaining shipments were saved,

and the jettisoned goods lost, the owners of the shipments requested

that the vessel be included in the valuation of what was jettisoned

and what was saved, but the ship owner refused. When they sought

his judgment,133 he responded: If they were jettisoned for fear of

having the lower hull cracked and running aground, then the ves-

sel and her remaining safe goods shall be subject to a general aver-

age; its value should be determined after deducting the jetsam from

the remainder.134

(37) Ibn Óabìb states: Ibn al-Qàsim holds that, if something is

thrown overboard during frightening conditions at sea, then the sworn

testimony of each person on board concerning the price of his jet-

sam, as well as his unimpaired goods, is credible, if conclusive evi-

dence has not been introduced that proves otherwise. Sa˙nùn is cited

129 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236–237; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487; idem,
Al-Furùq, 4:10; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:298; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:244.

130 Óabìb Ibn Naßr Ibn Sahl al-Tamìmì (201–287/816–900) is an Ifrìqiyan jurist
of the third generation and one of Sa˙nùn’s companions. Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-
Madàrik, 4:369–370; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 1:336–337.

131 Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:10; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:643–644; Nuwayrì,
Al-Ilmàm, 2:244.

132 The term “sea of al-Mahdiyya (ba˙r al-Mahdiyya)” very likely refers to the ter-
ritorial waters adjacent to the port city al-Mahdiyya. See Khalilieh, Islamic Maritime
Law, 138–148.

133 Abù Zayd.
134 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 235; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:551; Qaràfì,

Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487; idem, Al-Furùq, 4:10; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:657;
Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:306; Nuwayrì, Al-Ilmàm, 2:244.
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in the 'Utbiyya thus: A rebuttable presumption exists that the testi-

mony of every shipper, concerning the amount and price of his jet-

tisoned foodstuffs, is truthful, so that neither conclusive evidence nor

an oath is required if his truthfulness seems credible. However, if

there are suspicions surrounding it, or the veracity of his statement

is attached, then he must testify under oath.135

Fa∂l Ibn Salama136 was asked: Consider that shippers jettisoned

part of their cargo during a frightening time on a voyage. When

they reached their intended destination, some shippers claimed that

such-and-such possessions of theirs were jettisoned, while the ship

owner contended that “the cargo transported aboard my ship was

less than what is alleged by each claimant;” other merchants confirmed

his testimony. Fa∂l Ibn Salama responded: My ruling on this mat-

ter is as follows: Regarding the volume of the shipment, one should

scrutinize the cargo book (shàmil ).137 In our rules of evidence, it has

become an authoritative document (zahìr), to which the people con-

stantly refer. However, for any [claim raised by a shipper concern-

ing] items not registered in the cargo book, there is a rebuttable

presumption that the owner’s statement is true if based on sworn

testimony, provided that he presents evidence supporting his claim

that he owned the cargo he alleges was his.138 Ibn Abì Zayd holds

135 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:490–491; Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 239; Ibn
Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:87; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:644.

136 Fa∂l Ibn Salama Ibn Jarìr Ibn Mankhùl al-Juhanì al-Bajjànì (d. 319/931).
Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik, 2:221–223; Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt al-Fuqahà", 164; Ibn
Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 2:137–138; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 82.

137 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:644; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:487. Sa˙nùn
declared: “His testimony is acceptable and he is not obligated to swear so long as
he has not been suspected. If he claims that a large quantity of his goods was cast
overboard, while the captain, on the other hand, disputes that, he (qà∂ì) should
scrutinize in the cargo book (al-sharmal ), which is a registry of the cargoes on board;
his testimony, on oath, is approved for the quantity of cargo written in the cargo
book (al-sharmal )”; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 9:115–116; Idris, Berbérie orientale, 2:281.
The Cairo Geniza letters of the eleventh century and the Andalusian jurist Al-Jazìrì
call this cargo book al-sharanbal. See Gil, In the Kingdom of Ishmael, 2:634 [217], TS
Arabic 18 (1).101, l. 12 (al-sharanbal ); 4:21 [614], ENA NS 18, f. 35v., l. 22; 4:436
[745], INA D 55, f. 14v., l. 20. With reference to the ship’s scribe, ibid., 4:149
[647], Gottheil and Worrell, 36, l. 24 (kàtib mawrida, literal translation is “registrar
of cargo”). Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229. The Arab geographer al-Muqaddasì
observed that cargo books (dafàtir, log books) were used by Arab ship owners and
captains in the Indian Ocean during the tenth century. See Muqaddasì, A˙san al-
Taqàsìm, 10. 

138 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 239; Burzulı, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:644.
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that, if the merchants who accompany him on board are unfamil-

iar with the amount or type of his part of the cargo, then a there

is a rebuttable presumption will exist that his sworn testimony is

true. However, if they repudiate his claim and testify otherwise, their

testimony under oath will be deemed true.139

Ibn Abì Zayd holds: If the cargo of some person was jettisoned

after his fellow shippers paid him and delivered a quantity of dìnàrs
in advance for retaining their own goods, then their agreement may

still be lawful, if they jointly acknowledge the penalty for breaching

the settlement of accounts and agree to accept the discrepancy by

mutual agreement.140 He was further asked: What if the cargo of a

shipper was jettisoned and, after his fellow shippers compensated him

for it, the cargo was salvaged and was unspoiled or, alternatively,

half of its value was destroyed? Response: If the cargo was salvaged

in its original condition, then it remains his, the agreement for his

compensation is annulled, and their joint ownership of the cargo by

all the shippers reverts to its original status. Alternatively, if it was

salvaged and half of its value was lost, then half of the [financial]

settlement is abrogated; he refunds them half of his compensation,

retains the salvaged [cargo], and pays the shipping charges in accor-

dance with the procedure set forth earlier. However, if he refuses to

take the unspoiled salvaged jetsam back, on the pretext of a joint

partnership (38) of it between them regarding the jetsam and their

goods, or [on the pretext of ] concluding a sale transaction with them

in exchange [for saving their goods], then he is being deceitful.141

Were he to evoke Ibn al-Qàsim’s ruling, concerning a beast of bur-

den, whose borrower or lessee strays from a direct passage to his

destination, it gets lost, and its owner subsequently sets with the

lessee for its value. However, in such a case, if the beast of burden

is found, its owner does not have to take it back, and it belongs

[50v.] to the transgressor (lessee). The two instances are not analo-

gous, for the case of the beast of burden involves transgression, which

necessitates a liability. However, with reference to occurrences that

take place at sea, the shipper has not exceeded his authority rather

139 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299.
140 ˇa˙àwì, Mukhtaßar Ikhtilàf al-'Ulamà", 3:404; Wansharìsì, 'Uddat al-Burùq, 630;

Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙, 3:609–610.
141 I˙tàl, the root is ˙.ì.l. legal device—practicing an artful contrivance or device

against somebody to escape his obligation to him.
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circumstances have compelled him to [ jettison cargo]. Thus, what-

ever cargo is saved shall be delivered to its actual owner, except if

it is damaged, in which case the loss shall be deducted from the

total value of unspoiled remaining goods on board. If his goods are

salvaged, but the sea has destroyed half of its value, it should be

treated accordingly, that is, as if half of his cargo remained in its

original condition (safe), whereas the other half was lost. In this case,

the unlucky shipper is not entitled to claim joint ownership of the

goods that remained safe, and therefore, may share with other ship-

pers half of their cargo, nor may he share in the other half in pro-

portion to the value of his own lost cargo. He must, then, have the

cargo salvaged and forgo any distribution for the portion that is

spoiled, accepting it as only his property. May God lead us down a

just path.142

VI. On the Liability or otherwise of Ship Owners for what They Carry

Since people also have to hire the untrustworthy among the lessors

to transport [their cargo], jurists have deemed it appropriate and

viewed it as more just to hold them responsible only for conveying

staple foodstuffs (aqwàt, lit. nutriments), that is, edible grains [ma'ày-
ish] and seasoning (idàm); although, they are held liable for the trans-

port of goods other than such basic foodstuffs, if it is undertaken at

inappropriate times.143 Generally speaking, however, lessors are relieved

from liability [for loss or damage to cargo]. In the same way, jurists

have deemed it appropriate [not] to hold hired craftsmen liable for

the materials they used in their products,144 because people have no

alternative but to hire them, since they cannot dispense with in their

skills.145

'Abd al-Malik Ibn Óabìb holds: Whatever ship owners convey

aboard their ships, they are held accountable for the staple foodstuffs

142 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 239–240; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229;
Qaràfì, Al-Furùq, 4:10–11; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:644–645. 

143 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:490–491; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:334.
144 Another way of translating this unclear statement is: “They (ship owners) are

responsible for shipwrights or other craftsmen (ßunnà' ) whom they hire from the
dockyards (?)” Readers should note that ˇàher’s edition lacks key statements in this
particular paragraph, statements he fails to insert to the main text.

145 Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:497.
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and seasonings. But they are not liable for other shipments deliv-

ered to them unaccompanied by their owners. If the owners accom-

pany their shipments, the ship owners would be exempt from any

potential liability for the cargo and the foodstuffs would fall into the

same category as other commercial commodities; the [ship owners]

would, thus, not be held accountable, if it is established that spoli-

ation or other damage to the cargo resulted from the wreck or sink-

ing of the ship, or from acts of nature, which are often the punishments

by God.146 The ship owner can be held liable, however, for damage

or ruin (to the cargo) caused by his obvious misconduct or wrong-

ful act.147 (39) Commodities delivered to ship owners, which subse-

quently become unsound, are not guaranteed by them, and their

testimony, in case of serious damage or total loss, is presumed to be

true. However, [as regards] all staple foodstuffs essential to the lives

and livelihood of people not known specifically to the lessors, their

carriers are liable for [their safe delivery]; their testimony, in case

of total loss, is unacceptable, unless they present conclusive evidence

substantiating their claims that the damage was not due to a wrong-

ful act or negligence on their part.148 Furthermore, if the transported

oils or other foodstuffs are guaranteed, and the [ship owner] claims

that they were spoiled en route, then he is liable for the damage; he

is not obligated to refund [the shipper] on the basis of the market

price at the place where the damage occurred—whether that town

is known or unknown, if the damage resulted from his own mis-

146 Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:171; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:493–494; Ibn Abì Zayd
Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:106; Màwardì, Al-Óàwì al-Kabìr, 17:428; Ibn
Juzayy, Al-Qawànìn al-Fiqhiyya, 341; Sarakhsì, Al-Mabsù†, 16:10; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-
Ma˙mùd, 230; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:526, 527, 529; idem, Al-Furùq, 4:13–14; Ibn
Nujaym, Al-Ba˙r al-Rà"iq, 8:31–32; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:333–334; Mu˙aqqiq al-
Thànì, Jàmi' al-Maqàßid, 7:298; Sha'bì, Al-A˙kàm, 302, points out that if the ship-
per sails aboard another vessel in convoy he would be held liable for the damage
of his cargo.

147 Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:171; 7:140; Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:494–496; ˇa˙àwì,
Mukhtaßar Ikhtilàf al-'Ulamà", 4:88–89; Ibn al-Mundhir al-Nìsabùrì, Al-Ishràf, 1:236–237;
Ibn al-Jallàb, Al-Tafrì', 2:188; Qudùrì, Mukhtaßar al-Qudùrì, 116; Màwardì, Al-Óàwì
al-Kabìr, 7:428; Sarakhsì, Al-Mabsù†, 15:80–81; 16:10; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:155;
ˇùsì, Al-Nihàya, 447–449; Awzajandì, Fatàwà Kàzì-Khàn, 2:312; Nawawì, Al-Majmù',
14:119, 124–125; Shammàkhì, Ì∂à˙, 3:608–609; Ibn 'Askar, Ashal al-Madàrik, 2:333;
Ibn Nujaym, Al-Ba˙r al-Rà"iq, 8:31–32; Manlà-Maskìn, Kanz al-Daqà"iq, 2:157; Majlisì,
Milàdh al-Akhyàr, 11:413–414.

148 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:105; Ibn Far˙ùn, Tabßirat
al-Óukkàm, 2:333–334; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:333–334.
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conduct or risk-taking—but he is liable for all of the damaged cargo

based on the market prices at the farthest town for which he is head-

ing, provided that the [lessee] pays all the shipping fees.149 Màlik
holds [51r.] that if the ship owner sells the foodstuffs somewhere en

route, its owner is entitled to receive an equitable price for them, if

he so desires, but not their actual value at the port of origin. If he

does not accept the price, he is entitled to have the same quality

and quantity [of foodstuffs] at the destination. If he does accept the

first price, he has the right to require him (the ship owner) to con-

vey a comparable consignment from the town where the shipment

was sold to the destination stipulated in the charter, on condition

that he pays the entire freight.150

'Abd al-Malik holds: They are not liable for all that to which the

category of food, such as fruits and other edibles, applies. But they

are held liable for [the loss of ] staple foodstuffs that people need

for nourishment and survival. Therefore, they commission those who

are trustworthy among the lessors to convey essential foodstuffs for

that purpose.151 Thus, lessors are not answerable for all foodstuffs

that do not fall into this category; they are absolved from liability

with regard to other foodstuffs since they are ranked as commodi-

ties. Of the foods derived from seeds, they are liable for all nutri-

tious [grain] and staple foodstuffs needed for the nourishment [of

humans] and their livestock, particularly wheat, barley, flour, com-

mon barley (sult), wheat having two grains in one husk ('uls), corn,

millet, and lentils; (40) rice, however, is excluded because it is a lux-

ury. Of the legumes, they are liable for fava beans, lentils, chick-

peas, cowpeas, and chicklings (pois chiche); lupine is not guaranteed

since it is dispensable, in spite of its inclusion among the dried

legumes for purposes of almsgiving (zakàt). He further adds: for other

items they are not liable, except four: oil and cooking fat, along with

honey and vinegar. If someone were to say that honey is dispens-

149 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:527: “Had the ship owner claimed losing
the foodstuffs, they would have to compensate [the merchants] based on their prices
at the place where they were loaded.” Some scholars approve so long as shippers
accompanied their goods. Asbagh ruled: “If the shippers accompanied their con-
signment, the ship owner would be absolved of liability.”

150 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànı, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:106–107; Ibn Rushd, Al-
Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:135–136; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:529–530.

151 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:335.
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able and not essential to some people, [I] would answer this as fol-

lows: Those well-endowed with God’s bounty do not dispense with

it, and God has created it to be used as a source of food, drink,

and medicine;152 even if these indicate affluence, they are entitled to

receive just and equal consideration. As for marmalades, concen-

trated juice, licit drinks, and that which is used for seasoning cheese,

dried yogurt, rape, yogurt, butter, dried curd, and cottage cheese

(aqi†),153 the carrier is not liable for these at all, and there is a pre-

sumption that his testimony, in case of total loss, is presumed to be

true on the grounds that they, like other commodities, are luxuries

but not basic foodstuffs.154

'Abd al-Malik holds: No liability attaches for damage to or loss

of fruits from trees, dried or not, except for dates, raisins and olives,

which are essentially staple foods, while the other fruits from trees

are not guaranteed by the law, since they are eaten for pleasure. All

others, such as walnuts, hazelnuts, pine nuts, and other dried and

fresh fruits are not guaranteed, since they are accessories to food,

but not associated with the essential staples. Likewise, carriers are

not held liable for dried meats, fish, pepper, vegetables, seeds, and

eggs.155 However, they are liable for salt since it is indispensable and

no food is tasty without it.156

(41) 'Abd al-Malik holds: Carriers are held liable for any fats,

apart from the basic commodities, including seeds, all kinds of mer-

chandise, fragile items and livestock, whether transported by land or

by sea; their testimony, in case of total loss, is presumed to be true.

Màlik is quoted in Ibn al-Mawwàz’s book as stating: If the ship

owners stipulate in the shipping contract that they are not to be

152 Qur"àn 14:68–69: “And thy Lord taught the Bee to build its cells in hills, on
trees, and in (human) habitations. Then to eat of all the produce (of the earth),
and find with skill the spacious paths of its Lord: there issues from within their
bodies a drink of varying colours, wherein is healing for men: verily in this is a
Sign for those who give thought.”

153 A preparation of dried curd made from churned, skimmed sheep’s or goat’s
milk, cooked and then left until it hardens; or made from camel’s or other milk
which is dried, and becomes very hard, used for cooking; or a cheese-like milk
product.

154 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:106; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-
Ma˙mùd, 230; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:529; Ibn Far˙ùn, Tabßirat al-Óukkàm, 2:333. 

155 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 230; Ibn Far˙ùn, Tabßirat al-Óukkàm, 2:333.
156 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 230.
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held liable for the foodstuffs, but for that which is not subject to lia-

bility, then their stipulation [51v.] is invalid and the contract is void.

If they include such a condition, they assume liability for foodstuffs

only, and they can be paid fully for the freight, regardless of the

contract terms.157

Màlik holds: If the oil leaked from its skin bags and the ship owner

claimed that it seeped [out], experts in these matters should be con-

sulted. If the level of shortfall is equivalent to [the normal amount

of leakage], the ship owner is relieved of liability after he takes an

oath. Màlik further rules: Had the foodstuff been conveyed in a ves-

sel and spoiled, the lessor would be liable, if he was negligent. As

for the portion that is unspoiled but still wet, let him dry it out and

transport it—the ship owner is to testify under oath that this cargo

was saved that way. Mu˙ammad [Ibn al-Mawwàz] holds: This rul-

ing pertains to a situation where the shipper of foodstuffs does not

accompany his consignment, for the ship owner might be charged

with stealing part of it or immersing the remainder in the water. If

it were drenched, increasing its weight, there is nothing wrong, if

he suspects something and requests that he testify under oath; how-

ever, he would not be liable as he would be where the goods were

damaged by wetting.158

Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar holds: If part of the goods and foodstuffs in

the ship got drenched and its value depreciated, that value has to

be determined by comparing its original price with its price after it

was drenched. If it lost half of its value, the shipping charges should

be reduced by half, or less or more according to the loss. Ya˙yà
said further that Abù Zayd also cited an identical judgment attrib-

uted to Ibn al-Qàsim and Aßbagh in the Thumàniyya of Abù Zayd.

Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd holds: I observed a very well known

edict ascribed to some of our fellow jurists concerning a shipper,

who chartered a ship and delivered loads of cargo to a ship owner

for transport. The ship owner failed to arrive at the destination on

time, and a portion of the goods got wet and depreciated in value.

Response: The wet cargo should have been appraised for their value

when they were unspoiled and after they got wet. If they lost a third

157 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:491; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:529.
158 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:107–108; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad

al-Ma˙mùd, 230–231; Awzajandì, Fatàwà Kàzì-Khàn, 3:312; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:486.
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or a quarter of their value, the shipping charges are to be deducted

by a third or a quarter.159

From the 'Utbiyya: Màlik ruled concerning a lessor who signs a

contract [with a lessee] to convey on his vessel a hundred irdabbs160

[of wheat] on condition that ninety-seven irdabbs be safely delivered

in al-Qulzum, i.e., deducting three irdabbs for possible diminution en

route. Response: There is no harm in that.161

Màlik ruled concerning someone who hired a man and gave him

money with which to buy foodstuffs and convey them. [What if ]

the man purchased foodstuffs and thereupon claimed that they were

lost or stolen? [Response]: If he transported them aboard a ship, he

himself is held accountable; otherwise, if he conveyed them by other

means at the direction of their owner, then his statement is more

credible.

(42) Ibn al-Qàsim ruled in the case of a shipper who hired a ship

owner to transport wheat and paid him in gold. The wheat subse-

quently diminished in quantity, and its owner sought a refund, to

be paid in gold, for the amount that was diminished. [Response]:

He is not entitled to payment in gold, unless he paid the ship owner

in cash. But, if he paid the freight charges in cash, he can also seek

compensation in wheat or barley, if the consignment consisted of

barley.162

Ibn Óabìb holds: Hiring seamen to operate a ship, transport peo-

ple aboard her, and lease her to [a third party] is lawful. But, they

(seamen) are not liable for damage that may affect the conveyed

foodstuffs. Màlik also maintains a similar holding.163

Ibn Óabìb holds: If the ship sank in the deepest water and all

her contents were lost, and [the contract] stipulated the use of a

particular [ship], then no liability attaches to the lessor, but no freight

159 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:111, 112.
160 Irdabb is originally a Persian dry measure of capacity used in Egypt under the

Ptolemies and the Byzantines, equal to 72.3 kg. of wheat. In the Mamlùk period,
the irdabb of Cairo corresponded to 68.8 kg. of wheat, whereas the irdabb of Alexandria
was twice as much.

161 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:107; Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn
wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:132–133. This dimunition is termed inherent vice of the cargo. In the
course of the voyage goods may shrink or warp, or a disease may affect them espe-
cially if the shipment contains foodstuffs.

162 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:108–109; Ibn Rushd, Al-
Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:58; Qaràfı, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:526.

163 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:108.
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is payable to him; he must refund [the lessee if the shipping charges]

were paid in advance.164

In a passage from the Mawwàziyya: Aßbagh holds: He who hires

[a ship] to transport foodstuffs and accompanies them, or sends an

agent to escort them [52r.], and later finds that some of the foodstuffs

have disappeared, cannot hold the carrier liable for the loss.165

Mu˙ammad [Ibn al-Mawwàz] further explains: This is because the

charter-party did not originally provide that the consignment should

be delivered to the carrier. Some of our fellow jurists have com-

mented on a case where someone charters a ship for Sfax, but the

wind drives her towards Sùsa. The owner of the foodstuffs wishes

to proceed by land, whereas the ship owner refuses, unless he accom-

panies him for fear that some of the foodstuffs would be lost and

he would be held liable for them. [Response]: The ship owner has

no right to deter the owner of the foodstuffs, who can proceed by

land if he chooses. When a shipper delivers his cargo to the ship

owner for transport and gives him total custody of them when he

sails away, the shipper cannot be held harmless for their loss. Rather,

this merchant becomes liable [for his cargo] at the moment he is

informed. But, a ship owner who does not receive the foodstuff,

because its owner does not deliver it or otherwise entrust the ship

owner with it, cannot be liable for its loss.166

Abù Sa'ìd Ibn Akhì Hishàm was asked: Consider a case where

you charter a ship to convey cargo, commodities, or foodstuffs, but

the people [crew] allows the goods that are stowed in the hull to

decay and rot, results in the goods becoming worthless. And, what

if the sea waves damage the upper portion [of the cargo], or the

ship owner otherwise exposes them to get wet, can he be held liable?

Response: Whenever cargo is damaged by the (43) sea either splash-

ing over the topside of the ship or leaking into her hull, to the point

where it becomes worthless, the contract has been breached, and

the shipper is not bound to pay the freight.167 If the goods have

altered so that their value has manifestly decreased, the freight must

be reduced in proportion to the depreciation in the value of them.

164 Ibid., 7:107. A similar dictum is established in Digest IV, 9, 3, 3. See Scott,
op. cit., 3:136–137.

165 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:322.
166 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:645.
167 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 229.
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The spoiled [wetted] portion of the foodstuffs, dry goods (cloth), and

other merchandise, stowed either in the holds or on deck must be

inspected. If the spoliation occurred because of seawater spray, which

often happens, without any fault or fraud on the part of the ship

owner, then he is not liable for the damage and does not have to

contribute from the freight on account of the cargo becoming worth-

less because of its dampness.168 However, if the deterioration resulted

not from the splashing of seawater, but rather has manifestly proved,

beyond a scintilla of doubt, to have sustained damage through [faulty]

caulking, repair at sea, or the like, the ship owner is liable for con-

tribute for any damage.169 Notwithstanding, if the cargo is exposed

to spray that results in dampness or moisture, that does not cause

severe damage, the ship owner does not have to reduce the freight

charges, nor can he be held liable for the damage.170

He (Abù Sa'ìd Ibn Akhì Hishàm) was asked about a group of peo-

ple who chartered a ship to transport their cargo, while they them-

selves sailed on board another. After embarking on the voyage, the

ship owner alleged that turbulent seas overwhelmed them and forced

them to jettison part of the cargo. [Note], he is not legally required

to present conclusive evidence in support of his claim, unless his tes-

timony is challenged. But what if he transports foodstuffs? Response:

According to Ibn al-Qàsim, the lessor’s testimony is presumed to be

true if the shipment consists of commodities.171 Ashhab, however,

would find his testimony lacked credibility, if he does not present

conclusive corroborative evidence.172 Concerning the foodstuffs, both

jurists would find his testimony insufficient in the absence of cir-

cumstantial evidence.173

168 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:526.
169 Comparable principles are instituted in Digest XIV, 2, 4, 2. See Scott,

op. cit., 4:210.
170 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:528; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:657;

Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:308–309; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:556–557.
171 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:644; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299.
172 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:528.
173 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:309–310.
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VII. On Loading the Ship with Foodstuffs and/or other Goods, where One

Shipper Wishes to Sell or Unload His Portion; or as the Ship Sets Sail,

They Clearly Realize that She Is Overloaded and therefore Lighten Her,

Delivering that Portion to some other Shipper

Ashhab transmits an account attributed to Màlik in the 'Utbiyya

regarding a group of people who transport foodstuffs on a ship. Their

foodstuffs get mingled and then someone wants to sell his share en

route. Response: He is not entitled to do so except with the consent

of his fellow shippers. Perhaps the lowest portion of the foodstuffs is

decayed or the uppermost portion is spoiled by rain. In both situa-

tions, the unspoiled and decayed portions are to be divided pro-

portionately among them, unless they deliberately give him his share.

Afterwards they cannot sue him, if they disembark and discover that

the wheat has decayed.174

(44) Ibn al-Qàsim relates an account ascribed to Màlik in the

'Utbiyya and similarly in the Mawwàziyya. [What if ] a group of ship-

pers conveys foodstuffs on a ship and some shipper desires to unload

his portion at the first destined port of call? [Response]: He has the

right to do so. [Were] the ship to founder later, his co-shippers can-

not claim restitution from him, whether they have permitted him

[to unload his portion] or not. He is not required to travel with his

foodstuffs to their original destinations and then sail back [to his des-

tination]. Only if he has taken a part of their portions, they can

claim restitution from him for the diminished part, but no more than

that. In such a case, two witnesses must be present and never leave

him out when determining the quantity [of his portion] in order to

corroborate their claim regarding the diminution. Otherwise, their

claim concerning the diminution is rebuttable after the first party

testifies under oath that he has not taken more than he deserves,

thus vindicating himself.175

Ibn 'Abd al-Óakam holds: Consider a case where a group of peo-

ple chartered a ship to convey their foodstuffs. At the first port of

call, one of them unloaded his foodstuffs with permission of his fel-

174 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 231.
175 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:106, 113, 347; Ibn Rushd,

Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:77–78; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 231; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-
Jalìl, 7:596.
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low shippers. [What if ] the ship sank thereafter or part of her cargo

was spoiled? [Response]: The first party has no obligation to his fel-

low as a result of the sinking of the ship. However, he may be held

liable to his fellow shippers for the reduction in the weight. Moreover,

no one who arrives at his port of debarkation has to travel with his

foodstuffs beyond it or to continue the voyage with his foodstuffs to

the final destination of the last shipper.176

From the book of Ibn al-Mawwàz, Màlik holds: Consider a case

where a person was carrying on a ship fifty irdabbs of wheat belong-

ing to someone else. Thereafter, he passed by another village and

loaded an additional hundred irdabbs of wheat, which were poured

on top of the wheat of the former. [Response: If ] the wheat in the

lower hull gets drenched, but the moisture has not reached the upper-

most portion, the loss shall then be divided between both of them.

They become co-owners of the lower and the upper portions, for

they transported [their wheat] as if they were partners.177 Similarly,

in the 'Utbiyya, Abì Zayd attributed an account to Màlik, in which

he ruled on damage to a part of [a shipment of ] foodstuffs, while

the rest remained unspoiled. [Response]: If each shipment is placed

separately and divided by partitions, then the shipper whose share

gets partial dampness or decay becomes liable [and cannot recover]

his own loss, while the [one] whose shipment stays dry [unspoiled]

is entitled to keep it without making contribution. But if the wheat

infiltrates through the barriers and mixes together, the two become

joint owners of the decayed and intact portions.178

Some of our fellow jurists issued a ruling concerning a person who

transports a load on a vessel carrying loads belonging to others. That

person, but not the others, intends to discharge his own load.

[Response]: He is at liberty to discharge it. No one has a right to

prevent him unless [the unloading] harms other shippers, or his load

is placed beneath theirs, so that by discharging it he will certainly

176 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:347; 'Abd al-Rafì', Mu' ìn
al-Óukkàm, 2:526.

177 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:113–114, 347; Ibn Rushd,
Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:85.

178 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:113; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-
Ma˙mùd, 231; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:490; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:301; Óa††àb,
Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:596–597. Identical dicta are found in Digest XIX, 2, 31. See
Scott, op. cit., 5:91–92. 
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inflict harm on theirs. In that case, he shall be legally prevented

from doing so.179

Abù Sa'ìd Ibn Akhì Hishàm, Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd,

and Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn al-Tabbàn were asked about a group of

people who transported foodstuffs on a ship, each one of whom

[53r.] (45) had a fixed quota. As they were about to sail they real-

ized that the vessel was loaded beyond her actual capacity. As a

result, they unloaded one kayl, which was delivered to one of the

shippers on the condition that [that kayl] be deducted from his own

share; [the unloading took place] with the permission of the ship

owner and those owners of foodstuffs who were present—others,

however being absent. The vessel departed and part of the cargo

was ruined en route. Those absentees wanted to claim a pro rata share

from the shipper who accepted the unloaded cargo. The jurists hold:

The case is decided in favor of the absentees. The recipient must

deliver an equitable proportion [to the absentees], if the former has

eaten or consumed it rather than selling it. But, if he has sold it,

the [absentees] will have the choice of endorsing the sale and receiv-

ing [their share of ] the price, or taking an equitable kayl of the same

quantity and quality.180

VIII. A Ship Owned by Two Partners: One Intends to Convey his Own

Load in his Space, while the other has no Cargo; or One Repairs the 

Ship without Consulting his Partner

From the 'Utbiyya: Sa˙nùn states his opinion concerning two men

who own a ship. One intends to ship his own cargo on her, while

his partner has nothing to ship. He who has nothing to ship refuses

to allow his partner to sail, unless the former pays the freight. [The

shipper] replies: “I am shipping [it] on my own share/space.”

Response: [The shipper] is entitled to ship his own shipment in his

part of the vessel, and neither is obligated to pay any kind of the

freight charges to his associate. Equally, the second partner can carry

179 Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:77–78; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:656;
Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:597–598; Kindì, Al-Mußannaf, 21:153; Shiqßì, Manhaj al-
ˇàlibìn, 12:295.

180 Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:491; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:657; Wansharìsì,
Al-Mi'yàr, 8:307.
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a shipment and cargo equivalent to that conveyed by his associate.

Otherwise, they must sell vessel.181

Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd ruled concerning a vessel, owned

by two partners, whose bottom was damaged to the degree that she

became useless and nonfunctional unless repaired. The first partner,

who executed the repairs without consulting his associate, billed his

associate for the expenses, a sum which exceeded the actual value

of the vessel. The associate said to his partner: “I will not reimburse

you for what you have spent on repair, because you did so without

my permission.” Response: The second partner has the option of

either compensating him for half of the cost of repair, fairly assessed,

in which case the vessel remains in the ownership of both of them,

or, if he refuses, he would be legally required to “accept half the

value of the nonfunctional vessel.” If the latter again refuses both

settlements, or seeks half the value of the damaged vessel, but the

former opposes this arrangement, then the one who fixed her would

be entitled to a share proportionate to the amount spent on the

restoration. (46) For example, if the value of the damaged vessel is

one hundred dìnàrs, while her value turns out to be two hundred

dìnàrs after repairs, then the one who has done the repairs would

be entitled to three quarters, while [his] associate retains the remain-

ing quarter.182

IX. On Profit-Sharing between a Ship Owner and a Person who Operates

his Ship; or, He [who] Delivers a Ship along with a Sum of Dìnàrs to the
Operator in Lieu of Part of the Profit; or a Man Entrusts with Him a Sum

of Money with which to Buy Goods and Carry Them on His Ship in

Consideration of a Rental Payment and a Portion of the Profit

In the Mudawwana, Ibn al-Qàsim holds: If you deliver a pack ani-

mal or a ship to an employee on hire of equal shares of the freight,

this is unlawful. Under these facts you must collect the whole freight

181 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:346; Ibn Rushd, Fatàwà,
1:836; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 231; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:491; 8:72; Burzulì,
Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:646, 655; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:308; 9:117; 10:418;
Udovitch, Partnership and Profit, 22–23.

182 Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 231–232; Qaràfì, Al-Dhakhìra, 5:491; 'Abd al-
Rafì', Mu' ìn al-Óukkàm, 2:528; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:657–658; Wansharìsì,
Al-Mi'yàr, 8:312–313.
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and pay the employee an equitable wage.183 It is also illegal if you

deliver to him a pack animal or a ship to work on with the inten-

tion of sharing profits equally with him.184 If he has already used

[53v.] the pack animal or the ship, it is legal to allow him to keep

any profit he makes and pay an appropriate rental fee; it is as though

he made an invalid lease and hired himself out in an illegal man-

ner, then the two parties have separated.185

Ibn Óabìb holds: If what could be collected by employing the

pack animal or the ship is in great abundance, enabling people to

procure as much as they wish, then this is licit. It is like an owner

who delivers his pack animal to a [person] and tells him: “You col-

lect and transport wood and hay using my pack animal. Whatever

you collect of wood and hay is to be divided equally, half for me

and half for you.” If the wood and hay are in great abundance,

enabling people to collect what they wish without cost, such a trans-

action is permissible, because he will only use the animal to trans-

port a half load of firewood or a half load of timber. This matter

is generally recognized. It is like saying: “You collect and transport

firewood on my pack animal, and you get a load and I get a load.”

It is permissible because the quantity of the load is known. If the

size of the bundles is specified, that will make more sense for me

than if they are indicating unwrapped bulks since, as I explained

earlier, the load or half load is known and identifiable. If they dis-

agree about the volume of the bundles, that would call for a com-

promise in the assessment. But, if the quantity of wood and hay is

variable, changing occasionally either up or down, and people are

unable to obtain whatever they wish, then this arrangement would

be unlawful. It would be like saying: “Lease or make use of the pack

animal, on the condition that whatever profit you gain from the leas-

ing (47) is to be equally divided—I receive a half and you receive

a half.” Since the leasing rate is unknown and changes, either up

or down, and the term of the lease is indefinite, then it is illegal to

[conclude such a deal]. [In order to make it legal], the bundles

would have to be specified and clearly described.186

183 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:34; Màwardì, Al-Mu∂àraba,
121; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad al-Ma˙mùd, 232; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-Jalìl, 7:518.

184 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:224.
185 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:409–410.
186 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:34–35; Óa††àb, Mawàhib

al-Jalìl, 7:518–519.
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Ibn Óabìb holds: The leasing of ships is similar to the leasing of

pack animals, as I explained to you. Màlik holds: I do not advocate

that a man lease his ship or his pack animal for a half share of

her/its earnings. This is a risk-taking, since the ship owner would

not know how much rent is due for the lease of his ship.187 Aßbagh

rules that, if he were to be employed on her according to these pro-

visions, the conveyor collects the earnings, while the ship owner pro-

cures a comparable leasing fee. However, if the owner does not

deliver the ship, but retains her at his disposal, while the [employee]

operates her, the profit then goes to the ship owner and the employee

receives an equitable wage.188 Ibn al-Mawwàz holds: There is no

harm in delivering your ship to a man to use for one day for his

own profit, provided he works on her the following day for your

profit. If you say [to him]: “Use her today and the proceeds you

earn are yours, but whatever you earn tomorrow will be mine,” this

makes more sense to me.189

From the Damyà†iyya:190 Ibn al-Qàsim was asked about a man who

came upon a group owning a ship and asked them: Would you

accept an offer of a sum of dìnàrs to invest, on the condition that

whatever profit you derive is to be divided equally, a half to me

and half to you? They accepted his offer and he gave them the

money. Response: They are under a delusion that they were given

the money in the form of commenda (qirà∂ ). He was further asked:

What if he asks them to deduct the rental fee of their ship from the

amount? Response: They shall receive an appropriate payment for

their services along with the shipping charges, regardless of whether

the money gains a profit or not.

Ashhab was asked about a person who offers a sum of dìnàrs and

a vessel to a group and tells them: “Whatever profit you make is

two-thirds for me and one-third for you.” Response: The contract

is void if they have not yet commenced work. However, if they have,

187 Sa˙nùn, Al-Mudawwana, 4:410.
188 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:345; Óa††àb, Mawàhib al-

Jalìl, 7:516–519; Ibn Nujaym, Al-Ba˙r al-Rà"iq, 5:198–199.
189 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:36–37; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad

al-Ma˙mùd, 232; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:224–225; Ibn Sarràj, Fatàwà Qà∂ì al-Jamà'a,
198–200. 

190 Its author is Abù Zayd 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn Ja'far al-Damyà†ì (d. 226/840)
is a disciple of Ibn Wahb, Ibn al-Qàsim, and Ashhab. Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-Madàrik,
3:375; Suyù†ì, Óusn al-Mu˙à∂ara, 1:190; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 82.
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they would be owed a comparable freight for leasing the ship, while

the dìnàrs would be equally distributed between them in the form of

qirà∂.191 He was further asked about a man delivering a hundred

dìnàrs to another, along with a vessel, in the form of qirà∂ on con-

dition that two-thirds of the profit be delivered to the investor, while

a third was to go to the debtor. [Response]: It is inappropriate; if

the commenda and leasing contracts are all lumped together in one

deal, it will have no validity.192

(48) Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd was asked about a man who

delivers a sum of money in the form of qirà∂ to another man, who

happens to be a ship owner, to purchase goods from whatever town

he chooses and convey them free, aboard his vessel, with the profit

shared equally between them. Response: This is an illicit qirà∂ [due

to] the additional proviso. The [ship owner] is a wage earner [ajìr],
who is entitled to collect an equitable wage, as well as the shipping

fee for which he transports aboard his vessel; the investor alone

would receive the profit or bear the loss.193

The author [of the treatise] Abù al-Qàsim confirms the ruling of

'Abd al-Malik Ibn Óabìb, that the regulations governing the car-

riage of goods by ships are similar to those governing the carriage

of goods by pack animals. It is like the boats entering Màl†a194 to

convey slender wooden poles or entering Qùßara (Pantelleria)195 and

Mulay†ima196 to transport masts; I refer to Aßbagh’s argument as to

191 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:205.
192 Ibid.
193 Ibid., 8:205, 306–307; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:466.
194 The group of Maltese islands, including Malta (91.5 sq. km/~57.1 sq. mile),

Gozo (24.75 sq. km/~15.5 sq. mile), Comine (1 sq. km./0.625 sq. mile) and some
tinier ones, lies 92.8 km (58 miles) south of Sicily and about 288 km. (180 miles)
southeast by east of Cape Bon in Tunisia. On the Byzantine-Islamic naval strug-
gle over the Maltese islands consult T.S. Brown, “Byzantine Malta: A Discussion
of the Sources,” in Medieval Malta: Studies of Malta before the Knights (ed.) Anthony T.
Luttrell (London: The British School at Rome, 1975), 71–87.

195 The Arabic name is derived from the Roman Cossyra or Corcyra. It is a
small island 109.3 km. (68.3 miles) from the south of Sicily and about 69.6 km.
(43.5 miles) from Tunisia’s northern coasts. On the history of Islamic Pantelleria
refer to Óasan Ó. 'Abd al-Wahhàb, “Qißßat Jazìrat Qùßara al-'Arabiyya,” Al-Majalla
al-Tàrìkhiyya al-Mißriyya 2 (1949), 55–73; Amìn T. ˇìbì, “Jazìrat Qùßara al-'Arabiyya,”
Majallat al-Bu˙ùth al-Tàrìkhiyya 3 (1981), 299–311.

196 Al-Idrìsì describes it as a small island that lies parallel to Tunis and Carthage,
very rich in wood and springs, which stimulate people to sail for it in winter to
collect firewood and hewn lumber. See Idrìsì, Nuzhat al-Mushtàq, 2:583, 587, 601–602.
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whether the owner of a boat can deliver her to a second party to

make use of her or not.

He (Abù al-Qàsim) reports: I asked Mu˙ammad Ibn Ibràhìm197

about a group of merchants chartering a vessel from a man to trans-

port such-and-such loads for such-and-such freight to such-and-such

town. The wind drove them to a different location, whose governor

imprisoned them and prevented them from departing. He said:

Mu˙ammad told me: if the sul†àn does not prevent them [from sail-

ing], the leasing contract remains firm and binding until the ship

owner, willingly or unwillingly, carries them to their destination. I

further asked him: [What] if the wind abates and dies down? Response:

He shall have to wait a month or two while the wind subsides.

However, if the wind abates and it is not anticipated to come for

days, so that their waiting is prolonged, they shall annul the con-

tract, and no freight charges are due to the ship owner, even if the

merchants sold their goods and made a profit. I then asked him:

What is the maximum extension of time for waiting in your opin-

ion? Response: It is about a year or so [before the contract becomes

nullify], but for a period of two months or slightly more, the con-

tract remains mandatory. I further asked: [What] if the sul†àn impounds

that particular vessel only? Response: The ship owner must hire 

a vessel, other than his [impounded one], to bring them to their

intended destination, since the shipping contract took the form of

guaranteed personal service. On the other hand, if they chartered

the whole vessel and loaded her with whatever they wished (49) to

carry, the arrangement falls into the category of leasing a specific

vessel. But, if the leasing contract was based upon the delivery of

cargo, the arrangement is then a guaranteed personal service. I said:

What if the sul†àn prevented them [from sailing] too, or a favorable

wind did not blow, or the waiting period lapsed, and the sailing sea-

son was closed, is he then entitled to collect the freight? Response:

Initially, no freight is due to him because he did not reach the des-

ignated town. Therefore, he does not deserve the freight charges.198

I said: [What] if they sold their commodities and greater proceeds

accrued to them than they would have at the original destination?

197 Mu˙ammad Ibn Ibràhìm Ibn al-Mundhir (d. 319/931). Óajjì, A'làm al-Maghrib,
1:238.

198 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:647; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:299–300.
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Response: Yes, even if they gained higher profits, they are absolved

from paying the freight, because they did not sign the leasing con-

tract requiring that they sail to this location.

This book was completed with God’s blessing and assistance, and

[our] prayer be upon our master Mu˙ammad and his kin and house-

hold, on the twenty-third of the blessed Rajab, of the year seven

hundred and twenty-four [A.H.] [16 June, 1324].199

[Attachment: Six Jurisprudential Questions (Masà"il)]

[54v.] (50) A question: Abù 'Imràn al-Fàsì200 was asked about a man

concluding an invalid contract of lease, stipulating that the lessor is

to be paid in foodstuffs: Should the contract between them be abro-

gated in Andalusia? Response: The ship owner is to collect a com-

parable shipping fee in cash. If he does not know the [value of ] a

comparable freight in cash, then he can learn about shipping rates

in food at their designated place. If, for instance, the rate is equiv-

alent to twenty percent [of the cargo’s value], he has to find out

how much the natives pay for that twenty percent [of such foodstuffs].

If it is said that their value is twenty rubà' ìs, then he learns that, for

shipping 100 [units] of foodstuffs [local lessors] charge twenty rubà' ìs.
The shipping fee is based on the shipping rate at the place from

which the shipment originates.

A question: Abù 'Umar Ibn al-Mukwì201 was asked about a group

shipping cargo on a vessel. Thereafter, a man brought his own load

to be conveyed with theirs. The ship owner and merchants told him

that the vessel was already full, and any additional freight would

overload and jeopardize her. This happened in the winter. The cargo

199 The date of the manuscript is not necessarily that of the law it cites.
200 Abù 'Imràn Mùsà Ibn 'Ìsà Ibn Abì al-Óàjj al-Fàsì al-Qayrawànì (368–430/

979–1039) is of the eighth generation, Ifrìqiyan branch, was born in Fez, then
moved to Qayrawàn, where he became the chief jurist until his death. Ibn Far˙ùn,
Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 1:176–177; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 106; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm,
8:278; Óajjì, A'làm al-Maghrib, 1:299.

201 Abù 'Umar A˙mad Ibn 'Abd al-Malik known as Ibn al-Mukwì (324–401/
936–1010) is a distinguished Andalusian jurist of the fourth generation. Ibn Far˙ùn,
Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab, 1:176–177; Abù al-Qàsim Khalaf Ibn 'Abd al-Malik Ibn
Bashkuwàl, Al-Íila (Cairo, 1955), 1:28–29; Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 102; Óajjì, A'làm
al-Maghrib, 1:284.
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owner said: “Transport me [and my cargo] aboard the vessel. If it

arrives safely, I retain my property. However, if it is jettisoned, then

I will not claim restitution from you.” He loaded the shipment under

these conditions and set sail. While en route, a violent gale compelled

them to jettison his cargo. Thereafter he wanted to claim restitution

from them for his jettisoned property. Is he eligible to do so or not?

Response: Yes, he is entitled to bring a claim against them.202

A question from the book of Ibn Yùnus.203 Ibn Yùnus reports: I

was personally asked about a group loading their cargo on a vessel.

After they departed, they were caught in a violent gale and feared

sinking. They discovered that they had overloaded the ship and

decided to unload a part of the cargo on the coast. The owners of

goods argued about whose cargo should be unloaded. (51) I hold:

If the shipper, who loaded his cargo first is known, he calls for the

subsequent one to unload his own—so does the second with regard

to the third, and so on, until the vessel reaches her actual capacity

and the extra loads are discharged. If the loading order is unknown,

then each shipper unloads a fixed proportion of his cargo. If they

unload a tenth of the vessel’s contents, every shipper unloads a tenth

of his cargo, and if it is a fifth, then every one unloads a fifth. Some

of our fellow jurists have ratified this ruling.204

A question that arises on ships, from the 'Utbiyya, as relayed by

hearsay from Abì Zayd: If a person hires [a ship] to transport cargo

from Tripoli to Mißr [Fus†à†], but the carrier mistakenly conveys a

different consignment to Mißr [Fus†à†], the shipper whose cargo was

mistakenly shipped will be free to choose whether to collect a com-

parable value for his cargo based on its current value at the town

from which the [carrier] shipped it, or get his designated cargo back.

202 Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:307; Ibn Nujaym, Al-Ba˙r al-Rà"iq, 8:33.
203 The author of the treatise probably refers to Abù al-Qàsim Ibn Ziyàd Ibn

Yùnus al-Ya˙ßubì (d. 361/972).
204 Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:657–658; Wansharìsì, Al-Mi'yàr, 8:307; Goitein,

Mediterranean Society, 1:339–346. It seems as if the real freight rate was about ten to
thirty percent [10–30%] of the cargo’s value. Undoubtedly, when computing the
shipping charges, the parties to the contract considered the distance between the
embarkation and debarkation points, weight and volume of cargo, and size and
capacity of a ship. For shipping rates in the Roman Empire of the second century
C.E., see Sirks, Food for Rome, 64. A similar rate is fixed in Jewish rabbinical law,
which entitles a lessor to collect between 1/8 to 3/16 of each conveyed modius. See
Patai, “Ancient Jewish Seafaring and River-faring Laws,” 394.
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Ashhab added: The shipper owes no shipping fee at all. Nonetheless,

Ibn al-Qàsim and Ibn Wahab hold that the lessee gets his desig-

nated shipment back but must pay the freight. They unanimously

agree that [the shipper] cannot force him to bring it back, and that

the carrier is barred from so, even if the shipper wishes. The for-

mer agreement remains valid, and the carrier has to turn back and

convey the other cargo [from the port of origin to the agreed des-

tination]. Ibn Óabìb transmitted a ruling from Aßbagh, stating that

the carrier has to bring the shipment back to Tripoli. Its owner, if

he wishes, can require the carrier to bring the remaining load back,

free of charge. Ibn Óabìb said: This is a good ruling. Abù Zayd

ascribed to Ibn al-Qàsim a ruling saying: If a carrier shipped the

cargo against the owner’s will, the latter has the choice between

holding him responsible for its value or receiving his cargo at the

town to which it was shipped; [in either case, the lessee] owes no

shipping charges at all.205

A question posed by Ibn al-Jallàb in the Tafrì':206 If a vessel is

tied to another and then a wind blows, and one of the vessels is

untied (released), because those aboard fear that she will sink, and

she consequently sinks, then he who untied her will not be held

responsible. If two vessels collide at their stems and one is wrecked,

the other one is not held liable. [This case is] different from the

collision of two horses.207

A question: Abù al-Fa∂l Mu˙ammad Ibn Ya˙yà ruled concern-

ing a vessel that was caught in rough seas and some of her ship-

ment and tackle, such as ropes and anchors, were thrown overboard.

(52) Response: Mercantile items that have been jettisoned should be

deducted from the goods remaining on board, and the owners of

205 Ibn Abì Zayd Qayrawànì, Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt, 7:108; Ibn Rushd, Fatàwà,
3:1541–1542; idem, Masà"il, 2:1121; idem, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 9:135–137; Qaràfì, Al-
Dhakhìra, 5:491; Burzulì, Jàmi' Masà"il al-A˙kàm, 3:648–649.

206 Abù al-Qàsim 'Ubayd Allàh Ibn al-Óusayn Ibn al-Óasan Ibn al-Jallàb al-Baßrì
(d. 378/988) is of the seventh generation, 'Iràqì branch. Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Tartìb al-
Madàrik, 4:605; Shìràzì, ˇabaqàt al-Fuqahà", 168; Ibn Far˙ùn, Al-Dìbàj al-Mudhahhab,
1:461; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm, 4:193. 

207 Ibn al-Jallàb, al-Tafrì ', 2:295–296; Shàfi'ì, Al-Umm, 6:86, 171, Sa˙nùn, Al-
Mudawwana, 4:492–493; 6:446; Ibn al-Mundhir al-Nìsabùrì, Al-Ishràf, 2:182–184;
Ibn Rushd, Al-Bayàn wal-Ta˙ßìl, 15:447–448; Ghazàlì, Al-Wajìz, 2:152; Wansharìsì,
'Uddat al-Burùq, 629–630; Ibn Juzayy, Al-Qawànìn al-Fiqhiyya, 337; Jazìrì, Al-Maqßad
al-Ma˙mùd, 232; Ibn Qudàma, Al-Mughnì, 12:548–550; Ibn al-Murta∂à, Al-Ba˙r al-
Zakhkhàr, 6:248.
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the jetsam become joint owners [of the goods that remained safe].

As for the jettisoned tackle, the thrower is solely liable for it, and

nobody else shares this responsibility. Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zamanìn208

holds: the owner of the vessel is liable for all the equipment of the

ship, such as the qàrib (service or life boat), ropes, or cooking pots.

This ruling is approved by some of our senior jurists, who excluded

these items in their judicial rulings. However, the ship owner has

no responsibility for the masts and the external parts of the vessel

needed to propel her.209 Finis.

208 Abù 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Ìsà al-Mißrì known as Ibn Abì Zamanìn (324–399/
936–1008) is of Elvira. He lived for a while in Cordova, then returned to his native
town, where he died and was buried. Makhlùf, Shajarat al-Nùr, 101; Zirkilì, Al-A'làm,
7:101; Óajjì, A'làm al-Maghrib, 1:283.

209 Qà∂ì 'Iyà∂, Madhàhib al-Óukkàm, 236.
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A SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF EARLY MUSLIM JURISTS

CITED IN THE KITÀB AKRIYAT AL-SUFUN

'Abd Allàh Ibn Nàfi' al-Sà"igh al-Makhzùmì (d. 186/802), attended Màlik’s sessions
and succeeded Ibn Kinàna as muftì in Medìna.

'Abd al-'Azìz Ibn Abì Óàzim Ibn Salama Ibn Dìnàr, was of the first generation,
died in Medìna after 182/798.

Abù 'Abd Allàh 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn Khàlid Ibn Junàda Ibn al-Qàsim al-'Utqì al-
Mißrì (133–191/751–806) was an Egyptian born jurist and one of Màlik’s disciples,
who was well versed in sufism and the sciences.

Abù 'Abd Allàh Aßbagh Ibn al-Faraj Ibn Sa'ìd Ibn Nàfi' al-Mißrì (d. 225/840) was
a disciple of Ibn al-Qàsim, Ibn Wahb, and Ashhab, and the first Egyptian gen-
eration Màlikì jurists. His grandfather Nàfi' 'Atìq Ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz Ibn Marwàn
Ibn al-Óakam was the governor of Egypt during the Umayyàd caliphate.

Abù 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Ìsà al-Mißrì known as Ibn Abì Zamanìn (324–399/936–1008)
was born and died in Elvira.

Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn Ibràhìm Ibn Ziyàd Ibn al-Mawwàz (180–269/
796–882), was a Màlikì jurist from Alexandria of the third generation (†abaqa al-
thàlitha), and the author of various books of which the most important is Kitàb
al-Mawwàziyya, which is considered as important as Sa˙nùn’s Mudawwana.

Abù 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad Ibn Yùsuf Ibn 'Umar al-Kinànì al-Andalusì al-
Iskandarànì died in Egypt on Thursday Shawwàl 3rd, 310 A.H., i.e., 23rd of
January 923 C.E., was a brother and disciple of the famous Màlikì jurist Ya˙yà
Ibn 'Umar, whose family came originally from al-Óà"in ( Jaén). He was a jurist
of the third †abaqa, joined Ibn 'Abdùs and other famous jurists while in Qayrawàn.
Biographers hold controversial views as to Ibn 'Umar’s death place, either
Qayrawàn, or Crete, or Egypt

Abù Bakr A˙mad Ibn Mu˙ammad Ibn Muyassar al-Iskandarànì (d. 309/921) was
an Egyptian jurist of the fourth generation.

Abù al-Óasan 'Alì Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn Abì Ma†ar al-Mu'àfirì
(d. 337/948) was an Alexandrian jurist and judge of the fourth generation—the
Egyptian branch.

Abù 'Imràn Mùsà Ibn 'Ìsà Ibn Abì al-Óàjj al-Fàsì al-Qayrawànì (368–430/979–1039)
was of the eighth generation, Ifrìqiyan branch, was born in Fez, then moved to
Qayrawàn, where he became the chief jurist until his death.

Abù Marwàn 'Abd al-Malik Ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn Abì Salama al-
Màjishùn (d. 212/827) is of Persian origin and a disciple of Màlik.

Abù Marwàn 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Óabìb Ibn Sulaymàn Ibn Óàrùn al-Salamì al-
Elvìrì al-Qur†ubì (174–238/790–853) was of the third generation and the author
of al-Wà∂i˙a.

Abù Marwàn 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Sulaymàn Ibn Hàrùn Ibn 'Abbàs Ibn Murdàs Ibn
Óabìb al-Salamì al-Qur†ubì (174–238/790–853), a most learned Andalusian jurist,
was born in Elvira and settled in Cordova.

Abù Mu˙ammad 'Abd Allàh Ibn Wahab Ibn Muslim al-Qurashì (125–197/743–813).
Abù al-Qàsim Ibn Ziyàd Ibn Yùnus al-Ya˙ßubì (d. 361/972).
Abù al-Qàsim 'Ubayd Allàh Ibn al-Óusayn Ibn al-Óasan Ibn al-Jallàb al-Baßrì (d.

378/988) was of the seventh generation, 'Iràqì branch.
Abù Sa'ìd 'Abd al-Salàm Ibn Sa'ìd Ibn Óabìb al-Tanùkhì, known as Sa˙nùn

(160–240/777–854), was a judge and a Màlikì jurist of the first generation (†abaqa
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al-ùlà), but did not see or meet Imàm Màlik. He studied with Ibn al-Qàsim, Ibn
Wahb and Ashhab and became the outstanding scholar of the Maghrib. His fam-
ily immigrated from Óomß, Syria, to Qayrawàn, Tunisia, where he was a qà∂ì
from 234/848 until his death in 240/854. Kitàb al-Mudawwana, attributed to Ibn
al-Qàsim, is regarded as one of the outstanding jurisprudential sources used by
the people of Qayrawàn.

Abù Sa'ìd Khalaf Ibn 'Umar, also called 'Uthmàn Ibn 'Umar, and by others
'Uthmàn Ibn Khalaf known as Ibn Akhì Hishàm al-Khayyà† (299–371/911–981)
was a Qayrawànì scholar of the sixth generation of Malikì jurists in Ifrìqiya.

Abù 'Umar A˙mad Ibn 'Abd al-Malik known as Ibn al-Mukwì (324–401/936–1010)
was a distinguished Andalusian jurist of the fourth generation.

Abù Zakariyyà Ya˙yà Ibn 'Umar Ibn Yùsuf al-Kinànì al-Andalusì (213–289/828–902)
was a Cordovan jurist and the author of many jurisprudential works. He trav-
eled in Muslim countries in the East, arrived in Qayrawàn, and spent his last
years in the coastal ribà† of Sùsa, where he joined Sa˙nùn.

Abù Zayd 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn al-Qayrawànì (310–386/922–996) was
the author of Al-Nawàdir wal-Ziyàdàt.

Asad Ibn al-Furàt (141–213/9–828) was an important jurist and theologian in
Ifrìqiya, who began the Muslim conquest of Sicily. His family, originally from
Harran in Mesopotamia, emigrated with him to Ifrìqiya. He studied in Medìna
with Màlik Ibn Anas, the founder of the Màlikì Law School, and in Kùfa with
a disciple of Abù Óanìfa, the founder of the Hanafite tradition. He collected his
views on religious law in the Asadiyya, which had great influence in Ifrìqiya. After
his return to Ifriqiya he became a judge in Qayrawàn, where he soon came into
conflict with the Aghlabìd Emir Ziyàdat Allàh I (7–838) after criticising his lux-
urious and impious lifestyle. In order to get rid of this unwelcome critic, Ziyàdat
Allàh appointed Ibn al-Furàt the leader of an expedition to Byzantine Sicily. In
212/827 he landed with a force of Arabs in Sicily and following a defeat of
Byzantine troops proceeded to attack Syracuse. However, the city could not be
taken and Asad soon died of plague.

Ashhab Ibn 'Abd al-'Azìz Ibn Dàwùd Ibn Ibràhìm al-Qaysì (145–204/762–819)
was a companion of Màlik and a highly learned Egyptian scholar.

Fa∂l Ibn Salama Ibn Jarìr Ibn Mankhùl al-Juhanì al-Bajjànì (d. 319/931).
Óabìb Ibn Naßr Ibn Sahl al-Tamìmì (201–287/816–900) was an Ifrìqiyan jurist of

the third generation and one of Sa˙nùn’s companions.
Ibn Abù Zayd, 'Abd al-Ra˙màn Ibn 'Umar Ibn Abì al-Ghamr (d. 234/848).
Khalaf Ibn Abì Firàs was a Màlikì jurist from Qayrawàn with a bad reputation,

who flourished between the years 330–359/941–969 and died there in 359/969,
who compiled the Kitàb Akriyat al-Sufun and added his own preface besides a few
legal inquiries ascribed to Abù Mu˙ammad Ibn Abì Zayd, Abì Sa'ìd Ibn Akhì
Hishàm, and 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Is˙àq Ibn al-Tabbàn. An anonymous scribe or
notary copied the current form of the Kitàb Akriyat al-Sufun on the 23rd of Rajab,
724 A.H (16th June, 1324 C.E.).

Màlik Ibn Anas (97–179/715–795) was the founder of the Màlikì madhhab, a Sunnì
legal school, which spread westwards from its first centers, Medìna and Egypt,
over almost all of Muslim North, Central and West Africa, and the Mediterranean
Islands. It was also predominant in Muslim Spain.

Mu˙ammad Ibn al-Óakam was the fourth son of Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Amìd al-
Óakam and a member of 'Abd al-Óakam dynasty, died in 268/881.

Mu˙ammad Ibn Ibràhìm Ibn 'Abd Allàh Ibn 'Abdùs Ibn Bashìr (202–260/817–874)
was a jurist, a mystic (ßùfì), and an outstanding follower of the third generation
of Màlikì jurists in Ifrìqiya.

Mu˙ammad Ibn Ibràhìm Ibn al-Mundhir (d. 319/931).
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95, 96, 101, 109, 115, 132, 133,
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74; illness 73, 74

Tractator ('àmil al-qirà∂ ) 241–245
Sekreton of the Sea 35
Seleuceia 6 n. 17
Seller 188
Septem (Ceuta) 249
Ser Guglielmo 230
Septimus Severus 6
Sfax 111, 317
Sharì'a (Islamic sacred law) 20, 77,

102, 219
Sheep 90
Ship, see vessel
Ship owner, see also lessor & carrier

2, 48, 51, 53, 57, 58, 60, 61, 63,
66, 67, 68, 76, 77, 80, 83, 96, 97,
98, 99, 101, 104, 106, 107, 108,
110, 116, 117, 118, 120, 124, 128,
130, 131, 134, 138, 141, 143, 144,
146, 147, 165, 166, 171, 178
(navicularius) 179, 182, 183, 184,
187, 188, 210, 220, 224, 275, 277,
280, 282–289, 292–296, 298, 300,
303, 327; employer 59, 62, 73;
liability 102, 103, 105, 109, 135,
138, 144, 145, 188, 311–318, 326;
collision 195–196, 198, 201;
maritime loan 226–227, 246;
negligence 103, 312, 315;

partnership 266; 'àmil al-qirà∂
(tractator) 241–245, 247, 322–327
Christian ship owners

Aurelios Herakles 87–88, 106;
Bishop of Palermo 48; Church
of Alexandria 34, 47, 69, 249;
Fortunatus of Grado 47; Ibn 
al-Iskandar 53, 78; Ibn
Marcus 53, 78; Maimùn 
al-Naßrànì 53, 78; St. George,
Monastery 48; Zakkàr 
al-Naßrànì 53, 78 

Jewish ship owners
Ibn al-Sàmirì 53, 78; Ma∂mùn

Ibn al-Óasan 53; Yahùdì 53,
78

Muslim ship owners
Abù al-Dhahab 'Alì 52; 'Alì Ibn

Mujàhid 49; 'A††àr 123; Fakhr
al-'Arab 50; Ibn 'Abd al-
Ra˙màn 53; Ibn Abì 'Aqìl
50; Ibn 'Ammàr 51; Ibn al-
Ba'bà' 49; Ibn al-Basmalì 51;
Ibn Daysùr 52; Ibn al-Óaffàz
52; Ibn Óamdàn 50; Ibn
Manzu 50; Ibn al-Qayyim
52; Ibn al-Íafràwì 51; Ibn
Shablùn 52, 123; Ibn al-'Àdì
52; Ishbìlì 53; Jabbàra 49;
Khammàr 123; Mufa∂∂al al-
Óayfì 52; Mu'iz Ibn Bàdis
48; Mujàhid al-'Àmirì 49;
Tamìm Ibn al-Mu'iz 49;
Tarjumàn/Taràjima 52;
Sayyida 48, 54; Sul†àn al-
Dawla 50; 'Uthmàn al-Lakkì
52; Ya˙yà Ibn Tamìm 50;
Yasr al-'Attàl 52

Female ship owners 54; Sayyida
48, 54

Shipper, see also lessee 13, 31, 36,
37, 38, 39, 45, 85, 86, 87, 91, 93,
95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101, 107, 108,
114, 115, 116, 118, 120, 123, 124,
126, 127, 128, 129, 131, 132, 133,
138, 139, 141, 143, 145, 146, 147,
153, 154, 156, 160, 164, 165, 177,
188, 190, 192, 195, 198, 205, 206,
208, 209, 210, 222, 223, 240, 241,
251, 282, 284, 287, 288, 290–291,
295, 315, 317, 319–321, 328;
contribution 129, 163, 166, 168,
203, 204, 305–311, 312; insolvency
111, 172; negligence 38, 99 (culpa),
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134, 140; testimony 180–184, 187,
188, 299

Shipwright 1, 2, 6, 15, 34, 35, 36,
43, 66, 203, 250

Shipyard 1, 34
Shmoun 57
Sicily 4, 16, 23, 50, 110, 122, 127,

156, 249, 289, 290, 291, 292, 295,
296, 306, 307

Sidon 3
Silk 267, 268
Silver 84, 88, 106, 158, 159, 182,

213, 263, 266, 268, 269, 307
Sirte 128, 292
Slave 4, 130, 161, 172–177, 181,

193, 204, 207, 276, 279, 290, 300,
303, 307

Slave-seaman 57, 69, 70, 101, 182
(slave-captain)

Slaver 173
Solidus/solidi 58, 59, 170
Spain 2, 7
Strait of Salamis 3
Stylianos Zaoutzes 12
Sul†àn (governor) 131, 326
Sumerians 1, 224–225 n. 1
Sùsa (Sousse) 127, 128, 291, 292,

293, 317
Synopsis Basilicorum 11
Syracuse 40
Syria 1, 4, 6, 14, 15, 69, 248, 

250
Syrus (Persian king) 3

Taboullarioi (notaries) 185, 186, 
191

ˇàher 22, 25
Talent 32
Taurisium 7 n. 23,
Taxes 98, 219, 240
Territorial waters 218
Terminal, see quay
Testimony 105, 145
Textile 161, 300
Theodosius I 7, 186
Thessalonica 17
Tiberius Caesar Augustus 269, 270
Timber 323
Tipoukeides 11
Toll/port dues 98, 162
Totila 10
Trader, see merchants
Trani 256 (Ordinances of the

Consuls of the Sea)

Traveler, see passenger
Tribonian 8
Tribunal

Ecclesiastical 18; Rabbinical 18,
217 n. 42

Tripoli (Lebanon) 51, 136
Tripoli (Libya) 221, 291, 292, 297,

298, 328
Trust 102 (amàna)
Trustee 102 (amìn)
Tùnis (Tunisia city) 127, 292
Tyre 3, 50

Udovitch 22, 247
'Ulamà", see jurists
'Umar Ibn al-Kha††àb 26, 279
Ulpius Trajanus 270
Umayyàds 15, 19
'Urafà" al-ßinà'a (inspectors) 35, 36

Vandals 7, 9, 249
Venice 256
Vessel, also ship

Bottomry 42
Building 35, 45, 82
Capacity 13, 25, 27, 28, 31, 32,

33, 34, 37, 43, 77; overload 22,
31, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 44, 124,
158, 169, 327

Confiscation/seizure 45, 119, 120,
170

Definition 27–31
Freight charges 22
Inspection 35, 36, 44, 45, 78, 91,

166
Instrument 27, 28–29 n. 6

(portulan/chart) 43 (compass &
astrolabe) 133, 171

Names 40–43, 189
Ownership 22, 25, 45–56
Partnership/Joint ownership

54–56, 270, 321–322; liability
54–55; merchant agent 56;
merchant partner 168; repair
55, 102, 322; nullification
56; transport of cargo 55,
321–322

Physical examination 191
Plimsoll 37, 124
Registration 35, 42
Repair 144, 171, 196, 268, 318,

322
Sale contract 28 ns. 5–6, 43, 44,

45, 46, 90, 171, 270
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Seaworthiness & Unseaworthiness
27, 31, 32, 33, 73, 74, 91, 94,
95, 104, 113, 124, 133–135, 138,
148, 198, 200

Tackle/apparatus 27, 28, 67, 
158, 165, 168, 169, 171, 186,
329–330; anchor 27, 28 n. 3,
67, 92 n. 24, 165, 171, 262, 268,
329; basket 171; boat (lifeboat,
service boat & dinghy) 28 n. 4,
29, 62, 67, 92 n. 24, 169, 260,
269, 330; cabin 171; cable 171,
201, 260; cooking pots 330; deck
136, 318; gangway (landing plank)
27, 28 n. 3; grapnel 89; hawser
27, 203; hemp 262; hold 136,
318; hull 30, 37, 43, 133, 191,
203, 304, 308, 317; jar 28 n. 3;
keel 30; mast 27, 28 n. 3, 92
n. 24, 165, 169, 268, 269, 330;
oar 27, 28 n. 3, 29, 89, 325;
rope 27, 28 n. 3, 89, 92 n. 24,
169, 171, 260, 262, 265, 329,
330; rudder 27, 123, 269; sail
27, 28 n. 3, 30, 43, 67, 89, 123,
165, 171, 260, 262; sail yard 28
n. 3, 89, 123, 165, 262; skins
260, 262, 266, 268; tiller 165,
268

Terminology 30 (law˙), (markab),
(safìna)

Transfer of title 45, 46, 47, 82
Type 28; bà††ùsì 89; galley 29,

89 (shànì) 123; kharràq 89;
muwarraqì 89; ploion 29 n. 9;
qirillà 89

Usurpation 45, 46, 47, 82
Warship 27, 42, 140, 151
Wreck 74, 100, 117, 129, 133,

134, 135, 138, 141, 144, 145,
165, 167, 169, 171, 178, 200,
203, 207, 209, 213, 216, 221,
262, 263, 266, 268, 271, 279,
290, 291, 295, 296, 297, 308,
312, 329

Visigoths 7, 10
Voyage 102, 108, 148, 213; course

91, 186, 240

Warehouse 109
Wharf, see quay
Water, drinking 66, 79, 91, 114, 

265
Wine 4, 88
Witness 38, 58, 59, 68, 69, 85, 86,

87, 94, 96, 111, 179, 180–184, 185,
200, 235, 236, 246, 255 & n. 17
( jurors), 262, 265

Wood 90, 270

Yarmùk 14

Zìrìds 48
Zuwayla 245
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